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PREFACE

The papers presented at the Space Operations, Applications, and Research (SOAR) Symposium,
hosted by the Air Force Space Technology Center and held at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June 26-

28, 1990, are documented in this proceeding. Over 150 technical papers were presented at the Sym-
posium which was jointly sponsored by the United States Air Force (USAF) and the NASA/Johnson

Space Center. The technical areas included were: Automation and Robotics, Environmental Inter-

actions, Human Factors, Intelligent Systems, and Life Sciences. NASA and USAF programmatic

overviews and panel sessions were also held in each technical area. The Symposium proceeding in-

cludes papers presented by experts from NASA, the USAF, universities, and industries in various

disciplines. These proceedings, along with the comments by technical area coordinators and session

chairmen, will be used by the Space Operations Technology Subcommittee (SOTS) of the Air Force

Systems Command and NASA Space Technology Interdependency Group (STIG) to assess the status
of the technology, as well as the joint projects/activities in various technical areas.

111
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MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL CHAIR AND ASSISTANT

GENERAL CHAIR

The SOAR 90 workshop will bring together Air Force and NASA project/program managers and

members of the technical community for an information exchange on space operations. The visibility

the SOAR 90 workshop will provide attendees into technology applications will give us a singular

opportunity to establish additional cooperative technology development and transition programs.

As you can see, SOAR now represents Space Operations, Applications, and Research. This

change reflects the nature of the conference which includes sessions on many areas in addition to
automation and robotics. Each session will start with Air Force and NASA programmatic overviews

of present efforts which will be followed by technical papers and conclude with panel discussions of

problems/solutions within the topic area.

With your participation, we look forward to an informative and productive workshop.

Col. Paul C. Anderson,

Air Force Space Technology Center

As you noticed, SOAR now stands for Space Operations, Applications and Research, and

encompasses the broad scope and excitement felt by the space community as our Nation's revitalized

space program gains strength and stability. The planned civil space scenario includes Space Station

Freedom, a multitude of science and technology missions, the lunar outpost, and Mars

missions/outposts.

The consequences of these space programs will be an infrastructure of space, lunar and Mars

surface and ground operations. These operations need to be conducted effectively, efficiently, and

with utmost safety. Advanced techniques/technology are needed to enable future space operations
to be carried out with these attributes.

SOAR 90 continues, with amplification, the theme of previous SOAR workshops in the discussion

of future techniques/technology and approaches needed for space operations. Also, life sciences was
added to the technical areas for the first time this year to reflect the broad scope of the needed

research. The benefits to NASA and the Air Force in expanding communications and identifying

cooperative programs have made SOAR an invaluable yearly event.

Dr. Kumar Krishen,

NASA Johnson Space Center

V
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MANIPULATION I



N91-20642
RESOLVED RATE AND TORQUE CONTROL SCHEMES FOR

LARGE SCALE SPACE BASED KINEMATICALLY REDUNDANT MANIPULATORS

Robert W. Bailey
LinCom Corporation

1020 Bay Area Blvd, Suite 200
Houston, Tx 77058

Leslie J. Quiocho
Robotic Systems Evaluation Branch - ER4

Automation and Robotics Division

NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Tx 77058

ABSTRACT
Resolved rate control of kinematically redundant ground based
manipulators is a challenging, but well understood problem. The
structural, actuator, and control loop frequency characteristics of

industrial grade robots generally allow operation with resolved
rate control -- a rate command is achievable with good accuracy.
However, space based manipulators are quite different, typically

having less structural stiffness, more motor and joint friction,
and lower control loop cycle frequencies. These undesirable
characteristics present a considerable Point of Resolution (POR)
control problem for space based, kinematically redundant

manipulators for the following reason: a kinematicaUy redundant
manipulator requires an arbitrary constraint to solve for the joint
rate commands. A space manipulator will assuredly not respond

to joint rate commands as expected because of these undesirable
characteristics. The question is, will low frequency rate feedback

be adequate for POR control, and if not, what type of control
scheme will be adequate? A space based manipulator simulation,
including free end rigid body dynamics, motor dynamics, motor
stiction/friction, gearbox backlash, joint stiction/friction, and

Space Station RMS type configuration parameters, is utilized to
evaluate the performance of a well documented resolved rate
control law. Alternate schemes involving combined resolved rate

and torque control are also evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

Space based manipulator design imposes a more stringent

control problem than does ground based design. Space
manipulators must be as light as possible to avoid excessive
earth to orbit transportation costs. Space manipulators must also

be able to survive the vacuum conditions on orbit. These design
requirements produce manipulators with light-weight structures,
large gear-ratios (relatively large backlash regions), high

frequency low torque motors, excessive joint and motor friction,

and low frequency control loop cycles (flight qualified
computers which are slow compared to today's technology). To
compound these physical contributions to the control problem, a

kinematically redundant manipulator inherently allows an infinite
number of arm configurations to achieve a given Point Of
Resolution (POR) Cartesian position and orientation. This
redundancy has its advantages and disadvantages. One such

advantage is that infinite joint solutions allows a diverse range of
control schemes. However, a disadvantage is that it can
contribute to arm configuration drift through a given POR

maneuver. In this paper, we will conceptually explain this
problem and support the explanation with dynamic and
kinematic simulation analysis of a Space Station RMS type
manipulator. Variations of the classic motor rate feedback

control system based on POR force and torque control will also

be discussed as a possible solution to the problem.

PROBLEM CONCEPTUALIZATION

The majority of Space Station assembly analysis is currently
being performed with kinematic manipulator simulations.
Assuming that the actual space-based manipulator will respond

exactly as the kinematically simulated manipulator, operational
scenarios developed using the kinematic simulation will be

adequate for space operations. This assumption could lead to
dangerous consequences if kinematic control is not augmented
with dynamic simulation. Several aspects of space manipulator
operations will contribute to a drift (compared to kinematic
simulation response) in the arm configuration through a given

POR maneuver. Note that the problem of a drifting arm
configuration from expected results is an entirely different

problem from fundamental control of the manipulator POR.

Space based manipulator joint state responses have the following
characteristics:

1) discontinuities - due to joint and motor stiction,
2) non-linearities - due to motor gearbox backlash (flexibility),

and

3) variations - due to changing mass properties of the system.

In addition, actively controlled joint state responses have the

following characteristics:

1) discontinuities - due to low frequency control loops,
2) non-linearities - due to joint state feedback, and

3) variations - due to constant control gains applied to changing

system.

All of these characteristics contribute to a different joint response

between actual dynamic manipulator systems and kinematically
simulated manipulator systems. A standard resolved rate POR
control scheme can effectively control the POR trajectory, but it
can do little to control the joint trajectories. For a kinematically

redundant manipulator, an infinite number of joint trajectories
are possible for any given POR maneuver. Because of this, an

actual space manipulator response (with a conventional resolved
rate POR controller) is guaranteed to be different from a

kinematic simulation response for the maneuver. Through a

complex sequence of POR maneuvers (such as those proposed
for Space Station assembly), the drift in the arm configuration
between actual manipulator and simulated manipulator response

will continue to grow through each successive maneuver
potentially creating dangerous operational problems.



ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

To demonstrate the concepts and problems discussed above, two

simulations runs are performed - one kinematic and one
dynamic. A brief overview of the simulation math models is

presented later. The kinematic simulation run consists of a POR
maneuver, with acceleration and deceleration profiles, and an

active position hold region. The dynamic simulation run
consists of the exact same maneuver and position hold
commands. The differences in the responses of the two
simulations are discussed in detail to provide a better

understanding of the control problems discussed above.

In addition to these runs, a second dynamic simulation is also
performed incorporating POR force/torque control (instead of
resolved rate control) during maneuver acceleration and

deceleration regions. Results from this simulation are used to
show advantages and disadvantages of stand-alone POR
force/torque control.

Simulation Description
The kinematic simulation flow is depicted in Figure 1. The

dynamic simulation flow is depicted in Figure 2. The
manipulator guidance and control blocks of each simulation are

identical to ensure proper comparison between the kinematic and
dynamic simulations. With perfect sensing and perfect joint
servos, the kinematic simulation is reduced to direct integration

of the joint rate commands to produce joint positions; state
integration and the control loop cycle times are both set to 80

milliseconds. The dynamic simulation, with perfect analog-to-
digital conversion and perfect sensing, has a higher fidelity
motor model including friction compensation logic for joint rate

and torque commands, motor and joint friction, and joint
gearbox backlash. As with the kinematic simulation, the

manipulator guidance and control block for the dynamic

simulation is also performed every 80 milliseconds. However,
state integration is performed every 5 milliseconds with a fourth
order modified midpoint integration scheme (3 step with 2
acceleration evaluations) [1].

PERFECT SENSING

80 ms
Sensed Joint Rates =

Actual Joint Rates

STATE INTEGRATION
80 ms

Actual Joint Angles =
f (Actual Joint Rates) dt

MANIPULATOR
GUIDANCE & CONTROL

80 ms

Configuration and POR States'
POR Velocity Commands

POR Force/Torque Commands
Joint Rate Commands

Joint Torque Commands

PERFECT SERVOS I

80 ms _, ]
Actual Joint Rates =

Commanded Joint Rates

Figure 1 - Kinematic Simulation Flow

PERFECT SENSING
5 ms

Sensed Joint Rates =

Actual Joint Rates

STATE INTEGRATION

5 ms
3 Pass, 2 Accel Evaluations

End Body, Joint & Gearbox States
Actual Rates = _(Actual Accels) dt

Actual Positions = f(Actual Rates) dt

MOTOR & GEARBOX

5 ms (and Intermediate

Integration Steps)
Motor Friction

Gearbox Backlash

MOTOR CONTROL
5 ms

Motor Rate Feedback

Torque Control
Friction Compensation

MANIPULATOR

GUIDANCE & CONTROL
80 ms

Configuration and POR States

POR Velocity Commands
POR Force/Torque Commands

Joint Rate Commands

Joint Torque Commands

I

Figure 2 - Dynamic Simulation Flow

The manipulator guidance and control block is shown in Figure
3. There are two important aspects of this diagram, POR rate

control and POR force/torque control Rate control will be
discussed f'trst and then force/torque control.

For POR rate control, pointing vectors from the current POR
states to the desired POR states are unitized and scaled by the
POR maneuver rates to produce the POR rotational and
translational commands. These commands are then scaled,

depending on the current maneuver region, to produce the final
POR rate commands. There are four distinct maneuver regions:

acceleration, maneuver, deceleration, and active position hold.
For each of these regions, POR rotation and translation

commands are completely decoupled, i.e., POR rotation could
be in the acceleration region while POR translation is in the
active position hold region.

During the acceleration region, the POR rate command vectors
are scaled based on elapsed time from zero to the maneuver rates

thus emulating a constant acceleration profile. During the
maneuver region, the commanded POR rates remain unchanged.
During the deceleration and active position hold regions, the
commanded POR rates are scaled from the maneuver rates to

zero based on the "distance-to-go" to the desired POR end states;
this function produces a parabolic velocity profile during

braking. Using the final POR rate commands, joint rate
commands are then generated via the resolved rate control law
proposed by Whitney with constant unity weighting [2,3]. With

the joint rate commands in hand, a gain for the friction
compensation logic located in the motor model is calculated to
provide a smooth transition for the friction compensation
commands as the joint rates change direction. The motor model

also contains a rate feedback loop.
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Joint Rate/Torque Control

The POR force/torque control depends to a great extent on the

existing POR rate control. The primary difference between the
two control schemes is that during rate control, joint rate feeds
back directly to the joint rate commands at a high frequency, but

for force/torque control, the joint rate feedback is transformed to
POR rate feedback and performed at a low frequency. Also, for
the current analyses, the force/torque control is used only during
the acceleration and deceleration maneuver regions. For these

regions, the POR rates are fed back into the POR rate commands

to produce POR rate error vectors. These vectors are unitized
and then scaled from zero to the maximum maneuver forces and

torques based upon the magnitude of the rate error vectors.
These final commanded FOR force and torque vectors are then

transformed to joint torques via the transpose of the Jacobian
matrix. Friction compensation gains again must be calculated to

provide a smooth transition when the joint torque commands
change directions.

The dynamic simulation motor model, presented in Figure 4,
accepts both the joint rate and the joint torque commands.
Torque commands are scaled directly to applied motor voltage
(after gear reduction), while the rate commands go through gear

reduction and are then differenced with the actual motor rates

(rate feedback) before being scaled to applied motor voltages.
Both sets of applied motor voltages are summed along with a

friction compensation voltage that acts in the direction of the
commanded joint rate (a simplistic description) to offset the

effects of motor and joint friction. The resulting motor voltage
is scaled to produce the applied motor torque. For this analysis,
applied motor torque is calculated at 200 Hz (5 milliseconds).

Joint Torque
Command

I I

5 ms

Integration
Mid-Steps

Joint Rate
Command

 co%:o,
v Command[ T

Applied Motor ' ...........
Torque [

Applied Joint
Motor

Gearbox
Twist

Actual Joint
Acceleration

Figure 4 - Motor Rate/Torque Control and Gearbox Dynamics

Continuing with Figure 4, motor acceleration is determined by
subtracting the torque due to motor friction and the gearbox

torque from the applied motor torque, and dividing by the motor
shaft inertia. This acceleration is differenced with the actual joint

acceleration (after gear reduction) to produce the gearbox twist
acceleration. The gearbox twist acceleration is then integrated

twice to produce the gearbox twist angle used to determine the
gearbox torque through a two stage gearbox backlash model.
The first stage is non-linear to a breakout angle; the second stage

is linear past the breakout angle. For the current analysis,
gearbox twist state integration is performed over a 5 millisecond
time step with the modified midpoint integration scheme;
intermediate steps are synchronized with the joint state

integration (from the manipulator dynamics).



Data Loads and Preparation 
The manipulator system simulated consists of a Space Shuttle 
base vehicle (mass characteristics), a SPAS satellite payload 
(mass characteristics), and a Space Station RMS (mass and 
kinematic configuration). Data Loads for the simulations are 
taken primarily from published documents for the Space Shuttle, 
the Shuttle RMS, and the Space Station RMS. Mass Properties 
and attach point information for the Shuttle and the SPAS 
satellite payload are extracted from the PDRSS data book. Mass 
properties and kinematic configuration data for the SSRMS are 
extracted from a SPAR document. The motor, gearbox, and 
friction data for all 7 SSRMS joints is of the SRMS shoulder 
yaw joint, also from the PDRSS document. The torque to 
voltage and voltage to torque gains in the motor model also 
correspond to the SRMS shoulder yaw joint. Maneuver rates, 
tolerances, and breaking thresholds all correspond to specified 
data given for the SRMS manipulating the SPAS satellite. The 
maneuver selected for analysis is arbitrary with maneuver initial 
and final manipulator configurations depicted in Figures 5 and 6 
respectively. 

The motor model rate to voltage control gain was determined 
individually for all seven joints. First, brakes were applied on all 
joints. Next, brakes were relieved for a single joint and that joint 
was commanded to achieve a specified mid-range rotation rate. 
The rate to voltage gain was adjusted for the joint until the joint 
response yielded good acceleration and rate maintenance 
qualities. The initial configuration of the arm was identical for all 
control tests and significantly different from any of the 
configurations achieved during POR maneuver analysis. 

Figure 5 - POR Maneuver Initial Configuration 

RESULTS 
Pertinent kinematic simulation results are presented in Figures 7 
through 9. In Figure 7, notice the constant acceleration region 
(linear velocity profile), the constant maneuver rate region 
(constant velocity profile), the linear deceleration braking region 
(parabolic velocity profile), and the active position hold region 
(zero velocity profile). In Figure 8, the FOR Euler attitude time 
histones represent a great arc rotation that can be more easily 
seen in the maneuver region of the rotational velocity plot. In 
Figure 9, the joint responses are smooth and continuous in  the 
separate maneuver regions. In general, the kinematic simulation 
response is a "perfect" or ideal response. 

Figures 10 through 12 represent analogous plots for the dynamic 
simulation. Notice that upon first glance the position and 
orientation histones appear almost identical and that the velocity 
profiles look very similar. This result demonstrates that 
fundamental controllability of the POR position and orientation 
is achievable. However, some important differences between 
the two simulation responses require additional discussion. To 
help visualize the actual differences between the two 
simulations, the POR translational vector data from kinematic 
simulation is subtracted from the dynamic simulation data. The 
magnitude histones of the resulting "difference", or error, is 
plotted in Figure 13. 

The initial velocity error spike in Figure 13 demonstrates that the 
instantaneous velocities in the kinematic simulation can not be 
realistically achieved in a dynamic system. This initial velocity 
error is the major contributor to the overall POR position error 
which is close to four inches for this maneuver. However, as 
shown by the joint angle error histories in Figure 14, the largest 
arm configuration error occurs during the maneuver region 
which demonstrates the arm's tendency to drift from the 
expected configuration. 

Returning to Figure 13, small perturbations can be seen during 
the maneuver region (up to 75 seconds). These perturbations are 
caused by the most serious control problem we faced while 
performing these analyses: friction. Compare perturbation time 
slots in Figure 13 with the time slots in Figure 12 where the joint 
angle histories change direction, Le., when the joint velocities 
become zero. These regions are dominated by joint friction. The 
velocity perturbations in these regions are caused when 1) the 
joint initially stops due to friction, and 2)  when the joint 
overcomes friction and breaks loose. Both instances cause 
discontinuities in the arm motion effectively reducing the system 
degrees of freedom to something less than seven; this will create 
problems when the control system expects seven full degrees of 
freedom to be available for control. Friction problems prompted 
us to develop the friction compensation logic (only touched upon 
in this paper) greatly improving our overall arm response (as is 
evident with the four inch maximum path deviation). We also 
believe these perturbations can be significantly reduced by 
placing the low frequency portion of the friction compensation 
logic with the high frequency portion of the logic. 

The second velocity spike of Figure 13 occurs at the beginning 
of the deceleration region, much like the first spike. The 
secondary spikes occumng around 90 seconds are caused by a 
control mode change between the deceleration and active 
position hold regions. This mode change is primarily a friction 
compensation gain logic change to allow a finer control for 
position hold. Notice that the final positional error is less than 
half an inch. 
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Substituting the POR force and torque control mode during the
acceleration and deceleration regions produces interesting
results. Figure 15 shows Figure 13 with overplots of the POR
force/torque control simulation. Notice how the force/torque
control responds much faster to the initial rate command than
does the rate control (0 to 5 second region). Also notice the
same to be true during the deceleration region (75 to 90
seconds). The most interesting aspect of the force/torque
overplot is the large velocity spikes near 80 seconds. These
spikes are again caused by joint friction and they are much more
pronounced than the friction spikes of the rate control regions.
This can be attributed to the difference in rate feedback
frequencies; rate feedback for the force/torque control occurs at
12.5 Hz whereas the rate feedback for the rate control occurs at
200 Hz. Obviously, the rate controller will be able to react much
better to discontinuities than the force/torque controller.
However, even with the large velocity spikes the addition of the
POR force/torque control improved the overall path deviation
throughout the maneuver.
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CONCLUSIONS

POR rate control is successfully achieved for kinematically
redundant space manipulators and POR maneuvers are generally
repeatable. In task space, there is good agreement between
kinematic and dynamic simulations. However, arm
configurations through the maneuvers are generally not
repeatable between kinematic and dynamic simulations which
suggests a drawback to complicated task scenario development
using kinematic simulations.

The primary goal of most manipulator task scenario development
is to reach the successive POR positions and orientation with a
benign (no collisions, no singularities, etc.) ann configuration.
If the arm configuration is not precisely predictable with a
kinematic simulation then one of two events needs to happen.
Either analyses should be performed with a reasonably high
fidelity dynamic simulation, or a kinematic controller needs to be
developed which controls both manipulator task space and
configuration space motions.

Although the force/torque controller improved the POR
response, the arm configuration drift problem still exists. We
believe this problem will never be completely solved until some
type of hybrid POR and arm configuration controller is
developed to control the task space and configuration space
aspects of the problem concurrently. Perhaps an adaptive
controller utilizing varying system dynamic characteristics in
conjunction with the POR force and torque control principles
presented here, or possibly a 6+1 degree-of-freedom (DOF)
controller which controls a single joint independently of the
others to "fix" a 6 DOF solution for POR rate control.

We also believe that the POR force and torque control scheme
presented here can be enhanced to provide rate control equivalent
control during the maneuver region. The advantage of this type
of controller is that no mathematical singularities exist. The
transformation between POR forces and torques and joint
torques is the transpose of the Jacobian matrix, a matrix which
does not have to be inverted and thus will not exhibit control
singularities.
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ABSTRACT

The first interactive Space Station Freedom (SSF) laboratory robot exhibit has been installed
at the Space and Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama and has been running daily since
March. IVA the Robot is mounted in a full scale United States Laboratory (USL) mockup to
educate the public on possible automation and robotic applications aboard the SSF.
Responding to audio and video instructions at the Command Console, exhibit patrons may
prompt IVA to perform a housekeeping task or give a speaking tour of the module. Other
exemplary space station tasks are simulated and the public can even challenge IVA to a game
of tic-tac-toe.

In anticipation of such a system being built for the Space Station, a discussion is provided of
the approach taken, along with suggestions for applicability to the Space Station environment.

INTRODUCTION

Teledyne Brown Engineering is pursuing an IR&D effort in robotics and automation in
support of the NASA Space Station Freedom.' This effort was initiated by user requirements
which underscore the need for enhanced levels of automation and machine intelligence to
reduce crew workloads. SSF phase B studies have shown available crew time as one of the
most limited consumables and an obvious solution would be to automate those repetitive tasks
which lend themselves to automation. This would allow the crew to perform the more
sophisticated duties which require human dexterity and interaction. A prototype of an
IntraVehicular Activities (IVA) robot for a conceptual Laboratory Manipulator System has
been assembled as IVA the Robot (Figure 1) within a Space Station Freedom mockup at the
Space and Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama.



IVA THE ROBOT

The Space and Rocket Center is a functional museum which presents a unique history of
America's adventures in space as well as conceptual models of what may be expected in future
space efforts. The intent of a Laboratory Manipulator System within the Space Station
mockup is to display realistic space robotic applications to a public which expects C3PO and
R2D2 capabilities from robotic systems. Following is a discussion of original design
requirements and the approach taken to fulfill those specifications.

Design Requirements: The original IVA the Robot Exhibit specification detailed the location,
weight, dimensions, configuration and appearance of the Laboratory Manipulator System.
IVA was to be located on a six-foot track suspended from the laboratory module and be able
to reach three racks of equipment. Standard Space Station tasks such as picking up a
cylindrical sample and placing it in a materials processing furnace, or opening a door to
remove a piece of equipment were specified. Among the more specific capabilities was the
definition of a "wipe-down" task in which the robot would open a storage door, remove a
sponge, proceed to clean a wall, and replace the sponge. Another unique task, included for
both entertainment value as well as dexterity demonstration reasons was a Tic-Tac-Toe game

played between the robot and an observer. Figure 2 is a block diagram of IVA's major
elements and their interfaces.
All of the required tasks are initiated from the Control Console by the user. Based on user
inputs from a joystick or pushbuttons, IVA will perform the following tasks:

1) Housekeeping. This task has already been defined for the SSF habitable modules and
crew members were the first to suggest a "cleaning robot" to do it. IVA removes a
sponge from a storage compartment, wipes down the walls and replaces the sponge in
the compartment. Concurrently, a voice system is used to explain what IVA is doing
and why it is necessary.

2) Furnace sample changeout. In an effort to demonstrate the usefulness of a robot for
experiment manipulation, a task to changeout samples in a materials processing furnace
was defined. First, IVA opens a storage door within which samples are stored. Then
IVA proceeds to the furnace where the "heated" sample is removed and placed in an
empty storage bin. A "fresh" sample is selected from the storage bin and placed into
the furnace and all doors are closed. Sensors are located in the furnace compartment

and in the storage bin to sense the location of all samples. Intelligence is programmed
into IVA so that samples are not placed into an occupied slot. Again, IVA speaks to the
exhibit user and explains the process.

3) Tours of the Space Station and module. There are two tours which have IVA
speaking to the public explaining the Space Station, the Laboratory Module, and IVA's
purpose. During the discussion, IVA guides the user by pointing and motioning to the
various items of interest.

4) Manual Mode. To give the public a direct feel of operating a robot, IVA responds
to various joystick and push button inputs which give the user direct control of the
robot. Precautions are programmed so that IVA can't collide with anything or damage

laboratory components.
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5) Tic-tac-toe.Oneof IVA'smoreambitiousprogrammingtasks,tic-tac-toe
demonstratesIVA's flexibilityanddexterityin a funwaytoexhibitpatrons.Thegame
iscontrolledbytheuserattheconsolemonitorandthegamepiecesarephysically
movedby IVA. Thisis themostpopulartaskandIVA isn'teasytobeat.Onthe
averageagainstagoodplayer,IVA will win20%of thetime,tie 60%of thetimeand
losetherest.As withall tasks,IVA usesthevoicesystemto explainthegameandhow
to operatethecontrols.

IVA is powered up around the clock and runs in three basic modes. The first mode includes

all the interactive actions described above, where IVA interacts directly with the public.
Another mode is the non-interactive mode in which IVA will run different tasks from those

discussed above until someone approaches the command console. There is a pressure mat in
front of the command console so that IVA knows when someone is at the controls. The last

mode is a "sleep" mode where IVA will park and go into a dormant state when the museum is
closed for the night.

An integrated system, IVA is built mostly from off the shelf components. The brains of the
system is an IBM PC/AT using the GWBASIC and Quick Basic programming languages. The
PC reads inputs from exhibit patrons at the command console and converts those inputs to
directives to the robot arm and exhibit peripherals. The PC also schedules events like the
parking of the robot at night, occasional recalibrations and keeps records of all tasks
performed by IVA. Given a quantitative record of activity, the exhibit may later be
streamlined according to usage. Having a written record also helps the troubleshooter to
pinpoint problems by showing which routine was executing and when a problem occurred.
The voice capabilities are provided with a COVOX VOICEMASTER system. This speech
system digitizes a spoken message and allows the ability to prompt IVA's speech within the
control program. The robot arm is a Canadian-made CRS M1 six axis arm mounted on a six

foot track bolted to the mockup ceiling. Programs which move the robot gripper to teach
points are written in the CRS particular language and are prompted in response to signals
from the PC. Lastly, a control/SVC panel was built to house the OPTO22 I/O boards. This
panel distributes signals between the robot and the PC, the robot and the exhibit, and the PC
and the exhibit.

IVA has demonstrated the ability of a single 6 axis track-mounted robot to successfully service
three racks within the Space Station exhibit. But before any robotic system will be
implemented within Space Station Freedom, crew and lab safety issues must be addressed and
solved. Regardless of obvious workload benefits from a robotic system, there must be
complete assurance that no detriment to the crew or lab hardware can occur at the hands of

that system. The logistics of being a museum exhibit precludes exhibit patrons from any
direct physical harm from IVA. The complete safety system is a "deadman" switch located in
the access door to IVA's module, so entering the workspace powers down the robot.
Certainly, this isn't possible in a Space Station environment where it is conceivable that man
and robot may directly interact, therefore demanding the demonstration of harmonious
interaction between the two.

Lessons Learned. Tho onboard IVA robot element of the system has been working
successfully on a daily 12-hour basis. Minor problems such as workspace incompatibilities



with theoriginalteachpointsandrobotvoicecoordinationwereanticipatedandsolvedearly.
Unanticipatedproblemsincludedintermittentfailure of flexible cablewires exhibiting
symptomsanalogousto "software"errors,andearlysaturationof I/O signals.

CONCLUSION

TheIVA theRobotexhibitwasdevelopedwith theanticipationof the implementationof
roboticsystemswithinSpaceStationFreedom.TheexhibithasbeenoperationalsinceMarch,
1990andIVA servicesthreeracksof mockequipment.Extensionof an IVA-typerobotto
SSFcouldfreeastronautsfromrepetitivetasksfor betterusageof theirtime. Sucha system
maybedirectlyvoicecontrolledby anastronautor possiblyevenremotelycontrolledby a
groundstationoperator.In aneffortto alleviateastronautworkload,it is believedthatwhile
classicalrobotictechniquesarereadilyapplicableto specifictasks,themajorareaof concern
is to crewandlaboratorysafety.
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ABSTRACT:
Described are the structural design, kinematics

and characteristics of a novel robotic manipulator for
space applications and, in particular, utilization as an
articulate and powerful space shuttle manipulator.
Hybrid manipulators are parallel-serial connection robots
that give rise to a multitude of highly articulate robot
manipulators. These manipulators are modular and can
be extended by additional modules over large distances.
Every module has a hemi---spherical work space and
collective modules give rise to highly dexterous
symmetrical work space.In this paper some basic designs
and kinematical structures of these robot manipulators
are discussed, the associated direct and the inverse
kinematics formulations are presented, and solutions to
the inverse kinematic problem are obtained explicitly and
elaborated upon.

These robot manipulators are shown to have a
strength-to-weight ratio that is many times larger than
the value that is currently available with industrial or
research manipulators. This is due to the fact that these
hybrid manipulators are stress---compensated and have an
ultra light weight, yet, they are extremely stiff due to the
fact that the force distribution in their structure is
mostly axial. The means of actuation in these
manipulators are entirely prismatic and can be provided
by ball-screws with anti-backlash nuts for maximum
precision.

INTRODUCTION
Serially connected robot manipulators in the form

of an open-loop kinematic chain with
computer-controlled joint actuation have been examined
extensively in the robot engineering literature (see
Shahinpoor [1]). These examinations study the structural
design, kinematics, dynamics, trajectory planning, work
space design, control and stability. On the other hand the
pertinent literature on parallel-connection robot

manipulators is scarce as discussed by Fichter [2][3]. A
classic example of a parallel manipulator is the Stewart
platform (see Stewart [4]) which has been kinematically
and to some extent dynamically investigated by Fichter
2]. Other similar mechanisms and manipulators have
een discussed by Earl and Rooney [5], Hunt [6], and

Yang and Lee [7].
In the present paper we introduce yet another

novel robotic structure of a hybrid nature. In these
hybrid manupulators both serial elements and parallel
elements are present and can be actuated in a prismatic
fashion to give rise to a highly articulate robot

manipulator with hemispherical work space and complete
symmetry of movements within its work space. Figure 1
illustrates such a hybrid robot manipulator. Note that
this structure particularly relates to a
computer---controlled robotic arm capable of moving three
dimensionally and symmetrically throughout its
hemispherical workspace.

Computer-controlled robotic arms have been
extensively used throughout the world and particularly in
the US and Japan. See Shahinpoor [1] for a
comprehensive literature survey on various kinds of robot
manipulators and structural designs. Two basic problems
have been associated with conventional robot
manipulators as described below:

1- They are generally made massive and
stiff so as to

eliminate motion control problems
associated with

structural flexibility.
2- They generally move slow because of

the fact that they
are made massive and fally rigid.

Thus, there has been a great need in the
manufacturing industry, government laboratories as well
as defense organizations to develop light-weight, stiff and
subsequently fast moving robot manipulators. The
structure shown in Figure 1 and described in the
following section achieves the above objectives and
corrects for the above deficiencies of the conventional
robot manipulators. Since all of its legs are simply
supported at both ends by three dimensional joints such
as universal or ball-and---socket joints the stresses in
them are only axially distributed and thus give rise to a
stress---compensated robotic structures. The structure
shown in Figure 1 also has a minimum amount of extra
mass and is essentially an ultra-light weight
manipulator. Thus, it provides an ultra-light weight,
stress--compensated robotic arm capable of fast motions.

It is further capable of moving symmetrically and
hemi--spherically about its base platform ; something
that most current robotic structures are unable to do.

In accordance with the present paper we describe
a 7 degree of freedom robotic arm comprising a
three--dimensional universal joint and two segments of a
robotic arm such that the one end of the first segment is
fixed to a base platform in the form of an equilateral
triangular structure with the other end attaced to a joint
platform which is another equilateral triangular
structure. The one end of the second segment is attached
to the joint platform with the other end attached to a
gripper platform which is another equilateral triangular
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structuresuchthat it is basicallyfreeto movebut
other-wiseequippedwith a robotichand,gripper,
end-effectoror fixture.Thebaseplatformiscomprisedof
an equilateraltrianglewhosesidesare madefrom
metallicor otherwisestrongmaterial.Thesaidjoint
platformis comprisedof anotherequilateraltriangular
structurewith strongsidespositionedoppositeto the
baseplatformsuchthattheverticesofthebaseplatform
andthe joint platformareconnectedby meansof a
triplet of criss-crossedwovenor singlewireswith a
movable.joint.Thegripperplatformisalsoanequilateral
trianglularstructurepositionedoppositelytothesidesof
thejointplatformsuchthattheverticesareconnected
oppositelyto theverticesofthejointplatformfirstbya
pairof criss-crossedor wovenwiresandalsoto the
middlepointsofthesidesofthejointplatformbymeans
ofasetoflinearactuator.Theend-effectorwhichmay
bearoboticgripperisattachedviaa setofsupportbars
to yetanotherequilateraltriangle,namely,anextended
gripperplatformwith sidesand verticesoppositely
orientedwith respectto the gripperplatform.The
gripperactionmaybe providedby an intermediate
mechanism.

Figure1-Aplatformstructure of a hybrid robot manipulator

The actuation is provided by a set of six linear
actuators. These linear actuators are such that three of
them connect the vertices of the base platform to the mid
section of the sides of the joint platform. Subsequently
the other three linear actuators connect the mid section
of the sides the joint platform to the vertices of the
gripper platform.

The linear actuation may be hydraulic, pneumatic
or electromagnetic. In case of hydraulic or pneumatic
actuation the fluid motion control is provided by either
digital or analog controllers comprising of
electromagnetic valves. In case of electromagnetic
actuation the linear actuators may be
magnetic-induction or magnetic-coil driven or comprised
of motorized ball screws for linear actuation. The gripper
may also be actuated either hydraulically, pneumatically
or electromagnetically. Due to the fact that the support
bars create a kinematically constrained motion for the
platforms the linear motion of the actuators must be
performed in harmony so as not to violate the
kinematical constraints. Here below a complete kinematic
description of this robot manipulator is presented. This
kinematical modeling is necessary for
computer--controlled motion of the robotic gripper.

The fundamental question answered here is :
"Given the desired location and orientation of the

gripper in the hemi--spherical work space of the
manipulator what are the six values of the linear
displacements of the 6 actuators in order to place the said
gripper correctly at the desired position and with the
desired orientation."

Let us refer now to Figure 2 which depicts a
kinematic embodiment of the invention.

All

/,°,

AO) / Xo

o 0

X,

|

1_3 jz,

_, c,_) ,, (_.,y,r z)

'_" _ _ YO

_Aoz

Figure 2- The kinematical structure of a 3-axis
hybrid manipulator.
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Note that, the present an analytical representation
of the kinematic of the hybrid manipulator, a fixed
reference rectangular cartesian frame is assumed with its
origin at the point of intersection of angle bisectors or the
medians of the said base platform, which is , hereon,

called T o A corresponding rectangular cartesian frame x,
y, z, is considered fixed to the center of the said joint

platform which is called T 1 .

The locations of points Aol , Ao2 , Ao3 , All A12

and A13 are given by

R = 0)T
Aol

R Ao 2 = ((q_-/6)ao, (1/21ao, 0) T

RAo 3 = ((-f3-/3)ao,0 , 0) T

with respect to the base frame T o and by

RA11 = ((+_r3/6)al,+(1/2)al, 01T

RA12 = (( 3/6)a1,-(1/2)a 1, 0)T

RA13 = ((-_f3-/6)a1,0 , 0) T

(1)

(2)

(3)

0)

(5)

(6)

with respect to the platform frame T 1.

Consider an equilibrium reference position of the

upper triangle T 1 with respect to the lower triangle T O

such that they are parallel with a perpendicular
separation of ho for which all lengths 11 through 16 are

equal to 11 through 16. Under these circumstances the

position of O 1 the origin of the frame T 1 with respect to

T O is given by a vector r o which is, however, generally

r,
~

In the reference configuration the coordinate

frame T 1 can be expressed with respect to the frame T O

by means of a 4x4 homogeneous transformation

-1 0

0 1

[Tl]o = 0 0

0 0

0 -b o
0 0

1 h
O

0 1

(v)

frame in the upperNow let the origin of the T 1

said joint platform move to an orbitrary position r = (rx,

_ry, rz)T and orientation 0, % ¢, such that 0, % and ¢ are

the corresponding angles in a right-handed fashion,
between the pairs of axes (Xo, Xl) , (Yo' Yl )' and (Zo, Zl) ,

respectively. In this arbitrary position and orientation
the frame T 1 can be expressed with respect to the frame

T o by means of another 4x4 homogeneous transformation

IT1] such that

IT1] =

or

cos 0 cos(xl,Yo) cos(xl,Zo) rx]

cos(Yl,Xo) cos _ cos(Yl,Z ) ry

cos(zl,Xo) cos(zl,Yo) cos ¢ r z '
0 0 0 1

(8)

IT1] =

dll d12 d13 r x

d21 d22 d23 r Y
d31 d32 d33 r z
0 0 0 1

(9)

where dij , i,j = 1,2,3 are the direction cosines between

the T O and the T 1 frames, i.e.,

dij = Cos (Xli , Xjo), (10)

Xli = (Xl' Yl' zl)T' (11)

(Xjo) = (Xo,Yo,Zo)T (12)

Thus, the location of all points on the upper triangle can
be obtained with respect to the T 1 frame such that

01 -_ rol = (0,0,0) T

(13)

All -_ RAI 1 = ((q_-/6)al, (1/2)al,0)T

(14)

A12 -_ RA12 = (f3-/6)al,-(1/2)a 1, 0) T

(15)

A13 -_ RAI 3 (-(v_-/3)al,0, O)T

(16)

-_ R *
All All (-(f3-/12)al,(1/4)al, 0) T

(17)

and

A12 _ RA12 (-(f3/12)al,-(1/4)a 1, 0) T

(18)

AI3 _ RA13 ((q_/6)al,0, 0)T

(19/
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I' j6' 1( 1/2)a 1
a(H)_

tAll = =[T] All-IT ] 0

1

_hll

(q_/6)al dl 1+ (l/2)al dl2+r x

= (_3-/6)ald21 ÷ (1/2)ald22+ry

(_f3/6)ald31+ (1/2)ald32+r z
1

(20)

where R(H) is the homogeneous representation of R
,all

and Similary
All"

rA12= x1 IY _- [T]R(_)12= -( 1/2)all

z :j1

JAI2 L

dll (3/6)al-(1/2)aldl 2 +rx 1

(_/3/6)aid21- (1/2)aId22 + r Y

= (_/3"/6)ald31-(1/2)ald32+r z
1

21)

rA13- = [T1] R tI _ [T1]A13-

A13

[-(,_-3/3)ald11+r x ]

= _-(q_-/3)ald21+ry /

l- (v_-/3)_ld31+rz i (22)

_ *U ( 1/4)al /
* Y =[TIIRA 1 1=IT1]=

rA11- z : l1 ,

Ali

[- (vr3/12)aldll +(1/4)aldl2+rx !

= ]- (_f3-/12)ald2! +(1/4)ald22+ry

-(f3/12)ald31 +(1/4)ald32+r z

3)

x 1 --(q_-/12) al]
* Y -(1/4)al /

- =[TI]RA_2 H[T 1] 0 J
1 ]A_2

-(._f3-/12)aldl 1-(1/4)al d12+rxl

- (_f_-/12)al d21- ( 1/4)ald22+ry[

= _ (vr3-/12)ald31-(1/4)ald32+r z

[ 1 ](24)

0

rA_3= : [TlIRH23:[TI] 0

JA_3 1

h_!, (q_-/6)aldll+rx]

(_-3/6)ald21+ry/

(_/3/6)alld31 +rz] (25)

Note t

gi2=(Xhi2_Xhol)2+(YAi2_Yho 1)2+(zAi2_zAo 1)2,

for i=1.2..6, (26)
or

gl 2=(('J'3/6)aldl 1-(1/2)al dl 2÷rx-(_/-3/6)ao )2

+((q_-/6)ald21-(1/2)al d22+ry+(ao/2)2

+ ((.¢_'/6)ald 31- ( 1/2 )a 1d32+rz)

(27)

(XA ;1-XAo1 )2 +(Y A _1-y Aol )2 +(ZA _1-'ZAol )2

(28)

(XA 13-×Ao3)2+(yA 13-YAo3)2+(ZA13--ZAo3 )2

(29)

(XA_3 -xA03 )2+(yA_3 -yAo3 )2+(zA_3--zAo3 )2

(30)
-z )2

(XA11-XAo2)2+(yA 11-YAo2)2+(ZAII Ao2

(31)

(XA;2-XAo2)2+ (YA_2-YAo2)2+(ZA;2-ZAo2)2

(32)

_22= (-(qr3112)aldll +(l/4)ald12+rx-(q'-316)ao)2

+(-(4"316)ald21+(1]4)ald22+ry+(ao]2) ) 2

+('('_-/6)al d31+ (1/4)al d32+rz )2 (33)

_22=

t32=

'g42=

e52=

e62=
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_32=(-(_/-3-/3)41d11+rx+(,]-3-/3)ao)2+(-(,_-/3)41d21

+ry)2+(-(_/-3-/3)41d31+rz)2
(34)

g42= ((f3-/6)al d 11+rx+ (f3-/3)ao)2+ ((q_-/6)al d21 +ry) 2

+((q_-/6)ald31+rz )2 (35)

g52=((C'-3-/6)aldl 1+ (1/2)aldl2+rx-(q_-/6)ao )2

+((q_-/6)ald21+(1/2)ald22+ry-(1/2)ao )2

+((ur3"/6)ald31+ (1/2)ald32+rz )2

(36)

g62=(-(,]-3/12)aldll-(1/4)ald12+rx-(q_/6)ao )2

+((_/-3-/12141d21-(1/4141d22+ry-(1/214o 12

+ (--(qr-3/12)ald31-(1/4)ald32+rz )2

(37)

Equations (26)-(37) represent a set of equations for the
solution of the inverse kinematics problem of such a robot
manipulator.

Note that given a desired position of the origin of

the T 1 frame in the upper said joint platform, i.e., r x, ry,

rz, and a desired orientation of it with respect to the base

frame To, i.e.,0, _ and ¢ , the desired leg lengths gi'

i=1,2,6 can be explicity determined. These gi's would

then determine the extent of computer-controlled
prismatic extension of the robot legs.

In our case the.lengths gl' g3' and l5 are fixed and

basiclly equal to some length go" This means that

equations (32), (34) and (36) now completely define the
boundaries of the work space of the robot and equations
(33), (35) and (37) can be used to determine the
actuation lengths necessary to generate the desired
attitude (position + orientation) of the upper platform.
Furthermore, equations (32), (34), and (36) determine

the values rx, ry and r z as a function of 0, _, and ¢ given

that gl' g3 and g5 are prescribed. Therefore, given the

values of gl' g3 and g5 and the desired orientation of the

frame T 1 with respect to To, equations (32)-(37)

completely define an algorithm to achieve
computer--controlled positioning of the first platform.

An exact similar analysis could be presented for
the kinematics and the solution to the inverse kinematics
problem of the second and if desired, the third platforms,
respectively.

Extension To Multiple Platforms
Referring to Figure 3 below, we note that one may

use a similar treatment for the frame T 2 or the said

gripper platform with respect to the frames T 1 and T o.

Z 2

A23

r 2 PAl2

Yl

o I

Ao I Ao2

o o Xo

Figure 3- Kinematic structure of a 6-axis hybrid
manipulator

Note that in this case

g72= (XA22-XA11)2+(YA22-YA 11)2+ (ZA22--ZA 11)2 ,

(3s)

g82= (XA22-XA_2)2+(YA22-YA_2)2+(ZA22-ZA_2)2,

(39)

g92= (XA21-XA1212+(YA21-Y12)2+(ZA21---ZA_212'

(40)
2 ,2 ,2 ,2

gl0=(XAzl-XAll ) +(YA21-YAll ) +(ZA21---ZAll ) ,

(41)
2 2 2 2

gll=(xn23-XA13 ) +(YA23-YA13 ) +(zt23--ZA13) ,

(42)

2 ,2 ,2 ,2
g12=(Xn23-XA13 ) +(YA23-YA13) +(Zn23-Zn13) ,

(43)
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Ix I [(f3/6)12

Y 2 H 2 / -(12/2)

rA21= z = T°RA21=T°[011

A2 1

(_-/6)a2d_l-(l/2)d12,+r x ]

(vt-f_3/6)12d21-(1/2)12d ;_2+ry[

= ("/3/6)a2d31-(1/2)a2d22+rz[

J
(44)

rA22 =

X

Y 2 R H _T 2
z =To A22- o

1

A22

(',f3/6)a2dl 1+ (1/2)a2d_2+rx]

(__3/6)a2d21 +(1/2)a2d$2+ry /

(.,/3/6) a2d 31 + (1/2)a2d22+rz/

J

"(.,f3/6) a 2

(12/2)

(45)

X

_ Y =T 2 H 2
rA23- z o RA23=To

1

A23

(fff/3)a2d21+ry /

= (f_/3)_2d31+rz]

where d ij are the direction
transformations. Thus

-(f3-/3)a2]

(46)

cosines in

_= ((_/]'/6)12d_ 1-(1/2)a2d_2+rx-(f3-/6)ald 11

-(1/2)aid 12-rlx)2+ ((,,/]/6)12d 21-(1/2)a2d32

2 *
+ry-(_-/6)al d21-(1/2)al d22-r ly)+((_/3-/6)12d31

• 2
-(1/2)a2d22+rz-(Vt3-/6)al d 31-(1/2 a 1d32-r 1z)

(47)

_=( (vt3 /6)a2d l l +(1/2)a2d12 +rx +( 4_ /12 )al d l l

2 * *
+(1/4)aldl2-rlx) + ((.f3-/6)a2d21 + (1/2) 12d32

2
T O

+ry+(q_-/12)ald21+(1/4)ald22-r ly) 2

+((f3/6)a2d31+ (1/2)a2d22+rz+ (4_/12111d31

+(1/4)ald32-rlz )2

(48)

_9 = ((vr3/6)a2d_ 1-(1/2)a2d_2+rx-(f3/6)aldl 1

)2 ((f3-/6) 2d_l+(1/2)aldl2-rlx + a

-(1/2)a2d32+ry-(_'/6)ald21

2 *

+(1/2)ald22-rly) +((_-3/6)12d31

-(1/2)12d22+ rz-(.,/-3/6) al d31

+(1/2)ald32-rlz )2

(49)

_10=((f3/6)a2d_ 1-(1/2)a2d_2+rx

+ (f3-/12)11d I 1-( 1/4)ald12-rlx )2

+((,_-/6)12d21-(1/2)a2d32+ry+(f3/12)ald21

ly)2+((f3/6) ld_l--(1/4)a 1d22-r a

-(1/2)a2d22+rz+(']3/12)ald31

-(1/4)ald32-rlz )2

(50)

_l=((¢_/a)azdlz+ rx+ (_/3)aldu-rlx)2

+((f3/3)a2d21+ ry+ (f3/3)ald21-ry) 2

* (f_/3)ald31_rlz)2+((f3-/3)a2d31 + rz+

(51)

_12=((q_/3)a2d11 + rx- (,_-/6)aldll-rlx)

+((f3/3)a2d21+ ry- (,,/-3/6)ald21-rly) 2

+((_/3/3)12d31+ r z- (f3/6)ald31-rlz)2

(52)

Note that the transformations T o, T 1 and T 2 can

also be expressed in terms of the associated Euler's angles

0, _o and ¢ such that

dll =C0, d12 = COS_oS¢-SOC_b

(53)
d13 =COScpCtb+ScpS¢, d21 =ScpCV2

d22= S0 Scp S_b + C0 C¢ /_4/
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d23= $0 S_oC¢ - C_o S¢ (56)

d31 = S_o, d32 = C_o S¢, d33 = C_o C¢.

(57)
where the symbols C and S stand for Cosine and Sine of
an angle.

Thus, all dij's can be expressed in terms of three Euler's
angle 0, _oand ¢ [see chapter 2 of Shahinpoor [1]].

Now given the position and the orientation of the

frame T 2 with respect to the reference base frame T O it is

true that

T2o = T 1 T_ (58)
-O

where Tij is the 4x4 homogeneous transformation

describing the position and the orientations of frame T i

with respect to frame Tj. In terms of the Euler's angles 0,

% ¢, and 02, _o2, ¢2 and the position vectors rl= (rlx,

rly , rlz ) and r2= (r2x , r2y , r2z), with respect to T o and

T 1 frames, respectively, the following relationships hold

true

Euler (01, _Ol, ¢1' rlx' rly' rlz) Euler (02, _2' ¢2'

r2x, r2y, r2z)

= Euler (0, _o, ¢, rx, ry, rz),
(59)

where

1 Euler ¢1' rlx' fly'Wo = (01, _o1, rlz)

(60)

T 2 = Euler (02, qo2,42, r2x, r2y, r2z )
(61)

2 Euler (0, _o,4, r x, ry, rz).T O --

(62)

2 in order to find the 6 actuation
Now given T o

length gl' g3' 15' g8' gl0 and g12 in terms of the known

geometrical quantities g2' g4' g6' g7' g9' gll' ao' al' a2'

one must solve 24 equations with 18 unknowns. The

unknowns are 01, _1' 41' rlx' rly' rlz' 02' _°2' 42' r2x'

r2y' r2z' gl' g3' t5' g8' gl0 and/12"
Note that under these circumstances

Euler (01, _Ol,41 , rlx , rly , rlz ) =

CO

= S _°1C_°I

--S0%°1

C 01S_lS41--S 01C41

S 01S_OlS41+C01C41

C_OlS41
0

Thus
11-*

C 01S _°1C41+S¢.01S41 rlx ]

S 01S _OlC41--C¢OlS41 rly /

C_1C41 0 rl_]

(63)

Euler (02, _2' 42' r2x' r2y' r2z )=

[c02 c 02sv2842-s02c%
=/s % s 02s ¢2+c02c

[ :_°2 C_22S42 0

C 02S _°2C42+ S_°2S42 r2x]

S 02 S _o2C42--C_o2S42 r2y /

C_°2C42 0 r_z]

(64)

Euler (0, _, 4, rx, ry, rz,)--

c o c os¢sq,-s 0c_s ¢c¢ s 0s¢s_+coc_

=[-:¢ c¢sq' °

S 0S ¢C_--C¢S_ rx

C¢Cq,

0

(65)

CO = CO1CO2 + S_o2C!o2(CCPlS_OlS41-SO1C41 )

- S_C O1S!OlC 41 +S _OlS41) (66)

12-* COS_oS4-S0C 4 = C01(C02S¢o2S42--S02C¢2)

+ (C01S_OlS41 - S01C41)(S02S02S42 + C02C42)

+ C_o2S42(C01S_OlC41 + S_OlS41)

(67)

13-* COS_4 + S¢.oS4 = C01(C02S¢P2C42 + S_2S42 )

+ (C01S_OlS41 - S01C41)(S02S_o2C42 ---C_2S42)

+ C_o2C42(C01S01C41 + S_OlS41)

(68)

14-* rx= r2x C01 + r2y(C01SCPlS41 - S01C41)

+ r2z(C01S_OlC41 + S¢PlS41) + rlx
(69)

24-_ ry = r2x(S!OlCC,Ol)+r2y(SO1S_.OlS41 + C01C41)

r2z(SO1S_P1C41 - C_OlS41)+rly
(70) .

34-_ rz =rzx(-S_Ol)+rzy(CCPlS 41)+r2z(CCPl C41)+rlz
(71)

21-* S_ = C02(S_PlCqOl)+Sqo2C_o2(S01S_OlS41 +

C 01C41)-Sqo(S01S_OlC41 - C01S41 )

(72)
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31-_ Sqo = C02(-Sqal)+S_2C_2(C_lS¢l)-S_22Cqo1C¢ 1

(73)
c s¢ = -S l(CO2S 2S¢2- so2c¢2)
+C_1S¢1($02S_2S¢ 2 + C02C¢ 2)

+C¢1C¢1 Cv2S¢2 (74)

=-S l(CSS 2C¢ 2 + s 2s¢ 2)
+C_01S¢1(882S_o2C¢2 - C_o2S¢2 )

+C_o16¢1C_o26¢2 (75)

224 s0s s¢ + c0c¢ = S lCVl(C02S 2S¢e-
S026¢2)+(S81S_OlS¢1 + C81C¢1)(S02S_o2S¢2

+C 026 ¢2)6_2S ¢2(S 01S_OlC ¢l-C!PlS ¢1)

 76)
23-_ SOSqaC¢-CqoS¢ = S!PlC_I(CO2Sqo 2 ¢2 +

S_o2S02)+(S01S_OlS01 + C01C¢1)(S02S_o2C¢ 2 -

6_02S_b2)+C_o26¢2(S01S_o16¢1 - C_OlS¢1 ).

(77)
In addition to the above equations the following

equations are also true:

=[ (-,/-3-/6)al C 01-(1/2)al (C 01S_1S ¢1-S 01C ¢1)

+rlx- (_-3-/6)ao)2+ [(.,/3/6)al S _1C _1

-(1/2)al(S01S_OlS¢l+C01C¢l)+rly+(ao/2)] 2

+[-(_f3/6)alS_Ol-(1/2)alC_l S¢1 +rlzl] 2

(78)

_--[-(_F3/12)alC 01 +(1/4)al (C 01S _1S ¢1

-S01Ctbl)+rlx-(_]-3-/6) ao]2+ [-(_-/12)alS _1

+(1/4)al(S01S_OlS!bl+C 01C_l)+rly+(ao/2] 2

+[+ (_f3/12)al S_I +(1/4)al C _1S ¢1 +r lz ]2

(79)

=[- (-,f3/3)alC01+rlx+ (vt-3/3)ao]2+[-(_f3/3)

al S_OlC_Ol +r 1y]2+[+ (,]3-/3)al S_I +rl z ]2

(80)

=[ (_r3/6)alC01+r1x+ (.]-3/3)ao]2

+[ (_/-3-/6)alS _1C_1+ r ly] 2

+[- (_/-3/6)alSPl+rlz 12 (81)

_=[(_/3/6)alC01+(1/2)al (C 01S_1S¢1

-SOlC¢l)+rlx-(_/-3-/6) ao]2+ [+ (_/-3/6)a 1S _'1C _Ol

+(1/2)al (S 01S_OlS!bl+C01C¢l)+rly-(1/2)ao ]2

+[- (g_'3/6)alS_l + (1/2)alC _1S ¢1+r lz 12

(82)

_6= [-(,]-3-/12)alC Ol-(1/4)al (C 01S_Ol S¢1

-S Ol C ¢1) +r lx-(_3-/6) ao]2+ [

-(_T3/12)al S_OlC_1-(1/4)al (S O1S_OlS¢ 1

+C01C¢1) +r ly- (1/2) ao] 2+[4_/12)al S_21

-(1/4)alC_OlS_l+rlz ]2

--( 1/2)a2C _2 S ¢2+ry-(Vr3-/6)a I S _1C _1

-(1/2)al(S01S_IS¢I+C01C¢ )-rly]2

(83)

_= [(_-/6)a2C 02-(1/2) a2(C 02S_o2S ¢2-S 02C ¢ 2 )

+rx-(_/-3-/6)al C 01-(1/2)al (C 01S_Ol S ¢1

-S 01C ¢l)-r lxl2 + [(.,/3-/6)a2S _o2C_o2

-(1/2)a2C _2S ¢2+ry-(_f3/6)alS _1C _1

-(1/2)al (S 01S _OlS¢1 +C 01C!bl)-Rly] 2

+ [-(q_-/6) a2S _o2-(1/2) a2(S 02S_02S ¢2

+C 02C ¢2)+rz+ (,_-/6)al S_Ol

-(1/2)alC(1SOl-rlz ]2 (84)

Similar expressions follow for t8 2 through _12"
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ABSTRACT

A robot wrist consisting of two universal joints can eliminate the

wrist singularity problem found on many industrial robots. This pa-

per presents forward and inverse position and velocity kinematics for

such a wrist having three degrees of freedom. Denavit-Hartenberg

parameters are derived to find the transforms required for the kine-

matic equations. The Omni-Wrist, * a commercial double universal

joint robot wrist, is studied in detail. There are four levels of kine-

matic parameters identified for this wrist; three forward and three

inverse maps axe presented for both position and velocity. These

equations relate the hand coordinate frame to the wrist ba_e frame.

They are sufficient for control of the wrist standing aJone.

When the wrist is attached to a manipulator arm, the offsst be-

tween the two universal joints complicates the solution of the overall

kinematics problem. All wrist coordinate frame origins are not co-

incident, which prevents decoupling of position and orientation for

manipulator inverse kinematics. This is a topic for future research.

INTRODUCTION

Many current industrial robot wrists suffer from .singularity limita-

tions where at least two wrist coordinate frames align, reducing orien-

tational freedom. Near singular positions, extremely large joint rates

are required to maintain constant cartesian rates. One proposed wrist

design for reducing singularities uses the universal joint to achieve

roll, pitch, and yaw orientation. An overview of robot wrists, includ-

ing universal joint designs, is given by Rosheim (1989). Other refer-

ences present non-singular robot wrist designs, e.g., (Barker, 1986),

(Milenkovlc, 1987), (Rosheim, 1987 and 1986), and (Trevelyan, 1986).

bicKinney (1988) presents forward kinematic and resolved rate equa-

tions for single and double universal joint robot wrists. The author

studies a specific double universal joint wrist, the Omni-Wrist from

Ross-Hime Designs, Inc. A single universal joint wrist is attractive

because its motion is purely rotational. However, the workspsce is

limited due to gimbal lock singularities. Also, the roll velocity of the

output shaft is variable, given a constant input roll rate. Therefore,

a wrist with two universal joints in series is suggested, which allows

an approximately hemispherical singularity-free workepace (McKin-

hey, 1988). Two universal joints yield a constant roll velocity ratio

(Mabie and Reinholts, 1987).

The current paper presents forward and inverse kinematic position

and velocity equations for control of double universal joint robot

wrists. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are presented for double uni-
versal joint wrists. The Omni-Wrist kinematic transformations are

presented. Four levels of kinematic parameters are identified, from

the actuator angles to the position and orientation of the hand. Three
mappings are presented for each of the forward position, inverse posi-

* The mention herein of a trademark of a commercial product does not

constitute any recommendation for use by the Government.

tion, forward velocity, and inverse velocity (resolved rate) problems.

These equations relate the robot hand to the robot wrist base and

are sufficient for control of the wrist standing alone.

The double universal joint wrist is not purely rotational due to the

offset between the two universal joints. Position and orientation tra-

jectories thus may not be decoupled for a double universal joint wrist

attached to a manipulator arm. The manipulator inverse position

and velocity problems are more complicated for the double universal

joint robot wrist than a purely rotationed robot wrist.

SYMBOLS

{,-}
{3}
{8}
04A, 05A, OSA

04G, 05Gj OeG

04, 05, O_

[_T]

[_R]

rlj

{-a.}

F1
'F2

F3

I1, I2, I3

FVi, IVi,i = 1,2,3

ci

si

ti
L

Cartesian coordinate frame rn

Wrist base coordinate frame

Hand coordinate frame

Actuator angles

Gear bail angles

Universal joint angles

Homogeneous transformation matrix of {m}

relative to {n}

Rotation matrix of {rn} relative to {n}

Element (i,j) of [JR]

Position vector from origin of {n} to {m},

expressed in {n}

Unit direction vector X of {m}

expressed in {n}

Angular velocity of {m} with respect to {3},

expressed in {rn}

Linear velocity of {rn} origin with respect

to{3},expressedin{m}
Forward map solving OiG given OiA, i=4,5,6

Forward map solving 0i given 0_c., i=4,5,6

Forward map solving [s3T] given 0_, i=4,5,6

Inverses of F3, F2, F1, respectively

Forward and Inverse velocity maps,

defined analogously

Joint rate i

cosO_

si nO_

tanOi

Offset length between the universal joints

DOUBLE UNIVERSAL JOINT WRIST KINEMATICS

A universal joint is used to transfer rotations between intersecting

shafts. Most kinematics textbooks discuss universal joints (e.g. Ma-

bie and Reinholtz, 1987). A kinematic diagram for the double uni-

versal joint robot wrist is shown in Fig. 1. The input shaft rotates

about a fixed axis and the output sh_ft is free; thus there are five

degrees of freedom. Coupling of 05 and 06 reduces this number to

three degrees of freedom.
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Figure 1 shows the initial position for all wrist coordinate frames;

all universal joint angles are zero in this configuration. Frame {3} is
the wrist base frame, fixed for thbs paper. Frame {4} rotates by 04

relative to {3}; {5} rotates by 85 relative to {4}; {6} rotates by Oe

relative to {5}; {7} rotates by the coupled OGrelative to {6}; and the

hand frame {8} rotates by the coupled 05 relative to {7}.

1

U

Figure 1

Double (h)iversal Joint Robot Wrist

Kinematic Diagram

Denavlt-Hartenberg Parameters

The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the double universal joint

robot wrist of Fig. 1 are given in Table I, which follows the convention

in Craig (1988).

Table I Denavlt-Hartenberg Parameters

i a,-, a,-i d, 0,

4 0 0 O 04 + 900

5 90° 0 0 Os + 900

6 90 ° 0 0 0_

7 0 L 0 0o

8 -90 ° O 0 85 - 900

Forward Position

Tile forward solution finds [3T] given 84, 85, 0e. Equation 1 is the

homogeneous transformation matrix describing the position and ori-

entation of {i) with respect to {i - 1} (Craig, 1988).

[:-'rl =

cO, -sO, 0 a,-i ]

SOiC{_i-- 1 COiCCgi- 1 --8_,-- 1 -dis_i- 1 I
so,so,_,o o0,s_,_,o _'-'o d'Cl'-' J

(1)

Five homogeneous transformation matrices relating {3} through {8}

are obtained by substitutingthe Denavit-Hartenberg parameters into

Eq. 1.

c.ol)[FI= -_, o
0 1

0 0

"c_ -so 0 nO]

0 0

-ss 0

0 0

Ios-c5°i][4TI: o -1
[o _ -_°9 o

[_T}= c6 0
0 1

0 0

The general forward kinematics solution is Eq. 2. The (4x4} forward

transform is comprised of a (3 x 3) rotation matrix representing the

orientation and a (3 × 1) position vector locating the origin of {8) in

{3}. The specific terms are given in Eq. 3.

I

{s3T]= I_R] } {3P8)I
0 O 0 I 1

I-aT] = [a4TCO,)] I_T(Os)] [_T(0s)I [eTT(Oe)t IIT(05)]

(2)

"2sscoK1 - s4

286c_K2+c4

{_T] = 2s5c_c_

0

Kl=c4se + s,ssce

K2=saso - c4s5c6

2cscsKI -2ssKI+c4 L(KI)]

2c6coK2 -2a0K2 + & L(K2)|

2c_c_ - 1 -2css_cs Lc ce ]
o o J (3)

Inverse Position

The inverse problem solves for the universal joint angles given task

space input. The full [s3T] cannot be specified because it has six

freedoms, and the wrist only three. Due to the following constraint,

which dictates that {3Ps } travel on the surface of a sphere of radius L,

{3Psi cannot be the input, because it has two independent freedoms.

P_ + P_ + P_ = L2 (4)

The rotation matrix [_R] isthe input to the inverseproblem.

[ ]rll r12 r13

[_RI= r2, r2a ra3 (51
r31 r32 r33

[_RI= [_R(e,)I I'R(05)l [_R(ee)][°_R(oo)l{._R(e_)l

The angle 04 is isolated by inverting [_R] and multiplying it on the

left of both sides of Eq. 5.

The angles 05 and 0s are eliminated from the right hand side of Eq.

6 by equating the (1,1), (2,3), and (3,2) elements, given in Eqs. 7, 8,

and 9, respectively.
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2 2
r21c4 -- rile4 : --2s5c6 -F 1 (7}

-r13c4 - r23s4 : -2c_ + 1 (8)

r_ : 2c_ - 1 (9)

Equation 7 is subtracted from Eq. 9 to eliminate 05.

r32 -- r2ic 4 -_- rllS 4 = 2C2B -- 2

Equations 8 and I0 are added to remove 0e.

(i0)

Ecos04 +Fsln04 +G=0

E=-(r13+r21) (11)
F--- r11 -- r23

G= re2+1

Using the tan half angle substitution (Mahie and Reinholt_, 1987),

there are two solutions for 04:

• _=_- (12)

The radicand in Eq• 12 issimplifiedwith orthonormal constraints•

The columns of [_R] are the X, Y,Z unit vectorsof {8} expressed in

{3} coordinates, while the rows are those of {3} given in {8}. The

orthogonal constraints dictate that both the columns and rows of

a rotation matrix form a dextral mutually perpendicular set. The

normal constraintsdictatethat the length of allcolumns and rows is

unity• With the followingfour constraints,E 2 + F 2 - G 2 = 0.

3_>e= 3_s x 3_s

IS sl=1.o
113)

lS_s[ = 1.0

Isle31 = 1.0

Therefore,given [aSR], thereisone solutionto 84 (two repeated roots},

from Eq. 12.

With 04 solved,the lefthand side ofEq• 6 isknown. The next step

isto isolateand solve 0s.

[_RCes)-l[ [_R(e4) -1] {_R] [sVR(es}-z] = [_R(e6}I [_RCe6)l (15)

The (2_2} elements of Eq. 15 are equated to solve $s-

0S = tan -t [r13,4 --r23c4l [16)
L r33 J

Both solutions from tile inversetangent function are mathematically

valid,due to symmetry: 0s (_ < 9s < :_) and 0s + _r. When 04.

.and 05 are known the lefthand side of Eq. 15 isknown. Angle 86 is

solved by equating the (3,2)elements of Eq. 15.

206 = Cos-t (r13c4 + r_3s4) (17)

The inverse cosine function solution is =l=200. This ambiguity is re-

solved by determining which sign satisfies the (1,2) terms of Eq. 15.

s20a = (r_3c4--rl3s4)ss -- r33c5 (18}

The proper sign for 20o ischosen from Eq. 18. Another validsolution

for 206 is200 + 21r;therefore,a second mathematical solutionfor 00

is0o + _r.

A generalisation is drawn regarding the two solutions for 0s. The

right hand side of Eq. 18 for 05 + 7r is the negative of that value for

0s. Therefore, the value of 0e corresponding to 0s -k _ is the negative

of 06 corresponding to 05.

There are four solutions to the inverse problem: a unique 04, two

8s for this 04, plus two 06 for each 05. Only one combination need

be solved; the remaining three are formed from the structure of the

solution, summarised in Table II. In rows 1 and 2 of Table II, 0e can

be positive or negative; the negative 0s in rows 3 and 4 indicates

opposite sign to 0G of row 1.

Table II Inverse Position Solutions

Solution 04 Os Os

1 04 05 0o

2 04 Os 06+r

3 04 Os+_ -Os

4 04 05+x -Os+_

Forward Velocity

The forward velocity problem solves for cartesian rates given joint

rates using velocity recursion equations (Craig, 1988).

• i-fl
{'+%,+,} = [_+lRl{'w,} +0,+1{ 2,+1} (19)

{'+%,+1} = [_+IR] ({%} + {%',} x {'P,+,}) (20}

The wrist Jacobian matrix is extracted from the forward velocity

solution. The (6 x 3) Jacobian matrix maps the (3 x 1) joint rates

into the (6 × 1) caxtesian rates. The Jacobian matrix is partitioned

into (3 × 3) rotational and translational Jacobian matrices, [JR] and

Pr].

[ s2O5c_

t -c5s206

= _ }{0} { #0

SsS20e 2cs ]
css20e --285

2c_ 0

{%s}=[Jrl{#}

35 SS

[Jr] L 0 SsCs CsS 6

s5c6 0 c6

(21)

(22)

Inverse Velocity (Resolved Rate)

The resolved rate problem solves for joint rates given cartesian rates.

This problem is overconstrained (six equations in three unknowns}.
Therefore, only titres cartesian rates may be specified. The resolved

rate input cannot be {svs} because [Jr] is always singular. This is

due to the constraint, Eq. 4.

IJrl = LssseC_(1 -c_ - 8_) = 0 (23)
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The inverse velocity problem is solved by inverting Eq. 21.

{0} = [J_] {sws}

[ ,_ 1 -'.]
c5 (24)

1
t_5-_ -_5 _tstr,J

The wrist singularity conditions are found by setting the determinant
to zero.

-- 2IJRI -- 4c5% = 0 (25)

The double universal joint robot wrist is singular when 05 = -4-_ or

or,= ±_.

OMNI-WRIST KINEMATICS

The Omni-Wrist by Ross-Hime Designs, Inc. is a double universal

joint robot wrist. Figure 2 displays a section view of the Omni-Wrist.

Planetary gears transfer the first universal joint rotations 05 and 06

to the second universal joint.

The rotational axes for 85 and 0r, are moving. The Omni-Wrist has

outer and inner bevel gear bails to transfer rotations from two actu-

ators fixed in the wrist base to the angles 05 and 0r,, to avoid moving

actuators. No intermediate gear bail is required for 04 because it
rotates about an axis fixed in the wrist base. In addition to the outer

and inner gear bails, helical gear trains are used to reduce the speed

and amplify the torque for each of the three actuators.

Referring to Fig. 2, actuator 1 drives 84. The inner gear bail rotates

in the plane of the paper; the outer rotates about a perpendicular

axis. The inner gear bail angle, rotated by actuator 2, equals 06

when 04 = 0_ = 0. Actuator 3 rotates the outer gear bail, whose

angle equals 85 when 04 = 86 = 0. In general, the inner and outer

gear bails combine to yield 85 and 00.

m g6
Gear Coupling for 0r, 4[

Tool Shaft

Inner Gear Drive

Outer Gear Drive

The roll angle 84 is continuous and bidirectional. The inner and outer

gear bail angles are limited to +45 °. These limits apply to 05 when

04 = 0r, = 0, and to 06 when 04 = 05 = 0. When these angles are not

zero, the limits on 85 and 86 are more restrictive.

There are four levels of Omni-Wrist kinematic parameters: 1) Ac-

tuator angles (04A, 05A, 0r,.4); 2) Gear bail angles (04¢_, 05G, 0r,G); 3)

Universaljoint angles (0., 05,0r,);and 4) Hand coordinate frame [_T].

All angles are sero in the initial position.

Omni-Wrist Position Kinematics

Figure 3 describes the three forward and inverse position mappings
between the four levels of Omni-Wrist kinematic parameters. The

overall forward position problem finds [s3T] given the actuator angles,

using maps F1, F2, and F3. The inverse position problem finds the

actuator angles given [_R] via the maps I1, I2, and 13.

F3 F3

i_nl ]

1---
11

I _L_

04'05'06 1

I2
F2

[ 04a' 05G' 0r,_" I

13
F1

Figure 3

Position Mappings

Maps F3 and I1 are the general wrist solutions, Eq. 3 and Eqs. 14,

16, and 17, respectively. The remaining maps are developed in this
section.

Position Maps F1 and 13

The gear bail angles are related to the actuator angles by gear trains.

Forward map F1 is given in Eq. 26.

I

Fi:_ure 2

Omni-Wrlut Section View

04(; = N104A (26a)

Or,e: = N205A (26b)

06¢: = N30r,A (26c)

For the Omni-Wrist, N, : _,-t N_ = _'t and N.I = _'-I The

map I3 is the inverse of Eqs. 26.

Position Maps F2 and [2

The kinematic relationships between the gear bail angles and the

universal joint angles are coupled and transcendental. McKinney

(1988) solved a problem equivalent to 12; the map F2 was not solved.
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Two coordinate frames are introduced to determine the kinematic

relationships between the gear bail and universal joint angles. The

{IGD} frame is attached to the inner gear bail, and {OGD} is at-
tached to the outer gear bail, as shown in Fig. 4. Both origins are

colocated with the origin of {3}. In the initial position, {3}, {IGD},

and {OGD} are coincident. The inner gear bail rotates by angle OOG
about the fixed axis _21GD; the outer gear bail rotates about the fixed

'Xoc.D by 8sG.

2_

J_G(initial)

_ _Inner Gear Drive

eoG

OG_. 73,f'_cD

_OaD(initial)

Figure 4

Definition of {IGD} and {OGD}

From Fig. 1, the offset vector from the first to the second universal

joint is a length L along J_6 (denoted {3ps} ). The moving axes J_IGD

and _OGD are perpendicular to {aiDs} for any wrist motion.

x ?ocv

The terms for Eq. 27 follow, expressed in {3}.

(27)

I C6G I
3RIND= [_cDR]1eDdieD = o (27a)

--SAG

/°}a?o_-D= {_cDRI°_'D?oGo = csG (27b)
( SaG

3j_e = [_R] 6J_s = K2 (27c)

C5C6

Substituting these terms yields three scalar equations relating the

gear bailsand universaljointangles.

C5GSbG

= c4sG + s4sscG = K1 (28a)

--85GC6G

8436 -- C4S5C6 = K2 (28b)M
CsGCbG

= _5c6 (2Sc)

M = V/cos28sG + sin285GCOS:OOG (28d)

Equations 28a- 28c are used to find the mappings F2 and I2.

The angle 84 does not have a gear bail; the F2 mapping is identity.

84=84G (29)

Using Eq. 29 in Eqs. 28a, b, and c, the following equations result.

A = cscsoG s6 + t4GSSC6 (30a)
MC4G

B = --S5GCbC
MCaG : taGSC -- s5c6 (30b}

C C5GCfG
M c5c6 (30c)

The sin85 term is eliminated from Eqs. 30a and b to solve for 8c.

[ A + Bt,G ]
as = sin-'(u) u = t 1-_--42 j (31)

The inverse sine function yields 8s and r- 86; the latter is out of the

motion range of the Omni-Wrist. With 8e known, the solution for 85

comes from Eq. 30c.

8_= cos-_(_) _ =

The inversecosine function solution is q-Ss. Since both resultsare

potentially in the motion range of the Omni-Wrist, thisambiguity

must be resolved by choosing the 85 sign which satisfiesEq. 30b.

Map F2 isunique.

The mapping 12 solves for the gear ball angles given the universal

joint angles. The 84c. mapping isEq. 29. The remaining gear ball

angles are found by dividing Eqs. 28b and 28a by F_l.28c.

r ]
es_.= tan-'(_) _ =/-s's_--+ __,so_o/ (33a)

L csce J

8¢c = tan-llq) q _-- [ c4s0 C5C6+$4s5c6] J (336)

Both results from the inverse tangent function are mathematically

correct, due to symmetry. However, considering angular limits of the

Omni-Wriet, only quadrant I or IV results are admissible. Therefore,

the inverse map 12 is unique.

Omni-Wrist Velocity Kinematics

Figure 5 shows the three forward and inverse maps relating the four

levels of Omni-Wrist velocity parameters. The forward velocity prob-

lem finds the cartesian rates given the actuator joint rates, using

maps FV1, FV2, and FV3. The inverse velocity problem accepts

{sws} and calculates the actuator joint rates via maps /V1,/V2,
and/V3.

The velocity maps FV3 and /V1 are Eqs. 21 and 22, and Eq. 24,

respectively. The remaining Omni-Wrist velocity solutions are pre-
sented below.

Velocity Maps FV1 and /V3

The map FV1 is a time derivative of Eqs. 26; /V3 is the inverse of

Eqs. 34.

_4G:NI_4A (34a)

0sG =N20SA (346)

OeG=Ns_eA (34c)
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(808} {8_S}

FV3 FV 3 IY l

FV 2 IV2

FVI IV3

Figure 5

Velocity Mappings

Velocity Maps FV2 and /V2

The map FV2 is a time derivative of F2, F,qs. 29, 31, and 32. The

angular rate 00 is required for the 05 calculation.

0, = 0,_ (3s)

0o = 1 dn
dt

du = (Bc204,- - As284(:)04(; + c_(,ft + c4,;s4_;B
dt

• • cs_,s_, #],,i = q [q_:cs¢:so_.O,(: - ssessGO_ + c_eco,;eeG - ---#- J
• S5GC6G .

1

Mc4[;

M- =ss,_so,_ • •
VII - s_,.s_(,[cscs6G05_+85(:co(;0oc:.]

(36)

05 --1 dv
dt

dv 1 [CtGOe + C'] (37)

• CSGCOG .

--1 [$5(,_co(705( , ÷ CS(_,S6GOOG-}- _M]

The inverse map IV2 is a time derivative of 12, Eqs. 33a and 33b.

The mapping for 04_: is Eq. 35.

1 dw

v5(: 1 + w 2 dt

dw -1, • 1 • 1 •

E = --tc,t,_,:5 + s,_)o, + _(c, + _,sst_)o5- _ (s,)oo
(38)

0o_; 1 dq
1 + q2 dt

dq 1 • 1 • 1__ •

c 5

(39)

The derivatives Eqs. 36, 38, and 39 hold for the angle range :_ to

" The sign of 0s in Eq. 37 is positive when -r < 0_ < 0.

EXAMPLES

This section presents two examples to demonstrate the equations de-

rived in this paper. The first example deals with the forward and

inverse position and velocity problems for the general double uni-
versal joint robot wrist mechanism. The second presents forward

and inverse position and velocity results for the Omni-Wrist. The

dimensions used in this section are ram, degrees, _, and r__.

Example 1
Forward Position

Given 04 = 120.0°,05 = -25.0°,00 = 10.0 °, and L = 41, [saT] is

calculated using Eq. 3.

[_T1=
"-0.494 -0.798 -0.348 -18.3 l

_o..2_O.lO3o.g.--0.743 0.593 -0.310

0 0 0

(40)

Inverse Position

Given [_R] from Eq. 40 three universal joint angles are calculated

with Eqs. 14, 16, and 17; the four solutions are formed from Table

IL

Table III Inverse Position Solutions

Solution 04 05 06

1 120.0 -25.0 10.0

2 120.0 -25.0 190.0

3 120.0 155.0 -10.0

4 120.0 155.0 170.0

Forward Velocity

Given 04 = 1.0,05 = 2.0,0_ = 3.0, and L = 41, {sws} and (Svs} are

calculated using Eqs. 21 and 22.

4.4 }
{sws} = 3.7

3.6
-80.0 }

{Svs} = -I0.0

100.0

(41}

Inverse Velocity (Resolved Rate)

Given (sws} from gq. 41, 04 = 1.0, 05 = 2.0, 00 = 3.0, are calculated

using Eq. 24.

Example 2
Forward Position

Given the actuator angles, the gear bail angles, universal joint angles,

and [s3T] are calculated successively, using maps F1, F2, and F3.

Example 1 presents the F3 result.
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F1 F2
{0A} {0_.} {0}

(42)

Inverse Position

Given [_R] from Eq. 40, the universal joint, gear bail, and actua-

tor angles are calculated using llj 12, and 13. Example 1 presents

11. Considering angular limits, only the first solution in Table III is

reachable. The inverse maps I2 and I3 are the reverse of maps F2

and F1 in Eq. 42, respectively.

Forward Velocity

Given the actuator rates, the gear bail, universal joint, and carte-

sian rates are calculated with the mappings FV1, FV2, and FV3.

Example 1 gives FV3.

{_:o::} (43)

Inverse Velocity (Resolved Rate)

Given {sws} from Eel. 41, the universal joint, gear bail, and actuator

rates are found, using IV1, IV2, and/V3. Example 1 presents /V1.

The mappings/V2 and/V3 are the reverse of FV2 and FV1 in Eq.

43, respectively.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents kinematic equations for control Of a double uni-

versal joint robot wrist. The forward and inverse position and veloc-

ity problems were solved. The Omni-Wrist equations were developed

in detail. This wrist has four levels of kinematic parameters. Three

forward and inverse position and velocity maps relating these param-

eters were presented. These equations relate the hand coordinate

frame to the wrist base coordinate frame, and are sufficient for con-

trolling the wrist standing alone. All pertinent kinematic equations

were derived; any specific control algorithm will not require all of tile

equations. All Omni-Wrist solutions are unique. The Omni-Wrist is

completely singularity-free throughout its range of motion.

The equations of this paper have been verified by computer simula-

tion. As demonstrated by the examples, the inverse solutions validate

the forward solutions. Experimental work using the Omni-Wrist is

planned to further validate the equations.

The offset, L, between the two universal joints complicates the inverse

kinematics problems when tile double universal joint robot wrist is

attached to a manipulator arm. The wrist coordinate frames axe not

all colocated, which prevents decoupling of the hand coordinate frame

position and orientation. For a three degree of freedom manipulator

arm carrying the double universal robot wrist, the inverse position

problem involves six transcendental equations, coupled in the six un-

knowns. The associated Jacobian matrix is fully populated, which

means the hand linear velocity depends on the wrist rates in addition

to the first three joint rates. The kinematics of a manipulator using

the double universal joint robot wrist is a subject for future research.
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ABSTRACT

The system comprises a) two PUMA 560 robot arms,
each equipped with the latest JPL-developed smart
hands which contain 3D force/moment and grasp
force sensors, b) two general-purpose force-reflecting
hand controllers, c) a NS32016 microprocessors
based distributed computing system together with JPL-
developed universal motor controllers, d) graphics
display of sensor information, e) capabilities for time-
delay experiments, and f) automatic data recording
capabilities. Several different types of control modes
are implemented on this system using different
feedback control techniques. This paper describes
some of the control modes and the related feedback

control techniques, and reports on the achievable
control performance for tracking position and force
trajectories. The interaction between position and
force trajectory tracking is illustrated. The best
performance is obtained by using a novel, task-space
error feedback technique.

INTRODUCTION

The JPL dual-arm advanced teleoperation hardware
system is shown in Figure 1. It employees a novel
generalized bilateral force-reflecting control method
for manual control of remote manipulators. The novel
features of this control method are the following: (1)
The master controller is a general purpose Force-
Reflecting Hand Controller (FRHC), not a replica of
any slave arm. It can be used to control different robot
arms through the appropriate kinematic
transformations. (2) Force reflection to the operator's
hand is referenced to a three-d.o.f, force-torque sensor
mounted to the base of the robot hand. (3) The control
system is based on distributed computing; it uses two

computing nodes for control and information display:
one at the control station (FRHC) site and one at the
remote robot site.

The system permits a spectrum of operations between
full manual, "shared" manual and automatic, and full

automatic (called "traded") control, and can be
operated with variable active compliance referenced
to force-torque sensor. Shared control is implemented
by freezing the data output of the master controller
(FRHC) in some task space coordinates which are
selectable by the operator from a menu. Motion in the
frozen task space coordinates can then be controlled
by a computer algorithm which can be referenced to
force-torque or to some other (e.g., proximity) sensor
information.

The overall hardware system, electronic architecture,

software system including control modes, control
algorithms and the software development system, the
real-time graphics (preview and predictive displays)
including force-torque sensor data displays, and time-
delay simulation capabilities are described in previous
publications [1 and 2] which contain further references
on other hardware and software details. The "smart

hands" attached to the robot arms also represent
special features of the JPL dual-arm advanced
teleoperation system. The Model B and Model C
"smart hands" (shown in Fig. 1) mechanical and
electronic details are described in [3].

The purpose of this paper is to describe in detail the
currently available control modes and the related
feedback control techniques implemented on the JPL
dual-arm advanced teleoperation system, and to

report on the achievable control performance for
tracking position and force trajectories. In the
description of performance results, emphasis is given
to comparing position and force tracking performance
with and without Cartesian servo.

Cartesian (or task-space) servo is a novel feedback
technique to correct in the time continuum for position
errors. In this technique, task space errors are
computed from actual joint space values and actual
task space commands. (Eventually, task space errors
can be measured directly when such measurement
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systembecomesavailable.)ThisnovelCartesian
errorfeedbacktechniquecanbeappliedeitherto
FRHCmanualtrajectorycommandsortotrajectory
commandsgeneratedbyanalgorithm.Hereweform-
ulatedanduseda noveltrajectorygenerator
algorithm.Thisnoveltrajectorygeneratoralgorithm
ir._.Ee,_q,t_actsontaskspacepositioncommandswithout
atime-basedpolynomialdecompositionof position
commandsintojointspaceortaskspacetrajectories.
Thevelocity(whenit isnotaconstant)and,implicitly,
thechangeofvelocityinthisnoveltrajectory
generatoralgorithmfollowstheprofileofharmonic
functions.Hencethename:HarmonicMotion
Generator(HMG).

Firstwedescribethecontrolmodesfollowedbya
discussionofperformancedata.

CONTROLMODES

TheoveralldataflowdiagramoftheJPLadvanced
teleoperationsystem(forasinglearm,forthesakeof
simplicity)isshowninFig.2. Itisnotedthatthecom-
putingarchitectureofthissystemisafullysynchron-
izedpipeline,wherethelocalservoloopsatboththe
controlstationandtheremotemanipulatornodes
operateat 1000Hzrate.Theend-to-endbilateral(i.e.,
force-reflecting)controlloopoperatesata 200Hzrate
as indicatedinthecomputationsystemtiming
diagram,Fig.3. Moreonthecomputationalsystem
criticalpathfunctionsandperformancecanbefound
in[4].

Theactualdataflowdependsonthecontrolmode
chosen.Thedifferentselectablecontrolmodesare
thefollowing:

- Freezemode
- Neutralmode
- Currentmode
- Jointmode
- Taskmode

InFreeze mode the brakes of joints 1,2,3 are locked,
the motors are turned off. Joints 4,5,6 are servoed to

maintain their last positions. This mode is primarily
used when the robot is not needed for a short period
of time but turning it off is not desired.

In Neutral mode all position gains are set to 0, gravity
compensation is active to prevent the robot from falling
down. In this mode the user can manually move the
robot to any position and it will stay there.

In Current mode the six motor currents are directly
commanded by the data coming in from the fiber optic
link. This mode exists for debugging only.

In Joint mo(;;l_ the hand controller axes control
individual motors of the robot. The correspondence is

set up such that in the most common lower elbow/
inverted wrist configuration the joint mode controls the
robot in the naturally expected directions i.e., similar to
task mode.

In Task mode the inverse kinematic transformation is

performed on the incoming data, the hand controller
controls the end effector tip along the three Cartesian
and pitch, yaw and roll axes. This mode is the most
frequently used for task execution or experiments, and
this is the one shown explicitly in Fig. 2.

The format of the data packet transmitted to the robot
side is the same in all modes. The header byte
defines the mode the robot should be in. This is

followed by the six motion command bytes, the
grasping force commandand a checksum. If the
mode byte changes the robot waits until the new mode
has been stable for 1000 servo loops or one second.
After one second the new mode becomes active.

The data packet coming back from the robot is always
formatted the same way independent of what mode
the robot is in. The following data is transmitted to the
local site:

- Six words of force sensor data

- Grasping force and finger opening
- Robot joint position
- End effector tip Cartesian positions

The control system on the remote site is designed to
prevent sudden robot motions. The motion commands
received by the fiber optic link are incremental, they
are added to the current parameter under control.
Sudden large motions are also prevented in case of
mode changes. This necessitates proper initialization
of the inverse kinematics software at the time of the
mode transition. The current Cartesian coordinates

from the forward kinematics are input into the inverse
one. Besides this the configuration parameters such
{_supper or lower elbow, normal or inverted wrist have
to be correctly initialized.

The data flow diagram shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the
organization of several servo loops in the system. The
innermost loop is the position control servo of the
robot side. This servo uses a PD control algorithm,
where the damping is purely a function of the robot
joint velocities. The incoming data to this servo is the
desired robot trajectory described as a sequence of
points at 1 mSec intervals. This joint servo is aug-
mented by the gravity compensation routine to prevent
the weight of the robot from causing joint positioning
error. Since this servo is a first order one there will be

a constant position error that is proportional to the joint

velocity.

In basic Cartesian control mode the data from the fiber

optic link is integrated first and added to the desired
Cartesian position. From this the inverse kinematics
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generatesthedesiredjointpositions.Thejointservo
movestherobottothisposition.Fromtheactualjoint
positiontheforwardkinematicscomputestheactual
Cartesianpositions.Theforcetorquesensordataand
theactualpositionsarefedbacktothehandcontroller
sideto provideforcefeedback.

Thisbasicmodecanbeaugmentedbytheadditionof
thefollowing:

- Compliancecontrol,
- Cartesian servo,

- Sticktion, friction compensation.

Figure 4 Specifically shows the compliance control
and Cartesian servo augmentations.

There are two forms of compliance, integrating and
spring type (see Fig. 5). In integrating compliance the
velocity of the robot end effector is proportional to the
force felt in the corresponding direction. To eliminate
drift a dead-band is used. The zero velocity band
does not have to be a zero force, a force offset may be
used. Such a force offset is used if, for example, we
want to push against the task board at a given force
while moving along other axes. Any form of compli-
ance can be selected along any axis independently.

In case of the spring type compliance the robot
position is proportional to the sensed force. This is
similar to a spring centering action. The velocity of the
robot motion is limited in both the integrating and
spring cases.

There is a wide discrepancy between the robot
response bandwidth and the force readings. The
forces are read at a 1000 Hz sampling rate although
the hand is capable of delivering more than 5000
samples per second. The robot motion command has
an output response at a 5 Hz bandwidth. To generate
smooth compliance response, the force readings go
through two subsequent filters. The first one is a
simple averaging of ten force readings. This average
is called 100 Hz force and is computed at a 100Hz
rate. From this 100 Hz force a 5 Hz force is computed
by a first order low pass filter. This 5 Hz force reading
is also computed at a 100 Hz rate. The 5 Hz force is
used for compliance computations. The subsequent
equations define the force filters and the compliance
control algorithms.

Force Filter:

Input Flooo: Force at 1 KHz

Floo: Force at 100 Hz computed as

Floo(t) = 1 [Flooo(t) +Flooo(t-1 )
10

+...+Flooo(t-9)]
Floo is computed at 100 Hz

F5: Force at 5 Hz computed as

Fs(t) = Fs (t-l) +KF [Floo(t)-Fs(t-1)],

KF= 1
20

F5 is also computed at 100 Hz

Com Dliance Control: operates by modifying Cartesian
set point Xs

Xs2 = Xsl + Kl(F5x-Slx) +

Integrator

Ks {Fsx(t)-Ssx(t) - [Fsx(t-1 )-Ssx(t-1 )]}

Spring

Ki : integrating constant

Ks : spring constant
Xsl : X setpoint coming from hand controller

Six : X integrating force setpoint
Ssx : X spring force setpoint

It is interesting to observe the similarities and differ-
ences between averaging and a low pass filter (see
also Fig. 6). In order to average them we have to store

the ten previous force readings. For the low pass filter
a single stored variable is adequate. The step input
transfer function of the averaging filter is a linearly
increasing output (or more exactly ten equal steps).
The same function for the low pass filter is one that

exponentially approaches the steady state output
value (i.e., the steps become smaller and smaller in
time). In terms of filtering, the two have similar effects
on the signal, but low pass filtering requires much less
memory and computations.

As shown in Fig. 4, the Cartesian servo acts on task
space (X,Y,Z, pitch, yaw, roll) errors directly. These
errors are the difference between desired and actual

task space values. The actual task space values are
computed from the forward kinematic transformation of
the actual joint positions. This error is then added to
the new desired task space values before the inverse
kinematic transformation determines the new joint

position commands from the new task space
commands.

TRAJECTORY GENERATOR

A trajectory generator algorithm was formulated based
on observations of profiles of task space trajectories

generated by the operators manually through the
FRHC. Three important features were observed in
hand-generated task space trajectory profiles: (1) The
operators always generated trajectories as a function
of the relative distance between start point and goal

point in the task space or, in general, as a function of
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thepresentpositionstaterelativetothedesiredposi-
tionstateoftheendeffectorinthetaskspace.Inother
words,theoperatorsmanuallydonotgenerate
trajectoriesbasedontime(onclocksignals).(2)The
velocity-positionphasediagramsofmotiontypically
resembleda harmonic(sine)function.(3)Between
thestartandcompletionphases,theoperator-
generatedtrajectoriestypicallyattainedaconstant
velocityprofile.

Basedontheseobservations,weformulateda
HarmonicMotionGenerator(HMG)withasinusoidal
velocity- positionphasefunctionprofileasshownin
Fig.7. Themotionisparameterizedbythetotal
distancetraveled,themaximumvelocity,andthe
distanceusedforaccelerationanddeceleration.Both
theacceleratinganddeceleratingsegmentsare
quartersinewaves,withaconstantvelocitysegment
connectingthem.Thisschemestillhasaproblem,
thevelocitybeing0beforethemotionstarts.This
problemiscorrectedbyaddinga smallconstanttothe
velocityfunction.

It is noted that the HMG introduced in this paper is
quite different from the typical trajectory generator
algorithms employed in robotics which use a

polynomial position-time function. Our algorithm
generates the motion as a trigonometric (harmonic)
velocity versus position function. The position versus
time and the corresponding velocity versus time
functions generated by the HMG are shown in Fig. 8.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Space assembly and servicing tasks are very rich in
capability requirements for a dual-arm teleoperation
system. For instance, if the Solar Max Repair Mission
would have been performed with a dual-arm tele-
operation system, the operator(s) of the dual-arm
system would have faced the following subtasks:
thermal blanket removal, hinge attachment for
electrical panel, opening of electrical panel, removal
of electrical connectors, relining of cable bundles,
replacement of electrical panel, securing parts and

cables, replug of electrical connectors, closing of
electrical panel, and reinstating thermal blanket. In
order to perform all these subtasks, the dual-arm
teleoperation system should be endowed with certain
generic performance features. Such generic perform-
ance features are: move along a straight line and
exert a given push force in a given direction (that is,
cutting a thermal blanket by knife); hold a given force
in a given direction while turning/rolling operation is
being performed (that is, removal or reinstatement of
panel screws); follow a given path while pulling a
flexible object (that is, relining of cable bundles); etc.

Several performance experiments were carried out
recently in order to evaluate position and force
tracking capabilities of the JPL advanced dual-arm

teleoperation system using various control modes and
feedback techniques implemented in the system. The
subsequent 12 figures (Figs. 10 through 21) show and
summarize the performance capabilities. The refer-
ence frame in which the motion/force commands are

interpreted is shown in Fig. 9.

One-Dimensional Straight Lines

Figures 10 through 12 show performance results of
straight one-dimensional (X,Y, or Z) trajectory
following, with and without Cartesian servo. The
trajectories are commanded from the FRHC at 1 KHz
increments, and servoed at the same rate at the

remote manipulator. The FRHC task space com-
mands can be true one-dimensional straight lines by
inhibiting the computer reading of FRHC motion in the
other two orthogonal task space directions. For

instance, when commanding a horizontal Y straight
line motion, the X and Z directional commands are

automatically kept at zero, and servoed accordingly at
the remote manipulator. That is, a one-dimensional
straight line command is independent of the operator's
ability to move the FRHC on a straight line. This capa-
bility is automatically guaranteed by the command/
control software.

It is clear from Figs. 10 to 12 that Cartesian servo gives
a superior and very satisfactory trajectory following
performance over the non-Cartesian (that is, pure joint
servo) performance. Indeed, it compensates very well
for sticktion, friction, and for some level of uncertainties
in gravity loading. It is noted that the remote manipu-
lator was operated with about 80% gravity compensa-
tion control only and without sticktion and friction
compensation.

Two-Dimensional Straight Lines

Figures 13 through 15 show performance results of
two-dimensional (X-Z, Z-Y, Y-X) straight line trajectory
following tasks, with and without Cartesian servo.
Again, the trajectories were commanded from the
FRHC at 1 KHz increments, and servoed at the same
rate at the remote manipulator. It is noted that the
quality of a straight line trajectory in a plane depends
on the operator's ability to generate a true straight line
with his hand motion in that plane. It is automatically
guaranteed, however, that the trajectory command will
be in the selected plane by inhibiting the computer
reading of any FRHC motion perpendicular to the
selected plane.

Again, it is clear from Figs. 13 to 15 that Cartesian

servo yields a superior and very satisfactory trajectory
following performance over the non-Cartesian (pure
joint servo) performance. It compensates very well for
sticktion, friction and uncertainties in gravity loading.
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One-DimensionalStraightLinesWithForce
Command

Figures16through19showperformanceresultsfor
tasksofone-dimensionalstraightlinetrajectoryfol-
lowingwiththeaddedrequirementofmaintaininga
givenforceinagivendirectionalongthestraightline
trajectory.Forcecontrolwasautomaticbyselecting
the"integrator"componentofthecompliancecontrol
algorithm (see Fig. 6 and the corresponding equations
in the text) along the appropriate direction and at the

appropriate level.

It is clear from Figs. 16 and 17 that Cartesian position
servo considerably improves trajectory position follow-
ing performance along the commanded motion
direction. It is not clear, however, what is the role of

Cartesian position servo along the commanded force-
maintaining direction referenced to force sensor data.
Theoretically, the two control loops contradict each
other. In the actual performance, however, the
"integrator-compliance" loop seemingly overrules the
Cartesian position servo loop along the compliance
axis. In any case, automatic compliance control
shown very satisfactory performance within the
mechanical limits (backlash, hysteresis, etc.) of the
PUMA 560 manipulator.

For future applications it is recommended to disable
Cartesian position servo along the commanded
compliance axis and keep Cartesian position servo
only acting along the axes where no force compliance
is required.

Figures 18 and 19 also clearly show the output pro-
files of the 100 Hz and 5 Hz force-torque sensor data
filters described previously and applied in the compli-
ance control algorithm. The actual mechanical
response profile of the manipulator's compliant inter-
action with the environment is along the 5 Hz filter
trajectory.

Harmonic Motion Generator (HMG) Trajectories

Two examples are quoted here. Figure 20 illustrates
the same trajectory following example which was
shown in Fig. 10. There, the trajectory was generated
by FRHC motion. Here, it is generated by the HMG
outlined previously. Again, Cartesian position servo
provides a much better trajectory following perform-
ance than the pure joint servo.

Figure 21 illustrates the same trajectory as shown
above in Fig. 20 as generated by the HMG algorithm,

with the additional requirement of maintaining a given
force level in X direction along the Y-directional tra-
jectory. For maintaining force, the integrator part of the
automatic compliance algorithm was used. Cartesian
servo was disabled along the compliance axis (X) but
was retained along the other two (Y and Z) orthogonal

axes. To make the task more challenging, the task
board along the Y direction was disoriented by about
5 degrees relative to the nominal Y direction. That is,
to maintain a constant force along the X direction
while moving in the Y direction required an automatic
position correction in the X direction based upon force
sensing. As seen in Fig. 21, the automatic control
system performed excellently.

It is noted that the example shown in Fig. 21 is equiva-
lent to cutting a 40 cm long material with a knife with
5N cutting force automatically, and such that misalign-
ment between cutting board and knife along the cut
direction is automatically corrected based on the
sensing of the required cutting force.

CONCLUSIONS

The quoted examples have shown the performance
utility of (a) Cartesian position servo in trajectory
following tasks and (b) automatic compliance in force
following/maintaining tasks. Comparing Fig. 21 to Fig.
19, one can also conclude that for certain well-defined
tasks (e.g., cutting a material), an automatic HMG
combined with an automatic compliance control can
give smoother results than an FRHC generated tra-
jectory combined with automatic compliance control.

Future plans include the expansion of the quoted
control capabilities formalized into easy operator
menus. The capabilities will then be exercised on
Solar Max Repair Mission (SMRM) tasks in realistic
mission simulation settings in order to demonstrate
existing and missing (or, to be improved) capabilities
for space applications.
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SSSFD MANIPULATOR ENGINEERING USING
STATISTICAL EXPERIMENT DESIGN TECHNIQUES

John Barnes

Martin Marietta Space Systems

Abstract

The Satellite Servicer System Flight Demonstration (SSSFD) program is a series of Shuttle flights designed to
verify major on-orbit satellite servicing capabilities, such as rendezvous and docking of free-flyers, Orbital
Replacement Unit (ORU) exchange, and fluid transfer. A major component of this system is the manipulator system
that will perform the ORU exchange. The manipulator must possess adequate toolplate dexterity to maneuver a
variety of EVA-type tools into position to interface with ORU fasteners, connectors, latches, and handles on the
satellite, and to move workpieces and ORUs through 6 degree-of-freedom (dof) space from the Target Vehicle (TV)
to the Support Module (SM) and back.

Typical of study-phase contracts, a premium is placed on budget, time, and other resourqes to perform trade
studies and investigations. Experiments requiring major laboratory hardware builds are almost precluded.
Therefore, for this study, two cost efficient tools were combined to perform an investigation of robot manipulator
design parameters. These tools are graphical computer simulations and Taguchi Design of Experiment methods.
Using a high performance graphics platform, an off-the-shelf robot simulation software package, and an experiment
designed with Taguchi's approach, the sensitivities of various manipulator kinematic design parameters to
performance characteristics are determined with minimal cost.

Taguchi's methods have been applied to many research and manufacturing problems, but seldom to system
design issues. To our knowledge, this is the first application of Taguchi's methods to a manipulator design
problem.

1.0 Introduction

Since the SSSFD is to be a minimum cost, high reliability program, the contractor is encouraged to utilize hardware
elements of the Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) robot with as few modifications as possible. The challenge, then,
is to identify potential areas of manipulator modification which will yield the greatest increases in the quality
characteristics of importance to the SSSFD mission. This paper documents the definition, conduct, results, and
conclusions of our investigation of manipulator design features, using Taguchi methods for experimental design.

2.0 Performance Characteristics

The SSSFD manipulator will eventually be required to service a variety of satellites with a wide range of ORU sizes,
fastener types, and access configurations. It, therefore, will likely require at least 6 dofs, and as much dexterity as
possible to be adaptable to changing workspace conditions.

The ultimate purpose of our investigation, then, is to identify potential areas of modification of the manipulator
kinematic design which would yield the greatest increase in toolplate dexterity. From our experiences simulating
robotic tasks for the FTS program, we defined dexterity as the included angle of tool orientation about a point in the
workspace where at least 12" of approach length is available along any ray within that angle. This definition relates
to the requirement to position an 8" long tool or end effector to within a 4" approach to the fastener, where final
alignment can be effected to interface properly. Since the manipulator's dexterous capability varies over the
points in the workspace, it was decided that maximizing the =3.Y.P,r..=3g9.included angle over these four points will
provide the best conditioned workspace for general applications. Our quality characteristic, then, was the
anole of orientation of the toolplate averaged over multiple worksDace Points.

TO gather data, we used the Approach Length Ray Graph (ALRG) generation capability of the SILMA, Inc.,
CimStation robotic simulation software running on a Silicon Graphics, Inc. IRIS 4D workstation. ALRGs [1]
graphically depict the approach length and orientation capabilities at points of interest within any chosen plane. In
addition, the software creates data files of the search data for analysis.
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In an initial investigation, we chose four points within a normal workspace envelope to take data; three of which

were at roughly 75% of total manipulator reach and the fourth at a point in the center, but 20" closer to the base.

The three points at 75% reach were defined in the center, upper left, and lower right extremes to get full coverage
of the workspace. The results of this initial work identified joint travel limits - especially wrist yaw and pitch joints - as
the only significant factor affecting dexterity. It was felt, though, that we did not adequately address ranges of total

arm length versus wdst length in this investigation. Also, we did not include interactions between factors orthe
effects of any noise sources in this expedment. Therefore, a second expedment was designed to study the

effects of the significant factors from the initial results as well as interactions and a source of process noise. This
paper discusses the details of the second investigation.

At this point, we have not identified the values associated with a Loss Function, although it is clear our Loss

Function is based on "Larger is Best," since we want to maximize dexterity. We simply have not quantified the
losses resulting from a lack of dexterous capability, although that may be a future task. Our initial interest is to

identify the design areas in which to focus our resources.

3.0 Design Factors

The baseline FTS manipulator, shown in Figure 1, is a 7R (7-dof, revolute jointed) robot with six actively controlled

joints. Its degrees of freedom are (1) indexable shoulder roll, (2) shoulder yaw, (3) shoulder pitch, (4) elbow pitch,
(5) wrist pitch, (6) wnst yaw, (7) wrist roll. The shoulder pitch is offset 9" from the shoulder yaw axis. The baseline

upper and forearm link lengths are 18" each. The wdst pitch-to-yaw and yaw-to-tool plate link lengths are 4" and

10.25" respectively. The shoulder roll joint can be rotated through 180 ° to effect an "elbow up," "elbow out," or
"elbow down" orientation, or any angle in between. In theory, the teleoperator will place the shoulder roll joint at an

optimum angle for performing a given task prior to initiating that task motion.

Baseline Link/Joint Parameters

Shoulder Roll Joint Limits = +0°/-180 °
Shoulder Roll/Yaw Offset = 7"

Shoulder Yaw Joint Limits = +900/-225 ° Shoulder
Shoulder Yaw/Pitch Offset = 9" Shoulder

Shoulder Pitch Joint Limits = +120°/-90 ° Pitch "-'k '=w 7
Upper Link Length = 21.8" \

Elbow Joint Limits = +0°/-180 ° \

Lower Link Length = 21.8" o _ _'_
Wrist Pitch Joint Limits = +90

Wrist Pitch/Yaw Link Length = 4" .-
Wrist Yaw Joint Limits = +90 ° . "_" __

Wrist Roll Joint Limits = +180 ° ....... . _r _'_
Wrist YawFl'oolplate Length = 10.25" /[._ .upper _:::::::_L_

Wdst ...........
Roll.._ . _ _Lower [_ qY'/'21_

_ ..__(_ _ Link _ ,ndexable

-Roll

Elbow

Toolplate _" Wnst

Yaw

Figure 1 Baseline FTS Manipulator Design

For the experiment, we chose to leave the shoulder link lengths and offsets, and the ordering of the first four joints
as they are in the FTS baseline, since they basically perform the function of positioning the wdst and end effector,

and don't have a major effect on dexterity. Based on lessons learned from previous task simulations, we defined
four design factors with potential to impact dexterity. Three of these concern the wrist design, and the fourth

addresses the relative link lengths. The four design factors used were: (1) wdst (or hand) length, measured as the

distance from the most proximal joint axis to the toolplate, (2) shoulder pitch and wdst pitch and yaw joint limits, (3)
wdst joint configurations, and (4) ratio of arm positioning link lengths to orienting link lengths
(shoulder+upper+forearm length to wrist length).

A source of "noise" that could have an impact on available dexterity is the shoulder roll joint position. If we assume
that the operator may have less than perfect apriory information on the optimum shoulder roll position for that task,

then its position relative to the optimum will vary, and have an effect on dexterity. Also, the shoulder roll joint

position may be selected to satisfy requirements other than dexterous capability, such as force transmission or
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obstacle avoidance. We, therefore, selected three positions for the shoulder roll joint noise variable: (1) 0° (elbow
up), (2) 5° elbow outward, and (3) 15° elbow outward.

4.0 Experiment Design

In an initial investigationof an issue, it is recommended [2] to evaluate many design factors at only a few levels.
Then, with the results of the first experiment, perform another experiment on the few significant factors at more
levels. Since this was our first investigation of FTS manipulator modification effects, we chose to use the four
design factors described in Section 3.0 at only two levels, along with the shoulder roll joint "noise" factor in an outer
array. These four design factors at their two level variations are shown in Figures 2-5.

pitch (most proximal) joint ._

_plate _

U roll

91_ 10" --------_"

Figure 2

D

Wrist Length Factor at 10" and 16" Levels

roll

16"

shoulder
LOW wrist +75 ° pitch
LIMITS

-90°

Figure 3 Joint Limits Factor at High and Low Levels
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Distributed Pitch/Yaw/Roll

Figure 4

Compact Pitch/Yaw/Roll

Wrist Joint Configuration Factor at Distributed and Compact Levels

L LT.__ /:] Hat,o _1- 9"'_

/

Figure 5 Positioning�Orienting Link Ratio Factor at 7:1 and 2:1 Levels

To fully analyze all possible combinations of these factors at two levels (full factorial experiment) would require
creating and collecting data on 27 = 128 different arm configurations. A much more efficient approach developed
by Dr. Genichi Taguchi [3] uses orthogonal arrays (or Hadamard's matrices) to define fractional factorial expedments
(FFE's) which produce results sufficiently close to those of a full factorial experiment with greatly reduced effort and
cost.
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For our experiment, we chose to use the La(27) orthogonal array with an exterior noise array consisting of our three 
shoulder roll joint positions. This design also allows us to investigate the significance of interactions between some 
of the factors, specifically between wrist length and joint limits, wrist length and wrist joint configuration, and joint 
limits and wrist joint configuration. The specific manipulator configurations used in the experiment trials are given in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 Manlpolator Experimental Conflgoratlons 

These manipulator trial configurations were then modeled in the CimStation simulation environment on a Silicon 
Graphics, Inc. (SGI) 4D/80GT IRIS graphics workstation. The CimStation package contains an application which, 
when given a manipulator kinematic description, will search for a closed-form inverse kinematic solution. Using this 
feature, we were able to find closed-form solutions for each arm, which enhanced the validity of our data by 
guaranteeing all feasible solutions were found for each toolplate position/orientation. Figure 6 shows an example 
of the CimStation work cell used for each experimental run. The individual manipulator models were installed into 
the cell and commanded to move their toolplate frame to the appropriate workspace frames, where the ALRG data 
was generated. 

Included Angle 
of Orientation -m 

Manipulator Arm 

Flgure 6 ClmStatlon Workcell for Data Generation 
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5.0 Experimental Results

Preliminary investigations determined that the dexterity data results are insensitive to the plane (vedical or
horizontal) in which the ALRGs are generated, Therefore, data for this experiment were generated in only the
vertical plane. The raw average angle data for each of the eight tdals is given in Table 2.

Shoulder Roll Position

Trial Number 0° 5o 15 o

1 72 ° 104.8 ° 102.2 °

2 213.8 ° 213 ° 191 °

3 108.6 ° 110,8 ° 111.8 °

4 23.6 ° 31.2 ° 24.6 °

5 221.2 ° 220,2 ° 199 °

6 116.2 ° 98.6 ° 98.2 °

7 25, 6 ° 14.8 ° 13.6 °

8 129.8 ° 126.2 °

Table 2 Average Dexterous Angle Data for Each Trial

103.2 °

For each of the individual factors and interactions, the raw average angle data are given in Table 3.

180

m 160 -

C

o 140 -

W

w 120 -
fv

m 100

I.
o 8O

6O

4O

noise &

factor Ivl

0° M1

0 ° M2

wrist

length
104.50 °

joint
limits

155.80 °
wJxiJ

110.30 °

wnst

design
106.85 °

wlxwd

106.65 °
jlxwd

111.65 °

link

ratio

59.35 °

123.20 ° 71.90 ° 117.40 ° 120.85 ° 121.05 ° 116.05 ° 168.35 °

5 ° M1 114,95 ° 159.15 ° 114.70 ° 112.65 ° 110,10 ° 120.60 ° 62.35 °

5 ° M2 114.95 ° 70.75 ° 115.20 ° 117.25 ° 119.80 ° 109.30 ° 167.55 °

15 ° Ivl 1 107.40 ° 147.60 ° 102.50 ° 106.65 ° 103.85 ° 107.25 ° 59.65 °

15°1vl 2 103.50 ° 63.30 ° 108.40 ° 104.25 ° 107.05 ° 103.65 ° 151.25 °

Table 3 Average Dexterous Angle Data for Each Factor and Interaction

To visualize the results in Table 3, the average response data at each level were plotted at each shoulder roll

position, providing a graphic understanding of the effects of level and noise variation on each factor. Figure 7
shows these plots for each design factor and interaction, using a common ordinate axis scale to facilitate direct
comparisons of factor responses.

Wrist

Length

>..
41" I0"

16"

Joint

Limits

t120* limits

"@" +90" limits

Wrist Length/ Wrist Length/ Joint Limits/ Positioning/

Joint Limits Wrist Design Wrist Design Orienting Link
Interaction Interaction Interaction Ratio

Wrist

Design

i • i • i ! i

O* 5" 15" 0 °

Level 1

Level 2

-13- Concurrent _

Axes

Distributed

Axes

1 i • i • i

O* 5" 15"

Level I

Level 2

Level 1

Level 2 -4-

• I • i 1 I

5" 15* O*

i - i - i i i • i • i v i • i • i

O* 5* 15" 5" 15" O* 5" 15"

Shoulder Roll Jolnt Posltlon

2:1

"4," 7:1

t i • I • I

O* 5* 15*

Figure 7 Average Response Data for Each Factor & Interaction

These plots indicate that the only factors or interactions which respond significantly to the changing levels are the

Joint Limits arid Positioning/Orienting Link Length Ratio factors, They also show that these factors do not respond
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significantly to the noise source within the 0° - 15 ° shoulder roll range. The next step was analysis of the data
variance to quantify and verify these graphic results.

6.0 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

To quantify the sensitivity of the quality characteristic (dexterity) to each design factor and interaction, the
contribution of each factor/interaction to the data variance is calculated and compared to the total data variance.

Tliis is effectively done by calculating the sums-of-squares (SS) of each factor/interaction and comparing them to
the total SS. The total SS about the mean for our data is calculated as follows:

SST = T._Y 2 - (,T-,,T-,Y)2/N

where y = average response for each trial
N = total number of data

Since we are analyzing data for three noise (shoulder roll angle 0) levels, there are three SST values to be
calculated:

For Q = 0°, SST = 143180.64 - (829556.64)/8 = 39486.06

For E) = 5°, SST = 143957.6 - (845664.16)/8 = 38249.58

For I_ = 15 °, SST = 120109.68 - (711660.96)/8 = 31152.06

To determine the significance of the data variation for each design factor and interaction, the individual SS's and

their percent contribution to the total variation were calculated. The calculations for the individual factor/interaction
SS's are as follows:

SSFi = [(F1)2/n1 + (F2) 2/n2 +...+ (Fi)2/ni] - (T-,,T-,Y)2/N

where Fi is the design factor/interaction, and

ni are the number of data points associated with each factor/interaction

Once again, to ascertain the effects of the noise factor these values were calculated for each noise level.

For I_ = 0°: SSwl = (43681) + (60712) - (829556.64/8) = 699.38

SSjl = (97094.56) + (20678.44) - (829556.64/8) = 14078.42

SSwl x jl = (48664.36) + (55131.04) - (829556.64/8) = 100.82

SSwjd = (45667.69) + (58418.89) - (829556.64/8) = 392

SSwl x wjd = (45496.89) + (58612.41) - (829556.64/8) = 414.7

SSjl x wjd = (49862.89) + (53870.41) - (829556.64/8) = 38.72
SSIr = (14089.69) + (113366.89) - (829556.64/8) = 23762

ForE_=5°: SSwl = (52854.01) + (52854.01) - (829556.64/8) = 0.0

SSjl = (101314.89) + (20022.25) - (829556.64/8) = 15629.12

SSwl x jl = (52624.36) + (53084.16) - (829556.64/8) = 0.5

SSwjd = (50760.09) + (54990.25) - (829556.64/8) = 42.32

SSwl x wjd = (48488.04) + (57408.16) - (829556.64/8) = 188.2

SSjl x wjd = (58177.44) + (47785.96) - (829556.64/8) = 255.38

SSlr = (15550.09) + (112292.01) - (829556.64/8) = 22134.08

For E} = 15°: SSwl = (46139.04) + (42849) - (829556.64/8) = 30.42

SSjl = (87143.04) + (16027.56) - (829556.64/8) = 14212.98

SSwl x jl = (42025) + (47002.24) - (829556.64/8) = 69.62

SSwjd = (45496.89) + (43472.25) - (829556.64/8) = 11.52

SSwl x wjd = (43139.29) + (45838.81) - (829556.64/8) = 20.48

SSjl x wjd = (46010.25) + (42973.29) - (829556.64/8) = 25.92
SSIr = (14232.49) + (91506.25) - (829556.64/8) = 16781.12

Since these were purely kinematic simulations with no sources of error, the trials were not repeated, hence there is

no repetition error involved. Therefore, the variations given for the factors and interactions represent the total data
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variationpresent.Thisalsomeans that all the information from the experimental results is accounted for in the
factors and interactions.

The percent contribution of each factor/interaction to the total data variance, given in Table 4, is calculated by
simply ratioing the factor/interaction SS's with the SST.

Noise
Level

Wrist Joint

Length Limits
1.77

wlxjl
interact

Wnst

Design
0.99

wl x wd

interact
jlx wjd

interact

P/O

Ratio

0=0 ° 35.65 0.26 1.05 0.10 60.18

O = 5° 0.00 4 0.8 6 0.00 0.11 0.49 0.67 57.87

O = 15 ° 0.10 45.62 0.22 0.04 0.07 0.08 53.87

Table 4 Percent Contribution of Factors & Interactions to Total Data Variance

The Table 4 results show quantitatively what the raw experimental results of Section 5.0 show graphically - that the

only factors or interactions with significant contribution to data variance are Wrist Joint Limits and

Positioning/Orienting Link Length Ratio. These composite percentage results are also shown graphically in bar-
chart form in Figure 8.

80

> 60

_ Joint Limits
a

o _] wlxjl
40 Wrist Design

-- _ wl x wjd
-_ jl xwjd

•_ 20 [] P/ORatio
O

0

0 o 5 ° 15 °

Shoulder Roll Joint Position

Figure 8 Factor Contributions to Total Data Variance for each Noise Level Value

8.0 Confirmation Trial

A confirmation trial was run with a manipulator configuration that uses the best joint limits and positioning/orienting
link ratio, but leaves the other factors at the current FTS manipulator baseline design. In other words, this

configuration uses shoulder pitch joint limits of +180°/-90 °, a 16" distributed actuator wrist with _+120 ° pitch and yaw
joint limits, and has upper arm and forearm link lengths of 51.5". Since the noise source had an insignificant effect

on data variation relative to the design factor levels, this trial was performed in the 0 ° shoulder roll position only,
using the same workspace points as configuration #5.

The results of this trial indicate an average orientation angle of 220.8 °, which is insignificantly lower than the best
scoring configuration - configuration #5 (concurrent axis wrist) - as would be expected.

8.0 Summary and Conclusions

These experimental results point to two potential manipulator modifications which would yield significant gains in

dexterous capability for the SSSFD program: (1) increasing the FTS manipulator shoulder pitch joint limits to
+1800/-90 ° and wrist pitch and yaw limits from _+90° to _+120° , and (2) increasing the positioning-to-orienting link

length ratio as much as feasible. They also indicate that - within a range allowing reach to the workspace points - the

shoulder roll joint position has an insignificant effect on dexterity.

Of these two factors, the link ratio has a slightly higher performance yield if taken from 2:1 to the 7:1 level, however,
it also involves significant impacts to weight, stiffness, power consumption, thermal control, and stowed volume,

especially if tip force and control input bandwidth performance is to be maintained. In addition, a preliminary
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expedment which vaded the link ratio from 5:1 to 9:1 showed insignificant impact to dexterity, indicating a function
which rises rapidly above 2"1 and levels off somewhere pdor to 5:1. This factor should be investigated in more
levels between 2:1 and 5:1.

The joint travel limitfactor - although not a trivial design issue - is probably the best candidate for modificationto
improve dextedty.
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ABSTRACT

The mechanical behavior of master controllers of

telemanipulators has been a major concern of both designers

and implementors of telerobotic systems. In general, the

literature recommends that we construct telemanipulator

systems that minimize inertia, friction, and backlash in an

effort to improve telemanipulative performance. For the most

part, these recommendations are founded upon theoretical

analysis or simply intuition. Although we do not challenge the

recommendations on their merit, we were interested in

measuring the material consequences of building and fielding

telemanipulators that possess less than ideal mechanical

behaviors. Experiments are described in this paper in which

forces in a mechanical system with human input are evaluated

as a function of mechanical characteristics such as inertia,

friction and backlash. Results indicate that the ability of the

human to maintain gripping forces was relatively unaffected by

dynamic characteristics in the range studied, suggesting that

telemanipulator design in this range should be based on task-

level force control requirements rather than human factors.

INTRODUCTION

Designers of telerobotic systems are often faced with

important trade-offs concerning the mechanical characteristics

of the manipulator mechanisms and their impact upon the

performance capability of the human operator. For example, a

designer can use direct-drive actuators to substantially reduce

backlash and friction, but to do so requires the use of larger

actuators with greater inertial characteristics. Smaller geared-

drives can be used but not without encountering higher levels

of backlash and friction. It is possible to reduce backlash in

geared drives, but not without increasing friction to some

degree. Finally, most designers would prefer to minimize or

compensate for friction in telemanipulators, caused by gearing,

cables, etc. Unfortunately, friction is both difficult to

eliminate and difficult to model and predict accurately, making

friction compensation in control systems difficult even though

complex compensation algorithms can be implemented in

computer software.

Knowing the relative consequences and interrelationships

among mechanical properties of telemanipulators, in terms of

human controller performance, provides:

a) opportunities for confident and strategic selection of

telemanipulator system components with tolerable

levels of inertia friction, and backlash; and

b) greater opportunity for diversity and competition

among master-slave controller designs (e.g.,degrees-

of-freedom, actuators, etc.).

A dominant performance requirement for effective

telemanipulation is timely and accurate operator detection and

control of remote grasp forces. This is a particular problem

when teleoperating manipulators in remote environs where the

opportunities for unexpected disturbances in remote grasp are

high. Disturbances in grasp can result from sudden forces

applied by the object within the gripper, or by the manipulator,

which result in rapid movement and/or changes in the forces

between the object and the manipulator. The net effect can be

either complete loss of contact with the object, or object

slippage and realignment within the gripper. This certainly

lengthens the job if the operator must regrasp and reorient

either the object or the manipulator arm. Thus, high-

performance, or at least operationally acceptable, manipulation
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dependsontheinterrelationshipsbetweenqualityof force
feedbackinformationandmanipulatordynamics.

Theobjectiveofthisstudywastodeterminewhetherrealistic
variationsin inertia,friction,andbacklashordeadspace,
producedmaterialchallengestothehumanoperator'scapacity
tocontrolgraspforceinthefaceofanunexpecteddisturbance.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Subjects

Eight males and one female ranging in age from 20 to 36 years

participated in the experiment. All subjects reported and

appeared to be in good health with no history of

neuromuscular disorders. Participation in the experiment was

on an informed consent, voluntary, and paid basis.

Apparatus

A mechanical system model of a one degree-of-freedom,

bilateral, master/slave system with the slave in contact with the

work environment is shown in Figure 1.

Xm(t ) x s(t) Xw(t )

_Master K S_lave K E[-E'n_ron -

F h(_ ment

Ffm(i m ) Ffs(Xs ) w

Nomenclature:

Mm,Ms : Inertia of the master and slave

Kb,Cb: Stiffness and damping in the master/slave system

Ab,Aw: Backlash in the master/slave system and work
environment

Kw,Cw: Stiffness and damping between the slave
manipulator and the work environment

Fh(t): Force applied by the human

Xm,Xs,Xw: Position of the master, slave and work
environment, respectively

Ffm, Ffs: Friction force on master and slave, respectively

Figure 1: Master/slave system model

The model is non-linear due to the incorporation of friction and

backlash. In an actual master/slave system with a number of

power transmitting components there will be a series of

masses and associated backlashes. However, these can

generally be lumped into equivalent masses, backlash, etc. [1].

Friction can take various forms such as dry, fluid, etc., and is

always a resistive force that is dissipative and has a retarding

effect on the motion of the system [2].

For the purposes of our experiment, the bilateral system

described in Figure 1 was simplified to that shown in Figure

2. The simplified system model can represent a case in which

the interface between the slave device and the work

environment (the object being manipulated) is relatively rigid

(Kw is large and Aw is small) and the master/slave system is

relatively compliant, or a case in which the interface between

the slave device and the work environment is relatively

compliant and the master/slave system is relatively rigid (Kb

and Cb are large, and A b is small). In the former case, the

slave device can be considered to be coupled rigidly to the

environment, with dynamic characteristics lumped between the

master and slave. In the latter case, the master can be

considered to be coupled rigidly to the slave, with dynamic

characteristics lumped between the slave and the work

environment. In all cases, the force applied by the human in

the simplified model, Fh(t), corresponds to the force applied

by the human to the master device in Figure 1.

Xm(t) Xw(t)

Fh(t K)_

Cb

Ffm [sgn(xm)]

Figure 2. Simplified system model implemented in

experiments

The apparatus system used in the experiments employed direct

drive actuators, and hence had no intrinsic backlash [3].

Mechanical friction was also minimized in the system by using

brushless motors and a precision linear slide. The system

used was nearly an ideal, linear second-order system with a

maximum positioning natural frequency of 30 Hz.
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A straingaugeforcesensorwasusedtomeasureforces
exertedbythesubjects.A high-resolutionencoderwas
employedforpositionfeedbackandvelocityestimation.A
microcomputercontrolledthepositionof theactuatorand
recorded:a)positioncommands;b)actualposition;c)strain-
gaugevoltages;andd)computerclocktime.A schematicof
theexperimentalconfigurationisshowninFigure3.

Human
Interface

I VisualDisplay

Force

Sens°r D_ C°mputer _
Signal -_ PositionControl

DynamicModel
__AFEncoder I Encoder[

eedback?[ Interface ]

ctuator |

k____l Servo
--]-_] I- [Amplifier ["-'--

I

Figure 3. Experimental apparatus

Stiffness, damping, inertia, friction and backlash

characteristics perceived by the human subject were

programmed and controlled by system software. Apparent

backlash was implemented by providing a dead band between

commanded position and the actual position. Apparent friction

was produced using an algorithm with velocity of the mass

and the forces on the mass as inputs. Impedance control

techniques were employed for implementing the desired

stiffness, damping and mass parameters [4].

Procedures

Following an initial period of practice with the task, subjects

were asked to grasp the struts on the apparatus (one fixed and

one connected to the actuator) with the thumb and index

finger. The subjects were instructed to squeeze, using a pulp-

pinch grasp, until they achieved a 5 N force. The level of

force was indicated by movement of a computer screen cursor

to a visual target. The subjects held the force until they were

confident that they could recognize and return to the 5 N force

if a sudden loss of force was experienced

Following the subject's signal to begin, the computer would

move the position of the apparent work environment, xw(t), 6

mm in the direction away from the subject's index finger.

This step-displacement, which was produced at a random

interval between 2 and 7 s after the subject signalled the start

of the trial, decreased the force acting against the subject's

finger. The subject's goal was to maintain a constant 5 N

force at all times regardless of a positional disturbance. The

computer began to record at a 166.7 Hz rate at 2 s before the 6

mm step occurred and recorded for another 6 seconds

following the step.

Experimental Design and Analysis

To simplify the experiment, the stiffness and damping

parameters were held constant (K = 3.7186 N/mm, C =

0.10677 N-s/mm). Earlier testing showed that variations in

these parameters did not have a material affect upon grasp

force control within the limits of the independent variables

studied in this experiment. Static frcition was equal to

dynamic (coulomb) friction in the tests. Each subject repeated

a trial 5 times under each of 27 combinations of three-levels of

Table I: System configurations used in experiments

Config. Mass Friction Backlash Nat. Freq Damping
Number (Kg) (Newtons) (mm) (hz) Ratio

1 0.6813 0.0 0.00 11.76 1.06
2 0.6813 0.0 0.25 11.76 1.06

3 0.6813 0.0 0.50 11.76 1.06
4 0.6813 1.5 0.00 11.76 1.06
5 0.6813 1.5 0.25 11.76 1.06
6 0.6813 1.5 0.50 11.76 1.06
7 0.6813 3.0 0.00 11.76 1.06

8 0.6813 3.0 0.25 11.76 1.06
9 0.6813 3.0 0.50 11.76 1.06
10 1.3626 0.0 0.00 8.31 0.75

11 1.3626 0.0 0.25 8.31 0.75
12 1.3626 0.0 0.50 8.31 0.75
13 1.3626 1.5 0.00 8.31 0.75
14 1.3626 1.5 0.25 8.31 0.75
15 1.3626 1.5 0.50 8.31 0.75

16 1.3626 3.0 0.00 8.31 0.75
17 1.3626 3.0 0.25 8.31 0.75
18 1.3626 3.0 0.50 8.31 0.75
19 2.7252 0.0 0.00 5.88 0.53

20 2.7252 0.0 0.25 5.88 0.53
21 2.7252 0.0 0.50 5.88 0.53
22 2.7252 1.5 0.00 5.88 0.53
23 2.7252 1.5 0.25 5.88 0.53

24 2.7252 1.5 0.50 5.88 0.53
25 2.7252 3.0 0.00 5.88 0.53
26 2.7252 3.0 0.25 5.88 0.53

27 2.7252 3.0 0.50 5.88 0.53
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backlash,friction,andinertiashowninTableI. Eachsubject
experiencedallcombinationsoftheexperimentalconditionsin
arandomorder.

Themeangraspforcetimehistoryfollowingthestep
disturbanceof5trialsservedastheperformancemetricunder
eachofthetestconditions.Graspcontrolperformancewas
characterizedusingeachofthefollowingmetrics:

a) magnitudeofforcelossfollowingthestepdisturbance;

b) timeneededbythesubjecttoreturnto4.5Nor90
percentoftheinitialgraspforce(referredtoasforce
recoveryperiod);and

c) magnitudeofgraspforcefollowinggrasprecovery
(meanforcerecordedduringthelast2softhetrial).

Theabovemetricswereexaminedusingrandomized-block
ANOVA to determine whether or not inertia, friction,

backlash, or any two and three-way interactions were

significant. All tests were conducted fixing Type I and Type II

errors at p=0.05 and p---O.10 respectively.

RESULTS

Magnitude of Force Loss

As the apparent work environment stepped away from the

grasp of the subject, pinch grasp force declined. The ideal

response would show no change in force level or zero force

loss.

As shown in Figure 4, the average magnitude of this decline

was largely unaffected by the different combinations of mass,

friction, and backlash experienced. Increasing the level of

backlash did produce only slightly greater losses in force (F =

8.13; df = 2,16; p -- 0.0037); however, as shown in the figure

the effect was not material in nature. All remaining effects, as

well as their interactions, were not statistically significant (p

>.05; Power >_ .90).

Time Period Needed for Recovery of Grasp Force

The period of time needed for the subject to recover 90 percent

of the original grasp force following the step should be kept as

small as possible. The analyses indicated that following the

step disturbance, recovery times were essentially the same

regardless of inertial, friction, and backlash characteristics

examined.

Magnitude of Grasp Force Following Grasp

Recovery

Ideally, the subject should recover from the loss of force

following the disturbance, and return grasp force back to the

initial levels. The ANOVA results revealed that differences in

mass, friction, and backlash had no effect upon the level of

force established following recovery from the disturbance.

However, subjects almost always produced greater than 5 N

of grasp force upon reestablishing their perceived grasp force

goal.

t_

t._

5-

2 ¸

1"

0-

Deadspace = 0.00 mm Deadspac¢ = 0.25 mm Deadspace = 0.50 mm

@ Friction 0.0N

......E ....... Friction 1.5 N

Friction 3.0 N

I T--T--r--T ! ! I" "I'_T--T_

0.68 1.36 2.73 0.68 1.36 2.73 0.68 1.36 2.73

Mass (Kg)

Figure 4. Magnitude of force loss
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Interrelationships Among Force Error, Force

Recovery Period, and Shift in Force Baseline.

The Pearson-product moment correlations showed no

meaningful relationships existed between measures of subject

force control performance and variations in levels of mass,

friction, or backlash.

overshooting the perceived level or muscle tension needed to

regain the desired grasp force. Had the subjects been

instructed to recover grasp force as quickly as possible without

concern about overforcing, they would have produced much

shorter force recovery periods, would have overshot the grasp

force goal, and then reduced grasp force to the perceived goal.

In this experiment, the subjects tended to return to stable force

levels that were slightly greater than the original 5 N.

DISCUSSION

Plots of force time histories, such as those in Figure 5,

showed that subjects began to actively recover control of force

after about 140 ms, and that their restoration behavior was

similar to an over-damped second-order force response with a

dominant time constant of approximately 280 ms. During the

initial 140 ms following the step, the grasp force does not fall

to zero.

The hand is actively controlling forces prior to the step. As the

actuator moves away from the finger, the active tension set of

the extrinsic and intrinsic musculature of the hand is impeded

only by the actuator. Thus, the finger initially "follows" the

movement, continuing to apply more than half of the original 5

N.

Once the loss of force is detected, the subject actively contracts

affected muscles to return to a pre-step level of tension. The

rate of return, or force recovery period, is largely instruction-

dependent. The rate we observed was established by the

subject's need to restore force as quickly and as accurately as

possible without overforcing. Thus, the subject attempted to

produce a controlled over-damped response without

Deadspace was experienced during the initial motion of the

actuator. This space was traversed passively by the finger as it

"followed" the displaced actuator. The finger had preloaded

the actuator again prior to the initiation of active force control

by the finger. Once the finger had passed through the

deadspace, backlash no longer existed. This left the subject

facing only mass and friction effects when returning forces to

initial levels.

Static and dynamic friction forces, from the perceptual

perspective of the subject, appear to be lumped with the inertial

or mass effects. Thus, the operator perceives the force,

whether due to inertial or friction effects, as an equivalent cue.

The plots in Figure 5 also reveal that the human subjects

applied restoring forces in a very consistent manner even

though the apparent reaction force was a result of different

combinations of forces (friction, inertial, spring and damper).

This suggests that the human subjects may treat all reaction

forces similarly. However, as can be seen in Figure 6, there

are differences in the work environment force response for

various combinations of dynamic characteristics. These are

due the mechanical properties, and the differences appear to be

independent of human input.

¢d
t_

i • ! • !

1 2 3

Time (see)

Natural Freq = 8.31 hz

Damping Ratio = .75

Backlash = .5 mm

Friction = 3 newtons

Mass = 1.36 Kg
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2 5
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Figure 5. History of force applied by human subject
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Figure 6. History of work environment force

CONCLUSIONS

From our findings it appears the operator perceives forces,

whether due to inertial or friction effects, as equivalent cues.

This indicates that master/slave manipulator dynamics may be

more important than human force control characteristics in

high-performance telemanipulation in the force domain. It

appears that the human operator is tolerant of reasonable levels

of master-controller mass, friction, and backlash

characteristics when compelled to maintain grasp forces within

desired operating ranges. It is not clear whether these

conclusions would hold for higher levels of mass, friction, or

backlash that those addressed in our experiment. Preliminary

studies indicate that if there is a significant difference between

the static and dynamic coefficients of friction, then acceptable

force control performance becomes more difficult to achieve.
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Abstract

For space based robots in which the base is fl'ee to move, mo-

tion planning and control is complicated by uncertainties in the

inertial properties of the manipulator and its load. This paper

presents a new adaptive control method for space based robots

which achieves globally stable trajectory tracking in the presence

of uncertainties in the inertial parameters of the system.

The paper begins with a partitioning of the fifteen degree of

freedom system dynamics into two components: a nine degree

of freedom invertible portion and a six degree of freedom non-

invertible portion. The controller is then designed to achieve

trajectory tracking of the invertible portion of the system. This

portion of the system consist of the manipulator joint positions

and the orientation of the base. The motion of the noninvertible

portion is bounded, but unpredictable. This portion of the sys-

tem consist of the position of the robot's base and the position

of the reaction wheels.

1 Introduction

In recent years the control of space based manipulators has r.

ceived increased attention. The main difference between spa(,

based robots and their terrestrial counterpart is the dynamic

coupling between the manipulator and its floating base. This

results in a similar, but uniquely different form for the kine-

matic and dynamic equations of motion.

Several researchers have focused on the forward and inverse

kinematics problem [1, 2, 3, 4]. One of the interesting parts of
these results is the formulation of the dynamic Jacobian matrix.

It is now recognized that singularities may occur in the trans-

formation from end-effector velocities to joint velocites which

are at different locations than the normal kinematic singularity

points. Another interesting result is the concept of the virtual

manipulator, [2]. If the mass properties of each link are known,

then it can be shown that a virtual manipulator can be obtained

for use in the inverse kinematics problem. The advantage of the

virtual manipulator is that algorithms developed for terrestrial

based manipulators can be applied.

The dynamics of multibody space based systems has been

researched for many years [5, 6, 7]. In many ways the control of

space based robots is similar to the problems traditionally f_,cod
in satellite control. The main difference is the articulated nal Hr,

of the robot. Free floating space based robot control has only

recently gained attention [8, 9].

In both the kinematics problem and the control problems

previous researchers have assumed either the mass properties

of the system are completely known or the momentum of the

system is zero. This paper presents a control method in which

neither of the assumptions are made.

We begin this paper with a description of the system consid-

ered and the formulation of the dynamic equations of motion.

The fifteen degree of freedom system dynamics are partitioned

into two components: a nine degree of freedom invertible por-

tion and a six degree of freedom noninvertible portion. The

invertable portion of the system consist of tile manipulator joint

positions and the orientation of the base. The motion of the

noninvertible portion is bounded, but unpredictable. This por-

tion of the system consist of the position of the robot's base and

and the velocity of the reaction wheels. An adaptive controller

is then presented to achieve trajectory tracking of the invertible

portion of the system. Finally, a summary of the main results

and conclusions of the paper are presented.

2 Equations of Motion

The system we are considering is an n degree of freedom se-

rial link manipulator, with rotational or translational joints,

mounted on a base containing tlu'ee reaction wheels. It is as-

sumed that no external forces are moments are applied to the

system. However, no assumptions have been made concerning

the initial momentum of the system.

Associated with each link is a right handed Cartesian coordi-

nate system whose position and orientation is fixed with respect

to the associated link. This is illustrated for link j in Figure 1.

The location of this coordinate frame with respect to an inertial

reference frame is denoted by the homogeneous transform Tj.

A Floating Referenced Frame is fixed at a specified position
on the Base with the same orientation as the inertial reference

frame. Its location is denoted by the homogeneous transform

To.

The Base link is numbered 3 and its coordinate frame is

located at the same location as the Floating Reference Frame,

but at a different orientation. It's location is denoted by the
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Manipulator

Link j

Link j Center of Mass

Link j Coordinates

LFloating
Reference
Coordinates

T(

, Reaction Wheels

T 1

Inertial
Coordinates

Figure 1: Illustration of Robot

homogeneous transform, T3. Between the Floating Refe,',.i.,,

Pr;_,le and tile Base frame are two fictitious links of zero ma--.

The three joints between these links represent the relative change

in orientation of the Base with respect to tile Floating Reference,

Frame.

The manipulator is attached to tile Base and the links are

numbered from 4 to n + 3. In addition three reaction wheels are

located inside the Base. The wheels are mllnbered fi'om n + 4

to n+6.

The configuration of the complete system is a tree structure

as illustrated in figure 2 for tile case of n = 6. Considering the

Floating Reference Frame to be the base of tile tree, each joint in

the system is numbered the same as the immediate descendant

in the tree. The position of the i - ttt joint is denoted by qi.

The kinetic energy of the system is given by the following

equation.
n+6 .

K = y] t-TR{_'iDi7 'T} (1)
i=3 2

wl,cre Di is the constant pseudo inertia, matrix for link i ref<-rr_ .!

:_, i=nk i coordinates. [10. 11], and 7'Rt} denotes the tra ....
erator.

[ fx2dm fxydm fxzdm fxdm
Di= jrrTdm = fxydm fy2dm fyzdm fydm

f xzdm f yzdm f z_dm f zdm

f zdm f ydm f zdm f dm

where the integration is carried out over the entire link, and

r = [x,y,z, 1] T is the position vector of the mass element with

respect to link i coordinates.

8

Legend s 7

5 9

o ,o,o,   iii i!iManipulator Link

(_ Base Link 3

Q Virtual Link

ReactionWheel

Floating Reference Frame

Figure 2: Configuration of Space Based Robot

2.1 Reaction Wheels

The torque delivered to the base of the robot to control its ori-

entation is provided by a set of reaction wheels. The position

variables associated with these wheels are cyclic and therefore it

considerably simplifies the analysis by writing the kinetic energy

and the resulting equations of motion in terms of the generalized

momentum, lj, associated with these wheels.

OK

lj=_qj

The main objective of this section is to write the kinetic energy

kinetic energy in terms of these generalized momentum. To this

end, we consider the kinetic energy of the j - tl_ reaction wheel,

I(j = 1TR{:TjDjT_} (2)

We will show this can be written in the following form:

1--.17112
K.i = ITR{T3Ej _T} + 2:J -32

where Jj is the moment of inertia of the j - th reaction wheel

about it's axis of rotation and E_ is a constant matrix.

We begin with some notation. Let x be an arbitrary 6 x 1

vector, which has been partitioned into two 3 x 1 vectors, a and

b.

[°]
and define the matrix function R(x) as

R(x)= [ k(a)O00 b]0

where k 0 is a 3 x 3 matrix function such that for any two 3 x 1

vectors a and y, k(a)y = a x y, where x denotes the veclor

cross product.

With this notation, we can write the time derivative of T,

in the form:

Tj = R(vj)T3 (3)

where
3

i=1

6O



and,

[o]_= _o

PO = [ P--O ]1

The vector P-o is the position vector of the Floating Reference

Frame and, in general, for any joint k,

r--k × nk ] (4)

_-k = 0 if joint k is translational
rtk

where 0 is the null vector and n k is a unit vector along the

axis of rotation if the joint is rotational, or a unit vector in the

direction of translation if the joint is translational. The vector Zk

is a position vector of an arbitrary point on the axis of rotation

of the joint if rotational. The vectors nk, _k, and P-0 are defined

relative to the inertial coordinate frame.

With this notation we can write:

IQ = 1TR{R(vj)TjDjTT R(v_.j) T}

The matrix TjDiT T is the pseudo inertia matrix of the j - th

reaction wheel referred to the inertial coordinate frame. We now

partition TjDjT T into two parts:

T D ry = N; +Nj
where

N; : J;.,.y +mj  Ty

Nj = }_(X - eer - 2njny)

where Jj is the moment of inertia of the reaction wheel about

it's axis of rotation, jx is the moment of inertia about an axis
orthogonal to the rotational axis, and

With this partitioning we note that

R(_jlN; =- 0

and since,

R(vj) = R(v._) + R(_sj)0j

we get:

Kj = 1TR{R(v_3)N_ R(v_3) T} + I TR{R(v_j)NjR(v_j)T}

From equation 1:

OK
lj -

O@

= TR{R(s_j)TjDjT_'}

= g_(,_y,,,z + qj)

where w3 is the angular velocity of the Base.

3

t,_ 3 : E n.._iql

i=l

Direct expansion reveals that:

l] = JjTR{R(vj)NjR(v__j) T}

Thus, we can write:

IQ = 1TR{R(v__a)N; R(_v3) T } + 1 J_-'l_

Finally, we note that

Ej -1 x -1 T= T 3 N_ (T 3 )

is a constant matrix. We can therefore write:

1 . . T 1j:_ll 2
Kj = _TR{T3EjT 3 } + 2 3

which is the desired result.

This allows us to rewrite the total kinetic energy in terms of

the generalized momentum of the reaction wheels. We obtain,

n+3 1K = _ _-TRITi___Di +T} + 1.l-Xl2
i=3 Z j=n+4 2-2 3 (5)

where

{ Di + En+4 + E,+5 + En+6 if i = 3Di = Di if i # 3

It is of some interest to note that D___3 is the 4 x 4 counterpart of

the spatial articulated moment of inertia matrix, [12].

Note, for k _< 3,

Ol._.Z = TR{R(sj)TjDjTTR(sk) T}
OOk

= J_(,_._)

and

So that,

Oqk

d (Oli_ Olj = jji_Tn k = jj(w 3xnj)Tnk

For the manipulator joints, n + 4 > k > 3,

Olj _ OI_._L= 0

OOk Oqk

2.2 Elimination of Base Velocity

The form of the equation for the kinetic energy of the system

given in equation 5 is defined in terms of the velocities relative

to the inertial coordinate frame. Our objective in this section is

to rewrite this equation in terms of velocities relative to Floating

Reference Frame. That is, we will eliminate the term lbo found

in equation 5. This is done by rewriting this equation in terms

of the velocity of the system center of mass.

We begin by noting that:

Ti = ToAi
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where Ai is the homogeneous transform of link i coordinates

with respect to the Floating Reference Frame. Thus,

Ti = ToAi + Wo[4i

= IboeT+ hi (6)

where e -- [0001] T. Note that:

1100]0 1 0 po
To= 00 1

000

The position of the center of mass of link j is given by:

p; = T:;

where, r_ = constant, is the location of the center of mass of
link j with respect to link j coordinates. This is illustrated in

figure 1. Note that r_ is the center of mass of the combination

of the Base and the three reaction wheels. From equation 6 wo

get:

By definitionof the system centerof mass, we have:

n+3 n+3

m_p_ = E mjp_= E-_A':_
j=3 j=3

n+3 n+3

j=3 2=3

n+3

= mri% + _mjAF_
3=3

where mj is the mass of link j and mT is tile toted mass of the

system. So the linear velocity of the Floating Frame is:

n+3
mj - .

Po=-E-- _+/,c
j=3 mT A Jr3

Substituting this into equation 6 gives:

n+3

= ijceT + f4i -- E m3 f4 rCe T

j=3 ftlT 2 3

n+3

= i'°: + _2 AjC,j
j=3

where

I- mm--agrceT if i = jC0 = --_-rre_" if/¢ j
m T ,1-

Substituting this into equation 5 gives:

= TR{TiDiT } "_" ,];ll21

/=3 .l=n+,l

n+3n+3n+3 1

= E E E-_rR(aJC,jD--,c_£}
i=3 j=3 k=3

n+3 n+31 • ,,

+ _ _ -_TR{AjC,jD,e(P_) J }
i=3 j=3

n+3n+3 1 . . .... '

+ i_=a_=a72TR{p_e'D,C:IkA:}

and since,

We obtain,

where

n+3 1

n+6_ 1.17_1l?+
z_., 2-3 3

j=n+4

n+3

c_jn_:(i:) r = o
i=3

_ 1T _l " T n+6 1jTll?
K= -_ R{ jUjkAk}+ _ 2 -3 3+g

j=3 k=3 j=n+4

n+3

v_ = E C,jD,C_
i=3

{= Dj _ _--_rr;(r_)T if j = k

- mm--_Tkr_(r_)r ifj ¢ k

n+3 1

g = _ 2TRlp%TDie(P_) T}
i=3

1 cT c
= _mr(/_) lb

(7)

2.3 Lagrange's Equation

Lagrange's equation is used to obt,'fin the dynamic equations of
motion.

d OK Oh"

ri - dt Oih Oqi

where ri is the actuator torque if a rotational joint or actuator

force if a translational joint. For the reaction wheels, this equa-

tion is particularly easy to evaluate since the position variables

are cycfic. That is:
OK
--=0

Oq_

So that,
dl,

dt

where rl is the actuator torque of the i - th reaction wheel.

For the remaining variables, we note that:

OAj OAj

Ogh Oqi

Hence,

and

OK

OO_

+

+

n+3n+3EE rR{
j=3 k=3 Z O ]i

n+3 n+3 , OA
_ _-rR{a,uj_(-_ )'r}

j=3 k=3 Z (tqi

10lj
(-_, _-_o )l

j=n+4 "_ qi
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n+3 n+3 _, .

-- E ETR   jka }
j=3 k=3

n+3 1 hl .
J. t.,, 2

+ Y_ ('7"lj-z'7".)
j=n+4 JJ aql

since uTj = Ujk.

Similarly:

0K n+3 n+3 "

j=3 k=3 z aqi

n+3 n+3

+ E E
j=3 k=3 2 aqi

n+3 1 _1 •

=_n+ ( ;Jl3 ;'_
+ ----)

j 4

n+3 n+3= ___TR{ ujka T}

j=3 k=3

n+3 1 l Olj
+ >_5(Z _-gT,)

j=n+4 J qi

since uTj = Ujk.

Therefore, the equations of motion are:

where

and

n+3 n+3 _qa

EE wj
7-i = TR{"_qi U jkAk } + ui

j=3 k=3

{nTu if i _< 3ui= 0 if3<i_< n+3 (8)

n+6n+6 d

u= y_ _(njlj)= E (nJr3+w3xnjlj) (!'_
j=n+4 j=n+4

Since there is no external torque applied to the Base, the ri

are zero for i < 3. Therefore, to simplify the development of the

controller we make the following definitions. For 0 < i < n + 4

let,

Pi = 7"i -- Ui (l(})

The equations of motion then become, for 0 < i < n + 4:

n+3 n+3 OA ..

Pi = Y_ Y_ TR{T3. UjkA T} (11)
j=3 k=3

For the remainder of this paper, we will consider Pi to be the

inputs to the system• If the Pi are given, the actuator inputs rj

can be obtained from equations 8 through 10.

3 Adaptive Controller

In this section we present the control law and adaptation law so

that the system tracts onto the desired joint trajectory. Global

asymptotic stability is proven and a recursive formulation of _i

controller is provided for computational efficiency.

3.1 Method of Control

The controller is a modified version of an inverse dynamic con-

troller with adaptation. Let q be an (n + 3) × 1 vector of the

joint positions which includes the three orientation angles of the

Base and the n joint angles of the manipulator. We start by

defining the variable, g/ in terms of the position and velocity

errors, qe = q - qd. Let:

= ¢. + )tq_ (12)

where X is a positive definite diagonal matrix with positive di-

agonal components $i and qd is the desired value of q. Thinking

of g/as an input, this defines an exponentially stable and strictly

proper transfer function between _ and q_. The method of con-

trol is to select the control law and adaptation law such that

is an L 2 function. It can be shown that, [13]:

I qe E L 2 f3 L _

if q C L 2 then il_ C L _
qe is continuous

q_(t) --+ 0 as t _ oo

Thus, we have proven that the position and velocit.y tracking

errors have converged to zero if we can show that t) is an L 2

function.

A judicious choice of the norm of (} is a critical part of the

method• The following norm /_" is an appropriate choice:

n+3 n+3 1 • • T

-_TR{AjUjkA-k }_'=_k___" - " >0 v4#0

where

• _-_ OAk ._

i=1

The time derivative of/_" is:

d[( n+3 n+3 1 .. " T

dt
j=3 k=3

n+3 n +3 1 -' .z T

+ E E-2TR{AjUjkAk}
j=3 k=3

aT3 n+3 ..

j=3 k=3

3.2 The Controller

From equation 12 we get:

q = qd + "kqe

where q = q - _/. From this we get:

Defining:

• _ OAk =
Ak = ?_..--z--q_

i=1 oqi

(13)

(14)
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Then, the control law is:

n+3 n+3 OA ^ ":
= y_ y_ TR{_JUjk(Ak - 7_tk) T} (15)Pl

j=3 k=3

and the adaptation law is:

" _'T :."

Ujk = -ajkaj (ak - 7Jtk) (16)

^

where 7 and ajk are positive constants, and Ujk is current es-

timate of Ujk. Note that only q and _ are required for control

and not 0. Also, the acceleration,/_, is not required.

3.3 Stability Proof

We define the nonnegative function V(t):

n+3n+3

V(t) = /_'+ 1/2y_ _-_c_'TR{(Yjk(J_k} (17)

3=3 k=3

where the ctj_ are positive constants, and O;a = U;k - 0_,. is

the error in the estimate of Uj_.

To prove stability we first show that l)(t) _< 0. We start by

substituting equation 15 into the equations of motion, equation

11. This gives:

n+3 n+3 a--
O..qtj " T 7 T

0 = __, __,TR{--_qI(Uj_A k - (JjkA k)}
j=3 k=3

n+3 aT3 ,qA , . = T

+ 7 E ETR{_q_iUjkAa}
j=3 k=3

n+3n+3 OA .. , 7 T .. T

= Y_ Y_ TR{_(Ujk(A T - A k) + (U3k - (Jjk)_4 k)}
j=3 k=3

n+3 n_+3 . OAj _ : T

+ 7 E LTRI'_qIUjkAk }
j=3 k=3

n+3n+3 ,qA " 7' :: T

= __, _ TR{_(UJI,_4k + (Jjkak)}
j=3 k=3

,*+3.+3 OAj - : T

+ "7 _ L TR{'-_qiUjkAk }
j=3 k=3

Multiply by _i and summing over all i gives:

n+3 n+3n+3
, OAj = T _ = T

O = E E Y_TR{_qi(Uj_A k + UjkA k)qi}
i=l j=3 k=3

n+3 n+3 n+3 ,a *

T °tti " : _=

+ "TEEE R{_Uja'A_,qi}
i=1 j=3 k=3

n+3n+3 : ': T : _ :: T

= E ZTR{(AjUjkA_ " + ajujkat:)}

j=3 k=3

n+3 n+3 = ^ : T

+ V Y_ Z TR{AjUjkAk }

j:3 k=3

d_" n+3 n+3 , .. T

= ""d--7+ E E T  taf, jA2}
j=3 k=3

n+3n+3

j=3 k=3

Thus,

d/_ n+3n+3 .. T :
-- E E TR{_-]Jkf4k Aj}

dt
j=3 k=3

n+3 n+3 : T :

- "TE ETR{(JJkAkAj}

j=3 k=3

Where we have used the trace identity TR{ABC} = TR{BCA}

for any square matrices A,B, and C. Adding and subtracting

27/( gives:

dlt" n+3 n+3

d-T = - _ y_ TR{Ojk(Ak - 'TAk)TAj} - 27/_" (18)
j=3 k=3

~

Thus, if there are no errors in the parameter estimates, Ujk = O,

then /( satisfies the linear equation, df(/dt + 2'7h" = 0 and,

hence, K(t) = e-2Wt/_'(0) and the stability result immediately

follows. However, for the case in point, the parameter values

are not initially known and we must proceed further.

From equation 17 we get:

l?(t ) = d/_" n+3 n+3 _ : T- E E  ;:Tn{UjkUj }
j=3 k=3

Substituting in equation 18 gives:

n+3 n+3

(/(t) = - _ _ TR{(J jk( _4k - ?Jtk)T Aj} - 2'7f(

j=3 k=3

n+3 n+3 "T

- E E a-j:TR{fJJJ-YJk}
j=3 k=3

Substituting in the adaptation equation 16 gives:

V(t) = -'2'7h" < 0

Hence, 0 _< V(t) _< V(0) < oc, or 0 < 1/(0) - V(t) < cxz.

From the equivalence of finite dimensional vector space norms,

there exist a positive constant fl such that:

Therefore,

:T:
q q < fl/_"

o°°qT_dt < fo °_flh'dt

/5= fl--- -l?(t)dt
2"/

_[v(o)- v(_)]
< o¢

Therefore, () is an L 2 function and, hence, qe converges to zero,

which is the desired result.

3.4 Recurslve Formulation of Controller

The computational efficiency of the control law is greatly im-

proved by writing the equations in a recursive form. First we

define:

R(sk) = To _ R(ak)To
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This matrix R(sk) is simply R(sk) referred to the Floating Ref-

erence Frame• The vector sk has the same interpretation as lk

defined in equation 4 except that all the vectors are defined with

respect to the floating reference frame. Let:

J

R(vj) = Tol(R(v_k) - R(V__o))T o = _ R(si)(h
i=1

Then for Ak we have:

Ak

R(vk)
R(vo)

For -_k:

and for Ak:

For, )ik:

= R(vk)Ak

= R(Vk_l)+ R(s_)O_
= 0

_4k = R(_k)Ak

R(_0) = 0

f4k = R(i_k)Ak

R(_k) = R(__l)+ R(sk)'Ok

R(_o) = 0

Ak = (R(6k) + R(6k)R(vk))Ak

= /_(_k-1) + R(s_)_

+ (R(vk)R(sk)- R(sk)R(v_))qk
i_(_o) = o

These, equations are computed recursively from the Floating

Reference Frame to the end-effector, link n + 3.

Next we define:

Fjk = AjfJjk(_4k - 7_k) T

n+3

F i = _ Fjk

k=3

and

n+3

fi = _Fj=F,+fi+_
j=i

fn+4 = 0

This equation is computed recursively from the end-effector, link

i = n + 3 to the Floating Reference Frame.

Finally, the input is computed:

Pl = TR{R(si)f i} (19)

Note that:

cgAj _ R(si)Aj ifi_<j

--_-q/ =_, 0 ifi>j

4 Conclusion

An efficient algorithm for the adaptive control of a space based

robot has been presented• The method makes no assumptions

on the initial estimates of the inertial parameters or the initial

momentum of the system• Only the position and velocities of the

manipulator joints and the Base orientation angles are required
by the controller.

The first part of the paper develops the dynamic equations of

motion for the system• Key to the method is the use of reaction

wheels to control the orientation of the Base and the elimination

of the Base linear motion from the equations of motion• It was

shown that the effect of the reaction wheels on the dynamics

of the system can be divided into two components. The first

was the component related to the generalized momentum of the

reaction wheels. The remaining component can be effectively

included in the dynamics by modifying the inertial properties of

the Base. The linear motion of the Base was removed from the

equations of motion by using the law of conservation of linear

momentum• With these two transformations, the resulting form

of the kinetic energy was easily utilized in Lagrange's equation

to obtain the dynamic equations of motion.

The algorithm used in the implementation of the adaptive

controller is a modification of that presented for terrestrial based

manipulators [14]• The primary differences are due to the use

of homogeneous transforms in the equations of motion. For ex-

ample, inner products of vectors become inner products of ma-

trices• Another difference is the choice of the vector norm used

in the stability proof. For terrestrial based manipulators this

is directly related to the total kinetic energy of the manipula-

tor. For the space based manipulator, this was related to the

total kinetic energy minus the component due to the generalized
momentum of the reaction wheels and the translational kinetic

energy component•

A recursive form of the control algorithm was presented for

computational efficiency. The computational load is still fairly
high and increases quadratically in the number of links in the

system• Due to the coupling of the dynamics, there doe_ not

seem to be any way to avoid the quadratic complexity problem•

Since it is known that Ujk = uTj, some computational improve-

ments could be made with a slight modification of the adaptation
law such that only Ujk is estimated instead the current method

of estimating both Ujk and Ukj. However, this does not appear

to produce very significant improvements. A more promising
approach might be to avoid all of the coordinate transforma-

tions by referring the velocities, accelerations and forces to their

own link coordinates. For example, one would compute Akl_l_

instead of Ak and A-_l.Fjk(Akl)T.instead of Fjk.

A significant extension of these results would be the solu-

tion for manipulators containing closed kinematic loops, since

these are the most common types of manipulators encountered
in practice. This would also lead to methods for dual arm coor-

dinated motion control and compliant motion control. Another

extension would be an adaptive Cartesian coordinate controller•

This allow two manipulators mounted on different bases to work
in a coordinated manner.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of the Gross Motion Control project az the

Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) Robotic Systems Lab-

oratory is to investigate alternative control approaches that will

provide payload invariant high speed trajectory tracking for non-

repetitive motions in free space. Our research has concentrated
on modifications to the model-based control structure. We are

actively pursuing development and evaluation of both adaptive

primary (inner loop) and robust secondary (output loop) con-

trollers. In-house developments are compared and contrasted to

the techniques proposed by other researchers. The case study for
our evaluations is the first three links of a PUMA-560. Incor-

porating the principals of multiple model adaptive estimation,

artificial neural networks, and Lyapunov theory into the model-

based paradigm has shown the potential for enhanced tracking.

Secondary controllers based on Quantitative Feedback Theory_

or augmented with auxiliary inputs, significantly improve the

robustness to payload variations and unmodeled drive system

dynamics. This paper presents an overview of the different con-

cepts under investigation and provides a sample of our latest

experimental results.

1 Introduction

An initiative at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)

Robotic Systems Laboratory is the development, analysis, and

experimental evaluation of intelligent robotic manipulator con-

trol algorithms. The motivation for our research is the high

degree of tracking accuracy and environmental compliance re-

quired by future aerospace applications like robotic telepresenee

and automated flightline maintenance. The requirement for ac-

curate high speed tracking with variable payloads can not be

satisfied by classical individual joint feedback control schemes.

Advanced control concepts that utilize knowledge of manipulator

system dynamics are required. Those approaches must be robust

and/or adapt to variations in manipulator dynamics caused by

model inaccuracies, payload variation, and environmental inter-
action.

The objective of the Gross Motion Control project is to in-

vestigate alternative control approaches that will provide pay-

load invariant high speed trajectory tracking for non-repetitive

motions in free space. Our research has concentrated on mod-

ifications to the model-based control structure. Techniques for

improving model-based controller performance can be divided

into two groups based on whether they concentrate on the feed-

forward or feedback portion of the algorithm. AFIT is actively

pursuing development and evaluation of techniques in both ar-

eas. The test case for our studies is the first three joints of a

PUMA-560. The PUMA's well known design limitations provide

a challenging control system design problem. Any algorithm that

performed well on PUMA will work even better on the modern

designs that will inhabit future fiightlines. This paper provides

an overview of the concepts being investigated and presents some
of our latest results. Detailed information is contained in the nu-

merous references.

This overview is organized as follows. In section two we

describe the experimental evaluation environment and the con-

trol algorithm used to provide a tracking performance baseline.

Section three discusses the development and evaluation of three

forms of adaptive feedforward compensation while section four

serves the same function for robust feedback and auxiliary input

concepts. Conclusions and on-going research are the subject of
section four.

2 Experimental Environment

The need to operate on equipment designed for human mainte-

nance focuses our efforts on controllers for vertically articulated

robotic systems with high torque amplification drive systems.

While the modeling of link dynamics is well understood, com-

plete modeling of drive system dynamics is difficult, if not im-

possible, for geared or harmonic transmissions. The motor and

transmission dynamics of high torque drive systems play a ma-

jor role in manipulator system dynamics [15, 18]. Therefore, the

true performance potential of advanced robotic control concepts

can only be determined through experimental evaluation and

analysis. The experimental evaluations performed in this study

were conducted nnder the AFIT Robotic Control Algorithm De-

velopment and Evaluation (ARCADE) environment [15]. Unless

otherwise noted the algorithm servo rate is 222 Hz.

The goal of our experimental control algorithm evaluations

is to validate concepts, not produce the optimum PUMA specific

algorithm. Evaluations are conducted over operational configu-

rations that excite all the manipulator's dynamical interactions

so that general conclusions about algorithm performance can be

drawn. Motion from (-50°,-135°,135 °) to (45°,-90°,30 °) in

1.5 seconds excites all the dynamics [15]. Robustness to payload

variation is evaluated by attaching a series of brass disks to the

sixth link mounting flange. The additional payload produces a

significant change in inertial and gravitational dynamics [17, 15].

The general form of the output torque vector (r) for a model-

based control algorithm can be divided into feedforward (rff),

feedback (rfb), and auxiliary input (%x) components.

r= r=_+ryS+rfb (1)
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Each of the five techniques discussed in this paper modifies only

one of those components. The actual algorithm that controls

future robots will probably have modifications to all three com-

ponents but first we must understand how they function inde-

pendently.

All the algorithms were implemented on a digital computer.

The delay inherent in a digital implementation is handled by

using the error information from the previous sample time in

the current cycleoutput torque calculations.A single(non-

adaptive)model-basedcontrol(SMBC) algorithmwithcomplete

feedforwarddynamic compensation and fixedPD gainsprovided

the performance baselineforour evaluations.

w(k) = [b(qd(k),a) + J,Z]_d(k) + h(Od(k),qd(_),a) +(2)

B,H_d(_ ) + 7, +_(qd(k),_)

_Jb(_)= Z,',_(k - 1) + A',_(_ - 1) (3)

_(k - 1)= qd(k- 1) - e(k - 1)/% (4)

e(k - 1) = qd(k - 1)- q(k - l) (5)

where: "represents modeled values, and the the _edforward and

_edback components are identical to the configuration employed

in previous research [15].

3 Adaptive Feedforward Compensation

Three adaptive feedforward compensation techniques are in var-

ious stages of development and evaluation. In all cases the feed-

back loop rfb has been fixed to the same gain set used for the

SMBC baseline. Fixing the feedback allows the performance

improvement from adaptation to be isolated and analyzed. All

three algorithms have adaptation mechanisms that are drive by

trajectory errors so they can be considered as direct forms of

adaptive control. Discussion will start with the most mature al-

gorithm, adaptive feedforward compensation based on Lyapunov

theory [14].

3.1 Adaptive Model-Based Control

Slotine and Li proposed an approach to adaptive model-based

control (AMBC) that uses parameter adaptation based on Lya-

punov theory to compensate for model-based controller limita-

tions [27, 28]. An excellent tutorial on adaptive model-based

control based on Lyapunov theory is in [22]. Successful exper-

imental evaluation on the MIT WAM robot [21] provided the

motivation for our investigation into the feasibility of the di-

rect adaptive model-based concept for a manipulator with: high

torque amplification drive system, slower peak velocities, and

variable payloads.

In our initial evaluation of the AMBC concept we imple-

mented the first control fornmlation proposed in [28]. The re-

sulta,lt AMBC algorithm had excellent tracking performance for

the zero payload case and excessive endpoint error in the pres-
ence of payload uncertainity. The adaptation mechanism was

also ineffective for slow trajectories [10]. The next logical step

was to implement the full sliding mode version of the Slotine

and Li approach [28]. tlowever, the inclusion of the position

and velocity measurement noise into the regressor produced un-

acceptable levels of vibration. To eliminate that problem, and

separate the performance improvement due to sliding mode feed-

back and parameter adaptation, we implemented a version of the

"Desired Compensation Adaptive Law" [20]:

= fo r' F-1yr(qd(k),Od(k),{d(k))[(_(k-1)+Ae(k-1)] (6)

where % is the sample period and the integration was accom-

plished using the Adams-Bashforth Two-Step method as de-

scribed in [4]. The adaptation mechanism now has the capability

to drive the position error asymptotically to zero and regressor

dependence on actual trajectory information is eliminated. An

additional implementation advantage is the ability to precom-

pute the regressor for known trajectories [20]. The basic struc-

ture of the adaptive control law remains unchanged:

rH(k) = Y1[qd(k), ild(k), Cld(k)]O(k) + Y2[q_(k), qd(k), gld(k)]On(k)

(7)
where Y is the regressor matrix and 0_ contains the "known" pa-

rameters and 0 contains the estimated parameters. The regres-

sor is based on the known structure of the manipulator system

dynamics and includes reflected actuator inertias and viscous

and coulomb friction [14]. All 0,_ parameters were initialized to

directly correspond to the nominal values used in our previous

studies [15, 18]. The A matrix was diagonal with components
),i i ,i= kp/kD, where k) and k_) represent the diagonal terms of

the position and derivative feedback gain matrices respectively.

AMBC tuning is a very heuristic procedure which is depen-

dent on: the manipulator, the number of adaptive parameters,

and the individual components of the F -1 matrix. The simple

seIection of a diagonal I"-1 matrix can result in improved perfor-

mance or disaster. The relative magnitude of the individual r -1

elements can vary widely, and aggressively adapting certain pa-

rameters can cause instability. In order to maximize algorithm

performance and maintain stability we employed a rigorous three

step tuning procedure [14].

There was a definite correlation between maximum tracking

performance and the size of the 0 vector. Sixteen parameters was

the magic number for our implementation. An interesting obser-

vation was that the amount of parameters, degrees of freedom

in the space, not their physical significance was the important

factor [t@ The adaptation law uses the available degrees of free-
dom to find the location in the parameter space which produces

the minimal overall error for the three joints. Our results are

consistent with another AMBC study were the authors found

they could eliminate any' knowledge of viscous and coulomb fric-

tion forces from the regressor and retune the adaptation law to

compensate [5]. Investigations to further explore the generality

of this hypothesis are underway.

The first step in the evahation process was to baseline our

controller over the standard evaluation suite. The parameter

vector t_ was initialized prior to each test to a set of nominal

values based on our a priori knowledge of zero payload manipu-

lator system dynamics [17, 15]. Figures 1-6 highlight the tracking

performance for both zero and 2 Kg payloads. AMBC clearly

demonstrates the ability to compensate for uncertainties in drive

system dynamics and end-effector payload.

A comprehensive evaluation of AMBC capabilities is under-

way. Investigations into the effects of: learning, parameter ini-

tialization, and feedback gains on algorithm performance have

revealed that [14]:

• A short initial zero payload training phase permits the con-

troller to learn the unmodeled drive system dynamics and
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errorsin nominal inertialparameters. Continuallearning

does not hinder the algorithm'sabilityto adapt to varia-

tionsin operational conditions.

• Transient performance during learning can be unpre-

dictable even after initial training.

• For maximum tracking performance the adaptation pro-

cesses should not be disabled.The controllermodifiesthe

parameter setover the courseof the trajectoryeven after

the learning phase.

• While the adaptationabilityof the AMBC isimpressive,

formaximum trackingperformance thereisstillno substi-

tuteforgood nominal parameter information.

• Insteadoflearningthe actualvalues,the adaptationmech-

anism learnsthe effectof the parameters on the tracking

errorand reactsaccordingly.

. SofterPD gainsreduce the robustnessofany model-based

algorithmto payload uncertainityand model mismatch.

AMBC was no exception. However, the abilityto learn

nullifies the high gain advantage.

The performance of an AMBC algorithm should be care-

fully monitored over the expected operational range to assure

that transientsare within specifications.The desiredtrajec-

toriesshould alsobe checked for actuatorconstraintssuch as

saturationor jerk limitations.Eitherof thoseconstraintscan

produce tracking instability.

3.1.1 Multiple Model-Based Control

An alternative to the Lyapunov based approach is the use of

stochastic estimation/adaptation techniques. In addition to pro-

viding a fast means of parameter adaptation the stochastic ap-

proach explicitly accounts for the numerous sources of noise and

uncertainty in a real physical system. Multiple Model Adaptive

Estimation (MMAE) is a Bayesian estimation approach that em-

ploys multiple I<Mman filters to quickly and accurately estimate

parameters in the presence of noise and uncertainty. By combin-

ing the principles of MMAE and model-based control a powerful

new form of adaptive model-based control was developed [13].

The Multiple Model-Based Control (MMBC) technique uti-

lizes knowledge of nominal plant dynalaics and principles of

Bayesian estimation to provide a high degree of tracking accu-

racy in uncertain payload configurations. The MMBC algorithm

is formed by augmenting a model-based controller with a form

of MMAE. The MMAE algorithm is tuned to provide an esti-

mate of the payload parameter (_i). The model-based controller

combines the a priori knowledge of nominal structure wkh the

parameter estimate to produce the multiple models of the robot

dynamics required to maintain tracking accuracy.

The basic premise of the MMAE technique is that the con-

tinuous parameter vector a can be discretized into a finite set

of possible vector values, (al,a2,...,aK). The discretization

of a must be large enough that there is a discernible difference

between the models but not so large as to induce unacceptable

errors in the estimate. The MMAE is composed of K Kalman

filters running in parallel, each of whose plant models is based

upon an assumed parameter a k. At the ith sample time, the

measurement is passed to each of the filters. The residuals gen-

erated by the K filters are used to calculate the hypothesis con-

ditional probabilities. These probabilities are used as weighting

factors to generate _.. Additional information about the prin-

ciples of Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation can be found in

[13, 19].

Figure 7 provides a sample of the experimental error profiles

for the MMBC technique. The servo period for those evaluations

was 100 Hz. Experimental evaluations have validated the simu-

lation studies and clearly demonstrated the algorithm's potential

to adapt to payload variations [13]. The MMBC approach is the

most computationaily complex algorithm we have evaluated, and

the level of tuning difficulty is on the same order of magnitude

as the Lyapunov technique. Additional research is required to

determine any advantages that this method may have over the

neural network or Lyapunov based concepts.

3.2 Neural Network Payload Estimation

Our concept for integrating the principles of artificial neural

networks and model-based control was initially developed and

experimentally evahated for the relatively simple motions of a

single vertically articulated joint [8]. Previous experiments ex-

amined the Adaptive .Model-Based Neural Network Controller

(AMBNNC) with varying payloads, initial conditions, and pay-

load update rates. Those experiments showed that a Neural

Network Payload Estimation (NNPE) algorithm can quickly and

accurately identify payload variations from manipulator tracking
error patterns. The three DOF extension was not a trivial ex-

trapolation of our initial research and provides valuable insights

into the utilization and training of ANNs for robotic control [12].

Both the MMBC and AMBNNC algorithm development

started with the assumption that a reasonably accurate model

of system dynamics was available. If no a priori model infor-

mation is available off-line techniques can be employed to de-

termine one [9]. Neural Network Payload Estimation (NNPE)

provides a mechanism by which the payload dependence of the

model-based control paradigm is reduced [8, 12]. The Adaptive

Model-Based Neural Network Controller (AMBNNC) uses the

output of a NNPE to adapt the feedforward dynamic compen-

sation torques to payload variation or other disturbances that

might increase tracking error. The feedforward compensation is

identical to Equation (2) with the provision that the fi values

are now the payload parameter vector estimate produced by the
NNPE.

The particular form of NNPE currently being investigated

uses multilayer perceptron (MLP) artificial neural networks

(ANNs) to determine the payload mass parameter. One neu-

ral network is trained and used for each individual update time

of the trajectory. The neural networks consisted of (6) input

nodes, (12) nodes in each of two hidden layers, and (5) output

nodes. Training was performed using the same techniques and

performance measurements as for the single link case [8]. To

generate a representative set of training data for the multi-joint

NNPE, the manipulator was run through the 3 DOF test trajec-

tory ten times for each payload condition producing 121 training

exemplars [12]. Instead of four payload payload classes with only

positive payload variation the multi-joint NNPE was trained for

five payload classes representing negative two to positive two

kilogram variations. The step size remained at one kilogram
and the desired value was still 0.9 for the actual class. Trained
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networksweretestedin feedforwardoperationusingvectorsof
positioninformationnotpreviouslyseenbythenetworks.Accu-
racyanderrorwerecalculatedthesameasduringtrainingtests.
Thetrainedneuralnetswerethenreadyforon-lineoperation
andevaluation.

Theaugmentationofamodel-basedcontrollerwithaNNPE
algorithmdefinitelyimprovesoveralltrackingperformance,but
payloadinvariancehasnotyetbeenobtained[12,II]. Current
researchisconcentratedonremovingtherestrictionsthatlimit
AMBNNCperformancetolevelsnoticeablybelowtheAMBC.
Alternativeparadigmsfortrainingthemultilayerperceptrou
networkareunderinvestigationandreplacingtheMLPwith
amoresophisticatedANNisunderconsideration.Theamount
ofadaptiveparameterswillalsobeincreased.AMBCanalysis
revealedthatadaptivealgorithmperformancewasstronglycor-
relatedtodegreesoffreedomintheparameterspace.Although
thecurrentAMBNNCimplementationmodifiestheentirepay-
loadvectoronlythemassparameterisadapted.Theabilityto
eIiminatethedependenceonheuristictuningandthepotential
displayedbythesingleparameteradaptationarethemotivation
forourcontinuedresearchinthisarea.

4 Feedback Compensation

Inconjunction with the adaptive feedforward evaluations two

forms of feedback compensation under investigation. Both meth-

ods were mature enough to be compared against the perfor-

mance of the AMBC approach over the standard evaluation
suite. Those evaluations show that all three methods offer a

comparable level of tracking accuracy.

4.1 MBAIC

In a series of publications Seraji has presented the development

of an improved Lyapunov-based Model Reference Adaptive Con-

troller (LB-MRAC) [24, 25, 23]. His initial PUMA evaluations

were conducted without feedforward adaptation over a very slow

trajectory [25]. We replicated those results and then evaluated

several version of the algorithm over the standard test suite [16].

Without feedforward compensation LB-MRAC tracking accu-

racy is inferior to SMBC and, if the PD gains are initialized to

a reasonable value, the the effect of gain adaptation is negligi-

ble. The real power of the technique is in the robust properties

of the auxiliary term. Apparently Seraji also came to that re-

alization and proposed a robust technique that incorporates an

adaptive gain auxiliary input, fixed PD feedback, and the nom-

inal dynamic feedforward compensation of a model-based con-

troller [26]. As an example of the potential from augmenting a

model-based structure with an auxiliary input we implemented

a version of his approach.

Model-Based Auxiliary Input Control (MBAIC) is formed

by augmenting a model-based controller with an auxiliary input

based on Lyapunov theory [16]. The feedforward compensation

(rfi) and feedback (rib) are not altered. No gain adaptation is

employed. MBAIC produced tracking accuracy superior to the

pure LB-MRAC concept and the SMBC baseline [16]. The exact

form of the auxiliary inp'at depends on the techniques employed

to calculate the velocity error and perform the digital integra-

tion. A r_, input expressed as:

_'_.(k) = lt_,Vp-_[e(k - 1) + e(k - 2)] +
l;

T_ /ct,_,_-[0e( - 1) + 0e(k - 2)] +
1

_[q(k - 3) - q(k - 1)1 (s)

accounts for the one time step delay in error information due

to our digital implementation and produced the best response

[16]. Application of the MBAIC on the PUMA did not exhibit

any symptoms of integrator windup. Therefore the inclusion of

a "cr modification" [26] in the auxiliary term would only degrade

tracking accuracy.

Figures 1-6 highlight MBAIC tracking efficacy. Addition of

an auxiliary input significantly enhances model-based controller

tracking accuracy and eliminates the large end-point error pre-

viously associated with operation in uncertain payload configu-

rations. MBAIC has the potential to support both high speed

trajectory tracking and environmental compliance by shifting the

stiffness required for accurate gross motion control to a switch-

able auxiliary input. The main limitation with the MBAIC con-

cept is the tuning process.

The starting point for our MBAIC tuning wa_ the auxiliary

input design parameters specified by Seraji [25]. The amount

of time devoted to arriving at those parameters is unknown but

efforts to improve the tracking by increasing the wp and w, val-

ues only produced increased levels of vibration. We were able

to improve performance slightly by selecting the _1 values indi-

vidually for each joint [14]. Searching the parameter space for a

good set of PID gains is a non trivial task and we suspect that

MBAIC tuning requires a similar degree of heuristic effort.

4.2 MBQFT

Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) is a frequency domain de-

sign procedure which has been successfully applied to the prob-

lems of robust flight control [7, 6]. The superior performance

of the QFT in those applications motivated our investigation

of a robotic imple,nentation [1, 3]. An introduction to QFT

design, and a comprehensive set of references can be found in

[6]. Application to a robotic system required the development

of a pseudo-continuous time (PCT) analog QFT design proce-

dure. The combination of nonlinear feedforward compensation

and PCT-QFT feedback is referred to as a Model-Based Quan-

titative Feedback Theory (MBQFT) controller [1, 3]

Since the PUMA case study is a 3x3 system, a 3x3 QFT

multiple-input, multiple-output design was used. The 3x3 sys-

tem was decoupled into three equivalent MISO loops and the

interactions between the joints were modeled as disturbances.

The MBQFT design evaluated in this study was based on seven

plant templates equally spaced over the fast standard trajectory.
The nominal feedforward compensation allows a linear QFT de-

sign to be used. The robot dynamics were linearized based on

a zero payload configuration. The analog design is converted to

the digital domain by an exact Z-transform and proper sealing of

the control law. The feedback controller for joint one was third

order over third order in the z-plane, the joint two and three con-
trollers were fourth order over fourth order. The actual feedback

control torques were produced by backwards difference equations

[1, 3]:

r/b(k) = A3_(k) + A2e(/," - 1) + .41_(k - 2) + Ao_(k - 3)

-B2rfb(k - 1) - Blrib(k - 2) - Bor]b(k - 3) (9)
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7"fb(k) = A4e(k)+ A3e(_- 1) + A2e(]_- 2)Ale(k- 3)

+Ao6(k - 4) - B3Tfb(k -- 1) -- B2Tfb(k -- 2)

-BlVfb(k - 3) - B0r]b(k - 4) (10)

Equation (9) was used for joint 1 while joint 2 and 3 feedback

was of the form of Equation (10).

The analog design is based on instantaneous position error

information. The unmodeled one sample period delay inherent

in a digital implementation was accounted for with an error es-
timator.

_(k) = e(k - 1) + (0d(k - 1) - 0(k - 1)), Ts (11)

The key benefit of this approach is that analog design procedures

could be used while still considering the digital effects (primarily,

sampling delays). The additional on-line computational require-

ments, as opposed to the standard PD feedback control law, are
minimal.

While algorithm development may be mathematically rig-

orous, tuning is usually based on heuristics. The key difference

between the MBQFT and the other methods is that QFT design

and tuning techniques are both well defined [6]. QFT synthesis
provides an excellent initial set of controller coefficients and em-

ploys classic control tradeoffs such as giving up gain for phase

margin to further tune performance [1, 3]. Empirical studies

have revealed that designs based on the nominal robot dynam-

ics tend to overstate the gain requirement [2]. If the gain is high

enough to cause vibration on the robot, some phase margin must

be given up to decrease the gain. The initial MBQFT controller

caused excessive arm vibration due to high gains. However, only

three design iterations were required to achieved the level of per-

formance shown in Figures X-Y.

The MBQFT technique provides high speed trajectory track-

ing performance that is robust to small payload variations and

unmodeled drive system dynamics. Replacing the r/b block with

feedback laws based on PCT-QFT design resulted in up to a fac-

tor of four improvement in tracking accuracy: The non-heuristic

nature of the MBQFT design and the computational simple im-

plementation makes this approach an attractive alternative for

a wide range of industrial manipulators.

5 Conclusions

The Gross Motion Control project has produced a new level of

understanding about the control techniques necessary to provide

the high level of trajectory tracking performance required for fu-

ture Air Force applications. Model-based control can be made

robust to incomplete dynamics modeling and payload uncertain-

ity and is therefore a suitable structure for intelligent control
algorithms.

Incorporating a desired compensation adaptation law, robust

feedback, or an auxiliary input produced a model-based con-

troller with payload invariant tracking for the first two joints

of the PUMA. Therefore, the selection of "best" concept for

enhanced tracking will depend on factors other than tracking

performance. The two main considerations are tuning and com-

putation time. While the adaptive approaches are more compu-

tational intensive the ever increasing power of modern micropro-

cessors makes small variations in algorithm complexity a mute

point. However, the tuning issue is very real and can not be

ignored. The MBQFT has a distinct advantage in this area that

neural networks may offset. The MBQFT design and tuning

procedures are mathematically well defined and can be related

to the well known parameters of gain and phase margin. For

that reason we recommend the MBQFT technique for indus-

trial applications with small payload variations. The learning

capabilities and compliance potential of adaptive model-based

control may be more appropriate for human arm emulation.

While are results are very promising there is still research

to be done in this area. Continued development and evaluation

of the AMBC and AMBNNC techniques is in progress. A com-

pliant form of AMBC is also under investigation. Techniques

for replacing the entire feedforward compensator with a neural

network are being developed. Once the digital control system

for the Utah/MIT had is operational we will extend our gross

motion control research to that platform. Comparison between

PUMA and hand evaluations will highlight the effects of manip-

ulator dynamics and actuator systems on advanced controller

tracking performance.
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ABSTRACT

The Space Exploration Initiative

(SEI) announced by President Bush

on July 20, 1989, the twentieth

anniversary of the Apollo 11

landing, will return man to the

Moon, this time to stay, and will
lead to a manned mission to Mars.

NASA has begun an important new

technology initiative, entitled the

Exploration Technology Program

(ETP), which will develop the

technologies needed for the SEI.

Developing new technology,

including a new generation of

planetary rovers, is critical to the
success and cost effectiveness of

the President's Initiative. The

Planetary Rover Project will

develop the technology to enable
the manned and unmanned vehicles

needed for surface transportation.
Surface transportation systems of

many types will be required for
the SEI. These include:

O Unmanned rovers for outpost

site survey and for regional

exploration and science

Piloted rovers for

transportation local to the

outpost and for regional and

long range manned

exploration and science

o Unmanned cargo handling,

construction and mining

vehicle(s)

The eventual capabilities of

autonomous navigation, high

mobility, low mass surface

electrical power, high

performance computing, high
bandwidth communications with

Earth, efficient thermal control,

and a high level of onboard
mission autonomy (eg. sample

identification, acquisition and

analysis, resource mining

operations and outpost

construction) are enabling

technologies which affect the
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vehicle's travel range and
ultimate mission return.

The Planetary Rover Project was
initiated in 1989. The emphasis of
the work to date has been on

autonomous navigation within the

context of a high mobility
wheeled vehicle at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and an

innovative legged locomotion

concept at Carnegie Mellon

University (CMU). The status and

accomplishments of these two

efforts are discussed in the paper.

First, however, this paper

provides background information

on the three rover types required
for the SEI.

UNMANNED SCIENCE AND
EXPLORATION ROVERS

The U.S. has not previously

operated an unmanned roving
vehicle on an extraterrestrial

planetary surface. In the mid

1970's, The U.S.S.R. teleoperated

(ie, using terrestrial controllers)

two unmanned roving vehicles,
called 'Lunakods' on the surface

of the moon.

Lunakod 1 operated around 12

lunar days (almost 365 terrestrial
days). The vehicle traveled a total

of 10 kilometers, took many

television pictures and conducted

soil experiments. Lunakod 2, with

twice the speed of Lunakod 1 and

more experienced (and

adventurous) controllers, traveled

35 kilometers in five lunar days
(70 terrestrial days).

Within the SEI Program, unmanned

science and exploration rovers

may characterize potential

outpost sites, emplace networks
of science instruments, construct
observatories on the far side of

the Moon and perform long range

exploration missions. Traverse

distances of up to several

kilometers per terrestrial day,

through terrain containing 1
meter diameter obstacles, and a

mission life of 1 to 5 years is

desired for the next generation of

robotic exploring vehicles.

PILOTED ROVERS

The U.S. has operated a roving
vehicle on the surface of another

planetary body (the Moon) with the
direct involvement of a human

driver. The piloted Apollo Lunar
Rover Vehicle (LRV), first used in

Apollo 15, provided a quantum

jump in exploratory capability
from the earlier Apollo missions.

The LRV made it possible to travel
substantial distances as well as

ensuring the transportation of

substantial quantities of

experimental equipment and a

remotely controlled television

camera, which provided visual
evidence of this achievement to

the world. Apollo 17 (the last

Apollo mission), carrying the

third LRV to the moon, allowed

the astronauts the longest
traverse of all with a total

distance of 35 km.

The next generation of piloted
rovers will be satisfied by an

unpressurized rover similar to the
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LRV, but enhanced in range,

payload and life capability. It will

transport both crew and cargo

about the outpost and will be used

to perform human exploration and

science missions up to tens of

kilometers from the outpost. That

rover may later be reconfigured

for autonomous navigation and

will perform unmanned science

and exploration at distances of
1,000 kilometers from the

outpost for 1 to 2 year missions.

CONSTRUCTION AND MINING

VEHICLES

Technology development is

required to meet the SEI needs for

unmanned cargo handling,
construction and mining; there is

currently no technology base for
extraterrestrial construction.

Whereas the use of terrestrial

robotics is growing in the

manufacturing business, in field-
oriented industries like

construction, adaptation to

automation technologies has been

slower. Although recent progress

has been made, principally, to the

authors knowledge, in the United

States and Japan, terrestrial

cargo handling, construction and

mining robotics must be
considered an immature

technology.

Cargo will be unloaded from a

lunar excursion vehicle by a
moveable gantry crane, or some

other suitable device, which is

teleoperated from Earth with on-

site supervision by robots or a
crew member. A set of

interchangeable 'implements' will
enable the vehicle to perform
construction tasks such as

excavating, relocating and
smoothing regolith, and grasping

and lifting objects such as
boulders or structural

components. The implement set

will also include mining and

hauling equipment for lunar soil.

NAVIGATION

Because of round trip light time,
bandwidth limitation and

communication channel availability

delays, it is impractical to teleoperate
an unmanned planetary rover from
mission control on Earth. Therefore,

some autonomy on the rover is needed. A

highly autonomous rover capable of
traveling safely over long distances for

many days in unfamiliar terrain without

guidance from mission control

operators is beyond the present state-
of-the-art. In between the extremes of

teleoperation and high autonomy,

various degrees of autonomy are

possible. Two in particular; namely,

computer aided remote driving (CARD)

and semiautonomous navigation (SAN)
have been identified as feasible with

additional technology development

With CARD, stereo pictures from
the rover are sent to mission

control, where they are viewed by

a human operator using a stereo

display. The operator designates a

safe path for the vehicle to follow
as far ahead as can be seen. The

plan is sent to the rover which

executes the path by dead

reckoning navigation aided by

surface property determination
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sensing, maneuver level
autonomous hazard detection and

avoidance and expectation

generation and monitoring. A new

stereo pair of pictures is taken
from the new position and the

process repeats itself. Depending
on the terrain, the rover might
travel about 5 to 30 meters on

each of these iterations. CARD

navigation offers about a 7 km

daily traverse capability on the
moon and about 400 meters on

Mars.

In the SAN method, local paths are

planned autonomously (ie, without

interaction from humans) using
images obtained on the vehicle,

but they are guided by global

routes planned less frequently by
humans in mission control. These

global routes are developed from

topographic map produced images

obtained by an orbiting satellite
or by some other means.

The sequence of operations in the

portion of SAN involving mission
control is as follows. As

commanded from mission control,

the orbiter takes a stereo pair of

pictures (by taking the two

pictures at different points in the

orbit) of an area to be traversed.

A spatial resolution equivalent to

that of the rover (approximately 1

meter for a 1000 kg class

unmanned rover) is desired. The
pictures are sent to mission

control where they are used by a

human to plan an approximate
route for the vehicle to follow

designed to avoid large obstacles,
dangerous areas and dead-ends.

This route and a topographic map

for the surrounding area are sent
from mission control to the rover.

The process repeats, as needed;
perhaps once for each traverse

between sites where experiments

are to be done, or perhaps once per

day or so on long traverses.

The sequence of operations in the

portion of SAN taking place on the

planetary surface is as follows. The

rover views the local scene and, by

using automatic stereo correlation,

computes a local topographic map. This

map is matched to the portion of the
global map sent from mission control

for purposes of position determination.

The high resolution local map is

analyzed by computation on the rover to
determine the safe areas over which to

drive. A new plan is then computed,
revising the approximate route from
mission control. The traverse of the

revised path is simulated in order to

produce sensor expectations. The

expectations are used for execution

monitoring and contingency planning.

Using the revised path, the rover then

drives, aided by surface property

determination sensing, maneuver level
autonomous hazard detection and

avoidance and expectation generation

and monitoring, a short distance

(perhaps 5-10 meters), and then the
process repeats. SAN navigation offers

about a 24 km daily traverse capability
on the moon and about 23 km on Mars.

WHEELED VEHICLE

NAVIGATION DEVELOPMENT AT

JPL

The major accomplishments at

JPL through May, 1990 include the
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implementation of a wheeled

rover vehicle navigation testbed,

development of SAN algorithms
and code, integration of SAN
software onto the rover vehicle

and successful feasibility
demonstration.

Over 25,000 lines of software,

implementing SAN functionality,

was designed, coded and

integrated on Robby. In the month
of May, 1990, the first continuous

SAN traverse, covering a full test

day, was achieved in the rough,
natural terrain, arroyo test course

adjacent to the JPL facility.

Figure 1. Robby

The construction of the wheeled

rover navigation testbed, named

'Robby', was completed in

December, 1989. Robby is a six-

wheel, three-body articulated

vehicle which offers superior

mobility than conventional four-

wheel, single-body vehicles. It is

about 4 meters long, 1 and 1/2
meters wide and 2 and 1/2 meters

high and weighs a little over 1000

kg. A commercial robot arm, for

future sample acquisition
experiments, is mounted on the

front body. The middle body
contains an electronics rack to

house the onboard processors and

other electronics, while serving

as a mounting pedestal for the

stereo camera navigation sensors.

The rear body contains a

commercial generator.

LEGGED VEHICLE NAVIGATION

DEVELOPMENT AT CMU

The major accomplishments at

CMU through May 1990 include the

implementation and testing of an

integrated system capable of

walking with a single leg over

rough terrain and the design,
construction and indoor testing of

the six-legged Ambler vehicle.

A prototype of an Ambler leg is

suspended below a carriage that
slides on rails. To walk, the

system uses a laser scanner to
find a clear, flat foothold,

positions the leg above the
foothold, contacts the terrain

with the foot, and applies force

enough to advance the carriage

along the rails. Walking both
forward and backwards, the

system has traversed hundreds of
meters of rugged terrain including

obstacles too tall to step over,

trenches too deep to step in,

closely spaced rocks and sand
hills.
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Figure 2. Ambler

The six-legged Ambler is

configured to have two stacks,

with six circulating legs. The

actuators for body support are
independent of those for

propulsion. Each Ambler leg is a

rotary-prismatic-prismatic

orthogonal leg. The configuration

enables level body motion, a
circulating gait, conservatively

stable gaits, high mobility and

many sampling deployment

options. The two shafts are

connected to an arched body
structure that includes four

enclosures that house power

generation, electronics,

computing and scientific

equipment. Ambler has a typical
walking width of 4.5 meters, a

typical walking length of 3.5

meters and a height of 4 - meters

and weighs (leg and body

structure) approximately 2000 kg.

SUMMARY

This paper has described the two

highlights of the first year and

one-half of two parts of the

Planetary Rover program. Other

parts of the Rover program

include the development of

advanced mission operations,

mobility and power technology at

JPL, mission operations research
at Ames Research Center and

piloted rover technology at the
Marshall Space Flight Center. The

accomplishments achieved to date

represent a first step in

developing the kind of machine
intelligence that someday will

affect how explore the universe.
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Introduction

For practical industrial applications, the

development of trainable robots is an

important and immediate objective.

Therefore, we emphasize developing the

type of flexible intelligence directly

applicable to training. It is generally

agreed upon by the AI community that

the fusion of expert systems, neural

networks, and conventionally pro-

grammed modules (e.g. a trajectory

generator) is promising in the quest for

autonomous robotic intelligence. In

spite of the recent advances in all of

these fields, autonomous robot

development is hindered by integration

and architectural problems. Some ob-

stacles towards the construction of more

general robot control systems are as
follows:

1.Growth Problem- In current

systems, substantial portions of the

existing control software must be

modified upon the addition of a new

subsystem.

2. Software Generation- Currently,

most software is written by people,

limiting the size of code that can be

created. Automatic software generation

methods are premature; program

writing programs are domain specific

and have severe limitations.

3. Interaction with Environment-

In order for the robot to properly

respond to the environment, it must

rely on a continuous influx of sensor

data as opposed to internally stored

representations. Conventional pro-

gramming methods do not easily lend to

massive, pipelined data processing.

4. Reliability- Most current systems

are built such that single point fail-

ures cause complete system failure.

5.Resource Limitation- Current

neural networks can learn most input to

output functions in terms of mapping,

but in case of practical problems they

often take an impossibly long time to

learn a function. The number of nodes

or connections needed may suffer from

combinatorial explosions rendering the

system impossible to build.

Neural networks can be successfully

applied to some of these problems.

However, current implementations of

neural networks are hampered by the
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resourcelimitation problem and must
be trained extensively to produce
computationally accurate output.
Currently,there is no consensusas to
the structure of an intelligent robot
brain, functional break down, or
interfacedefinition. In this publication,
a generalizationof conventionalneural
nets is proposed,and an architectureis
offered in an attempt to addressthe
above problems.

Approach

The architecture that we propose

consists of three components: functional

groups, interfaces, and the graph

describing the information flow pattern

[1,2]. Each functional group performs a

specific operation, and the interfaces

between groups are vectors. The

interconnection graph will not strongly

depend on the kinematic structure of

the robot. However, if a robot lacks

certain sensory input, obviously the

corresponding functional groups will not

be present.

A functional group takes a vector as in-

put, performs its operation, and pro-

duces an output vector. The operation

of the functional group could be carried

out by conventional software, hardware,

or what we call a generalized network.

The term generalized network describes

one of the key elements in our work,

and deserves detailed explanation.

A generalized network consists of two

components, nodes and connections.

The nodes are simply memory elements

(2 byte numbers in our current imple-

mentation). The connections are able to

perform mathematical operations on the

node values. There is no theoretical

limitation on the kind of operation that

connections can perform or the number

of inputs and outputs that they have

(currently 16 bytes are being used). For

example, a PID control servo could be a

connection, where the inputs are the

position setpoint and gain and the out-

put is the commanded motor current.

This method developed from a practical

standpoint, to fuse advantageous

properties of neural nets and table

driven software. The programming is

simplified because the bulk of the

coding is done when the subroutine for

the connection is developed. During

training or operation the gains might

change or connections may be created

or destroyed, but this activity does not

carry the risk of catastrophic software

malfunction. If the task of a functional

group is recognition of a situation

present in sensory inputs, this group

will use connections designed to best

perform this task.

The architecture of the robot is defined

in a hierarchical, bottom up manner,

and training also occurs in this order.

Each functional group is independently

trained, and uses locally available

information (observation of input and

output vectors) to improve its behavior.

To illustrate how training occurs, we

will take the example of lowest level

motor control (see Figure 1). For this

purpose, the sensor inputs that are

directly related to motor action are

separated from the rest of the sensors,

and a new vector is created. A

functional group is defined whose

output directly drives the motors and

the inputs are as follows:

• sensor vector being controlled

• a vector marking which sensor
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readingsshouldbe affected

• a vector of desired sensor

readings

This functional group could be realized

using conventional software, if the

effect of motor action is fully known to

the programmer. In this case, the

functional group would consist of a

number of PID servos that are

surrounded by conditional branches

such that the servo computation is

skipped if the particular sensor does

not need to be affected (the enable

vector). The gains in these PID servo

loops would be computed based on a

model of the system and modified

based on observed performance. An

alternative approach is to use a

generalized network to carry out this

control function. The tuning of the

gains is automatic based on the

connection's observation of the re-

sponse. Assuming that the generalized

network is simulated in software, the

difference between it and the original

software implementation is very subtle.

The generalized net looks like table

driven software. Later, when a custom

processor is built the connection oper-

ations will be processed in parallel,

making the difference more pro-

nounced.

SERVO ARRAY

FUNCTIONAL
GROUP

Figure 1 - Motor Servo

The advantage of using a generalized

network in this instance is the relative

ease of writing a list of connections. It

can be seen that even this simple

function of servoing low level sensor

readings can be improved by various

techniques that require progressively

more and more computational re-

sources. These functions can be added

by adding more connections to the ar-

ray.

The input to the motor servo array

consists of three vectors: the direct

sensor readings, the enable vector, and

the desired vector. The direct sensor

readings are inputs from the en-

vironment. The input nodes do not

have to be physical sensor readings,

nodes can be added purely to simplify

later calculations. For example, in order

to be able to move the tip of a robot leg

along a straight trajectory in cartesian

space, a new sensor node describing

the x coordinate of the tip is added to

the inputs. This node is calculated by

conventional forward kinematic soft-

ware. This is an excellent example of

integrating conventional software with

generalized networks. The enable vec-

tor turns individual servos on and off.

This prevents servoing motors when

they are not needed and can prevent

two competing servos from being simul-

taneously active. The desired vector is

a command to the motor servo group

from a higher level. The objective of

the motor servo group is to make the

direct sensor reading as close to the

desired sensor readings as possible.

The next higher level functional group is

the "activity group" (see Figure 2). This

group will be described in detail

because it contains many elements not

present in our previous example, and it
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has features that reappear in the higher

levels. The interface between this

group and the motor servo group is the

desired and enable vectors which have

previously been described. The input to

this functional group is a vector of

activities (for example, the nodes of this

vector may include walking, standing, or

returning to the home position), and a

vector of sensory readings. The lines

into and out of the activity functional

group may be misleading, they in fact

represent a matrix of tunable con-

nections. The functional array contains

internal nodes which all have some

physical interpretation. The internal

vectors are also tied together by

matrices of connections. The three in-

ternal vectors used in this example are

the situation vector, the vector of

possible motions, and the robot motion

vector. The situation vector contains

nodes corresponding to certain com-

binations of environmental conditions.

It is connected to the sensor values. A

unique feature of this vector is that the

nodes are competitive [3]. Strong ac-

tivation of one node will inhibit

activation of the others. Thus, the robot

generalizes situations because a partial

match of environmental conditions can

cause the correct node to dominate. The

next vector, the possible motions vector,

contains nodes for each action such as

move leg 1 up or rotate body about yaw

axis. Each node is active only if the

motion is possible given the current

state of the robot. This prevents

situations such as driving a leg while it

is against a joint stop or picking up a leg

when the robot's weight is on it. The

last internal vector describes what

motion the robot should take. Examples

of nodes on this vector would be pick up

leg or rotate robot body. From this

vector the transformation to the desired

and enable vector is straightforward.
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Figure 2 - Activity

Functional Group

When the robot is first activated, all the

connections are present. Training is a

matter of the robot connections being

modified to produce the correct

response. Unnecessary connections are

eliminated to save resources. The robot

could be trained by producing random

motions and seeing if any produce the

correct result. However, since we know

what the output vectors should be for a

certain activity, another vector called a

hunch is introduced. Using the hunch

the robot's connections will be tuned.

For example, to train the robot to walk,

the node on the activity vector

corresponding to walking is activated.

The first hunch will activate the robot

motion vector such that one leg moves

forward (note: this simplified example
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ignores other motions that might be
need to walk such as shifting body

weight). The sensors at this time have

caused a specific situation vector. Now

unless inhibited by the possible motion

vector, the connections between the

active nodes on the situation and the

robot motion vector will be strength-

ened. The next hunch may be to move

one of the other legs. Again, the con-

nections between the new situation and

the motion of this leg are strengthened.

This process is repeated for all the legs

until if the robot is in walking mode, it

has been trained what action to take

given the current state of the robot.

This is more valuable than simply pro-

gramming the robot to move the legs

sequentially because the robots actions

are a function of the situation it is most

nearly in.

Higher level functional groups can be

added to this architecture. For example,

the next level may be a "task group" in

which the objective is to retrieve an

object or follow a person. It is at this

level that the robots begin to be useful.

The bottom up approach to training of

each functional group allows the higher

levels to use the capabilities of the

lower levels. An important point is that

any improvement or additions to the

lower levels improve the performance

of the upper levels and don't necessitate

retraining each level.

What has been described so far is one

extreme of a wide spectrum of learning

methods. Namely, fully hunch based

learning. Learning in an intelligent

system could take place totally

autonomously, without the assistance of

hunches. In a real learning situation,

for a robot to be useful it has to

simultaneously use all possible sources

of information, and all beneficial

learning methods. The following ex-

ample will demonstrate non hunch

based learning and simultaneously it

will show one possible implementation

of an interface between layers that

facilitates smooth transition from

higher level control to low level auto-

matic execution of a task. In this

learning scheme instead of behaving

according to hunches the objective of

learning is to maximize a scalar function

called the objective function. It is

assumed that the computation of this

function is much simpler than carrying

out the actual task. This function is

either programmed into the robot by

hand or somehow communicated to it.

The robot control architecture generates

learning as described above. To learn

how to execute the task the control

system has to build a list of which is the

best action for every situation. The

difference from the earlier case is that

there is no hunch input which directly

facilitates the selection of the

appropriate action. The only clue as to

which action is best to take is the

change in the objective function. It is

clearly not adequate to locally maximize

the objective function with every action

since several neutral or slightly adverse

actions may have to be executed in a

sequence before progress is made. The

proposed scheme allows the robot to

develop a strategy for acheiving the

biggest increase in the objective

function in as short a time as possible.

To do this the robot builds a knowledge

base that describes the consequence of

its actions. This means that for every

situation and every action in that

situation, the robot has a prediction

about what situation it will get into.

Initially this data base is totally empty
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and the robot builds it by registering
the actual sequencesof situationsthat
took place and the actions that cause
them. Two distinct types of behavior
are possible with this representation:
goal orientedbehaviorand exploratory
behavior. Whendisplayingexploratory
behavior the robot will try different
action in situationsthat it has already
encounteredjust to see the effect. On
the other hand, when displayinggoal
orientedbehavior,the robot will only
choseactionswhich have beentried to
maximize the object function as ef-
ficiently as possible. In the im-
plementationof sucha systemthereare
two layers, reflexive and strategic.
Initially, the reflexive layer is pro-
grammedwith individual actions that
are terminated by special situations
that make the action impossible. For
example, leg forward motion is ter-
minatedwhenthe leg hits its joint limit
or an obstacle. When the current
motion is terminated, the reflexive
layer goes idle. Detecting the idle
condition the strategic layer evaluates
the longterm consequenceof each
possible subsequentaction, and choses
the one deemedbest in terms of the
current behavior pattern (exploratory
or goal oriented). Learningtakesplace
simultaneouslyin both layers. The
reflexive layer tries to guess what
action the strategic layer will chose
next. A databasecontainsthe accuracy
of suchguessfor everysituation. If the
accuracyis high enoughthe reflexive
layer will take the next action
automatically(i.e. it never goes idle).
In sucha casethe strategiclayeris not
involved. Learning in the strategic
layer takes place by the continuous
improvement of the situation action
consequencedatabase.

Conclusion

There are many advantages to creating

a trainable architecture. In the in-

troduction, obstacles towards creating a

more general robot control system were

listed. Now, we briefly describe how

this architecture addresses these issues:

1. Growth Problem- Adding a new

subsystem only effects the immediate

functional group and expands it's

capabilities. Addition of new sensors

merely increases the number of con-

nections in the functional array.

2. Software Generation- Software is

not required to extend capabilities.

Capabilities grow through training.

3. Interaction with Environment-

Applicable sensory information is

available at all levels of the system and

the robot's action always depends on

the current situation.

4. Reliability- In case of e.g. sensor

failure, relevant situations are still

recognized based on other sensor

readings. If enhanced internal reliability

is desired, the number of nodes and

connections being used can be arbi-

trarily increased limited only by

resource availability.

5. Resource Limitation- After

training, the number of interconnections

is reduced from O(nXn) to O(n). The

connections so freed up can be reused to

support learning elsewhere in the

system.

We recognize that intelligent robots are

a long way from being fully developed.

However, practical autonomous robots
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can be constructed with existing
technology.
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ABSTRACT

Robots on the NASA space station have a potential range of

applications from assisting astronauts during EVA (Extra-

Vehicular Activity), to replacing astronauts in the performance of

simple, dangerous and tedious tasks; and to performing routine

tasks such as inspection of structures and utilities. To provide a

vehicle for demonstrating the pertinent technologies, we are

developing a simple robot for locomotion and basic manipulation

on the proposed space station. In addition to the robot, we have

developed an experimental testbed including a 1/3-scale (1.67-

meter modules) truss and a gravity compensation system to

simulate a zero-gravity environment.

The robot comprises two flexible links connected by a rotary joint,

with 2-dof "wrist" joints and grippers at each end. The grippers

screw into threaded holes in the nodes of the space-station truss,

and enable it to walk by alternately shifting its base of support

from one foot (gripper) to the other.

Present efforts are focused on mechanical design, application of

sensors, and development of control algorithms for lightweight,

flexible structures. Long-range research will emphasize

development of human interfaces to permit a range of control

modes from teleoperated to semiautonomous, and coordination

of robot/astronaut and multiple-robot teams.

INTRODUCTION

We are developing a telerobotic Self-Mobile Space Manipulator

(SM 2) for use on trusswork like that which will form the backbone

of Space Station Freedom. Our design criteria have been

chosen to complement the capabilities of space-suited

astronauts as well as the features of robots already designated

for deployment on Space Station. The SM 2 has a simple,

modular, 5-DOF design for economical implementation and easy

maintenance. It has low mass and is capable of safe,

independent locomotion from node to node on space station

trusswork, without touching the trusswork struts. The SM 2 can

move autonomously, but can also be guided using various levels

of telerobotic control - from high-level, goal directed commands

to the lowest level of joint torque specification.

For example, under autonomous operation we envisage the

robot '_valking" along specified nodes on the trusswork, doing

routine visual inspection, then reverting to low level teleoperation

to allow an astronaut within the space station to examine and

repair anomalies discovered during the inspection process. At

levels of self-guidance intermediate between those just

mentioned, astronaut control of semi-autonomous functions

could be invoked to operate the robot to resupply and assist the

Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) or astronauts during EVA by

bringing components or tools to a worksite. The SM 2 could be

useful as an "active tether" by attaching to and positioning lights,

cameras, or sub-assemblies handed to it during work at an EVA

job site. During construction activities, the SM 2 should be

capable of autonomous assembly operations with properly

designed components.

The robot's low mass and compliant design will permit the SM 2 to

move on space trusswork with minimal induction of truss

vibration or disturbance to the space station's microgravity

environment. These same factors, coupled with proximity

sensing, also reduce the potential for the robot to accidently

cause injury to space station equipment or personnel. The SM 2

system will be equally suitable for the remote construction and

maintenance of other large structures to be assembled in space,

including sensing platforms and reflector arrays.

We are developing a one-third scale SM 2 system on a similarly

scaled model of space station trusswork. Our testbed includes a

system to compensate for earthbound gravitational effects as

well as three bays of trusswork supplied by StarNet Structures

that are similar to NASA's design. Its nodes are full size and

geometrically derived from the NASA design, but the truss struts

are foreshortened to reduce the basic cubic bay side dimension

from 5 meters to 1 2/3 meters (See Figure 1).
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The basic robot walker, shown in Figures 2 and 3, is a simple, 
5-joint configuration which has the minimum size and number of 
degrees of freedom (dof) to permit walking on the space-station 
trusswork. The robot comprises a pair of slender links attached at 
an "elbow" flex joint, with 2-dol "wrist" joints and special grippers 
at both ends. The grippers screw into threaded holes in the 
nodes of the truss to attach the robot to the truss. The robot can 
span adjacent nodes which are 1.67 meters apart for our 113- 
scale laboratory robot, 5 meters for full scale. It walks by 
releasing one gripper, swinging to the next node and gripping; 
then repeating the process with the other foot. Although the robot 
has all its links in a plane at any time, its plane of operation can 
be rotated by the outboard twist joints so it can, in theory, access 
any unoccupied hole (26 holes per node at 45-degree spacing) Of 

any node of the truss. With appropriate end-effectors, this 
configuration also permits limited manipulation capability. 

Figure 1 : Overall dimensions of the truss and robot are scaled to 
1/3 to permit experiments in the laboratory, while local 
dimensions (sizes of nodes, joints and grippers) are the same to 
keep local behavior similar, and mechanism size workable. 

igure 2 Photograph of the robot on 1/3-scnlc truss 

M o d u l ~  hints: 

The design for the laboratory robot is based on a hypothetical, 
full-sized, self-contained robot to be used on the Space Station; 
scaling rules were applied so the dynamic behavior - masses, 
stiffnesses. natural frequencies, linear speeds - of the scated- 
down robot would be similar to that of the hypothetical one. As 
can be seen from Figure 1, overall dimensions of the truss and 
robot were reduced to 1/3, while local dimensions - of truss 
nodes, joints and grippers - were kept equal. This allows the 
testbed to be used in a laboratory of reasonable size, while 
mechanism are not unworkably small. Figure 4 gives some basic 
parameters for the scaled and full-sized designs. 

The robot is designed for mobility in a zero-gravity environment, 
with simplicity and low mass as primary design goals. The robot 
is assembled from five, compact, self-contained, modular joints. 
As shown in Figure 5, each joint contains a DC motor, harmonic 
drive (60:l or 1 O O : l  reduction), and a potentiometer and 
incremental optical encoder for measuring joint angle. Joint 
torques are sufficient to move the robot's limbs at reasonable 
rates, but too low to support the robot's weight; thus it can 
operated only when gravitational effects are removed. Each joint 
weighs about 2.7 kg (1.2 lb.), and has a peak torque of 14 N-m 
(125 Ib-in) (for 1 O O : l  gearing) and peak speed of 5.8 radianskec 
( 1 O O : l  gearing) The two links that connect the three flex joints 
are slender, thin-walled alurninuni tubes having substantial 
compliance; the end-effector deflects nearly 150 mm (6 inches) 
under full joint torque when the robot is fully extended. The links 
of the 1/3-scale robot were designed to reflect the compliance of 
links in the full-size robot, where link mass is a significant factor. 
Possible improvements in the design include reduction of joint 
friction arising from motor brushes, bearings and gearing; and of 

joint backlash arising from bearing clearances. Both these 
factors aggravate control problems. 

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of S M ~  
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Figure 4: Scaled parameters for full-size hypothetical robot and

1/3-size laboratory robot.

We minimize mechanical backlash and friction, and enhance

mechanical stability, with harmonic-drive gearing and four-point-

contact joint bearings (Kaydon type X). Because the links are

very light, we can assume the mass is concentrated at the joints,

which simplifies control significantly by practically eliminating the

high vibration modes associated with distributed link mass.

Keeping the robot lightweight, in general, permits acceptably fast

control with low torques, although joint friction is still about 10%

of available peak torque.

The node gripper, the device that attaches the robot to the nodes

of the trusswork, is a critical part of the design. Unlike a typical

robot end-effector, it must be able to anchor the robot firmly to

the nodes, because the robot's base of support shifts from one

end to the other during walking; the robot depends on this

attachment point to provide a precise, stable frame of reference.

The node gripper includes a screw that engages the threaded

holes in the nodes, a motor and gearing that drive the screw, and

a potentiometer to sense the gap between the faces of the node

and gripper. After the screw is fully engaged, an internal cam

mechanism draws the gripper against the node with more than

1800 N (400 lb.) of force; this prevents twisting or rocking on the

node, which would disturb the robot's frame of reference. In the

future, we plan to develop other end-effectors for general

manipulation or specific tasks such as assembly of trusswork.

Figure 5: Joint is compact, self-contained, modular design. Joint

includes a DC motor, harmonic drive reducer, position sensors

and bearings.

ORIG|NP,C PA_E _S

GRAVITY COMPENSATION SYSTEM

The zero-gravity environment at an orbiting space station has

significant impact on the design and performance of a robot. The

absence of gravitational forces permits a long, spindly robot to

move relatively large masses with small forces and small

consumption of power. In order to perform realistic experiments

on earth, we have developed a gravity compensation system that

balances the more significant gravitational effects. As shown in

Figure 6, the cable supporting the robot is suspended from an

overhead gantry that tracks the movements of the robot in the

horizontal plane using an infrared camera and robot-mounted

light source. The support cable, which attaches to a spreader

beam above the robot, is routed through a system of low-friction

pulleys to a low-inertia counterweight. Because of the lever

arrangement, the counterweight adds only 10% to the robot's

"vertical inertia." Discrepancies in the compensation forces due

to friction and tracking errors amount to about 1% of the robot's

weight in the vertical direction and 2 - 4 % in the horizontal. With

the current system, the robot can walk reliably on the top face of

the trusswork. Improvements are planned to provide better

horizontal tracking (reduced side forces), to reduce friction in the

counterbalance system, and to permit walking on the side faces

of the truss and carrying payloads.
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Figure 6: Gravity compensation system includes a passive

counterbalance system for vertical support and an active

horizontal tracking system.

We make use of both potentiometric and incremental optical

encoder information from each joint to measure joint angle and

velocity. For most of the permissible rotation of each robot joint,

potentiometer readout is directly proportional to joint angle, being

linear to about .001 revolution (6.3 milliradians, equivalent to

about 1 cm at the end-effector). By calibrating at the 90-degree

positions, corresponding to the target (node) locations, our

sensor accuracy at critical points is an order-of-magnitude better.

However, sensor errors are overshadowed by structural

deflections: elastic deflections in the links due to system

dynamics and disturbances from the gravity-compensation

system, and joint deflections due to backlash in the gearing and

bearings. Such deflections are present to some degree even

during calibration. The resultant positioning accuracy, about 1

cm, is marginal for the node-insertion task, hence our effort to

use camera and other end etfector-target related information.

Silicon accelerometers on the wrist (ankle) joints directly sense

tip vibration and help smooth motion control at high response

frequencies.

SENSORS

To enhance SM 2 system reliability and versatility, we strive for

sensor redundancy both in the factors to be measured by

sensors and in the utilization of these sensors' information. For

instance, link deflection may be measured both by an internal

optical system based on lateral effect diodes and by strain gages

laminated to the link shell. During unconstrained limb movement,

both these deflection measures - with their different ranges,

resolutions, and response times - can be used for controlling limb

position, while when both ends of the robot are attached to

objects, these same sensors can measure the forces generated

by deflection of the compliant links.

A small CCD camera head is located at each end of the robot.

The video is necessary for fine human guidance during

teleoperation of the robot and we try to make use of this wide

bandwidth sensor for autonomous control, too. We would like to

use vision for end-effector target acquisition and guidance, as

well as for the direct estimation of the relative position of the two

ends of the robot. The challenge for our robust use of machine

vision for automatic end-effector guidance is the wide dynamic

range of light intensities to be found in space. It may be

impossible to simultaneously see aspects of objects illuminated

by direct sunlight and in deep shadow. The contrast across

shadow boundaries exceeds the dynamic range of most small

Imagers, so machine vision aids and algorithms must be chosen

carefully. Optimally, new imaging sensor structures, with wider

dynamic ranges can be fabricated using conventional VLSl

techniques.

CONTROL

SM 2 robot control issues are more fully discussed in reference 6

by Ueno and Xu, et al. Three factors make control of our robot

difficult: the long reach of the robot (greater than 5 meters at full

size), the low joint torques available, and the compliance of the

structure. Small angular deflections, due to sensor errors,

backlash and structural deformation, are amplified into significant

linear deflections at the robot's end-effector. Because torques

are low, we want to keep joints and links light. Friction in the

joints becomes a significant nonlinearity that must be dealt with.

Structural compliance further increases the uncertainty in tip-

position measurements and permits high-amplitude, low-

frequency (around 1 hz), as well as mid-frequency (around 20

hz) vibrations in the unanchored robot structure.

There has been a great deal of interest during the last 5--10

years in the control of flexible arms (references 1, 2, and 4). Most

of this has been theoretically oriented, focusing on rigorous

identification and control of simple arms often with exaggerated

flexibility}. Little work has been reported on application-oriented,

multiple-joint systems. In contrast to most of the research in this

field, our goal is not to study the control of flexible arms, but to

obtain a working system. We desire to control a 5-joint, 3-

dimensional robot that has substantial flexibility resulting from the

necessarily lightweight design.

Control algorithms are borrowed from conventional, rigid-arm

control with several modifications. We use P/D and PID controls

with "gentle" input trajectories and low-pass filtering to minimize

excitation. For locomotion, we employ a "coarse control" phase

that uses acceleration feedback and low gains for a smooth,
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stablemotiontotheareaofthetargetnode.Oncetheend-
effectorisclosetothetarget,themodeswitchesto"finecontrol,"
usinghighergainsandintegralfeedbacktominimizethestatic
error.

Real-timecontrolisimplementeddigitallyonanIronicsM68020
singleboardcomputer on a VME backplane, running the

CHIMERA II real-time operating system. Aside from supplying a

high-performance real-time kernel, CHIMERA II provides a layer

of transparency between the diverse hardware and the control

software (ref 5). Selecting CHIMERA II as the real-time

operating system over commercially available operating systems

was also motivated by its powerful multiprocessing features,

which allows us to distribute the control code over multiple

processors if necessary. A Sun 3/260 host workstation is used

for code development and graphical displays.

HUMAN-MACHINEINTERFACE

Telerobotic control is currently based on a mouse-driven screen

interface generated on a Sun 3/260. Using a hierarchical system

of screen displays, an operator can choose between low-level

joJnt position control and higher level end effector target

designation. In the latter case, the computer derives and

displays the sequences of end-effector motion for operator

preview and approval, while in the former case, the operator

directly specifies end-effector trajectories.

The challenge in design of a control station for the SM 2 robot is

the non-anthropomorphic design and alternating base of support

during locomotion. Dual hand controls and "state-of-the-art"

helmet mounted virtual displays that are slaved to operator head

movements are more appropriate for anthropomorphic robotic

designs such as FTS, which has recognizable head and hand

analogs. Similarly, since the SM 2 manipulator has no fixed base

of support and alternates which end is attached to the space

station trusswork, more conventional robot arm control interlaces

are less than satisfactory. We are evolving our own human-

interlace control station both to satisfy our current control needs

and to accomodate future requirements to coordinate the

activities of multiple Self Mobile Space Manipulators working in

harmony. Teleoperation is based on gestural control by an

operator using a hand-held Polhemus 6-DOF pointer to guide the

5-DOF motion of the free end of SM 2 in Cartesian space.

Computer mediation between the 6-DOF control and the 5-DOF

robot protects against illegal motion commands, allows for

scaling, indexing and calibrating robot motion, and selective axes

isolation for task-specific motions (such as linear insertion in the

absence of rotation, or rotational alignment without sensitivity to

pitch or yaw movements of the controller.) We are developing a

force reflecting hand controller that is articulated isomorphically

with the SM 2 and that appropriately attaches, at alternate ends,

tO the control station.

CONCLUSIONS

The one-third scale Self Mobile Space Manipulator currently

walks on horizontal surfaces of bays of trusswork that are

assembled in our laboratory. It walks by alternately attaching to

adjacent nodes under various levels of telerobotic control -

ranging from autonomous multi-step moves to low-level

teleoperation. Our next goals include walking over the edges of

the trusswork to demonstrate 3-D locomotion capability. We

intend to extend the capability of our gravity compensation

system to allow us to do simple parts transportation and

manipulation tasks with SM 2. We plan to do demonstration

projects, in cooperation with NASA's Space Station contractors,

to establish the capability of this design for solving the evolving

inspection, maintenance and construction needs of Space

Station Freedom.
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Abstract 

Thc CMU Planetary Rover project is dcvcloping a six-lcggcd 
walking robot capable of autonomously navigating, exploring. and 
acquiring samplcs in rugged, unknown cnvironments. To gain 
cxpcricnce with thc problems involved in walking on ruggcd terrain, 
wc built a full-scalc prototype leg and mounted it on a carriagc that 
rolls along ovcrhcad rails. This papcr describes issues addrcsscd in 
dcvcloping the software system to autonomously walk the leg 
through rugged terrain. In particular, we dcscribe thc insight5 
gained into perceiving and modeling rugged terrain, controlling the 
lcggcd mechanism, interacting with thc ground. choosing safe yet 
cflective footfalls, and pl'anning efficient leg moves through space. 

1 Introduction 

The CMU Planetary Rover project is constructing the Ambler, 
a walking robot designed for planetary exploration [2]. The 
configuration is a six-legged vehicle with orthogonal legs and 
an overlapping gait [l]. These features are designed to 
maximize power usage and to simplify planning and control. 
To meet its mission goals, the Ambler must be able to 
autonomously traverse rugged and often uncertain terrain, 
while maintaining a stable platform for its sensors and 
scientific equipment. 

A single leg of the Ambler was built and suspended from a 
carriage attached to overhead rails. We developed a 
distributed software system that integrated perception, 
planning, and real-time control to autonomously walk the 
mechanism through a variety of obstacle courses [6, 101. The 
rationale was that ideas would be easier to develop using just a 
single leg, and that many of the concepts would transfer to the 
full six-legged walker. 

This paper reports on our initial experiences using the single 
leg of the Ambler. It focuses on the special problems 
encountered in perception, control and planning for rough 
terrain walking. In  particular, we discuss the problems of 
modeling 3D terrain, detecting and controlling forceful 
interaction Qith terrain, and planning steps that lead to a 
balance between efficiency, risk, and progress of the 
mechanism. Readers interested in more details of the single- 
leg walking system should consult 16, IO].  

2 Single-Leg Testbed 

A single leg of the Ambler (based on an early design [2]) was 
built to experiment with mechanism control and system 
integration before committing to the fabrication of a six- 
legged vehicle. The leg (Figure 1) has a working radius of 
approximately 2.5 meters and a vertical range of travel of 
about 1.5 meters. The dimensions were chosen to enable the 
Ambler to meet its design objectives of crossing one meter 
wide ditches and stepping over one meter high obstacles. The 
leg is supported by a carriage mechanism that is mounted on a 
pair of rails. The carriage can roll along the rails, providing 
one degree of translational freedom, and the leg can rotate 
freely under the carriage. The support system is designed to 
be statically and dynamically stable, and to allow the leg to 
walk in a manner sufficiently similar to the Ambler so that 
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ideas generated could be easily transferred to the six-legged 
machine. AMBLER LEG 

Sensors attached to the leg include a potentiometer to measure 
the position and velocity of the carriage along the rails, 
incremental and absolute encoders to measure leg positions, 
and two inclinometers to measure the rotation of the carriage. 
In addition, a six-axis forceftorque sensor is attached to the 
bottom of the leg to measure the forces experienced by the 
mechanism as it moves. 

A scanning laser rangefinder, manufactured by Erim, is fxed 
to the carriage (Figure 1). The scanner can acquire 64 by 256 
pixel range and reflectance images in half a second. It 
digitizes to 8 bits with a range ambiguity interval of 
approximately 20 meters. This provides a range resolution of 
approximately 7.62cm. The measurements cover 80 degrees 
in the horizontal direction (azimuth) and 30 degrees in the 
vertical direction (elevation). 

To provide for a variety of “Mars-like” terrains, we 
constructed an obstacle course below the rails measuring 
approximately 11 by 6 meters (Figure 2). The course is filled 
with over 40 tons of sand. Terrain features are introduced by 
resculpting the surface to form hills and trenches, and by 
placing objects on the sand. We have used Styrofoam 
boulders, traffic cones, and large boxes to test the ability of the 
system to navigate over and around obstacles. 

3 
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.. 

Figure 2: A Typical Arrangement of the Obstacle Course : 

3 Rough Terrain Walking 

The single-leg walking system consists of five distrib’qed 
modules (Figure 3) integrated by the centralized Task Control 
Architecture (TCA) [9, 111. The modules communicate with 
one another (and with the TCA central control modules) by 
passing messages through the central control, which routes 
them to the appropriate modules and message handlers. TCA 
is basically a high-level robot operating system that provides 
utilities for building and coordinating mobile robot systems. 
The utilities are meant to bridge the gap between task-level 
planners and real-time control systems. In particular, TCA 

Gait 
Planner 

Planner 

I Human 

t 
Central 
Control 

-F1 Image Sensing 

SCANNER 
I 

Figure 3: Modules for the Single-Leg Walking System 

supports 1) distributed processing, 2)  resource management, 3) 
hierarchical task decomposition, 4) temporal synchronization 
of tasks, 5) execution monitoring, and 6) error recovery. 

The Conrroller module (Figure 3) handles all robot motions 
and responds to queries from other modules regarding leg 
position, carriage position and orientation, and force sensor 
readings. The Controller runs under the real-time vxWorkstm 
operating system. The Image Sensing Manager (ISM) 
acquires scanner images from the Erim and determines the 
transformation from scanner to world coordinates. For 
debugging purposes, the ISM can also access images stored on 
disk. The Local Terrain Map (LTM) Manager processes 
scanner images to construct elevation maps of the terrain. The 
Gait Planner plans where to place the foot and how far to 
move the camage in order to advance with minimal risk to the 

Gechanism. The Leg Recovery Planner ( U P )  determines a 
‘ trajectory to the planned footfall location that is energy and 

time efficient and that avoids terrain collisions. 
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To walk the leg down the obstacle course, the user inputs a 
goal location along the rails. The walking system is totally 
autonomous from that point on. A message to plan (and 
execute) the walk is sent to the Gait Planner module. If the 
carriage position is close enough to the user-chosen goal, the 
Gait Planner signals success. Otherwise, it requests from the 
LTM Manager a terrain elevation map and a map that 
evaluates the potential support for the leg at various footfall 
locations. If the carriage position has changed from the last 
time a map request was issued, the LTM Manager requests a 
new scanner image from the ISM. In either case, the 
requested maps are constructed and sent back to the Gait 
Planner. 

The Gait Planner combines constraints imposed by the terrain 
and footfall maps with geometric constraints on the leg’s 
movement, and chooses the location that minimizes a 
weighted sum of the constraints. Based on the chosen footfall 



location, the Gait Planner chooses a body move that 
maximizes forward progress. The Gait Planner then sends the 
chosen footfall and body move to TCA, and then sends itself a 
message to plan the next step. 

TCA forwards the footfall location to the LRP. The LRP uses 
a terrain map obtained from the LTM Manager to plan an 
obstacle-free trajectory. The trajectory is then forwarded 
through TCA to the Controller, which executes the trajectory 
and plants the foot at the desired location. After a successful 
leg move, TCA forwards to the Controller the body move 
generated by the Gait Planner. The Controller exerts enough 
force to compress the terrain, then relaxes to a force sufficient 
to provide traction. The horizontal (shoulder and elbow) 
joints are then actuated to drive the carriage forward. Finally, 
tension built up in the leg as a result of the body move is 
relieved, so that the leg does not slip when it is next lifted. At 
this point, the TCA forwards the message to the Gait Planner 
to plan out the next step. 

Figure 4 presents a time breakdown by module for traversing a 
typical obstacle course. The system takes six steps in 13.5 
minutes while covering about 8 meters (60cm/min). The 
darkly shaded areas of the chart represent times when a 
module is computing; lightly shaded areas are times when a 
module is awaiting a reply from another module. To reduce 
the chart's complexity, the 71 leg and body position queries to 
the Controller are not illustrated. In any event, they have a 
negligible effect on the timings since they are handled in less 
than SOmsec each. 

Figure 4 indicates that about 60% of the time is spcnt by the 
real-time Controller i n  moving the leg and carriage. 
Conversely the ISM, which spends only one half second for 
each of the seven images i t  acquires, is nearly always idle. 
Our measurements also show that the TCA central control 
module accounts for only about 3% of the total operating time. 
While, in theory, routing all messages through a central 
process could be a bottleneck, the evidence indicates that it is 
not a problem for this system. 

We have used the walking system described above to navigate 
the single leg through a number of complex obstacle courses, 
such as illustrated i n  Figure 2. While not perfect (primarily 
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due to sensor and mechanism inaccuracies), the system is 
generally successful at navigating the courses. The remainder 
of this paper describes perception, control and planning issues 
that we addressed in getting the system to walk on rugged 
terrain. 

4 Issues in Perception 

We use a scanning laser rangefinder because of the scanner's 
ability to directly recover the three-dimensional structure of 
the environment. Therefore, terrain maps can be constructed 
more rapidly and reliably than by passive vision techniques, 
such as binocular stereo or motion. In addition, using a laser 
scanner will enable the Ambler to walk at night. Although the 
scanner consumes more power than other imaging techniques, 
we believe its speed and accuracy more than offset this 
disadvantage. 

Our primary terrain representation is an elevation map. An 
elevation map is a rectangular grid of real values, 
corresponding to the height of the terrain at a representative 
point within each grid cell (our current implementation uses 
the mid-point of the cell). Grid cells outside the scanner field 
of view are labeled unknown, and cells occluded by other 
objects are labeled as such, along with the maximum known 
elevation of the cell, given the available information. The 
map also contains an estimate of the uncertainty of the 
elevation value at each grid cell. 

We chose to use elevation maps because I )  they provide a 
representation that is appropriate for a wide variety of tasks, 2) 
they can be constructed at multiple levels of resolution, 3) they 
are simple to manipulate, and 4) they can be accessed in a 
simple way (by a polygon that encloses the region of interest). 
A disadvantage is that our elevation maps record just a single 
value for each grid cell, hence overlapping objects (such as 
trees) cannot be represented. We do not, however, view this 
as a serious problem for navigating on Mars. 

The LTM Manager uses the Locus Method to transform the 
raw range images into elevation and uncertainty maps [7, 51. 
The Locus Method efficiently interpolates range data points to 
compute an evenly spaced grid of elevation points (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: Timing Chart for a Typical Run 
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Figure 5: Elevation Map of Obstacle Course in Figure 2 

The maps created from the most recent images are then 
merged with the current elevation maps using maximum 
likelihood estimation techniques. The merging operation is 
necessary because maps created from a single image do not, in 
general, have a wide enough field of view to support the 
necessary planning tasks. In planning a leg trajectory, for 
example, the LRP must take into account obstacles below and 
behind the vehicle. Because the scanner looks forward, the 
map constructed from the most recent range image cannot 
possibly cover this area, and so the planner needs a map 
constructed from a number of past images. 

The portions of elevation maps requested by the planners are 
computed on demand, but are cached so that future queries 
that request the same (or overlapping) regions do not have to 
recalculate the values. Along with caching maps, we need a 
means of uncaching as the maps become larger than available 
local memory. The LTM Manager maintains a 20 by 20 meter 
window centered around the vehicle, outside of which grid 
cells are paged out, or clipped. While this method of 
computing on demand and caching is quite efficient, we are 
looking at pre-computing some maps concurrently with the 
planning and execution of walking commands. 

5 Issues in Mechanism Control 

The major issue we addressed in controlling the mechanism 
was the forceful interaction of the leg with the terrain. This 
impacted the leg and body move procedures, and also error 
detection and recovery performed by the real-time control 
system. 

Moving the leg through free space posed few problems. The 
leg is moved through a series of user-supplied way-points, 
which are given in joint space. The Controller calculates the 
amount of time required for the slowest joint to move between 
successive way-points and then scales the speeds of the other 
joints so that all joints arrive at each way-point 
simultaneously. To smooth the motion, the way-points are 
linked with constant velocity segments connected together by 
constant acceleration segments [4]. 

For contacting the terrain, the motion command specifies that 
the last way-point is to be made in transition mode. In 
transition mode, the forcehorque sensor is monitored and the 
motion is stopped if a specified (user-settable) force is 
achieved before the actual way-point is reached. If the way- 
point is reached Fist, a failure message is issued to TCA. 

One problem encountered early in our experiments was the 
tendency of the leg to hit terrain features, even though 
obstacle-free paths were supposedly being followed. This was 
traced to inaccuracies in our kinematic model of the leg: we 
had initially assumed a rigid body, but the length of the leg 
and its method of connection to the rails led to a large amount 
of compliance in the mechanism. We partially solved this 
problem by measuring the deflections in the leg and updating 
the kinematic routines using a simple deflection model fit to 
the data. This improved the accuracy of the leg moves, as 
measured in Cartesian space, from about 20cm down to about 
5cm. 

More troublesome was the body move procedure. Our initial 
implementation commanded the position of the horizontal 
joints to follow a linear trajectory. This procedure proved to 
be very inaccurate due to the compliance of the mechanism, 
friction between the carriage and rails, and compliance of the 
terrain. We often witnessed errors of more than 40cm over a 
(commanded) one meter body move. 

Our remedy was to use a velocity, rather than position, control 
procedure. To move the body, the force on the leg is Fist 
increased to 800 pounds, to compress the underlying terrain. 
The force is then relieved to 500 pounds, which provides 
sufficient tractive force. The shoulder and elbow joints are 
then commanded to achieve given velocities. First, the 
Cartesian velocity of the carriage is computed as a clipped, 
linear function of the error between the present carriage 
position (as read from the potentiometer) and the commanded 
goal position. This velocity is then converted into joint 
velocities using an inverse Jacobian function. The body move 
control loop is operated at a frequency of about 60 Hz, which 
differs sufficiently from the natural frequency of the system so 
that resonance does not occur. 

This velocity-controlled body move procedure is accurate to 
within 5cm. The algorithm was subjected to extensive testing 
to gain confidence in its performance. Over 1000 moves were 
performed with the leg starting at various X, Y locations 
relative to the carriage. The resultant data not only conf i i ed  
the general accuracy of the body move procedure, but also 
provided a “cost map” for the Gait Planner to indicate how 
far the carriage can reliably advance from different footfall 
locations (see Section 6). 

During a body move, the compliance of the mechanism causes 
overshoot of the expected positions of the joints, assuming a 
rigid kinematic description of the leg. This overshoot takes 
the form of stored strain energy which causes the foot to drag 
across the terrain when the leg is next lifted. To prevent this, 
the tension is relieved by adjusting the final joint angles to 
correspond with the expected Cartesian position of the leg. 
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The control system also contains several procedures for 
detecting and reacting to errors. The joint limit sensors and 
the motion control cards are continually monitored for 
possible failures. During the body move control loop, the 
system monitors the forces exerted on the foot. The leg is 
stopped if the force drops off rapidly, indicating that the foot 
may have broken free. As described above, the force sensor is 
also monitored during transition mode to detect when the 
terrain is contacted. 

When errors are detected, the Controller halts any ongoing leg 
motions and informs TCA, which passes the failure message 
on to the appropriate exception handler. In addition, the 
control software permits recovery from hardware errors 
without restarting the entire walking system. Such errors 
include tripping limit switches, amplifier faults, servo errors, 
excessive force readings, and “kill” messages from users. 

6 Issues in Planning 

Planning problems for single-leg walking include deciding 
where to plant the leg, how to move it through space, and how 
far to move the carriage at each step. Our approach utilizes 
constraints imposed by the robot’s design to plan movements 
that are efficient, reliable, and provide a good rate of progress 
for the mechanism. 

The Gait Planner plans footfalls by combining various 
geometric and terrain constraints. For each constraint, a cost 
map is created that indicates the goodness of the constraint 
within each grid cell (Figure 6). The cost maps are combined 
using a weighted sum, and the grid cell with the lowest cost is 
chosen as the footfall location. The Gait Planner then chooses 
a body move that is the minimum of 1) the best possible 
advance from the chosen location, and 2) a user-defined 
threshold (we typically constrain the body advance to 1.5m to 
get a reasonable number of footfalls over the length of our 
testbed). 

1. Leg Limits 

4. Tcrrain Ilcv;iiion 

2 .  Carriage Advance 

5. Terrain Features 

The constraints used by the Gait Planner were derived from 
both analysis and experimental evidence. The geometric 
constraints include 1) the mechanical limits of the leg, 2) how 
far the carriage can travel from a given footfall location, which 
is based on empirical values derived from testing the 
controller’s body move algorithm (Section 3, and 3) the 
visibility of the leg in the scanner field of view, to avoid 
occluding terrain. Terrain constraints include 4) the terrain 
elevation, since the leg cannot reach areas that are too high or 
too low, 5) an evaluation of the flatness of the terrain around 
each grid cell [3], since relatively flat terrain is preferable both 
for stability and for providing traction in moving the body, 
and 6) the closeness of the footfall location to adjacent 
obstacles, in order to compensate for inaccuracies in the 
mechanism control and scanner resolution. 

In combining the cost maps, constraints 1 and 4 above are 
used as binary constraints: if the location is not reachable, it is 
eliminated from consideration, no matter what the other values 
are. The remaining two terrain constraints are given high 
weights relative to the remaining two geomemc constraints. 
This reflects our concern for the safety of the machine over its 
progress. 

Advantages of this constraint-based approach are that 1) the 
planner does not have to commit a priori to which constraint 
is most important, and 2) it is easy to add new constraints as 
relevant ones arc identified [ 121. Although this approach 
evaluates a large number of grid cells, in practice the gait 
planning is fast relative to other computations. 

Once the Gait Planner decides where to put the foot, the LRP 
determines the trrijectory that will get the leg to that position 
without hitting any obstacles. The LRP uses the novel 
Envelope Trajectory Finding Algorithm (ETFA) to find time 
and energy efficient moves through 3D space, while searching 
only a 2D grid. The LRP starts by creating a configuration 
search space for the elbow and shoulder joints [X I .  dividing the 

3. Eririi Visibility 

6. Closeness to Obstacles 

Figure 6: Constraint Cost Maps for Choosing a Good Footfall 
(darker shades indicate better footfall locations) 
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space into a discrete grid approximately 0.1 radian wide. The

LRP fills the grid with obstacles, growing the terrain features

and other legs (for the six-legged case) by the radius of the

foot plus an uncertainty factor.

To search the space, the ETFA needs to estimate the energy

and time needed to travel between grid cells. The energy

consumed is estimated simply as the sum of the energy needed

to move the elbow and shoulder joints to a cell, plus the

energy needed to raise the leg above the terrain elevation at

the cell. While this assumes that the power consumption in

each joint is independent, it is a reasonable approximation

given the slow speeds of our mechanism.

s G
Js,s,,,,,s_¢s

a. Diffe_nt TrNectories

b. Trajectory Envelopes

c. Final Path

Figure 7: The Envelope Trajectory Finding Algorithm

It is more difficult to estimate the time needed to get to a cell,

as Figure 7a illustrates. If we just add up the times to get to

each individual cell, path X is the quickest way to get to point

A. To get a little further to point B, however, path Z is faster

than X followed by Y, since in path Y the horizontal joints

must stop and wait for the vertical lift, while in path Z, the leg

is lifting while it is moving horizontally.

In essence, we need to keep _ack of all possible paths that the

leg can take in reaching a particular grid cell. This is what the

"envelope" part of the ETFA is about. The algorithm keeps

track of the maximum and minimum heights that the leg can

reach in any particular cell, assuming that the leg lifts/lowers

at full speed while moving horizontally (Figure 7b). Thus, the

leg can reach anywhere within the envelope in the same

amount of time. Only if the terrain is above the top of an

envelope (e.g., point C) does the leg have to stop moving
horizontally and lift.

The ETFA finds the minimum-cost trajectory using A* search

and a weighted sum of the energy and time metrics described

above. At the end of the search, the planner determines an

actual trajectory through the envelope space by choosing
vertical moves that minimize the risk to the machine while

maintaining the optimality of the path found. In particular,
this means performing all purely vertical lifts at the start and

delaying all purely vertical descents until the end of the move

(Figure 7c).

In actual use, the Gait Planner performs very well, typically

choosing safe footfalls that skirt obstacles, while enabling the
carriage to be moved at, or near, its maximum advance. The

LRP typically chooses trajectories that hug the ground when

the terrain is relatively fiat. For obstacle-filled terrain, the

LRP typically chooses to go around, rather than over, large

obstacles, since the vertical joint of the leg is much slower

than the two horizontal joints.

7 Conclusions

To date, the leg has autonomously traversed several hundred

meters through various obstacle courses. The effort has taught

us much about perception, locomotion, and planning for

rugged-terrain walking, lessons that apply to the full six-

legged Ambler.

Perhaps the most important result is that our experience with

the single-leg testbed has led to some significant changes in

the configuration of the Ambler, especially with regard to

compliance. The single leg was too flexible to permit the type

of accurate control needed to negotiate very rugged terrain.

The legs of the new Ambler design are extremely rigid [1].
Our experience.to date with the full Ambler indicates that we

can do leg and body moves to within a centimeter of

commanded positions. In any event, we believe our

experience with the single-leg testbed will enable us to handle

any residual compliance.

As for the software system, the Task Control Architecture has

been ported to the Ambler without any modifications. The

LTM Manager and ISM needed only minor modifications to

handle the new Ambler geometry. The Erim scanner itself,

however, was found to have insufficient resolution and

accuracy for our purposes. While this did not prevent

successful walking, it did limit the roughness of the terrains

that the system could traverse. For the six-legged Ambler we

have procured a scanner, manufactured by Perceptron, that

overcomes most of these problems.

One surprise in the endeavor was the fine balance between

geometric and terrain constraints for gait planning. Much of

our effort in getting the leg to negotiate terrain was in fine-

tuning the weighting function that combined constraints. Our

current methodology is empirical: trying the system on a

variety of terrains and tweaking the weights to reflect the

results of the experiments. To make the process of choosing

weights less ad hoc, we are considering the use of adaptive
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algorithms that autonomously adjust the constraint weights
based on the difference between the planned moves and actual

outcomes. Another problem was that the footfall evaluation

constraints used did not always yield what we subjectively

believed to be the best footfall location. We are currently

investigating a more feature-based approach to provide better

evaluations. In general, gait and footfall planning are areas of

on-going research and will undoubtably consume much of our

effort in getting the Ambler to walk on rugged terrain [13].

We believe, however, that the constraint-based structure of the

Gait Planner will enable us to experiment with various

constraints and weighting schemes without much alteration to

the basic planning algorithm.

Error detection and recovery is an important area that, to date,

has received only modest attention by our group. The real-

time Controller continually monitors its sensors and
electronics to detect anomalies, and halts the mechanism when

they occur. It then passes error information through TCA for

action by higher-level exception handlers. Currently, the

exception handlers halt the system if the error was caused by a

hardware fault (e.g., a bad amplifier), and replan the last step

if the error was caused by a bad footfall (e.g., the foot slips

while doing a body move). Much more work remains,

however, in detecting additional errors (such as colliding with

obstacles while moving through space), automated diagnosis

of errors, and intelligent error recovery.

The major impetus for the single-leg walking program was to

gain experience for six-legged walking. To that extent, the

project was quite successful. We have gained much insight

into perceiving and modeling rugged terrain, controlling the

legged mechanism, interacting with the ground, choosing _afe

yet effective footfalls, and planning efficient leg moves

through space. The task ahead is to apply our experiences and

successes to an autonomous walking system for the full six-

legged Ambler.
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ABSTRACT

This study examines the comparative efficacy of using
direct force feedback or a simple vibrotactile display to
convey changes in the intensity of remote grasp force
relayed from a robotic end effector. Our findings show
that a simple vibrotactile cue, in absence of direct force
feedback, is effective in signalling abrupt changes in
remote grasp force regardless of magnitude, and when
changes in force are not too slow or protracted in na-
ture (i.e., ramp times less than 2 s). In cases where the
operator must dynamically tract and respond to slow
but large variations in grasp force, the comparatively
crude vibrotactile display examined in this study
would prove helpful; but would not be as effective as

that of a direct contact force display. Immediate appli-
cations and utility of current generation and near-term
prototype tactile displays are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Many remote manipulators provide only visual feed-
back to guide remote end-effector pose and grasp force.
As a result, operators can command insufficient grasp
force to the remote controller. Consequences of inade-
quate grasp force are: a) slippage and realignment of ob-
jects held within the remote gripper, b) complete loss
of grasp, and c) increased risk of task or mission failure.
Given such consequences, operators usually apply
greater than necessary grasp force to the master-con-
troller following a better safe, than sorry strategy for
control of remote grasp force.

Unfortunately, sustained or very repetitious overforc-
ing of the master controller can be counterproductive
if applied forces are sufficient to:

a) damage to objects held within the remote grip-
per,

b) provoke localized muscle fatigue and discom-
fort (Wiker, Hershkowitz, and Zik (1989), see

Wiker, Chaffin and Langolf (1989) for bibliogra-

phy), and

c) promote degradation of manual performance
(see Wiker, Langolf, and Chaffln (1989) for bib-
liography).

A frequently advocated solution for such problems is
to provide bilateral, force-reflection between the mas-
ter controller an remote end-effector. Once equipped,
such telemanipulators typically demonstrate much
improved manipulative performance. Provision of
force reflection is not, however, without its price.
Bilateral force reflection:

a) is usually quite expensive to build and then to
maintain, and

b) nearly precludes post hoc implementation with
existing telemanipulators.

In comparison with force feedback, current generation
tactile displays:

a) are usually inexpensive to build, implement,
and to maintain,

b) like force reflective displays, can provide sen-
sory information that is consistent with that
normally experienced during typical manual
activities. Hence, the operator does not have
to create novel perceptual models that require
constant reinforcement, and

c) can be combined with existing telemanipula-
tors to augment visual feedback to enhance
and to extend operation manipulative capabil-
ities.

For these reasons, we were interested in the efficacy of

augmenting a telemanipulator with only tactile or vi-
brotactile cues of grasp force (Wiker, 1988a, b, and c).
Specifically, we were interested in how effectively an
operator could use either a direct force feedback or cu-
taneous cue to detect changes in displayed remote
grasp force, and to regain desired levels of grasp force.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

Subjects

Seven male and two female university students partic-
ipated in this experiment on a voluntary, paid, and in-
formed consent basis. All subjects appeared and
claimed to be in good health.

Apparatus

An electromechanical, one degree-of-freedom, bilat-
eral, master-slave telemanipulator, was shown in
Figure 1, was used this experiment. A microcomputer
was used to monitor and actuate direct-drive electric

actuators that produced negligible friction and backlash
(See Duffle, Wiker, and Zik (1989) and Duffle, Wiker,

Zik, and Gale (1990) for a more detailed explanations of
the master-slave apparatus employed in this experi-
ment).

Human
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Figure 1.

Diagram of the master-controller system used in the
experiment.

A calibrated strain gage was mounted on the master
controller to measure forces exerted by the subject's
fingers when squeezing the master controller digits. A
high-resolution encoder monitored the actual position

and velocity of the controller's digits. The microcom-
puter was used to command and to monitor the posi-
tion of the master-controller, and to record:

a) position commands sent to the mas-
ter-controller,

b) actual position of the master-con-
troller,

c) force or.vibrotactile intensity pre-
sented to the subject, and

d) time.

Force cues were produced by monitoring commanded
and actual position, and converting the position error
into a reactive force using a spring constant of 0.833 N
per mm.

To provide vibration stimuli to the subject, the master
controller actuator was oscillated at 250 Hz. Cues of

changes in remote force were signalled by altering
peak-to-peak amplitudes of master controller digit
oscillations. To avoid the difficulties of mechanical

couplings, we maintained contact between the master

controller digits and subject's fingers using a servo-
controlled contact force of 1.43 N. This strategy helped
to stabilize the mechanical impedance of the finger tis-
sues and reduced the potential for variable mechanical
damping of the vibration stimulus.

Perceived intensities of the force and vibrotactile cues

were matched for each individual subject using a cross-
modal matching technique (See Lodge (1981) and
Wiker et al. (1989) for detailed procedures). Thus, a
change in remote grasp produced a change in master-
controller force reflection, or in vibrotactile vibration

intensities, that were perceived to be of equal intensity.

PROCEDURES

Subjects performed a series of trials in which they
maintained a pulp-pinch grasp of fixed force magni-
tude at a "remote gripper." The magnitude of the re-
mote grasp force was fixed for each subject based upon
their psychophysical estimate of 5 N. The average
grasp force produced across all subjects was 6.2 N.
Grasp force applied by the subjects was indicated by a
corresponding adjustment of a visual cursor position
on a CRT. Subjects exerted and maintained the re-

quired pinch grasp until they felt confident that they
could recognize and correct any changes in the level of
grasp force held without the aid of visual feedback.

Once subjects had signalled to eliminate the visual
indicator of grasp force, a random time interval rang-
ing between 2 and 5 s passed before the computer
moved the digits of the master-controller either 2, 4, or
6 mm away from the subject's finger. The maximum
displacement (6 mm) produced a reduction in force or
vibration cue without significant change in the hand's
posture. Subjects were instructed to use force or vibro-
tactile cues, depending upon the trial, to detect a

change in remote grasp force, and to initiate and guide
adjustments in grasp posture required to return grasp
forces back to the objective force as quickly and as accu-
rately as possible.

Once the disturbance in force or vibrotactile cue was

initiated, adjustments in the master controller digit

position and actual grasp force or vibrotactile intensity
were recorded at 166.7 Hz until completion of a 6 s
post-disturbance period.
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Experimental Paradigm

As shown in Figure 2, subjects performed a series of
trials with, either force or vibrotactile feedback, in

which we changed the magnitude of the grasp force
disturbance (i.e., change in master controller position
of 2, 4, or 6 mm), and the rate at which the disturbance
was invoked ( a step change, a 2 s linear ramp, or a 4 s

linear ramp). All nine combinations of positional dis-
placement and displacement rate were presented five

times, in random order, using either force or vibrotac-
tile feedback, during a single 1 hour period. Subjects
received, on average, one minute rest intervals be-
tween trials. Trials performed using the alternative
display mode were completed within a few days of the
initial day's testing. The order of experience of grasp
force display format was randomly assigned.

DISPLACEIENT OR

LEVEL OF FORCE LO6S

RA11_ OF FORCE L06S

Figure 2.

Levels and rate of change in grasp force displayed to
each subject using a repeated measures experimental

paradigm.

Graphically displayed in Figure 3, metrics used to char-
acterize subject grasp control capability were:

a) maximum loss of grasp force, or force error,

following grasp disturbance,

b) time intervals needed by subjects to return

grasp forces to within 90 percent of the pre-dis-
turbance grasp force magnitude (i.e., the grasp
force recovery period), and

c) difference between pre- and post-disturbance
grasp force during the last 2 s of 6 s recovery
period.

Ideal performance would be characterized by no grasp
force error during the disturbance period. If some force
loss was experienced, then a subject should rapidly
reestablish the desired force level with no differences

in grasp forces measured during pre- and during the
final stages of post-disturbance force recovery period.

Force Recovery
Period

.....
Grasp Force Error

Baseline
Shift In Recovere(

Grasp Force

Displacement
or

ReductionIn 2 to 5 s
VlbraUonAmplitude Random

Interval

TIME (s)

Figure 3.
Diagram showing subject performance criteria used to evaluate their force control
capacity following an unexpected reduction in remote gripper grasp force indicated
by a change in the intensity of contact force or vibration amplitude at the master-
controller's digits.
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RESULTS

Remote Grasp Force Display Mode and Initial Grasp
Force Error

A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to test
whether remote grasp force feedback display mode, the
magnitude of the grasp force disturbance, the rate at
which the disturbance occurred, and their interactions

were important determinants in the control of remote
grasp force. All tests were conducted fixing Type I and
Type II errors at p=0.05 and p=0.10 respectively. The
mode of force display, the magnitude of shift in force
(i.e. controller displacement), the rate at which changes
in force cues occurred (i.e., period of the displacement
ramp), as well as all two- and three-way interactions of
these factors, showed statistically significant impacts
upon operator grasp force control (p < .05; see ANOVA
tables in Appendix for F-tests).

As shown in Figure 4, regardless of feedback mode,
subjects were unable to maintain grasp force control
with zero error following either a step or ramp change
in master controller force feedback. Loss of grasp force

control was directly proportional to the speed at which
the master controller indicated that the "remote" grasp
force had declined. On average, the force display was
more effective in minimizing grasp force error follow-
ing a decline in feedback intensity. However, vibrotac-
tile feedback produced equivalent performance with
that of the force display when disturbances were rapid
(i.e., a step-reduction in vibration intensity), and when
shifts in intensity of grasp force cues were small. The

vibrotactile display was inferior in maximizing grasp
control when changes in force remote intensity were
quite slow and protracted in nature.

Remote Grasp Force Display Mode and Force Recovery
Period

In addition to reduction of the maximum loss of grip-
per force, an effective display should help the operator
to quickly regain desired grasp force once lost. Our
analysis of the period of time required for subjects to
regain 90 percent of initial force levels following a step
or ramp loss of force, showed that:

a) for small reductions in grasp force, the amount
of time required to increase force to 90% of the
original force were equivalent between vibro-
tactile and force reflective displays. However,

as the magnitude of grasp force change in-
creased, direct force feedback improved perfor-
mance while vibrotactile cues were associated

with longer recovery periods,

b) use of vibrotactile display of remote grasp force
produced an opposite effect from that observed
with direct force reflection. Recovery was more
rapid when vibrotactile stimulus changes were

small (i.e., in the face of small manipulator dis-

placements from the finger).

Remote Grasp Force Display Mode and Error in
Recovered Grasp Force

Another metric of the subject's ability to control grasp
force is the error between the pre- and post-disturbance
level of grasp force. About 70 percent of the trials pro-
duced under-force errors. If displacement or loss of
force was small (i.e., 1.7 N), then vibrotactile displays
produced the most accurate return to desired grasp
force. However, as the magnitude of force disturbances
increased, use of the vibrotactile display produced a
progressively lower levels of recovered grasp force and,
thus, greater errors in recovered grasp force. This out-
come was exacerbated when rates of changes in dis-

played force, or lengths of time subjects had to spend
tracking changes in grasp force, were increased. All
remaining effects were not found to be statistically sig-
nificant.

Relationships Found Among Force Display Modes and
Grasp Force Disturbance Parameters

Correlation analysis was performed among dependent
metrics of grasp force as well as independent factors
such as force display mode, magnitude of force loss or
manipulator displacement, and rate of force loss or
change in manipulator displacement. The analyses
showed the following material relationships:

a) grasp force error was directly associated with the
rate at which the loss of grasp force occurred (r= -
0.78 for force display and r = -0.55 for vibrotactile
display),

b) the magnitude and direction of error in recovered
grasp force was directly related to the magnitude of
the initial loss of grasp force when using the vibro-
tactile display (r = -0.61),

c) differences between pre- and post-disturbance grasp
force were lower when subjects spent more time
establishing the desired grasp force (r = -0.78 for vi-
brotactile displays, r = -0.66 for force displays),

d) maximum loss in grasp force was greatest when

ramp periods were small or when the rate of
change in displayed force was high (r = -0.40 vibro-
tactile, r = -0.65 for force display)
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Figure 4.

Maximum error in remote grasp force following a change in contact force or
vibration intensity displayed at the master controller. Errors are plotted against
plotted across display mode, and magnitude and rate of change in force displayed.
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Figure 5.

Time period required to reestablish 90 percent of the pre-disturbance level of grasp
force plotted across display mode, and magnitude and rate of change in force
displayed.
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Predictions of Grasp Force Response Error

GFE = 0.55 - 0.16 D + 0.42 F + 0.33R + 0.30 DF
- 0.20 DR - 0.30 FR + 0.10 DFR

R2 = 0.71

where:

GFE= Magnitude of Maximum Difference
Between Pre and Post-disturbance

Grasp Force

D = Display Mode
(0 = force, 1 = vibrotactile)

F = Magnitude of Displayed Change in
Grasp Force (N)

R = Duration of Ramped Change in
Displayed Grasp Force (s)

The interrelationships between the magnitude and
rate of change of displayed shifts in remote grasp force
and error in commanded grasp force predicted by the
above equation are summarized in the following re-
sponse surfaces plotted for each display
mode:

Figure 7.
Predicted grasp force error produced by direct force

feedback of changes in remote grasp force.
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Figure 6.

Error in recovered grasp force plotted across display mode, and magnitude and rate

of change in force displayed.
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Figure 8.
Predicted grasp force error produced by vibrotactile

feedback of changes in remote grasp force.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our findings show that a vibrotactile display can signal

changes in and guide control of remote grasp force. A

comparatively simple vibrotactile display showed

equivalent or improved performance with that of a

force reflective display when changes in displayed re-

mote grasp force were abrupt (i.e., step changes) or

when magnitudes of shifts, regardless of ramp period

up to 4 s, were small. However, when changes in re-

mote grasp force were larger in magnitude, and re-

quired sustained adjustment of the position of the

master controller, the direct display of force produced

better control of remote grasp force.

With extremely abrupt or step-like changes in remote

grasp force, perceptual and motor response delays pro-

duced decrements in grasp force that were directly pro-

portional to the magnitude of the disturbance; regard-

less of display mode used. In short, subjects were able

to recognize and respond to the displayed disturbance

with equal capability across display modes. Given a

fixed response delay due to basic neuromotor reaction

time requirements, the errors found were proportional

to the magnitude of the abrupt change in grasp force.

If force adjustments were greater in magnitude or

more sustained in nature, performance using the vi-

brotactile display was worse than that found with dis-

play of direct contact force. This outcome may be due

to one or all of the following:

a) greater delays in processing changes in vibratory

cutaneous stimuli in comparison to those found

with force perception, (light touch transition to
muscle tension sense),

b) efferent masking of cutaneous feedback as the sub-

ject's digits continued to adjust the position of the

master controller's digits,

c) masking of small changes in the vibratory stimu-

lus by the stimulus itself.

The ever-present and tenacious phenomena of efferent

and afferent masking of cutaneous stimuli have been

reported in the literature. Although further basic re-
search is needed to fully characterize the nature and

magnitude of masking effects, such effects can be miti-

gated to some degree. We expect that future experi-

ments will show that changes in tactile display locus

and changing both the intensity and spatial orga-
nization of the stimulus representing grasp force in-

tensity and distribution will produce displays that are

far more competitive with direct force reflection dis-

plays that the simple system investigated here.

Our findings show that a simple vibrotactile cue, in ab-
sence of direct force feedback, can be very effective in

signalling abrupt changes in remote grasp force regard-

less of magnitude, and when changes in force are not

too slow or protracted in nature (i.e., ramp times less

than 2 s). For a large variety of remote manipulation
tasks, force cues needed would not be expected to ex-

ceed those examined in this experiment. If so, vibro-

tactile or similar forms of tactile displays would be ef-

fective in aiding remote grasp and manipulation. In

cases where the operator must dynamically tract and

respond to slow but large variations in grasp force, the

vibrotactile display examined in this study would still

prove helpful; but not as effective as that of a contact

force display.

We are pursuing development of tactile displays that
are more comfortable to use for long periods of time
(i.e., between 1 and 2 hours), that provide patterns of

cutaneous cues that are more resistant to masking ef-

fects, and that can provide cues of variations in magni-
tude and direction of forces distributed across the re-

mote contact surfaces. Current generation and near-

term prototype tactile displays under development by
WCSAR industrial consortia members will provide

additional sensory information needed by operators of

visually remote manipulators that cannot practically

employ high-quality bilateral direct force feedback, to
wearers of prosthetic limbs, and to operators of tele-

manipulator systems in microgravity environments

where applying forces to the operator's body becomes

problematic.
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APPENDIX

ANOVA Table for Maximum Force Error

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square V p<

Subjects 8 16.787 2.098

Feedback Mode (M) 1 49.093 49.093 22.3 .0015

Error 8 17.603 2.200

Force Magnitude (F) 2 98.612 49.306 155.8 .0000
Error 16 5.065 .317

MF 2 18.551 9.276 23.2 .0000

Error 16 6.388 .399

Ramp Speed (P0 2 102.197 51.099 71.95 .0000
Error 16 11.362 .710

MR 2 10.773 5.387 16.64 .0001

Error 16 5.180 .324

FR 4 17.540 4.385 11.55 .0000

Error 32 12.145 .380

MFR 4 5.750 1.437 4.39 .0061

Error 32 10.484 .328

ANOVA Table for Force Recovery Period

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F p_

Subjects 8 100.163 12.520

Feedback Mode (M) 1 31.210 31.210 1.51 .2534

Error 8 164.818 20.602

Force Magnitude (F) 2 .380 .190 .06 .9349
Error 16 44.920 2.807

MF 2 47.108 23.554 14.3 .0003

Error 16 26.239 1.640

Ramp Speed (R) 2 21.881 10.941 4.87 .0222
Error 16 35.899 2.244

MR 2 5.515 2.758 2.17 .1468

Error 16 20.346 1.272

FR 4 3.047 .762 .65 .6295

Error 32 37.368 1.168

MFR 4 1.124 .281 .18 .9450

Error 32 48.860 1.527

ANOVA Table for Baseline Shift in Force

Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Mean Square F p <

Subjects 8 56.803 7.100

Feedback Mode (M) 1 13.015 13.015 .994 .3479

Error 8 104.735 13.092

Force Magnitude (F) 2 33.900 16.950 7.599 .0048
Error 16 35.688 2.230

MF 2 30.426 15.213 8.35 .0033

Error 16 29.156 1.822

Ramp Speed (R) 2 1.208 .604 .345 .7135
Error 16 28.039 1.752

MR 2 .081 .041 .054 .9478

Error 16 12.108 .757

FR 4 3.327 .832 1.15 .3527

Error 32 23.220 .726

MFR 4 4.461 1.115 1.73 .1662

Error 32 20.544 .642
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Abstract

A machine vision algorithm has been developed
which permits guidance control to be maintained
during autonomous proximity operations. At present
this algorithm exists as a simulation, running upon an
80386based personal computer, using a ModeIMATE
CAD package to render the target vehicle. However,
the algorithm is sufficiently simple, so that following
off-line training on a known target vehicle, it should
run in real time with existing vision hardware. The
basis of the algorithm is a sequence of single camera
images of the target vehicle, upon which radial trans-
forms have been performed. Selected points of the
resulting radial signatures are fed through a decision
tree, to determine whether the signature matches
that of the known reference signature for a particular
view of the target. Based upon recognized scenes,
the position of the maneuvering vehicle with respect

to the target vehicle can be calculated, and adjust-
ments made in the former s trajectory. In addition,
the pose and spin rates of the target satellite can be
estimated using this method.

INTRODUCTION

In order to perform a rendezvous and docking oper-
ation in space, it is necessary to determine the atti-
tude and attitude rates of the target vehicle, as well as
the relative position and trajectory of the maneu-
vering craft with respect to that target vehicle. These
parameters are obtained currently by using Shuttle
astronauts' eyes to guide the maneuvering craft to
the desired position so that a grapple with the Shuttle
Remote Manipulator System,(RMS), can be performed
by a crew member. In the future, it will be desirable

to perform these operations with increasing degrees
of autonomy; particularly satellite servicing, and
Lunar and Martian orbiter rendezvous. In order to do
this, a full array of sensors will be required; however it
is likely that vision will remain as the major source of
input data. One of the chief drawbacks of any sensing
system based upon vision data is the sheer number of
those data, with the correspondingly long computa-
tion times required to process the input. It is there-
fore very important to develop methods of data com-
pression which permit analyses in keeping with the

time scale defined by the characteristic motions of the
target/sensor system in question. An algorithm has
been developed which permits small errors or drifts in

trajectory to be identified and corrected, based upon
the view of the target vehicle as seen by a single cam-
era on a maneuvering craft. This algorithm is demon-
strated on a PC computer with EGA or VGA graphics.A
CAD/CAM system, (ModelMATE, by Generic Software,
Inc.), has been used to model the target vehicle. Cur-
rent vision hardware includes Imaging Technology's
PC-Vision frame grabber mounted in a COMPAQ 286,
and a Sony XC-57 CCD camera. This is scheduled to be
upgraded to an ASPEX PIPE machine attached to a Sun
4in the near future. High fidelity graphics models will
be included, and solid models will also be employed.
Figure 1 illustrates one view of the target, a (some-
what fanciful) Hubble Space Telescope. It is assumed
that the target object is located within the field of
view of the camera, and that the target is recognized
by the system; i.e., target identification is not the
issue, although the techniques described herein could
well be used for that purpose also. This algorithm
utilizes the radial signatures of a sequence of images
to determine a calculated position and trajectory for
the maneuvering craft.

The complete program consists of two parts: an off-
line training phase, and a series of run-time calcula-

tions, as the maneuvering craft approaches the target
vehicle. The training phase presupposes the existence
of an accurate three-dimensional CAD model of the
target vehicle, and typically runs for two days on an
80386 type computer for the level of accuracy used in
this work. The training phase consists of the building
of decision trees which permit the association of a

radial signature of the target's image with an angular
orientation of the target vehicle with respect to the
maneuvering craft. Details of the training process will
be presented in the next section.

Following the off-line training, a "desired" rendez-
vous trajectory is selected. It is assumed that the angu-
lar orientation of the target craft is known to within
an accuracy of about 20 degrees at some initial time
t0. An angular normalization is made around the
camera-target axis to align the image axes with those
used during the training phase. Radial signatures of
successive images are extracted as the maneuvering
vehicle attempts to fly its desired trajectory, and these
s_gnatures are normalized to correspond to those
used during the training phase. Points on these radial
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signaturesare fed into a decision tree to determine
wTnether the camera recognizes the view. It is nor-
mal that for each image,several adjacent views are
recognized. Based upon the linear extent of an image
compared to a reference image, the apparent dis-
tance between the camera and the target can also be
calculated. Thus a sequence of images generates a
"point cloud", through which a curve or apparent tra-
jectory can be fit. This permits the next segment's tra-
jectory to be predicted, and corrections to be made to
drive it closer to that which was planned originally. In
addition, or as an alternative, is possible to calculate
the target vehicle's attitude and attitude rates. These
are necessary parameters for an autonomous docking
to be performed.

PROCEDURE

Reference Frame Construction

During both the training and production phases of
the algorithm, the relative positions of the target and
observing crafts are defined by constructing a geo-
desic sphere around the target. This virtual sphere is
attached to the target vehicle, and the observing craft
moves on or outside of the surface. If the observing
craft moves inside of the geodesic, a new sphere must
be constructed in order to account for distortion. It

will be assumed that the geodesic encloses the entire
target vehicle. For each node, or line intersection on
the sphere's surface, a characteristic view is stored.
Actually, usinga relatively new technique which will
be discussed below, the critical information for a
given node is compressed to be only a few numbers,
typically six to eight. These numbers are stored in a
hierarcical decision tree for each node on the sphere.
The geodesic sphere is constructed by repeated bisec-
tions of a regular icosahedron, (a twenty-sided poly-
dedron). Each surface of the icosahedron is an equi-
lateral triangle. By connecting midpoints of the edges
of each triangle, four new triangles are constructed.
If the icosahedron is considered to be the zeroth order

sphere, the number of surfaces on an ith order sphere
is given by:

i

1) nfacesi = nfaces0* 4

where nfaces0 = 20

In terms of the i-1 order geodesic,

la) nfacesi = 4" nfacesi_!

Similarly, the number of edges of an ith order
geodesic is given by:

2) nedgesi = 1.5" nfacesi

Each triangle on the surface of the geodesic has three
edges, each one of which is shared by one adjacent

triangle, hence the factor 1.5. The number of ver-
tices, or nodes is given by:

3) nnodesi: nnodesi_l + nedgesi_!

where nnodes0 = 12 for the zeroth order
icosahedron.

The density of nodes will determine both the accuracy
of the pose calculation and the computer time re-
quired for training. It was found that a third order
geodesic, with 642 nodes and 1280 faces was a good
compromise between accuracy and computing time.

Signature Construction

Having established a coordinate frame, it is necessary
to findthose parameters which will identify a view of
the target uniquely from any location within the
space on or outside of the surface of the c_eodesic.
Binary thresholding permits the most rapio compu-
tation. In addition to providing the radial signature
of the target vehicle, as described below, the binary
image allows calculation of the distance of the cam-
era from the target. During training, the areal extent,
Aref, of the target image is recorded for each of the
642 nodes. The linear distance, from the centroid of

the target image to the camera is given by:

4) dcalc = dref * sqrt (Aref/Aobs)

where dref is a reference distance, (the radius of the

.geodesic), and Aobs is the observed area of the target
image.

Both the training and the on-line or production por-
tions of the program utilize the radial transform to
reduce the raw data from the image of the target
vehicle to a level which can be dealt with by an AT-
class machine. The implementation of the radial
transform is a fairly straight-forward procedure,
which has been coded in C in order to conform to
several available hardware machine vision systems.
The transform itself consists first of locating the
centroid of the binary image of the target vehicle.
Care must be taken to insure that the binary image
outline corresponds to the grey level outline of the
vehicle, and in fact one future project will be the de-
velopment of software to permit the binary image to
be reconstructed should this correspondence fai/due
to lighting or other problems. Following location of
the centroid, the radial distances to the outermost
edge of the binary image is measured. The simulation

demonstration uses 294 radial measurements, cor-
responding to the 294 vertical bins on an EGA graph-
ics screen. The hardware implementation for the PC-
Vision board uses 360 radial bins, starting at East,(bin
0), and running counterclockwise. The radial signa-
ture of the target is obtained by plotting these dis-
tances as a function of bin number. ( Figures 2a-b ).

Decision Tree Construction

The 294 or 360 bins still represent too large a number
of data to analyze,either during tile training or on-
line phases of the program. For each of the 642 nodes
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of the geodesic we wish to have no more than about
10 characteristic features which will identify the node.
It is assumed that the relative angular position is
known approximately, so that there is no ambiguity
between polar symmetric nodes. Additionally, a sta-
tistical approach is taken: it is desired that each
node's state be classified correctly between 95% and
98% of the time.

For the training phase, each of the 642 nodes is
labeled. The camera is assumed to be located on the
surface of the geodetic. In order to train for a specific
node, the radial signature of that node, plus those for
a number of surrounding points are obtained. The
surrounding points are selected to be the mid-points
of the edges, up to three edge lengths away from the
central node, ( Figure 3 ). It is desired that all views up
to and including one edge length's distance from the
central node be recognized, and all views between
one and three edge lengths not be recognized. As can

be seen in Figure 3, 73 radial si,_.natures are extracted
for each node, of which 19 are in ,and54are out .
This operation can be thought of as applying a series

of perturbations to, the target object. The views seen
by the camera will wobble about a central axis.

It is desired to select those particular radial bins which
will identify the view from the given node most ra-
pidly. A decision tree must be constructed, the ter-
minal branches of which label the node as being "in"
or "out", at some level of certainty. There are two
general types of classifiers which can be used to
separate a data set into components. These include

single stage classifiers; such as Bayes linear and quad-
ratic classifiers, Fisher s linear classifier, thresholding
the principal feature, or thresholding a component.
All of these classify the data into two or more classes
in a single step. The present work uses a new tech-
nique of classification called a hierarchic classifier.
This method can be described as a binary decision
tree, in which each terminal branch represents one
pattern class, and the non-terminal nodes of the tree

represent a collection of classes. The root node repre-
sents the entire collection of classes. When an un-
known datum enters the hierarchic classifier at the
root node, a decision rule associated with the root
node is applied to it to determine the next node to
which it should go. This process is repeated until a
terminal node is reached. Each terminal node has an

associated class to which that datum is assigned.

In order to implement a hierarchic classifier a decision
rule must be constructed for each node of the tree. A
decision rule is a single-stage classifier, such as any
one of the types mentioned above. The simplest of
these is that which thresholds a component of the
data. Thus the construction of the entire decision tree

involves three steps: choosing the decision rules at
each node of the tree, finding different ways of
branching from a non-terminal node to its child
nodes, and finding the termination condition for the
branching process. The branching condition at each
non-terminal node is based on a criteria of minimum
entropy or minimum classification error. At each
node of the tree, consider a threshold for each data
component for all samples of the data. This threshold
partitions the data into two classes, those with com-
ponent values less than the threshold, and those with
values greater. The entropy is then computed for left
and right partition classes. If the decision rule is effec-

tire, these values will be significantly different. If Li is
the number of feature vectors in category i classified
to the left child, and Ri is the number classified to the
right, the entropy Hi is defined as:

5) Hi :e,,, Li * In(Li/L) + Ri * In(Ri/R) - (Li + Ri) * In((Li + Ri)/(L + R))

where L = Li, and R = Ri. The index i takes on
the values "on" and "off".

The entropy is computed for all components of the
data and for all thresholds that can partition the data
into two classes at each node of the decision tree. The
threshold and the component which gives the mini-
mum entropy are considered to be the appropriate
ones for that node.

The branching process is terminated when one of the
following conditions is met. If the number of samples
falls below a certain minimum, the entropy calcula-
tion is meaningless. If all samples at a particular node
fall in one category, the branching process is stopped,
and the class of the node is assiQned to that category.
Also, if the entropy calculated by equation (1) falls
below a certain minimum, there is no significant dif-
ference between right and left partitions. In this case,
the right and left children are merged into one node.
It was found that by using these criteria to determine
when to terminate the branching process, the view
recognition accuracy was consistently within the de-
sired 95 and 98 percent rate.

The decision tree can be represented in the computer
as a series of if-then-else statements. Consider a set of
data with three components, (rl, r2, r3). Five samples
have component values as follows:

Sample rl r2 r3 Category

sl 0.6 1.0 1.0 2

s2 0.4 1.0 0.8 1

s3 0.6 1.0 0.8 2

s4 0.6 1.2 0.8 1

s5 0.6 4.4 0.8 2

Tablel

The categories are assigned here simply as left child or
right child at the terminal node. Figure 4 illustrates
the resulting decision tree. The thresholds are given
for each non-terminal node, and the resulting classi-
fication appears at the terminal node for each sample.
The advantages of the decision tree approach are first
that it identifies which components are important,
and second, it is faster than the single-stage classifier
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techniquesoncethetrainingphasehasbeencom-
pleted.It alsocan be expressed readily in an Expert
System format:

IF (r2 < : 1.1) {
IF (r3 < = 0.9) {

IF (rl < = 0.5)
ASSIGN Category = 1 ; terminal node left

ELSE
ASSIGN Category = 2 ; terminal node right

}
ELSE

ASSIGN Category = 2
}

ELSE

{
IF (r2 < = 2.3)

ASSIGN Category = 1
ELSE

ASSIGN Category = 2
}

Figure 5 illustrates two decision trees constructed for
separate nodes on the geodesic for the Hubble Space
Telescope. "T" stands for a terminal node. If the view
is recognized, the value assigned to the terminal node
is 1; otherwise it is 0. The radial vector is the first
number in the inequality, the threshold value is the
second. Thus "2 #156 < = 455" can be read as "If
radial vector #156 has a value less than or equal to
455, then .... " The initial integer "2" refers to the level
within the decision tree. There are two points to ob-
serve in Figure 5. First, once a terminal node has been
encountered, the calculation is finished. This speeds
up the algorithm considerably. Second, note that one
of the decision trees is quite long compared to the
other. To understand physically what is occurring,
consider a thin flat plate of somewhat irregular shape.
If viewed nearly edge on, a slight wobble or pertur-
bation will cause the outline or signature of the plate
to change significantly. However, if viewed from a
point nearly perpendicular to the plate, the same
amount of wobble will change the outline or signa-
ture only slightly. Thus some viewing directions are
vastly simpler than others to identify. The price paid
to use the hierarchic classifier is that a decision tree
must be constructed for each of the 642 nodes on the

geodesic surface. The total time needed to do this
was about two days, using an AT-class machine.

Decision Tree Application

In the preceding section, the procedures used to train
the classifier have been discussed. Following the
training, the second phase of the algorithm takes
I_lace, namely its application using images from un-

nown directions. It must be assumed however, that
the target vehicle's pose is known to about 20 degrees
at the initial time to; otherwise the time it takes to
locate a group of recognized "on" nodes will exceed
that which it generally takes for the pose to change to
some new, and still undetermined value.

There are two initial corrections which must be
applied to each of the images. The first of these, the
distance correction, has already been discussed,
(equation 4). In some cases it was necessary to add a
correction for the difference in focal length between

the reference and the flight images. ]_he distance
equation then becomes:

4a)
dca_¢= dref * sqrt(Aref/Aobs) * (image_focal_length / reference focal_length)

The other initial correction is for rotation about the

line-of-sight between the crafts. Again, this assumes
an approximately known initial pose.

Having made these corrections, the radial signature of
the unknown image is is extracted, and applied to the
decision trees of all of the nodes in the neighborhood
of the approximate position on the geodesic. If in fact
the camera lies somewhere within this region, some

of the nodes should recognize the view, that is, they
should be turned on . One of the major advantages
of the hierarchic classifier approach is that with sev-
eral of the nodes being activated simultaneously, if
one or two should be missed, the position can still be
calculated. Thus an element of robustness against
bad lighting conditions, reflections and background is
built into the method. Using the distance correction

obtained from equation (4), a calculated ,pos!tion in
three dimensional space is found for each on node.
For each image, there are typically five such points.
As the maneuvering craft moves with respect to the
target, the process is repeated, with new images gen-
erating new points, forming what is referredto as a
point cloud along the trajectory of the maneuvering
craft. The position of the maneuvering vehicle is then
calculated using a multi-dimensional minimization
procedure called the "Downhill Simplex" algorithm.
For a discussion of this method see Press, et al, 1988.
This can be thought of as analogous to a four dimen-
sional best fit through the point cloud. The orbits of
the maneuvering vehicle were calculated in seg-
ments, in order to be able to determine how far that
craft was from the desired path. For the cases of
circular or spiral rendezvous, one radian segments
were chosen. This permitted drift errors to be de-
tected, and the path to be adjusted before the errors
became too great. Thus new paths were planned for

successive segments, allowing the maneuvering craft
to stay close to the desired trajectory.

In addition to the circular and spirial trajectories, this
was done using an actual Space Shuttle V-Bar ap-
proach trajectory. This required using equation (4a)
to determine the distance correction, and image dis-
tortion also became a serious problem. As for the
circular and spiral cases, it was possible to correct for
distortion to some extent by constructing a virtual
geodesic with a smaller radius, even to the point of
enclosing just a portion of the target vehicle. This
relearning obviously becomes very expensive compu-
tationally, and really defines one of the limits of use-
fulness of the algorithm.

In addition to being able to calculate the trajectory
for the maneuvering craft, it is possible to calculate
the attitude or pose, and attitude rates for the target
vehicle. In fact, if the two vehicles are at constant
distance from each other in some global coordinate
system, the attitude/attitude rate calculation is en-
tirely equivalent to the maneuvering vehicle trajec-
tory determination. The six numbers describing the
pose and spin of the target vehicle are needed for an
autonomous docking or grappling to occur. There-
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fore, the hierarchic classifier approach has a much
wider potential application than was originally
intended.

CONCLUSIONS

A new method of determining the trajectory of a
maneuvering craft with respect to a target vehicle has
been described. This method utilizes a hierarchic

classifier with input data from a single camera, to
calculate either the trajectory of the maneuvering
craft, or to determine the pose and spin parameters
of the target vehicle, or both. The advantages of this
method are that it is faster during on-line calculations
than the single-stage classifier methods, it is robust
with respect to partial or noisy input data, and it iden-
tifies the important components of the target image.
The algorithm also runs on commonly available com-
puter systems.

Currently, the algorithm exists as a simulation demon-
stration, with some pieces havinq been ported to a
hardware machine system. It is I_lanned to continue
this porting process, and demonstrating the algorithm
using physical models, as well as actual images of sat-
ellites in space. This latter will permit testing of the
robustness of the algorithm; both Earth and space

backgrounds will appear in the images, as well as sha-
dows and reflections on the target vehicle.
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FIGURE 1 FIGURE3

Space Telescope Training viewpositionsfor a node. There are 19 "ON'
positions(openboxes), and54 "OFF"positions (closed
boxes) for training each of the 642 nodeson the geodesic.
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The radial signature, (Fig 2a), is obtained from the binary

image of Figure 2b, by measuring the radial distance
from the centroid (+) to the outermost edge of the object.
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A decision tree for the data in Table I is illustrated. Left branches

represent component values less than the threshold at a branching node,

whereas right branches represent component values above the threshold.

The sample is assigned to the category (left or right) at the terminal
node.

Node 12 Node 13

0 #187 <= 486

1 #259 <= 459

2 #7 <= 1293

3 T 1

3 T 0

2 #18 <= 983

3 #69 <= 380

4 T 1

4 T 0

3 T 1

1 #189 <= 349

2 T 1

2 T 0

0 #149 <= 830

IT 0

1 #176 <= 616

2 #150 <= 1146

3 #170 <= 515

4 T 0

4 #293 <= 1044

5 #31 <= 480

6 T 0

6 #117 <= 415

7 #182 <= 477

8 T 0

8 T 1

7 T 1

5T 0

3 T 0

2 #286 <= 1444

3 T 0

3 #176 <= 660

4 #0 <= 995

5 T 1

5T 0

Figure 5

Two decision trees used in the operational phase. One is short,

representing a relatively unambiguous view of the target, whereas

the other is long, which indicates that the view from that node is

difficult to recognize. The node numbers do not indicate relative

locations of the two views.
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ABSTRACT

The development of a real-time man-in-the-loop
berthing simulator is in progress at NASA Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center (JSC) to conduct a
parametric study and to measure forces during
contact conditions of the actual docking mechanisms
for the Space Station Freedom and the orbiter. In
berthing, the docking ports of the space station and
the orbiter are brought together using the orbiter
robotic arm to control the relative motion of the
vehicles. The berthing simulator consists of a
dynamic docking test system (DDTS), computer
system, simulator software, and workstations. In the

DDTS, the space station and the orbiter docking
mechanisms are mounted on a six-degree-of-
freedom (6 DOF) table and a fixed platform above the
table. Six load cells are used on the fixed platform to
measure forces during contact conditions of the
docking mechanisms. Two Encore Concept 32/9780
computers are used to simulate the orbiter robotic
arm and to operate the berthing simulator. A
systematic procedure for a real-time dynamic
initialization is being developed to synchronize the
space station docking port trajectory with the 6 DOF
table movement. The berthing test can be conducted
manually or automatically and can be extended for
any two orbiting vehicles using a simulated robotic
arm. The real-time operation of the berthing simulator
is briefly described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Berthing is the joining of docking ports of any two
orbiting vehicles using a robotic arm to control the
relative motion of the vehicles while docking uses
on-board propulsion system to perform the same
task. During and after construction of the space
station, it will be necessary to transport large
quantities of materials, consumables, crew, life
supporting items, etc., to and from the space station.
Berthing is preferred over docking, because relative
velocities and impact loads are smaller than those for
docking. Further, there will be no plume
impingement on the space station during berthing.
Since the space station is to be manned, on-board
manual control that uses direct control and/or remote

visual cues appears to be the simplest method of
control for the berthing maneuver.

The real-world berthing operation is shown in figure
1. The space station is captured by the end effector
of the orbiter robotic arm or the 6 DOF remote
manipulator system (RMS). The orbiter and the
space station docking ports are denoted by DP1 and
DP2 respectively. The berthing operation starts after
the RMS captures thespace station. The DP2 is the
point of resolution (POR) for the orbiter RMS. The
RMS is commanded to control the relative distance
and attitude of the docking ports. The docking ports
slowly come to initial contact for soft latch, and finally
hard latch. During the initial construction phase of
the space station, the orbiter RMS will be used for
berthing operation. After construction is completed, a
7 DOF space station RMS will be used for berthing.

END

BODY 2 C,G

(SPACE STATION)

ORBITER

ROBOTIc ARM

(e DOF RMS)

Z

x

Figure 1. REAL-WORLD BERTHING OPERATION

A real-time berthing simulator is being developed at
NASNJSC to conduct a detailed parametric study of
the actual docking mechanisms for the space station
and the orbiter. The berthing study will examine
position and attitude misalignments, linear and
angular velocities, contact forces and latching of the
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docking mechanisms. The simulator consists of a 
DDTS, two Encore Concept 32/9780 computers, 
simulator software, and workstations. A closed circuit 
television (CCTV) monitoring system provides views 
of the docking mechanisms and alignment aids. The 
simulator software models consist of the RMS control 
system, the RMS dynamics, the RMS geometry, the 
docking port relative geometry, the actuator 
command, the load cell forces and moments, and the 
physical characteristics of the orbiter, the 6 DOF table 
and a particular space station configuration. The 
berthing simulation models are designed to grow as 
new requirements develop. The hardware and 
software components and the real-time berthing 
operations are briefly described in this paper. 

DDTS 

Figure 2 shows the DDTS used for berthing 
operation and a perspective view of the DDTS is 
shown in figure 3. The 6 DOF table is driven by six 
coupled hydraulic actuators(1). The actual space 
station and orbiter docking mechanisms to be tested 
are mounted on the 6 DOF table and the fixed 
platform above the table. The position and velocity of 
the table are controlled by commanding the six 
hydraulic actuators. The contact forces are measured 
by three pairs of calibrated load cells, mounted 
between the body 1 docking ring and body 1 
mounting ring as shown in figure 4. The load cells 
are mounted in equidistance around the ring to 
obtain a three dimensional force vector by resolving 
the individual load cell forces. The load cell output 
voltage is assumed to be proportional to the applied 
force and is zeroed to compensate the orbiter 
docking mechanism hanging from the body 1 fixture. 
The output of the load cells are provided to the load 
cell forces and moments model through analog to 
digital converters. The real-time software model is 
executed at 50 Hz. 

Figure 2. DYNAMIC DOCKING TEST SYSTEM 
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Figure 3. PERSPECME VIEW OF THE DDTS 
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The DDTS can be safely operated up to 3,000 Ib 
impact force with 2 Ib resolution. The height of the 6 
DOF table can be controlled vertically from 4.24 ft to 
14.63 ft with a resolution of 0.006 in by commanding 
the hydraulic actuators. The attitude (roll, yaw and 
pitch) of the 6 DOF table can be controlled within 
f20'. When the docking mechanisms are not 
installed, the table can travel a vertical distance of 10 
ft. The sidewise movement of the table can be 
controlled within f 3 ft. 

RMS SOFWARE 

The RMS is modeled as a six join? flexible robotic 
arm. The RMS dynamics and control system models 
provide a reasonable accuracy at docking port 
contact conditions and maintain stability for the 
simulation. The software is already in use in a real- 
time simulation(2). The RMS model is tailored to 
meet the requirements for the berthing simulation (3). 



In a real-time operation, RMS dynamics and control
system models run at 50 Hz and 25 Hz respectively.
Malfunctions and capture/release transitions are not
simulated. The effect of non-linear torque is
assumed to be negligible. As gravity forces and
gravity gradient forces are small compared to contact
forces and moments, the gravity gradient effects are
neglected. The docking port relative geometry is
computed using the orbiter RMS POR position and
attitude.

WORKSTATIONS

The simulator workstation consists of an 80386-
based 33 MHz computer with a math co-processor,
and printers to monitor and clump real-time data and
post process data. This workstation supports dry
runs, man-in-the-loop runs, berthing programmed
test input runs, simulator readiness tests and health
status tests. During dry runs, the real-time software
system is operational, but the hardware system
(hydraulic actuators, load cells etc.) is not powered.

The RMS workstation consists of two closed circuit
television (CCTV) monitors, two hand controllers and
a graphics system. The graphics system displays the
difference between the simulated and the actual
RMS commands as well as other status information
from the simulation. This workstation provides the
capability for a pilot or a RMS operator to perform a
simulated berthing maneuver and monitor its
progress.

DOCKING PORT RELATIVE GEOMETRY MODEL

The docking port relative geometry model receives
the orbiter RMS and the space station data from the
RMS geometry model and the physical
characteristics of the orbiter, the space station, and
the 6 DOF table. This model computes the relative
position and attitude of the two docking ports for
berthing operation. The real-time model is executed
at 50 Hz. The output of the docking port relative
geometry is sent to the actuator command model.

Figure 5 shows the docking port relative geometry.
_B e RMS dynamics model provides POR distance

A DP2,BA) in orbiter body axis coordinates. The
orbiter docking port distance ('_SR1DP1,SR1)is
calculated in orbiter structural coordinates based on
the orbiter physical characteristics. The relative

distance bejween the docking ports in DP1
coordinates (XDP1DP2,DP1) is calculated as

_DP1DP2,DP1 = [DP1, B1] [gl, BA]..L._BADP2,BA_
[BA,SR1] XSR1DP1,SR1 }

where [DP1, B1]

[B1, BA ]

"_BA DP2,BA

is the transformation matrix
from B1 (body1 CG) to DP1
coordinates,
is the transformation matrix
from BA to B1 coordinates,
is the POR distance in

orbiter body axis co-
ordinates provided by the
RMS dynamics model,

[BA, SR1] is the transformation matrix
from SR1 to BA
coordinates,

XSR1DP1,SR1 is the orbiter docking port
distance in SR1
coordinates.

The RMS dynamics model computes POR attitude in
RMS arm reference coordinates, A. Therefore, the
relative attitude between the docking ports, [DP1,
DP2], is calculated as

[DP1, DP2] = [DP1, B1] [B1, A] [A, DP2]

where [B1, A] is the transformation matrix
from A to B1 coordinates,

[A, DP2] is the transformation matrix
from DP2 to A coordinates.

TATION)

i-

Figure 5. DOCKING PORT RELATIVE GEOMETRY

ACTUATOR COMMAND MODEL

The actuator model calculates command signals for
the six hydraulic actuators. Each actuator length
(_'sj) is calculated as a function of the DDTS
geometry, shown in figure 4, and the relative
docking port geometry model.

i.e., rsj = - r bj +'_ s+ )_'DP1DP2,DPI+ [DP1 ,DP2] raj

where j represents actuator number (j =1,2,...6),
?'b is the distance between the inter-

section of Xl with the base and the

actuator floor pivot point in body 1
coordinates system,

"_s is the height between the hydraulic
actuator floor pivot point and DP1 in the
body 1 coordinates system,
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"_'a is thedistancebetweenDP2 and the
actuator table pivot point in the body
2 coordinates system.

The actuator stroke or the change in actuator length
(/sj ) from its initial (1oj ) position is calculated as

lsj = (r2sjx + r2sjy + r2sjz) 1/2 - /oj

where rsjx , rsjy, rsj z are x,y,z components of_'sj"

The position and velocity of the 6 DOF table are
controlled by commanding the actuator stroke. The
real-time actuator model is executed at 50 Hz.

DYNAMIC INITIALIZATION

There are two major existing hardware and software
limitations for the berthing simulation. First, the
maximum table travel distance in the DDTS may not
be sufficient for the simulated POR travel to achieve

the desired impact velocity. Second, the simulated
POR in the RMS model must start with zero velocity
(i.e., the RMS arm travel may require about 50 ft to
attain the desired impact velocity, but the 6 DOF table
will not have the capability of achieving 50 ft travel
due to physical limitations of the DDTS hardware set-
up). A testing capability is being developed to
overcome the limitations by using dynamic
initialization of the 6 DOF table and the simulated
POR.

Initially, the 6 DOF table and the simulated POR will
be tried to move together from the table initial
condition (IC) to the final contact condition. The
RMS POR initial condition is synchronized in such a
way that the POR starts from the table initial condition
as shown in figure 6(a). This method is called the
dynamic initialization with no offset condition. The

initial condition (x, y, z, x, y, ;, 0, ¢, _/, e, _),_) DP2

and the final condition (x, y, z, _, _, _.,0, ¢, _/, (), $, _ )

DP1 are known (i.e., x, y, z are positions in

Cartesian coordinates, _, _, z. are velocities, e, ¢,

are Euler angles, and I_, _),_ are Euler angular
rates). A total travel time (Ttot) for the table is
assumed. The trajectory of each parameter (x) is
calculated based on the four boundary conditions
(x DP1, x DP1, x DP2, x DP2) and the travel time (t)

varies from zero to Ttot. A polynomial of third degree
is assumed for the table (and the POR) trajectory.

i.e., Y=f(t)= Clt 3 + C2t 2 + C3t + C4

where Y is the trajectory of x, y, z, e, _, _',
C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 are constants.

First, the table travel is checked to ensure that the
table velocity and Euler angles will be less than the
safe limit set for the simulator abort conditions.
Second, the RMS end effector velocity, calculated
from the table velocity, is checked to be less than the

maximum end effector velocity limit. In a dry run, the
POR and the table trajectories will be checked for a
successful real-time operation without triggering any
singularity for the arm and other simulator abort
conditions. During the dry run, the contact forces
simulated by a second order spring model, the RMS
health monitor functions, reach limit, control
singularity etc., will be monitored. If the dry run is not
successful, the total travel time may be increased to
reduce the table velocity and the dry run is repeated.
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Figure 6. DYNAMIC INITIALIZATION
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If the POR travel distance is not sufficient to achieve
the desired impact velocity, a new POR initial
condition (IC) at a point P will be selected, as shown
in figure 6(b), to increase the POR travel distance

only. An offset point, (x, y, z, )_, y, :;, e, (I),_, I_,$, _ )

MC', will be selected on this new POR trajectory.
The table trajectory is then calculated based on the
boundary conditions of the table (DP2), offset
condition (Mc'), and assumed table travel time
(Ttab). A polynomial of third degree is used similar
to the calculation of the POR trajectory. Once again,
the new POR and the table trajectories will be
checked for a safe operation without triggering
simulator abort conditions. The POR will be
commanded to move well in advance and then the

table movement will be started with a time delay (Td)
in such a way that the table and the POR will meet at
the offset condition (Mc') with the same velocity and
Euler angular rate. This method of synchronization is
called the dynamic initialization with offset condition.
Both the POR and the table continue to move
together until the initial contact occurs with DPI. If
the dry run results are within tolerance, a complete
software and hardware real-time test will be
performed.

BERTHING SIMULATOR OPERATION

Figure 7 summarizes the berthing simulator
operation. The hardware system is powered up to
conduct a berthing simulation. The initial state, final
state, total travel time, and offset condition (if any) are
provided as inputs to the cubic equation model. The
model calculates the desired states of the POR and
the table. The cubic equation model provides the

INITIAL STATE _1

FINAL STATE

-I

LOAD CELLS

....... .1

WORKSTATION

MANUAL THC RMS

1L

CUBIC

EQLJA"r_ON

ANALOG TO

DIGITAL

OONVIERllER

DI(_TAL TO

ANALOG

CONVERTER

signals to the actuators (to initialize the table) and the
RMS model (to initialize the POR). After the table
and the POR are initialized, the real-time simulation
is started.

The berthing programmed test input (BPTI) model,
based on the outputs from the cubic equation model,
generates rate commands to drive the POR to the
desired position, attitude, and rate. The rate
commands are converted to translational hand

controller (THC) and rotational hand controller
(RHC) digital counts for the RMS control system.
Once the table and the simulated POR are
synchronized, the berthing operation can be
performed automatically or manually using the hand
controllers.

To follow BPTI commands manually, a pilot aid of
three dimensional (3 D) soccer ball shaped object
with 6 DOF will be displayed on the graphics system
of the RMS workstatio._, as shown in figure 8. If the
hand controller commands are matched exactly with
the BPTI commands, the soccer ball will remain static
with the index ring shown in figure 8(a). Otherwise,
the size of the ball will be smaller than the index ring
for the positive x axis and the center of the ball will
move to the right and down of the index ring center
for the positive y and z axes as shown in figure 8(b).
Further, the ball will spin in the y, x, and z axes for
positive pitch, roll, and yaw.

The RMS control system, shown in figure 7,
calculates the scaled joint rate command. The
simulated RMS control system has a capability of
RMS control entry, data display for RMS joint angles,

SCALED JOINT !

RATE COMMAND RMS
DYNAMICS AND

FORCES AND GEOMETRY

MOMENTS

_ FIELATNE

_I TABLE

C_P, AC'_RBTI_

Figure 7. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF BERTHING SIMULATOR
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SOCCER BALL
SHAPED PILOT AID
WITH 6 DOF

(a) PROPERLY MATCHED HAND CONTROLLERCOMMANDS
WITH BPTI COMMANDS.

(b) NEED TRANSLATIONAL (-X, -Y,-Z) HAND CONTROLLER
COMMANDS TO MATCH BPTI COMMANDS.

FIGURE 8. PILOT AID DISPLAY

rates, health monitor information etc., and the POR
translational and rotational commands. The RMS
dynamics and geometry models calculate the POR
position and attitude. Using the orbiter, the space
station, and the table physical characteristics, the
docking port relative geometry model calculates the
docking port relative position, attitude and rates. The
actuator command model calculates the required
actuator stroke length. The results are applied to the
hydraulic actuators through digital to analog
converters. The table moves from the initial to the
final condition where the initial impact occurs. When
the docking mechanisms make a contact, the load
cells measure the contact forces and the results are
provided to the RMS dynamics model through the
analog to digital converters and the load cell forces
and moments model. Actual test data begins at the
initial contact of the docking mechanisms and
continues through the soft latch and a pilot or a RMS
operator responds to the dynamic interactions to
achieve the latching.

CONCLUSION

A real-time man-in-the-loop berthing simulator is
being developed at NASA/JSC. A simulated orbiter
robotic arm is used to conduct a berthing test. A
dynamic initialization technic is developed to
overcome the existing hardware and software
constraints. The berthing test will examine the forces
during contact conditions of the actual space station
and the orbiter docking mechanisms. The test can
be done automatically or manually to have a realistic
robotic arm response at contact condition and to
achieve latching. A 6 DOF pilot aid is developed for
manual berthing operation. The berthing study can
be extended for any two orbiting vehicles using a
simulated robotic arm.
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ABSTRACT

An Instrumented task board has been developed

at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).

An overview of the task board design, and

current development status is presented. The

task board was originally developed to evaluate

operator performance using the Protoflight

Manipulator Arm (PFMA) at MSFC. The task

board evaluates tasks for Orbital Replacement
Unit (ORU), fluid connect and transfers,

electrical connect/disconnect, bolt running and
other basic tasks. The instrumented task board

measures the 3-D forces and torques placed on
the board, determines the robot arm's 3-D

position relative to the task board using IR

optics, and provides the information in real-

time. The PFMA joint input signals can also be
measured from a breakout box to evaluate Ihe

sensitivity or response of the arm operation to

control commands. The data processing system

provides the capability for post processing of
time-history graphics and plots of the PFMA

positions, the operator's actions, and the PFMA
serve reactions in addition to real-time

force/torque data presentation. The

instrumented task board's most promising use is

developing benchmarks for NASA ccnters for

comparison and evaluation of telerobotic

performance.

INTRODUCTION

Telerobotics systems are currently being

developed and evaluated at a number of NASA

centers, Universities and Air Force centers. The

telerobotic systems are being developed to

perform a wide range of on-orbit tasks. Space

operations such as satellite servicing, assembly,

maintainance and payload handling can be

accomplished with telerobotic systems (rcf. 1).

An increased need for telerobotic support will
emerge as the Space Station Freedom evolves. A

baseline for evaluating telerobotic systems and

tasks is needed to establish comparisons of the

performance characteristics among the task

analysis community. An instrumented task

board and data acquisition system can be used to

further quantify parameters used for telerobotic

systems and task evaluations.

TASK BOARD DESCRIPTION

The instrumented task board system consists of
an inner task frame that is instrumented to

measure the forces and torques placed on the

board. The inner frame accepts 19" task panels

which are interchangeable. A variety of tasks

can be performed simply by installing the task

panel desired on the inner frame. An optical

position sensing system determines the position

of the telerobotic end effector relative to the

task panel. A w_ltage breakout box is supplied

to measure thc joint forces on the telerobot. A

user-I'ricndly data acqusition and reduction

system is integrated into the measurement

systems. Figure 1 is a photograph of the task

board system at MSFC with an ORU replacement

task panel. Figure 2 is a photograph of a fluid
transfer demonstration task board used at MSFC.

Instrumented Beam Force/Torque
Sensors

A 4-point suspension system design is used to

fully support the inner frame of the task board.
Cantilever beams instrumented with strain

gauges and signal conditioners are used in order

to determine the forces and torques placed on

the task board. The instrumented beam design

incorporates low friction instrument linear

bearings combined with a spherical bearing. The
instrumented beam design results in no axial

loads or torques placed on the cantilevered

beams. Incorporating the low friction axial and

rotational mounting methods to the task board

results in a perpendicularly applied load to each

instrumented bcam. The unique mounting

method enables the instrumented beam/strain

gauges to measure components of the load on the

beams allowing for force component

measurements.
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Optical Position Sensors

The purpose of the position monitoring system
included in the instrumented task board is to

record quantitative data that can be reviewed

and used as an evaluation and learning tool for

the development and sharpening of the operator's
PFMA skills and task evaluations. The 3-D

position sensing system enables the controller to

know the precise coordinate or location of thc

end effector tool being used, in reference to the

center of the task board. This system is

comprised of two Hamamatus (C2399) two-

dimensional position sensor systems. Each

position sensor system is a compact high-

resolution position sensor using a non-discrete

position-sensitive detector. The non-discrete

position-sensitive detector enables high-speed

measurement of a moving spot with high

accuracy. The position sensor is an opto-

electric unit which measures the position of a

single-point of infrared light focused on the

sensor head. The two dimensional position

sensor systems are comprised of a system
controller, an infrared lens and sensor head, and

a seven infrared LED cluster target.

Each two-dimensional position sensor is

monitored by the Macintosh II through an

analog-to-digital input/output board. The

position of the target, which is mounted near the

PFMA's end effector, is recorded by the sensor
head. The two dimensional coordinates are

transmitted as an analog input to position

controller. The sensor heads are located at 90 °

angles from each other relative to the center of

the instrumentation board, as shown in Figure 3.

By placing the sensors heads 90 ° apart, the thrce

dimensional envelope of coverage resembles an

odd shape cube. The sensors' analog outputs are

read into the computer where they are stored in

a file and plotted, in real-time, on the computer
monitor.

Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system monitors and

records the interaction of the PFMA operator

with the instrumented task board and each

postion sensor unit. The data acquisition for the

system is achieved through the use of a

Macintosh II, LabVIEW control software, and an

analog-to-digital input/output PC board in

series with an analog multiplexer board. The

system's set up is shown in Figure 4.

The Macintosh 11 consists of a 40 mega byte hard

drive, 5 mega bytes of RAM, 4 bit color video

monitor card, color high-resolution monitor, and

standard keyboard. The analog-to-digital input/

output board (NB-MIO-16L-25) and the analog

multiplexer (AMUX-64), developed by National

Instruments, provides the computer with the

ability to perform data aquisition on a maximum

of 64 channels. The computer system is

controlled with LabVIEW, a data aquisition and

control graphical software developed by National

Instruments. Hard copies of the raw test data and

graphs of the test preformance are obtained from

the Image Writer II, a dot matrix printer. This

computer system provides a user friendly

environment along with efficiency.

Data Acquisition System Software

LabVIEW serves as a software driver and

controller for the NB-MBIO-16 and AMUX-64

hardware data acquisition boards installed in

the Macintosh 11. LabVIEW is a complete

programming environment which allows the user
to construct virtual instruments (VI's) that

control and record operations that are required.

The final instrument design includes integration

of the sub-virtual instruments into a single
virtual instrument for simultaneous data

acquisition and real-time monitoring.

The building block of LabVIEW is the Virtual
Instrument (VI). The Virtual Instruments in

LabVIEW are the software components of the

complete data acquisition and control system
installed in the Macintosh I1. Each VI has a

front panel which specifies the inputs and

outputs of the program. Figure 5 depicts the
controls and indicators of the real-time

measurement system. Behind the front panel in

LabVIEW is a block diagram which represents

the actual executable program. The block

diagram represent graphical programming

functions that are standard in any programming

cnvironmcnt. Any virtual instrument that is

designed can be represented as an icon that can
bc included in other Vl's. The hierarchical

structure of LabVIEW enables the user to

construct complicated control and acquisition

systems from combining the Virtual Instruments

into one complete Virtual Instrument.

Data Acquisition System Capabilities

The data acquisition system on the Macintosh II

for the arm sensor system is driven by the

LabV1EW software. The data acquisition
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requirements of the arm sensor system include

reading and storing to disk analog signals from

the strain gage conditioning circuits from the

task board, position sensors and current

proportional voltages from the PFMA
servomotors. Information from the PFMA

operator via RS-232 data lines was included in

the data acquisition and storage system on the

Macintosh 1I. A summary of the operations of

the data acquisition and storage system are
shown in Table I.

Force Measurements
Acquisition of the Strain Signals from the Instrumented
Task Board
Conversion of the Strain Data to Force Data
Calculation, Reading and Real Time Graphical Presentation
of the 3-D Forces Applied to the Instrumented Task Board

_osltlon Measurements

Acquisition of the Position Sensors' Outputs

Calculation of the PFMA's 3-D Positive Relative to a

Chosen Origin
Recording and Graphical or Numerical Presenting the 3-D
Location of the PFMA in Reference to a Chosen Origin

_FMA Servomotor Measurements

Acquisition of the Current Proportional Vohagcs frnm the
PFMA's Servomotors

Calculation of Power Used by Each Servomotor, During
Operations (if required)
Resolve Joint Voltages to Task Analysis Primitives

>FMA Control Life Information
Record all PFMA's Control Line Information Which is
Transmitted Over an RS-232/422 Data Rus

Table 1. Current Measurement Capabilities

A double buffer acquisition system is used m

LabVIEW. The system allows the programmer to

store information in a buffer while scanning the

channels of interest on the A/D board. The

buffer is then periodically read and stored to

the desired output file on the computer. The

data is also plotted on the screen while

simultaneous data acquisitions arc occurring.

An external gate is also used for triggering of

data acquisitions. The external gate enables

data acquisitions while the gate is held in a high

position. The external gate enables the board to

perform a scan of the channels at a high rate but

allow for a delay time between each scan. The

delay time is determined by the desired
acquisition rate.

The operator commands via the RS-232 data line

can be read by LabVIEW using an RS-422 port

read virtual instrument. The instrument reads

the contents of the RS-422 buffer. The buffer

size can be configured by the user.

Simultaneous analog data acquisition and RS-422

buffer storage is available if desired. The RS-

422 buffer read VI can be incorporated into the

data acquisition VI.

CONCLUSION

Currenlly there are no standards for laboratory

comparisons of telerobotic systems. The

instrumented task board design developed to
evaluate the PFMA at MSFC could be useful for

establishing a benchmark tool to evaluate

telerobotic systems within the NASA centers.
The data taken from the instrumented task board

could bc used as a departure point for technical

discussions among NASA centers. The task

board will support standardization and further

define lask analysis for telerobotics. Additional

task sets can be added to the task board design

m include a variety of tasks that include

collision avoidance, adjustable inertia crank,

lighting systems and dynamic situations.
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Figure 1 Instrumented Task Board 

Figure 2 Fluid Transfer System 
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ABSTRACT

SPAR Canada is actively participating in the Space Station Freedom Program by contributing the

Mobile Servicing System (MSS) which will be involved in assembly, maintenance and servicing of

both the Space Station and the MSS itself. Part of the MSS is the Special Purpose Dextrous Manipu-

lator (SPDM), a two armed dextrous robot with advanced vision and manipulative capabilities. In

addition to Space Station and payload servicing activities the SPDM will be designed to perform self

maintenance on the MSS itself. The majority of Space Station equipment will be on orbit for the

anticipated 30 year lifespan and the maintenance philosophy will be to repair by the exchange of

Orbit Replacement Units or ORU's.

This paper describes the present concept, configuration and operation of the SPDM and the

detailed simulations associated with the maintenance of part of the MSS. The Design Reference

Mission presented in this paper is the replacement of a Joint Drive Module on the Canadian large

payload manipulator, the Space Station Remote Manipulator System.

Other Design Reference Missions that have been investigated are briefly described, and future

operations activity to support the definition of SPDM requirements are discussed.

ACRONYMS AND MNEMONICS

DRM Design Reference Mission

EVA Extra Vehicular Activity

EVR Extra Vehicular Robotics

FSE Flight Support Equipment

JDM Joint Drive Module

LEE Latching End Effector

MBS MSS Base System

MSS Mobile Servicing System

MMD MSS Maintenance Depot

MT Mobile Transporter

ORU Orbit Replaceable Units

SSF Space Station Freedom

SPDM Special Purpose Dextrous Manipulator

SSRMS Space Station Remote Manipulator System

TCM Tool Changeout Mechanism

INTRODUCTION

The Special Purpose Dextrous Manipulator (SPDM)

is an element of the Mobile Servicing System (MSS)
which is the Canadian contribution to the

International Space Station Freedom Program as

defined in the Memorandum of Understanding

between Canada and the USA. The MSS provides

hardware for: the assembly and external maintenance

of the Space Station: the servicing of attached

payloads; the transport of payloads and hardware

about the Station; the deployment and retrieval of

free flyers; the berthing of vehicles such as the Space

Shuttle; the support of Extravehicular Activity (EVA)

and support of Space Station Operations including

safe haven requirements. The MSS is being designed

to be self maintainable, a unique and novel feature on

the Space Station. The SPDM will provide the

dextrous robotic capability to maintain the MSS and
thus reduce use of EVA which is both hazardous and

expensive.

CONCEPT

Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) is a time consuming,

expensive and potentially dangerous operation. Any

viable method to reduce EVA must be given serious

consideration. As evidenced by recent NASA studies

(Fisher-Price, External maintenance Task Team),

considerable thought is being given to the use of
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robotics for routine maintenance tasks on the Space

Station. Repair from failure conditions and routine

maintenance is performed by the changeout of Orbit

Replaceable Units or ORU's. Ultimately all activities

have to be achievable by EVA to cover the case of

robot failure or Station resource failure (Loss of

Power, Data,Video,communications). Logically,

therefore, it follows that a dextrous robot should have

the ability to perform tasks in confined environments

where access has been determined by a suited

astronaut. The SPDM must be capable of performing

the following tasks, with appropriate tools: -

Exchange ORU's of up to 600 Kg mass -

connect/diconnect utilities - Mate/demate

connectors in single or staggered rows, as little as 4era

apart in single rows - Attach/Detach interfaces -

Provide lighting to the work area or EVA crew -

Monitor the work area or the EVA crew by closed

circuit TV - Clean surfaces - Remove/install thermal

covers and blankets - Perform various inspections

The minimum and maximum reach envelopes,

access restrictions and tip torques were originaly

specified for the SPDM based on EVA capabilities.

Robots that have to perform human-like tasks do not,

however, have to have the same anthropomorphic

design. For example the SPDM body can fold/unfold

allowing access to difficult work volumes; an EVA

astronaut could acomplish the access problem by

relocating to a different foot restraint location. The

DRM that follows is the present driver for the overall

reach requirement of the SPDM, one of the many

derived requirements that will ultimately be

investigated and verified by DRM's.

CONFIGURATION (Figure 1)

The SPDM consists of a base section, an articulated

body, two seven degree of freedom arms and a head

with vision and lighting sytems.

The Base section has a length of around 1.8

metres and has one roll joint.The base supports the

articulated sections of the manipulator and consists of

a latching End Effector so that the SPDM can grapple

and operate from a Power Data Grapple Fixture

(PDGF); power, data and video resources pass across

ANKLE YAW
AND PITCH

JOINTS

FIGURE 1 SPDM CONFIGURATION
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the PDGF interface. A video camera provides visual 
information for berthing the End Effector. PDGFs 
can be located at strategic worksites on the Space 
Station Truss, modules and on the various elements of 
the MSS itself. At the other end of the base is a PDGF 
which can be grappled by the Space Station Remote 
Manipulator System (SSRMS). The SPDM can 
therefore be carried and operated from the end of the 
SSRMS. Accessibility is therefore greatly enhanced as 
the SSRMS and its Mobile Remote Servicer system 
and Mobile Transporter can reach most areas on the 
Space Station requiring servicing activities. 

The Body sections provide temporary storage for 
Orbit Replaceable Units (ORU's) and 
accommodation for the SPDM electronic processors. 
Tools will also be stored on the body. The body is 
attached to the base by a pitch and yaw joint and the 
central articulation is a pitch joint. 

Each of the two arms are presently configured 
with seven degrees of freedom, each carries a Tool 
Changeout Mechanism (TCM) which provides 
interfaces between the arm itself and the servicing 
tools. Tools can be changed as required during 
operations, a video camera could also be carried as 

part of the TCM. Force moment sensing is to be 
included in the arms. Joint electronics and integrated 
thermal protection are also incorporated in the arms 
themselves. 

The neck and head system allow for growth to 
stereo vision and it is intended to include an artificial 
vision function which will allow automatic tracking 
and grappling of ORU's, tool alignment and ORU 
identification. The head and neck includes both pan 
and tilt units and artificial lighting. 

When completely folded for storage and launch 
the SPDM occupies a volume with dimensions of 
approximately 2500x876~1435 mm. The SPDM in its 
stowed configuration requires minimal Flight Support 
Equipment and is presently manifested to fly with the 
MSS Maintenance Depot (MMD) on flight 8 
(OF-1). A current concept for SPDM launch 
packaging is to utilize the MMD itself or the 
unpressurized Logistics Sub-carrier. 

OPERATION 

The SPDM is capable of operating from the end of the 
SSRMS. from operating locations on the MSC, MMD 
and from PDGF's positioned on the Space Station 
structure. (Figure 2) 

4 1  * ,  
FIGURE 2 M S C  WITH SPDM O N  THE S S R M S  
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When operating from the end of the SSRMS, the 
SPDM PDGF on the base is grappled by the large arm 
and then positioned close to the area of operations. 
Due to the flexibility of the SSRMS, one of the SPDM 
arms would be used to grasp a stable piece of structure 
while the other arm would perform the dextrous task. 
An effective load path and sufficient stiffness would 
thus be achieved by using one arm as a stabilizer. 

The MSS is designed to have several PDGF's to 
serve as operating locations for the SPDM. On the 
Mobile Remote Servicer Base System (MBS) there 
are two PDGF's capable of supporting SPDM 
operations. From these positions on opposite sides of 
the base the SPDM can access all the ORU's 
associated with the MBS and the SSRMS. The 
SPDM can therefore provide the robotic capability to 
maintain its parent system. The changeout of an 
SSRMS Joint Drive Module is examined as a Design 
Reference mission later in this paper. 

PDGF's at strategic locations on the Space 
Station can also support SPDM operations. Present 

PDGF locations on the Space Station are on one of 
the forward nodes, the U.S. Laboratory Module and 
the Japanese Module. 

The MSS Maintenace Depot (MMD) is at a fixed 
location on the truss where MSS specific spares and 
tools are stored and can be accessed for MSC 
maintenance. The Mobile Transporter can position 
the MSC on an adjacent truss bay to the MMD and 
allow the SPDM to collect tools and spares and also 
operate from the MMD. 

One of the most versatile features of the SPDM is 
its ability to be carried by the SSRMS and in turn to 
carry a payload and also perform dextrous tasks on 
that payload. Such a unique capability is particularly 
useful during assembly operations that require 
positioning of payloads prior to attachment to Space 
Station structure or truss, the final interface 
manipulations being performed by the SPDM. EVA 
is thus reduced during the critical periods of Space 
Station construction. (Figure 3) 

FIGURE 3 SSRMS/SPDM OPERATING ON PAYLOAD 
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CONTROL STRATEGY

The SPDM will be controlled teleroboticaly from a

workstation inside the IVA environment. Force

moment sensing and accommodation will be

implemented from the start. As experience grows a

number of more advanced features will be

incorporated including an advanced vision system

capable of direct ORU identification, auto tracking

and capture and automated replacement.

There will be three modes of operation:

a) Manual Augmented mode

The human operator would input commands

which would cause the motion of the arms to a

particular Point Of Resolution in the task

space.

b) Single Joint Mode

Individual joints of the SPDM manipulator

could be commanded in rate or position mode.

c) Automatic Trajectory Mode

The control capabilities provide signals to

command the manipulator along prescribed

trajectories, the trajectories may be generated

from stored information, POR target point

coordinates or by vision system tracking

signals.

DESIGN REFERENCE MISSIONS -

PHILOSOPHY

The Space Operations group at Spar, in conjunction

with NASA, have developed a series of Design

Reference Missions which are realistic assembly and

maintenance scenarios on both the Space Station and

the MSS itself. One of the present principal design

drivers for SPDM configuration and capabilities is the

ability of the MSS to service itself. The MSS is a

unique system on the Space Station, a robotic system

that is largely autonomous and also capable of self

maintenance. The MSS is one of the most complex

systems on the Space Station and if the SPDM can

maintain the MSS it will likely be able to maintain

other SS equipment. Operations are therefore in a

unique position to influence the requirements for the

SPDM from an end user standpoint. The DRM's

influence such factors as physical dimensions, joint

angles and rates, working envelopes and fault

tolerance architecture. As part of the studies, viewing

analysis are underway to show the obstructions and

lighting difficulties. Tools and ORU interfaces are also

being studied.

MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

All systems on the Space Station are design to have an

operational life of at least 30 years. Maintenance on

orbit is achieved in the unpressurized environment by

the exchange of Orbit Replacement Units. There is a

trade off between designing a piece of equipment to

achieve a long life without intervention for

maintenance, which would be complex and costly, or

keeping designs less complex and, unfortunately less

reliable. The simple equation is further complicated

when equipment is to be upgraded as technology

advances. The principal design driver at present is the

scarsity of EVA resources and a drive is being made to

make ORU's suitable for robotic changeout, so called

Extra Vehicular Robotics (EVR). EVR forces the

design process towards commonality of robotic

interfaces.

A TYPICAL SPDM DESIGN REFERENCE

MISSION - SSRMS Joint Drive Module

Changeout

OBJECTIVE - REQUIREMENTS EXAMINED

The removal and replacement of the elbow Joint

Drive Module (JDM) on the SSRMS by the SPDM

has been chosen as a representative example of a

dextrous repair task on the MSS. The ORU

changeout at the Elbow Joint demonstrates the

diifculties imposed on the SPDM due to both

accessibility and reach limitations. Additional

requirements that are examined in this DRM are the

autotrajectory and autoinsertion modes of operation

as well as on board stowage of ORU's. The scenario

description is given in text form together with an

example of the task and sub-task breakdown.

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

Prior to any maintenance activity the SSRMS is

positioned into its maintenance configuration ( see

Fisures 4 & 5) , in this position both latching End

Effectors are on the MBS and the elbow joint is in the

most accessible position for the SPDM. The SPDM is

then unstowed from its normal PDGF.

The SPDM is placed into Auto-trajectory mode

to manoeuvre close to the elbow joint and then using

visual tracking and alignment the SSRMS JDM is

grappled at its central interface location with one arm
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FIGURES 465 JDM CHANGEOUT USINQ SPDM ON MSC VIEW 162 
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(reference arm). this arm stabilizes the SPDM 
throughout the removal and replacement procedure. 
Arm two grapples the joint Housing Locking 
mechanism in order to lock it prior to removal. Arm 
two then locks the gear train and disconnects the 
primary Joint Electrical Unit umbilical. The backup 
JEU umbilical is diconnected in the same way after 
which the three peripheral attachment screws are 
unfastened around the JDM. 

Arm two releases and reattaches to a convenient 
latching interface location in order to counteract the 
forces generated by the next step in the sequence. 
Arm one unfastens the central tiedown screw and 
withdraws the defective JDM, location coordinates 
are stored prior to removal. The SPDM then stows 

the defective JDM on its ORU stowage plate and then 
moves to the ORU stowage location to retrieve the 
replacement JDM. The defective unit is swapped with 
the new replacement. The SPDM returns to the 
worksite with the new unit and using the prestored 
coordinates returns to a position close to the elbow. 

Arm two attaches itself to its interface point using 
visual alignment and rereferences the coordinates. 
The new JDM is now inserted using a prestored Auto 
insertion routine. The remainder of the assembly 
follows the diassembly steps in reverse order. 

Following completion of the JDM installation, the 
SPDM withdraws to a safe standby location and a 
functional test routine is performed to verify that full 
operational capability of the SRMS has been restored. 

mechani sm 

j s  0 pelipherai attachment screw NO. 1 17/16 Acme1 interfare 
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DRM ANALYSIS AND DERIVED 
REQUIREMENTS 

From the detailed analysis and simulations there were 
a number of requirements that needed refinement 
and a number of issues. 
1) The body length needed to be extended to reach 

the elbow. 

2) Tools and Tooling requirements needed 
refinement for specific JDM changeout tasks. 

3) IVA control and timelines were not investigated 
and require further study, particularly when using 
two arms in a coordinated fashion. 

4) Viewing and lighting need further investigation. 

OTHER DESIGN REFERENCE MISSIONS 
INVESTIGATED 

In order to encompass all the SPDM requirements of 
routine maintenance, Assembly, Payload servicing, 

Space Station servicing and ORU changeout a 
number of other DRM’s have been investigated. 

DRM # 2 Japanese Exposed Facility Assembly 

Outboard of the Pressurized Japanese Module is an 
unpressurized Exposed Facility which can be 
assembled using a combination of the SSRMS and 
SPDM. This scenario examined in detail the ability of 
the SPDM to perform dextrous tasks on the mating 
interface between the EF#1 and the JEM while 
supporting the Exposed Facility. 

DRM # 3 Structural Interface Adapter 
Assembly 

The Structural Interface Adapter is a platform 
structure that is roboticaly deployed and the 
interfaced to the truss structure. The platform carries 
payloads and equipment. The SPDM was used in this 
DRM to illustrate Space Station Assembly tasks. 

DRM # 4 Beta Gimbal Drive Motor Module 
Changeout. 

FIGURE 6 BETA GIMBAL MOTOR MODULE CHANGEOUT 
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Following a failure of part of the Solar Array

equipment the SPDM was used to replace a motor

module and restore the facility to full function.

Dextrous operations in confined areas was the

particular challenge in this DRM.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has detailed the Operations Analysis

conducted with Design Reference Mission

development and the requirements that have been

derived for the SPDM. In particular a DRM has been

detailed which illustrates the ability of the MSS to

perform self maintenance. By evaluating

representative Missions, Tasks and Sub-tasks it is

possible to carefully and systematically derive

practical and achievable requirements and refine

basic operational concepts.

FUTURE OPERATIONS

SPAR will continue operational analysis of Design

Reference Missions to further refine the requirements
for the SPDM. The IRIS 4D/70 GT will continue to be

a valuable resource for kinematic simulations, the

DENEB software is currently being enhanced so that

dynamic algorithms can be implemented so that arm

trajectories can be planned and evaluated.

A full scale 1G test rig called the SPDM Ground

Testbed is presently being used for task assessment,

tool development and ORU interface evaluation.

An Operations Simulation Facility (OSF) is

presently being constructed at SPAR which will be a

full scale representation of a Space Station Cupola

control station with hand controllers and realistic

controls. The views from the Cupola windows and

workstation monitors will be simulated to represent

views of the unpressurized environment. The degree

of fidelity expected will allow greatly enhanced DRM

operations analysis. The OSF will be of particular use

in the evaluation of the Human Computer Interface

and for the evaluation of Human in the Loop

responses.

A Manipulator Development Simulation Facility

will ultimately provide real time operator in the loop

dynamic simulations of the MSS. High Fidelity mock

ups of the Cupola, node, and orbiter aft flight deck

will be integrated with MDSF. Ultimately, Station

astronauts will be able to operate the MSS system

from the Cupola workstation and examine the

telerobotic responses of the SPDM in real time, and

be trained in its operation.
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SUPERVISED TELEROBOTIC CONTROLS PROVIDE THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL REMOTE SERVICING, AS

DEMONSTRATED IN THE TELEROBOT TESTBED OF THE JET PROPULSION LABORATORY. SUCH ADVANCED

TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS ARE SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO GROUND-REMOTE OPERATIONS FOR

SERVICING TASKS, WHICH ARE TO BE PERFORMED REMOTELY IN SPACE AND TO BE OPERATED UNDER

HUMAN SUPERVISION FROM THE GROUND. LABORATORY DEMONSTRATIONS HAVE SUCCESSFULLY

PROVEN THE UTILITY OF SUCH TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS.

INSTRUMENTAL TO THE SUCCESS OF SUPERVISED ROBOTIC OPERATIONS ARE THE TECHNIQUES CALLED

"OBJECT DESIGNATE" AND "RELATIVE TARGET". IN ADDITION, A TECHNIQUE CALLED "UNIVERSAL

CAMERA CALIBRATION" WAS ALSO APPLIED IN THE TELEROBOT TESTBED. "GENERALIZED COMPLIANT

CONTROL" TECHNIQES WERE USED IN THE ROBOTIC REMOVAL AND INSERTION OPERATIONS.

THESE TECHNIQUES WERE PROVEN SUCCESSFUL IN TASK SITUATIONS WHERE PREPROGRAMMED

AUTO_TaON CANNOT BE ADEQUATELY EXERCISED DUE TO ERRORS, CHANGES, OMISSIONS ETC., IN THE

WORKSITE DATA BASE.
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EARLIER DESOGN APPROACH ,I¢ PRESENT RESEARCH
i

TREND

o Rely o
data base

o Envirnoment has

to be structured oTolerate error

o Computer vision in data base; use o Handle time delay, as in

technique has 'relative target' technique ground-remote operations

limited performance o Can handle less structured o Expanded set of servicing
environment demonstrations

o 'Object designate' technique uses o Integrated system
full capability of human vision

THE TASK: THE ROBOT MANIPULATOR IS TO BE COMMANDED TO

o REMOVE THE EXISTING ORU (ORBIT REPLACEABLE UNIT) FROM ITS INSTRUMENT RACK;

o INSERT THE ORU INTO A HOLDING RACK; and

o FETCH A NEW ORU (SPARE), AND INSTALL IT IN THE INSTRUMENT RACK.

INFORMATION AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE:

o DATA BASE OF WORKSITE - NOMINAL LOCATION (AND ORIENTATION) OF THE WORK SITE IS KNOWN.

HOWEVER, THE ACCURACY IS CURRENTLY IMPAIRED BEYOND THE 5- 10 mm CHAMFER ACCURACY; i.e.

PREPROGRAMMED AUTOMATION WILL NOT SUCCEED, GIVEN THIS ACCURACY. PRESENT TECHNIQUES

APPLY EVEN IF THE DATA BASE WERE ABSENT.

o DIMENSIONS (AND MODELS) OF ORU AND ROBOT GRIPPER ARE KNOWN TO BLUE-PRINT ACCURACY

(DIGITIZED TO 1 mm ACCURACY).

o TWO CAMERAS, MONITORS AND ASSOCIATED GRAPHICS ELECTRONICS ARE USED FOR THE

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC LOCATION OF OBJECTS. COMMERCIAL GRADES ARE USED.

o MODELS OF THE CAMERAS ARE KNOWN. PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ACCURACIES REQUIRED TO BE OF THE

ORDER OF 10 cm.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY USED

o "OBJECT DESIGNATE" TECHNIQUE - AN OPERATOR INTERACTIVE TECHNIQUE TO UPDATE

TELEROBOT DATA BASE, SPECIFICALLY OBJECT LOCATION/ORIENTATION

o "RELATIVE TARGET" TECHNIQUE - AN ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TO COMPUTE THE RELATIVE

TARGETING VECTOR, USING DATA OBTAINED FROM THE SAME CAMERA VIEW OF THE ROBOT

PRESENT LOCATION AND THE DESIRED ROBOT DESTINATION.

o "UNIVERSAL CAMERA CALIBRATION" MODEL - AN ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE CAMERA MODEL FOR

ANY LOCATION IN ITS WORKSPACE, GIVEN ONLY ONE ABSOLUTE CALIBRATED MODEL AT ONE

PREDETERMINED LOCATION.

o "GENERALIZED COMPLIANT CONTROL" TECHNIQUE - AN ADVANCED CONTROL TECHNIQUE

PACKAGED TOGETHER, FOR EASY ON-LINE SEQUENCING OF CONTROL ACTIONS REQUIRED OF

ROBOTIC SERVICING.

o "GUARDED MOVE" AND "MOVE-TO-TOUCH" TECHNIQUE - ADVANCED CONTROL PRIMITIVES, USED

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE COMPLIANT CONTROL PRIMITIVE.

PURPOSE: TO DETERMINE THE LOCATION (AND ORIENTATION) OF AN OBJECT IN THE WORKSPACE, WHEN

THE DATA BASE ON THIS OBJECT IS INACCURATE OR ABSENT.

HOW IT IS PERFORMED: VIA A HUMAN-MACHINE INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC OVERLAY PROCESS, USING THE

MOUSE TO DESIGNATE AND CLIKE POINTS ON VIDEO MONITORS, THE OPERATOR:

i. LOCATES THE OBJECT IN A TWO VIDEO IMAGES;

ii. DESIGNATES SEVERAL VERTICES OF THE OBJECT IN THE VIDEO IMAGES;

i ii. ASSOCIATES THESE VERTICES TO THE OBJECT MODEL, AS OVERLAID ON THE VIDEO;

iv. EVALUATE THE GOODNESS OF FIT; COMPUTE AND UPDATE OBJECT DATA BASE.

RESULTS OF OBJECT DESIGNATE PROCESS: THE OBJECT DATA BASE IS THEN UPDATED (if previous

readings are inaccurate), OR GENERATED (if it is absent to start with); TO THE ACCURACY PERMITTED

BY THIS GRAPHICS AND HUMAN VlStON PROCESS. ACCURACIES EASILY A'I-I'AINABLE WITH COMMERCIAL

PRODUCTS ARE REQUIRED TO BE WITHIN 10 on.

IF OBJECT DESIGNATE PROVIDES ACCURACY OF WITHIN 5-10 mm., AUTOMATIC ROBOT ACTIONS CAN

PROCEED. SUCH ACCURACY IS ACHIEVABLE WITH CALIBRATED CAMERA MODELS. OTHERWISE, USE

RELATIVE TARGET TECHNIQUE.
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TO FIND THE RELATIVE, I.E. CORRECTION VECTOR, SO THAT THE ROBOT WILL BE DIRECTED

FROM ITS APPROACH POINT TO ITS DESTINATION TARGET POINT; ACCURACY A'I-I'AINED AT THE TARGET

POINT WILL BE WITHIN 5-10 ram, i.e. WITHIN CHAMFER TOLERANCES. THIS TECHNIQUE EMPHASIZES ON A

RELATIVE VECTOR, INSTEAD OF AN ABSOLUTE VECTOR.

HOW IT IS PERFORMED: THIS RELATIVE TARGET PROCESS IS OPERATED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE

OBJECT DESIGNATE PROCESS:

i. OBJECT DESIGNATE THE APPROACH POINT, i.e. present robot gripper location;

ii. OBJECT DESIGNATE THE TARGET POINT, i.e. ORU grapple lug location (minus a

safe approach vector);

iii. COMPUTE RELATIVE VECTOR (a software process);

iv. SEND RELATIVE VECTOR TO ROBOT CONTROLLER FOR SUBSEQUENT MOTION.

RESULTS OF RELATIVE TARGET PROCESS;; ROBOT WILL BE DIRECTED ACCURATELY TO

TARGET POINT, BEYOND WHICH AUTOMATIC ORU REMOVAL/INSERTION ACTIONS CAN BE COMMANDED.

ACCURACIES ACHIEVED ARE WITHIN 5-10 mm. (COMPLIANT ROBOT MOTIONS ARE NORMALLY

EXERCISED.)
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PURPOSE: PROVIDE THE SPECIFICATION OF ROBOT MOTION EXECUTION COMMAND VIA

PARAMETRIZATION. PROVIDE A SIMPLE, LOW BANDWIDTH, AND UNIFIED INTERFACE BE'I'WEEN THE

PLANNER AND THE ROBOT CONTROLLER. (PLANNER CAN BE AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE PLANNER OF

SIMPLY THE HUMAN OPERATOR.)

THE GENERALIZED COMPLIANT MOTION PRIMITIVES, ALSO KNOWN AS MOTION MACROS, UNIFY THE

SPECIFICATION OF MOTIONS SUCH AS (i) FORCE-POSITION COMPLIANT CONTROL; (ii) GUARDED MOTION;

AND (iii) MOVE-TO-TOUCH ROBOT MOTIONS. ALL FORSEEABLE MOTIONS TYPICAL IN A ROBOT

OPERATION SCENARIO CAN BE SPECIFIED BY THIS GENERALIZED PRIMITIVE/MACRO, INCLUDING THE

FOLLOWING:

PIN INSERTION / REMOVAL

DOOR OPENING

CRANK TURNING

CONTOU R FOLLOWING

PUSHING

SLIDING

- LEVELING GRIPPERS ON GRAPPLE LUGS

etc.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STAGE ROBOT GRIPPER TO VICINITY (e.g. 25 cm above) OF THE ORU GRAPPLE LUG.

EXAMINE WHETHER GRIPPER APPEARS TO BE ABOVE ORU GRAPPLE LUG.

(i) IF YES, MOVE GRIPPER TO FINAL APPROACH POINT (5 cm above), AND PROCEED TO STEP 6.

(ii) IF NO, GO TO STEP 3.

INITIATE 'OBJECT DESIGNATE' OPERATION OF ROBOT GRIPPER

(a) ACQUIRE CAMERA ARM POINTING POSITION

(b) COMPUTE CURRENT CAMERA 'cahv' MODEL PARAMETERS

(c) SEND GRIPPER MODEL AND CAMERA MODEL TO OCS

(d) PERFORM MULTI-POINT 2-VIEW DESIGNATION

(e) PERFORM LEAST SQUARES FIT TO OBTAIN GRIPPER T6

(f) TRANSMIT NEW GRIPPER T6 TO 'RELATIVE TARGET' PROCESS

REPEAT STEP 3 FOR ORU GRAPPLE LUG

COMPUTE 'RELATIVE TARGET' VECTOR FOR GRIPPER FINAL APPROACH POINT (5 cm above

grapple lug)

EXAMINE VECTOR. IF OK, PROCEED; OTHERWISE GO BACK TO STEP 3.

(to be continued)
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STEP 7

STEP8

STEP9

STEP10

STEP11

INITIATE MOVE TO TOUCH COMPLIANT CONTROL PRIMITIVE. (Use this primitive with the

appropriate parameters, including gripper model, payload model, maximum safe travel

distance, encounter force/torque, backoff force/torque, coordinate systems, robot

specifications etc. In demo, this is mtouch tri zl00_r macro-primitive.)

IF SUCCESSFUL, PROCEED; OTHERWISE ABORT, OR GO BACK TO STEP 3

INITIATE COMPLIANT_GRASP COMPLIANT CONTROL PRIMITIVE. (Use this primitive with the

appropriate parameters, including maximum push force, safety limits, application

coordinate systems, gripper close command etc. In demo, this is grasp_close_fzl0_r macro

primitive.)

IF SUCCESSFUL, PROCEED; OTHERWISE ABORT, OR GO BACK TO STEP 3.

INITIATE COMPLIANT_REMOVE COMPLIANT CONTROL PRIMITIVE TO REMOVE ORU. (Use this

primitive with the appropriate parameters, including distance to be traveled, maximum

force/torque limits, tool frames etc. In demo, this is remove_electr_mainNegx_r macro

primitive.)

STEP 12 IF SUCCESSFUL, TASK IS DONE; OTHERWISE ABORT OR REPEAT WITH DIFFERENT

PARAMETERS.

DEMONSTRATED MERnTS OF THnS TELEROBOTIC APPROACH

o TOLERANCE TO LESS STRUCTURED ENVIRONMENT - INCORRECT DATA BASE CAN BE

INTERACTIVELY UPDATED BY THE "OBJECT DESIGNATE" TECHNIQUE

o ROBUST DESIGN - DEGRADATION OF ROBOT ARM MODELING PARAMETERS CAN BE TOLERATED,

USING THE "RELATIVE TARGET" TECHNIQUE

o ROBUST DESIGN - ABSOLUTE CAMERA CALIBRATION OVER THE ENTIRE VOLUME IS NO LONGER

NECESSARY; ONLY ONE SET OF CALIBRATED DATA (AT ANY ONE POINT IN THE WORK VOLUME) IS

REQUIRED.

o FLEXIBILITY - USING THE GENERALIZED ROBOT COMMAND MACROS, A COMMAND SEQUENCE CAN BE

EASILY TAILORED TO EACH SERVICING SCENERIO

o SUPERVlSEDAUTONOMY - THIS CAN OVERCOME CONTROL BARRIERS SUCH AS THOSE FROM TIME

DELAYS

o SUITABLE FOR GROUND-REMOTE OPERA TIONS - THIS APPROACH IS BEST SUITED FOR GROUND-

REMOTE and/or STATION-REMOTE OPERATIONS.
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ABSTRACT 

The Development Test Flight (DTF-1) is the 
first of two shuttle flights to test oper- 
ations of the Flight Telerobotic Service?- 
(FTS) in space and to demonstrate its ca- 
pabilities in performing tasks for Space 
Station Freedom. The DTF-1 system, which 
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group is de- 
signing and building for the Goddard Space 
Flight Center, will be flown in December, 
1991, as an attached payload on the shut- 
tle. This article discusses the design of 
the DTF-1 system, the tests to be per- 
formed, and the data to be gathered. 

INTRODUCTION 

The FTS project was formed in 1986 as part 
of the space station work package 3 at 
Goddard Space Flight Center to develop a 
telerobotic device for performing assem- 
bly, maintenance, servicing and inspection 
tasks on the space station [1,2]. Before 
the final version is launched on one of 
the early space station assembly flights, 
there will be two early shuttle test 
flights: the Development Test Flight 
(DTF-1) , now scheduled for launch in late 
1991, and the Demonstration Test Flight 
(DTF-2), scheduled for launch in late 
1993. The preliminary design review for 
DTF-1 was held July, 1989, and the criti- 
cal design review is scheduled for Septem- 
ber, 1990. 

From the initial beginnings of the FTS 
project, it was recognized that an early 
development flight would be necessary in 
order to validate the FTS hardware design 
and to gather critical engineering test 
data for ground evaluation and calibration 
Of the ground testing facilities. The 
DTF-1 was designed under the ground rule 
that the standard shuttle allocations for 
a quarter-bay payload be used where possi- 
ble in order to contain costs and to main- 
tain schedule. 

The DTF-1 configuration consists of a pay- 
load bay element and an aft flight deck 
element. The payload bay element [figure 
11 contains the telerobot with a single 
manipulator and all associated equipment, 
such as end-of-arm tooling, cameras and 
lights, task elements, and support avion- 

ics. 
port structure is a Multi-Purpose Experi- 
ment Support Structure (MPESS) which me- 
chanically attaches the DTF-1 hardware to 
the shuttle. 

The payload bpy element primary sup- 

Figure 1. Configuration of 
Payload Bay Element for the 
Development Test Flight 

The aft flight deck element consists of 
the control panels, the hand controller, 
and the crew restraint system, which are 
removable and stowable in the mid deck 
locker. In addition there are permanently 
mounted electronic boxes in the L-10 and 
L-11 panels. 

MISSION OVERVIEW 

MISSION OBJECTIVES 

The DTF-1 flight hardware, flight soft- 
ware, task elements and mission timeline 
have been designed to meet the following 
mission objectives: 

1. Evaluate the telerobot manipulator 

2. Evaluate the shuttle workstation 

3 .  Correlate system performance in 

design approach 

design approach 

space with ground 
simulation and analyses 

and operator fatigue 

capabilities 

4 .  Evaluate human-machine interface 

5. Demonstrate telerobot potential 
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A sequence of tasks will be performed dur- 
ing the 16-hour mission timeline to sup- 
port these objectives. After an initial 
system familiarization demonstration, the 
remainder of the mission activities are 
grouped into two main categories: perfor- 
mance verification tasks and capabilities 
demonstration tasks. 

The performance verification tasks include 
a fine positioning test, operational enve- 
lope evaluation, manipulator dynamics 
model verification, manipulator non-linear 
model verification, and a thermal tran- 
sient response test. The capabilities 
demonstration tasks include the peg-in- 
hole demonstration, contour board track- 
ing, connector demate and mate, truss 
strut element removal and replacement, and 
removable mass manipulator loading test. 
These tasks will be described in the.oper- 
ations section of this paper. 

PAYLOAD BAY EQUIPMENT 

The telerobot configuration used for DTF-1 
consists of a single manipulator and a 
modified telerobot body which is large 
enough to support the manipulator and 
mount the applicable subsystems. The 
telerobot sits on the MPESS pallet in the 
cargo bay facing the task panel. The ma- 
nipulator is secured for launch and land- 
ing by four caging mechanisms, two on the 
lower arm link and two on the wrist. A 
similar caging mechanism secures the re- 
movable mass on the task panel. 

The caging mechanism system is one-fault 
tolerant against the inadvertent release 
of the manipulator or removable mass under 
all loading conditions. The caging mecha- 
nism system is also one-fault tolerant to 
safe the telerobot for landing. 

Manipulator 

The DTF-1 manipulator [figure 2 1  is a 7- 
degree-of-freedom (DOF) manipulator, ap- 
proximately 5.5 feet long from the 
shoulder to the toolplate. The manipulator 
can produce 20 pounds of force and 20 
foot-pounds of torque at the tool plate 
anywhere in the work envelope. The shoul- 
der roll, yaw and pitch actuators are of 
similar design and each produce a peak 

'i i 

Figure 2. FTS Manipulator 

torque of 118 ft.lbs. The elbow pitch ac- 
tuator is capable of 61 ft.lbs. peak 
torque. The wrist yaw, pitch and roll 
actuators are of similar design and each 
produce a peak torque of 24 ft.lbs. 

Figure 3 shows the Martin Marietta engi- 
neering development wrist pitch/yaw 
joints. The joint actuators consist of a 
primary brushless dc motor: harmonic drive 
transmission: redundant output joint 
torque sensors: redundant, resolver-based 
output position sensors: fail-safe brakes: 
and housings and bearings that carry 
structural loads. The actuators also in- 
corporate a secondary brushless motor, 
which permits independent control and 
safing of the manipulator through a hard- 
wire control system, which bypasses all 
the computers and allows the operator to 
drive a single joint at a time from the 
workstation. 

Figure 3 .  Martin Marietta Engineering De- 
velopment Model of the Wrist Pitch/Yaw 
Manipulator Joints 

The actuator brakes can be manually or 
robotically engaged and disengaged to al- 
low backdriving of joints. This back- 
driving permits an astronaut on extra- 
vehicular activity (EVA) or, for future 
missions, another robot, to stow the ma- 
nipulator in the event that the normal 
stowing procedure is disabled by a fail- 
ure. All the manipulator electronics are 
contained within the manipulator. 

The manipulator, under active control, 
will be accurate to only +/- 1 inch trans- 
lation and +/- 3 degrees orientation. The 
repeatability of the DTF-1 manipulator in 
a thermally constant environment will be 
less than +/- 0.005 inches translation and 
+/- 0.05 degrees orientation. The incre- 
mental motion or resolution of the manipu- 
lators is less than 0.001 inches transla- 
tion and less than 0.01 degrees orienta- 
tion. All measurements are referenced at 
the center of the tool plate. 
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The manipulator includes the camera assem-

bly mounted on the wrist roll assembly to

allow the operator to closely view the end

effector and tool and the objects to be

manipulated. The camera will be discussed

further in the vision subsystem section.

A redundant force/torque transducer (FTT)

is mounted on the end of the manipulator.

The FTT contains two independent strain

gauge elements and associated electronics

for measuring the forces and torques pro-

duced at the tool plate. The output of

the FTT consists of two sets of six dif-

ferential, analog signals which roughly

correspond to the six independent compo-

nents of the force and torque vectors.

The analog outputs are provided to two

independent controller electronics which

digitize and calibrate the signals to gen-

erate a digital representation of the

force and torque vectors at the FTT.

The manipulator tool plate allows power,

data and video to be passed through to the

end effector. The DTF-I will fly a single

end effector with a simulated end effector

changeout mechanism (EECM). The EECM will

be used in future missions to permit re-

placement of end effectors and tools. The

DIF-I end effector will be a single paral-

lel jaw gripper which will perform all the

mission tasks. The end effector consists

of a brushless dc motor; pancake harmonic

drive transmission; redundant finger posi-

tion and output torque sensors; redundant,

fail-safe brakes and associated gear re-

duction; sensor amplifiers; wiring; and

connectors. The fingers are integral to

the end effector and interface to the

tasks using a dedicated interface. The

end effector provides a peak gripping

force of 50 ibs. over a 4-inch gripping

range.

Task Panel

The DTF-I task panel [figure 4] is mounted

on the MPESS in front of the manipulator.

The task panel holds the task elements

which are designed to test the FTS's capa-

bility to meet the mission requirements.

They consist of a peg-in- hole pattern, a

contour board, a space station truss node,

a space station fluid connector, and a

removable mass.

Data Management and Processing Subsystem

(DMPS)

The DMPS is a distributed system of com-

puters, controllers, data and video re-

corders, and hardwire control system that

supports the DTF-I software and system

architectures. These electronics are con-

nected through MIL-STD-1553b

buses for data transfer.

The DTF-I configuration consists of one

telerobot control computer and eight con-

trollers. The telerobot control computer

SYMETRICS CONNECTOR

TRUSS SEGMENT

RIFA_OVABU£ MASS

L_J
Figure 4. Task Panel

is a prototype of the Space Station Free-

dom data processor. It contains two 20

MHz CPUs with 4 MBytes memory. The tele-

robot control computer is the primary con-

trol processor. In the forward loop, it

takes commands from the hand controller,

computes the inverse kinematics, and pro-

duces the required motion at the manipula-

tor. In the return loop, the control com-

puter receives inputs from the FTT, com-

putes force feedback commands for the hand

controller, and performs boundary manage-

ment/touch control and housekeeping safety

checks.

The eight controllers include the display

assembly controller and hand controller

drive electronics located in the worksta-

tion, three controllers located in the

manipulator, the telerobot redundant con-

troller located on the MPESS, the power

module controller, and the payload bay

controller. The display assembly control-

ler and the hand controller drive elec-

tronics provide the operator interface

through the control and display panel and

hand controller respectively. The manipu-

lator controllers perform the position,

rate, and torque servo loop calculations

and drive the joint actuators and gripper.

The telerobot redundant controller col-

lects accelerometer data and performs

backup boundary management/touch control

checks and housekeeping checks. The power

module controller monitors power subsystem

voltages and currents and controls power

switching. The payload bay controller

provides uplink and downlink through the

shuttle and controls the head cameras and

caging mechanisms. A typical controller

conslsts of a CPU board with an 80386, 20

MHz processor and 256 MBytes memory, a 22

channel analog acquisition board, an in-

put/output board, and a power supply
board.

The data recorders are used to initialize

the software and store on-orbit engineer-

ing data. Initialization takes place

through the MIL-STD-1553b buses. Software

load files are pre-recorded before launch.
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Software files may be uploaded or down-

loaded while on orbit through the shuttle

multiplexer/demultiplexer and payload data

interleaver respectively.

The software architectural design defines

an organization of software components

corresponding to the NASA/National Bureau

of Standards (NBS) Standard Reference Mod-

el for Telerobot Control System architec-

ture (NASREM), which is the FTS system

functional architecture [3]. It also de-

fines software components to support com-

munications between NASREM modules, task

scheduling, and initial program load.

This design consists of a set of top-level

computer software components that corre-

spond to processor and read-only memory
device load modules and one set of lower

level computer software components, most

of which correspond to NASREM modules.

The detailed software design is expressed

in the Ada Program Design Language (PDL),

which is the adopted machine-compatible,

higher order language for space station.

The PDL permits the design to be expressed

in such a way that a compiler can be used

to check the consistency of interfaces.

All Ada specification sections are provid-

ed in the detailed design, and components

(e.g. functions, procedures) in the body

sections are filled in to the extent that

the compiler can perform its function.

The remainder of the body may be filled in

with Ada expressions or descriptions of

the processing logic of the components.

Power Subsystem

The power subsystem interfaces electrical-

ly with the shuttle's power system, condi-

tions this power to meet the needs of the

telerobot and distributes the power to the

DTF-1 subsystem loads. The power subsystem

also performs the power switching required

by subsystem loads; performs line filter-

ing and EMI power quality filtering; pro-

vides power health status reports to the

computers; and permits a safe power-up and

power-down sequence.

The power subsystem generates three vol-

tages from the 28 VDC the shuttle pro-

vides. These are 120 VDC for the motors

and brakes, unregulated 28 VDC for the

DMPS and thermal control subsystems, and

regulated 28 VDC for the cameras and

lights. Future missions will use a regu-

lated and unregulated 120 VDC system.

Vision Subsystem

The vision subsystem includes one manip-

ulator wrist-mounted camera, two head-

mounted cameras, and camera lights. The

cameras are color and use charge coupled

device (CCD) technology. They and the

lights are controlled from the worksta-

tion.

The vision subsystem will be used in con-

junction with the shuttle's closed circuit

TV system. The camera video output will

interface to the shuttle's video switch

and be displayed on the existing shuttle

monitors. The output will also be record-

ed on the workstation video recorders.

The wrist camera gives the operator a view

of the end effectors, permitting intricate

tasks to be performed and allowing close-

up inspections of completed work. The

head cameras each provide fixed views of

the worksite.

AFT FLIGHT DECK ELEMENT

The operator controls the telerobot and

conducts the DTF-I operations from the aft

flight deck of the shuttle. The work-

station is situated in the port-side cor-

ner of the aft flight deck close to the

shuttle remote manipulator system (RMS)

controls and uses the shuttle-provided TV

monitors that are located in that corner.

The system is designed to be controlled by

a single operator, although an observer

may be used during the operation. Direct

viewing of the telerobot will not be re-

quired; however the operator will be able

to see it through the aft flight deck win-

dows.

Workstation Subsystem

The workstation [figure 5] provides the

man-machine interface in the shuttle aft

flight deck for DTF-I operations. It uses

common hardware with the Space Station

Freedom workstation and shuttle services

hardware. The DTF-I camera views will be

displayed on the existing Shuttle dis-

plays. The shuttle-provided payload and

Figure 5. General Layout of the Aft

Flight Deck for the

Development Test Flight
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general support computer (PGSC)will be
used to display systemstatus and func-
tion. Theworkstation operator uses the
functions keys and the numeric and cursor
keypadfunctions of the PGSCkeyboard for
menuand data entry operation. A separate
control and display panel (C&DP)has a
section of switches, indicators, and an-
nunciators for manualcontrol, emergency
shutdown,and modecontrol. The PGSCand
C&DPare mountedto a commonplate, which
is mountedto the A8 panel. The workstat-
ion configuration also incorporates a pow-
er control and distribution unit (PCDU),
display assemblycontroller, a crew re-
straint system, a 6-DOFhandcontroller,
andhandcontroller electronics.

Communication among the DTF-I subsystem

electronics elements is over a

MIL-STD-1553b bus. This bus carries data

from the workstation to the telerobot sub-

systems. Such data includes joint posi-

tions from the hand controllers and mode

commands from the control and display pan-

el. In the opposite direction, after be-

ing transformed by the telerobot control

computer, manipulator force/ torque data

is transmitted over the bus for feedback

to the operator through the hand control-

ler. Health and status and alert informa-

tion is also transmitted over the bus for

data storage, analysis, and display to the

operator on the PGSC.

Within the workstation subsystem, the PCDU

controls and monitors power distribution

to the workstation electrical hardware.

Video from the DTF-I head and wrist camer-

as will be routed through the shuttle's

video switch to the two shuttle monitors.

These same signals will be recorded on the

two shuttle video recorders located in the

LI0 panel. The operator will use the PGSC

keyboard through the display assembly or

the control and display panel controller

to control the cameras.

Hand Controller

The DTF-I hand controller is the Martin

Marietta/Kraft 6-DOF, force-reflecting,

hand controller [figure 6]. The hand con-

troller is based on a mature design that

Figure 6. Hand Controller

has been used in nuclear and undersea ap-

plications since 1980.

The hand controller supports rate and po-

sition control with and without force re-

flection. It can provide 5 pounds of

force and 9.5 inch-pounds of torque into

the operator's hand. The hand controller

electronics consist of a computer, analog

to digital converter, input/output device,

and pulse-width modulated power drivers.

Each hand controller joint consists of an

induction motor and gearing, motor heat

sink, potentiometer-based position sensor,

and housings and bearings. The shoulder

and elbow joints contain additional speed

reduction. High gear ratios (200:1 in

the wrist joints) are used in conjunction

with low inertia motors and gears.

The detachable hand grip is similar to

bottom-mounted, flight joysticks. It has

an activation switch, which activates the

hand controller and permits reindexing of

the hand controller-to-manipulator trans-

formation; an end effector enable switch,

which enables the end effector to open or

close; and the end effector rocker switch,

which commands the end effector fingers to

open or close.

Crew Restraint System

The crew restraint system consists of

pairs of adjustable padded bars which act

to restrain the operator from the hips

down. It provides restraint in all axes,

permitting safe force reflecting opera-

tions in zero gravity.

The restraint system is designed to accom-

modate operators sized from a 95 percen-

tile American male to a 5 percentile Japa-

nese female. The system also has a thigh

crossbar vertical section that can rotate

to place the pads against the front or

rear of the thighs. The entire system can

be rotated and tilted on the adapter so

the operator can be placed at the center-

line of the monitors and 28 inches away

from the monitors. In this location,

he/she can easily reach the C&DP and the

PGSC and maneuver the hand controller

throughout its operating envelope.

Hardwire Control

The C&DP has switches for bypassing the

computers and directly controlling the

telerobot, cameras and lights, individual

manipulator joints, manipulator and mass

caging mechanisms, and the end effector.

This hardwire control system permits stow-

age of the payload in the event of certain

failures of the DTF-I.

A safety emergency shutdown (ESD) switch

on the C&DP allows the operator to safely

shut down the telerobot. In the shuttle,
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this switch will be hardwired to the robot

power distribution hardware. Activation of

this switch will cut all power to the ma-

nipulator motors and brakes. The other

subsystems will not be affected.

OPERATIONS

DTF-I mission objectives will be met

through a sequence of 12 tasks to be per-

formed during the 16-hour mission time-

line. The first is an initial system

familiarization demonstration. The re-

mainder of the mission activities are

grouped into six performance verification

tasks and five capabilities demonstration

tasks.

SYSTEM FAMILIARIZATION DEMONSTRATION

This task will demonstrate that the DTF-I

system and the operator are ready for per-

forming the on-orbit DTF-I tasks. First,

the manipulator and end effector will be

positioned well away from any surfaces or

objects that could be inadvertently con-

tacted. Then the following tests will be

conducted:

i) Test the boundary management/touch

control system. The purpose will be to

verify that motion outside the workspace

will not occur. The operator will delib-

erately attempt to move the manipulator

outside of the artificially established

boundaries defined in the software speci-

fically for this test.

2) Test the control available for single

joints. This test will confirm if the

operator can control the performance of

single joints from the control panel.

Other tests will be to control and adjust

the camera; operate the manipulator first

with the handcontroller and then with the

hardwire system; control the manipulator

using various combinations of control

mode, reference frames, and scale factors;

control the gripper with the C&DP and

hardwire system; and reindex the hand con-

troller.

PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION TASKS

Fine Positioning Test

This test is an automated sequence that

will test the performance of the manipu-

lator to ensure that accuracy, incremental

control, and repeatability performance re-

quirements are met. The accuracy test

will be performed using the wrist camera

and an inverse prospective technfque. The

repeatability and incremental motion tests

will be performed using joint position

sensors and forward transformation to the

tool plate. The ISO definitions, equa-

tions, and approaches will be used to de-

termine the results.

Operational Envelope Evaluation

This automated sequence will evaluate the

performance of the manipulator at work-

space extremes, test enroute velocity and

workspace limits, and demonstrate recovery

when limits are exceeded.

Manipulator Dynamics Model Verification

This task has two purposes: Test a joint

closed loop actuator and structural dynam-

ics model and verify on-orbit stability

margins and the performance of the

position-based impedance control.

For the joint closed loop actuator and

structural dynamics model test, automated

sequence inputs will be given to the segen

joints, one at a time. The test will be

performed for three different arm configu-

rations, with the arm unloaded and then

loaded with the gripper holding the

25-pound mass. The mass will be grasped

to verify the performance with different

inertias.

For the automated impedance test, the ma-

nipulator will be rigidly connected to the

center handle of the caged mass and then a

step force or position command will be

given in all 6-DOF.

For the teleoperated tests, the operator

will use the handcontroller and different

force reflection gains to command gross

motions of the loaded manipulator. Dif-

ferent spring return forces will be used

to test the resolved rate mode and deter-

mine its operation.

Manipulator Non-linear Model Verification

This task provides the data to character-

ize and verify the non-linear model of the

joints. Automated signal input sequences

will be input, one at a time, to shoulder

pitch, elbow pitch, and wrist pitch.

Joint brakes except for the joint being

simulated will be ON. This task will be

performed for three thermal conditions and

in conjunction with the thermal transient

response tests.

Thermal Transient Response

This task will test the thermal capaci-

tance of the thermal control subsystem

while evaluating manipulator performance

under different thermal environments.

CAPABILITIES DEMONSTRATION TASKS

Peg-in-Hole Demonstration

An operator will use teleoperator control

to insert a peg mounted on one of the fin-

gers into four different-sized holes. A

video of the insertion and a transcript of

the operator's comments will provide data,
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including preciseness of peg insertion,

depth of insertion, difficulties complet-

ing the task, and human-machine interface

data, such as control preferences and hand

controller feel, predicted stability, op-

erator fatigue, and teleoperational mode

performance margins.

Contour Board Tracking

This task will evaluate impedance control

and force reflection during end-point

tracking tasks and provide engineering

data for evaluating the human-machine in-

terface. An operator will use teleoper-

ation to control a peg in tracking curved,

straight-line and V-shaped machined trac-

ing paths, 3-D trajectories over rough

surfaces, sloping plane surfaces and con-

vex, or concave contour surfaces. The

task will be performed with and without

force reflection but with active impedance

control. Data collected will include the

operator's comments during the task and a

video of the peg tracing the surface.

Connector Demate/Mate

The gripper will demate and mate a Symmet-

rics connector, which will require multi-

ple revolutions of its collar for locking

and unlocking. This task is representa-

tive of an FTS task to be performed on

Space Station Freedom. The engineering

data generated will be used to determine

the operational performance of the imped-

ance controller, bilateral force reflec-

tion, and manipulator safety limits and to

evaluate the human-machine interface. The

gripper will unlock and separate the con-

nector halves. Then the gripper will mate

the connector halves, lock them, and apply

a small lateral force to verify the integ-

rity of the connection. Throughout the

repetitions of this task, the force re-

flection gain will be varied as a function

of different gains. Task completion times

and contact force levels will be used to

measure operator fatigue.

Truss Strut Element Removal/Replacement

This task is another FTS-like task in

which a Space Station Freedom truss strut

element will be removed and replaced. The

gripper will grasp the collar on the truss

strut element mounted on the task panel

and unlock and relock it. The strut will

then be partially demated from the strut

attachment fitting mounted on the node.

Engineering performance data on the imped-

ance controller, force reflection, and

manipulator safety limits will be generat-

ed. Human-machine interface and operator

fatigue will be evaluated from operator

comments and a video of the task.

Removable Mass Manipulator Loading Test

A 25-pound removable mass that is caged to

the task panel is provided to enable eval-

uation of the manipulator performance in

both a loaded and unloaded configuration.

Two separate handles are provided on the

mass for gripper attachment. The handle

designs will incorporate mating interfaces

matching the dedicated handle grasping

interface of the end effector. One handle

is located on the center of gravity of the

mass and the other is located off the cen-

ter of gravity in order to evaluate dif-

ferent inertial loadings of the manipula-

tor. The removable mass is the only

removable part of the task elements. A

caging mechanism, similar in design to the

lower arm caging mechanism, is provided

for the restraint of the mass.

SAFETY

The design of the DTF-I system is driven

heavily by safety considerations. Mission

procedures focus on maintaining the integ-

rity of the shuttle and protecting the

crew. The DTF-I design ensures surviv-

ability after being subjected to normal or

emergency landing loads and post-landing

delays.

The telerobot may be shut down in three

modes: Normal shut down, manual emergency

shut down, and automatic emergency shut

down. In normal shut down, the operator

can command the telerobot to shut down

after it has completed work or when a

failure occurs that is not hazardous to

the crew. The shutdown command may include

stowage of task element hardware.

In manual emergency shut down, the oper-

ator may command shut down of the telero-

bot from the DTF-I workstation at which

DTF-I operations are being monitored and

controlled. This mode will be used to

respond to DTF-I failures that might be

hazardous to the crew, the shuttle struc-

ture, or the telerobot.

Automatic emergency shut down will allow

the telerobot to shut itself down in the

event of a self-diagnosed failure or other

unsafe condition. Such conditions include

the failure of the shuttle or support sys-

tem to supply required power and/or data

links and the possibility of the telerobot

colliding with itself or other structures.

The telerobot will shut itself down auto-

matically when these failures occur or

when an out-of-limits condition exists.

After corrective actions or workarounds

have been implemented, the operator can go

through the normal startup and checkout

procedures to continue working. If the

arm becomes partially inoperable, degraded

mission operations could continue. The

safety of the crew and the shuttle will be

comsidered to be paramount. Those tasks

that require full operability and that

were not completed when the arm failed

will be removed from remaining mission

profile timeline. The hardwire control

scheme will be implemented to restore the
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manipulator in the event a failure pre-

cludes computer control of the arm.

In the unlikely event that a failure or

series of failures prevents the manipula-

tor or removable mass from being restowed

by the normal method or by hardwire con-

trol, there is equipment that will allow

the DTF-I payload to be jettisoned using

the shuttle RMS.

A third hazard control will be to use EVA

to restow the payload for safe shuttle

reentry and landing. The manipulator and

gripper are designed so that an astronaut

on EVA can manually release the brakes on

them if they fail and backdrive the system

into the correct position for caging. If

a manipulator joint seizes, thereby pre-

venting restow, the astronauts can remove

the manipulator at the shoulder and stow

it on the failed manipulator arm storage

system (FMASS) which is attached to the

MPESS.

CONCLUSION

During the 16 hours of mission operation,

the Development Test Flight will return

valuable engineering data on the perfor-

mance of the FTS manipulator in zero grav-

ity and on the human-machine interfaces

necessary for the efficient operation of a

teleoperated system from the aft flight

deck of the shuttle. This data will be

analyzed post flight, and the results will

be used in the development of the final

flight system which will be used in the

assembly and maintenance of Space Station

Freedom.
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ABSTRACT :

Deployable robotic structures are basically
expandable and contractable structures that may be
transported or launched to space in a compact form.
These structures may then be intelligently deployed by
suitable actuators. The deployment may also be done by
means of either air-bag or spring-loaded type
mechanisms. The actuators may be pneumatic, hydraulic,
ball-screw type or electromagnetic. The means to trigger
actuation may be on-board EPROMS, programmable
logic controllers (PLC's) that trigger actuation based on
some input caused by the placement of the structure in
the space environment. The actuation may also be
performed remotely by suitable remote triggering devices.
In this presentation several deployable woven wire
structures are examined. These woven wire structures
possess a unique form of joint, the woven wire joint,
which is capable of moving and changing its position and
orientation with respect to the structure itself. Due to the
highly dynamic and articulate nature of these joints the
3-D structures built using them are uniquely and highly
expandable, deployable and dynamic. They naturally give
rise to a new generation of deployable three-dimensional
spatial structures.

INTRODUCTION:

Woven wire structures are comprised of
intersecting multi-wire elements which are preferably
capped and possess sliding positionable retainers. The
unique feature of these structures is a joint called the
woven wire joint (Patent Pending) which is capable of
shifting its position with respect to the structure itself in
a three-dimensional manner. Traditionally a lower pair
prismatic joint is the only classical joint capable of
shifting its position with respect to its structure in a
_linear _ashion. The classical joints fall into two categories

of

1- Lower-pair joints (LPJ)
(surface-to--surface contact)

which comprise, revolute joints, (Fig. la) prismatic
joints, (Fig. lb) sliding joints (Fig. lc), and ball-and
-socket or spherical joints ( Fig. ld).

2- Upper-pair joints (UP J)
(point-to-point or line-to-line contact)

which comprise a variety of contact joints as shown in
Figures (2a,2b,2c,2d).
In the context of the above two categories the
woven-wire joints fall in a separate category which may
be appropriately called internal or intermeshing-pair
joints, or IPJ's as shown in Figure 3. Thus, here is
introduced a new category of joints, namely

3- Internal or Intermeshing-Pair Joint (IPJ) .
(a collection of line-to-line contacts)

These woven wire joints are comprised of
intersecting multi-wire elements as shown in Figures 3
and 4. Similar to other classical joints, there exist a
variety of topological configurations for these woven wire

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1- Lower-Pair Joints
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joints which will be discussed in this article. However, 
before elaborating on various ramifications of woven-wire 
structures it will be appropriate to briefly discuss the 
general nature of spatial structures in the context of 
Peter Pearce's minimum inventory/maximum diversity 
principle as well as Wiliam P. Thurston's generalization 
of three-dimensional manifolds. 

Fig. 2- Upper-Pair .Joints 

Geometry and geometrical configurations are the 
funda.mental disciplines based on which the entire 
univcrse is ronstrurted. The mathematical topolo y of 

manifolds ca.n be analyzed by means of geometry. The 
const,ruction process is tho motion of primitive entities. 
The most primitive entity is a point, whose translation 
const#rnct.s a line. The translation and rotation of a line in 
multitude, is capable of generating all possible 
geometrical entities in the entire universe. 

The study of three-dimensional manifolds is, thus, 
a gcncralization of two-iimensional manifolds which, 
itself, is it generalization of onc-dimensional manifolds. 

Due to the complex st,ructure of sonie 
threc-dimensiorial forms no complct.e classification of 
thrw-manifolds has, thus far, been a.chicvcd. Ikwd on 
work hy William 1'. Thurst.on at, l'rinret,on IJnivrrsit,y it, 
is possihlc 1.0 gcnrrato all possihle tlirtu.-iiianifoltIs by 
Iiicij.lIS of i1. specific pat,t,ern. 'I'his iriiplics that all 
twist,ings and windings of tlirw-nia.nifolds can be 
tlcscribctl i n  gconietric t,crriis. I'ct.er I'carcc's book 
"Structure in Nat,iire is a. Stmtcgy for Design", M I T  
Press 1980, has presented a systematic and to some 
extent comprehensive study of 3-D spatial systems. 
Clearly, Circles can give rise to  cubes and polyhedra. 

thrc~4irnensional manifolds reveals t1ia.t most o f the 

Fig.3- Two different configurations of wovcn wire 
joints 

Fig. 4- The three wire, six elcmcnt (36) weave 
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Polyhedra can, in turn, generate all possible geometrical

entities. As originally suggested by Herbert Seifert and C.
Weber in 1933, the three-manifolds can be understood
from a polyhedron by abstractly glueing certain faces
together. By abstractively glueing the opposite Pentagons
of a dodecahedral the Seifert-Weber dodecahedral space
can be constructed.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrates some fundamental
relationships between motions of a point in
three-dimensional space and the evolution of Platonic
solids, i.e., tetrahedron, cube octahedron, and
dodecahedron.

lir_

f" sq_re

CirCle sphere

Fig. 5- Evolution of Primitive Solids

Fig. 6- Evolution of Platonic Solids From Spheres

A useful metaphor to study the complex nature of
three-manifolds is the use of mechanical systems of
linkages. A mechanical linkage is represented
mathematically by a set of line segments in the plane
with pivot points at line intersections. Mathematically, it
is assumed that the lines and pivot points can pass freely
through one another. Woven-wire joints and structures
approximate such an idealization with a great degree of
accuracy. Up until now, constructing a physical model
whose bars and joints replicate the idealized linkage has
not been possible. For any mathematical version of a
linkage system there exists a physical linkage that
produces the same motion. However, the actual physical
linkage may be quite different, geometrically, from the
ideal linkage. The "configuration space" of a linkage
system is the set of all of its possible positions in the
three-dimentsional space.

In order to understand the configuration space of
linkages one should consider the possible configurations of
the double-linkage mechanism regardless of position of
its free end (Fig. 7).

/ \

/ \

/ \

/ \

Fig. 7- Double and Triple Linkage Configuration
Space

Every configuration of the double-link system can
be described by two angles A and B. If a third linkage is
considered, a third angle C is needed to completely
specify the associated configuration space. Every possible
position of the triple crank is represented by a unique
point in a cube whose apposite pairs of faces are
abstractly glued together.

The work space of a triple--double cranks joined
by one end pin (Fig. 8a) is an 8-dimensional space in
which every point corresponds to 8 different configuration

are
are

of the system (Fig. 8b). In this space the boundaries
four-dimensional spaces (Fig. 8c) and the vertices
two--dimensional surfaces (Fig. 8d).

(b)_

(a)

Fig. 8- The Work Space of a System of Three
Double---Cranks
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The woven-wire structures, in the context of
linkages, define highly complex higher dimensional work
spaces. The woven-wire structures and joint can also be
considered in the context of Peter Pearce's systems of
diversity; minimum inventory/maximum diversity
systems. Endless variety of three--demensional structures
can be constructed by a set of one, two, or three
woven-wire joints (Fig. 9a,b,c,d,e,f). A fundamental
property of minimum inventory/maximum diversity
systems is the principle of conservation of resources. This
principle sometimes manifests itself as the principle of
minimum potential energy for greater stability. For
example the closest packing of entitities is a structural
arrangement of inherent geometric stability creating
three--dimensional arrangements of polyhedral cells in
living and non-living systems. If, for instance, the
centers of closest packed equal spheres are joined, a
three-dimensional arrangement of equilateral triangles is
created. It is well known that triangulated frame-works
exhibit inherent geometric stability because they are
stress---compensated. Woven-wire structures are also
inherently triangulated and polyhedral in nature.

Figure 10 shows a collapsible woven-wire
structure that can be accordioned by a user, either
horizontally or vertically. The wire bundles are movable
in concert about their woven-wire (weave) joint.

A woven wire apparatus may be comprised of at
least one bundle, which bundle comprises a plurality of
multi-wire elements. Each multi-wire element has a first
end and second end, and each multi-wire element further
comprises a plurality of stiff but slightly flexible wires of
substantially similar length. Each multi-wire element
comprises a structure for positioning the multi-wire
elements in a mutually intersecting relationship to one
another. The apparatus preferably has a structure for
joinin_i the first end and a structure for joining the second
end otthe multi-wire elements whereby the elements are
retained in intersecting relationship to one another. The
wire retaining structure fixes the elements in position.
The end joining structures are removably positioned on
the ends of the multi-wire elements and comprise
generally tubular caps, flat bases, suction bases, balls,
padded bases, or the like. The end joining structure of
the apparatus preferably comprises rigid connectors,
movable connectors, or a mechanical hinge structure, but
may further comprise color coding.

A woven-wire structure further comprises wire
retaining structures which are generally cylindrical and
slidably and romovably positionable on multi-wire
elements. The wire retaining structure preferably
comprises color coding and a ring, tube, strap, clip, or the
like, fixable about the joint.

These structures comprise mutually intersecting
multi-wire elements which further comprise a like
plurality of wires. The multi-wire elements may
comprise wires of substantially similar length or
substantially different length. The bundles in a
woven-wire structure further comprise support members.

The multi-wire bundle of a woven-wire structure
is collapsible and comprises an odd number of wires,
preferably at least three wires. Multi-wire elements may
be chosen with the same length to provide a generally
symmetric apparatus.

The woven-wire structures are useful for holding

an object within the joint. They may further comprise
two or more bundles positionable in an adjoining
relationship being stackable or positionable side by side
or stackable. The bundles preferably comprise stabilizing
means. Bundles of the preferred embodiment comprise
stabilizing structures. They are useful as a support
structure or a cover, when the bundles are positionable in
a substantially concave shape. The bundles are also
positionable in a spherical shape.

A woven-wire apparatus with at least one bundle,
comprising the additional structures for joining the first
end and second ends of the multi-wire elements, whereby
the elements are thereby retained in said intersecting
relationship to one another, further comprising dynamic
means also provides alternating motion of the multi-wire

elements. The bundle is fixed in position after motion is
provided, by dynamic means. A woven-wire joint creates
a spherical and structurally sound joint using intersecting
wire bundles. Such joints are usable in a wide variety of
structures. The movability and generality of such joints
makes them far superior to traditional lower or upper
pair joints.

The accompanying drawings and photographs
(Figures 11 through 20)illustrate several embodiments of
the woven-w_re structures and, together with the
description, serve to explain the potential and the beauty
of woven-wire structures and joints for space
applications.

Fig. 10- A collapsible Woven Wire Structure
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Fig. 12- A woven wire joint holding a sphere. 

Fig. 11- A collapsible woven wire net, of 6 
individual modules. Fig. 13- The tower-type structure made from 

woven wire joints 
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Fig. 14- Constructed tower-like woven wire 
structures I 
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Fig. 15- Various configurations of woven wire 
dome structures 
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Fig. 16- Woven wire net striicutres 
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INVESTIGATION OF VARYING GRAY SCALE LEVELS FOR
REMOTE MANIPULATION

John M. Bierschwale, Mark A. Stuart, and Carlos E. Sampaio
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Company

Houston, TX 77058

ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to investigate the effects
of variant monitor gray scale levels and work-
place illumination levels on operators' ability to
discriminate between different colors on a
monochrome monitor. It was determined that

8-gray-scale viewing resulted in significantly
worse discrimination performance compared to
16- and 32-gray-scale viewing and that there
was only a negligible difference found between
16 and 32 shades of gray. Therefore, it is
recommended that monitors used while per-
forming remote manipulation tasks have 16 or
above shades of gray since this evaluation has
found levels lower than this to be unacceptable
for a color discrimination task. There was no

significant performance difference found
between a high and a low workplace illumina-
tion condition. Further analysis was conducted
to determine which specific combinations of
colors used in this study can be used in
conjunction with each other to ensure error-
free color coding/brightness discrimination
performance while viewing a monochrome
monitor. It was found that 92 three-color
combinations and 9 four-color combinations

could be used with 100% accuracy. The results
can help to determine which gray scale levels
should be provided on monochrome monitors as
well as which colors to use to ensure the

maximal performance of remotely-viewed
color discrimination/coding tasks.

INTRODUCTION

Telerobotic workstations will play a major role
in the assembly of Space Station Freedom and
later in construction and maintenance in space.
For the short-term, control of these telerobotic
systems will be dependent primarily on the
human operator. Since the human operator will
be a part of the telerobotic system, it is critical
that the components of this interface be designed
so that the human operator's capabilities and
limitations are best accommodated within the
structure of specific task requirements. To era-

phasize the importance of a well-designed
human-telerobot interface, one study found that
the selection of an appropriate control device,
based upon the operator's capabilities and the
requirements of the task, can more than double
the productivity of the telerobotic system
(O'Hara, 1986).

One of the most important components of the
workstation will be the vision system. During
many tasks, where a direct view is not possible,
cameras will be the user's only form of visual
feedback. Monochrome viewing has been used
in the past for remote manipulation and inspec-
tion. Even though color operations have been
baselined for Freedom, special situations may
dictate the use of monochrome viewing. Other
telerobotics users such as future space systems,
space station investigators, the nuclear industry,
and undersea industry may find the use of
monochrome viewing to be advantageous.

An important system parameter for
monochrome viewing is number of gray scales
that can be displayed on a monitor. The term
"gray scale" refers to the uniform variation
from black to white through various shades of
gray in a television screen image when cathode
ray tube (CRT) control voltages are adjusted
over the full range of brightness for a specific
monitor. The number of gray scales is an issue
because more gray scale divisions require
greater band width and processing capabilities
which are often limited in remote environ-

ments. Therefore, the optimal number of gray
scales from an economic or cost effectiveness

standpoint will be the smallest number of gray
scales that provide acceptable performance by
the operator. 8, 16, and 64 gray scale values are
being considered by engineers for displays.

A survey of the literature has failed to provide
definitive guidelines concerning this issue (e.g.,
Johnston, 1968; Troy, Deutsch, and Rosenfeld,
1973; Shurtleff, 1980; and Kingdom and
Moulden, 1986). Woodson (1980) recom-
mended that a minimum of five gray levels be
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used for monitors, but precise quantification of
the specific gray scale levels to use was not
found. Tannas (1985) stated that contouring in
big, tone-changing areas is bad if the number of
gray scales is less than 16 and that 64 shades of
gray should be used for good, aesthetic picture
quality images. Tannas also stated that good
gray scale performance requires a pixel contrast
ratio of approximately 20:1 with the luminance
either continuously variable or controllable into
at least 16 logarithmically spaced steps. There
is little research on the effect of variant gray
scales on the performance of an operator per-
forming a remotely-viewed task.

The computer equipment used in this evaluation
had the capability of displaying between 2 and
256 different gray scales. Since it was impossi-
ble to compare all levels, the first objective of
this study was to determine which of the
possible gray scale levels are discriminable
from each other.

One telerobotic task which would be performed
on Freedom would be the assembly or mainte-
nance of a thermal utility connector. Color
coding may be used to indicate when the valves
on each hose are either fully opened or closed.
This would be helpful when the task is viewed
on a color monitor or performed by an ex-
travehicular astronaut. If this task were viewed
on a monochrome monitor, then the informa-
tion that is used to discriminate between the two

colors is the brightness level of the colors. The
second objective of this study was to study the
discrimination performance of operators while
they viewed colored visual stimuli through a
monochrome monitor using the pre-determined
number of variant gray scale conditions.

Since lighting conditions vary greatly in outer
space, the third objective of this study was to
also investigate the effect of different illumina-
tion levels on the experimental task. The per-
formance of the color discrimination task took
place under two different illumination levels as
well as variant gray scales. (For a discussion on
the effects of lighting on remote manipulation
tasks see Chandlee, Smith, and Wheelwright,
1988).

These three objectives were investigated by
conducting two different evaluations. The first
evaluation narrowed down the number of gray

scales while the second evaluation addressed the

remaining two objectives.

EVALUATION 1

The objective of Evaluation 1 consisted of
determining the discriminable gray scale levels
to be investigated in Evaluation 2.

Subjects

Seven volunteer male subjects were selected to
participate in this evaluation. All subjects who
participated had their vision tested at the JSC
Clinic and it was determined that they all had
either corrected or uncorrected 20/20 vision
and none had evidence of color deficiencies.

Apparatus

Testing took place in the Remote Operator
Interaction Laboratory (ROIL) of the NASA
Johnson Space Center. The video signal from a
digital camera (focused on an extra-vehicular
activity (EVA) toolbox) was processed through
a DataCube digital image processing system and
displayed on a Conrac monitor. The
DataCube's output was a monochrome image
with one of the following gray scale levels: 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, and 256. The illumination level
in Evaluation 1 was the laboratory ambient
lighting level of 269 lx (25 fc).

Procedure

The procedure followed was a paired-compari-
son psychophysics technique. Each operator
was randomly presented the image using one of
the six gray scale levels as a reference. The
reference was then successively paired to each
of the other gray scale levels so that a compari-
son could be made. The reference gray scale
was also paired to itself as a control condition.
The pairs were formed serially in this part of
the testing. Immediately after each subject
viewed each of the reference-comparison pairs,
they would then state whether or not there was a
perceptible difference between the two stimuli.
After completing these six paired-comparisons,
another of the remaining five gray scale levels
was selected as the next reference. Six more

paired-comparisons were then conducted. The
procedure continued in this fashion until all six
of the gray scale levels had served as the
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reference gray scale level for this paired-
comparison task.

Results and discussion

The data were analyzed in terms of determining
the number of subjects who noticed a difference
between a specific gray scale level and the other
gray scale levels during the paired-comparisons
tasks. If a difference was not noticed, then this
was classified as an error.

The discrimination error-rates were then statis-

tically analyzed with an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) procedure. Based upon the results of
the data analysis, it was determined that there
was a significant effect (p < 0.05) due to the
different gray scale levels used. A Newman-
Keuls pairwise comparison statistical procedure
was then administered to these data. The
Newman-Keuls revealed a consistent trend for

subjects to notice a difference between 8 shades
of gray and all other levels and between 16
shades of gray and all other levels. This trend
was not observed for discriminations with 32,

64, 128, and 256 shades of gray.

Based upon the results of the ANOVA and
Newman-Keuls analyses, it was concluded that
subjects were not able to discriminate between
32, 64, 128, and 256 shades of gray for static
monochrome viewing. Because of this conclu-
sion, it was decided to evaluate only one gray
scale level from this group during the second
evaluation of this study. Thirty-two shades of
gray was selected for study, although any of the
other three levels could have just as well been
selected. Since subjects were consistently able
to discriminate between 8 and 16 shades of gray
and all the other levels, then these two gray scale
levels were also included in this study's second
evaluation. Therefore, Evaluation 2 studied the
effects of 8, 16, and 32 shades of gray on opera-
tor perceptual discrimination performance.

EVALUATION 2

The objective of Evaluation 2 was to determine
how color discrimination performance is af-
fected by variant gray scale and worksite
illumination conditions while viewing a mono-
chrome monitor.

Subjects

Twelve volunteer subjects were selected to par-
ticipate in this evaluation. Seven subjects were
male and five were female. Subjects were
randomly assigned to one of two different
groups. These two different groups represented
the different illumination conditions. All

subjects who participated in Evaluation 2 had
their vision tested at the JSC Clinic and it was

determined that they all had either corrected or
uncorrected 20/20 vision and none had evidence
of color deficiencies.

Apparatus

Testing took place in the ROIL of the NASA
Johnson Space Center. The video equipment
used in the previous evaluation remained the
same except that the DataCube was programmed
to display gray scale levels of 8, 16, and 32.
Two Lowel Omni 600 watt halogen lamps with
a color temperature reading of 3200 degrees
Kelvin were used so that the illumination levels

could be varied. One of the lamps had spot
lighting while the other had flood lighting.

Color chips from the Munsell Book of Color
were used as the visual stimuli. Color chips
selected were the 15 color chips determined by
Frederick, Shields, and Kirkpatrick (1977) to
be maximally discriminable for both color and
direct viewing from a sample of 80 Munsell
color chips evaluated. These chips with their
respective hues, lightnesses and chromas are
listed in Table 1.

The task performed in this evaluation was to
determine from the image on the monitor
whether two Munsell color chips were either the
same or different from one another. The chips
were placed on an off-white background that
was remotely located away from the sub-
ject/monitor area. This background was
deemed significant since it closely approximated
the color of the payload bay, most thermal insu-
lation, satellites, and structural members that
are or will be used in space. Subjects viewed
each possible two-chip combination of the 15
chips, with duplicate comparisons (two identical
colors side by side) excluded from this study.
Therefore, each subject viewed 105 paired-
comparisons under each of the three gray scale
conditions.
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Variables

Two different independent variables were
studied in this evaluation: monitor gray scale
levels and worksite illumination conditions.
The gray scale levels used were 8, 16, and 32
shades of gray. The two illumination levels, as
measured at the location of the Munsell chips,
consisted of a high illumination level of 16,021
lx (1489 fc) and a low level of 258 Ix (24 fc).
The high illumination level was approximately
equivalent to the lighting conditions of the pay-
load bay of the Shuttle with the sun shining at a
high angle. The low illumination condition was

approximately equivalent to the lighting
conditions of the center of the payload bay of
the Shuttle at night when flood lighting is used.
Half of the subjects were randomly assigned to
each of the two illumination groups. The design
can thus be represented by a 2 x 3 two-factor
repeated measures design with repeated mea-
sures on one factor -- the gray scale levels.

Procedure

The objectives of the evaluation and task in-
structions were briefly explained to the subjects.
Subjects were instructed to respond to each
paired-comparison by writing down on a data
sheet whether or not the two chips viewed were
either the same or different from one another.

Each subject performed the 105 paired-compar-
isons for each of the three gray scale conditions
for their respective level of illumination. Color
combinations were presented at a rate such that
subjects had three seconds in which to make a
decision.

Partial counterbalancing was used. Three of the
subjects in each group performed the paired-
comparison task with the 8 gray scale condition
viewed first, the 16 gray scale condition viewed
second, and the 32 gray scale condition viewed
third. The other three subjects in each group
viewed 32 shades of gray first, 16 shades of
gray second, and 8 shades of gray last.

Results and discussion

Each subject recorded responses for each of the
105 combinations while viewing all three gray
scale levels for either the high or low illumina-
tion condition. In total, 315 data points were
collected for each of the 12 subjects.

If a subject stated that any paired-comparisons
were the same, then this was recorded as an

error since none of the Munsell chips were com-
pared to chips of an identical color. Figure 1
depicts the mean subject error-rates plotted
across the three gray scale levels for both the
high and low illumination conditions. This fig-
ure illustrates that the mean error-rates for the

16 gray scale condition was approximately the
same (22.4 vs. 24.1) as the 32 gray scale while
the mean error-rate for the 8 gray scale condi-
tion was substantially higher (37) -- for both
illumination conditions.

These data were then statistically analyzed with
an ANOVA. The analysis revealed that there
was statistical significance (p = 0.003) due to the
main effect of the different gray scales viewed.
The results of the ANOVA did not reveal statis-
tical significance due to the effect of the differ-
ent illumination levels nor due to interaction
effects.

Table 1. Munsell Color Chips used as stimuli.

HUE
2.5
3.75
8.75
6.25
8.75
2.5
2.5

COLOR
red
red
red

yellow/red
yellow/red
yellow
green/yellow

LIGHTNESS/
CHROMA

4/14
4/14
max
max
max
8/16
7/12

LIGHTNESS/
HUE COLOR OtROMA
7.5 green/yellow 6/12
7.5 green 5/10
7.5 green 4/10
7.5 blue/green 4/8
3.75 purple/blue 4/12
10 purple 5/12
10 purple 4/12

5 red/purple 3/10
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Figure 1. Paired-comparison errors plotted
across gray scale and illumination levels

A Newman-Keuls pairwise comparison was
then administered to these data. The analysis
revealed that the subjects committed signifi-
cantly more discrimination errors (p < 0.05)
with the 8 gray scale condition than with either
the 16 or 32 gray scale conditions. The
Newman-Keuls did not show a significant
difference between the error rates of the 16 and

32 gray scale viewing conditions. Since the
error rate was significantly worse for viewing
with 8 gray scales, it is recommended that for
this particular task with monochrome viewing,
at least 16 gray scales should be used. This is an
interesting finding that may be an addition to the
previously stated recommendations (Tannas,
1985) concerning the number of gray scale
levels to use. It may well be that for static
brightness-level discriminations, gray scale
levels as low as 16 are sufficient.

After the study was conducted it was realized
that if the most maximally discriminable colors
from our test were identified, then these colors
would also be discriminable under direct view-

ing and indirect color video viewing. This
would be true because the fifteen color chips
used in this study were found to be maximally
discriminable for both direct view and indirect
color video viewing by Frederick et al., 1975.
This information might help establish guidelines
concerning the selection of colors which have
the least chance of being confused across all
three possible viewing methods: direct viewing
and both monochrome and color video viewing.
An application for this information deals with

methods of color coding materials which might

be viewed directly by an EVA astronaut or re-
motely displayed on either monochrome or
color video monitors.

When considering viewing under all three
methods (direct, color video, and monochrome
video), the driving factor is the monochrome
condition. A literature review was conducted to

determine how many brightness intensity levels
are discriminable by an operator. The sources
were found to be in disagreement on this matter.
For example, NASA-STD-3000 states that no
more than 3 brightness intensities be used,
Engles and Granda (1975) stated that as many as
4 brightness intensities can be used with some
risk of reduced legibility for the dimmer items,
Grether and Baker (1972) recommend that no
more than 4 levels be used, and Foley and
Moray (1987) stated that between 3 and 5
absolute brightness discriminations can be
made.

It was beyond the scope of this study to deter-
mine which recommendation is correct;
therefore, the approach taken was to try to form
all of the possible three, four, and five color
combinations which had perfect discriminabil-
ity between them. Since viewing with 8 gray
scales was found to be unacceptable, then only
the viewing under the 16 and 32 gray scale
conditions was included in the analysis. The
discrimination-error data across all 12 subjects
and both lighting conditions was evaluated with
the aid of computer analysis to form the combi-
nations. This analysis yielded 93 three-color
combinations, 9 four-color combinations, and 0
five-color combinations that yielded 100%
discriminability within each specific color
combination for these gray scale levels. The
specific combinations may be found in Stuart,
Bierschwale, and Smith (1989).

CONCLUSION

The results of this investigation determined that
the perceptual discrimination of subjects per-
forming a paired-comparison color-chip task
under an 8 shades-of-gray viewing condition
was significantly worse than their performance
under 16 and 32 shades of gray. A statistically
significant difference did not exist between 16
shades of gray and 32 shades of gray for this
task. Even though the results in Evaluation 1
demonstrated that there is no perceptible
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_ifference between 32 shades of gray and higher
gray scale levels, the results obtained in this
evaluation may not necessarily be generalizable
to the performance of color discrimination tasks
using monochrome viewing with 64, 128, and
256 shades of gray since the task was not
performed with those levels.

Since the error rate was significantly worse for
the 8 shades of gray condition, it is recom-
mended that monitors used for remote

monochrome viewing display at least 16 shades
of gray if the tasks to be performed are
perceptually similar to this task. If the remotely
viewed task is more perceptually demanding
than the task used in this evaluation, then the
displayed gray scale value may need to be even
higher. It is recommended that future investi-
gations evaluate the effects of variant gray scale
levels on more dynamic telerobotic tasks so that
the results obtained will be more generalizable
to telerobotic workstation design.

It was of interest to determine the number of
three, four, and five-color combinations that

had a 100% discriminability rate amongst them-
selves across both 16 and 32 gray scales and
both lighting conditions. These are listed in
color combination tables (Stuart et al., 1989)
that can be used by systems designers who are
faced with the question of how many colors and
which specific colors to use for color-coding of
tasks which will be performed either EVA or
remotely performed and viewed through a
monochrome and, or a color monitor. Even
though there are other color combinations not
evaluated in this study that would have probably
produced perfect discriminability under these
conditions, these data can eliminate the need to
conduct an exhaustive evaluation.

This investigation has provided some insight
into an important issue conceming the specific
gray scale levels of the monitors to be used for
monochrome viewing of a remote inspection
task aboard Freedom and during later space-
based activities. The major result of this study
is that it has been determined that 8-gray-scale
viewing is unsuitable for monochrome percep-
tual discrimination tasks. Another result of this

study is that it has helped to establish color-
coding guidelines concerning the colors which
have the least chance of being confused with one
another under variant gray scale and illumina-

tion conditions. These results have application
to both telerobotic workstation monitors and

coding of task hardware. The results also have
relevance for the performance of remotely
viewed tasks in the nuclear and undersea
industries.
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ABSTRACT

The development of Space Station Freedom tasks
that are compatible with both telerobotic as well as
extravehicular activity is a necessary redundancy in
order to insure successful day to day operation.
One task to be routinely performed aboard
Freedom will be the changeout of various quick dis-
connect fluid connectors. In an attempt to resolve
these potentially contradictory issues of compatibil-
ity, mock-ups of couplings suitable to both extra-
vehicular as well as telerobotic activity have been
designed and built. This paper discusses an evalua-
tion performed at the Remote Operator Interaction
Laboratory at NASA's Johnson Space Center which
assessed the prototype coupling as well as three
standard coupling designs. Data collected during
manual and telerobotic manipulation of the cou-
plings indicated that the custom coupling was in fact
shown to be faster to operate and generally
preferred over the standard coupling designs.

INTRODUCTION

After its completion, Space Station Freedom will
continue to require a great deal of maintenance and
support work in order to maintain daily operations.
Dextrous manipulators including the Flight
Telerobotic Servicer, the Special Purpose Dextrous
Manipulator, and the Japanese Experimental
Module Fine ann will not only be critical to the per-
formance of these tasks but may actually be the
primary system devoted to the execution of many of
them.

Among the tasks to be commonly performed will be
the coupling and uncoupling of fluid connectors
designed to provide remote resupply of liquids and
gases in orbit (NASA, 1989). This will be done
using various quick disconnect (QD) couplings
designed to mate and demate repeatedly without

leakage. At present, several designs exist which al-
low the couplings to be quickly mated and demated
by an extravehicular astronaut. While it is critical
that these couplings be capable of manipulation by
the suited astronaut, it is equally critical that these
couplings be capable of successful operation with a
telerobotic manipulator in order to reduce the like-
lihood of these hazardous extravehicular operations
in the first place. Consequently, these couplings
necessitate a design that is compatible with both
modes of operation.

QD coupling designs and methods of actuation can
vary widely. The coupling's contents, the amount
of pressure it will have to sustain, the amount of
flow it will need to accommodate, as well as several
other factors all have a bearing on the coupling's
final form. Clearly aboard Freedom, the varying
conditions under which the different QDs operate
will necessitate that their designs be different as
well. Just as clear, however, is the concern that a

proliferance of coupling designs will, at best, often
result in uncertainty in a coupling's operation when
encountered, and at worst, result in unsuccessful
mating or even loss of fluid or pressure as a result
of implementing the incorrect coupling process.
Although the size and action of the couplings will
obviously need to vary, it is preferable that a similar
operation concept be shared over the coupling
points aboard Freedom in order to reduce the like-
lihood of using the incorrect procedure.

It is widely held that in the vast majority of cases, a
task that has been designed to be telerobotically
compatible will be compatible with the extravehicu-
lar astronaut as well (Newport, 1989). This study,
conducted in the Remote Operator Interaction
Laboratory (ROIL) at NASA's Johnson Space
Center (JSC), evaluated subjects' abilities to mate
and demate QD couplings of varying design both
telerobotically as well as manually. In a previous
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study assessing various telerobotic control modes, a
manual condition was included as a representation

of the optimal performance to strive for in the de-
sign of a space glove (Hannaford,1989). Therefore,
the manual condition in this study is similarly in-
cluded as a baseline to reasonably approximate
extravehicular activity (EVA).

In collaboration with various telerobotic interface

development facilities including the ROIL,
Symetrics Inc. has been iteratively designing fluid
couplings whose operation is intended to be tele-
robotically as well as EVA compatible. One of
these iteratively designed couplings was among the
four coupling designs evaluated in this investiga-
tion. Thus the hypothesis of this study proposes that
the coupling designed to be telerobotically and EVA
compatible will be mated and demated the most
quickly and be most preferred subjectively for both
the telerobotic as well as manual conditions.

METHOD

Subjects. Four subjects participated voluntarily in
this study. In order to minimize learning effects as-
sociated with the various systems involved, all sub-
jects had extensive experience with the telerobotic
and viewing systems employed in the study. None
of the subjects had any experience operating the QD
couplings prior to their participation.

Apparatus. Three equipment systems were em-
ployed in the ROIL. These are: a telerobotic sys-
tem, a viewing system, and a task support structure.
The telerobotic system consisted of a Kraft force-
reflecting master-slave manipulator. The viewing
system consisted of three camera views displayed on
two 21-inch monitors and one 9-inch monitor. The

21-inch monitors displayed close-up views of the
couplings from both front and rear, while the 9-
inch monitor displayed an overall view showing the
subject the orientation of the manipulator to the task
piece. The task support structure consisted of a 72-
inch by 48-inch metal frame upon which each coup-
ling was attached one at a time during testing. As
demonstrated in Figure 1, the designs of the four
couplings included in this study differed, as did
their actuation.

Coupling A was demated by grasping the outer
sleeve between the two flanges and applying axial
force toward the flex hose. It was demated when

enough force was applied to overcome the breakout
force of the coupling. Mating occurred by aligning
the coupling onto the nipple end and applying axial

force until the outer sleeve locked back into place.
This was the customized coupling designed specifi-
cally by Symetrics to be telerobotically and EVA
compatible. The flanges of the outer spool-shaped
sleeve were designed to be slightly wider than the
telerobotic grippers. This allowed some compli-
ance in grappling the fixture while still providing a
sufficient brace in order to apply the axial force
necessary for demating and mating. Another aspect
of coupling A's design which did not exist on the
other couplings was a chamfering of the entrance at
a 45 degree angle in order to guide the nipple por-
tion into the coupling. It was felt that these compli-
ant features would also lead to enhanced manual

operation of the coupling as well.

Coupling B had a very similar mechanism as coup-
ling A. The narrow outer ring was pulled toward
the flex hose until the breakout force of the coupling
was overcome and the coupling was demated.
Mating also occurred by aligning the coupling onto
the nipple end and applying axial force until the
coupling portion locked back into place.

Demating coupling C required depression of two
detents, one on either side of a knurled aluminum

ring. Once the detents were depressed, the alu-
minum ring would slide toward the flex hose and
the coupling portion could be pulled away. Mating
required aligning the coupling portion onto the
nipple end and applying force axially until the
detents engaged.

Coupling D had a lever-actuated demating process.
The coupling's lever was pushed toward the hard
mounted, nipple end. When the lever was pushed to
a certain point (approximately 45 degrees), demat-
ing automatically occurred. Mating required
aligning the coupling and applying axial force onto
the nipple end until the lever restored itself to the
vertical position.

It is important to note that the task performed in this
study does not represent the entire coupling process.
The experimental task consisted of, in effect, the
soft-latch phase of the coupling process where the
coupling is mated or demated but the actual flow of
fluid has not been affected. With each of these

couplings, the flow of fluid would need to be turned
on or off in an additional step not included in the
task. That phase of the coupling process would in-
volve the use of an added tool or a modification to

the end effector which would drive the coupling
into the fully opened or closed position. Since that
phase of the process has yet to be defined for Space
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the four couplings evaluated in this study.

Station Freedom operations, it was of interest to the
experimenters to evaluate the compatibility of the
mating and demating components of the task which
could be addressed at this time.

Design. This study implemented a 2 modality
(manual and telerobotic) by 4 coupling (couplings
A, B, C, and D) within subjects design. Modality
and coupling sequence was counterbalanced as
demonstrated in Table 1.

Procedure. To begin each testing session, subjects
were introduced to the purpose and procedure of
the study as well as the basic layout of the cameras,
task, and robotic system. Since subjects were
already familiar with the operation of the robotic
and viewing systems employed in the ROIL, no
instruction was necessary regarding these aspects of
the task.

Table 1. Counterbalancing sequence for coup-
lings and modality across subjects (M =
manual condition, T = telerobotic condi-
tion).

QD Coupling Sequence

1 2 3 4

Couo. A

MI T

Couv. B

TIM

Coup. C
M[ T

Coup. D

T I M

Coup. B

T] M

T

COUp. D

T ] M

Coup. A
MI T

Court. D

M[ T

M

Coup. B

MI T

Coup. C
TIM

_TOUF. CM

Coup. D
M| T

?uF 

T

Subjects began the session by manipulating a coup-
ling either manually or telerobotically depending on
their particular counterbalancing sequence. Each
coupling was demated and mated three times in each

modality. The experimenter kept performance time
by means of a hand stopwatch and recorded those
times on a data collection sheet where errors were

logged as well. An error was counted only if the
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coupling portion was dropped. Timing would then
stop while the experimenter reset the coupling and

would restart as soon as the subject brought the arm
back into motion. Following a set of three trials
with each coupling, subjects filled out a short ques-

tionnaire with rating scales concerning workload,
discomfort, as well as various task related issues.

Once all the couplings had been completed, subjects

filled out a final questionnaire for each modality
where they rated the couplings in comparison to one
another.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of Variance performed on the data showed
trends in both the performance as well as subjective

data. Table 2 presents the group means for many of
the performance and subjective measures. Due to

the very few number of errors occurring in any of
the trials, analysis of the error data resulted in no
significant findings and is not discussed.

It was hypothesized that as a result of the compliant
structures built into coupling A, demating and mat-

ing it would be faster than other couplings without
these structures built into them. Data from the

telerobotic trials showed that differences between

performance time across the couplings was signifi-

cant (F (3,3) = 4.372, p <.05). A Duncan's pairwise
comparison performed on the data showed that the

source of significance came largely from coupling
C being significantly slower than all other coup-

lings' performance time. Due primarily to the
small variance in the manual condition, differences

in performance time did not reach significance for
these trials. A Duncan's pairwise comparison on

these data, however, did show that performance
time for coupling A was significantly faster than

coupling C. As anticipated, it appears that for both
modalities, coupling A was faster - in some cases
significantly faster - to demate and mate than the

other couplings.

It was also felt that subjective reactions to the
couplings would show preference for the custom

coupling in both modalities. The overall rating data
were collected on seven point scales with 1 corre-

sponding to "completely acceptable" and 7 corre-
sponding to "completely unacceptable." As shown in

Table 2, these data revealed reliable differences,
this time for both telerobotic as well as manual

ratings. The data regarding the telerobotic prefer-

ence revealed an F (3,3) = 7.981 with a p <.01.

Pairwise comparisons showed that couplings A and
B were rated significantly more acceptable than

coupling C, while coupling A was significantly

more acceptable than coupling D. For the manual

ratings the data showed that F (3,3) = 8.007, with p
<.01. In this case pairwise comparisons indicated

that coupling C was significantly less acceptable
than all others. The comparable ratings attributed to
couplings A and B appeared the result of their simi-

lar mechanisms and operation. The shape of the

outer sleeve and coupling A's chamfering was all
that varied between the two.

Table 2. Group means for performance and sub-
jective measures.

Measure

Perform. Time
oer Trial (sec.'
Overall Rating
(1 to 7_
Grip Accep-
tability (1 to 7'
Mental Work-
load (1 to 10)
Phys. Discom
fort (1 to 7)

Modality of Operation

Telerobo_i¢

A B C D

66 77 450 168

1.5 2.0 5.3 3.8

1.3 2.8 3.5 2.8

3.0 2.5 6.8 4.0

2.5 1.5 3.8 2.5

Manual

A B C D

2.4 3.7 6.4 3.8

1.8 2.5 5.0 2.5

1.3 1.8 3.8 1.3

Not
Addressed

Using the same seven point scale described above,

data regarding the acceptability of obtaining the
proper grip did not reach significance for the tele-

robotic condition, although the pairwise compar-
isons did show that coupling A was rated signifi-

cantly more acceptable than coupling C. For the

manual condition this difference did reach signifi-
cance, F (3,3) = 5.368, p < .05, with the compar-

isons among the means indicating that coupling C
was significantly less acceptable than all three other
couplings.

After the telerobotic trials, data were also collected

on mental workload and physical discomfort. Data

from a Modified Cooper-Harper mental workload
rating scale reached significance, F (3,3) = 3.860,

p < .05. The pairwise comparisons showed that
couplings A and B were rated significantly less

mentally taxing than coupling C. Data from either
question addressing physical discomfort did not

reach significance although the pairwise compar-
isons tended to show couplings A and B as less

demanding than coupling C. These effects seemed
the result of the rather straight-forward mechanism

implemented on couplings A and B. Subjects only
had to grab and pull to demate couplings A and B,

while coupling C required depression of detents on
either side of the detention sleeve. This orientation
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was often very difficult to achieve with the robotic
grippers, typically requiring repeated attempts
before demate finally occurred. Issues of mental
workload and physical discomfort were not ad-
dressed after the manual trials due to their very
short duration.

CONCLUSION

Of the couplings included in this study, the different
operational components resulted in varying reac-
tions from the subjects.

Regarding the demate process, subjects felt coupling
D included an attractive feature by requiring little
force to demate, achieving it simply by forcing the
lever over. However, maintaining control of the
coupling portion after demate proved difficult for
teleoperation, although somewhat easier for manual
operation. Demating coupling C showed that
depression of detents is a very delicate operation to
perform with the telerobot and to some extent, to
perform manually as well. Without some method of
fixing the orientation of the detents, it is very diffi-
cult to engage both at the same time, particularly
with the telerobot. This was compounded by the
fact that the depression had to be combined with the
axial force necessary to demate. Because of coup-
ling B's small outer ring, demating was at times
found to be clumsy with it as well. This was
particularly the case for the telerobotic condition,
but at times the manual condition was awkward as
well.

Mating the couplings proved, on the whole, a far
simpler process. Couplings B and D required close
alignment which, when met, resulted in a very
straight-forward mating process. Coupling C
incorporated a longer nipple portion to the coup-
ling. This assisted operation in both modalities by
helping to guide the coupling into the mated position
when the axial force was applied.

While coupling A did appear the better design in
this evaluation, there clearly were facets which
could be improved. Although the large flanges on
the outer sleeve assisted in mating, they also might
allow the telerobot or EVA astronaut to accidentally
bump or deactivate the coupling prior to full actua-
tion. Also, the chamfering performed on the entry
of the coupling was perhaps angled too far. The 45
degree entrance guided the nipple portion into the
coupling, but allowed sufficient misalignment such

that the coupling often bound just prior to fully
mating. Symetrics has recognized these concerns
and has provided the ROIL with a coupling address-
ing these issues by making two changes in the de-
sign. New shorter flanges still allow necessary sup-
port for the axial forces required, but greatly
reduce the likelihood of accidental deactivation.

The entry to the coupling was also chamfered to
approximately 30 degrees rather than 45. This
assisted in guiding the nipple into the coupling but
reduced the potential for binding by lessening the
amount of misalignment possible.

The purpose of this study was not to conceive the
final coupling design. Rather, it was intended as a
step along an iterative process. The newly modified
coupling will be included in a series of further con-
trolled as well as subjective evaluations. This is part
of ongoing work in the ROIL designed to enhance
the overall interface by improving design at both
the teleoperator and telerobot ends of the system.
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ABSTRACT MSC
MSS

A number of dextrous robotic systems and associated MT
positioning and transportation devicss will be available on MTC

Space Station Freedom (SSF) to perform assembly tasks NASREM
that would otherwise need to be performed by ORU
extravehicular activity (EVA) crewmembers. The currently PMC

planned operating mode for these robotic systems dudng RMS

the assembly phase Is telaoperatlon by Intravehlcular SPDM
activity (IVA) crewmambers. While this operating mode Is SSCC

less hazardous and expensive than manned EVA opar- SSF
ations, and has Insignificant control loop lime delays, the SSRMS

amount of IVA time available to support telerobotlc TDRSS
operations ts much less than the anticipated requirements. WSGT

Some alternative Is needed to allow the robotic systems to
perform useful tasks without exhausting the available IVA

resources; ground control Is one such alternative.

This paper Investigates the Issues associated with ground
control of SSF robotic systems to alleviate onboard crew
time availability constraints. Key technical Issues Include

the effect of communication time delays, the need for safe,
reliable execution of remote operations, and required

modifications to the SSF ground and flight system

architecture. This paper addresses time delay
compensation techniques such as predictive dtsplsys and
world model-based force reflection, and describes collision

detection and avoidance strategies to ensure the safety of
the on-orbit crew, Orbiter, and SSF. Although more time

consuming and difficult than IVA controlled teleoperatlons or

manned EVA, ground controlled telerobotlc operations offer
significant benefits during the SSF assembly phase, and

should be considered In assembly planning activities.

NOMENCLATURE

AC

APS
AWP

C&TS
DMS
EVA

FEL
FTS

IVA
MMD

MRS

Assembly Complete
Astronaut Positioning System
Assembly Work Platform

Communication and Tracking System
Data Management System

Extravehicular Activfly
Rrst Element Launch

Right Telerobotlc Servicer

Intravehlcular Activity

MSC Maintenance Depot
Mobile Remote Servicer

Mobile Servicing Centre

Mobile Servicing System
Mobile Transporter

Man Tended Capability
NASA/NBS Standard Reference Model

Orbit Replaceable Unit

Permanently Manned Capability
Remote Manipulator System

Special Purpose Dextrous Manipulator

Space Station Control Center
Space Station Freedom

Space Station Remote Manipulator System
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
White Sands Ground Terminal

INTRODUCTION

Available time for crew Intravehicular activity and
extravehicular activity during Space Station Freedom

assembly Is severely constrained. Prior to Permanently
Manned Capability (PMC), which occurs on the thirteenth

flight of the currently planned 18 flight assembly sequence,
the SSF will be visited for 5-7 days by the Space Shuttle at

45-90 day Intervals. A crew of five astronauts will be de-

voted to Station assembly operations during these missions,
each working approximately nine hours per day. A total of

36 man-hours of planned EVA will be available for each
assembly flight [1]. On many pre-PMC assembly flights, the

required crew time to support planned assembly operations
exceeds the available resources described above. After

PMC. a crew of four astronauts will remain on the Station to

perform operations In support of user payloads and core

system maintenance. However, planned EVA will only be
performed while the Shuttle Is present, so EVA time

constraints will still Influence assembly operations after
PMC Is achieved. IVA time constraints are significant both

before and attar PMC; early assembly flights have large

requirements for assembly and checkout operations while
later assembly missions are performed In parallel with

ongoing SSF user payload oporations and routine
maintenance of the evolving Station.

Robotic systems such as the Right Telerobotlc Servicer
(FTS), Mobile Servicing Centre (MSC), and Assembly Work

Platform (AWP) will be available on-orbit to augment and
reduce crew EVA by providing dextrous manipulation,

positioning, and transportation of assembly elements.
These devices may be operated from the Orbiter or the Sta-
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tion,depending on the task and the location and availability
of workstations. Operation of robotic systems from on-orbit
workstations serves to reduce crew EVA time, but places a
burden upon crew IVA time. Telerobotlc operations take

longer to perform than direct (Le., EVA) manipulation [2];

current estimates used In the SSF program give a factor of
three Increase in task time for telerobotic operations over

EVA. Therefore, the reduction in EVA time provided by the
application of robotics must be balanced against the in-

crease In IVA time required to support their operation. As
described above, neither IVA nor EVA time will be available

In great abundance during the assembly phase.

One potential alternative to IVA control of SSF robotic

systems during the assembly phase is ground control.
Ground control offers the advantage of relaxed time

constraints and the relatively unlimited availability of
ground-based human and computational resources.

Robotic tasks may be performed while the crew is busy

working on other tasks, during periods of crew inactivity
such as sleep periods, and even when the SSF is un-

manned between pre-PMC Shuttle visits. However, the
application of ground control during SSF assembly presents

some significant problems which must be addressed.
These issues include the effects of communication time

delays of up to three seconds, the need for safe and re,able

execution of remote operations, and the required

modifications to the existing SSF ground and flight system

architecture. This paper will trade off the advantages and
disadvantages of ground control from an overall system
perspective.

Ground control of SSF robotic systems is not in the current

program beseilne. As mission operations planning

continues to identify points in the assembly phase where
assembly task requirements exceed crew EVA and IVA time

availability, alternative means of accomplishing assembly
tasks will need to be Investigated. Ground control may
serve as the "Invisible crewmember" to meet critical SSF

assembly objectives.

SSF ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

The Space Station Freedom is, by far, the most complex
system ever deployed and assembled on orbit. The SSF

will weigh over 500,000 Ibs and span almost 500 tt at

Assembly Complete (AC). Current planning involves 18
Space Shuttle flights to deliver assembly elements and

pressurized module outfitting, with several more post-PMC
logistics flights to support a permanent human presence
(Table I).

Table h SSF Assembly Flight Manifest

Date

3/31/95

6/15/95

8/30/95

11/15/95

1/31/96

3/31/96

6/15/96

8/30/96

11/15/96

1/31/97

3/31/97

6/15/97

9/15/9 7

2/1/98

6/15/98

9/15/98

1/31/99

6/15/99

MB-1(FEL)

MB-2

MB-3

MB-4

MB-5

MB-6

MB-7 (M'FC)

OF-f

MB-8

MB-9

OF-2

MB-10 (PMC)

MB-11

MB-12

MB-f3

MB-14

OF-3

OF-4 (AC)

Assembly Elements

Stbd Inboard PV Power Module, Stbd Truss & Utilities, AWP, APS, MT, FTS, Passive
Dampers

Stbd Truss and Utilities, Stbd Antenna, TCS, Avionics, and Propulsion Pallets

Stbd and Port TCS Radiators and Condensors, Stbd Utilities. Stbd Power Mgmt, GN&C.

and Payload Support Pallets. Module Support Truss

Forward Port Node, Pressurized Docking Adapter, MRS, Cupola

O2/N 2 Repress Tanks, Port TCS Pallet, Port and Stbd Truss and Utilities

Port Inboard PV Power Module, Port and StlxI Utilities, MT Batteries, Propulsion Pallet

US Lab Module and Lab Internal Equipment

Pressurized Logistics Module, US Lab Internal Equipment, SPDM, MMD

Aft Port Node, Aft Stbd Node, Node Umbillcals

Hab Module and Hab Internal Equipment

Pressurized Logistics Module, Hab Internal Equipment, O2JN 2 Repress Tanks

Forward StlxI Node, Airlock, Extravehicular Mobility Units (EMUs), Cupola

Stbd and Port Outboard PV Power Modules

JEM Module and JEM External Equipment

ESA Module and ESA External Equipment

JEM Exposed Facility 1 and 2, JEM Experiment Logistics Module Pressurized and

Exposed Sections

Pressurized Logistics Module, Node and Module Internal Equipment, Fluid Mgmt Pallet,

Stlnger/Resistojet, Payload Support Pallet, External Equipment Upgrades

Pressurized Logistics Module, Module Internal Equipment, Pressurized Docking Adaptei

Internal & External Equipment Upgrades
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Figure la: First Element Launch (FEL) Figure lb: Man Tended Capability (MTC)

Figure lc: Permanently Manned Capability (PMC) Flgure ld: Assembly Complete (AC)

The assembly phase will last over four years, beginning tn

early 1995 and ending in mid-1999 [3]. The assembly

phase is divided into three subphases, defining logical
transitions In ability to support a human crew; these mile-
stones also correlate well with transitions tn operational ca-

pabilltles for SSF robotic systems. The three SSF as-

sembly subphases and their associated crew time availabill-
fles, robotic system capabilities, and assembly task types
are described below.

First Element Launch to Man Tended Capability

This subphase (Figure fa & lb) spans the first six flights of
the current assembly sequence, and Is devoted to providing

the basic SSF Infrastructure (truss, power, avionics, attitude

end altitude control, etc.) to support the pressurized
modules and attached payloads. Extensive IVA and EVA

assembly operations will be performed from the Shuttle
during its five to seven day visits to the SSF. No Sta-

tion-based operations will be conducted during thts sub-
phase, and the Station will be unmanned between Shuttle

vtslts. These early assembly missions are htghty suc-

cess-oriented, and an unplanned Interruption of assembly

operations could potentially threaten the safety of the SSF.

Several SSF robotic systems are delivered during this
subphase. The FTS Is manifested on the first element
launch, and should be available to support dextrous

assembly operations by the end of that mission. The

Assembly Work Platform (AWP) along with the Mobile
Transporter (MT) and its Astronaut Positioning System

lAPS) Is also delivered on the first flight. The Mobile
Remote Servicer (MRS), whtch with the MT comprises the

Mobile Servicing Centre, is delivered on the fourth fitght. By
MTC, the SSF robotic systems can provide payload trans-

portaflon, positioning, and dextrous manipulation to support

assembly operations; the Integration of these capabilities
will allow many assembly tasks to be performed without the
need for manned EVA.

There are two distinct applications of ground control during

this subphase. First, ground controlled robotic systems can
be used to inspect and checkout assembly tasks between
crew EVAs, streamlining the mtsslon flmeline and making
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productive use of non-mission oriented crew activity periods
(pre-sleep, sleep, post-sleep, meals, etc.). Minor anomalies

might be corrected via ground controlled robotic operations
or deferred for later crew controlled IVA or EVA operations.

The ground controlled robotic systems may also be applied
to setup or breakdown of EVA worksites. The second

application is during unmanned phases, where ground
controlled robotic systems may be used to complete critical

assembly tasks left because of an unplanned Interruption of
the assembly mission, or to complete non-critical assembly

tasks prior to the next Shuttle visit. Obviously, reliability and

safety are paramount for these types of operations, since
there is no on-orbit crew present to react to a contingency

Induced by the robotic system.

Man Tended Capability to Permanently Manned Ca-
peblllty

This subphase (Figure tc) lasts from the seventh through

twelfth assembly flights, and Is characterized by the delivery
and outfitting of the US-provided laboratory and habitation

modules. During this subphase, the SSF can support

limited operations from within a pressurized shirtsteeve
environment. Operational procedures relating to crew
safety and pressure differentials between the Shuttle and

SSF constrain the crew to the Shuttle until all planned EVA
operations on that mission are completed, then SSF IVA

operations can commence. Because of this constraint,

assembly operations on a particular mission during this sub-
phase tend toward either Shuttle-based external assembly
or Station-based Internal module outfitting and user opera-

tions, but not both. Control of SSF robotic systems will be
shared between workstations located in the Shuttle and the

SSF. Assembly contingencies during this phase do not

directly threaten the safety of the SSF, but may impact the
safety of the highly complex pressurized modules, which

must be successfully installed within a limited time before
subsystem damage occurs.

The only SSF robotic system delivered during this phase is

the Special Purpose Dextrous Manipulator (SPDM), which
provides dextrous manipulative capabilities similar to the

FTS. However, the AWP Is "parked" semi-permanently to
the truss during this subphase, allowing the MT and MRS to

function together as the Mobile Servicing Centre.
Transportation and positioning of payloads along the truss

is now handled by the MSC.

The two applications of ground control described in the
FEL-MTC subphase section above are also valid for this

subphase. Assembly operations involving installation of
external equipment and pressurized modules are still largely
Shuttle-based, with the associated constraints on IVA and

EVA crew time. The application of ground controlled

Inspection and checkout during crew sleep and other pe-
riods is still highly beneficial. Again, the potential for an

Interruption in assembly operations must be addressed. In

this subphase of the assembly sequence, the infrastructure
for communication between the SSF and ground is

complete and can support high bandwidth video downtlnk
and data up/downlink for ground controlled taleoperatlons

while the Station is unmanned. This allows for recovery

from some assembly contingencies, and can still be applied
to noncritical assembly operations to "get ahead" on the

assembly timeline for subsequent missions.

A third application of ground control during this subphase is
in support of external assembly operations while the crew

devotes its IVA time to internal module outfitting. By
eliminating EVA from the timeline, the Shuttle-based crew

can gain access to the SSF internal pressurized volume
earlier In the mission. Performance of parallel Sta-

tion-based IVA and ground controlled external assembly op-

erations will require a well-defined choreography between
the on-orbit crew and ground controllers, but offers relief

from a tight operational constraint.

Permanently Manned Capability to Assembly Complete

This subphase (Figure ld) lasts from the thirteenth through

eighteenth assembly flights, and is characterized by
installation of the international pressurized and

unpressurized modules and the second set of photovoltaic
power modules to bring the Station to its full 75 kW

capability. The Shuttle acts primarily as a delivery vehicle

during this phase, offloadtng its cargo to the Station for later
Station-based Installation. Therefore, robotic assembly

operations will be conducted primarily from SSF
workstations. However, EVA assembly operations must still

be conducted from the Shuttle. SSF IVA operations scenar-
ios during Shuttle-based EVA are still being developed for
this subphase.

No new robotic systems are delivered during this subphase.

The FTS, SPDM, and MSC will provide dextrous
manipulation, positioning, and transportation capabilities to

support assembly operations.

It might Initially seem that a permanent presence of four
crewmembers during this subphase would relieve the IVA

time availability constraint. However, user payload
operations and core systems maintenance activities wilt

absorb most of the IVA time available, and the four-person
crew will probably still operate in a single shift. This leaves

large blocks of time per day when no Station assembly
operations can be conducted. As described previously,

ground controlled telerobotic operations during these
periods of non-mission oriented crew activity can be applied

to inspect and checkout recent assembly operations or to
continue assembly operations along the mission timeline.

In summary, opportunities for useful application of ground
controlled teleoperattons abound throughout the SSF

assembly phase.

SSF ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

Successful execution of most SSF assembly tasks requires

some combination of transportation, positioning, and
dextrous manipulation of assembly elements. The robotic

systems described below provide these capabilities, and will
be available for use during the assembly phase.
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Right TaleroboUc Servicer

The FTS (Figure 2) Is a US-developed dextrous manipulator

[4]. This device Is designed to replace crew EVA, and so

attempts to replicate human capabilities. It has two
seven-degree-of-freedom manipulator arms, a body

providing structure, avionics, utility distribution, and vision
capabilities, and a single five-degree-of-freedom positioning

and stabilization "leg'. These components are arranged In
a roughly anthropomorphic configuration. The FTS

Incorporates force reflection only when control loop time

delays are very short (less than or equal to five
milliseconds).

The FTS has three basic operating modes during the
assembly phase. The first mode, transporter attached, Is
used when the FTS operates from the Shuttle RMS,

SSRMS, or potentially the APS. In this mode, the FTS

receives structural and utility support from the Vansport de-
vice, and can operate In areas offering no other means of

support. The second mode, fixed base dependent, Is used
when the FTS operates from a fixed berthing point near the

assembly task which provides structural and utility support
to the telarobot. In thts mode, the FTS Is delivered by the

transport/positioning device and then operates Indepen-
dently until retrieved for stowage or other operations. The
third mode, fixed base umbilical, Is similar to fixed base

dependent except the telerobot obtains utilities via an
umbilical rather than through the berthing point Itself.

Prior to the delivery of the SPDM, the FTS Is only robotic

dextrous manipulator on the SSF. Therefore, the FTS will

play a large role In any ground-based telerobotic operations
requiring dextrous manipulation. It also offers the advantage

of stereographlc viston and easily repositlonabla
wrist-mounted cameras, making It a very useful Inspection
device. It Is critical that the FTS be ground-controllable for

the applications described in the previous section to be
viable.

Mobile Servicing System

The Canadian-built MSS (Figure 3) consists of three ale-
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Figure 2: Flight Telerobotle Servicer (ITS)

Rgure 3: Mobile Servicing System (MSS)

ments: the MSC, the SPDM, and the MSC Maintenance

Depot (whtch performs no manipulative functions and Is not

considered to be a robotic system) [5]. The MSS provides
translation, positioning, and dextrous manipulative

capabilities to the SSF.

The MSC, in turn, consists of the MT which provides

translation capabilities for the MRS and Its payloads, and

the MRS which provides payload positioning capabilities
using its SSRMS. The MT has an upper and lower base

which slide with respect to each other as the MT translates
from truss face to truss face. The MT also has the ca-

pability to rotate and change planes by independent opera-
tlon of Its upper and lower bases. During early assembly

missions (pre-MTC), the MT will be attached to the AWP
and will serve as a jig for assembling truss bays. After
MTC, the AWP will be detached from the MT, and the

MT/MRS combination will move along the truss as a perma-

nently attached unit. The MRS accommodates payloads
ranging tn size from box-type ORUs to pallets to full-size

pressurized modules. It also accommodates the SSRMS,
SPDM, and FTS. The SSRMS operates from the MRS, and

the dextrous manipulators are stowed on the MRS during
delivery to the work,site. Thus, the MSC Is both a

transportation end positioning device, and must be ground
controllable for many of the above-mentioned operational
scenarios to be viable.

The SPDM provides dextrous manipulative capabilities to
the MSS, and for the purposes of this paper Is similar In

configuration and characteristics to the FTS. It also
operates either from the end of the SSRMS or some fixed

berthing point with structure and utility support. The SPDM
can play a significant role In ground controlled assembly op-
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eratlons; however, Its relatively later arrival in comparison to
the FTS makes it a less cdtlcat element in a ground

controlled telerobotlc system. Although It would enhance
and augment this capability, It ts not crucial that the SPDM

be ground controllable.

Assembly Work Platform

The AWP (Figure 4) Is a US-built device which serves as a

type of scaffolding for assembly of truss structure, routing of
utilities, and Installation of pellets and other assembly
elements on early assembly flights (pre-MTC). The AWP

also incorporates the MT for Indexing of the truss bays, and

the MT's two APSs which serve as analogs to terrestrial

cherry-pickers for positioning of EVA astronauts and
(potentially) robotic dextrous manipulators. The AWP has

many degrees-of-freedom from Its various components, but
their motions tend to be simply conVolled via binary (e.g.,

on/off, up/down, etc.) commands; therefore, ground control
of the AWP would be relatively straightforward. However,
the current AWP design has no means of obtaining utilities

such as power or data when detached from the Orbiter, so

a design modification would have to be made to allow the
AWP to operate via ground control between Shuttle visits.
The AWP Is the assembly base for pre-MTC assembly op-

erations, so It would be essential to provide for ground con-

trol of this system to conduct ground-based teleoperations
during this assembly subphass.

Shuttle Remote Manipulator System

Until the MSC is available, and In lieu of operations from the

APS, the FTS must be transported and posItioned by the
RMS (Figure 5) [6]. For assembly operations on the first

few assembly flights, the RMS Is a major payload delivery
system. In order to conduct the inspection and checkout

operations suggested earlier In this section, the RMS should
ground controllable to transport and posItion the FTS. Use

of the RMS under ground control for In-peyloed bay

Rgure 4: Assembly Work Platform (AWP)
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Rgure 5: Remote Manipulator System (RMS)

operations such as pallet unberthing and attachment to the

truss would probably not be permitted. Nonetheless, the
RMS can play a slgniticant role tn ground controlled

operations on early assembly flights, and should be
considered for rnodlflcatlon as required to provide this

capability.

GROUND CONTROL - ISSUES AND STRATEGIES

Ground control of SSF robotic devices during the assembly
phase represents a significant departure from the currently

envisioned operational concept. Thts section discusses

potential drawbacks to the use of ground control, and
presents several techniques for mitigating these problems.

Communication Time Delays

The space-ground communication link used in the SSF

program can induce up to a three second time delay for
round trip communications. As shown In Figure 6,

communication signals pass from the Space Station Control
Center (SSCC) to the SSF via the White Sands Ground
Terminal (WSGT) and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite

System ('I'DRSS). Interestingly, most of the time delay Is
induced by signal processing on the ground and the SSF,

not by the transits to and from geostationary and low earth
orbits.

This time delay has a significant Impact on teleoporations,

where any more than a 0.5 second time delay will cause an
operator to adopt a deliberate "move-and-waIt" control strat-

egy [7]. Performance of all but the simplest tasks under this
type of control Is highly Inefficient, fatiguing, and

error-prone. However, several techniques have been devel-
oped to reduce the time delay perceived by the operator,

thereby allowing smoother, coordinated execution of task
steps.

One of the best-known time delay compensation strategies

involves the use of predictive displays, which overlay a
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Figure 6: Space-Ground Communication Link

graphical reprasentaflon of the task prior to the return of the

time-delayed video image [8]. These predictive display
systems Incorporate some knowledge of the manipulator

kinematics and dynamics, and may also Implement some
form of collision detection and avoidance strategy based on
a world model of the worksita stored In memory and refer-
enced to the manipulator location and orientation.

Another time delay compensation scheme Involves shared

or supervisory control of robotic operations, where some

portions of the task are automated, relieving the operator of
the burden of direct control over all manipulator degrees of

freedom [9]. By using shared control, the operator can
focus on task goals and monitor the critical functions of the
manipulator system (Figure 7). The development of the

NASREM and another typos of hierarchical control
architectures allows shared control to be Implemented at

various levels of abstraction and can compensate for corre-
spondingly longer ttme delays.

A novel approach to time delay compensation Involves the

use of predictive force reflection [10]. This technique may
be used Independently or In conjunction with a predictive

display to define collision free manipulator paths, based on
a ground-based world model of the worksite and

manipulator system. The operator Is then guided away
from collisions by a force reaction from the manipulator
hand controller. Unlike traditional force reflection tech-

niques, which depend on sensed contact between the

manipulator and workstte, predictive force reflection can be
preset to a given distance between the manipulator and

workslte to warn the operator of Impending collisions.

Collision DatecUon and Avoidance

Cleady, ground-controlled telerobotlc operations on SSF
pose some risk. The potential for collisions between the

robotic system and the SSF and/or Orbiter Is probably the

largest Influence against the adoption of this capability. It Is

not possible to guarantee collision-free operations even for

local, directly viewed teleoperations, much less remote

operations under a three second time delay with limited
visual feedback. Consequently, the successful application
of ground control will depend on the use of some type of

collision detection and avoidance strategy. These
strateglss tend to fall Into two types-- sensor-based and
world model-based- as described below.

Sensor-based collision detecflon and avoidance applies

local sensory capobllltlss (with mtnlmal associated time

delay) to compare the location of the manipulator to the
work,site and warn the operator of Impending contact. The

sensors used can range from simple contact switches to
Infrared, sonic, or eleotromagnetlc field sensors, up to
complex machine vtslon systems. These systems offer the

advantage of adaptability to dynamtc worksltes (which
would Impair the utility of a static world model-based

system), and relatively low computational requirements.
However, they are typically expensive and complex In terms

of hardware, and less adept at distinguishing between

intentional coUlslons (i.e., between the end effector and
ORU grasp point) and unintentional collisions (Le., between

the end effector and ORU support structure).

World model-based collision detection and avoidance tech-

nlquss Involve the use of 3-D computer models of the
worksite which are compared to the known position and

kinematic configuration of the manipulator. Potential spatial
Intersections (i.e., collisions) between the work,site model

and the manipulator are displayed to the operator. These
systems are useful when the bandwidth of the sensory link

between the operator and manipulator are small. For the
purposes addressed In this paper, the world model would

reside on the ground, and manipulator configuration data
would be transmitted via the space-ground link. The world

model could be as detailed as necessary to support the
operation. The major disadvantage of world model-based

systems is the dependance on accuracy of the model Itself,
and the knowledge of the relationship between the manipu-

lator and the task (sometimes known as task registration).

...........
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Figure 7: Pallet Installation Using Robotic Systems
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Dynamic influences at the worksife such as oscillations or

unmodeled equipment may not be accounted for and thus
escape detection. Also, offsets between the actual and

modeled manipulator due to imperfect task registration can

allow collisions to occur without warning.

Operations and Systems Modifications

Implementation of ground control will require some changes

to the design and operation of the SSF flight and ground
systems. These modifications must be made with minimal

impact to existing operations scenarios and system
architectures, since ground control Is meant to augment,

not replace IVA teleoperatlon when crew time is available.

The implementation of ground control capability is mostly an

operational one. The existing SSF robotic systems are
commanded via the SSF distributed Data Management

System (DMS) and Communication and Tracking System
(C&TS). Ground-issued commands can easily be
Interleaved into these communication links. Therefore, it is

largely transparent to the robotic system that it Is being

commanded remotely rather than locally [11].

The current architecture for collision detection and

avoidance for SSF roboUo systems relies heavily on crew
observation, either dlrestly or through video camera
viewing. The difference between such local crew

observation and the amount of observational capability

available to the ground-based operator should be
counteracted by the use of some combination of sensor-

based and world model-based systems. The use of these
system would also improve the safety of IVA teleoperations
by serving as a backup to crew observation.

The existing ground workstations are intended only for

simulation and training purposes. Fortunately, these
workstations are of high enough fidelity to serve as ground

control stations with relatively minor rnodtflcations. These
modifications will Involve Integrating the workstations into

the space-ground communication link, and incorporating
time delay compensation techniques such as predictive dis-
plays and wodd model-based force reflection.

Finally, modifications to the operating modes of robotic
systems may require flight equipment modifications. For
instance, the AWP Is not Intended to be used when the

Orbiter is not present, and relies on utility provisions from
the Orbiter. If ground-based operation of the AWP were to

be applied between pre-PMC Orbiter visits, some means for

obtaining utilities from the Station would be necessary.

CONCLU_ONS

The current SSF program baseline utilizes ground control

for monitoring and limited reconflguratlon of onboard

systems, and potentially for checkout of robatlc systems.
No manipulative operations are planned to be controlled
from the ground. Given the severe constraints on onboard

crew time for IVA and EVA operations throughout the SSF
assembly phase, ground control begins to make sense If it

can be performed efficiently and safely. The techniques

defined above can be applied to Increase the operators
sense of telepresence and to minimize the risk of collisions

between remotely controlled manipulators and the Station
and/or Orbiter. More work is needed to determine the

speslflc impacts to SSF ground and flight systems and
operations to accommodate this operational mode. Based

on this preliminary study, ground control may indeed solve
some significant problems associated with the SSF
assembly phase.
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Abstract

In this paper, the telerobotic manipulator's collision

detection algorithm is described. Its applied structural

model of the world environment and template represen-

tation of objects is evaluated. Functional issues that

are required for the manipulator to operate in a more

complex and realistic environment are discussed.

1 Introduction

Collision detection is the process of detecting imminent col-

lision between moving objects with one another, or a mov-

ing object with stationary objects. In a telerobotic environ-

ment, detection is concerned with not only collisions between

a robot and its surrounding objects but also collisions with it-

self (i.e., collision between arm's links). Moreover, it involves

distinguishing between unintentional collisions and intentional

contact with objects in space. Consider the fact that an end-

effector contacting an object such as a coffee mug would not

constitute a collision if its goal is to pick up the mug. On the

other hand, a collision would occur if the end-effector (or an-

other part of the arm) was to hit any other close-by objects,

such as a book located next to the coffee mug. Thus, the colli-

sion detection problem requires robot environment awareness

on one hand; while on the other, it demands detailed knowl-

edge of objects' characteristics to avoid collisions or to make

contact. In other words, collision detection is a process of dif-

ferentiating between collisions and contacts.

Currently, our collision detection problem is defined by a teler-

obotic system at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)

which consists of two slave Robotics Research Corporation

(RRC) arms. Its implementation is part of the safety sys-

tem which is proposed to serve independently as a redundant

monitor of the control system. In addition to redundant col-

lision checks, the safety system performs redundant monitor-

ing of the safety parameters such as velocities, accelerations,

torques, and motor currents of the RRC arms. Based on these

parameters, it should safely shut down the robot if an attempt

is made by the operator to exceed their allowable limits. It

also has the capability to override the automatic telerobotic

sating functions from the workstation or from other systems.

The RRC arm is a seven degree of freedom manipulator, with

cylinder shaped links as shown in Figure 1. Movement of the

1

Figure h An RRC arm. (Robotics Research Corp. Milford,

OH 45150)

_ _;_._

Figure 2: An example of the environment in which the RRC

arms operate

links are rotational in joint-space coordinates. Presently, the

arms are in an environment which can be roughly represented

as cylindrical or rectangular-shaped objects. In particular, the

environment is sparse and well defined with various stands sup-

porting either cameras or Orbital Replacement Units (ORUs).

The tasks consists of using the RRC arms to picking, moving,

and placing ORU boxes from one location to another. Figure 2

illustrates a typical environment in which the arms operate. It

should be noted that the environment is dynamic as the result

of OKU boxes being moved by the arms. Therefore, updating

of objects' location is necessary.
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2 Collision Detection Algorithm

Having defined the collision problem that may occur in a teler-

obotic environment and identified the contraints of the manip-

ulators, we will now discuss the collision detection algorithm.

In this section, we describe the octree structure for modelling

the world and detecting imminent collisions followed by a dis-

cussion of an object template representation for distinguishing

between intentional contact and unintentional collisions.

2.1 The Octree

In the following paragraph, we describe the octree structure,

decomposition of the robot's workspace into regional octree

nodes, functional updates for detecting imminent collisions,

and node adjustment to reflect environmental changes.

An octree is a data structure encoding a space as a tree of

either empty nodes or one which consists of a root node and

eight disjoint nodes, each of which can be another octree.

The definition of an octree that has just been given illustrates

three points. First, an octree of empty nodes is used to indi-

cate object-free space. Second, a node is decomposed into eight

sub-nodes (called octants) when its contents satisfies some pre-

defined criteria for refining the resolution (this is referred to

as the decomposition rule which is discussed later). Third, it

exhibits recursive inheritance, that is, each octree node is a

sub-octree.

Since we are dealing with spatial index octrees, it is convenient

to introduce the distinction between them and image represen-

tation octrees. In image processing, octree representations are

used to define the shape of object by decomposing and repre-

senting object's vertices, edges, and planar surfaces as nodes

(this is known as a polytree [2]). Another way of describing ob-

ject features is by subdividing the volumes until all leaf nodes

are either empty or fully occupied by that object's bounding

surface (this is referred to as a region octree [7,6,3]). In this

sense, the octree node is used to denote an object's shape, as

well as for storing object properties such as color and density.

A spatial indexing octree, on the other hand, is used to encode

the space (in this case, it is the manipulators' workspace). The

spatial indexing octree divides the workspace into a set of cubes

Figure 3: The workspace is partitioned into cubes of various

size.

in various volumes. For the sake of consistency, we will refer

to the cubes as nodes. Each node, in turn, could either be

empty or contain one or more objects. In this context, nodes

in an octree denote volumes while their contents hold a list of

objects within that regional space [4].

Figure 4 explains our use of the octree. The robot's workspace

which consist of a manipulator and various objects can be en-

closed in an imaginary cube. This cube is subdivided into

eight equal regions, and numbered as shown in Figure 3. In

the octree representation, the whole workspace would be de-

noted as a root node with each sub-region as a sub-node. The

workspace in each sub-region can again be subdivided as before

and associated with sub-nodes. This process can be repeated

until all leaf nodes are either enipty or contain no more than

three object within it (assuming that the resolution criteria

used here allows less than four objects per node). The final

octree is shown in Figure 4.

In brief, image representation octrees require a separate octree

representation for each object while spatial modeling needs a

single octree for encoding all objects. Consequently, spatial in-

dex octrees require different methods for splitting nodes than

image representation octrees. In the following paragraphs, two

methods of decomposing spatial indexing octrees, the compat-
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Figure 4: The Octree representation of the correspondence
workspace.

ibility decomposition rule and n-objects rule, are introduced.

In order to grasp the concept of the compatibility decomposition

rule, we need to understand the notion of compatible objects.

According to Schaffer and Herb [4], objects or parts of objects

(the term primitive is used in their paper to covey both object

and parts of an object) are compatible if it is impossible for

them to collide with each other. For example, an ORU box

sitting on top of a stand could not be considered as a collision

between the ORU and the stand; thus, these objects are com-

patible. Mutual compatibleness also exists between any two

geometrical abutting links of the manipulator, assuming that

the servo level controllers do not allow an angle less than that

which would cause the two links to come into contact. In brief,

the compatibility decompostion rule dictates the subdivision of

an octree node into sub-nodes only if it contains objects that

are not mutually compatible. In addition, the compatibility

rule appears to involve less octree-updating in a static envi-

ronment, because updating is only required when a new object

is introduced into any region. It is not obvious, however, how

compatibility among objects is determined in a dynamic sit-

uation. Consider our previous example, compatibility exists

between the ORU on top of the stand; but what about picking

the ORU box up and then dropping it onto the stand. Clearly,

this free-falling/contact action would be considered as a colli-

sion between these two objects. Thus, the test of compatibility

among objects involves both functional knowledge of objects

as well as knowledge of the task being performed.

An alternative decomposition rule might be to subdivide a

node if it contains more than "n" objects. This rule is similar

to the region octree that has been discussed before. Instead of

subdiving a node when an object's volume partially fills that

region, nodes are split until all leaf nodes contalnt less than or

equal to n objects. From the outset, this rule tends to require

a lot of updating of the octree as objects are moved from one

place to another, regardless of whether they are moved inside

or outside of their current regional node. In light of this, the n-

object decomposition rule is faster than the compatibility rule,

since it involves no knowledge processing and updating is done

only to nodes that contain the moving object(s).

As mentioned before, octree updating is performed everytime

objects (i.e., the robot arm, part of the arm, or a box) are

displaced. In this context, updating involves both modifying

the content of those nodes and checking for collision among
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objects within a regional node or with neighboring regions.

When objects are moved into another region, node content

must be updated. This involves removing the object from its

current node and inserting it into the new region. To locate the

nearby node, the neighbor-finding technique (a traversing tech-

nique for locating object's neighboring regions in octree [8]) is

used. Neighbor-finding works by first locating the octree node
I

that contains the desired object; then, begin traversing up the

tree until a nearest common-ancestor for both the object's node

and its desired neighbor node, is found. From that common-

ancestor, it descends in a mirror-like direction while ascending

I the tree. The final stop will be the node that represents the

object's neighboring region. It should be noted that, node in-

sertion might change the octree structure. This depends on

the decomposition rule that one uses in the algorithm.

According to Boyse [1], detecting a collision for a pair of objects

can be done by interference checking of an object's edge with

a face of the other or vice-versa. In doing so, one of two things

may occur: an object's edge passes through the interior of the

other object's face; or it contacts the other object's face bound-

ary. For the former, collision can be detected by determining

the locus of each endpoint of the moving edge and examining

these loci (space curves) to see whether any intersect the face.

In the later case, collision is detected by examining the bound-

ary of the face to see if it intersects the surface generated by

the moving edge.

In summary, spatial indexing octrees are useful for detecting

imminent collision within the robot's workspace, by encoding

the environment as a set of nodes (i.e., cubes) with various

volumes. Each node could be subdivided into a set of octants

for better resolution (or for manipulation), if its contents sat-

isfy a decomposing criteria. When objects are moved (unless

the compatibility decomposition rule is applied and the objects

are moved within its current region), the edge-face algorithm

is applied to check for collision among objects, and the nodes'

structure and/or content are modified to reflect the changes in

the environment.

2.2 Template Representation

The problem of distinguishing intentional contact from unin-

tentional collision of objects can be resolved by relying on the

system's knowledge of the objects' role with respect to the

task. In other words, objects can be categorized from the task

as: (1) objects that are manipulated by the telerobot's manip-

ulator and thus come in to contact with it; (2) objects that

are caused to collide intentionaly with other objects by the

manipulator; or (3) objects which are neither manipulated by

the end-effector, nor collided with any other objects. All other

types of contacts are interpreted as unintentional collisions.

Imagine an ORU box laying upright on a table. Suppose that

in addition to the ORU's position and size, the system also

knows it to be a manipulative object (i.e., being picked-up,

moved, or placed at other locations by the telerobotic manip-

ulator). The table is viewed as a contacted object. Now, as

the end-effector approachs the predefined collision range of the

OI_U, the collision detection system would assume that the

telerobotic's goal is to pick-up that object; thus, it does not

view this as an unintented collision (and prohibit any further

advancement of the arm). Rather, it allows the arm to proceed

at a slower velocity and eventually empowers the end-effector

to come into contact with the ORU. The same procedure could

be applied to the situation where the manipulator places the

ORU on the table; it would not view the contact between these

two objects (the ORU and the table) as unintentional collision.

However, contact between the telerobotic manipulator and the

table would be seen as an unintentional coUision since the ta-

ble is viewed by the robot as unmanipulative. Thus, system

knowledge of objects' roles enables it to differentiate between

intentional contact and unintentional collision. Let us discuss

how knowledge of objects' characteristics could be represented

internally.

Objects can be defined in terms of their primitive role as: sup-

porting, or manipulating, or neither; in addition to their shape,

size, and position. The supporting role denotes an object that

can be collided with by another object, providing it is sta-

tionary before and during the time of collision. For example,

the table illustrated above is defined as having the supporting

role, and the ORU as having the manipulating role. While the

supporting role allows collision between two objects other than

the telerobotic manipulator, the manipulating role permits an

object (or area of an object) that the end-effector of the robot

arm can collide with. One can specify whole or part of object

as supportive or manipulative.

More formally, objects can be defined as follows:
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(object-name

(primitive-role dimension position)) or

(object-name

( (component-name

(primitive-role dimension position))

(component-name

(primitive-role dimension position))

( : ))

dimension position) )

For example, take a (30"Wx42"Lx38"H) table that is located

60"x50" away from the arm. Its (30"x42"x4") table-top has

the supporting role (it allows other objects to contact). The

remaining components of the table must be protected from

contact. It could be described as:

(table

((table-top

(supporting (30 42 4) (60 50 34))

(30 42 38) (60 so 0))

Given the object representation above, we intend to solve the

problem of differentiating intentional and unintentional colli-

sion. Consider, for example, where the manipulator approaches

an ORU that is located on a table. Under the current situa-

tion, the system predicts an imminent collision: between the

arm and the table; and between the end-effector with the ORU.

A search of object characteristics in the database indicates that

a supporting role was assigned to the table, while the ORU ob-

ject has a manipulating role. Based on this information, the

system assumes the user intends for the end-effector to contact

the ORU but not the table. Thus, it places certain constraints

on future movement of the arm. One possible constraint would

be for the system to decrease the arm's velocity toward the

ORU box; and to inhibit further advancement in the direction

of the table.

Another problem in differentiating unintentional collisions from

intentional contacts is where the arm holding an object (such

as, a ORU box) is about to collide with a stationary object. In

the case where the stationary object is supportive (i.e., a table),

then it is solvable by assuming that the telerobot's intention is

to place the holding object on it. But if the stationary object

is manipulative (like another ORU box); then, the event would

be declared as an unintentional collision.

Another advantage of this object template representation is, it

allows us to logically manipulate parts of an object as unique

entities, while it retains the physically inseperable aspects of

these components as they make up an object. Hence when an

object is moved, all of its components are moved.

In short, knowledge of objects' characteristic (such as support-

ing or manipulating) enables the system to predict human op-

erator's intention for the manipulator. Thus, it can inhibit

or permit further advances of the arm. Such an approach,

however, might lead to collisions of objects due to incorrect

assumptions. Nevertheless, these collisions would most likely

cause only small physical damage, since the velocity of mov-

ing objects are forced by the control system to be very small.

A more fail-sage approach to recognizing intentional contact

from unintentional collision is to querry the human operator,

at the first sight of an imminent collision. However, this would

require tedious interaction between the system and the opera-

tor, slowing down task performance.

3 Conclusion

In conclusion, a collision detection algorithm for a telerobotic

environment must have the ability not only to detect immi-

nent collisions, but also the capability to differentiate between

an intentional contact and an unintentional collision. In this

paper, we have introduced an octree structure approach to de-

tect imminent collisions. It is a divide-and-conquer algorithm

that decomposes the robot workspace into sub-regions. Each

sub-region can be empty or occupied with objects. When an

object is moved, its edges' intersection with other objects' faces

(or vice versa) are calculated in order to detect an imminent

collision in the region. On the whole, the spatial index octree

approach provides a relatively structured and compact repre-

sentation, allows a large portion of the workspaee to be ignored,

and enables real-time updating [5]. ltowever, these advantages

depend on the decomposition rules, and those in turn are dic-

tated by the environment and the tasks to be performed.

Once an imminent collision between objects is detected, the

system must decide what action should be taken: either stop

the telerobot manipulator from further advancement, or set

some constraints on the movement of the arm. In order to

make this decision, the system must recognize intentional con-
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tact and unintentional collision. One solution to this problem

is by relying on knowledge of the objects' role with respect

to the telerobotic task. For our particular task, objects are

defined by their primitive role of either supporting or manip-

ulating; in addition to their shape, size, and position. Based

on this knowledge, the system could infer certain assumptions

about the telerobot's intentions as it approaches objects. Con-

sequently, it signals the control system to decreases the arm's

movements (in the case of intentional contacts) and outputs

warning message, or it inhibits any further advanced of the

robot (if it is unintentional collisions). System knowledge of

these objects' characteristics help reduce tedious interaction

required of the users. However, there is a cost to such ap-

proaches. It might lead to collisions of objects due to incorrect

assumptions by the system.

4 Discussion

The issue of distinguishing unintentional collisions from inten-

tional contacts has been addressed. What has not been ad-

dressed is the issue of interfacing between the collision detec-

tion algorithm and other sub-systems within the telerobotic

system. In particular, issues that involve describing the world

model, database of manipulated and displaced objects by the

telerobotic's arm, and handling collisions between objects. Thes

problems need to be resolved in order for the manipulator to

operate safely and efficiently in a more complex and realistic

environment. In the following paragraphs, we address these

issues in hope that further research will be conducted to shed

some understanding on the problems and their solutions.

The issue of efficient versus effective safeguarding of the op-

eration of the telerobotic manipulator lies partly on the rep-

resentation of object. In generalizing objects as either solid

rectangulars or solid cylinders, we can in effect increase the

performance of the safety system due to the simplification of

computing objects. By doing so, on the other hand, we have

constrained the arm to operate effectively on objects. View

a table as a solid rectangular object, for example, we would

reduce the computational time describing and detecting colli-

sion of objects. But we also inhibit the arm from operating in

the space which is under the table. Another classical problem

is, how to describe contained objects, such as, a camera in an

0RU box. In addition to the redundancy of computing objects,

if we differentiate them, we are faced with the problem of pro-

cessing knowledge that the displacement of the camera might

not alter the position of the box but not vice versa. However,

if we initialy define the ORU box and its contained camera as

one whole object; then any attempt by the telerobotic arm to

access the camera will not be possible, since it is viewed as a

collision of the arm with the ORU.

Another problem involving safety issues is, when an object is

manipulated and displaced by the end-effector. Under this sce-

nario, dynamic or real-time updating of that object's orienta-

tion and position are required to detect any imminent collision

between the object and other stationary objects or with the

arm. It also demands knowledge of which events would cause

alternation in object shape while its orientation and position

remain fixed. Take an 0RU box, for example, where its door

is opened by the end-effector. This event requires detection

of any collision between the open door with objects (including

the arm) that are in its path. It also requires system knowl-

edge that updating the object should only be focused on its

shape and not on its position or orientation. In contrast, only

the orientation and position of the 0RU box are required to

be modified, if the arm moves it to another place.

One final issue is one of handling collisions. This problem

involves not only when and how to stop moving objects (par-

ticularly the telerobotic arm); but also the issue of what infor-

mation regarding the current environment should be retained

prior to system (or components) shut-down must be considered

as part of handling a collision. This is due to the fact that,

system restarting requires information of the current world.
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Abstract. In this paper, an optimM trajectory planning problem for a single-link t_exible-

joint manipulator is studied. A global feedback-linearization technique is first applied to

formulate the nonlinear inequality-constrained optimization problem in a suitable way.

Then, an exact and explicit structural formu/a for the optimal solution of the problem is

derived and the solution is shown to be unique. It turns out that the optimal trajectory

planning and control can be done off-line, so that the proposed method is applicable to

both theoretical analysis and reM-time tele-robotics control engineering.

1. Introduction

An optimal inequality-constrained trajectory plan-

ning problem for a standard single-link flexible-joint ma-

nipulator is studied in this paper.

From a structural point of view, a robot arm is a

weakly-coupled multi-link mechanical transmission chain.

Hence, the study of a single-link manipulator (a unit of

a robot arm or an independent mechanism) is of funda-

mental importance.

It is well known that a trajectory planning problem

for a flexible-joint manipulator has a nonlinear model.

If we consider such a trajectory planning problem under

certain additional optimality criterion, then we will en-

counter a constrained nonlinear optimization problem.

No analytic closed-form optimal solution can be found

for such problems in general. However, for a single-

link flexible-joint manipulator with single control input,

Marino and Spong (1986) shown that a nonlinear feed-

back configuration can be designed to linearize the non-

* Supported by ONR Contract N00014-88-K-0127.

t The author will join the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Houston

in September, 1990.
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linear system globally. The basic idea is, roughly speak-

ing, that one can find a nonlinear feedback to "cancel"

the nonlinearity of the system and obtain a linear plant

and a linear feedback, leaving the nonlinearity to an ex-

plicit transformation. The advantage of this approach

is that the final result is exact (no linearization error)

after a nonlinear inverse transform. This mathematical

technique is of course well known in nonlinear control

theory (see, for example, Isidori (1989)). Nevertheless,

based on this result, we show in this paper that if we con-

sider a minimum control-energy criterion for the trajec-

tory planning (with inequality-constraints) of such ma-

nipulators, then an explicit fornmlation of the optimal

solution for the overall nonlinear constrained optimiza-

tion problem can be obtained in closed form.

The proposed new approach for obtaining an ex-

act optimal solution explicitly for such an inequality-

constrained nonlinear optimization problem is novel in

mathematics and very useful in robotics engineering since

it provides us an analytic solution before the control pro-

cess is started, so that no on-line computer is needed

in the real-time applications (unless the environment is

changing and needs to be adapted), which is sometimes

impossible in certain control processing such as in some

tele-robotics control in aerospace engineering. Another

advantage of closed-form solutions over numerical solu-

tions is the convenience in theoretical analysis of the op-

timal trajectory planning. Even if in the case that the

resultant analytic optimal trajectory cannot be traced

by actual control inputs, we know the exact optimal tra-

jectory to be approximated.

This paper is organized as follows: We first describe

the optimal trajectory planning problem for a single-

link flexible-joint nmnipulator. Then, we use a stan-

dard global feedback-linearization technique to formulate

the nonlinear inequality-constrained optimization prob-

lem in a suitable way. Based on this nmthematical model,

we finally give an explicit structural solution for the prob-

lem in a closed-form.

2. Description of the Problem

Consider a single-link flexible-joint manipulator as

shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A single-link flexible-joint manipulator

Damping will be ignored in this system for simplicity.

The joint is assumed to be of revolute type and the link

is assumed to be rigid with inertia/1 about the axis of

rotation. Let 81 be the link-angular variable and 82 the

actuator-shaft angle. Suppose that the rotor inertia of

the actuator is 12. Assume also that the flexible joint is

modeled as a linear spring of stiffness K. Then, by the

Euler-Lagrange equations we have the following motion

equations for this manipulator:

{ I181 + MgLsin(81) + K(S1 - 82) = 0
(1)

I2_2 -- K(@I -- 82) : u,

where M is the total mass of the link, L the distance

from the mass-center of the link to the axis of the ro-

tation, g the acceleration constant of gravity, and u the

(generalized) force-input applied to the shaft by the ac-

tuator.

Since from a mathematical point of view there is no

difference between bend and swivel joints (see, for exam-

ple, Section 5.3 in Nagy and Siegler (1987)), the problem

under investigation has rather wide applications.

We will consider an optimal point-to-point trajec-

tory planning problem for this model. To describe the

problem more precisely, let p = p(t), v = v(t), a =

a(t), j = j(t) be the position, velocity, acceleration,

and jerk of the link, respectively, which are functions

of the time variable t 6 [0, T] for some fixed terminal

time T < oo. The first objective is to design a control

input u = u(t) to drive the link such that
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p_/< p(ti) < Pi, v--i < v(ti) < gi,
(2)

< a(ti) < gi, _ < j(ti) < ji,

i = 0, 1,..., n, for some pre-assigned constants

P---i' Pi, v-V-/, _i, ai, a--i, k d, _i : i = 0,1,...,n,

at the pre-desired time instants

0<t0<tx< "" <tn<_T.

It can be easily seen from the above trajectory con-

stralnts that we will have infinitely many solutions that

satisfy the requirements. We want to find an optimal

one from them. For this purpose, we consider the prob-

lem of controlling the link to satisfy the above trajectory

constraints while minimizing certain control-energy to be

described precisely later in the next section.

This consideration is especially important when the

link is heavy with a large mass M and the control en-

ergy (power source) is limited, such as in some aerospace

engineering applications.

A direct approach for formulating and solving such

a nonlinear inequality-constrained optimization problem

does not seem to be easy, unless numerically. However, as

mentioned above, numerical solutions are undesirable if

analytic solutions can be easily obtained, in particularly,

for the purpose of analysis of the control system. In

the following two sections, we will first formulate the

problem in a suitable way and then derive an closed-

form structure for the optimal solution. The resultant

optimal solution is actually exact in the sense that no

approximation will have been applied.

3. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem

tions so that it can be linearized globally by a feedback,

in the sense that an equivalent but linear closed-loop

results. All analyses given in this section are standard

in nonlinear systems control theory (see, again, Isidori

(1989)) and, in fact, have been done in Marino and Spong

(1986) (see, also, Spong and Vidyasagar (1989)) for this

particular manipulator model. This technique was also

used by Tam et al (1987).

Let

zl = 01, x2 = 01, za = 02, z4 = 02,

so that equations (1) can be rewritten as

= f(x)+g(x)u, (3)

where x = [xl z2 x3 x,] T, g(x) = [0 0 O /_-I]T, and

I x2 ]f(x) = -IllMgLsin(xl)- I-1I_(Xl -- x3) .

For this nonlinear system, the vector fields f(x) and

g(x) are smooth, the corresponding Lie brackets [f, g] :=

O0_xf - of7xg are given by

{ g, If, g], [f, [f, g]l, [f[f, If, gl]] }

([0] 010 O0 I_-II_IK

= 01 1 0

I_ , -I_2K

the vector fields

{ g, If, g], [f,If, g]] }

are constant and hence form an involutive set, and more-

over the vector fields

In order to formulate the above-described nonlinear

inequality-constrained optimization problem in a suit-

able way, we first rewrite the motion equations in a state-

vector setting and then verify that the resultant nonlin-

ear system satisfies some necessary and sufficient condi-

{ g, [f, g], [f, [f, g]], [f[f, [f, g]]] }

are linearly independent for all 0 < K,/1,/2 < oo. Hence,

it follows from a result of Su (1981) that the nonlinear

system (3) is globally feedback-linearizable, in the sense
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that an equivalent linear feedback system with an ex-

plicit nonlinear inverse transform exists. More precisely,

we have the following analysis:

Let _7(.) : R --* R 4 be the gradient vector of the

scalar-valued argument and (., .) a standard inner-product

of vector-valued functions. Set y = [Yl Y2 ys V4]T with

Yl = Xl

v_ = (v(vl), f) = x_

Y3 = (V(y2), f) = -I1-1MgL sin(xl)
(4)

- IllK(za - x3)

Y4 = (V(y3), f) = -IllMgLx2 cos(x,)

- IliK(x2 - x4).

Then, with the linearizing feedback control of the form

u = F(x) + IiI2K-lv, (5)

where

F(x) = I_l MgLsin(xl)[x_ + I_l MgLcos(xx) + I_I K]

+ I;-1K(xa - xa)[(I_ -1 + I_1)I( + I_-lMgLcos(xa)],

the nonlinear system (3) has been linearized as

A

where

9 = Ay + by, (6)

0 0 1 and b =
0 0 0

0 0 0

with the following physical meanings:

Yl = Xl = position of the link

y2 = x2 = velocity of the link

Ya = Y2 = acceleration of the link

Y4 = Y3 = jerk of the link.

The original nonlinear control system and the equiva-

lent closed-loop and linerized feedback configuration of

the overall system are shown and compared in Figure 2

below,

nonlinear

nonlinearlinear

,ran  or 

Figure 2. Equivalent Feedback Loops

Here, it is important to point out that if we only

consider the trajectory planning (constraints (2)), then

the systems shown in Figure 2 are equivalent in the sense

that if the trajectory of the linearized feedback system

can be controlled to satisfy the constraints (2), then the

same can be done for the original nonlinear system by

inverting the nonlinear transform (4). For this reason,

from now on we can leave the original nonlinear system

and work on the linear system (6) together with the non-

linear feedback (5) instead.

Note that in the linearized feedback system, v is the

only external and active control input, as can be seen

from Figure 2 above. Hence, in the study of the trajec-

tory planning for the linearized feedback system instead

of the original nonlinear system, we may consider to min-

imize the total control-energy of this executive input v.

Based on this point of view, we formulate an optimal

trajectory planning problem as follows:

Problem:

rain v2(t)dt (7a)
vEL2(O,T)

subject to the linear system

jr = Ay + bv (7b)

and the trajectory constraints

<_p(td < _, _ <_v(t,) <_v,, (7c)
a i<a(ti)<_i, j, <_ j(ti) <_ Ti,

i = 0,1,...,n, whereO<to<tl <... < tn <T< oo.
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Here, L_(0, T) denotes the standard Hilbert space

of square-integrable real-valued functions defined on the

time-interval [0, T]. Once we have solved the linear con-

strained optimization problem (7a-c) for optimal v* and

y. = [y_ y_ y_ y_]T, we obtain an optimal solution for

the original problem from the inversion of (4); namely,

from the following formulas:

x*= Y_ ]

Y; + I1K-I[Y_ + I_-lMgLsin(y;)] | (8)
* I K -1 * -1 . •Y2 + 1 [Y4 + Ii MgLy2 c°s(Yl )] j

u* = F(x*) + IlI2K-lv * .

In the next section, we will show a closed-form structure

for the optimal solution of the inequality-constrained op-

timization problem (7a-c).

4. Closed-Form Optimal Solution

In this section, we show the closed-form structure of

the optimal solution for the inequality-constrained op-

timal trajectory planning problem formulated in (7a-c)

above. As a result, the optimal solution for the origi-

nal nonlinear inequality-constrained optimization prob-

lem turns out to be exact in an explicit closed-form.

In order to state our result precisely, we need some

new notations. In addition to the notations used before,

set the matrix-valued exponential function

[0 ']
c := E3(t-r) E4(t r) '

0 < v,t < T, in which each submatrix Ei(t - r),i =

1,2,3,4, is a 4 x 4 block. Then, using the notation 1 :=

[1 1 1 1] T, define

h(t - r) = E_(t - r)l

and
f

E2( t T)I

h+(, - _) =
t 0

Moreover, let

h(t - r) = Oh(t - r)

and

{°gih( t - ,9 t >_,-h+(t T)

0 t<r.

Our main result can now be stated as follows:

Theorem.

given by

{
The optimal solution for Problem (7a-c) is

y*(t) = Colh+!t- to)+ Co2h+(t- to)
n--i

.+ _ C_h+(t- t_)
v*(t) 0,(t),

(9)

where Col, Co2, Ci, i = 1,..., n - 1, are all 4 x 4 diagonal

constant matrices which are uniquely determined by the

trajectory constraints (7c) from the given data set

_, Pi, _, _i, a_, -ai, _, _i, : i= 0,1,...,n. (10)

Consequently, the optimal solution ( u*, x*) for the origi-

nal problem is obtained via (8) from the optimM sohtion

(v*, y*) given by (9).

We remark that the determination of the constant

coefficient matrices of y*(t) is simple, which can be done

easily by using any standard quadratic programming al-

gorithm even before the manipulator control processing

is started, so that no on-line computer is needed for

this optimal nonlinear trajectory planning problem un-

less adaptive control is necessary. More precisely, we

demonstrate this procedure as follows: First, we observe

that the minimization problem

min v2(t)dt
vEL2(O,T)

is equivalent to either

r[min bv]-r [bv]dt
vEL2(O,T)

or

rain fT
yeU,(O,T) J0 [Y -- Ay]T[:_ -- Ay]dt, (11)

where Hi(0, T) is the sta'ndard first order Sobolev space.

If we can solve the minimization problem (11) for y*,
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then we can find the optimal solution v* -- _ (see (6)).

Secondly, we notice that the minimization problem (11)

together with the inequality-constraints (10) can be re-

formulated as the following quadratic programming prob-

lem:

rain cTwc (12)
co_,Co2,{c_}

subject to

& < p(ti) < _, v_a< v(t_) < %,

a_a< a(ti) < Hi, J-i < j(ti) < 3"i,

i = 0,1,..., n, where C is a constant vector consisting of

all elements of the diagonal matrices Col, Cos, C1,..., C,

and W is a constant matrix consisting of the integra-

tions of all elements of the functions h+ and h+. Both

C and W have simple explicit expressions as can be eas-

ily seen and derived from formulas (9) and (11). This

standard quadratic programming problem can be solved

by some existing computer routines, which will provide

us the unique optimal solution.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied an optimal trajec-

tory planning problem of a standard single-link flexible-

joint manipulator. We first used a standard feedback-

linearization technique to formulate the nonlinear inequa-

lity-constrained optimization as a minimum control-energy

problem. Then, we have derived an exact structural for-

mula in closed-form for the optimal solution of the prob-

lem and showed that this solution is unique. The pro-

posed approach is applicable to both theoretical analysis

and real-time robotics control engineering.
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Abstract

Cooperative missions in Earth orbit

can be facilitated by developing a strategy

to regulate the manner in which vehicles

interact in orbit. One means of implement-
ing such a strategy is to utilize a control

zones technique that assigns different

types of orbital operations to specific

regions of space surrounding a vehicle.
This paper considers the issues associ-

ated with developing a control zones
technique to regulate the interactions of

spacecraft in proximity to a manned
vehicle. It includes discussion of technical

and planning issues, flight hardware and
software issues, mission management

parameters, and other constraints. It
addresses manned and unmanned vehicle

operations, and manual versus automated

flight control. A review of the strategies
utilized by the Apollo Soyuz Test Project

and the Space Station Freedom Program

is also presented.

Introduction

To date, space operations have been

conducted in the absence of a large body

of international regulations. While some

guidelines have been defined in agree-

ments such as the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty, each nation has operated accord-

ing to its own priorities and capabilities. As

the number of space-faring nations and

orbiting spacecraft increases, it seems

desirable to develop an international

strategy to coordinate, monitor, and control
the interactions of spacecraft in orbit. Suc-

cessful strategies will facilitate cooperative
operations while supporting each nation's

goals and objectives in space. The poten-

tial benefits of such a strategy include re-

ductions in future program costs and

increases in mission success and safety

through the standardization of space oper-
ations and equipment; increased safety

through development of a coordinated

collision avoidance strategy for active
spacecraft; and the establishment of a

basis for legal and economic compensa-

tion agreements.

Any traffic management concept
should address a number of general re-

quirements. First, the concept should

allow for standardized mission planning
and operations. To facilitate this, the

routine need for long lead time preparation
prior to execution of the mission should be

avoided. Second, the concept should per-

mit standardized flight and ground crew
planning and operations. This standardiza-

tion will simplify training and day-to-day
activity planning. Third, the concept should

allow for early definition of requirements for

communications, tracking, telemetry, and

command and control. Finally, any plan for
coordinating space operations should

provide for collision avoidance between
spacecraft and hold disturbances and con-

tamination from thruster firings to a
reasonable level.
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There are many ways to meet the

requirements outlined above. One means
is to utilize a control zones technique that

assigns different types of orbital operations

to specific regions of space surrounding a

vehicle_. Such a strategy offers the advan-

tage of clearly delineating the responsibility
of both vehicles as a function of their rela-

tive positions, velocities, and time. It is

unambiguous because these quantities can

easily be determined onboard the space-

craft or on the ground using existing tech-

nology. While zone-based strategies can
be utilized to regulate a wide range of

orbital operations, this paper only con-
siders the issues associated with develop-

ing a control zones technique to regulate
the interactions of spacecraft in proximity
to a manned vehicle. However, it should

be noted that many of these same issues

will apply when expanding the control

zones concept to longer ranges and more

classes of spacecraft.

This paper outlines a set of items that

should be considered when developing
international standards for traffic manage-

ment using a zone-based technique. It
then discusses each of these items in

terms of the major issues that will influence
its standardization. Cost implications are

also discussed, where appropriate.

It should be noted that this paper does

not attempt to address the full range of

policy-related questions, such as defining

the legal basis that nations have for estab-

lishing some form of authority over a region

of outer space. It assumes that such ques-
tions will be answered elsewhere. Nor

does it seek to sell the worth of a control

zones strategy. Rather, it assumes that the

international community will recognize the
benefits of such a strategy for at least one

class of orbital vehicles (e.g., space sta-

tions) and develop an appropriate set of
international standards.

Definitions

The following terms will be utilized

throughout this paper and are collected
here to facilitate understanding of the

issues and provide easy reference.

• Rendezvous tarqet- the vehicle that
one is attempting to rendezvous with.

• Control authority - the authority to make

major decisions on the conduct of a

mission, such as aborting the mission.
• Fli.qht crew - the personnel onboard the

manned base.

• Ground crew - the personnel on the

ground who support the premission

preparation and real-time execution of
the manned base's mission.

• Vehicle classes - vehicles that possess
the same basic characteristics and

fulfill the same basic mission. For

example, the Soviet Shuttle Buran and
the American Shuttle Atlantis belong to
the same vehicle class; both are

manned vehicles that ferry crews and

supplies into orbit.

• Teleoperated vehicles - unmanned
vehicles that are remotely piloted during

all or part of their nominal trajectory.

For example, NASA's orbital maneuver-

ing vehicle will utilize a ground-based

pilot to perform docking operations with
the target spacecraft.

• Autonomous vehicles - unmanned

vehicles that execute rendezvous, prox-

imity operations, and docking through
the use of automated flight control tech-

niques and do not nominally require a

remote pilot.

• Zonal authority - the authority granted to
a manned base within a specified

region of space by the international
community. It includes the rules of

operation within such a zone, as devel-

oped by the base vehicle's controlling

nation, program office, or control center
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andagreedtobytheinternational
community.

• Control zones - the regions of space in

which zonal authority is exercised. For

Space Station Freedom, this is called
the "command and control zone"

(Figure 1).

• Manned base - a manned spacecraft
that has been allocated control zones.

• Zonal compliance - meeting the

requirements of a given control zone.

• Transient vehicles - those spacecraft
that enter a given control zone, but do

not nominally plan to interact with the

manned base (e.g., operational

satellites).

• Mission manaqement parameters - For

the purpose of this paper, these are

defined as data that enable ground
controllers and onboard crewmembers

to monitor mission progress and make
decisions in real time. Included in

these data are the nominal mission

plan, preflight determined contingency

plans, real-time status of safety critical
vehicle systems, vehicle state vector

data, etc.

• Interactinq vehicle - any spacecraft that
enters the manned base's control zone.

• Zone activation period - the period of

time when the manned base may exer-

cise its authority over its control zone.

Fig. 1 Space Station Freedom's command and control zone.
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• Dynamic control - to actively pilot a
vehicle.

• Berthinq- the linkup of one orbiting

object with another, wherein the closing

energy is provided in a closely control-

led fashion by an intermediate mechan-
ism attached between the two2. This

mechanism is typically a remote manip-

ulator, such as the Space Shuttle

remote manipulator system.

• Observable parameters - data that can

be obtained through observation of the
interacting vehicle by active (i.e., radar)

means or by passive means (eyeball)
from the manned base without the use

of telemetry.

Historical Precedents

This section summarizes the traffic

management-related elements of Space

Station Freedom and the Apollo Soyuz Test

Project in order to outline the historical

precedents for the remainder of the paper.

The references cited can provide more
information to the interested reader.

Space Station Freedom

Space Station Freedom plans to im-

plement a limited control zones strategy for

regulating its interactions with other space-

craft. This strategy assumes a command

and control zone as shown in Figure 1.
The regulations for this zone designate the

ground as the primary control authority,
until the vehicle enters the control zone.

Then, Freedom becomes the primary con-

trol authority3. While the specific regula-
tions vary as a function of vehicle class,

Freedom has the authority to "wave off"

cooperating manned or unmanned vehicles

operating within the control zone3. For
unmanned vehicles, Freedom will "exer-

cise dynamic control" and have "hazard

critical systems monitoring/command

capabUity"3 while they are inside the
control zone. The unmanned vehicle's

ground control center will serve as a back-

up for Freedom's dynamic control and also

monitor the full set of systems parameters.
In the event of a communications failure

between Freedom and the vehicle, control

will revert to the ground. Alternatively,

when interacting with manned Space
Shuttle Orbiters, Freedom will have two-

way voice communication3, but will rely on

the ground for trajectory and systems

monitoring. It should be noted that regula-

tions have not yet been developed for
manned vehicles other than U.S. Orbiters

(e.g., Hermes or Buran).

Freedom is implementing the neces-

sary communications capabilities to sup-
port these regulations. At the same time,

other vehicles such as the Space Shuttle

Program is developing the necessary

Freedom-compatible interfaces.

Apollo Soyuz Test Project

The Apollo Soyuz Test Project was

among the first instances of cooperative

international space operations. Its purpose
was to dock two manned spacecraft in low

Earth orbit: the American Apollo and the

Soviet Soyuz. The test project did not

utilize a control zones strategy as such.
Rather, it relied on a set of mission-unique

flight rules that were jointly agreed upon

prior to the mission. However, these
mission rules 4 had the same effect (i.e., to

monitor and control the interactions of two

spacecraft in proximity to each other).

Apollo began monitoring the relative
trajectories upon sensor acquisition.

Soyuz served as the rendezvous target
while Apollo performed the actual rendez-

vous maneuvers. The Apollo and Soyuz

ground control centers were the control
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authorities for most of the mission.

However, the spacecraft commanders

exercised controlling authority during the
docking phase. They also exercised

authority if communications were lost with

the ground, or in contingency situations

that required rapid responses. The ground

monitored vehicle health and trajectory,

computed the long-range rendezvous
maneuvers, and coordinated mission

execution. Once within its sensor range,

Apollo computed the necessary rendez-

vous maneuvers (though the ground retain-

ed primary control authority). Apollo and

Soyuz could communicate between them-

selves by voice link and thereby exchange
relevant data, but neither could monitor the

other's telemetry.

Items To Be Considered When Developing
International Standards

Development of a zone-based traffic

management strategy will require the inter-

national community to agree upon a set of

standards that reflect a wide range of tech-
nical disciplines and issues. Such stand-

ards must be specific enough to be useful

for near-term missions, but flexible enough

to serve as a basis for long-term coordina-

tion and cooperation in space. This

section outlines eight areas that should be
considered in developing these standards.

1. First, the community should deter-

mine the classes of spacecraft that should

be assigned control zones. For example,
will only space stations have them, or will

shorter duration orbital missions (e.g.,

space shuttles) also benefit from having

such zones assigned to them?

2. Second, the type of vehicles that
must comply with such zones should be

defined. For example, must satellites

whose orbits occasionally cross a manned

base's zone comply with communications

requirements for that zone?

3. Third, the size of zones allotted to

each class of manned base should be

decided. For example, Space Station

Freedom currently has a control zone that
extends + 37 km (20 n.mi.) horizontally and

+ 37 km (20 n.mi.) vertically (Figure 1).

This zone is + 9 km (5 n.mi.) in the out-of-

plane dimension.

4. Next, the community should agree

upon the regulations that apply to vehicles
operating within a control zone. By anal-

ogy, these are similar to laws governing

commercial air traffic. They regulate which

vehicle is in control at a given time, the

approach corridors to be utilized, mon-
itoring requirements, etc.

5. The community should define the

parameters that a manned base will mon-
itor within its control zone. For example,

will they be limited to trajectory data or will

they include safety-critical systems data for

the interacting vehicle?

6. The duration of each zone's activa-

tion should be determined. For example,
should a vehicle's control zone be active

continuously, or should it only be active

during particular mission phases or opera-
tions?

7. The performance parameters

necessary to ensure compatibility of com-
munications and telemetry should be

considered. These parameters can in-

clude the frequency of operation, polari-

zation, spatial coverage modulation and

demodulation protocols, and system

operational modes.

8. The international community should

specify the tracking parameters and
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measurement accuracies necessary to
assure tracking system compatibility,

While the list just presented is not

comprehensive, it is thought to represent

the scope of the problem. Accordingly,
each item on this list will now be ad-

dressed in a separate section where the
relevant issues are discussed in detail.

Discussion will include its technical and

planning aspects, as well as concerns with

flight hardware and software, mission

management parameters, etc. These
issues, in turn, can be utilized to identify

follow-on studies that will ultimately result in
a set of international standards. Note that

a summary of both the items and their

related issues is presented in Table 1.

Discussion of the Issues

1. Classes of manned spacecraft to be

assi,qned control zones

One advantage of control zones is that
they provide a framework in which to

organize and coordinate on-orbit opera-
tions between programs and nations.

However, it must be noted that joint
missions have been conducted success-

fully in the past without a control zones
strategy (e.g., Apollo Soyuz Test Project).

In such cases, negotiations are conducted

between the nations or parties involved to

determine the physical interfaces, flight
rules, constraints on mission design, and
other details.

Table 1 Summary of standardization items and their related issues

Standardization Re_ated issues*

1. Classes of manned • Number of interactions = f(class of manned vehicle)
vehicles to be assigned • Vehicle das_gn - f(cost to modify)
control zones • Mission design, mission management data = f(standardization)

2. Classes of vehicles that • Apply zone to all veh_clas = f(eost to _mplement, workarounds)
must comply with control • Frequency of interaction = f(cost of mission-unique planning)
zones • Controltabllity = f(manned, unmanned, autonomous)

• Hardware & software - f(vehicle design, zonal regulations, zone saze)
• Planning, m_sslon management data, training = f(interaction, contingency planning, zonal

regulations)

3. Size of zone alloiled to • Safety - f(veh_cle class, trajectory, relative velocities, evasive maneuvers)
each manned base • Base's altitude = f(value of orbit, population)

• Hardware & software, planning, m_ssion management data, traJning = f(zone size, hardware
limitations)

4. Regulations that apply • Apply same rules to all vehicles - f(standardization, cost to comply)
within control zones • Apply rules retroactively = f(hardware impacts)

• Types of regulations; e.g., dynamic control = f(manned, unmanned, communications time
delay, communications link refiabitity, system reliab_hty, decking/berthing, hardware & software)

5. Parameters to be • Regulations, zone size, range
monitored • Monitor only observable parameters = f(manned, unmanned, base's sensor array)

• Monitor telemetry; e.g., safety critical systems data = f(communications link reliability,
hardware & software impacts, ground processing time)

6. Duration of each zone's • Impacts of continuous activation
activation • Impacts on manned base

7. Communications and • Standardized parameters

telemetry compatibility • Manned base's antennae coverage = f(zone regulations, range, relative attitude)
• Level of conformity = f(technology)
• System automation level = f(cost, technology)

8. Tracking compatibility • Sensor type = f(trajectory, zone regulations)
• Standardized parameters = f(tra}ectory, zone regulations)

• The following notation is utilized to explain the related issues:
• Each issue is shown on the left side of the equation and each factor that influences it is shown on the nght side.
• Issue = function of (various factors) = f(factor #1, factor #2, factor #3)
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Therefore, the point to be decided is:

how many interactions must occur over the

program lifetime before the cost of
mission-unique efforts exceed the cost of

conforming to international standards?
One factor is the class of manned vehicle

being considered for a control zone. It is

possible that cost savings for vehicles with
short mission durations (e.g., orbital shut-

tles) may not match savings for vehicles

with longer duration orbital missions (e.g.,

space stations). Trade studies may show

that it is not practical to develop regulations
for more than one class of manned base at

the present time.

Another area that will influence this

decision is vehicle design. It seems rea-

sonable to expect that signatories to an

international agreement will incur additional

short-term program costs to purchase or
develop the flight hardware and software

necessary for compliance. For example,

hardware items such as sensors are prob-

ably required to accomplish any coopera-

tive space activity, and are required
regardless of whether or not international
standards exist. However, additional costs

could occur if the regulations that are

eventually developed require sharing of
that sensor data between the two vehicles.

If the vehicles are already designed or

operating, the costs of new designs and

retrofitting may be prohibitive. However, it

may be possible to design one device that
conforms to international standards and

procure multiple copies of it. Thus, the

nation could realize a long-term savings.

The impact of standards on mission

design, mission management parameters,

constraint development, etc. should also
be considered. Standardization is very
desirable in these areas because of the

amount of work required to generate

mission-unique data products and train

ground and flight crews. This process

could evolve to a point that a standard set
of products is always required to interact

with a given vehicle. That would eliminate

the need to negotiate new products and
data for each rendezvous mission. In a

sense, this is similar to air traffic control. A

controller in London receives a flight plan

with all the necessary information in it
before a French airliner reaches his

airspace.

Note that the significance of these

issues, costs, and savings will vary with the

types of regulations that are eventually

developed for the zones. For example, if

participants agree that direct trajectory

monitoring is not necessary, then a radar
may no longer be needed onboard the
manned base.

2. Classes of vehicles that must comply
with control zones

The international community should
first consider whether a manned base's

control zone should apply to all spacecraft
that enter it, or only to those spacecraft that
intend to interact with the base. For exam-

ple, an operational satellite may enter a
control zone occasionally, but never plan
to interact with the manned base. Estab-

lishing zonal compliance for such vehicle

classes may prove to be an unreasonable

cost impact. This impact is particularly a
concern for manned bases operating at

high altitudes, such as geosynchronous
Earth orbit. Accordingly, the international

community must consider the actual moti-

vation for requiring compliance, and deter-

mine if any valid workarounds exist. For

example, near-term concern for potential
collisions with operational satellites might

be addressed by arranging for some

organization to notify the manned base

when a spacecraft is going to enter its
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vicinity. The manned base could then go
to "alert" status for potential collision

avoidance maneuvers. Then, over the

long-term, the international standards could

be expanded to allocate additional zones
for unmanned vehicles such as satellites.

Manned spacecraft could then be restrict-
ed to operate outside of these zones.

Next, consider the vehicles that will

interact with the manned base. One

means of determining which classes of
these vehicles should be subject to compli-

ance is to consider how frequently the

interactions are expected to occur. Obvi-

ously, the more frequently a spacecraft
enters a manned base's control zone, the

stronger the case for establishing zonal

compliance. Such compliance simplifies
interfaces, enables mission standardiza-

tion, etc., as was discussed in an earlier

section. However, this standardization may

once again require a trade study to deter-

mine how frequently the interactions must

occur before the cost of mission-unique
development and planning exceeds the
cost of standardization.

Another matter that will influence this

decision is the controllability of the space-

craft in question. A spacecraft approach-

ing the manned base must provide an ade-

quate margin of safety for the base's crew.

The question to be decided is what con-
stitutes an adequate safety margin?

Manned vehicles may not be as critical in

this regard as other classes of spacecraft

because a crewmember is a good monitor-

ing system. He/she can see out the
window, adapt to trajectory dispersions,

and make rapid decisions during

contingencies. Since a crewmember's

abilities may provide the necessary safety

margin, one could make a case to exempt
or limit manned vehicle compliance with

such regulations.

The controllability of unmanned

vehicles may be less certain. By their

nature they may represent an increased
threat to a manned base (i.e., there is no

one aboard). Teleoperated vehicles pre-
sent a potential safety hazard during

proximity operations and docking because

of the communications time delays that

slow the pilot's ability to react to disper-
sions and/or contingency situations. An

additional safety concern may occur if the

communications link fails during proximity

operations. In both of these cases, the

incoming vehicle could be relatively uncon-
trolled and on a collision course with the

manned base. Both of these concerns will

be discussed at greater length in section 4

of this paper.

Autonomous vehicles may have less

controllability concerns than other

unmanned vehicles. Once they are tested
and certified, concerns about time delays

may be reduced because everything is
computed and executed onboard. It is still

expected that the manned base's crew will

want to monitor the incoming vehicle's

trajectory and possibly its systems, and

precedent exists for such monitoring. For
example, Soviet cosmonauts monitor the

trajectory of Progress tankers by television

during the final phases of their docking

operations with the Mir Space Station.

In section 1, it was observed that

assigning a control zone to a given man-

ned base might increase its hardware and

software requirements. This increase may
also be true for the classes of vehicles

required to comply with those control

zones. The extent of these impacts will be

a function of the spacecraft capabilities,

the regulations that apply within a control
zone, and the size of the zone. However,

in general, it can be assumed that space-
craft already planning to interact with the
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base will experience less impact from
compliance than transient vehicles. For

example, payloads may already provide

safety critical data to the U.S. Space

Shuttle, so there may be limited impact if

these data must also be provided to a
space station. However, transient vehicles

may require system changes, with the

associated weight, power, and cost penal-

ties, to comply with the zone.

Zonal compliance may also be
expected to increase both the amount of

planning to be done and the mission

management data to be generated. If a

vehicle already plans to interact with the

manned base, then a significant amount of
premission coordination will be conducted

regardless of the existence of a control

zone. The existence of a zone may require

some new data to be generated, but this

should be limited because similar types of

planning data are probably necessary in
either case. However, the manned base

may incur additional planning costs if its

support personnel are required to generate

the plans for interacting vehicle's contin-
gency operations within the control zone.

Finally, depending upon the control zone's

regulations, training may also be expected

to increase. For example, if the manned

base's crew is to monitor the interacting

vehicle's systems data, then they (and
possibly the ground controllers) must be
trained to understand it.

These effects on planning and training

are magnified if transient vehicles are
required to comply with zonal authority. In
this case, the additional coordination and

regulations may represent a significant

planning overhead to these spacecraft,

because they may not have planned to

generate such mission management
parameters.

3. Size of zone allotted to each type of
manned base

Safety requirements may be expected

to have a significant influence on the size
of a manned base's control zone. In short,

the zone must be sized to provide ade-

quate time for the flight crew to recognize a

problem and respond to it. Some of the
many factors that influence this issue are

discussed below. Note that in all cases

described below, it may be difficult to infer
the zone size for an entire class of vehicles

from the results derived from one specific

example. Therefore, sizing studies should
consider several vehicles in the same

class when assigning the manned base's
zone size.

It has been observed that safety

requirements may vary with the class of
vehicle interacting with the manned base.

Accordingly, vehicle class may be ex-

pected to influence zone sizing. For
example, it is possible that detailed risk

assessments may require monitoring of

unmanned vehicles at greater ranges than
a manned vehicle, simply because of the

controllability concerns discussed earlier.
If this proves to be the case, then the

zones must be sized to provide adequate
sensor and communications coverage for

the classes of vehicle in question.

The trajectory followed by the inter-

acting vehicles may also be a factor,

depending on the zone regulations that

develop. For example, zone regulations
may require that the manned base monitor

the critical portions of the interacting

vehicle's trajectory, such as execution of

the intercept maneuver. To do this moni-

toring, the zone should be sized to include

those trajectory phases. This monitoring

was one factor that influenced the sizing of
Space Station Freedom's command and
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controlzone(i.e.,itwassizedtoallow
trackingoftheOrbiterfor1/2orbitpriorto
theinterceptmaneuver).Obviously,the
trajectoryisafunctionofmanythings,
includingtrajectorydispersions,crewactiv-
ityplans,etc.Hence,eachofthesethings
willalsoinfluencezonesizing.

Therelativevelocityoftheapproach-
ingvehiclemustbeconsidered.Thefaster
avehicleapproachesthemannedbase,
thelargerthezonemayneedtobein
ordertoallowthesameamountofmonitor-
ingtime.Thiszonesizemaybelessofa
concernforvehiclesengagedinrendez-
vousanddocking,asrelativevelocitiesare
generallywellcontrolledbythetrajectory
design.However,itmaybeaseriouscon-
siderationifthezonalauthorityextendsto
transientvehiclessuchassatellites.

Safetyshouldconsiderwhetherornot
themannedbaseiscapableofperforming
evasivemaneuvers.Thezone should be

sized to allow adequate time to react to
collision threats. Some of the elements

influencing reaction time are the manned
base's sensor capabilities and the acceler-

ation capability of the interacting vehicle. A

manned base with significant capability to

perform evasive maneuvers can reduce
the reaction time which might reduce zone

sizing. Caution is urged in exercising this

means of reducing zone size, however.

Cooperative aborts will result in two vehi-

cles maneuvering in close proximity to
each other which may raise more safety

concerns than it solves; cooperative aborts

may be much more complex because the

dispersions and failure modes of two vehi-

cles must now be considered. Planning

such maneuvers may increase the pre-
mission planning, training, and system
verification.

Another issue in determining zone size

is the operating altitude of the manned

base. Currently, large volumes of space
exist between various spacecraft in orbit.

However, as the on-orbit population

increases, the competition for available

space can be expected to increase. Such

competition is already evident for satellites

in geostationary orbit. It therefore seems
likely that the international community will
wish to limit the size of zones in order to

ensure equal access to the orbit resource.

Alternatively, such population increases

represent increased activity in the vicinity
of the manned base, and as such, could

be grounds for larger zones, or at least
additional zones with different regulations.

While some issues related to hard-

ware, software, planning, and mission

management parameters have already
been discussed, it is difficult to identify the

full range of such issues and to quantify

their significance in determining zone
sizing. It is probably safe to say that the

larger a zone is, the greater its impact on
these items. For example, monitoring a

large zone may drive additional weight,
volume, and power requirements for equip-
ment such as radar aboard the manned

base. Large zones may also increase pre-

mission planning because more phases of

the trajectory must be examined. This
increased planning will involve more dis-

ciplines to assure zonal compliance.

Monitoring more trajectory phases may

also require additional mission manage-

ment parameters to be developed pre-
mission and monitored in real time. This

additional development will also increase

planning costs and require additional train-

ing. Alternatively, it may not be possible to
increase certain hardware parameters

such as power levels. Thus, hardware lim-

itations may feedback into this process and
limit zone size and shape.
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Finally,proprietary and security con-

cerns may also be expected to influence
zone sizing, but they are outside the scope

of this paper. For example, it is unknown

whether distancing vehicles is an accept-

able means of ensuring proprietary and
national security.

4. Regulations that apply within control
zones

One issue is whether the same regu-
lations should apply to all interacting

vehicles, or should they vary by vehicle

class. Applying the same set of rules to all

interacting vehicles will enhance standard-

ization and may reduce training. However,
it may also drive excessive and unneces-

sary hardware and software development

because it seems unlikely that all vehicles

will require the same level of monitoring.

Thus, standardization in this regard runs

the risk of overspecifying the solution at a
significant increase in implementation cost.

The community should also consider

the worth of retroactively applying the
regulations to existing spacecraft or those

far along in their design cycle. In some

cases there will be only limited conflicts

between the regulation and the vehicle's

current capability. However, other cases

are likely in which the incompatibility and
resulting hardware impacts could be more

extreme. For example, interfacing to

Orbiter avionics in nonstandard ways can
be difficult due to space limitations for

cabling. Hence, some criteria must be de-
veloped to decide when the cost of vehicle

modification outweighs the need for

compliance. Regulations might be

assigned a graduated importance, where
those related to safety critical concerns are

levied on the existing vehicle and others

are addressed by operational workarounds

or waivers. However this is resolved, it

should be noted that there is at least some

precedent for requiring vehicle modifica-

tions to meet new safety standards after

development is under way. Following the

Challenger accident, updated safety
requirements were levied on all payloads

slated to fly on the Orbiter, regardless of

their state of development at the time.

This paper discusses issues rather

than specific proposals. Thus, it does not

discuss specific regulations. However,

there are certain types of regulations that

may be common to various zones. Dis-
cussion will now address the issues asso-

ciated with types of regulations that require

dynamic control, because they are illustra-
tive of issues that may be encountered

when defining the actual regulations and

because they are of specific interest to the
international community.

The community should consider the

necessity for those types of regulations that
require dynamic control of specific vehicle

classes from a manned base. A regulation

of this type might require that the manned

base's personnel remotely pilot the inter-

acting vehicle when it is within the control
zone. Such regulations may be strongly

driven by safety concerns, and are there-

fore a function of vehicle class, system

redundancy, and other factors. There is
probably no need or intent in the inter-

national community to remotely pilot an

interacting manned vehicle. Therefore,

consider the issues that influence the ap-

plicability of this type regulation to various
classes of unmanned vehicles.

One influence could be the existence

of a communications time delay between

the ground-based pilot and the orbiting
spacecraft. This is the case with some

teleoperated vehicles, such as the U.S

orbital maneuvering vehicle. Such time
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delayscan make it difficult for the pilot to
rapidly respond to changes in relative

position and attitude under nominal

conditions, much less contingencies such

as failed-on thrusters. Thus, teleoperation

from the ground could present an in-
creased threat to the manned base and/or

a reduced probability of mission success
for the vehicle. Lower mission success

rates may be unacceptable for operations

involving manned vehicles. However, the
significance of this issue will also be a
function of the minimum translational and

rotational rates that the vehicle can con-

sistently maintain during those operations.
For example, small minimum rates can be

expected to increase the pilot's control

over the trajectory and can also reduce the

amount of DV inadvertently applied in the
event of a failed-on thruster.

Another issue for teleoperated

vehicles is the reliability of the communi-

cations link with the ground. A link that is
unreliable may increase the risk of collision

if it fails at critical points in the trajectory

(e.g., during docking operations) which

could, in turn, drive a need for dynamic

control regulations. However, it may be
possible to reduce the significance of this

issue through vehicle design. For exam-

ple, safety could potentially be improved if

the teleoperated vehicle is designed to
perform automated hold or abort
maneuvers in the event that the link to the

ground fails during critical mission phases.

The U.S. is currently developing such a

capability for its orbital maneuvering
vehicle program5. Two items must be

noted in this regard. First, the success

and acceptability of this type of capability

has yet to be proven, particularly in the

vicinity of manned vehicles. Secondly,

successful automated abort capability will
do nothing to improve the spacecraft's

ability to complete the mission (i.e., the

probability of mission success) in the event
of a link loss. That ability will be a function

of how quickly the ground recovers control

and the orbital mechanics of the problem.

These concerns may not effect auto-
nomous vehicles to the same degree as

they do teleoperated vehicles, since they

will presumably be designed to rendezvous

and dock without nominal ground interven-

tion. Instead, it is the reliability of such

autonomous systems that may dictate the
need for dynamic control. For example, if

the performance of such vehicles is suc-

cessfully demonstrated, crew safety might

be assured by providing an abort com-
mand from the manned base. Presumably,

the spacecraft could back away and the

ground could assess the problem which is
similar to the procedure utilized by the

Soviet Progress Tanker. It should be noted
that it is uncertain what effect such an

abort might have on the probability of
mission success, as this is undoubtably a

function of vehicle capability and the orbital
mechanics.

Dynamic control regulations will also

be influenced by whether the unmanned
vehicle will dock with the manned base, or

be berthed by some manipulator mechan-

ism. Depending upon the reach distance

of the manipulator, berthing may represent
less of a threat to the manned base than

docking. Likewise, it will be influenced by

whether the manned base is capable of

performing evasive maneuvers. Such

capability may also reduce the threat of
collision and the need for dynamic control

regulations.

The hardware and software impacts of

implementing dynamic control must also
be considered because it seems likely that

it will require additional capability on both
vehicles. For example, the manned base
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mayrequirespecialtranslationalandrota-
tionalhandcontrollers,displays,navigation
andcontrolalgorithms,andtelevision.
However,someofthisequipmentmaybe
requiredregardless,tosuccessfullyper-
formothermonitoringfunctionswithinthe
controlzone.Next,considerthetraining
andplanningimpacts.Dynamiccontrol
regulationswillincreasecrewtraining
requirementsforthemannedbase.In
addition,maintainingthesecrewskillsmay
bedifficultifthedesignatedpilotison-orbit
fora longperiodoftimepriortopilotingthe
unmannedvehicle.Hence,onboard
"refresher"trainingmayalsoberequired.
Aswasnotedearlier,dynamiccontrol
couldalsorequirethemannedbaseorits
groundcrewtoperformcontingencytrajec-
toryplanning.Notethattheseconcerns
maybereducedforautonomousvehiclesif
anabortcommandisutilizedinplaceof
dynamiccontrol.

5. Parameters to be monitored

The community must decide what

types of parameters must be monitored in

order to satisfy safety and mission success
criteria for international missions. These

parameters will be partly a function of the

size and regulations established for a given

zone. As was stated earlier, large zones

may envelop more phases of the trajectory
than small ones which, in turn, may

increase the number of mission manage-

ment parameters to be monitored. In

addition, the type of data to be monitored is

probably a function of the range to the

manned base. Some of the parameters to
be monitored at long ranges [approxi-

mately 50 km (27 n.mi.)] may include
relative position, relative velocity, and

safety critical system status. At closer

ranges, the manned base might also

require relative attitude and direct visual

sighting. Some of the issues associated

with deciding these parameters are
discussed below.

First, will the manned base only mon-

itor those parameters that it can observe

with its own sensors, or will it require tele-

metered parameters (e.g., safety critical

systems data)? Assuming that there is
direct voice contact between the two

spacecraft, this issue may not be critical

for manned vehicles interacting with the

manned base. They have a crew onboard

to monitor most of the same parameters
that would concern the crew of the manned

base. Therefore, consider the issue in
terms of unmanned vehicles.

Some parameters can be obtained

through either observation or telemetry.

For example, relative position can be
determined by the manned base's relative

sensors or by telemetering data from the

interacting vehicle's relative sensors to the

manned base. (Note that the interacting
vehicles may be required to carry some

type of sensing aid, such as corner reflec-

tors or a radar transponder to accomplish

this.) In such a case, the decision of which

source of data to use may be a function of
the sensor array onboard the manned
base. If the manned base has no relative

sensor and if this type of data is critical,

then telemetry may be the only solution.

Other types of data that the manned

base might wish to monitor may only be

obtainable through the interacting vehicle's

telemetry or from the vehicle's ground

control center. Safety critical systems data
are a probable example. Thus, for the

sake of illustrating some of the factors that
influence the issue at hand, the remainder

of this section discusses the need for

safety critical systems data to be moni-
tored onboard the manned base.
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The need to monitor telemetry on-

board the manned base may once again
be a function of the communications link. If

both the interacting vehicle and the man-

ned base have highly reliable links to their

ground control centers, then it may not be
necessary for the manned vehicle to moni-

tor telemetry. However, tile international

community will need to define what consti-

tutes adequate reliability. In addition, it is

possible that a direct communications link

may need to be established between the
manned base and the unmanned vehicle's

control center.

If the communications links are unreli-

able, then lack of monitoring capability on

the manned base may reduce the probabi-

lity of mission success. Certain parame-
ters must be monitored by either the

ground or the manned base before a vehi-

cle will be allowed to approach the base. It

seems unlikely that an unmanned vehicle

would be permitted to continue its
approach if these parameters were not

being monitored. The resulting abort may
be difficult to recover from due to orbital

mechanics, vehicle power limits, etc. In

addition, contingency planning for such an
abort may require additional premission

and real-time planning. However, it may

also be possible to improve communica-

tions redundancy by planning critical mis-
sion phases to occur over ground tracking

sites. Unfortunately, this will add yet
another constraint for rendezvous mission

planners to contend with.

In either case, there will be hardware,

software, and training impacts to be

addressed. For example, if the manned

vehicle does monitor the interacting

vehicle's telemetry, it will need communi-
cations hardware and software, special

displays, crew training to interpret the

displays, etc. Without the telemetry link,

additional control center links (to the

ground tracking sites, etc.) and processing

software may be required. In addition, lack
of telemetry monitoring capability may

require that the unmanned vehicle be

capable of performing automated aborts to

protect against loss of telemetry downlink.

Finally, it should be noted that

significant time delays in processing the

telemetry data on the ground may drive a

need for onboard monitoring even if there

is a reliable ground link. This need will be
a function of the magnitude of the delay

and the particular parameter in question.

Safety critical parameters that can exceed

their safety limits very quickly may still
require onboard monitoring in order to
allow the crew time to react.

6. Duration of each zone's activation

The concept of assigning control

zones to manned spacecraft in orbit is

relatively new and may be expected to

impact both the manned base and the
vehicles that interact with it. It is therefore

prudent to consider whether such zones

should be active continuously, 24 hours

per day and 365 days each year, or

whether they should be active only part of

that time. There appear to be two main
issues in deciding this.

First, what are the impacts on other

spacecraft of having the zones continuous-

ly active? This impact is a function of

many variables, and many of the technical
issues have been discussed elsewhere in

this paper. In summary, it seems reason-
able to state that the more inclusive and

restrictive zonal authority is, the more

desirable it may be to limit the times during
which the zone is active. That is, a large

zone that requires all vehicle classes to

comply with a very strict set of rules will be
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more of an impact to the international

community than one which is not as
inclusive.

Second, what are the impacts to the
manned base and its mission if the zones

do not apply continuously? One could

make a case that the sheer value of space

station-class vehicles may be such that the

sponsoring nations want to maintain some

authority over distances of closest
approach and other factors. For example,

the orbiting elements of Space Station

Freedom may cost on the order of $6

billion, including the cost of their engineer-

ing development. Thus, it may be better to

develop different regulations for noncritical
times than to eliminate or deactivate zones.

In addition, reducing the duration of zone

activation may present proprietary or secu-

rity concerns that are beyond the scope of
this paper.

It is difficult to identify which of the

hardware, software, and mission manage-

ment parameter impacts are most signifi-
cant in this context without having resolved
some of the other issues discussed in this

paper. In addition, there are undoubtably
other factors that will influence this

decision. Therefore, further study is

required before this issue can be resolved.

7. Communications and telemetry

compatibility

Communications and telemetry will be

necessary to execute and monitor opera-
tions within a control zone. The data to be

transmitted during future international

missions may include voice, television, and
data transmission. The first issue to be

considered is the development of a set of
communications standards for use with

control zones. Such standards are neces-

sary for two reasons: (1) to assure the

establishment of a communications link

and (2) to provide uniform and consistent

information transfer and exchange.

Without standards for certain basic

parameters, the communications link

cannot be assured and many operations

and safety considerations could be jeop-
ardized. For example, the international

community should agree upon the radio

frequency of operations for various links
(including space-to-space and space-to-

ground links). Once the frequencies are

allocated, their use should be regulated to
avoid radio frequency interference. It

should be noted that these frequencies can

differ for various links. Another example of

a communications parameter that should

be standardized is polarization. Communi-

cations links can be implemented through

linear, circular, or elliptical polarization
strategies. Accordingly, coordination is

necessary to ensure that the polarization of

the receiving antenna matches that of the
incoming wave. Similar design considera-

tions apply to each communication link and
system parameter, indicating the need for

standardization to support cooperative

international operations. Other such pa-
rameters include data rates, link margins,

signal-to-noise ratio, radio frequency
interference, modulation and demodulation

protocols, and operational modes (simplex,

duplex, and multiplex). Discussions lead-
ing to communications protocols for

assured links should lead to an acceptable
and cost-effective communications and

telemetry system design to be utilized by

the international community.

Standardization should also extend to

parameters that affect the processing of
information once the communications link

is established. These parameters include

carrier frequencies, data formats, and

coding/decoding schemes. For example,
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anytelemetrydatareceivedmustbe
decodedbeforethedatacanbeutilizedby
thesystemmonitoringorcommand
processingsoftwareonboardthevehicle.
Inthepast,issuesrelatedtoinformation
exchangehavebeenaddressedbythe
InternationalTelecommunicationsUnion
andtheConsultiveCommitteeforSpace
DataSystems.Atthepresenttime,infor-
mationstandardssuchastheConsultive
Committeeareemergingworldwideand
thesemayinfluencethedevelopmentof
internationalstandardsforcontrolzones.

Thematterofadequateantennae
coveragerequiredonboardthemanned
baseshouldalsobeaddressed.Depend-
ingonthezonalregulations,coverage
requirementsforcommunicationsand
telemetrymaybeafunctionofrange(see
section5).Ensuringcommunications
coverageatverycloserangescanbe
moredifficultthanlongerranges,because
therelativeattitudeofthevehicles
becomesamoredominantfactor.Omni-
directionalantennaecoveragecouldbe
utilizedtoassurepropercoverageatshort
ranges;however,itseemsimpracticalto
implementthisforanentirecontrolzone.
Varioussolutionscanbeenvisioned.For
example,asinglecontrolzonecouldbe
dividedintoseveralcommunications
regions.Oneregionmightincludethe
spacewithinafewhundredmetersofthe
mannedbaseandtheothermightextend
fromthisnearregiontoafewtensof
kilometers.Then,omnidirectionalanten-
naecoveragecouldbespecifiedforthe
innermostregionwithoutsevereimpactsto
thecommunicationsandtelemetrysystem
design.Withoutsuchastrategy,the
interactingvehiclemaybeconstrainedto
approachwithinaspecificconeorregion
inordertofullycommunicatewiththe
mannedbase.Thisapproachinturn.
couldresultinundesirablerestrictionson

theinteractingvehicle'strajectory.Also,if
severalapproachregionsareimplemen-
ted,eachlinkmayneedtoutilizea
separateantennatoprovideadequate
coverage.Theseconsiderationsare
importantforuniformityofcommunications
andtelemetrysystemdesignsforthe
internationalcommunity.

Another issue is determining at what

level communications conformity should be

required. The communications hardware
implementations utilized by various nations

have evolved differently depending on their

needs and technological advancement.

One obvious step to communications and

telemetry conformity would be to specify
hardware designs and subsystems. How-

ever, this approach could lead to technol-

ogy transfer issues and concerns. On the

other hand, specification of hardware
function and the resultant overall commu-

nications and telemetry performance would

alleviate these concerns. For example,

instead of specifying a distributed array

antenna with an agile beam, one can
specify the spatial and spectral coverage,

and gain of the antenna and allow the

implementing nation to decide an antenna

configuration and type.

The international community should
also determine what level of communica-

tions and telemetry system automation is

required. Such automation allows fault
detection and recovery and selection of the

appropriate assets (e.g., receivers,

antennae, transmitters) for various links.

Coordination is necessary to ensure that a
vehicle with automated features (e.g.,

selection of gains) implements the capabil-
ities necessary to interact with vehicles that

perform such functions manually. Note

that this type of automated operational

capability is currently being developed for

possible implementation in Space Station
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Freedom's communication and tracking

subsystem. However, increased automa-
tion could increase the cost of hardware

and software system development. The
software resident on the communications

and telemetry system should also be

considered for mutual acceptance. Such
standardization would be beneficial in the

reduction of estimated program costs and

could assist in contingency situations. It

may also present technology transfer
questions that are beyond the scope of this

paper.

8. Trackin,q compatibility

Two issues should be addressed in

order to achieve tracking compatibility.

They are discussed together because they

are functions of many of the same factors.

First, the types of sensors that will be
utilized within a control zone should be

agreed upon. Second, a set of standards

should be developed for the system

operation parameters and hardware

specifications. Table 2 is an example of
specifications that have been proposed for

the sensors to be utilized in U.S. space

operationsS. Other specifications could

include the bands of operation, polariza-

Table 2 Proposed specifications for sensors used in
U.S. space operations7

System reliability

System weight

System power

Range resolution

Range rate resolution

Bearing resolution

>0.9999

<35 kg (77 Ib)

< 150 watts

<0.5 cm (.2 in)(0 - I kin)
_'1% R (1 - 100 km)

_<0.3cm/sec (0 - 1 km)
_<0.002R1/3 (1 - 100 km)

-<2 deg/R1/3 (0 - 1 km)
-<0.05deg (t - 100 km)

Bearing rate resolution _<0.1/R1/2 deg/sec (0 - I kin)
_<0.002deg/sec (1 - 100 km)

Sensor sample rate >_10 samples per sec

tion, look angles, coverage, data rates,
field-of-view, and data formats.

The specific accuracies and types of

data required to meet nominal and con-

tingency trajectory and control zones

requirements will influence each of these
issues. Consider the choice of sensors.

The Apollo Soyuz ranging and tracking

equipment included optical, television,

radar, docking targets, and lights. Future
missions envision the use of these and

other sensors. For example, infrared sys-

tems may be necessary for vehicle detec-
tion in the absence of natural or artificial

light (e.g., during the dark portions of an

orbit). Laser vision and laser radars are

useful for determining position, velocity,
and attitude with extremely high accuracy.

This equipment may be required to support
some docking operations. Hardware

standards are similarly affected by the

operational requirements. Therefore, a
concerted effort should be made to

standardize ranging and tracking require-

ments for international operations. These

standardized requirements would simplify
the definition of the other tracking issues.

Finally, technological advances such

as automatic operation and fault tolerance

will eventually become available and be
implemented. These hardware implemen-

tations can result in technology transfer
issues and concerns that must be

addressed.

Conclusions

A control zones concept will provide a

consistent foundation and an integrated
framework for the development and

conduct of international space operations.

Initially, it can be utilized to coordinate

various types of unmanned activities. The

consistent framework provided by such a
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strategywillalsosupportearly definition of

requirements for international missions.
For example, the concept originally

adopted for Space Station Freedom has

assisted requirements definition for

Europe's Man-Tended Free-Flyer.

This paper identified a broad range of
issues to be considered in developing a

control zones strategy. At this point it is

prudent to mention some additional areas
for future consideration. First, considering

the high cost of activities in space, the
international community may wish to define 1.

what parameters constitute grounds for

aborting a mission (when they exceed their

nominal ranges). Second, the issues
discussed herein only considered contin-

gencies for the interactinq vehicles. The

community should also evaluate the need 2.
for control zones when the manned base

suffers a failure. Specifically, do zones
offer any benefits then and how would the

regulations change as a result? Third, this 3.

paper focussed primarily on the orbiting

spacecraft themselves. However, some of
the decisions to be made when establish-

ing control zones may be influenced by

impacts to existing ground facilities.
Factors such as control center interfaces 4.

with other facilities must ultimately be
considered.

Next, the community should examine

the benefits of developing a set of stand- 5.

ards for systems redundancy. For
example, unmanned vehicles that were

designed to operate with only other

unmanned vehicles may not be redundant

enough to satisfy safety requirements for

docking with manned spacecraft. Under
these circumstances, the requirements 7.

could be met by upgrading the unmanned

vehicle or, conceivably, by adding the

redundancy to the manned base or the

ground. The availability of such standards

could reduce future retrofitting of systems

by specifying whose responsibility it is to
provide adequate redundancy early in a

program's design cycle. Finally, how

could control zones be modified to support
lunar bases and Mars missions? For

example, it might be beneficial to assign a

parking orbit zone as a holding orbit for

freighters carrying lunar materials to Earth
orbit.
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Abstract

An important goal of a planetary exploration mission is to collect and

analyze surface samples. As part of the CMU Ambler project, we are

investigating techniques for collecting samples using a robot arm and

a range sensor. The aim of this work is to make the sample collection

operation fully autonomous. We describe in this paper the compo-

nents of the experimental system that we have developed, including a

perception module that extracts objects of interest from range images

and produces models of their shapes, and a manipulation module that

enables the system to pick up the objects identified by the perception

module. We have tested the system on a small testbed using natural
terrain.

1 Introduction

One of the most important goals of a planetary exploration mission is

to collect and analyze terrain samples. As part of the CMU Ambler

project [21, we are investigating techniques for autonomously collecting

samples. We have developed a system that is able to collect small rocks

using computer vision and planning. Our goal is to eventually integrate

the system to the Ambler system, a six-legged autonomous robot for

planetary exploration.

We have developed a rock sampling system that includes: a robot

arm, a range finder, and a small terrain mock-up that contains sand and

small rocks. The goal of the rock sampling system is to identify, locate,

and pickup rocks from the terrain. The control flow of the rock sampling

system is shown in Figure 2: First an range image of the scene is taken

and features are extracted from the image (Section 2). The features are

surface features such as surface discontinuities that are used to extract

the object boundaries. Then the contours of the objects in the scene are

extracted. Since, we are dealing with natural environments, we make

very weak assumptions on the possible shapes of the objects and on the

distribution of the features in the image. To handle those constraints, we

have developed a new shape extraction algorithm (Section 3.1) based

on the concept of deformable contours. The set of points enclosed by

the contour of an object is approximated by a superquadric surface (Sec-

tion 3.2). In some cases the object representation using superquadrics

may not be sufficient. An algorithm based on deformable surfaces can

extract directly a surface representation of an object using the image

features without relying on superquadric fitting (Section 4). Finally, the

parameters of the surface that approximate each object (superquadric

or deformable surface) are used to grasp it using a clam-shell gripper

(Section 6). The algorithms for object extraction assume flint there is

an initial guess of the positions of the objects in the image. We present

tThis research was sponsored by NASA under Grant NAGW 1175. The

views and conclusion_ contained in this document ate those of the authors and

should not be interpreted as representing the official policies, either expressed
or unplied, of NASA or the US Govenunent.

an algorithm for selecting the object location hypothesis automatically

in Section 5.

2 Image acquisition and feature

extraction

In order to manipulate objects, we need an accurate description of their

shape. This implies that we need to use a sensor that can sense the

3-D surfaces observed in a scene. Therefore, the only possibility is to

use a sensor that measures range data. Many range sensing techniques

are available [3]. The range sensor that we are currently using is an

active sensor that consists of a projector equipped with a computer-

controlled LCD screen and a camera [14]. The projector illuminates

the scene through the LCD screen. As several illuminations patterns

are projected, the corresponding images of the scene are collected by

the camera. The range to each point in the scene is recovered from

the shape of the projected patterns. The output of the sensor is set of

four 256 × 256 images: an intensity image and three images, X, Y,

and Z that contain the three coordinates of the three spatial coordinates

of each pixel. The coordinates are with respect to a fixed reference

frame defined at calibration time. The spatial and range resolulion of

tiffs sensor is appropriate for tiffs application in which we need high-

resolution measurements at close range. We currently use the intensity

image for only display purposes although it could also be used in the

object extraction algorithms [ 12].

Figures 3 and 4 shnw the images of two scenes. The upper left

image is the intensity image, the other three images are the coordinate

images. The coordinate images are coded on 16 bits and displayed on

8 bits which accounts for the periodic effect in those images. Figure 5

shows a 3-D display of the data from Figure 3.

Once an image is acquired, the next step is to extract features of

the terrain that can help extract the objects of interest in the environ-

ment. Many different types of features can be extracted from range

data [4] ranging from planar facets to local extrema of the principal

curvatures [5]. However, most of those techniques do not apply to

this problem mainly because we are working in an unconstrained nat-

ural environment which rules out all the feature types, e.g. planar or

quadratic patches, that assume a known geometric structure of the envi-

ronment. Furthermore, it is our experience that the standard techniques

based on curvature analysis perform well only when the data is very

accurate and well distributed. We have chosen an approach in which

we detect local features that are relatively insensitive to noise. We do

not force the features to provide a complete description of the terrain,

in particular we do not expect those features to connect to each other

to form the boundaries of the objects in the scene. Instead, we want

each feature to give partial evidence of the presence of an object in its

vicinity. Grouping the detected features into objects is the job of the

segmentation algorithms introduced in the next Section.

Three types of features are extracted:
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• Range shadows: Objects produce shadows in the range images,

which are areas of the scene that are illuminated by the projector

but that are not visible from the camera because they are occluded

by an object's surface. This phenomenon occurs with any sensor

that uses a triangulation technique. Range shadows are therefore

a important cue for the extraction of objects. Extracting the range

shadows does not require any image processing since they are

identified by the sensor itself.

• Surface discontinuities: A surface discontinuity is a large vari-

ation of range between neighboring points in the image. Such

discontinuities occur mostly in the vicinity of the occluding edge

of an object. Surface discontinuities are detected by applying an

edge detector to the image of the range values, r"= ,_ + y_ + z2.

The final edges are obtained by thresholding the resulting edge

magnitude. The threshold is computed from the distribution of

the edge magnitudes in a large window centered at each image

pixel. The reason for using a variable threshold is that the range r

varies more rapidly as points are measured further from the sen-

sor. Spurious edges would be detected if a fixed threshold were

used.

• Surface normal discontinuities: Surface normal discontinuities

occur when two surfaces intersect as is the case when an object

is resting on top of the terrain. The normal discontinuities are

detected by first computing the unit surface normal n at each point

and by finding the low values of the dot products ni . n2 of the

surface normals at adjacent pixels. The three coordinate images

must be smoothed first since the surface normal computation is

quite sensitive to noise in the data. Further smoothing is applied

to the surface normals.

The image pixels that are labeled as one of the three feature types

are grouped into connected regions. The set of feature regions is the

input to the segmentation algorithms. Figure 6 shows the features

computed from the image of Figure 3. The features are shown as

shaded regions. As expected, the features are concentrated around the

objects although some are detected on the underlying terrain and no

group of features form a closed object boundary.

3 Object extraction: deformable

contours and superquadrics

The features give an indication of where the boundaries of the objects

may be located in the scene. However, the raw features are not sufficient

for reliably extracting the objects from the scene because the objects

may be small or partially buried in the terrain. Therefore, we cannot

use a simple region extraction that would assume that the features

are grouped into closed boundaries. Instead, we used the concept of

deformable contours and deformable surfaces. The idea is that a contour

that is attracted by 2-D forces generated by the detected features and

by the data points measured on the terrain is iteratively deformed until

the forces applied to it are in equilibrium. A smoothness constraint

is added to the forces so that the contour or the surface does not have

sharp discontinuities of orientation or curvature. The final product

is a smooth contour that approximates the shape of an object that is

partially enclosed by features. The advantage of this approach is that

object descriptions can be extracted from the image even if only few

scattered features are observed. This is in sharp contrast with other

vision problems such as model-based object recognition in which an

accurate model of the objects is known apriori. We do not make any

assumption on the shape of the objects other than a maximum and

minimum object size, and we do not make any assumption on the

configuration of the features.

This approach is inspired from Witkin's "snakes" [11 ] and from

Terzopoulos' symmetry-seeking surfaces [16]. We describe in detail the

deformable contours algorithm in the next Section.The algorithm

assumes that one point that lies inside the object is initially selected.

The actual selection of this starting point is the object of Section 5.

We assume for now that this point is available. Once a contour is

extracted, a three-dimensional model of the corresponding set of points

must be built. We use superquadrics to represent the object models

(Section 3.2).

3.1 Deformable contours

A deformable contour is a contour in a range image that is subject to

forces that change its shape over time. The contour reaches a stable

shape when all the forces are in equilibrium. The points that are inside

the region enclosed by the final contour are used to described the shape

of the object. The algorithm used to derive a shape representation from

the region is described in Section 3.2.

We represent a contour by an ordered set of pixel (rl. ci) where

rl is the row coordinate in the image, and cl is the column coordinate.

A 3-vector pl, that is the position of the scene point measured at pixel

(ri, cl), is associated with each pixel. In addition, the normal to the

contour n_ is defined at each p_. The ni's are two-dimensional vectors

expressed in image coordinates. Furthermore, n_ is always oriented

from the inside to the outside of the contour. It is always possible to

define such an orientation since the contour is guaranteed to be closed

without self-intersections. Each pl is subject to a set of forces. Each

force is a signed scalar that indicates in which direction p_ is attracted.

A positive force indicates that pi is attracted toward the outside of the

contour in the direction of the nearest feature. The algorithm is designed

in such a way that the contour can only grow outward.

Each pixel of the contour is subject to two types of forces 7(a).

The external forces are exerted by entities that are not part of the contour

such as features. The internal forces depend on the contour itself and

are independent of the data. Internal forces are typically used to force

the contour to be as smooth as possible.

The first external force is generated by the features. It is an

attractive force defined at each point p by:

= crfeature (ILe - .r(p)[IF feature _,U, ) (1)

where F(p) is the point of the image features that is the closest to p,

Crfeatur e is a function that relates the force to the distance between

contour point and feature (Figure 7(b)), and R,,_ is the maximum

expected object size. The closest point .T(p) is calculated by searching

the feature points along 16 directions around the contour normal. Since

this is a potentially expensive operation, we use several constraints to

limit the search: First, the features that are too far from the contour

point are not considered. Second, we use the fact that the order in

which features appear around an object is defined by the geometry of

the sensor and can be computed beforehand thus eliminating features

that cannot be part of the current object.

The second type of external force is generated by the starting

point. Its purpose is to prevent the contour from "overgrowing" by

generating an attractive force towards the center point. The force is

defined by:

Fcenter = acenter ( ' _-R_ p°'' ) (2)

where R_ is defined as before, p0 is the starting point, and Crcenter

is the attraction function (Figure 7(c)).
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The purpose of the internal force is to guarantee that the contour

is reasonably smooth. The idea is to make the shape of the contour

close to an ellipse. To do that we approximate the contour by an ellipse

_7 of equation (p - p,.)tA(P - pc) = 1, where p: is the center of the

ellipse, and A is a 2 x 2 symmetrical matrix. The distance between p

and C is defined by:

t(P - ps)tA(P - ps) - 11 (3)
O(p. t?) = 2]]A(p - p:)H

D(p. _7) is an approximation of the Euclidian distance between p

and _'. The internal force is defined by:

Finternal = crinternal (_) (4)

where :rinternal is the attraction function (Figure 7(d)), and K is
a constant that controls how far from an ellipse the contour is allowed

to be. In practice K = 0.4.

The contour deforms itself iteratively. At each iteration, the inter-

nal and external forces are computed at each point. Each point is moved

according to the resulting force, The complete algorithm follows two

steps:

1. Initialize: The initial contour is a small contour centered at the

starting point.

2. Iterate: The following steps are iterated until the contour does not

deform itself significandy.

• At each point p_ compute the sum of the forces: F =

Ffeatur e + Fcenter + Finternal.

• p_ is moved by one pixel in the direction of the nearest feature

point .F(p_) if F > 0.

• Resample the contour after all the contour points have been

moved according to the forces.

• Estimatu the best-fit ellipse _'.

Provided that there is a reasonable starting point, this algorithm

produces object contours that are quite good approximations of the true

object contour even if the features are very sparse. Figure 8 shows

the regions that have been found for each object in the scene using the

feature of Figure 6. The starting points were selected automatically

using the algorithm of Section 5.

3.2 Superquadrics

Once regions corresponding to objects have been segmented out using

the deformable contour algorithm, the corresponding set of 3-D points

must be grouped into a surface representation. The resulting object

models are used to compute grasp position and manipulator motion.

Although one could use the set of 3-D points computed by the

segmentation directly, we use superquadrics to represent the objects.

Superquadrics are generalizations of quadric surfaces [1] that can rep-

resent a wide variety of shape. Using superquadrics present several

advantages: First, it is a compact representation that allows us to repre-

sent a wide range of surfaces using a small set of parameters. Second,

it provides a global representation of an object whose surface is only

partially visible. Lastly, the parameters of a superquadric surface are

easily recovered from the coordinates of a set of points.

Superquadrics are described by an implicit equation F(x, y. z) = 1,

where:

e(x.y.,)= + + ( I (5)
ka$ / /]

and where (X, Y, Z) are the coordinates of (x, y, z) after transforma-

tion by a rigid transformation that defines the position and orientation

of the superquadric, and ah a2, and a3 are the sizes of the superquadric

along the three directions. Superquadrics can represent a variety of

shapes form cubes to ellipsoids by varying the two "roundness" pa-

rameters _-i and _2. Other parameters such as bending and tapering

can be included in the equation. To recover the superquadric from a

set of points, we use the Levenberg-Marquart minimization approach

suggested by Solina [1]. In this approach, the input set of points is first

approximated by an ellipsoid which constitutes the starting point of the

minimization, then an error function of the form:

E = E (F(x, y. z) - 1)2 (6)

(_.y.,)data point

isminimized with respectto the parameters of the superquadric. This

approach works well inour case inwhich a dense setof pointsismea-

suredon a portionofthe surface(see[I3]or [9])for othersuperquadric

fittingtechniques).

Figure 9 shows the superquadric models of the objectsfound in

Figure 8. The models are displayedas wireframes superimposed on the

intensityimage.

4 Object extraction:deformable
surfaces

Deformable contours extractthe objects by using essentiallythe ge-

ometry of the scene in the image plane. The resultisa region inthe

image thathas to be processed furthertoyielda complete description

of the object. A more direct,although more costly,approach would

be to directlyfind the closed surfacethatbest approximates the data,

thatisthe 3-D pointsmeasured on the terrainand the detected features.

This leadstothe idea of deformable surfaceswhich are smooth closed

surfaces thatare subjecttoforces from the terrainand the featmes. As

with the deformable contours,the surfacedeforms itselfuntilitclosely

fitsthe observed shape. The advantage isthatthe resultingclosed sur-

face should provide allthe information needed to pick up the object.

As inthe case of deformable contours, the algorithm assumes thatan

initialpoint isselected insideeach object.

The algorithm operates on discretedata,images and discretefea-

tures.However, for the sake of clarity it is best to think first of the case

of a continuous deformable surface that is subject to forces and deforms

itself over time. It can be shown that such a sin-face would reach a sta-

ble equilibrium when the Lagrangian of the system of forces reaches

a minimum according to the principle of least action [8]. A similar

application of the principle can be found in [17]. The Lagrangian is

defined by: L = T - U where T is the integral of the kinetic energy

over time and U is the integral of the potential energy. If the surface is

parametrized as x = xOl._c.t), y = y(ll,_.',t), z = z(q.,_.t), where t is

the lime, and 01. _:) are the parameters of the surface, then the problem

is to find the function that minimizes L. This is a variational problem

that can be solved by applying Euler's equation. To simplify the no-

tations, we will denote the points of the surface by rOl._'.t), r being

the 3-vector (x,y, z), and we will denote the partial derivatives by using

subscripts (e.g. r,, = _). Furthermore, we assume that the parameters

_1and _ vary between 0 and 1.

The term T depend only on the kinetic energy and can be written

as:

T=_'OJolJot/,Hrtlt2d_:d,/dt (7,

where/t is a weighting factor that characterizes the inertia of the surface.
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In our case, the surface should be deformed so that the following

constraints are satisfied: The surface should be smooth, the surface

should be as close as possible to the surrounding features, and the

surface should be close to the points measured on the terrain. To satisfy

those constraints, the potential energy term U is decomposed into three

components:

U = Usmoothness + Ufeatures + Uterrai n (8)

The term Usmoothness encapsulates the constraint that the surface

should be smooth and continuous. Formally it is defined by:

/0O/ofo'Usmoothnes s = ,,l (llr._ll2+ Itr,,ll=) + (9)

-2 (llr,,:_tl2+ Ilr,,,,LI2 + 21tr.°,,ll2) d._d,tdt

The weights -i and _2 control how much importance is given to

the smoothness constraint. The surface can have any arbitrary shape if

they are equal to zero, on the other hand contributions from the features

and the terrain are ignored if they are very large.

The term Ufeatures implements the constraint that the surface

should be as close as possible to the surrounding features. In order

to define it, we first have to define the distance between a point and

a feature. In order to do that, we represent each feature .T by the 3-

D polygonal approximation of its skeleton which is a set of 3-D line

segments. The distance between a point r on the deformable surface

and a feature ?F is the distance between r and its projection on the set

on line segments that describes f. We denote the projection by r(f).

Strictly speaking, we should compute the distance between r and all the

points of .T. Since this is too demanding computationally, we use the

polygonal approximation which allows us to compute the projection

directly. With this definition of r(?), we define:

/'/,'/oUfeatures = K E S(r. t, -_ltr - r(-_l[2 d._d,dt (10)

where the sum is taken over all the features S, and where K is

a weighting factor. If we think of a set of springs linking each point

of the surface to each feature, K would be the stiffness of the springs.

The attraction exerted by the features is basically proportional to the

squared distance between the point and the feature ]lr - r(:_ll z. An

attenuation factor S(r. t. _r) is added to avoid one undesirable effect of

the pure spring model: points that are very far from the features are

always subject to very strong forces. What we would like instead is to

have a strong attraction to all the points to initiate the deformation and

to have the strength of the attraction decrease over time. For a given

distance IIr - r(f)ll, this is equivalent to vary the stiffness of the spring

as a function of time. Furthermore, it is undesirable for the features to

apply an arbitrary large force to the points that are far away. We need

a cutoff distance over which points are not attracted. We define the

correction factor by:

S(r,t.f')=cr(1- to Ilr-r(._lt z) (11)
to - t

where the function <rvaries from 0 at - _ to 1 at +_ (Figure 10).

cr implements the idea of a cutoff distance: points that are too far away

from the feature are not attracted. The cutoff distance is given by the

normalizing term ro. In addition to the cutoff distance, for a given

distance IIr- r(f')l], the term tot_°_tmakes the stiffness of the spring vary
over time: The spring is strong a t = 0 and weakens over time until

it eventually disappears at t = to at which time only the smoothness

constraint and the attraction from the terrain are taken into account.

Another way to look at equation is to consider the term KIIr -
r(=_ll= as a fitting term in that it forces the surface to be as close

as possible to the features, and to consider the term S(r. t. f') as a

segmentation term in that it takes into account only the group of features

that is close to the starting point. The last term of the potential Uterrai n

reflects the attraction between the surface and the terrain. It is defined

as"

_ofo"_o"° ir(.f)lld.cdqd . (12)Uterrai n = .d iir _

where r('T) is the data point that is closest to the surface point

r. Since the term inside the integral would become arbitrarily large

as the surface moves closer to the data, we introduce a cutoff distance

D at which the potential stops increasing. The potential is therefore
redefined as:

_ if Hr - r(¢)ll > O
II,-_r)ll (13)

_- if IIr - r(7-)ll < OD

This potential implements a gravity force that increases as points move

closer• This has the effect that the feature term is dominant initially

when the surface is far from the observed terrain while the terrain

becomes dominant as the surface moves closer to the terrain. Notice

that strictly speaking we should take into account the contributions

from all the data points in the computation of the force applied to a

single surface point. Since this is computationally untractable we limit

ourselves to the closest data point.

We now have a definition of the function L given a set of features

and a set of points measured on the terrain. The problem is now to

find the surface r(q.,c, t) that minimizes L. The solution is found by

straightforward application of Euler's equation. We obtain the differ-

ential equation:

/tr# = _ dP(r) + _ l(r,_, + r,_,l) - (14)

_12(r_._._ + 2r._..,,._ + r,.i,l,_ ) +

KS(r,t. _'-)(r - r(_F)) + KSl(r.t.._[Ir - r(._ll 2

where $1 is computed from the first derivative of or: St(r. t..T) =

-or'(1- *0 _)to [-_L_ andPis
to-_ _o '0 -t _ ' the gradient of the potential

due to the terrain attraction, that is the integrand of Uterrain: P(r) =
r - r(_:VL_

ii,_,(r)ll 3 •

Applying Euler's equation solves the problem in the case of a

continuous surface subject to the attraction of the features and the ter-

rain and to a smoothness constraint. To actually compute a solution

to the resulting differential equation, we need to construct a discrete

approximation of both the surface, that is a discretization of the param-

eter space OI. ,z) and of the time t. Let us consider first the case of the

parameter space. Using a straightforward discretization of q and ,c in

regular intervals of [0, 1] would lead to serious problems at the edges

of the parameter space just like sampling a sphere along the meridians

and parallels leads to problems at the two poles. Since it is not desirable

to be forced to handle special cases in the discretization, we would like

to use a representation of the parameter space that is as uniform as

possible. To do that, we first create a unit sphere that is tesselated using

the icosahedron decomposition [6, 7], each point Mi of the tesselation is

parametrized by its spherical coordinates (q_, _._) and is a sample point

on the surface. The tesselation of the sphere has the property that it is

very uniform and that it does not exhibit any poles. With this represen-

tation the integrals become sums over the sample points, for example

the integral with respect to (q. ,_') in Uterrai n becomes:

V" 1 (15)
IIr(rj,._,)- r(r)ll

u_ sample point
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The time axis is also discretized: the deformation of the surface

is implemented as an iterative process, the discrete time is simply the

iteration number. With those discrete representations of (_1,4,) and t,

the derivatives involved in the final solution are approximated by the

appropriate finite differences. In particular ru is given by a combination

of the values of r at iterations t, t - 1, and t+ 1: rtt = r(t+ 1) - 2r(t)+r(t - 1).

Replacing r, by its discrete approximation in the differential equation,

we can express the surface at iteratio n t+ 1, that is the vectors r(tli._,,,i) ,

as a function of the surface at the two previous iterations t and t - 1. If

F is the right-hand side of 14, we have:

r(t+l)=r(t)+(r(t) r(t- 1))+F (16)

After initialization, the deformable surface is iteratively updated using

this relation.

To summarize, the algorithm can divided into two steps:

1. Initialize:

• Extract the terrain features: shadows, discontinuities, nor-

mal discontinuities. Compute the polygonal approximations

of the skeleton of the features.

• Generate the discretization of the parameter space by com-

puting a uniform sampling (_/,. _'_) of the unit sphere.

• Generate an initial surface. The initial surface is a sphere,

that is r_ = C + Ru, where C is the starting point that is

inside the object, R is the radius of the smallest object that

we expect to extract, and ul = (r, C)/llr_ - CII. The

algorithm for selecting C is described in Section 5.

2. Iterate until the number of iteration is greater than to

• For each point r of the surface, compute the projections r(.T)

and r('.r ).

• Compute the derivatives of r with respect to I/ and _, using

finite differences.

• Compute the update term F using Equation 14.

• Update the surface using Equation 16.

The result of the deformable surface algorithm is illustrated in

Figure 11: The upper left part of the figure shows the features overlaid

in white on top of the intensity image of a small scene. The upper right

part shows a 3-D view of the terrain with the polygonal approximations

of the features. The bottom three images show the evolution of the

shape of the approximating surface as the algorithm proceeds.

5 Automatic object selection
We have assumed so far that a point is chosen inside each object to

initiate the object segmentation process both in 2-D and 3-D. This point

should be qualitatively "close to" the center of the object. The question

of finding those initial points still remains. The simplest solution is to

have an operator interactively select a point in the observed image. This

would be acceptable in a teleoperated mode with the appropriate user

interface. However, it would be more useful to be able to automatically

compute the starting points from the input images. Since there is no

prior constraint on where the objects may be in the scene, the only

information that we can use are the features and a geometric model of

the sensor. Specifically, the automatic segmentation is based on the

observation that the presence of an object generates a shadow region in

the range image. Therefore, the objects in the scene should be "near"

the shadow regions extracted from the range image. The meaning of

"near", that is the position of an object with respect to its shadow, is

given by the sensor model.

The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 12. For the sake

of clarity, this geometry assumes a one-dimensional sensor; the reason-

ing can be extended without difficulties to a 2-D sensor: A projector P

illuminates the scene while a camera C observes the illuminated scene.

We assume that a sensor model provides the coordinates of P and C in

a common coordinate system. An object in the scene creates a shadow

region between points A and B, corresponding to illumination direc-

tions La and LB that are known from the measured coordinates of A and

B and from the sensor model. Based on this geometry, the occluding

object must be within the dashed region R. A starting point for the 2-

or 3-D snakes can be computed by taking the center of that region. It is

important to note that this algorithm does not give us the center of the

(unknown) object but rather a point that is enough inside the object for

the object extraction algorithm to work.

The geometry is similar with a 2-D sensor except that the two

points A and B are now contours. In practice, two corresponding

points A and B are chosen on the shadow contour and the region R

is identified using the I-D geometry. The starting point S is selected

within R at some nominal distance D from A. D is chosen based on

the average expected radius of the objects in the scene and based on

the minimum and maximum sizes of objects that we can handle given

a gripper configuration. Those are reasonable criteria since there is no

point in segmenting out objects that we cannot manipulate. D is also

used to remove small shadow regions, presumably due to noise, and

large regions, generated by objects too large to handle.

The key to automatic object extraction is an accurate geometric

model of the sensor that allows us to compute the hypothesized posi-

tion of objects in the scene based on observed shadow regions. We

have implemented this technique using a model of our current sensor.

However, it is important to note that the algorithm can be generalized

to any range sensor provided that a geometric model exists. We are

in the process of modifying the algorithm in order to use an existing

geometric sensor modeling system [10]. This will lead to a largely

sensor-independent segmentation program.

6 Manipulation

Once we have extracted object descriptions, either superquadrics or

deformable surfaces, the last step is to grasp the object. Many different

types of gripper design and grasping strategies are possible. The choice

of a particular type of grasping is dictated by the analysis of the task.

Assuming that the objects to be sampled are mostly isolated and are

resting on a soft surface, e.g. sand, the grasping task has the following

characteristics:

• The objects are far enough from each other. No collision occurs

between the gripper and the neighboring rocks.

• We can allow the collision between the gripper and the neighbor-

ing sand. This is because

- damaging the neighboring sand grains is not important,

- the collision between the gripper and neighboring sand does

not cause the configuration of the rock to change.

• we do not know the exact shape of a rock beforehand.

Based on the characteristics of the task and the possible grasping

strategies [15], we have selected the spherical grasping strategy using

a clam-shell gripper. The gripper has two hemispherical jaws that

can close around the object. Using a surface representation of the

objects, the grasping strategy is as follows: the center of the gripper

is first aligned with the center of mass of the surface, then the gripper

is rotated so that the jaws are parallel to the main axis of the surface.

Finally the gripper is lowered until the jaws are in contact with the

terrain surrounding the object. The object is grasped by closing the two

jaws. Figure 13 show the gripper and the grasp operation.

This approach works well under the stated conditions. However,

we need tighter control of the grasping operation than is provided by
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the spherical grasping in more difficult environments (e.g. Figure 4). In

this case, we will use the object model calculated from the deformable

surfaces algorithm conjunction with a three-finger gripper. The object

model is more accurate than the superquadric model, and the three-

finger gripper allows for more flexibility in the grasping. The price to

pay is in longer computation time, and in more complex gripper design
and control.

7 Conclusion

We have developed a testbed for sampling in unstructured terrain, that

is the identification and manipulation of small natural objects. We

have implemented the complete cycle of perception,-representation, and

manipulation. The objects are extracted from range images from surface

features using either deformable contours or deformable surfaces. The

objects can be represented by superquadric surfaces and by discrete

surfaces. The system has been demonstrated in real natural environment

using a manipulator equipped with a clam-shell gripper.

Our current work concentrates on building a more complete de-

scription of the terrain by using multiple images, hierarchical represen-

tation of the observed scenes, and by using more accurate object de-

scription such as deformable surfaces. We are working on a three-finger

gripper to perform manipulation in a cluttered environment. Finally, we

are exploring strategies for modifying the terrain using the manipulator

to facilitate the sampling operations.

The sampling system currently resides on a small testbed. We

want to eventually move it to a real vehicle, and to demonstrate the

interaction between navigation and sampling, thus providing a complete

system for plunetary exploration.
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Abstract

The Mission Control Center (MCC) at NASA's Johnson
Space Center in Houston is certainly one of America's

foremost technological achievements. From the early days
of Apollo through Skylab to the Space Shuttle program,
Mission Control has played an integral part in our ability to
send humans into space and return them safely. Up until
three years ago the technology of the MCC had remained
virtually unchanged; flight controllers were supported by
minimal tools and were expected through ponderous
amounts of diligence and training to monitor the health of the
country's leading aerospace products. The Real Time Data
System (RTDS) Project was undertaken in 1987 to introduce

new concepts and technologies for advanced automation into
the MCC environment. The project's emphasis is on
producing advanced near-operational prototype systems that
are developed using a rapid, interactive method and are used

by flight controllers during actual Shuttle missions. In most
cases the prototype applications have been of such quality
and utility that they have been converted to production
status. A key ingredient has been an integrated team of

software engineers and flight controllers working together to
quickly evolve the demonstration systems.

Background

The Mission Control Center (MCC) has been the heart of
NASA manned space flight operations since the Apollo
program. It currently actively supports the Space Shuttle
missions and will provide support for upcoming manned
missions such as Space Station Freedom as well. The MCC
is organized as a hierarchy of flight control officers headed

by the flight director and organized into "disciplines" each of
which monitors a specific portion of the Shuttle's onboard
systems. The flight director is the leader of the flight control
team and bears final responsibility for all mission decisions.
Each discipline consists of a sub-team of controllers headed

by a "front room" controller who supports the flight director
and who in turn is supported by the "back room" controllers
for the discipline. The organization of the MCC is shown in
Figure 1.

In the past, the Mission Control Center (MCC) has relied
exclusively on mainframe computers to process and display

spacecraft data on monochrome display screens located in
the flight control consoles. Although state of the art at the
time of their installation, the systems have aged and now lag
considerably behind current technologies. This is most

evident in these systems' user interface which are clearly
"user-unfriendly" by today's standards. The systems

Arthur N. Rasmussen

MITRE Corporation

Robert Z. McFarland

UNISYS Corporation

provide a primarily textual display of raw spacecraft data and

require flight controllers to spend as much as 60% of their
time converting raw data into the information needed to
manage the mission[l]. Because of the low level of
automation, a flight controller needs more than just a good

understanding of the Shuttle's systems; the controller must
spend many hours in simulated missions learning to quickly
evaluate the raw data, build mental models that match the
situation, evaluate them and come to a decision for the

appropriate action. Developing the ability to perform these
tasks in real time requires many hours of training and means

a controller may spend as much as two or three years before
becoming certified to support actual missions.

There are several additional factors that make the use of

automated monitoring systems highly desirable in the MCC.
NASA has a troublesome bi-modal age distribution in its

personnel as shown in Figure 2. Due to a hiring freeze
between the Apollo and Shuttle programs, there are two
distinct populations of flight controllers consisting of highly-

experienced Apollo-era veterans who are near retirement age
and "Shuttle-only" flight controllers with less than five years
of flight control experience. Although the Shuttle is possibly
one of the most thoroughly documented pieces of hardware
in the world, there is still a considerable body of uncapmred

knowledge which only the Apollo veterans maintain. In
each of the sixteen flight control disciplines, there are as few
as one or two of these veterans remaining. The impending
retirement of these veterans in the near future means the

average experience level of most flight control disciplines
will therefore diminish substantially.

Another contributing factor is the attrition level. Trained

operations personnel are highly desired for new manned
programs such as Space Station Freedom. Since the Shuttle
program is the only source of such people, there is a natural
migration of highly trained flight controllers to these new
and exciting programs. The resulting high rate of attrition
requires that new people be trained on a continuing basis,
with the length of training time required further aggravating
the situation.

The RTDS project was formed to meet the challenge of these

problems. The guiding vision of the project is to
demonstrate the use of advanced automation to improve the
quality of real time flight decisions and thereby increase
flight safety and mission success rates. Important
components of this are the capture of knowledge,

improvements in shortening training time and increasing its
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effectiveness, and containment of the growth of the size of
flight control teams. The latter is especially important to
providing operational support at affordable cost for long
duration missions such as Space Station Freedom and
manned planetary missions.

System Architecture

The applications within the RTDS project have been
developed with three basic goals in mind: capture the
knowledge and experience of expert flight controllers,
decrease flight controller training time, and reduce the flight
control team size. Much work has been done in laboratories

on the design and implementation of advanced automation
systems but in most cases the work remained unnoticed and

isolated in the labs. Early on it was decided that the RTDS
project would take the most mature of these technologies and
demonstrate their use in the operational setting of the
Mission Control Center. It was strongly felt that unless the

technologies and techniques could be demonstrated in an
actual operational setting, they would continue to encounter
high resistance and slow acceptance due to the isolated and
unproven nature of the laboratory systems.

This decision required that the RTDS system's architecture

be designed for use in the operational setting. Because of
the pressing demands of the active schedule of Shuttle
flights, there has been a natural reluctance to modify existing
operational systems to permit the testing of new
technologies. This mandated that the RTDS systems would

be independent of the existing mainframe-based flight
control consoles and would operate in parallel with them.
This parallel approach has yielded several unanticipated
benefits. First is improved response time: the RTDS data

acquisition system shaves 3 to 4 seconds from the 6 second
data latency experienced by the existing mainframe system.
Second, the existing system provides an immediately

accessible standard against which the accuracy and
effectiveness of the RTDS systems can be clearly and
independently evaluated.

The need for an independent system produced a requirement
for an end-to-end real time data system that could process the
Shuttle's telemetry stream and deliver the data to

demonstration applications for synthesis into information
directly useful for flight control needs. The platform
selected for the RTDS applications is a distributed

environment comprised of Unix-compatible engineering
workstations networked using the TCP/IP protocol. This
environment was selected because of its flexibility,
standardization and cost-effectiveness.

To support effective processing of real time data in this
environment, a four layered architecture was designed. Each
layer in the architecture plays a role in refining the data from
a raw state into information. The layers are clearly defined
and independent so that developmental evolution and testing
can be performed in parallel. The architecture is shown in
Figure 3.

In the fast layer, data retrieved from a commercial telemetry
processor travels by direct memory access (DMA) into a ring
of raw data buffers maintained in a shared memory of the

engineering workstation. Data is then removed from the
ring, processed and finally placed into one of four
application interface buffers, also resident in shared

memory. Application programs in the workstation use
library routines to retrieve the data from the interface buffers.

The raw data buffers are filled in rotation from the telemetry
processor and are needed because the telemetry processor
has extremely limited internal storage. The ring of buffers
acts as a "rubber band" between the constant data rate

coming from the telemetry processor and the subsequent
processing of the data. This design is required to enable an
operating system not designed for real time operations to

support the continuous acquisition of data; the elasticity of
the buffer ring compensates for the system load dependent
rate of processor switching.

The telemetry processor performs the majority of
decommutation prior to delivering the data to the workstation

computer. The data is removed from the ring of buffers and
processed to complete the decommutation of the data. The

processed data is placed in an application buffer; each
application buffer contains the data from one major frame of
the telemetry stream and the buffers are used in round-robin

rotation. (The Shuttle sends one major frame to the ground
each second; each major frame contains a snapshot of the
values of all onboard systems and sensors for that second.)
Each time the application requests data, the application
interface routines determine which is the most current

application buffer and deliver data to the application from
that buffer. The rotation of the application buffers allows an
application to attach to a buffer and extract data from it

without concern for the data being immediately overwritten.

The application buffers contain not only the data but also an
indication of the "staleness" of the data. Each datum has an
associated status that indicates whether that datum was

received in the major frame contained in the buffer. This

approach has been demonstrated to be much superior to the
more common "current value table" (CVT) paradigm (in
which the most recent value for each datum is made available

without regard to the age of the sample). Although the CVT

approach may be adequate for some situations, thorough
analysis of shuttle telemetry requires time-homogeneity
including the ability to determine how two values are related
in time. Many situations cannot be properly analyzed with
data values that are not bounded in time.

In addition to providing real-time telemetry data, layer one of
the RTDS data acquisition provides a recording and playback

facility that allows recording real time data as it is received.
This has provided a major advance in capability for the flight
controller: prior to RTDS, playback of real time data required
the entire MCC facility be configured and operating. The

RTDS playback allows flight controllers to review data
independently at each workstation and has proven invaluable
for several purposes. As an example, a recent launch was

"scrubbed" just before liftoff due to a problem in the main
engine area. Flight controllers were able to replay the data
immediately after the scrub and doing so aided in quickly
isolating the problem. This in turn allowed correcting the
problem so the launch could be retried the next day, saving

several days of extremely costly delay. The playback
capability is also proving extremely useful for testing new
applications as well as for verification and regression testing.

A tool has been de_,eloped to control the playback facility. It
was dubbed "VCR" because its graphical interface has been

made to closely resemble the remote control from a typical
home video cassette recorder. The VCR tool allows

playback of the data at varying rates, permits "rewinding"
and "fast forwarding" and also allows replay points to be set
so that the desired section of a recording can be repeatedly

replayed automatically.
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An Ethemet rM distribution system has also been developed
for RTDS that allows multiple workstations to receive real
time data from a source workstation. The source

workstation can be obtaining data from either a telemetry

processor or from the playback facility. This permits
multiple workstaions to share a single telemetry processor
and provides redundancy since workstations receiving data
from one telemetry processor can be reconfigured to receive

data through a workstation instead.

The layer one software is written in the "C" language. It has
been ported to several of the popular engineering
workstations and additional porting is currently being

performed.

The second layer of the architecture provides generic data

manipulation which does not require domain-specific
knowledge. This includes conversion of machine dependent
floating point formats and calibration of raw data (PCM
counts) into engineering units. This layer is also

implemented using the "C" language.

The third layer supports domain-specific algorithms. This
includes limit checking and calculations based on multiple
parameter values. As part of the RTDS project a tool for
building algorithm building tool called "CODE"
(computation development environment). This tool allows

non-programmers such as flight controllers to develop
algorithms using a very high level, graphically-oriented
language. CODE then translates the high level language into
"C" code and links the algorithm to the real time data

acquisition and workstation communication facilities within
RTDS.

The fourth layer employs rule-based techniques to support
both algorithmic and heuristic knowledge. Because of the
real-time nature of RTDS, this layer is called upon only

when third layer algorithms detect significant changes in the
data values. A commercial off-the-shelf real time expert

system shell, G2 TM from Gensym Corporation, is used to
implement the rules as well as an object-oriented graphical
user interface.

All four layers communicate with each other and the flight
controller through shared memory. The interfaces between
the layers are designed to provide a high degree of visibility
into the operation of the layers. This is important not only to

facilitate testing but more importantly to provide the flight
controller with the ability to examine the operations being
performed. The latter is proving use for training and is a key
ingredient in the acceptance of the RTDS system by

experience flight controllers.

Development Philosophy

RTDS is an in-house project. Past experience has shown
that direct user involvement is necessary in order to quickly

deploy useful systems. For this purpose, the RTDS team is
comprised of both development engineers and flight
controllers. Several of the expert system applications have
been developed primarily by flight controllers with
occasional consultation with development support personnel.

During the course of the project there has been migration of
personnel between the areas resulting in a gain of strength in
each.

Past NASA programs were forced in many cases to do
ground-breaking engineering in areas such as processing of
telemetry data. This approach is still necessary in some
areas but can be avoided (at considerable savings in cost and

development time) through the use of standardized,
commercially available products. The RTDS project has
demonstrated such use in several areas. Telemetry

processing is done using a commercially available, fully-
programmable telemetry processor. The computer hardware
and operating system platform is Unix-based with plans for
being based on the POSIX standards and new products such

as operating systems that are Unix-compatible and provide
true real time capability. Network communications are
performed using TCP/IP and Ethemet; user interfaces
operate under X-windows. The use of these standard
products not only saves the cost and time of development, it
also makes it possible to easily upgrade components to

improve performance and take quick advantage of the cost
effectiveness of new technologies.

Although the development strategy is suitable for producing

useful applications quickly it does not guarantee that these
same systems will be maintainable in the future. We chose to
develop and or buy several tools which would ensure a high
degree of maintainability. The G2 expert system shell has
been extremely useful for this. The RTDS project has
developed a set of standards which have been layered on top
of G2 so that all applications built using the tool have the
same look and feel. Additionally, the G2 tool has many

knowledge management facilities which make maintenance
an easier task.

Application Areas

The first application area selected was an expert system to

support the Integrated Communications Officer (INCO).
The INCO flight controllers monitor all communications
systems on the Shuttle. As an initial area of investigation,
the onboard payload communications system was selected as
a system to be monitored by a rule-based expert system[2].
This system was used to monitor the payload
communications system during the STS-26 mission, the first

flight after the Challenger accident. The system represents
several "firsts" in the MCC including the fin'st use of a rule-

based expert system and first use of a color graphics-based
user interface in Mission Control.

One of the earliest and important RTDS applications created
was an application that graphically monitors the Shuttle main
engines and analyzes their performance. Just a few months

prior to the launch of STS-26, analysis of data from test
firings of Shuttle main engines showed flight controllers that
certain conditions of main engine performance could lead to

key engine valves "locking up". The data needed to

diagnose the condition during actual missions was not
available from the mainframe system and could not be made
available for at least 6 months. As an interim, the controllers
decided to read data from the console displays and manually

enter the data into a personal computer which would perform
the analysis to detect the condition.
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The controllers also requested RTDS to examine the problem
and propose a solution. Using the RTDS system, project
personnel created a functional display containing nearly all
the needed data in less than a week. By the time of the STS-

26 launch, an application had been developed that performed
the desired analysis and produced a graphical display as
well. The application was certified for use in support of
Shuttle missions and is currently in use during all Shuttle
missions.

The RTDS project's Data Communications Officer Expert
System (DATACOMM) is the first attempt in the MCC at
position automation. Built using the G2 shell,
DATACOMM performs all of the data monitoring tasks of

the Data Communications Officer. The system currently
does not yet send commands to the Shuttle but this is being
considered. The data monitoring tasks include tracking data
from Shuttle systems that is recorded on the onboard
operational recorders as well as monitoring the health and

status of related communications equipment. Once
complete, DATACOMM will allow the merging of two flight
control positions, reducing the INCO team from four

persons to three. DATACOMM has been used during
shuttle simulations with favorable results and will be tested

during the STS-35 mission. To date, four person months

have been spent developing DATACOMM. When finished it
is estimated that a person-year will have been spent on
development and testing.

The Jet-Control Expert System (Jet-Control) was developed
for the Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) officer.

There are 38 primary Reaction Control System (RCS) jets on
the shuttle which provide on-orbit attitude control. In the
event that one or more of these jets should fail it is the job of

the GNC officer to determine the control capabilities that
have been lost. In the past, the GNC officer has used a time
consuming twenty-five page paper procedure for making this
determination. Jet-Control automatically makes the
determination using telemetry data. Additionally, Jet-
Control allows the GNC officer to perform "what-if'

analyses with the remaining jets to quickly assess the
remaining control capabilities and to do in-depth analysis of
remaining equipment. During STS-31 (Hubble Space
Telescope) Jet-Control detected the failure of three of the
RCS jets; the GNC officer used the what-if capability to
determine that the shuttle was one jet failure away from a
loss of control in the +X direction (forward translation). Jet-
Control was built in (32 in four months by one person.

The Remote Manipulator System (RMS), otherwise known
as the Shuttle "arm", is vital to the success of missions such

as the Hubble Space Telescope deployment. To aid the
RMS flight controllers, RTDS personnel have developed a

three-view display application for monitoring the position of
the arm. Position monitoring is critical to ensuring that the
arm is not over-stressed and that neither the arm nor any
attached payload can collide with any part of the Shuttle.

The application replaces a complicated off-line system that
used a separate computer and three display screens and
required a flight controller to manually enter each of the
arm's multiple joint angles whenever they changed. The
RTDS application has proven very useful and is very
popular with the RMS controllers.

Visualizing the state of the Shuttle based on telemetry data is
a problem faced by many members of the flight control team.
Like the RMS arm position, the attitude and movement of the
Shuttle is such a problem area. To demonstrate the potential

of a graphical approach, an RTDS-based application has
been developed that displays the Shuttle's flight
instrumentation graphically. The display mimics the
Shuttle's attitude and situation instruments and has been

described by one astronaut as almost like being in the
cockpit. The application is proving very useful for quickly
and accurately determine Shuttle attitude and movement

during all flight phases. It has also served as a
demonstration of the proposed "glass cockpit" relrofit for
onboard Shuttle instrumentation.

Of all flight control positions, the flight director is the most
difficult. Filling the position requires a thorough knowledge

of the Shuttle's systems as well as operational procedures.
An RTDS application has been developed to assist the flight
director with one of the more difficult tasks of the position,
monitoring the weather at the launch site and the multiple

possible landing sites around the world. Prior to the RTDS
system, the flight director analyzed weather data chiefly by
hand, with support from a weather officer. The RTDS
application presents the sites on a display that shows the
current weather in detail and indicates those data that area out

of acceptable limits for ascent or landing. Reaction from

flight directors has been very positive and are prompting
requests for additional similar capabilities in other areas.

Technology Transfer

Much of the technology that has been developed by RTDS is
being used by other data systems projects within NASA.
The training division of JSC's Mission Operations

Directorate is using the RTDS data playback capability to
create standalone flight controller training. The per hour cost
of a "full up" shuttle simulation is about $15,000. With an
increasing flight rate it is more and more difficult to schedule

enough training time to certify all trainee flight controllers.
The stand-alone training capability will not only be cost

effective, but will allow NASA to maintain an ample supply
of certified flight controllers to meet the busy flight schedule.

NASA's Ames-Dryden Flight Test Facility, located at
Edwards Air Force Base in California, employs the RTDS
data acquisition system for telemetering the X-29 and F-18
research projects. The X-29 forward swept wing airplane

requires timely (at least 100 times a second) monitoring and
control of its control surfaces. The F-18 project is exploring
the sparsely understood phenomena of "high alpha flight" or
high angle of attack. The Air Force Test Flight Research
center, also located at Edwards, is using RTDS data

acquisition for the F-15 Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL)
project in which modified jet engines are being evaluated as
short takeoff and enhanced maneuverability options for the
F-15.

The shuttle telemetry that is acquired by RTDS is distributed

to other users besides flight controllers. RTDS has
developed several data distribution methods which include

direct memory access, Ethernet, and modem. Real time data

can be displayed on office personal computers and is being
used to evaluate the "office-based support" concept for the

Space Station Control Center project. The data acquisition
system of RTDS is being used by the Engineering
Directorate of JSC to provide data for IMU testing and data
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archiving.Thedataacquisitionsystemdriversandseveral
oftheusertoolshavebeentransferredtotheMission
ControlCenterUpgrade(MCCU)projectforincorporation
intothislargerupgradeeffort.

FlightcontrollersofMissionControlhaveembracedthe
automationtechnologieswhichhavebeenprovidedto them

by RTDS. They have adopted these new tools into their
flight controller tool boxes and have as a consequence
developed new concepts for monitoring their systems. As
past applications have been strongly based on established

operations principals, future applications will continue to be.
A new facility being incorporated into RTDS is a capability
for applications to share information between workstations

using network communication. None of the expert systems
that have been developed in the MCC currently use this
capability; they are stand-alone, isolated applications. This
is extremely dissimilar to the actual functioning of the flight
controllers who use them. The ability of flight controllers to
function as a coordinated team is probably the most

important single factor in the successful support of each
mission. With the complexity of spacecraft increasing, the
notion of team becomes even more important; no one person
or machine can understand the system in its entirety. It is for
this reason that in the coming months several of the stand-
alone expert systems will be linked to each another. This

linkage will undoubtedly spawn a whole new class of
problems, but these problems must be overcome if we are to
realize the full potential of this technology in Mission
Control.
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ABSTRACT

This paper briefly describes the spacecraft and ground systems
monitoring process at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and highlights some
difficulties associated with the existing technology used in mission
operations. A new automated system based on artificial intelligence
technology is described which seeks to overcome many of these
limitations. The system, called the Spacecraft Health Automated
Reasoning Prototype (SHARP), is designed to automate health and status
analysis for multi-mission spacecraft and ground data systems
operations. The SHARP system has proved to be effective for detecting
and analyzing potential spacecraft and ground systems problems by
performing real-time analysis of spacecraft and ground data systems
engineering telemetry. Telecommunications link analysis of the Voyager 2
spacecraft was the initial focus for evaluation of the system in a real-
time operations setting during the Voyager spacecraft encounter with
Neptune in August, 1989. The SHARP system will be delivered to the JPL
Space Flight Operations Center for regular use by planetary flight
projects, including the Galileo and Magellan spacecraft, and will also be
applied to monitoring and control applications in the Deep Space Network's
Network Operations Control Center.

2. INTRODUCTION

The Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 spacecraft were launched from Cape
Canaveral, Florida, on August 20, 1977. The technology to monitor the
health and status of these probes was designed and developed in the early
1970's. This now-antiquated technology, coupled with the heroic efforts
of many JPL personnel over the last 13 years, has carried Voyager 2

This paper was previously presented at SPIE, Orlando, Florida, April, 1990.
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through near-fatal catastrophic events to four of our solar systems outer
planets. Despite the spacecraft's failed radio receiver, sunlight damage to
the photopolarimeter scientific instrument, and partially paralyzed scan
platform (which houses Voyager's imaging system), JPL engineers have
kept Voyager operational, enabling the capture and transmission of vast
amounts of invaluable information and images of the Jovian, Saturnian,
Uranian, and Neptunian systems.

During critical periods of the mission, up to 40 real-time operators are
required to monitor the spacecraft's 10 subsystems on a 24-hour, 7-day-
per-week schedule. This does not include the numerous subsystem and
scientific instrument specialists who must constantly be available on call
to handle emergencies. Unlike the 1980's, when JPL mission operations
could focus on the two Voyager spacecraft, in the coming decade there
will be an increasing number of planetary exploration spacecraft flying at
the same time. In addition to the Voyagers,. the Galileo and Magellan
spacecraft have been launched in the past year and are now on their way to
Jupiter and Venus, respectively. The Ulysses, CRAF (Comet Rendezvous
and Asteroid Flyby), Mars Observer, and other spacecraft will follow in
the next few years. To accommodate the increasing load on mission
operations, JPL has established a Space Flight Operations Center (SFOC) to
replace the individual mission control teams and spacecraft teams for
each mission. A single, multi-mission flight team will operate all of the
spacecraft. As more spacecraft are launched and begin to carry out their
missions, the Space Flight Operations Center will require significant
advances in automation technology in order to support the increasing
workload on operations personnel and to ensure the safety of the
spacecraft.

The Spacecraft Health Automated Reasoning Prototype (SHARP) was
developed as part of an on-going effort to apply artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques to mission operations automation. The primary task for an
operational SHARP system will be multi-mission monitoring and diagnosis
of spacecraft and ground systems in the Space Flight Operations Center.
As tools such as SHARP are developed, they are demonstrated and
evaluated in tough, operational settings to prove their performance. The
Voyager 2 spacecraft was targeted for the initial demonstration of the
SHARP system. The spacecraft's August 1989 encounter with the planet
Neptune afforded an excellent opportunity to evaluate SHARP in a rigorous
environment. The monitoring and troubleshooting of the
telecommunications subsystem on-board Voyager 2 and the process of
real-time telecommunications link analysis were selected as the initial
operations functions to be automated. Telecommunications with the
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Voyager 2 spacecraft suffers from frequent anomalies and requires
coordination of monitoring and diagnosis efforts of both the spacecraft

and ground telecommunications systems. Due to cumbersome and time-
consuming manual processes and obsolete technology which will be

discussed in later paragraphs, severe limitations exist on the current

methods of analyzing Voyager telecommunications data. Even with the
substantial improvement in computing support which is part of the new

Space Flight Operations Center, the telecommunications area is both an
operations area sorely in need of automation as well as one of the most

challenging to automate.

3. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS

This section gives a brief overview of the telecommunications mission

operations process, specifically focusing on the monitoring of spacecraft

telecommunications subsystem health and telecommunications link status
operations. Two of the major challenges for automation are described:

The automation of manual data processing and data interpretation, and the
automated real-time anomaly detection and analysis.

As noted earlier, each spacecraft is monitored on a continuous basis. To
enable the receipt and collection of spacecraft engineering data, JPL

operates three complexes of antennas located around the world. These

complexes comprise NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN). With the
exception of occultations and a short gap between two of the stations

(Canberra and Madrid), a spacecraft is always in view from one of these
Deep Space Stations (DSS), as the complexes are called. A scheduled

observing period for a station is called a pass.

Three of the most important functions which are part of analysis of the

telecommunications link between the spacecraft, Deep Space Network, and
ground system computers at JPL are, 1) the numerical estimation of

telecommunications subsystem and link performance, 2) the monitoring of

real-time telecommunications activity and detection of failures or
degraded performance, and 3) the diagnosis, isolation, and recovery from

these problems. To accomplish each of these functions, a wide variety of

information must be accessed and processed manually by an operator.

Predictions of telecommunications performance are embodied in a type of
data known as "Predicts". Predicts are precise, numerical estimations of

expected engineering data values for particular spacecraft and Deep Space
Station parameters that impact the performance of the

telecommunications link, such as signal-to-noise ratio and antenna

elevation. Predicts are generated for each spacecraft pass over each
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groundstationand can be divided into four categories: raw predictions,
pass predictions, instantaneouspredictions,and residual calculations.
Whilethe detailsof Predictgenerationand analysisare beyondthe scope
of this paper,it can be notedthat muchof the Predictcalculationprocess
is performedmanually,and is tedious,time-consuming,incomplete,and
error-prone. Telecommunicationsoperatorsmay spend up to two hours
each day computing Predicts by hand using hardcopied listings of
spacecraftactivity, raw predictions,and pocket calculators. The SHARP
system completely automatesthe process of Predict generation and
analysis,savingup to two hoursof operatortimeeachday.

In additionto Predicts,telecommunicationsoperatorsuse the "Integrated
Sequenceof Events" (ISOE) to aid in monitoringtelecommunications
activity. The ISOEis a hardcopylistingof scheduledspacecraftand Deep
SpaceNetworkactivity. Operatorsuse the ISOE in Predictcalculations,
alarmdetermination,and anomalydiagnosis. The operatorsmustvisually
scan the ISOEto highlightrelevanttelecommunicationsinformation. This
processis prone to error duringperiodsof high spacecraftactivity and
when operators unknowingly do not reference the latest activity
modificationsto the ISOE. The SHARPsystemmaintainsa current,on-line
database of ISOE information and automatically provides relevant
telecommunicationactivity informationfrom the ISOE to the system's
other real-timemonitoringprocessesandthe operatoras needed.

The monitoring of telecommunicationsand detection of anomalies is
further complicatedby the selectionof alarm limits for spacecraftand
Deep Space Stationengineeringparameters. Unlike the Predictvalues
which are precise numerical predictions arising from a quantitative
simulation of spacecraft performance,the engineeringalarm limits are
critical thresholds which define the acceptable range of engineering
valueson any telemetrychannel. Excursionsbeyondthe alarmlimit range
indicate imminent failure situations. In current Voyager spacecraft
operations, alarm limits are determined manually according to the
informationin the ISOE, design informationabout spacecraftsubsystem
performance,and "rules of thumb" arising from the spacecraftteam's
experiencewith actualsubsystemperformanceover the life of a mission.
The currentmanualprocedureto changealarmlimits is so impeditivethat
for manyengineeringdata channelstypicallya wide thresholdis selected
that incorporates the entire range of parameter conditions, thereby
creatinga risk of undetectedanomalies. (See Doyle1 for a discussionof
problemsin the determinationof alarmlimits).
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In telecommunicationsas in otherareas,the ultimatediagnosis,isolation,
and recoveryfrom failures, anomalousconditions,or degradedsystem
performanceoften requiresthe interventionof expertswho have yearsof
specializedexperience operating spacecraft subsystems(e.g., power,
thermal,telecommunications).Oneof the mostserious limitationson the
currentmethodof missionoperationsare the critical flight skills built up
by these experts over the many years of flying spacecraft. These
specialistsmust be on-callat any time, and are frequentlyconsultedon a
daily basis. The timelinessof an expert responseto a problemcan be
critical in saving a spacecraft. Furthermore,when the experts retire,
their critical skills are lost to mission operations. The Voyager 2
spacecrafthasalreadybeenflying for almost13 years,and is expectedto
operateuntil 2018. Manyfuturespacecraftare expectedto have similar
longevity. The accumulatedexpertiseof missionoperationspersonnelis a
critical resourcewhichshouldbe preserved,and not recreatedevery time
a seniorengineerleavesthe flight project.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE SHARP SYSTEM

The SHARP system applies artificial intelligence as well as conventional

computer science techniques to automate and eliminate much of the
tedious data processing and analysis associated with the monitoring of

spacecraft and ground system health and status. Many of the manual,

labor-intensive and error prone activities are eliminated in part or whole
by .SHARP. Some of these were described in the previous section. The

major automated functions provided by the SHARP system include:

• Real-time anomaly detection and diagnosis;
• Visualization of channelized data and system status;

• Acquisition and centralization of engineering data in a single
workstation;

• Real-time analysis of spacecraft performance predictions;

• Integration with specialized numerical analysis software, e.g.,

Fast Fourier Transforms for determining spacecraft antenna pointing

accuracy.

Figure 1 illustrates a top-level view of the SHARP system. Shown are the

individual modules that comprise the system, as well as relevant

components that are external to the Voyager application of SHARP. SHARP
is implemented in Common LISP on a Symbolics 3650 color LISP Machine.

The system is currently being ported to a Sun workstation, also running
Common LISP. SHARP relies extensively on an expert system building

language called STAR*TOOL, developed at JPL 2. The remainder of this
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Figure 1. SHARP Telecom System Overview

paper will focus on the first of these automated functions: real-time
anomaly detection and diagnosis. The remaining SHARP functions are
described elsewhere 3.

In SHARP, the automation of fault detection and diagnosis is accomplished
through the use of artificial intelligence programming techniques.
Artificial intelligence techniques are distributed throughout all
components of the SHARP system. Artificial intelligence programming
methodologies have enabled more effective automation and thorough
analysis for SHARP functions. Unlike the current manual methods used in
space flight operations, fault detection and diagnosis in SHARP is
extremely fast, taking approximately 1/200th of a second from receipt of
anomalous data to determination of a diagnosis. This speed is directly
attributable to the AI techniques incorporated by the design of the system.
Some of the techniques used in the SHARP system include: Procedural
reasoning, blackboards, reasoning using context trees, heuristic adaptive
parsing, and spontaneous computation daemons. Figure 2 illustrates the
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design of the "AI Module" in SHARP, which is responsible for fault

detection and diagnosis.

4.1 Alarm determination

The first step in verifying nominal spacecraft performance is to

determine whether received engineering data values are within acceptable
limits. Data which is outside limits is considered in alarm, and must be

explained. Data values can be classified as nominal, in "soft alarm"

(possibly indicating a warning condition), and in "hard alarm" (possibly
indicating an imminent failure condition). SHARP makes this
determination automatically, by selecting the appropriate alarm limits

for each channel of data and comparing new data against those limits in
real-time.

The SHARP module responsible for this function is the Alarm Executive, as

shown in Figure 2. The Alarm Executive module has a predetermined model

of spacecraft states and transitions between those states. The Voyager
application of SHARP has 39 such states. Alarm limits on each

engineering data channel are determined in advance by the domain expert
for each one of these spacecraft states. The limits are represented in
table format, and organized hierarchically into a discrimination network 7

layers deep (the network is ultimately compiled into a a very efficient

internal representation).

When a new engineering datum is received, the Alarm Executive first
scans the Integrated Sequence of Events (ISOE) for the major activities

and specialized activities which determine the spacecraft's current state,

and further confirms the state by checking real-time engineering data
related to spacecraft configuration. These are the keys used to search the

spacecraft state discrimination network. In the case of the Voyager
application of SHARP, the automatic gain control lock is checked to see if

it is synchronized. The correct table of alarm limits is retrieved and the

datum is matched against the appropriate alarm limits within the table

after any additional conditions are checked, such as operator overrides. In
general, more than a simple comparison of the datum against minimum and

maximum threshold values is possible in determining an alarm condition.

For example, an arbitrary function can be invoked to determine whether an
alarm condition exists. These functions can break down the engineering

datum into its individual bit status for example, or look at derivative
information for trend detection.

In some cases, an anomalous spacecraft condition is directly indicated,

e.g., based on error codes in the engineering data. In most cases, however,
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Figure 2. SHARP Artificial Intelligence Module

further analysis is required in order to determine the nature of the

problem. The Alarm Executive makes this decision, and in addition
monitors, logs, and reports to the telecommunications operator a number

of attributes of the alarm situation, including the severity of alarm
changes (i.e., from soft to hard alarm), the previous alarm status of the

channel, and whether the operator has acknowledged the previous alarm

messages. A variety of user interface and display changes are triggered

by the Alarm Executive. If further analysis is required, the Alarm
Executive informs the Fault Classifier module in SHARP. Analysis of

alarm conditions by the Alarm Executive and Fault Classifier modules can

proceed in parallel for any number of detected alarms.

4.2 Fault Classification

The Fault Classification module is a rule-based system which makes an

initial interpretation of alarm conditions, spacecraft state, and the

sources of engineering data indicating the anomaly. The result of the
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interpretationis a rough classificationof the type of problem or its
possible location in the telecommunicationssystem, e.g., is it a
spacecraftreceiverproblem,a possibleconfigurationmismatchbetween
the ground and spacecrafttelecommunicationssubsystems,and so on.
Frequently, there is no unambiguous interpretation available and
subsequentdiagnosis must proceed in parallel with several conflicting
hypotheses. The productsof the fault classificationare assertedinto a
databasewhich results in a pattern-directedinvocation of specialized
diagnostic routines, called "Mini-experts", described below. This
architecture of hierarchical invocation of specialized diagnostic
knowledge is related to the paradigm of cooperating specialists in
classificatory diagnosis embodied in the CSRL system4 and in the
StarPlansystem5.

4.3 Mini-expert diagnostic routines

The Voyager telecommunications application of SHARP includes
approximately 40 mini-experts. These specialized diagnostic routines are

each responsible for the local diagnosis of a specific fault or class of
faults, such as particular channels in alarm, conical scan errors,

configuration mismatches, or loss of telemetry. Mini-experts can be
either cooperating or non-cooperating. A non-cooperating mini-expert

focuses only on its designated fault area, and generally its conclusions
can and should be reported independently to the operator. A cooperating

mini-expert has the additional capability of searching beyond its local
area to identify related faults that are likely to occur. In the process of

this search, the cooperating mini-expert triggers other mini-experts who

are specialists in those related areas. Information is exchanged between

the mini-experts using a blackboard message system.

Mini-experts encode a procedural network of diagnostic decisions and

analyses. They are related to rules in the Procedural Reasoning System

(PRS) of Georgeff and Lansky 6, although the representation mini-expert

procedures differs. Mini-expert rule definitions include high-level

descriptions of preconditions, activation and execution contexts,
spacecraft state descriptions, relevant real-time data sources,

hypotheses, and sequences of analyses and decisions which are part of the
diagnostic process. Mini-expert knowledge definitions are not interpreted

by SHARP. Instead, SHARP contains a compiler which generates Common

LISP code from mini-expert descriptions and automatically installs the
definitions into the SHARP run-time environment. The compiler performs

the necessary bookkeeping and also checks for consistency with the other,

installed mini-experts. Currently, a trained knowledge engineer must
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develop mini-expert definitions by hand, and this constitutes a bottleneck
for application of the system. To aid in knowledge acquisition, we are
developing a graphical interface, called a "visual rule-building system"
which can be used by domain experts to create mini-experts which would
then be directly compiled by SHARP as before.

As mentioned above, the Fault Classification module may not determine a
unique mini-expert to invoke. In this case, multiple mini-experts are
invoked which pursue diagnoses in pseudo-parallel. Pseudo-parallelism is
implement in SHARP using facilities provided by STAR*TOOL, which
includes parallelism as a fundamental control structure. The various
mini-experts and their rules operate in isolation of one another by
executing in independent contexts 7 provided in the STAR*TOOL memory
model. Contexts can be organized into a tree-like structure to represent
contradictory information resulting from changes in facts or from the
introduction of new or contradictory hypotheses.

4.4 Hypothesis Combination

The Hypothesis Combiner module has the role of combining multiple fault
hypotheses generated when several mini-experts are invoked in parallel by
the Fault Classification module. The module communicates with mini-
experts through SHARP's blackboard. Related fault hypotheses are
combined into a single, more encompassing explanation for the operator
(e.g., when there is a single action to take in response). Redundant
hypotheses are eliminated in the process as well. When there are
conflicting explanations for a detected problem, SHARP presents all of
the explanations to the operator along with the separate recovery
recommendations. In some cases, the operator is privy to information and
knowledge which SHARP does not have, and can effectively disambiguate
the situation. In any event, the final problem determination step and any
corrective actions is left to the operator in cases of ambiguity.

5. VOYAGER ENCOUNTER WITH NEPTUNE EVALUATION

Approximately one month before the Voyager encounter with the planet
Neptune, a Symbolics workstation with SHARP loaded on it was moved
from the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at JPL into the real-time
telecommunications operations area for the Voyager spacecraft. There
were severe restrictions on how SHARP could interact with other Voyager
systems. To simplify the installation, SHARP obtained spacecraft
engineering data from the Voyager Test and Telemetry System over a
printer port. Unabridged Integrated Sequence of Events and raw Predict
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data were loaded into SHARP using tapes, rather than through network

connections as in the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.

During the demonstration period, SHARP helped find the cause of a Voyager
science data error anomaly which appeared in the telemetry from the

spacecraft as an excess error count. The SHARP system's graphical
displays were used by telecommunications personnel to identify the

problem and to characterize its magnitude. The problem was isolated
using SHARP and other, manual trouble-shooting techniques to the Voyager

ground data system and was corrected by the replacement of a wide-band
interface unit in the Voyager Data Acquisition and Capture System (DACS).

SHARP helped verify that the replacement of the unit actually fixed the

problem. In a matter of hours, SHARP was able to assist operators in
solving an anomalous condition which could have easily escalated to a

more serious problem during the encounter itself, and could have taken
human operators days or weeks to isolate without SHARP.

Also during the demonstration period, the knowledge engineer of SHARP
and the domain expert would review alarms that SHARP had given.

Generally, these alarms were correct. In one alarm situation, SHARP was

giving warnings about the loss of the telecommunications signal. This
ultimately turned out to be a false alarm as the spacecraft was

undertaking a particular maneuver that the SHARP knowledge base did not

contain, thereby leading the diagnostic system into an erroneous
conclusion about antenna pointing. In other cases, SHARP was able to

detect conditions where the Deep Space Station antenna tracking the
spacecraft was drifting off point. SHARP detected these problems in a

matter of seconds, and reported the condition to the telecommunications

operators. Unfortunately, due to their previous lack of ability to detect
and diagnose antenna pointing problems, the real-time

telecommunications operators at JPL did not have procedures for alerting
the Deep Space Station operators (possibly on the other side of the world)

to antenna drift situations detected by SHARP. When the antenna drift

reached a sufficient magnitude and urgency for the station operators to
notice and correct, SHARP was able to detect the resolution of the

problem and cancel the alarm situation. SHARP detected and correctly
diagnosed other non-critical problems with the receiver automatic gain

control and the S-band travelling wave tube temperature on board the
spacecraft.

On the whole, the encounter with Neptune went extremely smoothly for

the Voyager spacecraft. SHARP did not get a chance to make any really

dramatic diagnoses, and the diagnostic system described in this paper did
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not get a strenuousoperationaltest. This underscores the difficulty in
testing the diagnostic ability of real-time monitoring and control expert

systems in operation settings: you may not get any problems! Using
simulated data (based on historical problems with the spacecraft and

based on synthetic situations) we were able to test SHARP much more

thoroughly in the laboratory. SHARP is able to analyze 39 classes of
telecommunications problems, and make about 60 unique diagnoses which

require some problem-solving by the mini-experts to determine. Another
20 telecommunications problems are detectable by SHARP, but can be

reported directly to the operator. Our domain expert estimates that
SHARP covers approximately 80% of the known types of faults experienced

in spacecraft telecommunications for Voyager. The remaining 20% include

diagnoses which could be made if SHARP had the appropriate real-time

data and additional knowledge engineering. As with most complex
systems, there is always the possibility of novel faults. SHARP does not

have the ability to successfully diagnose and explain a novel type of fault
(nor was it intended to), but we are confident in the system's ability to

detect departures from expected, nominal behavior.

6. EXPECTED BENEFITS FROM SHARP APPLICATIONS

There are four principle areas where the JPL telecommunications users of

SHARP expect to see benefits from application of the system and its

descendents, which we are now developing. These areas are safety,
workforce savings, reliability, and productivity.

Through its accurate detection, analysis, and tracking of the antenna drift

and pointing conditions during the encounter, SHARP showed that it can
detect and analyze important problems in a matter of seconds which

currently take human operators minutes or hours. This provides an extra

margin for ensuring the safety of the spacecraft, and thereby supports the
success of the mission as a whole. The SHARP Voyager

telecommunications domain expert, a man with over 20 years of

experience who has cognizance not only for Voyager telecommunications

operations but for other spacecraft as well, as stated publicly that the
Soviets would not have lost the first Phobos spacecraft if they had SHARP
applied to their telecommunications. One of the stated causes of the loss

of the Phobos spacecraft has been that the spacecraft antenna drifted

until the telecommunications link was lost due to a faulty attitude
control command.

A second major benefit from application of SHARP will be in the area of

workforce savings. Through its automation of many manual functions,
SHARP promises to reduce the real-time link analysis operations staff by
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a factor of five, and there is reason to believe that similar savings may be
possible in other operations areas. This is precisely the type of benefit
from automation which is necessary to support the single multi-mission
flight team in the new JPL Space Flight Operations Center.

The system-wide status monitoring afforded by SHARP, and not discussed
in detail in this paper, helps operators assure correct telecommunications
system configuration. This is expected to reduced the number of
commanding errors to the spacecraft and ground systems, and thereby
reduce the loss or corruption of data due to configuration problems.

Finally, the SHARP system is expected to enhance the productivity of
operations personnel by freeing them from the tedium of watching raw
data and interpreting it for themselves. SHARP shifts the burden of
routine monitoring operations, and most of the boring, manual
computations which are involved, away from the operator to itself. This
will enable operations personnel to perform required analyses more
efficiently, and to exert a higher level of "supervisory monitoring" over
multiple spacecraft subsystems on multiple spacecraft.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Spacecraft and ground data systems operations present a rigorous
environment in the area of monitoring and anomaly detection and
diagnosis. With a number of planetary missions scheduled for the near
future, the effort to staff and support these operations will present
significant challenges.

The SHARP system was developed to address the challenges of automation
in a multi-mission operations environment by augmenting conventional
automation technologies with artificial intelligence. Its successful
development and demonstration have led to a number of important
conclusions. First and foremost, artificial intelligence technology is
ready for application to spaceflight operations. The techniques can be
used alongside conventional computer science techniques, and diagnostic
knowledge-based systems can be embedded in the resulting application
system. Acceptable real-time performance can be achieved. SHARP was
never pushed to the limit of its speed or memory resources; in fact, most
of its time was spent idle, waiting for new engineering data to process.
This gives us confidence for broadening the approach in SHARP to multiple
spacecraft subsystems.

The evaluation by Voyager personnel also taught us that the types of
automation provided by SHARP are high desired by operations personnel,
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and are not viewed as job-threatening (although they may be in some
cases). Operators were able to readily use the system with minimal
training, and were enthusiastic about using the wide variety of graphical
displays and options.

SHARP is now being extended and developed to a higher level of readiness
so that flight projects such as Voyager, Magellan, Galileo, and others can
use it directly. The system will be completed in 1990 and delivered to the
Space Flight Operations Center for further evaluation and application to
Magellan telecommunications. Separately, SHARP is also being applied to
the Deep Space Network, Network Operations Control Center at JPL, with
an operational system planned for 1991. Applications for remote
monitoring and control of spaceborne instruments and experiments are
also under consideration.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to provide the reader
with a top-level look at the stewardship functions
performed in space operations, and to identify the
major issues and challenges that must be addressed
to build intelligent systems that can realistically
support operators in performing complex space
operations functions. The focus is on decision
support activities involving monitoring, state
assessment, goal generation, plan generation, and
plan execution. The bottom line is that problem
solving in the space operations domain is a very
complex process. A variety of knowledge
constructs, representations, and reasoning processes
are necessary to support effective human problem
solving. Emulating these kinds of capabilities in
intelligent systems offer major technical challenges
that the artificial intelligence community is only
beginning to address.

INTRODUCTION

The world of military space mission operations is
rapidly transitioning from a research and
development focus to a truly operational focus ready
to support a variety of peacetime and wartime
objectives. As contractor engineers and experienced
o_erators are replaced with less experienced

lue-suit" operations personnel, intelligent
decision support capabilities must be developed to
offset the loss of expertise and experience. The
remainder of this paper provides an overview of the
functions performed in space operations; discusses
the difficulties and challenges of providing robust
problem-solving support to-space operators; and
presents top-level architecture components for
addressing some key problem-solving activities.

TOP-DOWN LOOK AT SPACE OPERATIONS

The space operations job involves remote monitoring
and control of a complex space system to accomplish
a variety of mission objectives. Operators must
maintain the space system in the best state,
configuration, and health possible to support
maximal mission accomplishment both in periods of
high demand and over the entire life of the space
system.

Because operators are physically removed from the
space systems they monitor and control, they must
constantly create and deal with a perceived system
state derived from incomplete snapshots of
telemetry. Uncertainty, primarily a result of
discontinuous monitoring of limited telemetry, and
the need to make criticaldecisions under time- and
information-restricted conditions, greatly magnify
the complexity of space operations decision making
and problem solving.

The basic operations functions, whether dealing
with an entire space system or a specific subsystem,
are to:

Monitor - Observe indicators/telemetry from
the system. Perform analysis to
derive other attributes or state
information as needed.

Assess Determine the system state and
decide if action is required to
improve that state.

Plan Fault isolate and perform causal
analysis to focus problem-solving
activity. Construct goals and find
actions that support those goals.

Act Decide on specific action and
perform that action. Monitor effects
and reassess, replan, or take other
action as necessary to meet
objectives.

Monitoring is a dynamic, discontinuous process.
The analyst only has access to snapshots of
telemetry and. due to time and frequency
constraints, must focus on what telemetry

arameters to look at in a given situation. Thins
cus dynamically changes as the analyst uncovers

indications that something is possibly anomalous.
To further complicate this process, telemetry is
generally incomplete, noisy, and subject to
occasional dropouts. This results in a great deal of
information uncertainty. Behavioral and
environmental uncertainty introduce added
difficulty to understanding what is going on. Some
aspects of system state can be derived by analyzing
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the relative behavior of groups of telemetry
parameters over time. The key objectives of
monitoring are to verify that intended actions are
accomplished correctly, and to observe system
health and status so that problems can be recognized
and addressed expediently.

Assessment relies on monitoring to provide an
observed perspective of current system state.
Depending on the situation at hand, different
viewpoints are used to define the current state.
These viewpoints help to focus analysis resources on
the areas most important to maintain correct system
behavior. In the Space Mission Support (SMS)
environment, space systems have mission objectives
and other derived system objectives that allow

timum mission performance over the design life of
e space system. Assessment involves comparing

the capabilities of the system in its current state to
the capabilities the system is desired to provide for
optimal, overall mission performance.

Planning relies on assessment to provide a focus on
what desired capabilities are sub-optimal/
unsatisfactory in the current system state. Using
detailed system knowledge and current state
information, fault isolation and causal analysis are
applied to identify suspect problem states and
behavior. System knowledge, at many levels, is
then used to establish goal states that better provide
desired system capabilities.Once goal statesare
generated,planning can searchforeventsoractions
thatcause the system totransitionfrom the current
statetoward the desiredstate.Planning must also
determine the ramificationsor expected sideeffects
ofspecificactionsto the degree possible.Detailed
models are required to support this process,
accompanied byjudicioususe ofsimulation.

Acting relieson planning to provide options for
action along with their expected resultsincluding
any consequences and side-effects.An optimum
course of action is decided upon, executed, and
monitored to assure results are in line with
expectations.Ifnot,alternativeactionsare selected
or the processbacks up tothe monitoring,assessing,
orplanning phases. Deciding on an optimum course
of action is not an easy process. There are time
constraintsthat limit how much analysis can be
done. In addition,itisnot easy toweigh the impacts
and benefitsofdifferentoptionsagainsteach other.
The importance of key factors varies significantly
with system state, current mission objectives, and
overall space system health.

Uncertainty muddies the entire process. Perceived
system state is never complete or exact. It is a best
guess based on what we can observe. System models
are accurate only to the level they are modeled.
Finding and quantifying side effects is not easy.
Simulation can be used to help, but complete
simulation is too costly in a time-constrained
environment. Effectsmonitoring must be focused to

ield. timely and useful information, but this
cusmg may prevent critical impacts from being

found.

Difficulties and Challenges

From the above discussion, many difficulties and

challenges obviously confront anyone attempting to
build intelligent systems to emulate human
problem-solving and decision processes in the space
mission support environment. The primary
challenges involve different kinds of knowledge that
must be represented, providing.reasoning operators
that can act on this knowledge m a variety of ways,
and developing dynamic, flexible control structures
and mechanisms for controlling these reasoning
operators in a manner that results in useful and
effective reasoning, decision, and problem-solving
processes. Some key areas that present tough
challenges include:

Compositional Behavior and Focus: For many
systems and subsystems, the specific functions
performed by the parts are dependent on some
overall system state. This system state may be
influenced by the outside world and/or by the
combined states of its parts. In any composition,
there may be behavior that can only be re.I_resented
at these higher composition levels. In _ae Space
Mission Support (SMS) domain, important behavior
occurs at many levels. An analyst may have to
understand the behavior of all levels, and will move

his focus up and down as necessary to accomplish his
objectives m an effective manner. In many cases
th'_s requires integration of information available
from several levels.

Multiple Viewpoints and Cooperating Agents:
An analyst looks at a system from a given point of
view. This viewpoint emphasizes certain
characteristics or behavior for the purpose of
making it easier to categorize system state and
reason about problem solving from the analyst's
perspective. In the SMS domain, the primary mode
of operation is to have several specialists monitoring
system behavior from their unique perspectives,
cooperating and interacting as necessary to identify
and resolve any problems that arise. To further
complicate matters, each specialist may have
several viewpoints he selects from depending on
what is happening and where he is in the
problem-solving process. Any intelligent system
addressing the SMS environment must include a
representation structure for these viewpoints,
allowing the reasoning processes to select, focus on,
and change particular wewpoints as appropriate for
the problem-solving process.

Depth of Model and Abstractions: For any
model, choices must be made regarding, the depth or
level of detail of the model in the varmus areas in
which the model applies. In the case of a space
system, each subsystem is modeled to the depth
necessary to meet the objectives for the overall
model. These objectives should specifically support
the uses for which the model is employed. For many
specific objectives, acceptable decisions can be made
without resorting to a deep model. Higher level
abstractions of behavior and states can provide
sufficient detail at a much lower computational cost.
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Also, the simplification provided by the abstraction
can make it much easier to control and guide the
reasoning process. For efficient decision making in
the SMS environment, these abstraction layers
must be supported in the knowledge representation
and also be dynamically accessible to reasoning
processes.

Problem-Solving Environment Components

The remaining sections outline some key knowledge
representation, reasoning function, and reasoning
control issues for five critical components of any

roblem-solving environment: State Determination,
ituation Assessment, Problems Construction,

Goals Construction, and Plans Construction.

State Determination: State determination
involves building a perceived current state of the
system/world. The current state consists of the
states of all components or concepts, and current
values for all attributes or parameters. Some values
and state information are directly reported in
telemetry from the system. Many others can be
derived by observing the reported values over time
and matching this behavior with knowledge from
the system and world knowledge bases. The key
elements required to support this process are shown
in Figure 1. They include:

a.

b.

TLM: Telemetry from the system/world that
provides direct information about current
state.

World K, System K: Detailed knowledge
about the system function, design, and
behavior with respect to the world
environment.

c. Previous System State: Last known state of
the system/world.

I

Figure 1. State Determination

d. Perceived System State: Current state of
the world as perceived and derived from
previous state, current observations, and
system/world knowledge.

e. Abstract Perceived State: Abstractions of
perceived state derived from previous state,
current observations, and system/world
knowledge.

f. Views: Other viewpoints or ways of looking
at system state derived from previous state,
current observations, and system/world
knowledge.

Situation Assessment: Situation assessment
assesses how well the current system state provides
desired system capabilities. The key elements
required to support this process are shown in Figure
2. They include:

a. Perceived System State: From State
Determination.

b. World K. System K: Detailed knowledge
about the system function, design, and
behavior in the world.

WORLD
K

MISSION
K

CURRENT DESIRED
SYSTEM SYSTEM

CAPABILITY CAPABILITY

\ /
ASSESSMENT

Figure 2. Situation Assessment

C.

d.

e.

f.

Mission K, System Objectives K: Detailed
knowledge about the mission and the system
objectives that support various mission needs.

Measure Methods/Criteria K: Knowledge
about how to measure and assess how well a
system state provides intended system
capabilities.

Current System Capability: World K,
System K, Mission K, and System Objectives
K are used to determine what current system
capability is provided from the perceived
system state.

Desired System Capability: Mission K and
System Objectives K are used to determine
what mission and system capabilities are
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needed/desired for acceptable mission
performance.

g. Capabilities Assessment: Measure
Methods/Criteria K is used to assess how
close current system capability is to desired
system capability. In particular, what
excesses or shortfalls exist between the two
capabilities.

Problems Construction: Problems construction
(see Figure 3) is a focusing activity that translates
the results from situation assessment into a realistic
desired functionality that takes into consideration
constraints from current system status and
knowledge about system behavior. Causal

athways are searched to identify concepts and
ehavior that are most likel.y involved in creating

the current problems or m achieving desired
functionality.

PROBLEM

CONCEPTS
BEHAVIOR

maker. Operator interaction may be integrated to
assist in focusing planning activities.

I PROBLEM

CONCEPTS/
BEHAVIOR

Figure 4. Goals Construction

WORLD

K MEASURE

METHODS

CRITERIA

K

Figure 3. Problems Construction

Goals Construction: Goals construction (see
Figure 4) focuses on problem concepts/behavior from
problems construction and desired functionality to
generate a desired system state. To accomplish this,
we can follow state transitions for problem concepts
to find behavior that can better achieve the desired
functionality. Higher level knowledge of the
relationships between concept states and system
functionality will be necessary to help focus the
search on paths that are most fruitful. Criteria for
evaluating and comparing the functionality of
different states will be used to decide on an
acceptable desired state. Operator interaction may
be integrated to assist in focusing resources.

Plans Construction: Plans construction (see
Figure 5) involves finding recommended actions
that will move the current system state toward the
desired system state provided by goals construction.
Transition conditions and causalpathways provide
the information necessary to find these actions as
well as to simulate forward in time to determine
expected results of recommended actions including
any potentially harmful effects. Criteria for
evaluating and comparing the benefits and
detriments of alternative actions will be used to
rank various options for presentation to the decision

DESIRED _,
FUNCTIONALITY

RECOMMENDED

ACTIONS

EXPECTED

RESULTS

EXPLANATION

Figure 5. Plans Construction

Feedback Between Components

In the previous discussion, for simplicity, we
neglected the feedback paths between components
and the various levels at which each component

might be working. See Figure 6 for a more com_plete
process flow. Complete state determination mr a
space system is a large task requiring extensive
computing resources and time. It is much more
practical to maintain a small critical subset of
current state information, and to enlarge the scope
and depth when necessary to support other
problem-solving component needs. Similarly,
situation assessment will normally operate at a high
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level until something unusual or anomalous
happens that triggers a need for increased depth and
detail. This trigger could come from the high level
assessment or from something required by problems
construction. Problems construction, in turn, may
need to expand or contract its focus as it performs its
own job, or due to additional needs from goals
construction or plans construction. Goals
construction, also, may be influenced by what plans
construction is able to achieve.

STATE DETERMINATION

1
SITUATION ASSESSMENT

1
PROBLEMS CONSTRUCTION

1
GOALS CONSTRUCTION

PLAN S CONSTRUCTION

Figure 6. Decision Process Flow

CONCLUSION

Problem solving in the space operations domain is a
very complex process. Building intelligent decision
support systems that emulate human
problem-solving functions and processes offer many
difficult challenges, but they are challenges that can
and must be solved to allow transition to the type_-f
operates support and autonomous control
currently envisioned for future space _programs.
Understanding the problem is the tirst step.
Developing innovative approaches for knowledge
representation, reasoning, and reasoning control
that encompass the full breadth of problem-solving
component needs in an incremental yet flexible
manner is the next challenge. Extensive work is in
progresstoaccomplish this.General solutionsmay
be a long way off,but we expect that a varietyof
intelligentdecisionaidsthat augment and support
key space operationsactivitieswillbe developed in
the next few years and that these will be the
startingpoint formore comprehensive capabilities
and approaches that are required for complex,
sophisticatedproblem-solvingsupport.
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BACKGROUND

A major problem in designing user interfaces
for scheduling systems is one of allowing the
human to become an integral part of the
system. The human role in scheduling extends
beyond the simple tasks of providing the input
and accepting the output. Because of the
inherent intractability of most real-world
scheduling problems, intelligence must be
incorporated into the scheduling process in
order to reach an acceptable solution in a
reasonable amount of time. Artificial

Intelligence research has concentrated on
identifying algorithms and heuristics for this
purpose. However, interfaces which allow the

scheduler to take advantage of human
intelligence and allow the user insight into and
influence over the planning process are also
needed.

Enhanced interfaces support transitioning to a
human-computer integrated mode of
scheduling. This paper explores the user
interface problems encountered with the
Operations Mission Planner project at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. OMP uses a unique
iterative approach to planning which places
additional requirements on the user interface,
particularly to support system development
and maintenance. These requirements are

necessary to support the concepts of
heuristically controlled search, in-progress
assessment, and iterative refinement of the

schedule. This paper presents the techniques
used to address the OMP interface needs.

The Operations Mission Planner (OMP) is a
multi-year research project currently in its
third year. The goal of this project is to use
Artificial Intelligence techniques to create an
intelligent, automated planning and scheduling
system. The need for advanced user interface
capabilities to support this goal has been
recognized. In addition to providing the
general user with a means of interfacing with
OMP, the user interface must also incorporate
advanced features which support the special
needs of system developers and maintainers
lBecker 1987]. These include facilities to assist

in the identification and development of
heuristics, in debugging the planning logic,
and in evaluating the quality of the schedule
produced. The following sections identify
problems in user interface design which have
surfaced due to research currently underway
on the OMP project along with the techniques

being used to address those problems.

GENERAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The interfaces to existing planning and
scheduling systems range from those which

provide only the final results of the scheduling
process (e.g. Deviser [Vere19831, RALPH
[Webband Yates 19871) to those which provide

incremental results during execution (e.g.
PLAN-IT [Biefeld 1986], OMP-I). However, the

information and rules that the planner used to
reach the decisions are embedded deep in the

planning process and are generally unavailable
during execution. A functional user interface
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must provide a means of looking "behind the
scenes" during actual scheduling in order to
enable the user to understand the motivations

for performing particular scheduling actions.

Current modalities for in-progress interaction
limit the user to performing direct scheduling
tasks (e.g. moving a task, deleting a task,
specifying a task breakdown, or choosing from
a program-generated set of predefined control
options) during an actual scheduling run. For
example, the interactive mode for OPIS
system [Smith 1988], consists of several

opportunities during the control cycle for the
user to pick from a list of options. The user is
unable to make small, real-time changes to the
scheduling heuristics and is therefore unable to

directly influence how the scheduler makes
future, automated decisions without editing the
code.

When the user makes a direct change to the
schedule, the automated scheduler has no
insight into the user's decision making
process. The scheduler is left without a means
of interpreting the significance of the user's

action. If a user moves a task to a specific
location, is the user indicating a preference or
an absolute? Under what circumstances, if
any, can the scheduler move that task?

Real-time evaluation of the quality of the
schedule by the user requires advanced
interface techniques. If the user only sees the
results of the scheduling efforts up to a given
point, he has only a limited feel for how the
schedule is progressing. Have problem areas
been identified and resolved? Has the

schedule really improved -- or is it at an
impasse? Is the schedule "good enough"?

The design philosophy for many user

interfaces is to present the user with as much
information as possible on the status of the
system. Such interfaces often cause the user to
suffer from data overload. Too many tasks,

squeezed into too little space, using a
representation which is difficult to interpret for
complex problem domains, results in
inefficient interfaces [Schneiderman 19871.

Incorporating additional modalities, without
special consideration for form and

functionality, results in unusable interface
designs. Advanced techniques which filter
user information to support only the function
the user is performing, and which reduce the

clutter on the screen without reducing
information content, are vital in addressing the
problem of data overload.

These problems have surfaced as a result of

research currently being performed at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in the areas of planning
and scheduling. While the focus of the
research has been on automating the
scheduling process, it has become quite
evident that improved methods of user
interaction with the system are essential for
system development and are highly desirable
for acceptance of any resulting system by the
user community. Because the interface issues

are tightly coupled to the .planning and
scheduling research, it is important to
understand some of the unique underlying
concepts of the Operations Mission Planner.

PROBLEM DOMAIN

The Operations Mission Planner problem is
one of resource allocation in a highly over-
subscribed, under-constrained domain. There
are three main areas of research in OMP:

iterative planning, multiple control heuristics,
and chronologies [Atldnson, et.al. 1988].

OMP is an iterative planner which progresses
by making a series of passes over the schedule
[Biefeld and Cooper 1988a]. Each pass further
refines the schedule by performing a deeper,
but more narrowly focused search. The
purpose of these iterations is to use the
information gathered during previous passes to
guide the current pass. This information is
kept in a variety of data objects, referred to
collectively as chronologies. The
chronologies are used by various heuristics
which assess the state of the schedule, control
the focus of the schedule and perform
scheduling actions [Biefeld and Cooper 1988b].

OMP iterates through several phases to
complete a schedule. Each phase has a
specific goal, focus, and associated heuristics,
and consists of several passes through the
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schedule. OMP first uses simple and very fast
heuristics to load the schedule. In the next

phase, it focuses on identifying resource
bottlenecks. Once these bottlenecks have been

identified, OMP switches to more powerful
scheduling heuristics to resolve the conflicts
existing in the bottleneck regions. The final
phase of plan generation consists of
"optimizing" the schedule. Since the system is

so greatly over-subscribed, OMP uses this
phase to maximize the number of tasks
performed by the schedule.

OMP must also react in real-time to events oc-

curring during schedule execution. An
additional phase, the Event Handler, is
responsible for initiating replanning activities
based on its assessed impact of the event on
the schedule. Since OMP is an iterative

system, the Event Handler's primary function
is identifying in which of the generation
phases to reinitiate planning. Information
gathered throughout the scheduling process
remains available for the scheduler to use. The

reinitiation process depends upon the severity
of the event (e.g. simple task insertion vs.
recovery from major resource failure)
[Biefeld and Cooper 1990].

Each phase has different heuristics associated
with it. These heuristics control the

availability of scheduling actions, the basis for

choosing between scheduling options,
assessment techniques, guidelines for
conducting search, and control mechanisms
for identifying and progressing to the next
phase.

Each major research area of OMP highlights
pertinent user interface problems. How do we
depict the iterative process to the users? The
user must be allowed to interact with the

heuristics to guide the scheduling process.
How do we enable the system to interpret
human intervention in the scheduling process?
System developers and maintainers are

responsible for identifying, testing, and
incorporating new heuristics. How do we

provide insight into the development of
chronologies and the scheduling processes so
the user can formulate new heuristics? These
functionalities must fit into the user interface

without overwhelming the user.

TECHNIQUES

Both the automated and human portions of a
system such as OMP must be considered in
defining the operational system [Potosnak 1987].
The OMP functional analysis identified the
proposed breakdown of tasks between the
automated and human segments. The

automated seg.n_ent is responsible for the
process of scheduling, while the user is
responsible for monitoring the scheduling
process and for improving or creating new
aspects of the system (e.g. heuristics). The
automated scheduler should be able to

develop, assess, and modify the schedule
without the benefit of any additional input
from the user. It must, however, be able to

incorporate user direction when provided.

Since the user is responsible for identifying
new heuristics and scheduling algorithms, he
is ultimately responsible for assessing the
quality of the schedule, and monitoring its
execution. With the appropriate tools, the user
can also play a vital role in identifying

problems dtl,ring the scheduling process,
providing guidance, and directly manipulating
the schedule.

Chronologies

In order to identify new heuristics and

scheduling algorithms, the user must have
insight into the iterative planning process. In
order to do this, we must first provide insight
into the development of chronologies. OMP's
overall planning paradigm is based on
empirical analysis of expert human schedulers

[Biefeld 1986]. Initially, heuristics were
developed to emulate the types of behavior
exhibited by these experts. Additional
heuristics have been discovered by watching
OMP execute and focusing on specific
parameters of potential importance.
Observations of changes in the schedule
representation as the scheduler progresses and
off-line analysis of OMP performance for test
cases revealed heuristics which decide how to

configure resources, make a task-resource

assignment, and determine the area of the
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schedule to work on next.

While initial analysis has proved useful, the
level of complexity OMP will entail requires
the use of tools which will make the

observation, analysis, and synthesis tasks
easier and more efficient to perform. Rather
than looking at chronologies after the fact, we
need to observe them as they are being built.
The best method for doing this depends on the
specific chronology, but methods which allow
the integration of human abstract pattern
recognition are essential.

The first area to warrant development of a
special chronology interface was that of
bottleneck identification. Currently,
bottleneck regions are identified by
performing a simple analysis of changes in the
number of conflicts on the schedule resulting
from scheduling activity on a specific schedule
segment. The user interface supports more
sophisticated analysis by: 1) monitoring
specified chronology parameters, 2)
performing trend analysis to indicate how the
parameters are changing, and 3) presenting
this information to the user in alternative
formats.

Heuristics and Guidance

The OMP user interface must enable the user

to interact with the scheduling heuristics. Our
method of accomplishing this is through a real
time edit capability. While the scheduler is

operating, the user will be able to interrupt the
scheduler to modify parameters associated
with the control heuristics. This ability to
"tweak" the system will provide greater
control over the system and will serve as a test
and evaluation aid.

This approach, however, has limitations. The
heuristics must be defined in such a manner

that their parameters are easily accessible and
special safeguards must be incorporated to

avoid causing system errors [Arens 1988]. The
user must be provided with an understanding
of how the heuristics work and the

significance of the parameters in order to
make meaningful changes. For an operational
system, this places a heavy burden upon the

user interface, and requires additional effort in
defining heuristics. For the development
phase, however, this overhead can be reduced.

Human guidance to the system can range from
focusing the efforts of the scheduler on a
particular segment of the schedule, to
changing the pool of allowable heuristics for a
scheduling pass, to providing specific
instructions for a given task which differ from
those originally provided (e.g. relaxing or
adding constraints). At their most basic level,
these forms of guidance can be thought of as
editing existing definitions of tasks, resources,
and heuristics. However, these editing tasks
apply to a combination of data objects (tasks,
resources) and processes (heuristics).
Therefore, there is an overhead cost in the

object representations associated with
providing these editing features.

The scheduler must be able to interpret the
relevance of a real-time edit to the original
description of the object [Seeley 1987]. For
example, if a user specifies that a task is to be
assigned to a specific resource, is the
scheduler allowed to disregard that
assignment? If it does and the user once again
makes that specific assignment, should it take
the user more seriously? How does the
scheduler know and interpret the level of
preference? How do we help the user to
provide this information?

In order to implement this edit feature, a

temporary specification, or overlay, of an
object description is used. Since OMP uses
objects to represent tasks and resources,
consistency must be maintained and
inheritance features addressed when making
temporary changes to an instantiation of an
object type [Brachman 1985]. This overlay

structure allows the system to operate using a
modified description of an object, but does not
remove the original specification which may
be needed in later planning phases. The

system can thus discard the overlay when it is
no longer needed, does not have the overhead
associated with creating and maintaining an
overlay unless one is needed, and retains the
original information during the scheduling
pass affected by the overlay. A relative
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preference scale which indicates the
importance of a given user action, as well as
methods for manipulating such a scale by both
the user and the scheduler, are planned.

Assessment of the Schedule

Assessment of the schedule in progress is an

important aspect of the iterative planning
process. In order to identify when to progress
to the next phase, the scheduler needs to assess
the effectiveness of continuing in the current
phase. Such indicators as level of effort
expended without additional conflict resolu-
tion, the appearance of cycles in the
scheduling actions, or the need to perform a
substantial amount of deletion to resolve

conflicts will be used to identify when to
progress to the next phase. A more difficult
problem, however, is assessing the quality of
the developed schedule.

In our problem domain, determining the
quality, or "goodness", of the schedule is
exacerbated by a lack of specific metrics upon
which to base an assessment. The OMP

problem domain, for example, is highly
oversubscribed. Therefore, there is no

schedule which, can perform all of the
requested tasks. The tasks themselves follow
a strict and absolute priority ranking, so the
sheer number of tasks performed is not an
effective metric. Nor is there a metric which
relates numbers of tasks with different

priorities. OMP requirements dictate
minimization of the number of tasks not

performed, but not at the expense of the higher
priority tasks.

The development of evaluation criteria will be
an important aspect of future OMP research.
There are user interface features which will

assist the user in developing these criteria.
Statistical comparisons of the numbers and

distributions of requested tasks vs. those
actually incorporated into the schedule can be

developed. Response times, resulting
performance, and changes in configurations
caused by responses to events can all be
monitored and made available for off-line

analysis. Incremental information in these

areas will be available during the scheduling

process. These methods do not solve the
problem of determining the characteristics of a

good schedule. Rather, they perform an
information gathering function which can be
used to develop that definition.

Data Overload

The amount of information available to the

user at any given time in the scheduling
process can quickly become overwhelming.
Special care must be taken to present
information in an efficient fashion which

permits the user to easily interpret the data
[Tufte 1983]. Graphics and icons have become
a popular means of representing data, but an

appropriate level of abstraction must be
selected. In OMP, for example, the tasks, in

their most simple representation, are in the
form of Gantt Charts. Unfortunately, the
capacity of the screen is rapidly exceeded due
to the sheer number of tasks which must be

displayed.

Various "rich coding" and filtering techniques
are used to reduce the visual confusion but

maintain the level of information presented.

Rich coding algorithms allow data to be
represented at different levels of resolution or
abstraction so that the user has a more intuitive

grasp of the information presented without
being overwhelmed by its magnitude.

Intent driven display techriiques can also be
used to reduce data overload [Madni 1982]. The
information the user sees is filtered based on

the task being performed. The user is spared
from searching through potentially large
amounts of extraneous data. Intent driven

displays can interact with rich coding
algorithms by setting the level of
abstraction/resolution that these algorithms

provide.

CONCLUSION

The types of interface features described in
this paper present a departure from the basic
paradigm of the user as a monitor of the

planning system, rather than a participant in
the planning process. In order for planning
technology to progress to the point where it
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can be effectively automated, the issues
discussed in this paper must be addressed.
While the user interface concepts are from the
perspective of an integrated human-computer
scheduling system, the user is, in essence,
acting as a heuristic. Therefore, in order to
automate those human-heuristic functions,

they must first be identified and generalized.
It is necessary to understand where, when, and
how the human user can have a positive
impact upon the scheduling process. Only
then is it feasible to address advanced
automation.

Several of the techniques discussed in this
paper are now being used in the Operations
Mission Planner. The existing OMP prototype
incorporates the Initial Load, Resource
Centered, and Time Centered Phases of the

iterative planning process. The user interface
is in a preliminary state and uses graphics to
represent the state of the schedule as it is in
progress. Insights into the planning process
itself, as discussed in this paper, and advanced
presentation techniques such as rich coding
and intent driven displays are planned
additions to the interface.
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ABSTRACT

The dynamic environment of working in space
presents several challenges to planning space operations.
One challenge is the heterogeneous nature of the
operations to be performed, ranging from life science
experimentation to vehicle assembly. Generating plans
for such diverse tasks requires a system that exhibits
many domain-independent characteristics. A second
major challenge is that the performers of these operations
(plan agents) are also heterogeneous, possessing varying
skills and physical capabilities. In this regard, planning
must be possible both separately from, and in
consideration of, each agent's capabilities, whether
crewmember or robot. Finally, operating in space
encompasses unanticipated events. By definition, no pre-
established (or "canned") plan can accommodate.such
situations; hence a system is required which can
dynamically plan and replan according to evolving
knowledge.

We present such a system which generates plans
for the dynamic environment of space operations. This
system synthesizes plans by combining known
operations under a set of physical, functional, and
temporal constraints from various plan entities (agents,
objects, tasks), which are modeled independently but
combined in a flexible manner to suit dynamic planning
needs. This independence allows the generation of a
single plan source which can be compiled and applied to
a variety of agents. Another result of this modular
planning concept is the ability to generate different plans
from the same instructions, according to the objects used
in the plan. The architecture blends aspects of temporal
logic, nonlinear planning, and object-oriented constraint
modeling to achieve its flexibility. In our operations
testbed, we have applied this system to the domain of

IVA maintenance and repair aboard Space Station
Freedom, planning operations for (1) a crewmember,
generating English statements and interacting using

© 1990 The Boeing Company, all rights reserved

speech synthesis and voice recognition systems; (2) a
one-armed robot, generating robotic programming
instructions for sequential actions; and (3) a graphical
simulator, generating software commands for a
NASA/Vanderbilt simulator modeling one- and two-
armed robots.

I. Introduction

The domain of mission operations, as applied to
spacecraft such as Space Station Freedom (SSF), is
characterized by both long life cycles and a broad scope
of activities. For example, Space Station Freedom is
expected to perform orbital operations for approximately
thirty years, during which it will serve a variety of both
scientific and space exploration needs. Scientific
activities vary in types of experimentation, including life
sciences, materials processing, astronomy, automation
and robotics, and other disciplines applying primarily to
spacecraft operations. Space exploration includes the
orbit-based activities of assembling, testing, servicing,
launching, and recovering spacecraft (Lunar and Mars
Transfer Vehicles) and the surface-based activities of

navigation, experimentation, and outpost establishment
[ll. In addition, routine activities (housekeeping,
maintenance, repair) must be performed for each craft to
maintain proper operating status of its components.

2. Planning Issues Associated with Spacecraft
Operations

A recent NASA/OAST study has indicated a
long-term research focus on intelligent agents to support
automation for space exploration [2]. Planning for these
intelligent agents, however, faces challenges created by
properties inherent to the domain. First, the tasks
associated with spacecraft operations are heterogeneous.
As mentioned above, activities include experimental
research, spacecraft assembly and checkout, maintenance,
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repair, and safety monitoring Each of these areas is a
domain unto itself, thereby having its own set of
methods and beuristics to reason about actions. Hence,
it is clear that automated planning systems developed for
spacecraft operations must possess a significant amount
of domain-independence, and yet allow a modular
combination of sophisticated consWaints and heuristics in
applying specific problem-solving strategies. In
addition, with heterogeneous agents performing a
heterogeneous set of tasks, a proper balance must be
maintained between distributed and global reasoning.

Second, the agents involved in spacecraft
operations are also heterogeneous. Each agent possesses
a unique combination of physical and functional
capabilities, emphasizing distinct skills. Crewmembers,
for example, possess differing specialties (e.g., a flight
officer, a telerobotic expert, a life-sciences payload
specialist) while being similar in physical capabilities
and general functionality. On the other hand, on-orbit
robots differ greatly in physical capabilities (e.g., Flight
Telerobotic Servicer, Special Purpose Dextrous
Manipulator, spacecraft assembly cranes, IVA
maintenance robots), and by nature address different
functional needs.

Third, this environment is naturally dynamic.
For example, Space Station Freedom's payload
operations will be scheduled into contiguous 90-day
increments. Every increment will see new objectives and
priorities, while possibly maintaining continuing
activities from previous increments. Additionally, there
will always be the potential for immediate-term
adjustment of priorities to service needs such as
emergencies or windows of unexpected opportunity.
Such changes in activity schedules call for a strong
emphasis on both replanning and monitoring of plan
execution. Another dynamic aspect of the domain is
evolution. The environment about which the reasoning
occurs may evolve as systems are upgraded or
reconfignred, thus changing their associated operations
tasks. Crew agents will likely evolve as they expand and

improve their skill sets through increased space
habitation. Robotic agents will similarly evolve as
changes in technology produce enhanced capabilities.
These continuous changes in agents, their environment,
and their activities suggest a requirement for automated
planners that are highly flexible and extensible.

3. Strategies Addressing Planning Issues

This section discusses aspects of the architecture
of on-going investigations at Beeing's Defense and Space
Group, Huntsville Division, which address some of the
issues highlighted above. Figure 1 depicts an abstraction
of the architecture from which this discussion draws.
The intent of this research is to provide a foundation
which supports multiple aspects of the automated

planning problem, including representation, reasoning
schemes, and verification.

The issue of heterogeneous agents performing
heterogeneous tasks is primarily being addressed with a
methodology known as "agent-independent planning" [3].
Agent-independent planning generates activity plans
using only the constraints associated with the tasks to be
performed and the objects in the environment. Once a
plan is generated, an agent is selected for whom the plan
is validated, and instructions particular to that agent are
translated from the original plan representation (see
figure 2). This separation of constraints supports a
planning system that is robust in allowing the evolution
of tasks independently from the evolution of agents. The
primary representation for activity is based on the
temporal-interval logic established by James Allen [4].
Networks of temporal intervals form a hierarchically
abstracted plan space to describe complex tasks. The
system's constraints, which are arranged in a class
structure and are similar to the basic planning constraints
in SIPE [5], are dynamically grouped as combinations of
tasks, objects, and agents are constructed to satis[y
particular planning goals. The mechanism for plan
generation is a combination of nonlinear and temporal
planning techniques. While the very difficult problem of
reasoning about multiple interacting agents is not
currently addressed by this methodology, it does provide
mechanisms to reason about agents with varying skills,
and to determine validity among combinations of plans
and agents.

The temporal logic employed by the planning
system affords a rich scheme for representing activity
within the complex domain. However, maintaining
logical consistency among the temporal networks is
computationally expensive. Of particular difficulty is
dealing with the dynamic nature of spacecraft operations,
where domain information is sometimes incomplete.
This issue is being addressed by developing
nonmonotonic capabilities into the temporal logic used
by the planner. This provides the ability to retract
temporal assertions made by previous inferences without
disrupting previous propagations of constraints which
remain valid. This capability allows more extensive use
of temporal planning techniques, and in particular gives
rise to replanning algorithms which also exploit this
representation.

For automated planners to be successfully
adopted into the potentially-hazardous domain of space,
their reasoning methods must be verifiable to ensure safe
and consistent operation. This includes not only
verifying planner rationale, but also proper execution of
the plans by the intelligent agents. Validation of plans
during execution is being addressed by using techniques
of model-based diagnostics to monitor and detect faults.
Just as fault sensors in a physical system can be used to
signal failures and characterize symptoms, an agent's
sensors provide feedback which can be combined with
plan causality structures and models of the environment
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to determine if and where a plan has failed. Fault
detection and isolation algorithms provide a focus for
replanning efforts to correct the plan error. I re-execution
plan validation is being addressed by investigating an
explanation system which describes the rationale used in
generating plans. This rationale is constructed from the
plan's causal links, temporal relationships, and models of
the domain environment (physical, functional, spatial,
etc.). Explanation will be a key factor in integrating
human agents with automated planning systems.

4. Directions for Research

In addition to the emphasis on intelligent agents,
a recent OAST workshop identified both multi-agent
reasoning and verification of automated functions as areas
needing technology development [6]. While these areas
encompass a broad spectrum of technology within
automated planning, this section underscores a few that
particularlyaddress spacecraft operations issues.

Multi-agent reasoning, in this context, concerns
not only the interaction and cooperation of agents but
also the mere notion of multiple, heterogeneous agents
available for a large variety of tasks. A critical factor to
successful reasoning, then, is how well the domain is
modeled. Planning for a complex envkonment requires
better representations to deal with the complexity.
Current logic and frame representations have afforded
continuity in developing planning technology, but tools
such as these should be extended to provide more
encompassing representations. For example, the
temporal interval logic has allowed significant advances
in plan reasoning, but must be enhanced to incorporate
complex domain issues such as nonmonotonicity.
Spacecraft operations should be modeled in a manner that
allows reasoning that can determine appropriate amounts
of interaction among agents. Such models should
address questions of how and when activity can be
distributed, where should reasoning be performed, and
how accurately must plans be developed.

Rich representational capability is needed to
model not only plan behavior, but also the agents and
the physical environment. Characteristics of agents
should be modeled to facilitate applying agents to meet
dynamic needs. The physical and functional models of
agents should provide planning constraints not only with
agent capabilities, but also with more abstract knowledge
such as skill proficiencies, task preferences, and
endurance. In terms of cooperating agents, the complex
issue of an agent's knowledge or belief of other agents is
compounded when certain assumptions can possess
hazardous consequences. Representations of the physical
environment should follow along the lines of model-
based reasoning. Insight into physical component
functionality will allow planners to match agent
capabilities with object behavior to achieve complex
goals.

Verification of automated functions, while
difficult, is intensified when applied to the spacecraft
operations domain, where there is usually little margin
for error. It is critical not only for reliable performance
of operations, but also for acceptability of automation
among spacecraft personnel. The rationale used in
deriving plans must be shown to be satisfactory in order
for crewmembers to rely on automated planning.
Verification of planning rationale should address multiple
levels of resolution, depending on the accuracy desired
and time needed to perform the verification. Knowledge-
based, model-based, and explanation-based methods are
viable emphasis areas for performing and reporting plan
validation. Ensuring reliable operation also extends into
plan execution and monitoring. Hence, replanning,
reactive planning, plan diagnosis, etc. are all valid areas
of attention. What will make them useful for spacecraft
operations is their integration with complex
representations, as described above, to perform more
comprehensive reasoning about all aspects of the
environment.
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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Space Command schedules telemetry,

tracking and control (TT&C) activities across the Air
Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN). This is

known as range scheduling. The Range Scheduling
Aid (RSA) is a rapid prototype developed by the

MITRE Corporation combining a user-friendly,
portable, graphical interface with a sophisticated
object-oriented database.

The Range Scheduling Aid has been implemented as
a set of five modules: the object-oriented database,
the constraint-based analytics, the user interface,
the multi-user blackboard system, and a dispatcher
through which all modules communicate.

The objects in the object-oriented database have a
one-to-one correspondence with the objects in the
real world. They include satellites, tracking

stations, pieces of equipment, requests for service
and scheduled tasks.

The analytical capabilities of the Range Scheduling
Aid include conflict identification, conflict

explanation, and conflict resolution. It also has
three error checking routines: time checking,
location checking, and visibility checking.

The user interface to the RSA prototype is an
electronic clone of the current paper chart. The

user interface functions as a query/manipulation
language for the database. By pointing at an icon
with the mouse, all relevant information is

displayed across the bottom of the screen. The user
can choose operations from context-sensitive menus

or drag an icon to a new location with a single
mouse button.

To support multiple users and connections to the
outside world, the RSA object-oriented database is

populated by a subset of data from a commercial
RDBMS. Modifications to an object on screen are
posted via a modified blackboard architecture to the
RDBMS and to all users affected by the change.

Periodically the code requests its messages and
updates its local database.

INTRODUCTION

The MITRE Corporation is developing an aid for the
scheduling of resources in the Air Force Satellite
Control Network (AFSCN). The Range Scheduling

Aid (RSA), prototyped through frequent contact
with the Air Force schedulers, maintains the

currently employed scheduling techniques and
efficiencies that have developed over the past
twenty-five years, while adding the analytical and

database capabilities of a knowledge-based system.

The Current Method of Range Scheduling

The Air Force Space Command (AFSPACECOM)

schedules telemetry, tracking and command (TT&C)
activities across the AFSCN. The resources of the

AFSCN, called the "Range", include 15 remote
tracking stations (RTSs) and 55 DOD satellites owned

by 10 Mission Control Complexes (MCCs). Range
scheduling, as this activity is known, is currently
done manually on a three foot wide paper chart.

The "acquisition chart" represents time across the x-
axis and has horizontal bands delimiting the

different tracking stations at which requests for
service (satellite contacts as well as maintenance

and testing) may be scheduled. The schedule of
supports is created by placing one-quarter inch
wide pieces of adhesive tape of the proper length at

a specific time and RTS on the paper chart. The
tapes themselves are color and pattern coded to
represent specific satellites and their owning MCCs.

An 84 foot long segment of the chart represents one
week of the schedule to a granularity of one minute.

The schedulers receive paper forms of requests for

satellite contacts, called "program action plans"
(PAPs), from each of the MCCs as well as other

requests for systems maintenance and testing. The
schedulers must consolidate all of the requests into
one conflict-free schedule. The schedule is created

obeying the constraints of the request, including
the request time window, the limited line-of-sight

visibility of a satellite to an RTS, the specific set of
equipment required for a satellite contact at an RTS,

and the availability of the equipment.

The scheduling method, although optimized through
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its long period in use, is limited. Much of the data
necessary to create a schedule, including the
equipment available at each site, the equipment
required for a satellite contact, the satellites'

visibilities from the tracking stations and many of
the PAPs, is available to the schedulers only in

hardcopy form. Much training time is spent
becoming proficient with the volumes of data.

Scheduling depends on the paper chart and can
therefore only be done at a single location. The
schedule as finalized on the chart must then be

manually typed into a computer system to be sent to
the RTSs and MCCs. Understandably, many operator

errors are initiated in the data input step. As the
number of resources and requests in the domain

increases, the maximum capacity for manual
scheduling is being approached.

Range Scheduling Aid Architecture

paper chart while adding many advanced
capabilities to assist the scheduler. A sophisticated
object oriented database that represents the real
world entities of the Range can be queried directly
through the user interface. Analytical routines
identify errors and conflicts in the schedule and
also generate possible alternative solutions to create
a completely conflict-free schedule. The multi-user

module allows multiple users to concurrently
schedule on separate workstations using data
archived and updated to a single COTS relational
database management system. The RSA system also
allows a schedule to be electronically disseminated
to the MCCs and RTSs through the COTS RDBMS

rather than requiring error-prone manual input of

the data. As up to fifty percent of the tasks are
changed in the 24 hours prior to the mission,
changes to the schedule in real time can also be

done more efficiently and the adjustments
disseminated more quickly.

The Range Scheduling Aid prototype has been
implemented as a set of five modules: the object-

oriented database, the constraint-based analytics,
the user interface, the multi-user blackboard

system, and a dispatcher through which all modules

communicate (see figure 1). The majority of code in
the RSA is written in Common LISP with only a few
graphics functions dependent on the LISP
implementation. The single user version of the

system, which was the main focus of development
during the first two and one-half years of the effort,
runs on Symbolics machines, Sun workstations, TI
MicroExplorers and Apple Macintosh IIs. The
blackboard module for the multi-user version and

the interface between the single RSA nodes and the
blackboard are written in C. The multi-user version

is currently running on Sun workstations.

The Range Scheduling Aid (RSA) combines a user-

friendly, portable, graphical interface with a
sophisticated object-oriented database. The RSA

maintains the appearance and functionality of the

Data /
Blackboard

THE OBJECT-ORIENTED DATABASE

The entities in the object-oriented database have a
one-to-one correspondence with the objects in the
real world. They include satellites and non-flight

activities, tracking stations, pieces of equipment,
requests for service and scheduled tasks. The

database has multiple points of access to facilitate
efficient retrieval of data using various identifiers.

A request for service specifies the satellite (or other

activity) involved, a list of possible RTSs that will
satisfy the request, as well as the time window
during which the contact should occur and a

preferred start and stop time. Any special
equipment needed is also noted. When a request is
scheduled, the scheduled task, set for a specific time,
duration and location has pointers to the satellite,
the RTS, the visibilities for the satellite at the

chosen RTS, the equipment specified for the contact,
and any other task which is in conflict with it. The

I user Interface [

Dispatcher

Database [ I Analytics [

Figure I: The RSA single node architecture
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equipment necessary for the support of each
satellite at all of the different tracking stations is
stored in the environment table.

Queries to the database are performed exclusively
through the mouse-driven user interface. By
simply highlighting an icon on screen or bringing

up a popup menu all pertinent data is displayed on
screen. Data manipulation is also handled through

the graphics by either dragging an icon to a
different time and RTS or by accessing the menu for
an on-screen object.

Analytical Functions

The analytical capabilities of the Range Scheduling
Aid include conflict identification, conflict

explanation, and conflict resolution. Scheduled
requests, also called tasks or supports, are in conflict
when they require the same resources for an
overlapping period of time. There are three
varieties of conflicts: equipment, turn-around-time

(TAT), and range conflicts.

An equipment conflict occurs when two tasks at the
same RTS are allocated the use of a given piece of

equipment at the same time. A turn-around-time
conflict is a similar overlap when the time required
to set up for a support is subtracted from its begin
time. A range conflict tests globally available
equipment that can simultaneously support a finite

number of tasks across the Range. The conflict
identification routine is run whenever a change is
made to a support; this may be a change in time, RTS,

or equipment.

The conflict resolution procedure will find all of the
possible conflict-free options for locating a

scheduled task. The user is shown a pop up menu

and can choose one option to relocate the task to a

new position. When the conflict resolution
algorithm is run for a given task, the task is first
deleted from the database. A temporary task is
created that has a length of the complete time

window of the original request of that task. This
task is placed at all possible RTSs to identify the
other tasks which may possibly lead to a conflict.
With this set of pertinent tasks, the algorithm
searches for a time gap large enough to

accommodate the length of the original task
including its turn-around-time. Each of these
solutions is returned and the original task is

replaced in the database.

The RSA also has three error checking routines:

time checking, location checking, and visibility

checking. The time of the support is checked with
the time window specified in the request for service
and an error is flagged if the task is not completely
within the window. The RTS at which the task is

scheduled is compared with the request's list of
possible RTSs for this task. The time of the task for
a flight task is compared with the satellite's
visibility data to ensure that the satellite has line-
of-sight visibility with the RTS throughout the time

period when it has been scheduled.

THE USER INTERFACE

The user interface to the RSA prototype is an
electronic clone of the current paper chart (see

figure 2). The user interface also functions as a
query/manipulation language for the underlying
database. The user can choose operations from

context-sensitive menus or drag an icon to a new
location with a single mouse button. The RSA

COOK
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_A
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Figure 2: The User Interface
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includes its own generic window system supporting
several types of pop up menus, color bitmap

manipulation and mouse-tracking across panes.

The layout of the screen has been adapted to allow
the clear representation of the chart on a
commercially available color monitor. Across the

top of the screen is a pane with an adjustable
timeline marking the time section displayed in the
main screen area. The displayed work area can be
adjusted by clicking the mouse in the time-pane and
then dragging the shaded region to the desired time

period. Any length period of time can be selected
and the display can represent the schedule clearly

with a typical data set for a 24 hour period.
Discussions with the schedulers have revealed that

although they currently have the ability with the
paper chart to stand back and see the complete view
of a whole week's schedule, they typically work on

periods of twelve hours or less. The horizontal
panes on the display coinciding with the available
RTSs are also filtered in the RSA through a popup
menu. As it is not feasible to show all 15 RTSs with

ample work space for each, there is a menu for the
user to selectively set the relative heights of each

RTS to be displayed. RTSs can be completely hidden
from view by setting the relative height to zero. In
this way a scheduler focuses on a smaller portion of
the scheduling problem but can easily change the
display to refer to other data.

On the paper chart, a change in the schedule is
accomplished by physically repositioning the tape.
Notations concerning a task are written down in

pencil on the paper near the placed tape. Changing
the position of a tape requires erasing and
rewriting its accompanying notes. The RSA defines

these tapes as graphical objects. By pointing at an
icon with the mouse, all relevant information is

displayed across the bottom of the screen. In
moving an icon by simply holding down the mouse

button and dragging it, all notations for that icon
are moved with it. Scheduling a support in error
will display a notification menu and a red marker
that remains next to the tape. A task in conflict is

designated on screen with a pink bar through the
patterned icon similar to the method used by the
schedulers on the paper chart. To see the
explanation of a conflict, a user chooses an option
from an icon's menu and the causes of the conflict

and the set of conflicting tasks (and equipment
involved) are identified.

The RSA also includes icons for service requests,
satellite visibilities and notes. Because of the

volume of data, the RSA permits the scheduler to

display and erase the icons that may not be
pertinent to the schedulers current task. The data,
however, remains in the database to perform the
proper analytical functions.

MULTIPLE USERS - THE BLACKBOARD MODULE

To support multiple users and connections to the
outside world, the RSA multi-user version includes

the ability to instantiate several scheduling nodes

from a single relational database and to manage the
concurrency of data among multiple schedulers
working on intersecting time periods (see figure 3).

The RSA object-oriented database is populated by a
subset of the range data from a commercial RDBMS.

The central database is completely independent of

Blackboard

User I

I RDBMS I

User 2

User [Interface

"l°'s°a'c erl

User 3

Figure 3: The Multi-User Architecture
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the local object oriented databases and does not
replace its use in any of the queries or
manipulations done by the user. Each of the
schedulers can therefore limit its object oriented
database to a small portion of data and maximize
performance while the complete volume of data
remains in the disk-based RDBMS. Modifications to
an object on screen (or in the local object-oriented
database) are posted via a modified blackboard to the
RDBMS and to all users affected by the change.
Periodically, each workstation queries the
blackboard and retrieves its queued up messages in
order to update its local database.

The blackboard module itself has three components:
an interface to the relational database management

system, mailboxes for each of the active scheduler
workstations, and a public area with data accessible
to all of the scheduler nodes. The individual
workstation passes the data for a message from LISP
through a bidirectional stream to a background
process. This process (written in C) is awakened

and transmits the message across the network to the
blackboard server using the SunOS Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) interface. The server parses
the message, and performs the necessary functions.
If an update to the relational database is necessary,
the data is formatted as required for accessing the
database management system and the Standard
Query Language (SQL) code is executed. The
message, including any necessary data retrieved
from the RDBMS, is then posted to the mailboxes of
all other users interested in this message. The
blackboard stores the time period for which each of
the workstations is logged and checks whether each
message pertains to the workstation. Messages
concerning the locking of objects for update are
posted to the public area. Before a scheduler is
permitted to alter the data of an object, an exclusive
lock must be successfully placed on the object. If
another scheduler has locked that object, the
modification is refused and the scheduler is notified

with a popup menu.
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CONCLUSION

The Range Scheduling Aid has been a rapid

prototyping effort whose purpose is to elucidate and
define suitable technology for enhancing the
performance of the range schedulers. Designing a

system to assist the schedulers in their task,
utilizing their current techniques as well as
enhancements enabled by an electronic
environment, has created a continuously

developing model that will serve as a standard for
future range scheduling systems. The RSA system

is easy to use, easily ported between platforms, fast
and provides a set of tools for the scheduler that
substantially increases his productivity.
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Request Generation II (ReGe II) is

a PC-based prototype knowledge

based system intended to assist

USAF personnel in planning and

scheduling satellite operations

for their Mission Control Complexes

(MCC). It aids MCC personnel in

producing weekly Program Action

Plans (PAPs) for each of the

satellite vehicles an MCC is

responsible for monitoring and

maintaining. The PAPs are input to

the Resource Control Complex (RCC)

which schedules all satellite

support requests for usage of the

network.

ReGe II is an IR&D project that

combines the concepts of two

previous projects, Request

Generation (ReGe I) and MCC

Scheduling Automation (MSA). The

aim of ReGe II is to assist USAF

personnel by evolving the task of

vehicle planning and scheduling

away from manual and repetitive

data sorting with the use of

automation with the intent of

freeing the PA up to place emphasis

on the more important aspect of the

task: understanding the changing

needs of the US owned satellites.

This is particularly important in

the current environment where

satellites are increasing in number

and complexity and staff is

frequently turning over due to job

rotation.

The future intent is to imbed this

planning and scheduling capability

within the future CCS-2000

architecture. This will provide an

automated function for populating

the network with maintenance

requests and will provide the

connectivity between the MCC

operators and the existing

configuration controlled mainframe

databases.

Satellite Support Planning Process

Monitoring the health and

performing maintenance on the US

owned satellites is a

responsibility divided among a

number of Mission Control Centers

(MCC). Within each MCC, a staff of

Planner Analysts (PAs) are

responsible for understanding the

needs of the vehicles which the MCC

controls. On a weekly basis

Program Action Plans (PAP) are

produced which detail support

requests for the network resources

needed to monitor, command and

control with each vehicle. The PA's

are guided by three objectives when

planning for vehicles:

o Requests for support

need to satisfy

vehicle requirements

documented by Tests

Operation Instructions

(TOIs), Test Operation

Orders (TOOs) and

Memograms.

o Requests for resources

should be combined where

possible to reduce the

burden on network

resources.

o Requests should be as

flexible as possible,

allowing

the largest time window

within which a support

needs to

be scheduled.

Currently the planning process

begins with the PA sitting down

with paper listings describing

vehicle events such as acquisition

of the vehicle, vehicle sun

eclipses or sun-vehicle-earth

angles.

Next, the PA reviews documents

describing the vehicle requirements

(TOIs, TOOs and memograms).
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Particular attention must be paid
to requirements which may have
changedsince the last time the
PAdid planning for that specific
vehicle [Figure I].

]Vehicle I
Vehicle
Support o

o RequiremPonts
0 0

0 0

Previous Jog o _ ° ° ° IThisweek'sl

Figure 1:
PlannerAnalystTasks

The plan which the PAs develop to

satisfy the vehicle requirements is

recorded on paper and carried to a

computer terminal, the data is

entered into the system, and

transferred to the Resource Control

Center (RCC).

The RCC is responsible for

scheduling the range resources

based on the requests made by all

MCCs. Conflicts are resolved via

[MCC N - -7

MI-M-663 II MCC 2 --

MCC 7 I Ran,,
'GeneratdlSchedulel I | ResouPce

SupportllMCC I ll Scheduling

IReJl"c0.,,,ct.

Figure 2:
Current PlanningProces

phone calls to individual MCCs.

Once the range schedule is conflict

free, the schedule is published.

The MCC plans will be readjusted to

the new schedule and the next phase

of vehicle planning can begin

[Figure 2]. Until recently, PA

tasks were performed by civilians

with extended experience. These

tasks are now being transitioned to

DoD military personnel. Development

of tools which will assist in

training, performing the job and in

turnover due to rotation become

very important in this environment.

Much of the work that has been done

in this arena has focused on the

scheduling task within the RCC.

IBM's work began with research on

scheduling tools for the RCC led by

Dr. Mansur Arbabi. During that

research period, IBM won the

contract which developed the RCC

scheduling software and is

currently on contract to maintain

it.

Research done on scheduling within

the RCC branched into MCC

scheduling. A series of projects

followed, each building on the

lessons learned from the previous

IHCC N

IMCC 3

-- I PAPs R,.o,

Support _"_ S..°,,n.
l Ir//////l _

MCCSchedulingAutomation
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project. The three projects were:

MCC Scheduling Automation (MSA),

Request Generation (ReGe) and ReGe

II.

The MCC Scheduling Automation (MSA)

research resulted in a prototype

which simultaneously schedules all

requests for an MCC for its

resources for a specified week

[Figure 3]. MCC resources

considered by the algorithm include

personnel and equipment such as

control points, command and

telemetery CSEGS, processor loading

and mission unique equipment. This

also includes range conflict

checks. An interactive capability

allows the operator to make request

changes and re-generate the

schedule.

The MSA project was done on the

host using APL with the

anticipation of interfacing with

the configuration controlled

databases. ReGe I took the next

step in the research toward

developing MCC scheduling tools for

distributing the data and the

processing to intelligent

workstations [Figure 4].

vehicle per run [Figure 5]. With

the lessons learned on scheduling

algorithms and user interfaces

behind this research, ReGe I

focuses on another aspect of the

problem, "can the rules for

scheduling different support or

maintenance requirements be

represented in a knowledge base?"

Our early prototyping in ReGe I

indicates that the answer was

yes

KnowZeogeT] TtM
uase 0 0 E

o! IM
Vehicle 0
Support

LRequirements_nferen(eEngine

Requests
Figure 5:

PaGeStructure

ReGe II research redefines and

[ MCC N I builds on the objectives of MSA and

[_CC 3 I ReGe II [Figure 6].

MCC 2
_Ccl I PAPs ,..,.
}C-#.E_A-_J[Schedule / _II Rs,ou,c, I MCC N
_m'X]l MCC | Scheduling I MCC3 I I
lIT_III Resources | MCC 2 --

J ." L
Resolve Conflict, i_ Scheduling

RequestGeneration l •.\',,. /Schedule

Request Generation (ReGe I) is the Figure 6:
next generation MCC scheduling ReGe [[ Planning Process
tool. It is a PC based prototype

with a modular design which

generates requests for a single
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Objectives for ReGe II included

providing a tool to generate
vehicle support requests which

would:

o provide an interface to the

planner analyst to

(a) define data to be used in the

scheduling algorithm,

(b) initiate the algorithm and

(c) modify the results of the

algorithm.

o consider constraints such as

vehicle events and MCC resources

when applying the scheduling

algorithm.

o utilize vehicle definition and

requirement definition when

applying the scheduling

algorithm.

The most challenging design issues

of this work are the structure of

the knowledge base and distribution

of the interaction between the

knowledge base and conventional

code.

Processing schedules involving

dates and numbers was found to be

best performed by conventional

code. Access to the data to be

processed and the organization of

that data was better represented at

a higher level, using expert

systems. The kind of data needed in

the processing, thus what types of

matching would be needed drove the

design of the knowledge structure

for vehicle definition, vehicle

event definition, support

requirement definition and support

requests.

The greatest challenge in

structuring the knowledge base for

ReGe II was representing the

vehicle requirements. Each

requirement definition includes:

o what event(S) drive the need

for the requirement.

o an indicator of the complexity

of scheduling a requirement.

o rules for combining

requirements together.

o which vehicles were defined as

needing the requirement.

Driving events for a requirement

would be one or a combination of

the following: date specific, time

specific, previous support(s),

vehicle event(s). Again, vehicle

events that a requirement might be

dependent on might be acquisition

or sun-vehicle-earth angles or

eclipse information.

The complexity indicator of a

support requirement must be

reflective of the types of

constraints which are on the

requirement. The more constraints,

the more difficult it is to

schedule, the higher the complexity

indicator should be. The complexity

indicator is used in determining

the order in which requests are

generated.

Rules for combining requests for

support are essential in meeting

one of the primary goals of a

planner analyst. That goal is to

reduce the load on the satellite

network resources by combining

requirements and use of resources

where possible into one request.

The algorithm employed by ReGe II

begins by processing each

requirement in priority order, for

each vehicle defined as needing

that requirement. A search or match

is then done to find all of the

events defined as triggering the

need for the requirement. Once a

requirement is determined to be

needed for the current week, a

search is then done for other

support requests that this

requirement can be combined with.

The request is then either added to

another request or generated as a

new request. Lastly, resources are

checked and if a conflict is

identified, the request is marked

as in conflict.

The user interface concepts of MSA

for graphical representation of the

vehicle events and the support

requests and an interactivity were

incorporated into ReGe II.
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Beyond ReGe II, The next step is to

develop a prototype of the tool for
user feedback on: the HCI, the

knowledge representation and the

processing of the expert system and

conventional code. The planner

analyst needs to keep control of

essential tasks and be freed from

mundane, repetitive, data sorting

task.

Summary

The research performed by IBM in

the scheduling arena has resulted

in insight and refinements to

information representation,

information processing and operator

interaction.

IBM's research in MSA, ReGe I and

II is aimed at assisting the planner

analyst within the MCC by evolving

the task away from manual and

repetitive data sorting through

automation in order to free them up

for a more important emphasis:

understanding the changing needs of

the vehicle. In an environment

where the staff is turning over

frequently due to job rotation and

where vehicles are increasing in

number and complexity, tools which

reshape the current planner analyst

task are essential.

This research supports an approach

which distributes data between

existing configuration controlled

mainframe databases to intelligent

workstations in the MCCs which

process data conventionally for

computational operations, but

represents and accesses it through

the higher level representation

using expert systems.
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Abstract

This paper describes a general purpose schedul-
ing system and its application to Space Shut-
tle Orbiter Processing at the Kennedy Space
Center. Orbiter processing entails all the in-
spection, testing, repair, and maintenance nec-
essary to prepare the shuttle for launch and
takes place within the Orbiter Processing Facil-
ity (OPF) at KSC, the Vehicle Assembly Build-
ing (VAB), and on the Launch Pad. The prob-
lena is extremely combinatoric in that there are
thousands of tasks, resources, and other tem-
poral conditions that must be coordinated. We
are currently building a scheduling tool that we
hope will be an integral part of automating the
planning and scheduling process at KSC. Our
scheduling engine is domain independent and is
also being applied to Space Shuttle cargo pro-
cessing problems as well as wind tunnel power
scheduling problems. The significant techni-
cal contributions of our scheduling system are
1) the ability to handle dynamic rescheduling
while considering the time it takes to resched-
ule, the optimization criteria in the domain,
and the amount of perturbation to the original
schedule; 2) the ability to represent arbitrary
state conditions that change over time and the
ability to declare the requirements and effects
that activities have in relation to these condi-

tions; and 3) the explicit representation and
use of search control knowledge so that domain
information can drive the scheduling process.
Our scheduling engine is a constraint-based sys-
tem implemented in CommonLISP that runs on

a variety of platforms. We have tested our sys-
tem with real orbiter processing data and have
found the results promising. In the near future,
we plan to deploy an early prototype of the sys-
tem which will be used to shadow the current
scheduling process at KSC.

1 Introduction

1.1 Description of Problem

Millions of people see or follow shuttle launches each

year. They are familiar with the kinds of work performed

by the shuttle crew. Most, however, are unaware of the
amount of work that's involved in preparing a shuttle for
launch. Preparing shuttles for launch requires successful
and timely completion of many operations performed by
many people.

Kennedy Space Center currently uses a three-tiered
approach to developing schedules for shuttle flights. At
the top level is the long range schedule. This sched-
ule represents multiple shuttle flights over several years.
The middle tier is developed about 60 days prior to the
beginning of the flight. At this time, the planning per-
son develops a flow that represents all of the activities
that must be performed on the specific oribiter prior to
launch. The granularity of activities developed at this
tier is generally one OMI per activity. An OMI (Orbiter
Maintenance Instruction) essentially describes a process
that must be performed. This activity generally can be
broken into about 10 primitive operations that must be
performed on the floor. The third tier represents these
primitive operations. Due to the large quantity of opera_
tions and the liklihood of change, the third tier schedule
is generated each day for the next week.

The scheduling process works as follows. Approxi-
mately 60 days before the beginning of a flight, high level
planners create the middle tier schedule. They are cur-
rently using a variant planning approach. That is, they
are starting from a pre-existing flow, removing work that
was unique to the previous flow, adding new work spe-
cific to this flow, and then rescheduling the activities.
Once finished, they perform CPM analysis to develop a
schedule. This schedule has many resource constraint
violations that must be resolved. The planner person
then uses the target start dates and resource balancing
to make the schedule to work.

Once the flow has begun, the planning and scheduling
people keep a detailed 72 hour schedule. This schedule
shows all activities that are being performed. Schedul-
ing at this level is primarily done based on past shuttle
flights and via daily scheduling meetings. During the
meetings, representativies of the various work groups
discuss their resource requirements and target comple-
tion times. The person in charge of the meeting coordi-
nates the dynamic rescheduling of the work to be per-
formed. Unfortunately, delays still occur. For instance,
on one occasion work that was scheduled could not be

performed because the necessary quality assurance peo-
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pleweren'tavailable.Othertimes,weathercouldcause
adelayincertainwork.Thesekindsof delaysarepart
of therealityof executingtheschedule.In thisdynamic
changingenvironment,it isall themoreimperativethat
thepeoplein chargebeableto seepotentialimpactof
decisions being made. KSC managers do a super job
currently, given the amount of information they have. It
is desirable to recognize a problem and be able to work
with the system to determine a solution.

1.2 Why Use A Heuristic Approach

On the surface, it appears that a good project manage-
ment tool is all that is required to manage the scheduling
of activities. KSC has been doing this at the second tier
level and beginning to do this at the third tier as well.
Unfortunately, the project management tools can only
address part of the problem. Each activity has temporal
requirements, resource requirements, and configuration
requirements. Existing project management tools can
represent most of the temporal requirements and some
of the resource requirements, however, no tool can rep-
resent the configuration requirements. Given this, the
best any conventional tool can do is give you partial in-
formation.

For instance, there are activities (hazardous opera.

tions) that require the area to be cleared. When these ac-
tivities occur, most other work can not occur. However,
there may be no requirement saying that the hazardous
operation must occur before or after other work. Con-
ventional systems have no way of expressing this kind of

temporal constraint.
Additionally, much of the work being performed on

the orbiter requires that the orbiter be in a specific con-
figuration. Again there may not be any hard temporal
requirement connecting several activities, however, one
activity may change the state of the orbiter and later
activities may require that configuration. A simple ex-
ample of this is requiring that the orbiter bay doors be
closed to do certain types of tile work.

Heuristic approaches to scheduling are not new. ISIS
[Fox83] and then OPIS [SFO86] focused on developing
a constraint based job shop scheduling system. KSC
has also had scheduling work done previously. Em-
press [HJK*85] and Phits [Gar87] both focused on dif-
ferent aspects of planning and scheduling of cargo pro-
cessing.

1.3 Our Approach

We have viewed KSC scheduling as a Constraint Satis-

faction Problem (CSP). In our system, we represent most
information using variables. Each variable can take on a
range of values. Constraints are used to filter the values
of the given variables. For example, Figure 1.3 shows
two activities and some of the variables associated with
them. We use constraints maintain the relationship be-

tween the start time, the end time, and the duration of
an activity. Additionally, using constraints we can ex-
press a requirement that one activity must start before
the other one can start (or similarly with the end time)
or that one must precede the other. During the schedul-
ing process, the list of possible values for a given variable

Task: Receiving

Start: I 1123/91 :: I 0:00

End [0 _]

Duration: [0 _}

Usage I: _

Usage2:

Effect: \ _

Tyoe:Te\.oIclan_ I

Pool: [Bldg_Techs BldggTechs ...1

Oty: 5 _

Use: Reusal_

I State: Location of Payloadl
Function: Set-to-Value

Value: Recelvlng-Dock

Task: Testing

Start [0_]

End: [0 _]

Duration: [0_]

Usage I: _

Usage2:

Type: Electrical Power

Pool: [Bus A Bus B .. ]

Oty: I0

Use: Consumable

Figure 1: Task Representation and the Use of Con-
straints

is filtered based on the various constraints. The schedul-

ing system searches the space of possible schedules for a
time when all variables can be fixed and all constraints
satisfied.

The remainder of this paper describes the process in
more detail. We first introduce the knowledge represen-
tation we have utilized. This description will be of the
various types of constraints we are using. Next we de-
scribe a rule system we have recently added that allows
the user to encapsulate the search control knowledge ex-
plicitly rather than implicitly as is usually done. Finally,
we describe the process of rescheduling. Rescheduling is

especially critical to KSC since activity status is in a
constant state of flux.

2 Knowledge Representation

Scheduling knowledge is being represented via con-
straints. Constraints are applied to the various variables
that are a part of the objects of the system. For instance,
our major object in the system is the activity. Activities
contain many status slots. They also contain slots rep-
resented as variables such as the start time, end time,
and duration. Constraints can be tied between multiple
variables to maintain some consistency between various

objects. For instance, a constraint would be used to state
that a resource that is needed for a specific activity must
be available during the time of allocation. The remain-
der of this section gives a brief overview of the types of
constraints we represent.

2.1 Resource Requirements

Constraints can be used to require specific resources for
an activity. Resource classes can be represented hier-
archically. Each resource class can have one or mote
resource pools associated with it. Each resource pool
can have a capacity of 1 or more. A resource pool of
one is used to represent a specific individual or piece of
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equipment. Alternatively, if uniqueness is not of concern
the pools could contain many values. Using this type of
resource, would result in allocating one from the pool to
the activity, however, it wouldn't matter which one.

2.2 State Requirements

An important distinction between our system and oth-
ers is our representation of state information and the
use of constraints to maintain the proper state. For in-

stance, most of the work on the shuttle requires that the
orbiter be in some particular state (for instance, the or-
biter doors being closed). As was mentioned before, cur-
rent systems cannot represent this information. In our
system, the activity representation has been extended to
support task requirements and task affects in addition to
the representation of states.

A state is an object in our system that can take on
multiple values. We will eventually support finite state
machines, although we currently support known state
changes. For instance, the orbiter contains two bay
doors. Each door can take values of opened, closed, or

half-open. Other state information is represented simi-
laxly. Activities now can require that before the activity
can start the object (in this case the shuttles bay door)
must be open. Conversly, an activity can specify that
as a result of executing the given activity the following
object state will be changed. In the above example, an
activity might specify that the pay doors are moved from
the open to closed position.

The task requirements and affects described above are
encoded as constraints on the given activity. These con-
straints must be maintained by the system in the same
manner as the other constraints. By representing this
type of information explicitly, the scheduler can take ad-
vantage of this type of knowledge when sequencing op-
erations. Scheduling systems that have been developed
previously would have represented this information im-
plicitly as precedence constraints. This would reduce the
overall flexibility of the system as well as make it more
difficult to reschedule activities when problems arise. By
using the state information to constrain the activities, it
allows a more flexable schedule.

2.3 Temporal Relationships

Even though some information should be represented via
state constraints, other information still should be repre-
sented via temporal constraints. Some of the most often
used constraints are the precedence constraints. One
type of precedence relation states that activity-1 must
be completed before activity-2 can start. All standard
off the shelf project management tools allow this form of
representation. Additionally, some tools will also allow
the user to specify that one activity must begin before
the other one can begin (or end before the second one
ends). The standard tools, however, do not generally
allow the user to place delays on all the precedence re-
lationships. In addition, they don't allow the user to
express that two activities can occur in any order, how-
ever, they can not happen at the same time. This form of

mutual exclusion is necessary for constraining hazardous
operations on the space shuttle. This type of work must

be done without other work being done in the area.

2.4 Calendars

Finally, it is necessary to represent when the work can
actually be performed. We represent this type of infor-
mation in a calendar. A calendar specifies when work

can be performed. It takes into consideration holidays
and daylight savings time. Each activity specifies a cal-
endar that should be used to determine when it should

be scheduled. This is consistent with the current way in
which work at KSC is scheduled. There are a variety of

calendars ranging from one 8-hour shift 5 days a week to
a 7 day 24 hour calendar.

2.5 Representing Control Knowledge

One of our goals in developing this system was not to tie
the scheduling process too closely to the KSC domain.
Different applications should be scheduled in different
manners. There is always domain knowledge that can be
utilized to more effectively schedule operations. There is
a basic conflict here between adding in this domain spe-
cific control knowledge and still maintaining generality.

Our desire would be to use a formal language to spec-

ify the control knowledge necessary to guide the sched-
uler through the search process. This would allow the
applications developer to add specific control knowledge
to the system to customize it for their application. Cur-
rently, most scheduling systems use LISP code to encode
the search strategy. The problem with this is that it im-
plicitly requires the search process to be the same for all
applications of the scheduling system. Even if a single
application area is all that was intended, this approach
also fails because it restricts the end-user from being able
to customize the search process at some later date should
the need arise.

As a result of these issues, we are integrating a rule
language into our scheduler. The user will encode all
search control knowledge into the rule system. The sys-
tem presently contains general knowledge encoded in
rules. For instance, one rule that plays a role in deter-
mining the task to schedule states that if there is a same
start or same end time relation between two tasks and

the second task is not scheduled, then strongly prefer
scheduling this task next.

As we continue to develop this portion of the system,
we will be adding more KSC specific rules into the sys-
tem. For example, there are certain types of work that
are prone to identifying unforseen problems, so it is use-
ful to do this work as early as possible so the problems
can be identified. This type of domain specific infor-
mation will eventually be represented as a rule to the
system.

3 Dynamic Rescheduling

One of the most critical needs of KSC is the ability to
reschedule the activities because work schedules are con-

stantly changing. There's a variety of reasons ranging
from unanticipated training schedules to bad weather.

Whenever a problem arises, it is necessary for the plan-
ning people at KSC to adjust schedules to handle the
problems proposing the appropriate work around. While
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this is by far their worst problem, it is also one which is
extremely difficult to meet using the existing tools. Be-
cause of the lack of support for the various kinds of con-
straints described above, planning personnel have used

precedence relationships to force the schedule to take
place in a certain order. Doing this, however, reduces fu-
ture flexibility in the schedule by arbitrarily using prece-
dence relationships where they are not really necessary
Additionally, the planning personnel force the start time
for many activities in the schedule to be fixed rather
than relying on the constraints to determine new start
times. This often results in the work not being performed
when scheduled because the orbiter is not in the appro-

priate configuration or the necessary resources are not
available. The resolution of these problems are often the

subject of the daily scheduling meetings involving many
KSC and Lockheed personnel.

Our goal with our scheduling tool is to provide the
rescheduling capabilities to alleviate the above problem.
In order to be successful, we must provide a tool that
efficiently determines the new schedule. Our approach
has been to investigate the use of iterative improvement
scheduling algorithms. This approach differs from tradi-
tional "AI" scheduling approaches in that they incremen-
tally repair complete solutions to the scheduling problem
rather than systematically extending the partial solution
to the problem. Our approach has led us to develop
a framework [Zweg0] that converges on a solution by
making local repairs to the violated constraints of some
approximately correct schedule. This approach has two
advantages over the other approaches. First, our ap-
proach is significantly faster than conventional heuristic
based scheduling techniques. Second, because of the na-
ture of our algorithm, a solution can be returned at any
point in the algorithm, with the solution improving the
longer the algorithm is given to execute.

Our algorithm is implemented in two phases. The first
phase is the systematic repair of all temporal constraints.
The result is a schedule that is consistent with respect
to temporal constraints, but is likely to contain resource
and state varable constraint violations. This schedule is

the input to the second phase - constraint-based sim-

ulated annealing. During this phase, the scheduler in-
crementally repairs violated resource and state-variable
constraints. The remainder of this section describes the

two phases in more detail.

3.1 Temporal Shift

The temporal shift, which is the first phase of our

rescheduling algorithm, takes a desired change in start
and end times for a given activity and creates a schedule
without any temporal constraint violations. We orig-
inally achieved a consistent schedule by systematically
shifting all activities with temporal constraint violations
in a fashion similar to those used by OPIS [OST88]. We
later discovered that this approach by itself would not
fill our needs because of constraints tying the end time of
one activity to the end time of another (or start time to

start time constraints). These constraints, in conjunc-
tion with the more conventional constraints (end time

to start time) could lead the system back to the origi-

nal task that was moved, so the approach of taking the
earliest unscheduled task would no longer apply.

We decided to use Waltz's algorithm [Day87] to ad-
dress this anomaly. The algorithm is based on changing
the intervals for each activity when shifted. Each change
causes the interval to be filtered so that each interval con-

tinues to represent the range of times when an activity
can begin (or end). The algorithm begins by reschedul-
ing the changed task. It then collects the activities that
have temporal constraint violations. Those activities'
times are then filtered by a similar amount. This al-

gorithm has the advantage that it quickly determines
plausable schedules with minimum amounts of change
and works for the general class of constraints used by
KSC.

The algorithm is not guaranteed to be successful. If
an activity has been marked as permanent and an at-

tempt is made to move it, then the algorithm will return
unsuccessfully. This could be useful for addressing mile-
stones as well as activities dependent on some natural

event (i.e. sunrise).

3.2 Constraint Based Simulated Annealing

The second phase is based on simulated annealing
[KGV83]. It begins with the scheduling assignment re-
sulting from phase one of rescheduling and then evalu-
ates a "cost" of the assignment. The cost function for
our experiments is the number of constraints violated for
the given assignment. Then, by repairing constraints, it
suggests a new solution and evaluates its cost. If the
new cost is an improvement, it adopts the new assign-
ment and continues. If the new solution is worse, the al-

gorithm adopts it with some probability. This last step
allows the algorithm to escape local minima. We have
customized this general approach to constraint satisfac-
tion problems which is described in more detail elsewhere
[Zweg0]. The basic algorithm is as follows (where T is a
set of tasks with assignments made in phase one):

Solve(T)'[
Old = Cost(T);
Repeat until Old <= *THRESHOLD* (

Next = Find_New_Solution(T);

New = Cost(Next);
If New < Old Then _ Old = New; T = Next;)

Else ( With probability P do
Old = New;

T = Next;} };

SaveBestSolutionIfNecessary;
)

3.2.1 Systematic Repairs: Finding a New
Schedule

In our previous work, we concentrated on simple local
repairs in order to investigate the utility of the simu-
lated annealing search framework. Here, we focus on
fast rescheduling, with a heuristic bias against schedules
with excessive work-in-process (WlP) time and against
schedules that require radical perturbations to the orig-
inal schedule. This bias is enforced by the repair strate-
gies themselves. First, only those tasks involved in con-
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straint violations are modified, and second, when tasks
are moved they are not moved drastically.

Our repair strategy also exploits the knowledge that
any task move is likely to violate temporal constraints.
Thus, after any constraint repair causes a task to move,
temporal constraint violations are resolved first by ex-
ecuting the temporal shift algorithm given above. Be-
cause these repairs explicitly exploit the knowledge of
how repairs interact, they are no longer local.

The following are two of the repair strategies employed
by the rescheduler:

capacity(?start ?end ?resource):
I. Deallocate this current resource.

2. Try to find a pool that is available
from ?start to Vend.

3. If one exists, change ?resource to

be that pool and reallocate.
4. Otherwise task = the task associated

with this constraint;

new-start = ?start + random(l .. I0)

*c,d;

new-end = new-start + duration(task);

TemporalShift(?task, new-start, new-end) ;

The constant c is a small,fixed time unit (a day in the
payload processing domain) and d is a direction (1 or
-1 ) that is set by the change that the user makes. The
strategy attempts to substitute a new resource pool, but
if that is impossible, it moves the requesting task back or
forward in time. After the task is moved, the temporal
shift algorithm of phase one is executed - this systemat-
ically propagates the change caused by tile repair to all
temporal dependents.

temporal-equals(?tl ?t2 ?a ?v):

First strategy:

I. supporter = the first task after ?tl

that sets ?a = ?v;
2. task = the task associated with this

constraint;

3. new-end = start(task) - c;

4. new-start = new-end - duration(supporter);
8. TemporalShift(supporter, new-start, new-end);

If unsuccessful:

1. task = the task associated with

this constraint;
2. new-start = the first time of a state

transitions t,
(away from ?tl in the direction of d)
where ?a is set to ?v;

3. new-end = new-start + duration(task);
4. TemporalShift(task, new-start, new-end);

This repairisanalogous to the modal truth criterion

ofnon-linearplanning[Cha87] but without the flexibility

of adding actions. The preferredrepair is to move a

taskthat setsthe state-variableappropriately,to a time

intervalbefore the task that has the requirement (i.e.,

to use Chapman's terminology, moving a white knight).
If this is impossible, the task with the requirement is
moved to a point in time when the state variable is set
appropriately. This will move the task directly after the
closest white knight.

In either case, to perform a move, thc temporal shift
of phase one is employed which results in a temporally
consistent schedule.

4 Development Status

The project to apply the scheduler to the KSC shuttle
processing problem has been underway for about a year.
Since February, we have been working with actual data
from a completed shuttle flight. While this data did not
provide us with the data to utilize our state variable

representation, it did provide us the ability to test our
algorithms on realistic amounts of data.

Our plan is to shadow the STS-37 flight later this sum-
mer. The initial purpose of this first test is to collect the
necessary scheduling information to put into the system.
Currently, no information exists in computer form stat-
ing various configuration requirements of the orbiter for
the various activities. Additionally, the resource infor-
mation that is presently stored must be compared with
the floor supervisors for accuracy as well as adding new
resources that are not presently being stored. During the
testing period, we will add in the changes to the work
as they occur providing new schedules in a timely man-
ner. As the quality of the information being stored in
the knowledge base increases, our system will produce
better schedules. The schedules we produce will then be
compared to existing work schedule providing us some
insight into new information to add to our system. Our
hope is that even at this early phase of testing, we will be
able to provide the KSC personnel some insight into al-
ternative schedules that might not have been considered
in the past.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described a researdl scheduling tool
that is being applied to scheduling ground processing
activities for the space shuttle. Research in this area has
been on-going for several years and is at a state where an
application of this magnitude can be attempted. We pro-
vided a brief overview of the scheduling system provid-
ing examples of the use of the various pieces to the KSC
application. Experimentation with the repair strategies
will continue as we use the rescheduling component of the
system with the real data. It is generally felt, that there
is a tremendous potential for savings to the shuttle pro-
gram if this effort and the other phases of the scheduling
process (not described here) at KSC are automated.
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ABSTRACT:

This paper discusses the Electric Power Control System

(EPCS) created by Decision-Science Applications, Inc.

(DSA) for Lewis Research Center (LeRC). This system in

its current form makes decisions on what to schedule and

when to schedule it, including making choices among

various options or ways of performing a task. The system

is goal directed and seeks to shape resource usage in an

optimal manner using a value-driven approach. The paper

discusses the considerations governing what makes a "good"

schedule; how to design a value function to find the best

schedule; and how to design the algorithm which finds the
schedule that maximizes this value function. Results are

shown which demonstrate the usefulness of the techniques

employed. The value-driven approach also allows for the

system to be easily extended to an emergency response

system, making decisions as to where to best cut power

when warranted.

1.0 DEFINITIONS

1.1 Activities

The EPCS schedules activities, tasks, options, and

subtasks. These terms have very specific meanings with

regard to the scheduler and are defined as follows:

Activity. A group of tasks directed toward a single goal,

e.g., "Core Activities" or "Biology Experiments". Each

activity has a value or priority.

Task. A well defined part of an activity, e.g., "Metallurgy

Experiment l". Each task is independent of all others, i.e.,

there is no specific order in which the various tasks must

be completed. The tasks may even be done simultaneously.

However, each task can have a time window, meaning that

the task must be performed sometime within a particular

time interval. The time window is not due to dependence

of the tasks, but rather due to the nature of the task (e.g.,

it must be done during an eclipse period). [Actually, the

time window is associated with the "option"--see below.]

A task may be either a single time task, or may be a task

which should be repeated periodically. The period of a

task may be defined in terms of hours, orbits, or days.

Each task has a value associated with it expressed as a

percentage of the value of the activity of which it is a

part. The highest priority task always receives 100% of the

activity value. Less desirable tasks may receive a lower

percentage of the activity value.

Option. A way of performing a task. Different options

may have different numbers of subtasks, and will usually

have different resource profiles. The options may also

have different time windows. For example, a surveillance

activity may have several windows of opportunity during
which the surveillance can occur. Only one option for a

given task is scheduled. Each option has a value associated

with it expressed as a percentage of the value of the task.

The best option always receives 100% of the task value.

Less desirable options receive a lower percentage of the

task value. For real time control (i.e., emergency response)

it is important to know not just the value of a completed

option, but how this value accrues. The actual value

accrued as the option is performed depends on how much

of the option is completed. Each option has a defined

function describing the amount of value obtained (as a

percentage of total value) as a function of percent

completion of the option. The fraction of completion is

based on the currently completed subtasks associated with

the option.

Subtask. A well defined part of an option. The subtasks

must be performed in a particular order. However, the

time between subtasks may be variable. There may be a

wait period before which the next subtask cannot be

started, and a relative time window in which the next

subtask must be completed. Each subtask is classed as

non-restartable, restartable, or interruptible. If a non-

restartable subtask is aborted, the task (option) of which it

is a part cannot be completed and all subsequent value
associated with that task is lost. If a restartable subtask is

aborted, then it may be restarted from the beginning as if
it had never been scheduled in the first place (assuming it

can do so within its time window). If an interruptible

subtask is aborted, it may be restarted at the exact point it
was aborted without loss. The percentage completion for

the activity of which it is a part is based on the percent

completion for an interruptible subtask. For other classes,

the subtask must be completed before the percent

completion is increased.

Note that the values associated with activities, tasks, and

options are best thought of as being set independently as if

by a Vice President (activities), a department head (tasks),

and a project manager (options).

1.2 Resources

The EPCS currently recognizes three types of

resources:
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Assignables. Assignable resources are those which are used

in discrete units and which can be reused by another

subtask after being released by the subtask currently using

them. Examples include crew and workstations.

Consumables. Consumable resources are those which are

used in arbitrary amounts and which are destroyed (or

created) on use. Consumables may be produced by a

subtask instead of consumed. For example, electrolysis

consumes water and electricity, but produces oxygen and

hydrogen.

Specifics. Specific resources are those which are a

particular kind of generic resource. For example, the crew

may contain specialists. One activity may need a

metallurgist while another may need any crew member.

The metallurgist is a specific type of crew, which is a

generic assignable. Using the metallurgist reduces both the

number of metallurgists available and reduces the number

of crew available.

Other types of resources may be defined but are not

currently incorporated in the EPCS. For example, one

type of resource is a "state". Some subtasks may generate a

vibration state which prohibit certain other activities from

functioning. This resource type is currently being
considered for addition into the EPCS.

Note that electric power is both an assignable and a

consumable. From the concept of power, it is an

assignable--only so much power can be drawn at any time.

From the concept of energy, it is a consumable, since the

batteries can hold only so much energy.

2.0 WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD SCHEDULE

The primary purpose of the EPCS is to schedule activities

in such a way that the productivity of Space Station

Freedom (SSF) is enhanced. In its simplest form, this

translates to solving a knapsack problem. That is, if one

schedule allows a certain set of tasks to be performed and

a second schedule, by moving the subtasks around, makes

room for one more task to be performed, then the second

is better. But this is a simplistic view of things, and in

reality tradeoffs must be made. The first and most

obvious tradeoff is that not all activities are as important

as others. Thus, the notion of values comes into play. If

values are assigned to the activities, tasks, and options,

then that schedule which allows a set of activities with a

total higher value than that of another set of activities is

clearly better. So far, so good. But there are other
tradeoffs.

All options have a time window associated with them

(which may in fact be the entire planning time) during

which they may be performed. Usually there is some

preference as to when in this time window it would be

better to schedule the option. In most cases, this is at the

beginning of the window--due to the possibility of

unforeseen problems, it is better to be early than late.

Two schedules may schedule the exact same set of options.

The first, however, may have all options being performed

early in their time window while the second may have

some options being performed late in their time window.

One would judge the first schedule as better than the

second. Thus, some value must be lost the longer an

option is delayed.

In a similar vein, many tasks are periodic, i.e., they need

to be scheduled on a regular basis. If a task is to be

scheduled on a daily basis, one would prefer a schedule in

which the task is performed at roughly the same time

every day to one in which the task is performed late in the

day one time and early in the day the next.

The scheduler must consider two aspects of the power

system: battery charge and power flow. Both of these

aspects are important. Consider two schedules which are

identical with regard to the tradeoffs discussed above. If

in the first the battery is drawn to a dangerous level of

discharge while in the second the battery is always well

charged, then the second is clearly better. Similarly, if the

first has periods of very high power consumption followed

by periods of very low power consumption, while the

second maintains a relatively constant power flow, then the
second is better. This is because I2R losses for the first

schedule will be higher.

Assigning values to the activities is not a problem affecting

the design of the scheduler. The user may assign values to

the various activities, tasks, and options in any way he

wishes. The other tradeoffs do pose a problem, however,
because a value function must be devised such that various

tradeoffs are properly balanced. For example, if the

battery charge and power flow considerations dominate,

the best schedule may be to do nothing. Then the battery

could stay happily charged and the power distribution

system could stay cool. But this hardly enhances

productivity[ Similarly, the purpose of specifying a time

window for an activity is that it is acceptable to delay the

start of the activity, so the value lost by delay should not

be great enough to prevent moving the activity in order to

allow an additional activity to be scheduled.

3.0 COSTS VERSUS VALUES

The EPCS is a value-driven scheduler and emergency

response system. By value-driven is meant that decisions

are made which maximize total value returned, i.e., profit.

In the previous sections we discussed the intrinsic values of

an activity, task, and option, and discussed various

tradeoffs that need to be considered in choosing one
schedule over another. In this section we will describe the

notion of costs, and the role they play in quantifying or

codifying these tradeoffs. The value function to be

maximized is represented as value minus costs, and it is the

functional form of the costs which codify the tradeoffs to

be made. Costs are of two types: 1) resource costs (the

marginal cost of an additional unit of resource), and 2)

opportunity costs (which relate to the time placement of

the subtasks).

3.1 Resource Costs

3.1.1 Nominal Costs

All subtasks use resources. We would like to define the

concept of cost for a resource in order to quantify the

profit gained by performing a particular option. The cost

concept is intuitive and easy to understand--options using

more costly resources may be less preferred to options

using less costly resources depending on the relative

intrinsic value of the two options. But how do we define

the cost of a resource? To a first approximation, each

resource can be thought of as having a nominal cost

inversely proportional to the amount normally used during

a planning period. That is, if the Space Station is sized to

use X units of nitrogen and Y man-days then the nominal

cost of nitrogen is I/X and the nominal cost of a man-day

is I/Y. In this way, the total nominal cost of every
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resource during a normal planning period is 1.0. This

normalization reflects the fact that the Space Station was

sized intelligently and provides an intuitive quantification

of the marginal cost of a unit of resource in the Space
Station environment.

It should be noted that in the real Space Station

environment these nominal costs would be provided to the

EPCS by the individual control systems. This will allow

the individual systems to make allowances for special

situations. For example, a consumable resource which was

being used at a much slower rate than usual could have its

nominal cost lowered, while one which was being used

more quickly could have its nominal cost raised. In the

prototype system, the nominal costs are set by considering

the total amount of resource needed for all options as a

surrogate for the amount normally used in a planning

cycle.

3.1.2 Cost/Benefit Ratios

The use of nominal costs also allows for an interpretation

of the intrinsic values of an option as a benefit/cost, or

profit/cost, ratio. This ratio is more what the user has in

mind when he assigns values to the various activities, tasks,

and options. If one option has an intrinsic value twice that

of another, the user expects that option to be scheduled

over the other if possible. If the nominal costs (i.e., the

sum of all resources used times their nominal costs) of the

two options differ substantially, this may not be the case.

The definition of the user-supplied values as profit/cost

ratios lets the user assign these values without needing to

know the nominal cost of performing the option. Thus,

the actual value of an option used in the EPCS is the

product of (one plus) the assigned value times the nominal

cost of the option.

3.1.3 Cost Curves

Any resource which has a supply much larger than

required to perform all subtasks is a non-player with

regards to any scheduling decision which is made. In the

real world, such a resource would be free ("You can't even

give that stuff away."). If all resources were like this, one

would maximize total value by scheduling the most

preferred options of every task. This is not usually the

case, however. Any resource which is in short supply will

have a cost associated with it which reflects the balance of

supply and demand. That is, there is a cost curve

associated with each resource. Resources which use more

than the nominal amount for the planning period will have

a higher cost than resources which use less than the

nominal amount for the planning period. The cost curves

are supplied by the resource control systems aboard the

Space Station. We will provide the cost curve for the

electric power system in detail. In the prototype, an

exponential is used as a surrogate cost function for the
other resources:

A = Ao exp[c_ (U-R)/R] (1)

where

and

= an adjustable parameter for each resource,

Ao = the nominal cost of the resource

U = the resource usage

R = the amount of resource available

(or nominal amount to be used during

the planning cycle)

Note that for assignables, resource usage is in terms of

units used at any given time, e.g., crew used minus total

crew, while for consumables the resource usage is in terms

of the largest deficit at any time in the future. That is, if

a consumable is overused by tomorrow, I should conserve

it today.

An option using a given resource will lose value equal to

the cost of that resource. In fact, if the cost is so high

that the total profit, value minus cost, is negative, it is

preferable to drop the option from the schedule. Resource
costs are therefore a function of resource use. At low use

the costs are low, while at high use the costs are high.

There are two aspects of these resource costs which need

to be determined: nominal costs and cost curves.

Note that the cost curves do not usually go to infinity if

the resource is overutilized. This is because the scheduling

algorithm is an iterative one. Making the cost curves go to

infinity at the constraint point, i.e., using a "brick wall"

approach, will ensure feasibility but will not promote

optimality. It is necessary to allow infeasibility so that a

particular subtask which can move out of the way will do

so. This will be made clear in a later section when we

discuss the algorithm employed.

3.2 The Electric Power Cost Functions

3.2.1 The Battery Charge Penalty

We desire a battery charge penalty, or cost, designed to

keep the battery reasonably well charged, yet still allow the

battery to go below nominal minimum charge if absolutely

necessary. This function should be zero at the charge level

where trickle charging needs to begin, be 1.0 (times the
nominal cost) at the nominal minimum discharge level, and

rise sharply below this level. Such a function is simply:

AB = A0e|ec[ (CTR - C) / (C - Cmin) ]8 (2)

whereCTR = trickle rate level (.95),

Aoele¢ = the nominal cost of electricity (per kw-H)

Cmin = 2 Cnom- CTR (.35 for given Cnom and CTR)
= absolute minimum that will not be

violated under any circumstances.

and Cnom = nominal minimum discharge level (.65).

This function is plotted in Figure 1 for _ = 3.
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Figure 1: Battery Penalty Functions
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Note that the total penalty is integrated over the entire

planning time. Thus, a schedule which went below the

nominal minimum discharge for a very brief period, but

otherwise stayed well above it, would score better than one

that stayed above the nominal minimum discharge level,

but just barely above it, for a long period of time. This

makes sense from an emergency response point of view.

3.2.2 The Power Flow Penalty

Power enters the scheduling considerations in two ways.

For high power levels, the primary consideration is that

the power not exceed acceptable safe levels. In fact, the

power flow penalty should approach infinity if the power

required is greater than the maximum power available

(even if the battery has energy available, it is limited in

how quickly it can deliver this energy, i.e., the power it

can deliver is finite). For lower power loads, the primary

consideration is to smooth out the power load across time.

In general, this second consideration should be small

enough that it does not cause a task to be removed from a

schedule, but does cause it to be adjusted slightly to

smooth the load.

The second consideration can be achieved through a

modification of the electric power cost, ),B, described

above. Since the reason for wanting to balance the loads is

to reduce IZR losses, AB can be multiplied by a factor

proportional to the square of the power as follows:

AB' = ,'_B [1 + (_8 p)2] (3)

where 3 = [ (1 - e) / e ]o.s / Po,

e = Efficiency of the PMAD system at the

nominal power level (0.93)

and Po = the nominal power level

The first consideration is no different from any other type

of resource. Here power is considered as an assignable

resource--only so much power can be used at any given

instant. We therefore use an equation similar to Eq. (1)
above:

Ap = Aoelecexp[a (P - .9 PPV) / PPV] (4)

where PPV = Power from the Photovoltaic Array.

3.3 Opportunity Costs

The schedule may be shaped by other considerations than

how the resources are used. For example, there may be

options for which there is a preference as to where in the

time window the option is scheduled. Similarly, for tasks

which need to be repeated on a periodic basis it is

preferred that each subtask be performed more or less at

the same time within each period. Although the prototype

EPCS does not yet take into account any preference within

the time window, it does take into account the preference

for periodic tasks being performed at similar times within

the period. It does so by subtracting from the profit of an

option a fraction of each subtask's value 1, where the

fraction is defined as:

1.0 - exp[-0.5 ((t-to)/a)2], (5)

where t =

to =

=

t7 =

time of proposed scheduling of the subtask

desired time of scheduling

[(t-1 + TR) + (t+l - TR) ] / 2

2 TR

and TR = Repeat time

i.e., a Gaussian centered around the desired time with a

standard deviation of twice the repeat time.

This function is small enough that subtasks are free to

move if necessary, yet large enough that, all things being

equal, the subtasks will tend to be performed at regular

times.

4.0 THE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

The scheduling algorithm consists of three interacting

processes:

1. The Basic Algorithm

2. Feasibility Adjustment

3. Optimality

4.1 The Basic Algorithm

The basic algorithm consists of scheduling each task in

turn. During this phase, one option for each of the tasks

is always scheduled. When scheduling a particular task,
the scheduled option from the previous iteration is "picked

up", i.e., is removed from the schedule. The resource

usage is calculated with all other tasks implemented. This

determines the resource cost for any subtask of any option

for the task to be scheduled. Each option for the task is

considered in turn and an optimal placement for all

subtasks for that option is determined. The option with

the largest profit (even if the profit is negative at this

point) is scheduled.

Determining the optimal placement of the subtasks for an

option is done with a dynamic programming algorithm.

The cost for each subtask is determined for each of N

delay times. By working backwards from the last subtask

to the first, the optimal delays (within the time resolution

of the N delays) can be determined for the entire option.

4.2 Feasibility Adjustment

When the basic algorithm has converged, i.e., the options

picked and the scheduled times for all subtasks is not

changing from iteration to iteration, the schedule may not
be feasible. There are two reasons for this. The primary

reason is the granularity of time periods. Resource usage

is not stored on a minute-by-minute basis for the entire

planning time. Rather, a set of time periods, or "bins", are

defined and resource usage is added to these bins. At the

1The value of a eubtaak is the value of the option times the ratio of the duration of the subtask to the sum of the duration

for all of the subtaaks. That is, for the purpose of the schedulin_t function of the EPCS we are assuming linear value

accrual.
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start of the program these time periods are defined as the

daylight and eclipse times of the Space Station. Usage of

assignables is by units times time, i.e., man-days, kW-days,

workstation-days, etc. Therefore, while a time period may

contain enough crew-days to satisfy the resource usage

required for the schedule, there may be a conflict in that

for a short period of time, more crew than are available

are needed. To fix this problem, a rule based "tweak"

algorithm is applied to make small adjustments to the

schedule to get feasibility if possible, and new time periods

are introduced at the problem spots to keep the problem

from reoccurring.

4.3 Optimality

A secondary reason for non-feasibility, of course, is that

more is being scheduled than can fit within available

resource and time constraints. Thus, if the feasibility

adjustment does not result in a feasible schedule, the

system checks for negative profit. All tasks with a

negative profit are sorted from most negative to least

negative. The worst task is then removed from the

schedule and the resource usage adjusted. If the next task

now has a positive profit, it is skipped; otherwise it too is

removed. This process continues until all tasks have a

positive profit. Those tasks removed will stay removed

(unless a second option could be scheduled). If the
schedule is still not feasible, a call is made to the resource

18.22 kW

0.0
lun 01 Jan 1all 00_0 Tuo Ol Ja_ I086 00_II

Figure 2. Electric Power Profile of Generated Schedule

100.0 %

suppliers to adjust the cost curves 2 and the model resumes

with the basic algorithm.

If the schedule is feasible, an endgame phase is entered

whereby the schedule is adjusted according to the basic

algorithm, but allowed to move only a few minutes either

way from the current schedule. This is to make fine

adjustments due to the opportunity costs associated with

the timing.

5.0 RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the electric power profile for a

particular two day schedule. The gray areas are eclipse

periods. This schedule consisted of 10 activities containing

37 tasks which had 57 options consisting of 370 subtasks.

The important thing to notice is that the power used, in a

gross sense, is fairly uniform, and where there are peaks,

they tend to fall during periods of daylight. Figure 3

shows the battery charge for this same schedule. In

Figures 4 and 5, we have plotted graphs for the same

mission which were derived by removing the cost of

electric power. Note that we still did not let the battery

become too discharged, but the power levels are grossly

non-optimal. This demonstrates the technique employed,

while providing feasible schedules at a minimum, also

provides an efficient means for shaping resource usage.

33.565 kW

0.0

Figure 4. Electric Power Profile-No Resource Shaping

100.0 %

2In the prototype, the value of O_ in Equation 1 is increased.

65.0

Figure 5. Battery Charge Profile-No Resource Shaping
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ABSTRACT

This describes progress in assessing the feasibility, benefits,
and risks associated with AI Expert Systems applied to low
cost expendable launch vehicle systems. This work was
funded under the joint USAF/NASA Advanced Launch System
(ALS) Program as applied research. Part One identified
potential application areas in vehicle operations and on-board
functions, assessed measures of cost benefit, and finally
identified key technologies to aid in the implementation of
decision support systems in this environment. Part Two of the
program began the development of prototypes to demonstrate
real-time vehicle checkout with controller and diagnostic/
analysis intelligent systems, and to gather true measures of cost
savings vs. conventional software, verification and validation
(V&V) requirements, and maintainability improvement.

The Expert System advanced development projects (ADP-2301
& 2302) main objective was to provide robust intelligent
system for control/analysis that must be performed within a
specified real-time window, in order to meet the demands of the
gwen application. Timing is defined as responding to new data
frames of 0.1 to 1.0 second intervals. Here we describe our
efforts to develop two prototypes. Prime emphasis was on a
controller expert system to show real-time performance in a
cryogenic propellant loading application, and safety validation
implementation of this system experimentally at the USAF
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station Atlas Complex-36, using
commertial-off-the-shelf software (cots) tools and object
oriented programming (oop) techniques. This 'Smart GSE'
(Ground Support Equipment) prototype is based in C, with
imbedded expert system rules written in the CLIPS protocol.
The relational database ORACLE® provides non-real-time data
support.

The second demonstration develops the Vehicle/Ground
Intelligent Automation concept, from Phase-I, to show
cooperation between multiple expert systems (and conventional
software modules). This 'Automated Test Conductor' (ATC)
prototype utilizes a Knowledge-bus approach for intelligent
information processing by use of virtual sensors and
blackboards to solve complex problems. It incorporates
distributed processing of real-time data and object-oriented
techniques for command, configuration control, and auto-code
generation.

BACKGROUND

The Air Force and NASA have recognized that our nation's
current suite of launch vehicle systems has a number of
problems making them inadequate for the projected needs after
the late-1990's. A reduction in cost to $300/lb of payload

delivery, to LEO, 0.999+ reliability, high resiliency
(elimination of long standdowns of many months), and high
launch rate capacity are masons behind the joint USAF/NASA
effort for an operational ALS and Shuttle 'C'. ALS will serve
the commercial and DoD mission models beginning in 2000.
In order to meet the goals of $300/lb and launch rates as high as
25 missions annually, on-board systems and their associated
ground operations segment must be made as autonomous as
possible, while at the same time improving reliability and
safety. Under the ALS Program, a study was initiated to
explore the use of EXPERT knowledge-based system (KBS)
techniques for the purpose of automating the decision processes
of these vehicles and all phases of the ground operations
segment by assessing the feasibility, benefits, and risks
involved.

An expert decision aid is a software approach to solving
particular problems that are constantly changing over time and
are complex or adaptive in behavior, the opposite of an
analytical problem that is basically deterministic. Examples of
these types of problems are: the re-scheduling of a vehicle
checkout due to a damaged cable; or, determining if a system is
indeed faulty given conflicting sensor readings. These heuristic
problems require a depth of knowledge and experience (art
rather than science) to form solutions quickly. Expert systems
embody that collection of knowledge and experience in modular
pieces that are rules and facts that describe the proper thought
process for a given set of circumstances arrived at by any path.
It is this modular independence that makes expert systems
attractive. The incremental improvement of knowledge and
experience can be built and tested readily without re-testing the
rest of the software system, unlike conventional software that is
difficult to maintain in a day to day changing environment [1].

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The objective of this program is to develop, demonstrate, and
evaluate the use of expert decision aids in areas that would
improve ground and on-board system autonomy for the
purpose of reducing the life cycle costs, shortening the
processing critical path time, and improving safety and vehicle
reliability. This technology program continued the work begun
under the Phased study: Space Transportation Expert System
Study (STRESS), contract managed by the USAF Wright
Research and Development Center [2].

Tasks consists of an assessment of cost benefits vs
implementation risks for specific applications, and
demonstrations of key performance requirements to show
feasibility within the selected application environment.
Experience from our launch vehicle programs and other R&D
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efforts shows that there are many opportunities in operations
that reduce costs and improve autonomy, including:

• Ground operations: dally planning support and timely work-
around decisions aids

• Ground checkout: autonomous operations and control

• On-board systems: monitoring, integration, and control

• Launch day: fly-with-fault diagnostics and decision aids

From 33 applications identified in Phase-I [3], cryogenic
propellant tank loading was selected for a performance
feasibility demonstration in order to reduce the risk of
commitment to this developing technology. The Smart GSE
prototype was of a fractional scale, sufficient to give a good
performance correlation to a full-scale implementation. This
demonstration intended to show:

• Ease of human interface to facilitate maintainability at the
non-technical level;

• Real-time system performance for an appropriate level of
complexity;

• Integration to both vehicle and ground hardware, and data
systems;

• Validation methodology consistent for ground and on-board
applications [4].

The second objective, targets the incorporation of KBSs into a
combined Vehicle / Ground Intelligent Automation System. The
"Knowledge-Bus" (K-bus) architecture, conceived in Phase-I,
was used as the baseline concept in developing a maintainable
mix of multiple conventional and knowledge-based systems.

APPROACH / TASKS
Expert Systems- 2302

This layered architecture supports modularity and reusability of
KBS components via object oriented programming techniques
(hierarchial components, inheritance of methods, and
polymorphism of functions) and knowledge-base partitioning
[3] (for R/T performance and V&V efficiency). A second
prototype demonstration of an Automated Test Conductor
(ATC) system was begun to show cooperating intelligent
systems in operation using blackboards and virtual sensors
(elements of the K-bus concept). This approach is being
successfully used to support the NASA Space Station Program.
Elements of this architecture are already available in
commercial-off-the-shelf software products. Development of
an overall integrated architecture early in the investigation
provides a context and focus for future demonstration
prototypes, and assure the synergy of their gains in both
development and use in vehicle operations, for example
Integrated Health Monitoring OHM).

This technical approach is shown in Figure--1.

SMART-GSE Procedures m This development task
focused on supporting real-time control of time critical vehicle
operations using KBSs. The application selection from the 33
candidates, the ranking shown in Figure--2, was a difficult
choice. The demonstration had to require actual real-time
servicing of decisions. It had to be sufficiently complex in
scale to provide a good source of data for performance issues
and for costs. It had to be non-trivial, i.e. dealing with real
data so as to provide detailed feedback for correctness to serve
as a benchmark for verification/validation testing. The final
choice was cryogenic propellant loading of the Atlas launch
vehicle. Although this application ranked in the middle, it
satisfied all the requirements. The prototype would:

_E NgRAI,. IDYNAMI¢ig

Space Systems Division

INTEGRATED VEHICLE/GND AUTOMATED CHECKOUT

(SMART PROCEDURES DEMONSTRATIONS)

• LIMITED ON-BOARD EXPERT HEALTH MONITOR

- Sensor / Data Fusion Analysis
- Exp Syst Integrated With On-brd Environment

• AUTOMATED VEHICLE/GND CHECKOUT

-Exp Syst Automated Checkout Processing
- Build Guidelines For Automated Analysis

_"Prove Scalabilitv-""_= - Tests Vhcl /Gnd Knowledge-Base Coop_

_ost Savi_ _, SUBSYSTEM FAULT DIAGNOSTICS C
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........... ""Prove Cost
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Figure--l, Expert Systems ADP Approach
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• Prove _ integration with GSE hardware and software by
being installed at USAF Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
Complex (CX)-36. Timing being defined in terms of 1
second decision loops based on monitored feedback

• Provide the V&V benchmark by using the validated Tanking

Simulator available in the laboratory and later by using the
pad validation equipment

• Provide comparative development cost data wrt the same
task being done in conventional SAV on Titan/Centaur

• Provide long term maintenance cost data by being put into
service at CX-36 and compared to Titan/Centaur

The basic approach to the Smart GSE system was a tanking

controller built on a workstation using tools and standards so as
to make it portable to any variety of computer systems. The
demo used the CLIPS expert system shell from NASA/JSC.
This shell had shown promise in our internal R&D efforts as

capable of supporting real-time operations with suitable
extensions.

We based all graphical interfaces on the X-window standard
and Object Oriented Programming techniques. Here we used
the Transportable Application Environment (TAE) provided by

NASA/Goddard. This oop tool works on nearly all
workstations and Macintosh systems under X. To provide the
R/T feedback into the controller expert system, we used a PC
version of our existing validated Tanking Simulator connected

via a RS232 interface to the SUN workstation. We were using
a SUN 3 system but planned to move the demo to a SUN 4 to
do the timing tests. Later this would be moved to a Silicon

Graphics workstation system for porting to CX-36.

Automated Test Conductor (ATC) -- This development
task focused on supporting the integration of KBSs into the
vehicle processing environment; i.e. to actually have multiple

expert systems cooperate in the performance of a given
operation. The approach was to use the K-bus techniques in a

judicious fashion to demonstrate the concept was do-able and
without costly overhead making the concept impractical. The
demonstration would prove that it is possible to have
distributed knowledge-base support for control activities. This

would open the door for accepting many of the 33 applications
detailed in the Phase-I report. The driving force is the potential
cost savings by having shared software kernels, object
encapsulation of practices, procedures, and knowledge -- to

reduce validation, maintenance, and training. Further, the
automation can now extend into the management of systems
and not just isolated operations.

The basic approach in this task was to use multiple expert

system modules, orchestrated by an ATC module, and running
concurrently on 3 or more workstations. The workstations are

initially networked via Ethernet TCP/IP protocol using socket
transfer. For the R/T control management demonstration, we

are in the process of installing VME hardware linkages between
the workstations for message passing. The software being

developed followed the principles of the K-bus. Throughout
this project we used standard 'C' language and the GNU 'C++'
oop language. For UNIS (Unified Network Information
System) interfacing we used our own SQL-based data bridge to
the ORACLE® relational data management system. This

provided specification data to the expert systems upon demand.
The initial test was a simple cooperative tanking task between
subsystems. Later the Smart GSE controller becomes

integrated in this encompassing system.

SMART-GSE DEMONSTRATION

The system level requirements were based on inputs from the

Atlas CX-36 design and the system architecture developed
under the ALS basic pre-design effort. Figures--3,4 show the
required tasks and data-flows at the level of the Propellant
Tanking Manager and one of the 7 subsystems. The primary

features are first, the separation of management/control from
health monitoring for a P,/T system; and second the separation
of R/T feedback monitoring from diagnosis.

The prototype demonstration configuration is a laboratory
closed-loop test linking the Tanking Simulator with the expert

system controller. The Tanking Simulator consists of the
existing Atlas GSE models with inputs from Ground Skid
models and sequencing information from actual telemetry
flight-test data. The Tanking Simulator is operated in a

personal computer with a 100 millisecond cycle basis. This is
connected via an RS232 line to a SUN 3 workstation running
the expert system prototype. Preliminary validation tests were

to have been done here. Later this system configuration would
be modified to connect to the developmental launch control
computers in San Diego for initial integration of the actual data

telemetry streams. With this accomplished the transfer to CX-
36 should be relatively straight forward. Testing at CX-36
would center on reading the telemetry data and determining
performance variations in a variety of stressed situations. This
testing would use the pad's validation equipment and not an
actual vehicle. Timing test would be performed under a R/T

Unix system on a Silicon Graphics workstation. Both the
conventional equipment and the expert system would operate in

parallel and comparisons of performance would be evaluated
manually. The demonstration process is depicted in Figure---5.

The Smart GSE software configuration is shown in Figure--45
and highlights the significant elements. Some of these include
the NASA/JSC: CLIPS expert system shell, the

NASA/Goddard: TAE object oriented shell, and the ORACLE
® Relational Data Base System that was bridged to for

specification type data as needed.

The primary emphasis in this project has been to demonstrate

that expert systems can operate in real-time environments. It is
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SMART GSE REQUIREMENTS (Level 3.1.3)
Expert Systems- ADP 2302

Evaluated R/T Issues for Command & Cntl wrt ES

Separated Mngt from Health Monitoring
I

pre-launch commands
from 3.1.2

propellant

system health -
to 3.1.2.2

load status

I

GG
GG

propellant

system health/ ...3.1:3..6

v t T?nki.g J

_ _ GSE Database

propellant phase selection

Yanking reqts

Figure--3, Propellant Manager requirements

SMART GSE RQTS- LO2 (Level 3.1.3.1)
Expert Systems- ADP 2302

• Evaluated Knowledge-bus Issues wrt Command & Cntl
° Separated Monitoring from Diagnostics

Flow control valve

Topping controlvalve
Storage tank outlet valve

L02 line vent valve
Fill and drain valve

Support valves

_ propellant loading

hicle data f3.1.3.1.2 _'_ . phase^

Manage __ from 3.1 .L_.b

GSE Database _/GrouL:_ystem) -

vehicle data / LO2 procedure ,jl / [

__.__ activations _ / _

_ schematic System _ k02

Ifeedback ,data health/ Loading Phase

"___tem J" load LO2 status to 3.1.3._
system health to 3.1.3.5 ----e=_

Figure---4, L02 Subsystem Manager requirements
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Figure--5, Smart GSE shows evolution to full validation
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Figure--6, Smart GSE prototype features include CUPS, ORACLE, and TAE cots tools
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anticipated that the CLIPS shell would not be the only expert
system shell used in the course of the Project development.
Aspects of the Vehicle/Ground Intelligent Automation study
required for test planing and procedure coordination may better
use cots expert systems shells for goal oriented activities.

The prototype Smart GSE demonstration actually consists of
several expert systems working together. These are presently
modules linked within the same program, as apposed to being
true cooperating distinct systems.

Propellant Manager Expert System -- This ES is
required to accept a set of primary commands from the Mission
Manager and perform the necessary operations on the hardware
systems to accomplish the functions that the he has selected. A
sample list of the commands that the operator can select is:

TANK, DE-TANK, START, STOP, LAUNCH, HOLD,
STATUS ....

The Propellant Manager ES portion of the Smart GSE then
performs any necessary correlation between the different
systems under its control and issues a set of secondary
commands that will insure that the safety of the vehicle, pad,
and launch area will be maintained. Further, the Propellant
Manager ES coordinates the data about each of the subsystems
and adjusts each to ensure that they function smoothly between
systems and prelaunch phases. The data or status at this level
is also sent up to the Mission Manager for evaluation.

Subsystem Controller Expert Systems -- The
Propellant Manager coordinates commands for several
Subsystem Controllers. These sub expert system Controllers
are for each of the different fluid systems (LH2, LO2, LHe,
Hydrozine .... ) and act upon the commands issued by
performing the functions that have been requested.

These Controllers are concerned with the detailed functional
commands to control the physical hardware and turn on or off
specific sequences of valves or other equipment. Typical
command decision-sequences made by the local Controller on
the functional elements would be:

FAST FILL, TOP OFF, PRESSURIZE, DUMP, PURGE ...

The subsystem Controllers process function (object) commands
by accessing a call to a set of conversion routines that would
take the function (object) request and perform the necessary
hardware interpellation. This is actually turn on/off the
necessary valves or equipment to perform the function in
question. An example sequence of valves would be:

(F-34-5 ON) (F-35-5 ON) (F-7-1 OFF) (F-22 OFF) ...

These Controllers also have responsibility for selecting the
primary or backup functions as necessary.

Health Monitoring Expert System m A Health
Monitoring expert system correlates feedback information and
statuses the health of the equipment. All critical function
feedback is sent to both this Health Monitoring expert system
and the expert system Controller. This direct feedback allows
fast close-loop response by the Controller. Non-critical
anomalies are analyzed by the Health Monitor expert system.
These problems are evaluated using the expert system data
fusion capability to ascertain if a true failure has occurred. It
then isolates the cause of the failure and notifies the expert
system Controller of the defect. This allows the Controller to
select appropriate backup functional equipment. In parallel, the
Health Monitor expert system notifies the Propellant Manager
Health Monitor of the defect and requests repairs. All
anomalies are reported to this top level Propellant Manager
Health Monitor to correlate with the other active systems.

Simulation training and validation testing- A

monitoring / debug mode of operation will be available on the
controller side of the sub level expert system to make
suggestions of what operation the operator should be selecting
and why. In the validation phase a 'scripting' capability would
be used for dynamic system testing.

Progress to Date -- The controller begins with a simplified
schematic display of all nine propellant systems. A menu bar
resident at all times allows the human controller to choose
options from pull-down menus. These features include viewing
alternate schematics, performing diagnostics on the imbedded
expert systems, and manipulating the program parameters to
explore or control specific scenarios. A more detailed view of
any subsystem replaces a top level schematic when the pertinent
name field is clicked on the top level schematic itself or when
the name is chosen from a pulldown menu.

Each schematic consists of a background with overlaid discrete
items. Valves, connections, and the tanks are discrete objects.
The 'valve objects' change color to indicate changed state, such
as open, closed, fault, or warning. A window containing both
static and dynamic information about a schematic item is
activated by clicking on the desired item. This information
comes thru. the ORACLE@ database bridge. A stretcher object
reacts to the changes in the propellant flow and indicates the
current tanking percentage completion on a sketch of the 'tank
object'.

Figures---7 is the top functional level schematic; Figure--8 is a
photograph from the SUN 3 display of the Smart GSE
prototype. The photograph displayed is one of two top-level
system displays, the one for the Centaur is shown and there is
one for the Atlas vehicle/ground propellant systems. The
remainding displays are sublayer displays of subsystems and
show increased detail of all the operational components that
facilitate the primary functions depicted on the top-level
displays.

Operationally the ES knowledgebases for the LO2 and LH2
subsystems were completed and had begun initial integration
testing. The displays were completed and had begun
integration testing with the Tanking Simulator. The displays
had not completed the animation software to show the actual
closed-loop data feedback from the Tanking Simulator. The
other subsystems knowledgebases were in various stages of
development when work was terminated.

Real-Time Issues -- The application as a controller implies
control of the real-time decision process in relationship to the
external environment that it deals with. Several methods were
explored in an attempt to devise techniques for controlling the
inferencing process and the rule-set that it evaluated. Some of
these methods are shown in Figure--9. The use of
SALIENCE is one of those techniques that is well suited to this
area of expert systems. Simply put, SALIENCE is another
term for rule-priority. How that priority is established, how the
priority is maintained over time, and how the priority scheme
interacts with the Inference Engine tie-breaking mechanism are
all important application considerations [5].

The examination of rules that do not fire during an expert
system application's cycle is the unfortunate overhead that
expert systems typically carry. Another method used was to
create a rule partitioning approach that would not require
modification of the standard CLIPS shell (as tried in the
Portable Inference Engine [6]), but would instead be
application-specific CLIPS code that could reduce the number
of rules present in the Rete Net at any given time. There are
only a few expert system development tools that implement the
concept of knowledge base rule 'clustering' where production
rules are organized into logical arrangements to facilitate better
control over their execution. An example of this approach
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Figure-7, Top functional level SCHEMATIC for Centaur pmpcllant systems 

Figure-8, Top functional level OBJECT-ORIENTED DISPLAY 
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(called 'Function Control Blocks') is found in IBM's Expert
System Environment (ESE). The challenge was to create a

similar rule partitioning approach in CLIPS without any
significant degradation in performance - i.e. continual real-time
operation. The method [1] removes rule 'clusters' that were
not used during a real-time cycle and adds any 'clusters' that

are required during that same cycle. In developing our CLIPS
approach, minimum overhead costs were unavoidable. To

date, R/T operational performance has not been tested.

Using this approach, verification and validation techniques for

expert systems are more likely to succeed than with traditional
expert systems. By efficiently 'clustering' the rules and facts,

modular testing of modifications/enhancements are easier to
perform than non-modularized expert systems applications --
i.e. each partitioned rule 'cluster' can be independently verified
and validated. This is a significant advantage over expert

systems with a non-partitioned knowledge-base, and can
ultimately lead to lower expert system
maintenance/enhancement costs, and with better
documentation.

AUTOMATED TEST CONDUCTOR (ATC) DEMO

The preparation and launch of a contemporary space vehicle is a
labor-intensive process caused by the need for cooperation

between many interdependent systems. In the last decade
commercial software tools, capable of capturing the knowledge
and practical experience of an expert as well as represent the

design of the system, have been developed that can contributed
to saving both cost and schedule. However, most of todays
intelligent program packages suffer from the inability to
communicate or act cooperatively with conventional systems or

similar systems, or operate in the R/T environment. Our
previous R&D experiences have explored the use of expert
systems technology in practical situations. We have

demonstrated expert systems operate in near real-time, work
cooperatively with conventional R/T systems, work

interactively with object-oriented graphics, and integrate with
an off-the-shelf relational database management system. These
R&D projects demonstrated the essential capabilities needed for

cooperation between distinct intelligent modules, real-time
communication, and intelligent access to stored data files.

Based upon the Vehicle/Ground Intelligent Automation concept
from Phase-I, we are attempting to demonstrate cooperation
between multiple expert systems (and conventional software

modules). This 'Automated Test Conductor' (ATC) prototype
utilizes a Knowledge-bus (K-bus) approach for intelligent
information processing by use of virtual sensors and

blackboards to solve complex problems. It incorporates
distributed processing of real-time data and object-oriented
techniques for command, configuration control, and auto-code
generation. Figure--10 pictures the final goals of this

demonstration. Ultimately the K-bus would link conventional
launch processing software and a distributed collection of

expert system modules of various types with the vehicle

avionics having perhaps some on-board intelligence for
integrated health monitoring. The benefits would be proof of
the concept R/T operability, scaled cost comparisons, and a
testbed for V&V.

Abacus Programming Corp. and the LinCom Corp. were
participating subcontractors.

Development Philosophies m The ATC demonstration

itself will be developed according to four general philosophies:
autonomy, distributed control by modular expert systems,

information transfer at a high level, and the use of intelligent
databases.

System level philosophies:

CRITICAL RESPONSE ISSUES FOR R/T OPS
Expert Systems- ADP 2302

_/ • Saliences (prioritized rules)

• Priority Scheduling (dynamic saliences)

• Progressive Deepening

• Variable Precision Logic (depth of analysis wrt value of results = f(time) )

• Decision Analytic Techniques (depth of search wrt value of results = f(time) )

• R/'r A* Search (best-first search)

_/ • Bypass ES with Interrupt

x/ • Interrupt Inserted Facts

_/ • Single Valued Facts (2 fields vs 4 fields: (obj,val))

_/ • Retract Seldom Used Facts

_/ • Clause Ordering (RETE algorithm)

• Shorten Variable Names

toolset • V&V Trimming (remove redundant facts, subsumption)

_/ • Data Preparation (scaling, thresholding, changes-only in data)

• Partitioning of the KB

_J • Faster Algorithms (OPS-83, PIE)

_/ • Perform Math Functions Outside ES

• Use Alternate Paradigm (frame, model-based, etc.. as suits problem)

x/ • Quadruples Facts (4 fields: (obj,attrib.,value,confidence))

Figure--9, Critical Response issues considered for R/T operations
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• Autonomy- The ALS environment will require that support
systems be relatively autonomous and capable of independent decision-
making. This will reduce the need for a standing army of engineers and
ease the impact of the anticipated loss of older experienced personnel.

• Distributed Control -- The test conductor will coordinate distributed
controls for ground systems equipment (GSE) and vehicle avionics
systems. The GSE is a distributed system, distributed both functionally
and physically. Functions such as test procedures, fault diagnosis, or
scheduling may be performed by separate expert systems. Physical
distribution will be permitted, with the demonstration performing on
distinct workstations.

• High-level Intelligent Information Transfers -- The demo will use
symbolic or language links which will allow the modules to share
common knowledge, while performing their distinct functions. This
sharing will be intelligent in that it will anticipate knowledge
requirements by the modules, and supply them in compatible forms. It
is anticipated that the real-world system will supply this information
through common real-time or non-real-time lines.

• Intelligent Databases -- Data records and files will be handled
according to specific heuristics which take into account interconnections
and dependencies. Smart schematics, for instance, would cascade
externally-caused changes to all relevant data records.

• Hardware Independence -- The program will be developed so as not to
be limited to a particular hardware network or machine. It is anticipated
that the applications will be written in different languages, on different
machines, using different operating systems or inference engines. The
final system hardware is unknown; therefore, the test conductor will
accommodate these varying components, with minimal alteration.

• Real-time Performance -- The software selected must satisfy real-time
performance requirements, when required. These requirements will be
driven by the necessary integration to hardware and real-time software
systems, such as the avionics software on the vehicle.

Software philosophies:

• Language Standards -- Standard high-level languages shall be
employed, to simplify development and maintenance. The language of

choice is ADA. Other languages will be accepted, only when driven by
higher standards, i.e. shells, cots packages, etc.

• UNIX Commonality -- The R/l" UNIX operating system will be the
system of choice for the development and functioning environment of
the ATC. This will provide for distributed system commonality while
supporting real-time. UNIX is a wide-spread workstation operating
system, and provides many libraries and abilities which are necessary
for the ATC, such as interprocess communication, etc.

• Existing Toolkits -- Commercial off-the-shelf (cots) products will be
employed when they will adequately satisfy the task requirements. The
benefits here are obvious.

• Object-Oriented Programming -- The test conductor will be developed
in accordance with object-oriented programming techniques. Currently
the C++ language is targeted, promoting software reusability and
functional modularity consistent with the object-oriented philosophy.
TAE, a graphics package developed in C++ by NASA/Goddard,
simplifies the use of XWindows, and promotes an iconic object-oriented
user-interface.

• Shells and Environments -- Commercial shells and environments that
are proven to adequately satisfy the task requirements will be utilized.
For the artificial intelligence portions of the tes_M, such as the K-bus,
CLIPS will be the shell of choice. CLIPS interfaces well with the C

language and provides enough functionality to satisfy our R/r
requirements. Other AI paradgms will be used as required.

• Permanent Data Storage -- The ATC will need an imbedded database
system, both for its system functions and its nodes. The database
currently targeted is Oracle's relational database management system,
which interfaces easily with the C language and is hosted on several
workstations. A SQL-bridge will link the two.

Knowledge Bus n A critical component of the ATC

demonstration is the Knowledge Bus. As its name implies, it
provides a communication path for a higher level of information
transfer, not simply data. The K-bus is a layered architecture in

an object paradigm for development, integration and
verification of distributed real-time systems, see Figure--11.

DESCRIPTION OF FINAL DEMONSTRATION

Expert Systems- ADP 2302 (02-92)
AUTONOMOUS CHECKOUT
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Figure--10, Autonomous vehicle checkout is possible using the K-bus approach
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Systems implemented under the K-bus can include both
knowledge-based and conventional procedural components.

The K-bus features tools to ease development and coordinate
functions that permit diverse applications to operate as a
coherent system. Just as an operating system manages physical

resources, the K-bus provides the means to access common
reasoning services for embedded knowledge-based applications
and analogous high-level services for procedural applications
and V&V.

The K-bus concept was originally developed in Phase-I with a

Design Specification for supporting a distributed network of
cooperating expert systems serving an integrated
Vehicle/Ground Mission Management System. It was
anticipated that such a system would take the maximum

advantage of semi-autonomous agent processes with
knowledge-based communication and control to perform
operations and vehicle/ground checkout. Phase-II applys these

concepts to a working prototype:

• Development of design specifications of the K-bus, and a
User Manual describing how to use its facilities in

developing a distributed application.

• Detailed design of the following K-bus objects:
Object, SaveableObject, SystemCall, List, Buffer, String,

Attribute, Socket, PostOffice, Finder, Message,
KnowledgeUnit, KnowledgeSource, MessageManager,
Agent.

• Implementation of these objects as a C++ library and
Alpha testing of them with a simple driver program. This
library was developed with Oasys C++ compiler and the
Apple AU/X operating system.

• Rehosting the library from the development Oasys system
to the Gnu C++ compiler and SUN workstation for
integrated testing.

Aspects of the K-bus -- As previously stated, the K-bus

follows the distributed object oriented model of interaction

between software modules, defined here to be loosely-coupled
'agents'. Further, this supports the open, continuous
processing characteristic of cooperative systems, and which
makes them much more complex than traditional consultation-

based programs. This event-driven programming methodology
is also shared by several conventional systems, such as X
Windows. In each case, procedures ("event handlers") are

associated with events that can occur asynchronously, such as
the user clicking a mouse, or a database update.

Agent -- The agent is the fundamental active entity in the K-
bus, encapsulated as an object which communicates by

messages. Currently an agent and its message manager occupy
a Unix process, so its boundary exists not only as a software
object but is also enforced at the operating system level. An
agent is defined as a collection of knowledge sources and an

organization. These knowledge sources may be implemented
as expert systems or a conventional system. Each knowledge
source has a list of capabilities and interests. This list matches
questions it can answer and information it would like to be told.

The agent advertises these attributes with the Finder and keeps
a cache of other agents' capabilities and interests for subsequent
communication.

An agent's specification thus permits implementation along
several sizes of granularity. Internally, it can be a whole
organization of problem solvers, or just a simple C program. It
has a scheduler component for control of its knowledge sources
and is not necessarily serial. Its state may be dormant or active,

but currently most agents are eternally vigilant or waiting for a
reply. For efficiency reasons in Unix-like environments a large
grain may be preferred, and this can be used at the next layer up

as a generic task (an agent which is a specialist in one area of
problem solving).

An agent's capabilities and interests represent a model of its
goals, plans, abilities and needs that other agents can use for

The "K-Bus" is a
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Figure--11, Autonomous vehicle checkout is possible using the K-bus approach
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cooperation. An agent can choose not to cooperate by not
advertising this model, but in general they can build up more
extensive models of each other by starting with the originally

advertised capabilities and interests and then learning from

experience by caching results. For example, two agents may
have a capability to do arithmetic, but by trying each the faster
one is identified and will be preferred in future requests. An

agent can have a reflective ability by installing probes in itself

(for example, to measure the number of rules fired by a
knowledge source's inference engine). This ability allows it to
monitor its progress and interrupt if necessary. The
combination of agents into a cohesive problem-solving team is

achieved by creating an organization. Figure--12 is an example
of the internal organization of a complex agent.

Post Office - Each agent has a Post Office object, which

queues incoming messages and permits addressing by name,
rather than location. The Post Office uses a distributed Finder

object, which keeps track of the addresses of active objects and
maps them to their globally unique names. Furthermore, agents
can advertise certain attributes (see later section) which are also

registered with the Finder and permit communication by
semantics rather than just syntactic names.

Message -- The interaction medium is the message, the glue
which enables the transfer of data and control between the

agents. A message contains fields which identify the sender and
receiver, an object (such as a question or answer) an optional
time tag and list of attributes (which may include its expiration

date or application-specific information). Control is passed by
messages which represent remote procedure calls - they are
intercepted by an agent's message manager. The message
manager is responsible for converting messages to procedures

and keeps a queue of questions received together with their
askers (for subsequent direction of replies). Remote procedure
calls by default are asynchronous (the caller doesn't block and
wait for its completion), but may be synchronous if required

(easier to program as it fits the conventional procedural
language model). The question of whether the receiving agent
blocks until it processes the request depends on the
organization used: if the agent does - it is under the control of
the sender (a client-server relationship); if not - it is

autonomous. Of course, requests to lower-level services (such

as a database manager) are processed synchronously - only
high-level agents can own a thread of control.

Organization m An organization is simply a collection of

agents who know each others' capabilities and interests, this is
an implicit specification, encapsulated by knowledge existing in
each agent. In contrast to structural definitions of

organizations, this model is adaptive, since agents can compute
who knows how to answer a question. New relationships can
form within the organization. One agent can be programmed to
act as a manager, delegating work to other agents according to
their advertised capabilities, monitors their progress using

probes and adjusts their position in the organization
accordingly.

A method to combine agents more indirectly is by sharing
access to a blackboard.

Blackboard -- A blackboard is realized in the K-bus as a

restricted subclass of agent - it is a passive server which is
interested in everything (or at least whatever it is programmed

for). Agents post information on the blackboard by sendin.g it
messages, they install probes on it to gather information
resulting from matching events plus several current and
historical conditions. A blackboard is thus a semi-permanent
communication space, but also acts as a mechanism for a
loosely-coupled organization whereby several agents can

combine partial results without repeated inter-agent
communication. It is more than a global database, in that the
probes' histories provide a short-term memory and record of
partial matches, so that new additions and requests can be

processed quickly (in the style of the Rete algorithm for rule-
based systems); in contrast, database queries are processed one
at a time. This is an object-oriented version of the blackboard

concept, and it is important to contrast it with blackboard
systems which contain a centralized scheduler in control of the
serial execution of agents - in the K-bus the agents are
autonomous, and questions of parallelism and interference are

answered by the message-passing architecture.

The blackboard's internal structure may be partitioned, to allow

a for hierarchy of spaces available to groups of agents, but the
external interface is ignorant of the internal structure of objects
posted on it. Although logically centralized, it may be

MESSAGE MANAGER

I Cal_abilities I

I ,rests I

[ Acq,,alntaneos I

AGENT

I

III I I IIII IIIII II II .......

Figure--12, An example of a complex Agent composed of several objects
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physically distributed for performance reasons - in this case,
consistency must be maintained using techniques (e.g. multiple
copies, deadlock avoidance) borrowed from distributed
databases. A blackboard is demonstrated in Figure--13.

Interim Demonstration Configuration m The present
ATC prototype was developed as an early assessment of the

difficulties involved in operating a network of cooperating
expert systems. The demo system is comprised of five expert
systems (ES). Primary control is represented by the Automated
Test Conductor (ATC) user interface. A message router,

equivalent to the Finder mentioned above, handles information
flow and command/control. The interface to the ATC is via an

oop iconic display window, much like a Macintosh. This

interim demo emphasized the concepts of distributed control
and oop communication. Via a UNIS-like data management
interface, oop scripts can be developed for a test scenario.

Process ES objects may be assigned to any workstation or
mainframe in the network and given initialization information.
All results flow back to the ACT operator window. Each of the

distributed sub-processes open their own respective windows
on their hosted machine for inspection. This entire process is
stored in object form and when initiated the software is auto-

code generated, distributed, and executed. Figure--14 shows
the five expert system configuration. The ATC user interface is
in Figure--15.
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ABSTRACT

The Work Flow Assistant (WFA) is an advanced

technology project under the Shuttle Processing

Data Management System (SPDMS) at Kennedy
Space Center (KSC). It will be utilized for short

range scheduling, controlling work flow on the
floor, and providing near real-time status for all

major Space Transportation Systems (STS) work

centers at KSC. It will increase personnel and
STS safety and improve productivity through

deeper active scheduling that includes tracking
and correlation of STS and Ground Support

Equipment (GSE) configuration and work. It will

also provide greater accessibility to this data.
WFA defines a standards concept for scheduling

data which permit both commercial off-the-

shelf (COTS) scheduling tools and WFA developed
applications to be reused. WFA will utilize

industry standard languages and workstations to

achieve a scalable, adaptable, and portable
architecture which may be used at other sites.

John Wilkinson and Earl Johnson
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Lockheed Space Operations Company

M.S. LSO-002

TitusvUle, Florida 32780

inspections, e.g. correcting tile damage incurred

during the previous mission. The limitation is
that re-scheduling is done as a one day delayed

reaction reconciling differences between

planned and actual schedules.

In response to this need, the Work Flow
Assistant (WFA) project of Kennedy Space

Center's Shuttle Processing Data Management

System (SPDMS) was initiated. This system is
envisioned as a knowledge-based scheduling

assistant acting primarily at the work center

level. WFA will include the capability to: track
schedule progress, the STS and ground support

equipment (GSE) configuration and critical path
on a near-real-time basis; and screen all work

for compatibility to configuration. It will also
provide the active scheduling and resource

balancing of open standard work and for

integration of non-recurring work into the
schedule.

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

1. INTRODUCTION

The task of preparing the Space Shuttle for

flight is complex and involves systematically
moving the shuttle through a series of work

centers. The preparation activities at each work
center involves coordination of a sizeable team

of personnel and materials as well as the
cumulative execution of some 25,000 operations

per shuttle flow. While this coordination effort

is scheduled daily in advance based on planned
work and durations, the actual work required

may vary by as much as 40% due to non-
recurring activities revealed by scheduled

Functional aspects of the WFA will include:

* Information collection, assimilation, and
dissemination.

• Multi-perspective user interface.

• Electronic signature capability.

• Tracking task events (e.g. enable, cancel,
start, stop, hold, and resume).

• Dynamic critical path projection.
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• Interactive queries

Status (e.g. configuration, activities in
progress, etc.).

- What-if schedule assessments.

- Meta task event inquires (e.g. area close-
out}.

• Incorporation of non-recurring or non-
standard work into scheduled activities.

• Proposed scheduling data exchange format

Figure 1 presents the top level logical
organization of the WFA. Planning and
scheduling, ranging from multi-mission 5 year
planning to work center work package release for
the next 11 days, will be accomplished through
an integrated set of SPDMS host based
applications . WFA will then construct and
maintain a more in depth schedule taking
individual resources and work center GSE
configuration into consideration. WFA will receive
transactions to start, stop, hold, resume, cancel
and complete work. WFA uses this data to verify
that prerequisite tasks are complete and that the
current configuration is compatible before
allowing work to begin. WFA also tracks schedule
progress and configuration as the tasks are
received; and maintains schedule data, critical
paths and configuration in near real-time. WFA
assists floor supervisors in the work centers to
balance work and resources and to gain
increased visibility into work center status. It

assists flow managers and controllers of multi-
work-center resources , e.g. quality or safety
personnel, on a flow or multl-flow level to track
and manage tasks in their purview. Near real-
time status is also made available throughout KSC
to keep the NASA and contractor work force
informed on the progress of STS testing and the
effect on their respective organizations.

3. CENTRAL CONCEPTS

The following presents the hinge-pins upon
which WFA is founded. The approach to
standards and modularity takes on unusual
importance in that it determines whether WFA
will be a single-use application or a reusable tool.
Also information distribution and user

customization concepts will heavily affect how
well the many and varied user groups are served.

3. I Standards

Like all major government installations, KSC has
workstations, computer equipment and software
from many vendors. Data paths required by the
WFA span multiple vendor platforms and software
packages. Standards utilization will lessen the
implementation cost and have a positive effect on
the extent of reusability. Using standards as the
platform, rather than a single vendor model or
line, permits maximum use of existing equipment
and allows new acquisitions to be based on
benchmark and cost considerations uniquely for
each requirement.

Where no formal standard exists, ad hoc

standards supported by multiple vendors are
preferred.

Candidate multl-vendor standards or emerging
standards are available which cover most areas of
concern. One notable exception, for WFA's

purpose, is the absence of standards governing
the exchange of scheduling data between COTS
scheduling applications. The existence of such a
"standard", albeit ad hoc and limited in agency
scope, will reduce the need for further custom
developed software tools for WFA, and permit
WFA technology to be more easily reused.

Analogous to the definition of an Application
Portability Profile for Posix by the NIST, WFA
development will include a set of APP tests and
benchmarks to validate vendor independence
and vendor supportability of a WFA release.

3.1.1 Industry and Adhoc Standards

When the multi-vendor support requirement is
added to standards selection, the standards

picture changes significantly. But without multi-
vendor support, there is in effect no standard.
While project approval of selected standards has
not yet been secured, adequate candidate
"standards" appear available for the following
project roles: platform equivalent configurations,
operating system, network connectivity, database,
languages and graphical user interface.

3.1.2 Schedule Information Interchange Format

A unifying concept of the WFA is our proposed
Scheduling Information Interchange Format
(SIIF), which provides a logical common
communications medium for transmitting and
receiving scheduling information (Figure 1). The
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SIIF defines a standard method for storing
scheduling information in an SQL database form,
as well as interface protocols for requesting
services for each class of scheduling tool. Custom
applications requiring SIIF scheduling services
follow the SIIF protocol for requesting services
from any SIIF scheduling tool.

The primary benefit is to make scheduling data
readily accessible and scheduling tools
interchangeable. Standardization of data is the
next logical step for standards. After all, it is the
data itself upon which decisions are made.

In order to make the SIIF practical, all
participating data must be stored in SIIF rather
than in the internal format of a particular tool.
Also, each participating tool must be interfaced to
the SIIF and participating applications must
utilize the SIIF protocol. Naturally, this is not an
all or nothing affair. Benefits will accrue
proportional to usage. SIIF definition and
compliance represents a significant decision, not
yet made, that will require careful deliberation
and active commitment.

3.2 Mix N'Match Components

The SIIF will be used analogously to a computer
backplane for disseminating scheduling
information into which scheduling tools and
scheduling application can be installed (Figure 1).
Each tool or application is installed via an
interface program that maps the protocol and
format of that product to the protocol and format
of the SIIF. Tools are envisioned to be installed
by functional category and to appear to the SIIF
as having the same functional interface, as other
tools in the same category. New COTS scheduling
tools can then be installed by developing or
modifying an existing interface program.
Scheduling applications can use the installed
tools as building blocks. Users can utilize any tool
of a tool category to access any of the data
maintained in SIIF format.

WFA scheduling engines are tools of special
importance. They have a high level of
functionality permitting them to be used by most
scheduling applications and are scalable
permitting hardware platform performance to be
selected based on performance requirements.
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3.3 Active Versus Reactive Scheduling

The traditional scheduling approach is reactive;
that is schedule, do the work, periodically review
progress versus the schedule, and then
reschedule to resolve discrepancies In
contrast, WFA will receive task progress
transactions (start, hold, complete, resource
assignment, etc.) electronically and immediately
update schedules and configuration status for
each work center. Critical paths and individual
resource utilization will also be tracked in near
real-tlme. WFA will also assist floor supervisors,
responsible for controlling work flow through a
work center, remain abreast of work status, and
in balancing resources and ordering tasks to
improve productivity and minimize schedule
impacts.

3.4 Configuration Based Scheduling and Safety

Assistants and direct support serve the personnel
actively working in and around a work center to
accomplish work. Assistants are planned to act as
intelligent aids to flow-strategic personnel
including floor supervisors, planners and flow
managers.

Interactive query and reports are provided to
meet special user group needs for access to
schedule and status information.

Advisory systems provide work and configuration
data in a broadcast mode to user workstations
that are primarily IBM PC compatible and utilize a
set of KSC developed tools supporting user
tailored display of that information. This
distribution service makes flow and configuration
information available efficiently throughout KSC in
a low overhead computational manner and can be
disseminated to other centers as well. A number
of other advisory systems are being constructed at
KSC that work in a similar manner using the same
resources and technology.

Scheduling and tracking at the work center level
will uUlize knowledge of the physical aspects and
current configuration of the work center and the
STS elements being processed as related to the
tasks being performed. Configuration data
includes considerations such as Orbiter power
status, position of test stands and STS flight
moveable surfaces, payload bay door configuration,
etc. With each task, any configuration
requirements or prerequisites must also be
identified by appropriate organizations. Using
this information, WFA schedules the work by
taking configuration into consideration. Current
configuration state will be gathered through
manual entry, completion of a scheduling task for
which a configuration effect is identified, or by
processing STS and GSE real-time measurement
data received from the firing rooms at KSC. WFA
also tracks the current configuration and verifies
that configuration requirements match
configuration computed state and that all
predecessor tasks are completed before
permitting work to commence. While this
method is not fool proof, it should significantly
improve safety to the work crew and the STS.

3.5 Information Distribution

Three levels of information distribution service
are provided by WFA. These services disseminate
near real-time status from work centers
supported by WFA. The three distribution levels
are: assistants and direct support; interactive
query and reports; and advisory systems.

3.6 Multi-perspective Malleable User Interface

Each work center and user group have different
needs for data content and form for the user
interface as well as queries and reports. "One
size fits all" is not appropriate in this context.

The WFA strategy is two fold. First, provide a
core capability that is independent of specific
work center or user group needs and provide
technology for user customization. Secondly, turn
over the customization responsibility and task to
user groups.

Since the SIIF is an SQL database, interactive
query and reports are readily generated via the
provided vendor SQL COTS tools. WFA does not
provide these reports and queries but rather,
ensures that all scheduling and status information
is accessible through them.

The user interface for the assistants alternately
presents information to the users as lists,
drawings and various scheduling charts, all user
selectable. The user can define as many drawings
as needed to tailor the interface to the work area
itself. Work center status can then be directly
depicted on these drawings. This capability is
presently being demonstrated to users and has
been well received. Figure 2 illustrates various
forms of the user interface for the assistants.

Advisory system displays are also fully defined by
the users.
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Figure 2: Flexible User Interface
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4. PROJECT BENEFITS

Program benefits range from aspects as diverse as
technology insertion, and comparative
validation/assessment of new products, to system
maintenance. And as new products are
introduced, they may be evaluated in situ rather
than in a standalone mode.

The WFA will make information readily available
to a large segment of the KSC user community,
that has previously been assessable only via
personal contact with numerous individuals with
area specific knowledge.

Data sharing across tools, systems and
organizational groups is a natural outgrowth.

Consumers of scheduling information and
application developers as well should receive
something new in tool selection...a choice.

Near real-time interactive decision making aids
should improve productivity and permit more
timely informed decisions

Once the proposed SIIF standard is in place, a
synergistic effect may occur, and unforeseen
latent benefits may accrue.

If successful, SIIF may encourage others within
NASA or contractor organizations to undertake
data format standardization efforts in other areas.

and Planner; and,Bob Gargen, et al of the
Lockheed Artificial Intelligence Center, for their
addition of Configuration Based Scheduling to the
Ames project.
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5. CONCLUSION

As reflected from user feedback of
demonstrations of the first phase prototype, WFA
is envisioned by users as a ground breaking
project with much promise. However the
challenge is also real'. WFA is being therefore
deployed in separate phases to mitigate that risk.
Each major phase also contains a prototyping step
to gain early user critique and permit project
mid-course corrections. The success of this
system and its extent are dependent upon factors
which to a large measure require the persistent
commitment and willingness of contractors,
vendors and NASA to make WFA an actuality
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Abstract

NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is developing knowledge-

based systems to automate critical operations functions for

the Space Shuttle fleet. Intelligent systems will monitor ve-

hicle and ground support subsystems for anomalies, assist in

isolating and managing faults, and plan and schedule Shuttle

Operations activities. These applications are being developed

independently of one another, using different representation

schemes, reasoning and control models, and hardware plat-

forms. KSC has recently initiated the EXODUS project to

integrate these "standalone" applications into a unified, co-

ordinated intelligent operations support system. EXODUS

will be constructed using SOCIAL, a tool for developing dis-

tributed (intelligent) systems. This paper describes EXODUS,

SOCIAl,, and initial prototyping efforts using SOCIAL to in-

tegrate and coordinate selected EXODUS applications.

Section 1 Introduction

Over the past decade, NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC) has

developed knowledge-based systems to increase automation of

operations support tasks for the Space Shuttle fleet. Major

applications include: monitoring, fault isolation and manage-

ment. and control of vehicle and ground support systems; oper-

ations support of the Shuttle Launch Processing System (LPS);

and plamfing and scheduling of Shuttle and payload processing

activities.

Initial prototypes have been tested successfully (off-line) in

support of several Shuttle missions. KSC is currently extend-

ing and refining these systems for formal field testing and val-

idation. The final deployment phase of development will inte-

grate the knowledge-based applications, both with one another

and with existing Shuttle operations support systems.

Integration will require solutions to many challenging prob-

lems. KSC's knowledge-based applications were developed

independently of one another, using different representation

schemes, reasoning and control models, software and hard-

ware platforms. Knowledge and data bases are application-

specific, as are external interfaces to users, LPS software, and

LPS data channels. In addition, KSC's knowledge-based ap-

plications lack capabilities for modeling their peer systems and

for comnmnicating with one another across heterogeneous host

platforms. This precludes working together cooperatively, for

example, by sharing information and by coordinating comple-

mentary activities, to solve problems that the systems are in-

capable of resolving individually.

KSC has recently initiated the EXODUS project (Expert Sys-

tems for Operations Distributed Users) to investigate and ad-

dress these difficult issues. A high-level integration architec-

ture has been designed. The design incorporates a hierarchi-

cal distributed control model to coordinate cooperative efforts

among KSC's intelligent operations support applications. In

order to refine, test, and implement this design, KSC is fund-

ing Symbiotics, Inc. to develop SOCIAL, a generalized tool for

integrating and coordinating distributed systems comprised of

heterogeneous intelligent and conventional elements. Symbi-

otics is also developing proof-of-concept prototypes to validate

SOCIAL and the proposed EXODUS architecture.

The remaining sections of this paper describe, in order: the

EXODUS problem domain and system design; the SOCIAL

development tool; and the demonstration prototypes that in-

tegrate and coordinate selected knowledge-based applications

at KSC.

Section 2 EXODUS

2.1 Space Shuttle Ground Operations

Processing, testing, and launching of Shuttle vehicles takes

place at facilities dispersed across the KSC complex, often us-

ing complex Ground Support Equipment. For example, Or-

biters are mated to external tanks and solid rocket engines

using cranes at the Vehicle Assembly Building. Propellant

storage and loading systems are used to fuel Shuttle vehicles

mounted on Mobile Launch Platforms at. Launch Pads.

The Launch Processing System (LPS) supports all Shuttle

preparation and test activities from arrival at KSC through

to launch. The LPS provides the sole direct real-time inter-

face between Shuttle engineers, Orbiter vehicles and payloads,

and associated Ground Support Equipment [He87]. Four in-

dependent physical copies, called Firing Rooms, can support

simultaneous processing of multiple Shuttle vehicles, LPS soft-

ware development, and launch team training.

A Firing Room is an integrated network of computers, soft-

ware, displays, controls, switches, data links and hardware

interface devices (cf. Figure 1). The computers in a Fir-

ing Room are organized in a star network. The star's lo-

cus, called the Common Data Buffer, collects data, trans-

fers data to LPS peripheral storage subsystems, and mediates
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computer-to-computer communications, which are concurrent

and asynchronous. During peak (launch) conditions, a Firing

Room handles thousands of commands and measurements per
minute.

Orbiter Processing Vehicle Assembly Mobile Launch ShuttleOn-board
Facility Bldg Platform Systems

1-_-_ 1-_-_1 I-_ I-_"1 ••• I-G-_-I

®
Data Buses, Hardware Interface Devices, Telemetry Links,

Firing Room Elements

Remote Switching Assembly

@@@ @@@
Common Data Buffer I

_ _ "" " _ I Peripheral Storage/Ic;onsole I I & other subsystemsI

Figure .1: Architecture of an LPS Firing Room

Firing Room computers are configured to perform independent

LPS functions through application software loads. Shuttle en-

gineers use computers configured as Consoles to remotely mon-

itor and control specific vehicle and Ground Support systems.

Each such application Console communicates with an asso-

ciated Front-End Processor computer that issues commands,

polls sensors, and preprocesses sensor measurement data to

detect significant changes and exceptional values. These com-

puters are connected to data busses and telemetry channels

that interface with Shuttles and Ground Support Equipment

through switching assemblies in each Firing Room.

2.2 EXODUS Applications

EXODUS will integrate and coordinate knowledge-based ap-

plications that span KSC's major processing functions - Shut-

tle and LPS operations and planning and scheduling of such

operations. Tasks in all three areas are labor- and expert-

intensive. KSC's intelligent systems program will: increase

automation of operations support tasks, alleviating labor re-

quirements and costs; improve safety by standardizing (expert)

task performance and increasing accessibility of data on prob-

lems and problem solutions; and preserve expertise that would

otherwise be lost when veteran NASA engineers change jobs or

retire. This section summarizes the primary KSC applications

in the EXODUS framework.

The LPS Operations team ensures that the four Firing Rooms

are available continuously, in appropriate error-free configura-

tions to support Shuttle engineering test requirements such as

Launch Countdown or Orbiter Power-up sequences. OPERA

(for Operations Analyst) consists of an integrated collection of

expert systems that automates some of these critical support

functions [Ad89b].

OPERA's primary expert system monitors a Firing Room for

anomalies and assists LPS Operations users in isolating and

managing faults by recommending troubleshooting, recovery

and/or workaround procedures. OPERA taps into and in-

terprets a data stream comprised of error messages triggered

by the LPS Operating System. Messages signal anomalous

events such as improper register values or expiring process
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timers. OPERA also incorporates two secondary expert sys-

tems, which interface with and maintain data and knowledge

bases that track open and recurring problems across all four

Firing Rooms. They assist the primary expert by retrieving

fault reports that provide relevant precedents to current prob-

lem symptoms.

The LPS Operations team replaces problem Firing Room com-

puters with standby spares to restore on-line functionality to

Shuttle engineering end-users. Suspect or faulty computers are

then diagnosed and repaired off-line by an LPS Maintenance

organization, which is developing a supporting Remote Moni-

toring and Maintenance Subsystem (RMMS). RMMS consists

of custom hardware implants that capture memory dumps from

failing Firing Room computers, and a tap to the Common Data

Buffer for retrieving and storing dump data files. An associ-

ated Memory Dump Analyst provides an object-oriented in-

terface for inspecting memory dumps and a shallow-knowledge

expert system that automatically diagnoses a subset of com-

puter faults.

KSC has developed a model-based tool called KATE (or Knowl-

edge Based Autonomous Test Engineer) for building intelligent

systems to automate monitoring, diagnosis, and control tasks

for Shuttle Ground Support Equipment [Fu90]. These systems

are comprised of electromechanical components including re-

lays, pumps, blowers, ducts, heaters, and embedded sensors.

KATE extends and generalizes on LES, an early model-based

diagnostic system that supports the the Liquid Oxygen fuel

loading system [Sc87].

KATE applications monitor Firing Room Console data while

simultaneously running a behavioral model simulation for their

target Ground Support Equipment system. Discrepancies be-

tween actual data and values predicted by the model trigger the

model-based diagnostic module. Control capabilities can he

used to test diagnostic hypotheses (via sensor requests) and to

issue corrective commands. A KATE-based application called

LOX (an extended reimplemented version of LES) is currently

being validated in field tests. Another KATE system (ECS)

has been developed to help maintain environmental controls

for the Shuttle cargo bay when the vehicle is at a Launch Pad.

EXODUS will also integrate knowledge-based tools for plan-

ning and scheduling resources and activities for payload inte-

gration and Shuttle processing [Mu88,Zw89]. Further expert

systems are being designed to assist LPS Operations in con-

figuring Firing Room switching assemblies and to automate

Shuttle engineering activities at application Console stations.

2.3 EXODUS Architecture

LPS Firing Room (ModComp-II) computers were built in the

early 1970s. Their limited memory capacity is largely occupied

by LPS Operating System and Shuttle user application soft-

ware. Accordingly, KSC's knowledge-based systems have been

implemented on other platforms, including Sun Workstations,

Texas Instruments Explorer Lisp Machines, and PCs.

The proposed EXODUS architecture (cf. Figure 2) will use

an Ethernet local area network for physically connecting in-

telligent application hosts. Intelligent systems will access LPS

Firing Room data via an interface between the Common Data

Buffer and a data concentrator. This interface currently ex-

tracts memory dump data for RMMS and Operating System

error messages for OPERA. Extensions to support data and
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Figure .2: EXODUS Architecture

control interfaces for KATE applications are being designed.

A centralized interface design is necessary for two reasons: (a)

the limited number of free ports into Common Data Buffers;

and (b) the major testing effort is required to validate and ver-

ify new LPS interfaces with respect to NASA's stringent safety

requirements.

The proposed integration design for EXODUS adopts a server-

based architectnre: critical data and knowledge bases in EX-

ODUS applications will be redistributed to server nodes com-

prised of dedicated data and knowledge base management sys-

tems running on high performance, large memory capacity

hardware platforms. This design approach promotes sharing of

symbolic models of common utility across applications: Shut-

tie and LPS system structures, behaviors, and bodies of oper-

ational expertise. Maintenance, access control, and common-

ality of interfaces will also be facilitated.

Redistributing large data and knowledge bases to server plat-

forms will also reduce memory and performance burdens from

EXODUS applications on their hosts. This will become critical

since plans call for porting EXODUS applications over to the

new Console colnputers being procured for a modernization of

Firing Rooms in the mid-1990s.

The critical requirements for the proposed EXODUS integra-

tion architecture are: (a) non-intrusive communication capa-

bilities for moving data and commands among heterogeneous

applications and information resources; and (b) intelligent dis-

tributed control models to coordiqate the activities of EXO-

DUS applications. The following sections describe develop-

ment efforts for these enahling technologies.

Section 3 The SOCIAL Development Tool

Obstacles to integrating "standalone" intelligent systems are

not u,fiqne to KSC or to operations support. Analogous diffi-

culties arise in other domains including: battle management;

decision support; manufacturing process control; air traffic

control; concurrent engineering environments; power genera-

tion plants; and power transmission and communication net-

works,

These domains encompass multiple problems of varying com-

plexity, whose solutions may be independent or only weakly de-

pendent upon one another. Different problem-solving architec-

tures are appropriate for disparate tasks. Complex computer

systems already exist, for storing data and executing conven-

tional programs that automate routine activities (e.g., for sen-

sor and equipment control, instrumentation, event trapping,

and bounded scheduling task._). Software and hardware plat-

forms arc typically heterogeneous across intelligent and con-

ventional applications. Finally, a priori design of comprehen-

sive integration strategies was generally infeasible in the tech-

nology development or transfer environments where intelligent

systems currently being deployed were initiated.

SOCIAL is a generalized tool that is being built for developing

distributed systems and for integrating existing systems "after

the fact" [Ad89a,Adg0]. SOCIAL will provide the following

broad functional capabilities and attributes:

• a high-level, modular distributed communications capa-

bility for passing information between applications based

on heteroge,mous languages, platforms, networks, and

network protocols. This subsystem is already available

as a standalone commercial product called MetaCovrier;

• minimally intrusive data and control interfaces to new

and existing systems, both conventional and intelligent,

including data feeds and applications developed using

commercial AI shells and relational database manage-

ment systems (RDBMSs);

• portability across heterogeneons software and hardware

platforms;

• predefined intelligent control models to coordinate coop-

erative problem-solving activities of distributed (knowl-

edge based) applications with heterogeneous internal con-

trol and communication architectures;

• tools for customizing and extending existing control mod-

els and interfaces.

SOCIAL's architecture is based on a layered library of object-

oriented building blocks. The highest level objects are called

Agents. Distributed systems are constructed by instantiating

suitable Agent types, embedding application ele,nents iu these

instances, and connecting the resulting Agents together. Agent

instances provide generic distributed services to their embed-

ded application elements. These services, implemented via

lower-level object-oriented building blocks, inch, de distributed

communication, data and knowledge access, and control (e.g.,

process coordination, concurrency and reliability management).

Application elements access the distributed services of their

embedding Agents through a high-level Message-based inter-

face. For example, an application comnnmicates with another

via messages of the form (Tell :agent X :system Y message-

contents). For each application Agent, the developer must de-

fine the expected form of iucoming messages (i.e. an argument

list), along with three procedural methods that specify: how

to parse and process messages; test predicates for determining

completion (i.e., in case the Agent dispatches messages to o,,e

or more other Agents for intermediate processing); and what
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results the embedded receiving application is to return. Aux-

iliary methods can be defined to simplify the organization of

these primary Agent methods.

Message protocols determine the kind of communication be-

havior required for Agent interactions. The "Tell" protocol

signals asynchronous behavior whereas "Tell-and-Block" in-

dicates synchronous, "wait-and-see" behavior: an Agent that

sends a 'lell message can go on to perform other tasks pend-

ing returning information, whereas a Tell-and-Block message

implements a function call and return control model.

All distributed control and information access behaviors are

defined in terms of MetaCourier's message--based communica-

tion services, the substrate layer of the SOCIAL architecture.

Distributed control is achieved through Agents autonomously

invoking other Agents. For example, concurrency is accom-

plished by asynchronous message-passing to invoke multiple

Agents more or less simultaneously. Similarly, parallelism a-

mounts to dispatching subtasks (single or multiple instruction

with multiple data) to a set of server Agents with a broad-

cast protocol of batched Tells. Non-intrusive access to, and

integration of, passive data resources and existing standalone

applications is accomplished through "wrapper" Agents that

define suitable external command and data interfaces.

SOCIAL's message-based interfaces enforce a clean partition-

ing between application-specific functionality and predefined

services such as distributed communications. To ensure porta-

bility, SOCIAL further isolates Agent dependencies on pro-

cessing platforms, networks, and software environments (e.g.

cpu, operating system, network type and host address, lan-

guage compiler and editor), in separate (shared) "tlost" and

"Environment" objects. SOCIAL's MetaCourier subsystem

uses message protocols and Host and Environment objects as-

sociated with the sending and receiving Agents to determine

how to transmit messages across heterogeneous hardware and

software platforms transparently. By separating and conceal-

ing the mechanical complexities of distributed processing, SO-

CIAL frees developers to concentrate on the architecture and

behavior of their distributed applications. The first version of

SOCIAL is scheduled to be completed at the end of 1990.

Section 4 EXODUS Prototypes

4.1 Distributed Data Transfer

The Data Concentrator is a critical component in the EX-

ODUS architecture. It must concentrate, classify, and route

real-time data to the intelligent subsystems responsible for

monitoring Ground Support Equipment and Firing Rooms and

isolating faults. A proof-of-concept simulation of these data

transfer functions was constructed using SOCIAL. Figure 3

depicts the Firing Room data sources, EXODUS knowledge-

based systems, and and hardware and software platforms for

those systems. Network connections consist of Ethernet media

and TCP/IP protocols.

The client/server Remote Procedural Call (RPC) model is the

de facto communications standard today. This model is in-

herently synchronous, asymmetric, and pairwise: active clients

request and block for services from reactive servers and a given

client can only interact with a single type of server. Syn-

chronous processing is unsuitable for the high volume data

transfers required by EXODUS. The client-server model also

forces the (active) data concentrator to be modeled as a router

that sorts and feeds data to a set of client processes that use

"requests" to transmit the data to (passive) EXODUS "server"

applications. In contrast, SOCIAL's MetaCourier layer pro-

vides an asynchronous, symmetric, and peer-to-peer model. A

single Agent can act as a client or a server or operate in both

roles, and a "client" Agent can interact with multiple "server"

Agents. In addition, behaviors can be inherited and/or spe-

cialized across Agent types.

The EXODUS simulation defines a single Data Concentrator

Agent and a class of Data Injector Agents that are co-resident

with the various intelligent Operations Support applications.

The Data Concentrator receives and preprocesses Firing Room

data. The concentrator agent then classifies and encapsu-

lates the resulting data in MetaCourier messages, which are

dispatched directly and &synchronously to relevant Injector

Agents. Injectors inherit the structure and functionality of the

Injector Agent class, specialized by a single dispatch method

for injecting the data to the input interface for a particular

application. The OPERA Data Injector, shown below, inserts

data into a First-In-First-Out input buffer for CCMS Operat-

ing System messages. The RMMS Memory Dump Analyst In-

jector simply notifies users that new computer memory dumps

are available for inspection.

Firing Roorr LPS

,Iorer / LISP TI Explorer / LISP / KEE TI Explorer / LISP / KEE

Figure .3: SOCIAL Exodus Data Transfer Simulation
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(defagentOPERA-DATA-INJECTOR
:sys *opera-host* ;;;OPERA host (vble)

:environ _exodus

:args ($datum) ;;;msg structure

:lifetime :image

:type (data-injector) ;;; Agent class

:documentation

"This Agent inserts LPS Operating System

error messages into the FIFO queue that

serves as the OPERA LPS Data Interface"

:in-filter ;;; inherited method/behavior

;;; to process incoming msg

(sendx :self :dispatch-datum Sdatum)

:methods

;;;OPERA-specific injector data interface

((:dispatch-datum ($data)

(unless (string = Sdata ....)

(eval '(kee::add.value

'kee::opera-controller

'kee::opera-ccms-data-interface

,$data))))))

4.2 Distributing OPERA's Expert Systems

The capability to distribute a complex intelligent application

across multiple platforms is critical for realizing EXODUS's re-

source server architecture. Physical distribution is clearly im-

portant for performance: time-intensive processes that search

rule-bases or databases should be isolated, allocating dedi-

cated computing resources to critical flmctions such as real-

time data monitoring. Distribution of large knowledge bases

also reduces memory loading. Because EXODUS encompasses

existing applications, it must also be possible to redistribute

application elements transparently and non-intrusively.

qb demonstrat.e these capabilities, SOCIAL was used to phys-

ically distribute the OPERA system OPERA is a logically

distributed system that integrates and coordinates multiple

expert systems that were originally developed as co-residents

on a single platform. A control module coordinates the ac-

tivities of OPERA's expert systems and manages all exter-

nal interfaces. Expert. systems request services from the Con-

troller, which routes those tasks to appropriate servers. Expert

systems post and retrieve task results from a shared memory

"Bulletin-Board" on the Controller. OPERA's expert systems

and Controller are integrated by embedding them within in-

stances of a generic distributed blackboard structure, which

provides standardized communications protocols [Ad89e].

Physical (re)distribution of OPERA elements was accomplished

as follows (ef. Figure 4). The three primary blackboard pro-

tocols were altered to redirect communications as messages to

MetaCourier Agents rather than as postings to other black-

boards. Second, the OPERA Controller's service request rout-

ing table was extended to indicate a MetaCourier agent and

host platform for each OPERA subsystem/blackboard. Third,

MetaCourier Agents were written for each blackboard. The

action of those Agents is simply to execute a protocol behav-

ior that posts a message as an entry to the relevant structure

on their associated blackboard. Finally, because distributed

expert systems no longer have direct access to all OPERA in-

formation, additional messages were built into the protocols to

ensure that information required to perform tasks was trans-

mitted prior to task requests.

The redistribution experiment required roughly four days and

one hundred lines of code. Extending the blackboard archi-

tecture using SOCIAL was quite simple. However, difficul-

ties arose because the expert systems that were distributed

depended on several common utility functions and data struc-

tures that were scattered across multiple source files and knowl-

edge bases. The lesson drawn from this exercise is that these

dependencies should be tracked as part of a standard devel-

opment discipline for distributed systems. Such specifications

would greatly simplify the (re)organization of system code and

the identification of knowledge structures that need to be copied

remotely.

4.3 Distributed Data and Knowledge Access

A third EXODUS requirement will be tools for developing non-

intrusive interfaces to standalone applications and information

resources. SOCIAL is addressing this need through "wrapper"

Agent Types called Receptionists, which define bidirectional

interfaces for passing control (i.e., commands), and data to

the embedded resource or program.

Databases and application programs are often constructed us-

ing commercial development tools. The design of Receptionists

for such systems can be simplified by abstracting the application-

Problem Impact [
Analyst Expert
System (PIA)

Problem Tracking ]Knowledge Bases

Platform 1

Configuration Status

& Fault Symptom Dat_
PIA Search Requests

Fault Precedents

(i.e. Search Results)

I OPERA External Interfaces

All other Knowledge Bases
Firing Room Status Data
Fault Analyses

Platform 2

Figure .4: Using SOCIAL to Distribute OPERA
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independent aspects of the control and data interface into a

standardized, specialized Receptionist Agent type called a Gate-

way. Integrating an application element using a Gateway re-

duces to defining the application_specific aspects of the in-

terface: the Gateway understands predefined query and com-

mand types which developers use to write specific queries or

commands that name particular application objects and object

attributes.

The basic operation of Gateways (or Receptionists) is depicted

in Figure 5. An application's Agent sends a message to a

Gateway Agent to access a protected resource or program. De-

pending on the situation, messages might contain data queries

(i.e., read or write requests), or other commands to an appli-

cation. Queries and commands may be expressed in a uni-

form, canonical language. An intelligent system might initiate

queries or commands in its own development environment lan-

guage through its Gateway to other SOCIAL Agents (including

other Receptionists).

Gateways contain an interface library that maps canonical SO-

CIAL queries and commands into the language format of the

relevant DBMS or shell environment, and vice versa. (Com-

mands can be formulated in the target system's native lan-

guage if desired, and will be passed through without alter-

ation.) Gateways will also manage common exceptions (e.g.,

failed references or transactions), platform-specific data type

conversions, and security features for restricting access to au-

thorized Agents.

Receptionist Agent A

Application

Application Interface
Protocol Library

Data and Command
Translation Services

Distributed
Control Services

MetaCouriar
Corn m unicationServices

Gateway Agent B

Data or Kn-Based System

Application Interface
Protocol Library

Data and Command
Translation Services

Distributed
Control Services

MetaCourier
Corn municationServices

I "------- I
Data in canonical r_'presentation and/or

Commands in canonical (or native target) representation

Figure .5: Integrating standalone systems using Gateways

An EXODUS simulation (cf. Figure 6) is currently being de-

signed and implemented to demonstrate Gateway Agents for

KEE, a LISP-based AI shell, CLIPS, NASA's C-based rule

shell, and an Oracle relational DBMS. Briefly, OPERA will

receive LPS error messages that indicate a failure in a Firing

Room computer. OPERA will then request a reconfiguration

action from the expert system for the Firing Room Switching

Assembly. OPERA will then update its model of the Firing

Configuration Data Problem Report

Switching Request queries/upq.a.,tes

; t sw.c.,o0.o----su,so I
Ill Switcher ilil ]_i_,'_ii_] l_ifPr°blem "tracking]

t_i_ I__!] _ DB {,,mulated) [_|

Figure .6: Distributed Data/Knowledge Access for EXODUS

÷

Room based on the Switcher expert system and formulate error

report entries to the Problem-Tracking Database.

4.4 Distributed Control

Aside from a robust communications substrate to provide the

basic integration framework, the most important functional

requirement for EXODUS is a capability to coordinate the ac-

tivities of member applications. The proposed EXODUS ar-

chitecture calls for a hierarchical distributed control model:

a high-level Controller module will direct the intelligent ap-

plications described in Section 2 based on a global model of

EXODUS subsystems, their associated KSC operations sub-

domains, and their relationships to one another.

SOCIAL will address this requirement through Agent types

called Managers. A Manager Agent identifies all member (or

subordinate) Agents by logical name and location, and also de-

fines a distributed control model for organizing member Agents

to work together cooperatively. It may also define specialized

communication protocols for its members (e.g., one-to-many

broadcast), and manage communication between member and

outside Agents. Managers often provide a shared memory store

of current problem-solving data for its members. Finally, Man-

ager Agents may themselves be members of more complex or-

ganizations, subordinate to other Manager Agents.

The first Manager Agent type to be built for SOCIAL will be a

reimplementation of OPERA's hierarchical distributed black-

board model (HDB) [Ad89c]. The HDB incorporates a routing

table of member Agents describing their services and locations.

The HDB also contains a centralized Bulletin-Board for expert

systems to post service requests and post and retrieve request

responses. The HDB control model routes all posted requests

to suitable servers and orders and controls the activations of

member expert system Agents. Member Agents can only com-

municate with one another indirectly, through the HDB Man-

ager, using a common set of utility protocols for posting tasks

to the HDB Manager's Agenda and posting results or checking

for results on the HDB Manager's Bulletin-Board.

An EXODUS prototype is being planned that will utilize a

Controller based on SOCIAL's HDB Manager Agent (cf. Fig-

ure 7). This Agent will coordinate KSC's intelligent systems

for Shuttle and LPS Operations support to collectively solve

a fault isolation problem that no single system could resolve

individually. A test scenario will be defined in terms of LPS

Operating System messages, Ground Support Equipment data,

and Firing Room CPU memory dumps. The test scenario will

simulate a Firing Room problem that may be caused by one

of several possible fault candidates.

The EXODUS Controller will initialize member Agents and

the Data Concentrator interface to a Firing Room. OPERA

will process LPS error messages and inform the Controller of

possible Firing Room anomalies. Because Firing Rooms lack

adequate built-in test capabilities, OPERA can isolate fault

candidates but cannot test them to produce an actual diagno-

sis. The EXODUS Controller will invoke the RMMS Memory

Dump analyst expert system to investigate the possibility of a

problem Console computer and also check KATE/LOX Agent

to investigate the possibility of a failure in the Liquid Oxy-

gen Subsystem. It will then use the hypothesis test results to

reduce the set of fault candidates and display the results to

Operations users.
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Figure .7: SOCIAL Exodus Distributed Cooperative Control

Summary

NASA Kennedy Space Center has initiated the EXODUS project

to integrate and coordinate knowledge-based systems tbat are

helping to automate Ground Operations activities in support

of the Space Shuttle fleet. Individual applications were de-

signed for "standalone" use with heterogeneous architectures,

languages, and hardware platforms. Similar requirements ex-

ist for integrating conventional and knowledge-based systems

in other Government and commercial domains. To minimize

costly re-engineering, generalized integration tools must be de-

veloped that are non-intrusive, modular, and extensible.

KSC is using the SOCIAL development tool from Symbiotics,

Inc. in the EXODUS effort. SOCIAL enforces a clear separa-

tion between application-specific functionality and standard-

ized services for distributed communication, control, and data

and knowledge access. Application elements invoke these ser-

vices through high-level message-based interfaces to "wrap-

per" Agents, concealing the complexity and heterogeneity of

the underlying distributed computing mechanisms and pro-

cessing environments.

Proof-of-concept prototypes are described for validating the

proposed EXODUS architecture using SOCIAL . These pro-

totypes demonstrate SOCIAL's capability to support nonin-

trusive: distributed data transfer; physical distribution of a

complex application comprised of previously co-resident ex-

pert systems and knowledge bases; cooperation of expert sys-

tems and data bases across multiple development tools; and

hierarchical distributed coordination of standalone intelligent

systems to solve difficult problems collectively.
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Abstract:

In order to process Space Shuttle

vehicles for launch, the various Shuttle

systems are subjected to various test

and checkout procedures prior to launch.

The system of interest in this paper is

the Shuttle Data Processing System (DPS)

and, in particular, the DPS Multi-

Function CRT Display System (MCDS) . Due

to the complexity of the Shuttle as a

whole and DPS in particular, the system

may at times behave in an unpredictable

yet benign manner in respect to normal

operations. Therefore, it is difficult

for even experienced systems engineers

to determine whether an annunciated er-

ror is truly a failure or a benign

anomaly. An automated, prototype diag-

nostic tool is to be described in order

to provide a solution to the labor in-

tensive and time consuming diagnostic

techniques currently used. The MCDS

Diagnostic Tool (MDT) will be capable of

monitoring the MCDS system real time,

recognizing and analyzing failures

giving the user a probable cause of the

failure. The MDT is considered to be a

pioneering diagnostic system for all DPS

subsystems diagnostics.

The primary goal at the Kennedy Space

Center is to prepare the space Shuttle

system, both the Shuttle and its

payload, for launch into low earth or-

bit. In order for this goal to be ac-

complished in an efficient yet safe man-

ner, all Shuttle sub-systems are sub-

jected to various test and checkout pro-

cedures prior to launch. A majority of

these procedures are carried out by sys-

tems engineers (via ground software)

from firing room resident computer con-

soles. This network of computer con-

soles which constitutes a main component

of the ground Launch Processing System

(LPS), is connected to the Shuttle via a

Launch Data Bus (LDB) . In this manner,

systems engineers are able to monitor

and control vehicle subsystems whether

the Shuttle is residing in the orbiter

processing facility, vehicle assembly

building or pads.

The Shuttle system of interest in this

paper is the Shuttle's Data Processing

System (DPS) . The DPS is composed of

(I) General Purpose Computers (GPC) (2)

Multi-Function CRT Display System (MCDS)

(3) Mass Memory Units (MMU), and (4)

Multiplexer/Demultiplexer (MDM) and re-

lated software. As is currently done,

checkout and configuration of DPS sub-

systems are done by a DPS systems en-

gineer initiating and controlling a set

of ground software programs. Additional

system configurations are done by manual

switch settings inside the cockpit via

voice instruction to a space craft

operator.

In order to ensure the correct function-

ing of Shuttle systems, some level of

automatic error detection has been in-

corporated into all Shuttle systems.

For the DPS system, error detection

equipment has been incorporated into all

its subsystems. This error detection

equipment is typically manifested as

electronic circuitry composed of

hardware registers where the bits of a

particular register corresponds to par-

ticular errors (i.e. power transient

detected). Additional errors are annun-

ciated using both visual cues (i.e.

mechanical flags and lights) and

auditory cues (i.e. alarms and tones).

This error detection equipment provides

the system engineer with a real time

awareness that a failure has occurred

and allows him or her to properly safe

the system in a timely manner. While

this error detecting equipment makes the

engineer aware of a subsystem failure,

it does not (in most cases) give a cause

of the failure. Due to the complexity

of the Shuttle, both in terms of

hardware and software, errors will fre-
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quent±y arlse during normal operations

which are of an anomalous but harmless

nature, but again due to system com-

plexity, it is up to the systems en-

gineer level of experience to differen-

tiate the harmful from the benign er-

rors. Frequently, an inexperienced (and

even an experienced engineer) will en-

counter a fundamentally benign failure

yet diagnose it as a harmful one. In

the interim, much paperwork is generated

and a possible temporary interruption in

launch processing may be experienced.

It is at this point that a brief

description of the current diagnostic

methods should be discussed. As was

stated earlier, the error detection

equipment alerts the responsible system

engineer that an anomaly has occurred,

but not what has caused it. In order to

ascertain the cause of an anomaly, the

responsible system engineer(s) must ap-

prehend what the overall system environ-

ment was when the error occurred, and in

order to do this, the engineer must rely

on telemetry data. This telemetry data

takes on two forms for DPS subsystems.

The first is what is called dump data.

Two of the DPS subsystems, the GPC's and

the MCDS have resident stored memory

capacity (GPC of 104K and the MCDS of

8K) . When an error occurs in either one

of these two subsystems, the mal-

functioning component is isolated and

the stored memory is then transmitted

down the LDB and placed on magnetic tape

and paper printout. This memory content

of the anomalous subsystem provides the

engineer with an image or state of

operation of the subsystem during the

time at which the error occurred. This

information is then combined with the

second type of telemetry which is called

downlist data. Downlist data is simply

the encoded values, states and times of

a large number of discrete and analog

Shuttle parameters. It is from this raw

data which the engineer(s) must review

manually, that a diagnosis of the

problem is obtained (hopefully). Again,

due to the complexity of the Shuttle,

the amount of raw data is large (the

MCDS alone has 8K of memory locations

which must be reviewed manually) and,

hence, is labor intensive and time con-

suming.

As stated in the abstract, we are

describing an automated diagnostic sys-

tem, the Multifunction CRT Display Sys-

tem Diagnostic Tool (MDT), which will

aid in a more efficient processing of

the DPS. Before going on to describe in

more detail the functioning of the MDT,

a brief description of the MCDS will be

given. The MCDS is composed of three

basic systems: (I) Keyboard, (2) Dis-

play Electronic Unit (DEU), (3) CRT.

The neart or the MCDS is the DEU which

is the information processor for data

between the CRT, keyboard and GPC's and

allows the astronauts to communicate to

the GPC's and vice versa. The DEU is

composed of various logical circuitry

for CRT data display, keyboard data and

processing of GPC commands and data. In

addition, the DEU has a memory store of

8K in which to store data and commands

for MCDS information processing, as well

as, built-in test equipment (BITE) cir-

cuitry. This BITE circuitry is composed

of three 16 bit status registers and two

mechanical flags.

Now that a brief overview of the Shuttle

processing and diagnostic environment

has been described, a number of short-

comings have been mentioned in reqard to

the current nature of orbiter related

diagnostics. These will now be stated

more compactly:

(i) As it stands now, current

diagnostic techniques used to arrive at

problem resolutions are labor intensive

and time consuming.

(2) Due to the complexity of the

system (Shuttle, as a whole, and the

DPS, in particular) being processed, the

behavior of the system can, at times,

behave in an unpredictable but benign

manner with respect to normal opera-

tions. This makes it difficult for the

systems engineers to know whether an an-

nunciated error is truly serious or

trivial.

Point 2 will have to be expanded upon,

in order to make what follows in the

rest of this paper consistent. The

Shuttle has been in operation for almost

ii years, hence, there is also a commen-

surate ii years worth of documented

Shuttle behavior. The Shuttle behavior

of most interest here is of the

anomalous DPS kind, and this type of be-

havior has been, in most cases,

thoroughly documented. This documenta-

tion will be described metaphorically as

a triadic problem resolving knowledge

base. The first part of this triad is

known as a Problem Report (PR) database.

This PR database is a paper system which

is used to track the history and resolu-

tion (if one exists) of launch process-

ing related anomalies. The second part

of the triad is a "user's note"

resource. The user note resource docu-

ments and explains DPS subsystem be-

havior which is anomalous but also

benign with respect to the running of

normal operations. The last and most

important leg of this triad is the

cerebral documentation which resides in

the minds of our most experienced and

astute engineers. It is from the inter-
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action of this problem resolving

knowledge base that solutions to our

problems are derived.

The inherent drawbacks of this system

are as stated in (i) above, and also in

that our triadic system must rely on a

component (i.e. that astute systems en-

gineer) who may not be accessible for

some reason or another when a problem

arises. These two weaknesses in the

system, by their very nature, allow

themselves to be alleviated to some ex-

tent by automation. By incorporating a

high-speed automated system, which has

residing within it, both the paper his-

tory of problems and the diagnostic wis-

dom of our engineers (as best as that

can be done), an integrative tool can be

added to our diagnostic triad to help

support the system as a whole. For our

particular purposes (DPS), the MDT is a

way of realizing an automated diagnostic

system which can aid us in doing busi-

ness with misbehaving avionics boxes.

This system is to fulfill the following

four goals:

(i) Monitoring of downlist data

for MCDS anomalies

(2) Testing the downlist data for

the presence of pre-defined error condi-

tions

(3) Presentation to the user of

probable cause of the failure

(4) Presentation of problem report

and user note information corresponding

to the failure detected.

How the MDT proposes to attain these

four goals is the topic of our next sec-

tion.

The MDT is contracted to Rockwell Inter-

national Corporation, Launch Support

Services. The development team consists

of Rockwell test personnel from the

Avionics Software organization at KSC,

Florida, and Artificial Intelligence

personnel from the Expert Systems Ap-

plications organization at Downey,

California. In addition, Abacus

Programming Corporation personnel were

added to augment the team.

The host computing system will be a SUN

SPARCstation 1 Plus. This system was

selected for its ability to perform

multi-tasking with its UNIX based

operating system. In addition, the SUN

SPARCstation was selected to maintain

compatibility between this advisory sys-

tem and future firing room applications.

The "C" Language Integrated Production

System (CLIPS) was selected as the ex-

pert system shell to be utilized by the

MDT. CLIPS is a forward chaining rule-

based language that provides an in-

ference engine and a language syntax

that lends itself to interfacing with

externally defined functions. As more

and more firing room applications are

automated, it is believed that a stan-

dard shell with increased capabilities

will be available with the cost being

shared among projects.

The conceptual system (Figure i) will be

powered on in the firing room at all

times when the orbiter is powered on.
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The system will be in a "standby" mode

of operation awaiting occurrence of

off-nominal conditions. While in

"standby" mode, test engineering person-

nel may pictorially view the current

configuration and status of the MCDS

system as it is on-board the orbiter.

The MDT will dynamically update the Sys-

tem State Model display and monitor for

errors with near real time data from a

telemetry link to the firing room Common

Data Buffer (CDBFR) .

The process of acquiring the telemetry

data (Figure 2) is a most challenging

process, since the present firing room

hardware is not compatible with the SUN.

A method of acquiring telemetry data has

been developed by the Advisory System

Data Acquisition Project at KSC [3] .

This telemetry data will be read from

the Launch Processing System (LPS) com-

mon data buffer via a data control

program. This program scans the buffer

once a second and sends the data to a

VME subsystem that blocks the incoming

data stream into Ethernet frames and

sends it out on an Ethernet line to

various system users. The MDT com-

munications process accepts the incoming

data and places it in a data buffer

residing on the SUN. This buffer is in

shared memory and is accessible to the

various applications resident on the

SUN.

The incoming data will be monitored for

off-nominal conditions. More ex-

plicitly, the three status registers for

each of the four DEU's will be monitored

for any abnormal bit pattern change.

The monitoring of these 12 parameters

can detect up to 90% of all MCDS

failures. If an MCDS failure that is

not triggered by status register changes

occurs, the engineer will be able to

utilize a manual mode of operations in

which an analysis can be performed

without being initiated by changes in

telemetry data.

Once an anomalous condition is recog-

nized, a "snapshot" of the MCDS environ-

ment is taken and saved for the system

to begin the error analysis process.

This snapshot process allows the system

to complete the analysis process of

single error without possible loss of a

secondary error. Once an error is

detected, a set of pre-defined error

conditions are checked. Each error con-

dition requires the analysis of a unique

set of data from the buffer and possibly

the user. The user will be queried in

situations where telemetry data is

either unavailable or insufficient. In

general, user requests will be data that

may only be obtained by visual inspec-

tion of the MCDS (i.e. blank CRT's or

tripped mechanical flags). The need for

user supplied data will be kept to a

minimum to enhance the automated nature

of the system.
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The system will evaluate and eliminate

possible causes of the given failure

condition. A hierarchy will exist among

the pre-defined error conditions such

that if an error condition of high prob-

ability is determined to be the cause,

other unlikely conditions will not be

checked. The possibility does exist for

more than one probable cause of a

failure to be displayed to the user.

This could occur if telemetry data is

temporarily unavailable or if the user

did not supply the necessary data. As

always, the systems engineer makes the

ultimate decision concerning the most

probable cause of the failure using data

obtained from the MDT. The data used in

the error analysis process will be saved

to a file for later use in the re-

creation of failure scenarios for either

re-evaluation or training. The data

necessary to perform the analysis

process is being provided by Rockwell

and NASA KSC employees. For each of the

possible failure conditions currently

recognized, a thorough review of his-

torical data, both documented and un-

documented, must be performed. This

data is then organized into "rules" that

will be encoded into the system by Rock-

well, Downey.

All results of the error analysis will

be displayed to the CRT and output to a

printer. The results are the coordina-

tion of the system environment at the

time of the error, probable causes of

the failure, possible troubleshooting

steps to be taken, and references to

past problems and user notes pertaining

to the failure condition. The coordina-

tion of this information is currently

done manually by the systems engineers

and is a time consuming process. All

the information obtained from the

results will be utilized to support

closure of paperwork generated at KSC

due to the MCDS failure.

The mode of operations described thus

far constitutes the "Automatic" mode of

operation. This mode will have the

highest priority and will automatically

be run as a foreground task upon receipt

of an anomalous condition. This system

also includes "Manual" and "Replay"

modes that are available on an as-needed

basis. The selection of either mode

presents the user with sub menu's to ac-

cess the MDT functions. The user will

have the ability to perform "what-if"

analysis on the MCDS in a test environ-

ment, replay already analyzed failures,

review past PR and user note databases,

and review the results of past failure

analysis.

The MDT is viewed by the systems en-

gineers at KSC as a highly desirable

concept. By automating the processes

performed manually at this time, MCDS

failure recognition and resolution can

be performed more rapidly and effi-

ciently. This system will also provide

invaluable training experience for sys-

tems engineers. The MDT system require-

ments and specifications, as defined,

are such that the previously mentioned

diagnostic triad representing an

automated problem resolving knowledge

base can be utilized.

The MDT is a 3 year project in which

the first year prototype will con-

centrate on the development of a proof-

of-concept prototype to demonstrate the

four goals defined. The prototype will

encompass the utilization of telemetry

downlist data to perform diagnostics of

the MCDS. The prototype to be delivered

by October 1990 will perform automated

analysis of between 5 and i0 errors.

Its manual mode will provide the

capability to search the PR and user

note databases and to retrieve informa-

tion about DEU status register bits.

The second year will include the addi-

tion of the remaining known error

scenarios, as well as, the addition of

simulated DEU dump data. The dump data

will enhance the diagnostic capabilities

of the MDT. The final year will consist

of integration with the Expert System

for Operations Distributed Users System

(EXODUS) [2] and the capture of near

real time DEU dump data. This should

complete the firing room implementation
of the MDT.

The developers of the MDT view this con-

cept as a pioneering diagnostic system

for all DPS subsystems (GPC, MDM, MMU).

A long term goal of the MDT project is

that an eventual integration of all DPS

diagnostics will be realized in a dis-

tributed diagnostic system. Such a dis-

tributed knowledge base concept for

launch processing is already being in-

vestigated at KSC under the EXODUS

program. It is hoped that the knowledge

gained with the MDT and other Shuttle

advisory systems currently being

developed [i] will aid the EXODUS

program and, in turn, help in the

realization of a distributed DPS diag-

nostic system.
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APPENDIX

Acronyms

BITE - Built In Test Equipment

CDBFR - Common Data Buffer

CLIPS - "C" Language Integrated Produc-

tion System

CRT - Cathode Ray Tube

DEU - Display Electronics Unit

DPS - Data Processing System

EXODUS - Expert System for Operations

Distributed Users System

GPC - General Purpose Computer

LDB - Launch Data Bus

LPS - Launch Processing System

MCDS - Multi-Function CRT Display System

MDM - Multiplexer Demultiplexer

MDT - MCDS Diagnostic Tool

MMU - Mass Memory Unit

PR - Problem Report
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes specific activities

in NASA's Environmental Control and Life

Support System (ECLSS) Advanced

Automation Project designed to minimize

the crew and ground manpower needed for

operations. We will describe various

analyses and the development of

intelligent software for the initial and

evolutionary Space Station Freedom (SSF)

ECLSS. The paper describes: (i)

intelligent monitoring and diagnostics

applications under development for the

ECLSS domain, (2) integration into the

MSFC ECLSS hardware testbed, (3) an

evolutionary path from the baseline

ECLSS automation to the more advanced

ECLSS automation processes.

The Environmental Control and Life

Support System is a Space Station

Freedom distributed system with inherent

applicability to extensive automation

primarily due to its comparatively long

control system latencies. These allow

longer contemplation times in which to

form a more intelligent control strategy

and to prevent and diagnose faults. The

regenerative nature of the Space Station

Freedom ECLSS will contribute closed

loop complexities never before

encountered in life support systems.

i. INTRODUCTION

The Environmental Control and Life Support System

(ECLSS) aboard Space Station Freedom will sustain

a safe shirt sleeve environment for its crew and

payloads. Development has been divided into six

functionally interconnected subsystems (Figure i):

Temperature and Humidity Control (THC), Waste

Management (WM), Fire Detection and Suppression

(FDS), Atmosphere Control and Supply (ACS), Water

Recovery Management (WRM), and Air Revitalization

(AR). The last two subsystems, WRM and AR, close

air and water environmental loops to an extent

never before attempted in space, and will require

new technologies which are now undergoing

extensive test and analysis.

I.I ECLSS Background

Evaluation of the baselined and evolutionary ECLSS

water recovery and air revitalization subsystems

is continuing in NASA's Core Module Integration

Facility (CMIF) and in several SSFP Work Package

One development testbeds, all in Building 4755 at

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). These

testbeds provide an enclosed environment in which

regenerative ECLSS components are developed and

tested for extended durations, while data is

gathered and distributed to various analysis

computers and personnel. Component and system

tests are specifically designed to help engineers,

biologists, and medical experts refine the

technical specifications for the regenerative

systems, WRM and AR.

The ECLSS is required to be as autonomous as

possible to free crew for less mundane activities

and to promote system growth. New components and

procedures will be introduced to the system as if

evolves. The baseline ECLSS is quite dynamic and

will have a variety subsystems either functioning,

or in a state of reserve, maintenance or repair.

Managing the operation of any one ECLSS subsystem

is a formidable task taxing the current state of

practice in software engineering. Although, as

stated earlier, the ECLSS is a set of highly

interactive subsystems, whose interaction has been

isolated to a set of well-controlled water and gas

buffers. However, these interactions, and the

operations of the system as a whole, cannot

necessarily be expressed in engineering terms

given the atmospheric, chemical and biological

processes defined across the various

interfaces[5]. In the baseline system, crew

members will be required to "tune" the system to

achieve specific performance parameters dependent

on two or more ECLSS subsystems.

As knowledge based systems are well-suited for

controlled searches of large amounts of

reconfigurable data, the use of knowledge-based

system processes may provide enhanced capabilities

to meet these needs within the baseline Space

Station Freedom computing environment. The

knowledge structures used by these systems may

also serve to store important data for future

reference and training.

1.2 Project Objectives

Preliminary study limited the scope of the domain

to the potable water, hygiene water, and air

revitalization problem analysis since they are

functionally complex, yet still amenable to
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knowledge-based solution. While a detailed ECLSS

automation system evaluation revealed several

viable applications within that domain, the

potable water recovery fault detection, isolation

and recovery (FDIR) functions were used in early

prototyping. This limited the effort to a

reasonable size, while providing a proof-of-

concept and driving a detailed requirements

derivation process. The early prototyping domain

was selected based on: the abundance of

knowledge, high level of visibility, and need to

accelerate advanced functionality for advanced

automation. The potable water system was

prototyped by knowledge engineers working with

ECLSS technical experts.

The current objectives for this project are to

demonstrate fault detection, isolation and

recovery capabilities at the subsystem level for

the Potable Water, Hygiene Water, C02 Reduction

and C02 Removal Processes, and ECLSS system level

control, diagnostics, and trends. To accomplish

these objectives we are integrating different

advanced technologies such as knowledge

acquisition, model-based reasoning, distributed

computing to support software development and

problem solution. We are leveraging our software

development process with knowledge engineering

tools from other NASA or Boeing projects

including: Aquinas for knowledge acquisition,

ART/Ada Automated Reasoning Tool shell for

associational reasoning, KATE for model-based

reasoning, and Erasmus for distributed blackboard

operations. One of the strong goals for this

project is to demonstrate and document a growth

path for baseline software functions into

intelligent systems. This paper provides

background description of the Space Station ECLSS

then focuses on the diagnosis methodology and

implementation.

2. ECLSS DESIGN

Life Support Systems are required to provide the

habitable environment for the crew and life

sciences payloads. This environment includes

water for drinking and washing, and atmospheric

gasses. Previous life support systems have

typically met these requirements by maintaining

sufficient supplies of pressurized gasses and

fluids, through closed loop options have been

investigated[6].

2.1 Baseline Process Description

The Temperature and Humidity Control, Water

Recovery Management, and Air Revitalization

Subsystems aboard the Space Station combine to

meet the water and air supply requirements as in

Figure i. These requirements are met by closing

the air and water loops to an extent never before

implemented in space. Even so, the control system

is essentially open loop, a batch filtering

process. Little chemical or microbial data is fed

back into the control system for use in adjusting

flexible processes for maximum efficiency.

The system is tested on the ground for sufficient

cleaning and recycling set types and levels of

fluids in the air and water, and is periodically

verified on orbit using batch laboratory analysis

procedures. This alone, the actual integration of

these multiple interacting subsystems to specified

requirements, will be a great achievement.

Lessons learned in the on-orbit integration of

these batch processing systems will be invaluable

in determining micro-gravity interactions and

recombinations of chemical and microbial

constituents throughout the revitalization

systems.
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Twosoftwareprocesseswhichweredeterminedprime
candidatesfor automationareReal-timeandOff-
line SubsystemFDIR(Fault Detection, Isolation,
and Recovery), and Component Performance and Trend

Analysis. Both of these processes will contain

parts initially in the ECLSS Ground Sustaining

Engineering, with migration on-board when flight

data management resources permit. An overview of

the software architecture for the ECLSS can be

found in reference [5].

2.2 Advanced Regenerative Life Support System

In general, future autonomous regenerative life

support systems, including the evolutionary ECLSS,

will be required to supply water and air, within

specific chemical and microbial limits, for

extended durations without crew or ground support

adjustment. The control system and plant will be

intelligent and robust enough to autonomously

withstand unexpected crew and payload anomalies.

These requirements will be achieved with a minimal

set of instrumentation and processing assemblies.

These requirements may be met by augmenting the

baseline ECLSS with various technologies.

Software hooks and hardware scars in the baseline

will be necessary to minimize the impact of

integrating these technologies after Assembly

Complete. Increased automation of the ECLSS is

possible, but evolution to complete automation,

defined as above but requiring some simple unit

replacement occasionally, may not be feasible due

to the degree of fundamental process adjustments

and control strategies required. But the ECLSS

can be used to dramatically increase the state-

of-the-art in regenerative life support systems.

There are several advantages to beginning ECLSS

automation with upgrades in the automatic fault

isolation and recovery and health maintenance

(failure prediction and prevention) processes.

These processes are software oriented and

theoretically, software is the most flexible part

of the system and most amenable to upgrade.

Automatic fault isolation and recovery (FDIR) and

health maintenance (failure prediction and

prevention) processes require the implementation

of emerging software technologies. These

processes can be verified in the ground support

environment and migrated to the flight ECLSS to

increase the Station's flight autonomy. This

approach to increasing ECLSS autonomy is described

in [3] and [4] and is be the focus of the ECLSS

Advanced Automation Project.

3. DIAGNOSIS APPROACH

We have divided the diagnosis problem into three

layers: Reactionary, Heuristic and Comprehensive.

Reactionary diagnoses are easily classified at low

levels in the component structure and are usually

within the scope of and implemented in the control

logic (i.e., look-up tables) of a single

component. They are often manifest as caution and

warning statements in human interfaces.

Specification of these so called "reactionary

diagnoses" is already built-in to the baseline

ECLSS design and will not be covered in this

paper.

Heuristic diagnoses are characterized with some

degree of accuracy (or confidence) by selected

"rules-of-thumb". These rules usually associate

specific component and system state information is

a diagnostic observation (e.g., a component fault

warning). This type of analysis is presented

below in our work on associational diagnosis.

Comprehensive diagnoses are characterized, in our

system, by component-oriented models of system

structure and function. These models provide a

stronger, perhaps more detailed definition of each

system component; however, the major distinction

of this diagnosis class is the causal propagation

of structural and functional data through

component networks to determine (and discriminate

among) a set of diagnostic hypotheses. This type

of analysis is presented below in our work on

model-based diagnosis.

3.1 Associational Diagnosis

The associational diagnosis applications are

designed to function quickly, constructing

diagnostic observations about the functioning (or

malfunctioning) system through standard forward-

and backward-chaining mechanisms. Component-

oriented rules used here are shallow and and are

quite sensitive to system configuration/mode and

component state changes. However, the ECLSS

environment can be partitioned into a small of

major operating configurations and system modes

making feasible the use of this heuristic rule-

based approach to diagnosis without a

combinatorial explosion of rules. The ultimate

goal for this module is to construct a diagnosis

approach (that is compact in size, yet broad in

scope) for integration with ECLSS flight software

on-board the Space Station.

We are currently working on two approaches to

associational diagnoses. The first approach is

strictly heuristic mapping a set of abstracted

system states into a set of possible component

diagnoses with confidence levels. The ;napping

between system states and component diagnoses are

acquired and managed with a knowledge acquisition

workbench, Aquinas (from Boeing). Aquinas gathers

the complex relationships between system traits

and diagnostic solutions from one or more experts

and stores it in a hierarchical network of

repertory grids[ll]. This knowledge can be

examined and refined using tools that do

clustering, similarity analysis, implication

analysis, and consultation testing. These tools

use techniques to analyze the information in the

grids and suggest way to refine the knowledge

base. After the diagnostic knowledge in an

Aquinas grid is verified by the ECLSS engineers

and ready for operational use, it is encoded into

a set of ART/Ada (from Inference) facts and rules.

The second approach employs a component-oriented

model-base written in G2 (from C-ensym), a real-

time expert system shell. G2 can be used to

develop the same type of heuristic diagnosis model

as described above, however, causal models can

also be defined and used with the G2's built-in

simulation engine to propagate functional

properties through a network of components. When

the simulation engine is run in parallel with the

real-time system, the simulated property values in

each component can be compared with the analogous

observed values. If a discrepancy is noted

diagnostic rules that reference the anomalous

values are activated and diagnostic reasoning runs

through matching and resolution mechanisms to

produce forward- and backward-chainlng effects.

This approach provides an excellent architecture
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for system monitoring and a stronger (than the

first approach) to diagnosis with an approach for

focussing the inference engine on specific

diagnosis rule, increasing the manageability ,of

the rule set and decreasing the response time

required for diagnostic analysis. However, a

major weakness in this approach, as in the first

approach, is that a specific diagnosis can be

rendered only if it was preconceive and programmed

into the rule set.

3.2 Model-Based Diagnosis

Component-oriented definitions are also used in

the model-based approach but are in more detail

and are quite robust in their reaction to system

configuration/mode and component state changes.

The near-term goal for this module is to construct

a diagnosis approach to appraise the overall

system health from a ground-based site integrated

with ECLSS ground support software.

The model-based diagnosis application in this

project is accomplished with NASA's KATE

(Knowledge-based Autonomous Test Engineer)

software. Models of the ECLSS subsystem processes

are being constructed and refined using the KATE

definition language. The KATE knowledge base use

a frame representation to model the system

processes. Specifically each component's

interfaces, functions, measurement and command

structure defined within the slots of selected

frames. An example of a component definition in

KATE's declarative-style definition language is

shown in Figure 2.

(DEFRAME PUMP

(NOMENCLATURE "a pump")

(AKO ANALOG-OBJECT)

(INSTANCES PUMP i)

(INPUTS (IN1))

(OUTPUTS (OUT1) (OUT2))

(OUTPUT-FUNCTIONS

(OUT1 (* IN1 PUMP-OUT-SELECT))

(OUT2 (- IN1 (* IN1 PUMP-OUT-SELECT))))

(PARAMETERS (PUMP-OUT-SELECT 0.5))

(DELAY (OUT1 2) (OUT2 2))

(TOLERANCE (OUT1 0.i) (OUT2 0.2))

(UNITS "ml/min"))

FIGURE 2 - SAMPLE KATE OBJECT DEFINITION

The diagnosis algorithm in KATE scans a set of

observed measurements comparing them to a set of

simulated values obtained by propagating commands

forward through the network of components models.

Once some measurement has been noticed to be

discrepant, the diagnoser is invoked to localize

the fault to the extent possible. Faults are

perturbations from a system's expected

functionality. Diagnosis, in this case, is the

search for one or more faults that can explain the

system's observed behavior. The strength of

component-oriented modeling lies in its ability to

hypothesize faults from the information given by

discrepant sensor readings[7].

A general analysis generates possible fault

hypotheses for possible faulty objects, these

fault hypotheses predict hypothesized sensor

measurements, and those measurement hypotheses are

tested against observed sensor readings. An

agreement of fault hypothesis with observation

lends support to (but does not prove) the

hypothesis, while a contradiction would rule out

that hypothesis. If all fault hypotheses for a

particular faulty object are ruled out, then that

object is no longer suspect.

Fortunately, one does not need to test all

suspects (potentially faultly objects) against all

related sensors. Search is anchored by the

discrepant sensor or sensors. Only objects which

are connected in controlling relationships to a

discrepant sensor-object are considered as

potential suspects. The diagnostic algorithm is

discussed in more detail in [10]. An earlier,

more structurally-oriented diagnostic algorithm is

discussed in [9].

The greatest savings comes from using discrepant

sensors to reduce or even eliminate the search for

hypothetical faults by transmitting the

information in their readings to the suspects.

This means effectively inverting the dependency of

sensor upon suspect which is known through the

interface and function expressions. Such

inversion generates all hypotheses consistent with

discrepant sensor readings, and even these are

eliminated where possible by contradiction with

other sensors.

4. PROJECT ARCHITECTURE

The major goal of this project is to produce

intelligent system software to monitor, control,

and diagnosis the Space Station ECLSS. Five major

components of this software system are under

development in a distributed environment: console

interface, model management, data acquisition,

associational reasoning, and model-based

reasoning. The applications for diagnostic

reasoning have already been discussed in detail in

the previous section. Figure 3 illustrates the

relationships between the software subsystems in

this project.
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FIGURE 3 - ADVANCED ECLSS AUTOMATION ARCHITECTURE
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4.1 Console Interface

The Console Interface module provides human

computer interaction for monitor and control

applications running in different modules. The

look-and-feel of the interface conform to the

Space Station Freedom Program Work Package 02

standard SY-45.112] and is being developed in

TAE-plus, an X-window-oriented application tool

for prototyping computer interfaces for both

flight controls and ground consoles. The Console

Interface receives information on current system

state/status from sensor and actuator data

(formatted by the Model Manager) and updates on

monitoring and diagnostics applications for the

Associational and Model Based Reasoners. Control

conunands for the domain system can be formed and

issued through the Model Manager, while control of

monitoring and diagnosis applications is fed to

the appropriate reasoning module.

4.2 Model Manager

The Model Manager is a module to store and control

access to the object knowledge base and run-time

database. It provides a consistent definition of

components/systems to the control and diagnostic

algorithms running in the Associational and Model

Based Reasoning modules. The Model Manager also

manages the run-time collection of the ECLSS

environment collecting observations of the

sensors/actuators from the data acquisition

module.

4.3 Data Acquisition

The Data Acquisition module for the system is

provides binding to all sensors and actuators

running in the hardware testbed. Data collection

for the prototype software is accomplished through

a modification to the existing SCATS (Systems and

Components Automated Test System) data server used

to supply data to the control panels test bed

control room.

4.4 Diagnostic Modules

The independent diagnosis approaches described in

the previous section are being integrated into the

reasoning modules and coupled with the Model

Manager. Structural and functional models of the

ECLSS subsystem processes are used to diagnose and

isolate failures. The model based approach to

diagnosis is computationally intensive but

performs autonomous, in-depth diagnosis of faults.

The process control nature of the ECLSS allows the

use of emerging model based reasoning tools in

automating the system, while storing knowledge in

component form[7]. The system also may be

upgraded for automatic diagnosis of regeneration

analysis with the future inclusion of chemical and

microbial transfer equations.

We have analyzed and developed detailed models of

two different processes within the WRM subsystem

(Potable Water System and Hygiene Water System).

KATE and G2 models have been constructed for the

Hygiene Water process. The work with the process

models focuses on integrating multiple-aspect

models (i.e., structural, functional, thermal,

etc.) as opposed to the explicit modeling of

disfunction.

Associational failure models for the Potable Water

process were developed using Aquinas. Current

models establish relationships, in hierarchical

grids, down to a level below the ORUs (Orbital

Replacement Units). A functional architecture for

the integration is depicted below.

4.5 Testbed Description

The following diagram (Figure 4) depicts the

hardware and software configuration currently in

use to support prototype development for the CMIF

Testbed.
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5. CONCLUSION

The Environmental Control and Life Support System

aboard the Space Station Freedom will be a step

ahead in the implementation of regenerative life

support systems. The interactions of its

subsystems with each other and the crew will serve

to greatly increase our knowledge in low gravity

regenerations complexities. The Space Station can

be used as a test bed for verification of chemical

and microbial, variable gravity transfer models

which will prove essential in long duration

regenerative life support system engineering and

autonomy analysis.

The fully automated regenerative life support

system described cannot be built today. Quite a

few steps must be taken, and research performed in

order to develop systems which can autonomously

remain stable for long durations. A first step is

to build and deploy the Freedom Station. The

actual hands-on knowledge generated from ground

and flight test will allow incremental builds upon

the ECLSS toward automation and long term

stability. Another step is the inclusion of the

Life Sciences medical technology in Life Support

engineering. Life support systems which use

regenerative techniques to meet their supply

requirements will have to actively worry about and

control microbial recombination, and insure

To support this work future work in Aquinas will

include automatic generation of ART/Ada rules from

grid structures. Future work in KATE will include

simultaneous equation solving and constraint

suspension to provide more flexibility in modeling

physical systems and more discriminatory power in

diagnosis.
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Abstract

This failure management prototype performs failure diagnosis and recovery management of
hierarchical, distributed systems. The prototype, which evolved from a series of previous
prototypes following a spiral model for development, focuses on two functions: the Diagnostic
Reasoner (DR) performs integrated failure diagnosis in distributed systems, and the Recovery
Expert (Rx) develops plans to recover from the failure. This paper discusses issues related to
expert system prototype design, discusses the previous history of this prototype, and describes the
architecture of the current prototype in terms of the knowledge representation and functionality of
its components.

Introduction

Space Station Freedom has been defined to have a
hierarchical, distributed control architecture. The
highest level in the architecture, Tier I, has knowledge
of each of the systems in Freedom (for example, the
Communications and Tracking System (C&TS) and
the Thermal Control System (TCS)). The Operations
Management System (OMS), composed of both
automated functions and manual operations, represents
Tier I in the command architecture. The second level,

Tier II, represents a lower level in the command
hierarchy, having a limited scope of knowledge (for
example, the System Management function for the
Electrical Power System, which has little or no
knowledge of the other systems). Tier II managers'
functions are further delegated to Tier m managers.
The data become more abstract and qualitative as they
advance upward through the control hierarchy.

This paper describes a prototype* that is being
designed to perform failure management at the Tier I
(OMS) level. Failure management includes diagnosing
the failure, determining the corrective actions to take,

* The research on and developmentof this prototype was jointly
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Johnson Space Center, under contract NAS9-
18057, and by The MITRE Corporation under its MITRE
Sponsored Research Program.

and then taking the actions and tracking the progress of
the recovery. The first phase of the project
implements the first two of these three functions: the
Diagnostic Reasoner (DR) performs diagnosis and the
Recovery Expert (Rx) establishes a Course of Action
to take to effect recovery.

This paper discusses issues related to expert system
prototype design, discusses the previous history of the
current prototype, and describes the architecture of
this prototype in terms of the knowledge
representation and functionality of its components.

Related Works

Our current effort expands on previous work done by
others and by ourselves. Our current prototype
expands on our previous efforts (Marsh, 1988; Marsh,
1989) by greatly increasing the use of behavior
representation, by addressing the impacts that result
from a failure, and by developing plans to recover
from a failure. The Diagnostic Reasoner incorporates
research from model-based reasoning, focusing on the
works of Davis (Davis, 1985), de Kleer and Williams
(de Kleer, 1987), Geffner and Pearl (Geffner, 1987),
and Holtzblatt, Marcotte and Piazza (Holtzblatt, 1989).
The Recovery Expert incorporates research from
planning, focusing on the goal-directed planning
developments by Wilkins (Wilkins, 1988) and the
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Procedural Reasoning System described by Georgeff
and Ingrand (Georgeff, 1989).

Design Methodology

Design techniques used to build knowledge-based
expert systems are quite different from those used to
develop conventional software systems. Conventional
software systems are developed using principles of
modem software engineering, while expert systems
development follows knowledge engineering
disciplines.

Software systems developed using the waterfall model
follow well-defined design methodologies and
techniques and procedures that support them. This
allows the project manager to control the software
development process; the developer is provided a
foundation for building high-quality software in a
productive manner (Pressman 1987). NASA has
baselined the use of the waterfall model for the

development of software for the Space Station
Freedom Program (NASA 1989).

A pitfall to avoid when following this method is its
over emphasis on fully-elaborated documents in the
early design phase at the expense of attention to
functionality and meeting the user needs. The
waterfall model is appropriate where budget and
schedule are the primary concerns, but is ill-suited
when good user interfaces and decision support aids
functions are required (Boehm, 1988).

In developing a knowledge-based expert system, the
phases of the development process are interleaved.
The capabilities of the product evolve as a function of
operating experience. This technique is well suited to
knowledge-based applications where the concepts are
not well known at the start of the project. This
promises a rapid initial operating capability from
which the product can evolve (Boehm, 1988). The key
tasks for the developer are to gather domain
knowledge from an expert, build a portion of the
system, and then work with the expert to refine the
product (Waterman, 1986).

A pitfall to avoid when using the iterative methodology
is a tendency to incorporate additional capabilities that
exceed the initial design assumptions and constraints;
the resulting product is no longer an integrated piece
of software but a large and unruly collection of

routines and constructs. At this point, the design
should be re-assessed and the system re-implemented
to improve the conceptualization of the existing

knowledge, if the system is to continue to grow in
depth and breadth (Hayes-Roth, 1983).

The spiral model proposed by Boehm (Boehm, 1988)
describes a development spiral in which concepts are
discovered, implemented as prototypes and evaluated.
The prototypes are discarded, but the valid concepts
are retained and re-implemented in a more refined
product. The spiral model provides for product life-
cycle evolution and growth and focuses on identifying
and resolving risk items.

History

The past history for the evolution of the OMS
prototype has largely followed the spiral model, with
ideas being re-implemented as operating concepts have
matured. This paper describes the current phase in the
prototype life cycle in which new ideas are being
added, and some previous work is being re-
implemented to reflect a closer-to-operations
environment.

The first prototypes, implemented in a Lisp
environment, demonstrated the use of inferencing in
failure diagnosis and the use of automation in activity
execution and monitoring. Eventually, the first
prototypes were integrated on a test bed with
simulation of Space Station Freedom systems (Marsh,
1988).

Once the test bed environment matured, it was

necessary to refine on the capabilities of the first
prototypes and re-implement them based on test bed
operational constraints. A combination of C and Ada
were used for this phase of implementation (Marsh,
1989; Kelly, 1989).

This paper describes the next step in the prototype
evolution. An additional capability (Rx, to plan for
recovery) is being added and integrated with DR, the
failure diagnosis component. DR, a re-implementation
of failure diagnosis, contains earlier diagnostic
capabilities, but expands on the use of models, both to
support diagnosis and to assist in the planning for
recovery. Eventually, these two components will be
integrated with the execution of the activities identified
to effect recovery.

OMS Prototype Design

The OMS failure management prototype will be
implemented in Ada (the language mandated for the
Space Station Freedom Program) and ART/Ada (an
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expert system shell) on a VAX Station 3100
workstation under the VMS operating system.

We will continue using the spiral development
methodology for this effort. Some iteration is
required for the development of our knowledge and
model bases as Freedom's design is subject to change.
Iteration is also required for the development of our
application software as the exact techniques to use or
avoid are not yet well-known. The spiral methodology
embodies this need for iteration.

The spiral method can support the complexity of the
OMS design and provides the rigor necessitated by
early definition of Ada specifications and interfaces
and Ada's emphasis on strong typing. Compared to the
very large projects developed using the waterfall
model, the OMS prototype and development team are
quite small; the extensive project management,
configuration management, and documentation
required by software engineering are not necessary for
our small prototyping effort.

The design of two of the prototype's functions, the DR
and Rx, has been recently completed. DR determines

likely failure sources and their potential impacts and
Rx develops plans to recover from these failures. An
overview of the information flow through DR and Rx
processes is presented in figure 1. This figure
introduces a hypothetical scenario that relies in part on
interactions between a C&TS frame multiplexer and a
TCS cold plate; this scenario will be used to illustrate
the design. Discussions of the design of these two
functions follow.

DR Architecture

The DR is responsible for determining the likely
source(s) of a failure and synthesizing dynamic
summary failure reports from the Tier II systems.
The DR's diagnosis could confirm or correct system-
level diagnoses.

Updating the Component Model

The Tier II managers notify the DR of changes in the
status of system components and changes in the
relationships between those components through
System Reports. Only significant qualitative changes

Figure 1 Overview of DR/Rx Process Flow
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(for example, a cold plate's temperature changing
from "nominal" to "hot") are reported by the systems
to DR; minor quantitative deviations (for example, the
cold plate's temperature changing from 70 to 72
degrees) are not. DR uses the information in the
System Reports to update a schematic-like model of the
Space Station Freedom's systems.

The component model incorporates configuration,
status and behavior information. The configuration
information identifies a component's relationships
with other components, both physically and
functionally. The status information identifies mode
of operation, equipment health, and key operational
measures that are related to behavior. The behavior
information identifies the causes and effects of

particular conditions with respect to a particular
component's health and mode of operation. The
behavior information describes both internal causal

consequences and behaviors across configuration
boundaries.

The description of a specific component is based on the
generic description of a class of related components;
the class descriptions in turn could be defined as a
hierarchy of descriptions. The description of a class of
components includes descriptions of behavior causes
and effects and attribute definitions of behavior

measure and configuration elements. The description
of a specific component includes information about the
component's behavior measures, operating conditions,

and configuration. A portion of the Component Model
is depicted in figure 2.

Generating a Suspect List

When the System Reports indicate a problem (as
opposed to a nominal change in configuration), DR
determines suspected causes based on reported
behavior and modeled behavioral cause-and-effect.
This information is collected into a Suspect List. DR
verifies that the expected behavioral effects have
occurred with respect to the possible suspects and their
related components.

A Suspect List identifies those suspects that will result
in a particular set of observed behaviors. More than

one cause could result in same observable behaviors, in
which case DR will identify each possible cause as a
possible suspect in the same Suspect List. A set of
observable behaviors could result from multiple
component failures, in which case DR will identify the
failure group as a possible cause. A Suspect List also
could identify key unknown behavior measures: the

assessment of some behavior measures will require
special resources or will induce inter-system
interactions. When DR encounters one of these

unknown measures along one of its diagnostic causal
pathways it will post the measure in the Suspect List as
a key unknown behavior measure whose assessment
should help refine the diagnosis.
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Managing Suspect Lists

The Tier II managers do not observe all of the effects
of a failure at one time. Consequently, DR will
generate Suspect Lists without complete knowledge of
the problem. When DR receives the first System
Report, DR responds given the available information.
As additional information becomes available, DR

relies on the expected behavioral effects or explained
behaviors of identified suspects that are described in
the component model to merge Suspect Lists generated
as the result of the same failure.

Assessing Impacts

The suspected components that produce the most
immediate and most critical impacts should be
considered before those suspects which have less
severe consequences. To assess the impact of a
particular suspect, DR uses an Impact Model that

augments the Component Model. The Impact Model
focuses on cascading operational causes and effects and
looks further ahead in time than does the Component
Model. To help assess the significance of an impact,
the Impact Model heuristically assigns numerical
severity values to an impact. A severity value and
temporal factor are attached to each node in the
derived, suspect-specific Impact Sequence. A sample

impact sequence is presented in figure 3.

Rx Architecture

The Rx is responsible for determining and
recommending a set of procedures, based on the
available crew procedures, that will result in recovery
from the problem. This set of procedures could
include intermediate actions that mitigate the more
acute consequences of the problem, providing adequate
time to realize the recovery itself.
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Selecting an Attack

Several options are available for dispositioning the
diagnosis reported by DR. Some failures are
accurately identified by DR; in these cases, the
problem can be addressed directly. Other failures are
not easily identified; additional information is needed,
such as information provided by an inter-system
diagnostic test procedure or a behavior measure value
that is unknown but whose assessment involves inter-
system interactions (and therefore the value cannot be
determined without Tier I approval). Rx is also
concerned with assuring that the actions taken are
sensible in light of the foreseeable impacts. When
severe or acute downstream impacts could occur, Rx
will develop plans that mitigate these downstream

impacts so that the desired action can be sensibly
performed. It might be imprudent for Rx to initiate

any action when a preliminary Suspect List is reported
by DR: Rx might do nothing until DR has observed
some predicted near-term downstream impacts.
Finally, Rx will request operator intervention if it
cannot find an adequate response.

Generating Goals

Rx develops goals that address the failure in concert

with the chosen attack. For example, repair goals
directly address failures, impact mitigation goals
address downstream impacts, data collection goals
address unknown behavior measures, and diagnostic
goals address unclear diagnoses. These goals will
drive the generation of a plan to solve a specific part of
the overall problem.

Rx applies generic goals that address the selected attack
to the specific problem, forming a specific goal that
addresses the specific problem and the selected attack.

For example, Rx could address a reduction in cooling
capacity as a special case of a resource supply
reduction. The generic goal of reducing resource
consumption addresses this generalized problem.
Applying this generic goal is applied to the specific
problem results in the specific goal of reducing the
cooling load. Sample goal generation data for impact
mitigation are presented in table 1.

Building Courses of Action

A Course of Action specifies a set of procedures that
collectively achieve a specific goal. The procedures
are selected from the pre-defined set of flight
procedures. Procedure metadata describes reasons
for, outcomes of and constraints against the use of
procedures. Rx uses this procedure metadata to build a

Course of Action that achieves the specific goals within
the constraints imposed by the failure and its impacts.
The Course of Action specifies the names of
procedures and the temporal relationships between
them: the procedures, when executed, should achieve
the specific goal that the Course of Action addresses.

Managing Courses of Action

Rx can build multiple Courses of Action in response to
a single problem. For example, the desired action
should be achieved by a repair Course of Action, but
several impact mitigation Courses of Action will be
required for this desired action to have a successful
outcome. These multiple Courses of Action must be
merged and ordered to form a unified Course of
Action that addresses the entire problem rather than a
portion of the problem. The attempt is to build
Courses of Action that solve the root problem within
the constraints levied by the failure. Sample Courses
of Action are presented in table 2.

Rx can also develop alternate means of addressing the
problem. These alternate Courses of Action must be
evaluated prior to execution. These final steps, as well
as all other steps in the process, require crew
interaction and approval.

Conclusions

The design of the DR and Rx has been recently
completed. This design was achieved by using
software engineering and knowledge engineering
techniques. These techniques can be merged under the
spiral model for a more integrated and long-lived
system. This design incorporates some concepts from
the predecessor prototyping activities but also
introduces some new ideas.

Future Plans

A Procedures Interpreter was a previous product of
the evolution of this prototype. This will be folded
into our current work to execute the recommended
Course of Action and to ensure that this Course of

Action is achieving the desired goals. The current
prototype is a stand-alone product and will be
integrated into the test bed environment to demonstrate
the effectiveness and an integrated failure management
system.
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Impact

Impaired Operations

Reduced Resource Supply

Resource Ovemtilization

Table 1

Goal Generation Information for Impact Mitigation

Workarounds

Use Backup Capability

Augment Resource Supply

Augment Resource Supply
or Decrease Resource Utilization

Goal Generation Information

Backup Capability Mode On
and Failed Equipment Mode Off

Resource Level Nominal

Resource Level Nominal
Resource Consumption <= Resource Level

Goal

Repair Cold Plate

Reduce Cold Plate

Reduce Cold Plate Load
and Repair Cold Plate

Table 2

Courses of Action

Course of Action

Repair Cold Plate 15

Cross-Strap Frame Multiplexer 2

Cross-Strap Frame Multiplexer 2
and Repair Cold Plate 15

Comments

Severe impacts occur before completion

Does not attack root problem

Timely and effective
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ABSTRACT

The Space Station Module Power Management and
Distribution (SSM/PMAD) Breadboard, located at
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in
Huntsville, Alabama, models power distribution and
management, including scheduling, load
prioritization, and FDIR, within a Space Station
Freedom Habitation or Laboratory module. This 120
VDC system is capable of distributing up to 30 kW of
power among more than 25 loads.

In addition to the power distribution hardware, the
system includes computer control through a hierarchy
of processes. The lowest level consists of fast, simple
(from a computing standpoint) switchgear, capable of
quickly sating the system. At the next level are local
load center processors, called Lowest Level
Processors (LLP's), which execute load scheduling,
perform redundant switching, and shed loads which
use more than scheduled power. Above the LLP's are
three cooperating Artificial Intelligence (AI) Systems
which manage load prioritizations, load scheduling,
load shedding, and fault recovery and management.
Recent upgrades to hardware and modifications to
software at both the LLP (now based on 80386's) and
AI System levels promise a drastic increase in speed, a
significant increase in functionality and reliability, and
potential for further examination of advanced

automation techniques.

BACKGROUND

As the electrical power requirements for spacecraft
have increased, the problems of managing these large
power systems have also increased. America's first

space station, Skylab, employed an eight kW power
bus which required fifteen to twenty ground support
personnel to monitor and control. Extensive crew
involvement was also required at times to correct
system faults. After the final crew left and Skylab was
powered down, the EPS was evaluated. In the
conclusion of this evaluation, ten recommendations
for future spacecraft electrical power systems were
presented. Seven of the ten recommendations can be
implemented by the use of automation techniques.
Based on these results and experience from other
spacecraft EPSs, NASA/MSFC began to investigate
automating a spacecraft EPS.

The first steps taken toward an automated EPS began
in 1978 with the start of the The Autonomously
Managed Power System (AMPS) program. The AMPS
program was funded by NASA's Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) and
managed by MSFC through a contract with TRW. The
AMPS program was a three phase program. The first
phase identified a reference photovoltaic electrical
power system for a 250 kW class low earth orbit
(LEO) satellite. The second phase developed the
autonomous power management approach for the
reference EPS. The third phase developed a
breadboard test facility to evaluate, characterize, and
verify the concepts and hardware resulting from
phases 1 and 2.

Based on the results of AMPS, a project to investigate
automation techniques appropriate to a large PMAD
system such as will exist on Space Station Freedom
modules was begun in 1984 at MSFC. With the support
of Martin Marietta Space Systems Group, the
SSM/PMAD test bed was developed. Originally
delivered as a 20kHz, 208V ring bus system, the
SSM/PMAD power system has evolved with Space
Station Freedom into its current 120VDC Star

Topology. Development of the automation software
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Figure 1 -- SSM/PMAD Breadboard Topology

continues, but the system has already demonstrated
fully autonomous operation, including scheduling,
implementation of the schedule, and the ability to
handle and diagnose several kinds of faults.

SSM/PMAD

The Space Station Module/Power Management and
Distribution breadboard power system (Figure 1) is a
two bus system, each consisting of a 120 Vdc power
supply, one 15 kW Remote Bus Interrupter (RBI), five
3kW Remote Power Controllers (RPCs), and several 1
kW RPCs at the load center level. Each power bus is
configured in a star bus arrangement with each RPC
equipped with sensors that detect undervoltage, surge
current, ground fault, high temperature, and I2t
conditions. If any of these conditions arise, the RPC
will trip and then store the trip condition in its
memory. Each RPC also provides switch status and
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data from a built-in current sensor. The system load
banks are resistive and switchable in two 250 W

increments, and one 500 W step to provide up to 1 kW
of load to each RPC.

The system software is distributed through several
types of processors. Processing at the level nearest the
power hardware is performed by the Lowest Level
Processors (LLPs). The LLPs are rack mounted
80386-based IBM/PC compatible computers with
boards for Ethernet Local Area Network

communications. Each LLP is responsible for
controlling its associated switches and for monitoring
all sensor readings and switch status in its center. The
LLP also notifies the next higher machine, a
Solbourne (Sun compatible) workstation, of any
anomalies noted. Each LLP communicates down to
one or two Switch Interface Cards (SICs), which
communicate with the RPCs and the Analog to Digital

Converter (A/D) Cards for sensor packets.
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The Solbourne workstation contains the heart of the
system software. The workstation houses the Fault
Recovery and Management Expert System (FRAMES)
and serves as the user interface for the breadboard in
both manual and autonomous mode.

FRAMES monitors the system for anomalies. It
receives the schedule from Maestro at the same time it
is being sent down to the LLPs. Each LLP sends

notification of any anomalies it sees, such as tripped
switches or shed loads. Sensor reading messages are
also sent to FRAMES. FRAMES uses the information

which comes to it and attempts to find an explanation.
If this explanation requires removing some pieces of
equipment from service, FRAMES does so and
notifies Maestro to adjust the schedule accordingly.
FRAMES explains to the user the reasoning it
followed, and shows on its system diagram screen the
results of the fault or anomaly.

Maestro is a resource scheduler which can create a

schedule based on multiple constraints. In the
SSM/PMAD Breadboard the constraints currently
used include number of crew members required,
equipment resources, and power resources, with
power being the resource of most concern in this

breadboard. Power is allocated not just by the amount
available to the system, but also by the ability of
intervening components to supply the power. Maestro
is housed on a Symbolics 3620D AI workstation.

The third system, the LPLMS, uses information from
the event list and the active library, along with its own
rules, to dynamically assign relative priority to each
active load in the system. A new list is sent down to the
LLP's at least every 15 minutes (less if a contingency
occurs). The load priority list can be used to shed
loads in case of a reduction in power.

INTERFACE TO LERC TEST BED

In an effort to share technology and demonstrate the
effectiveness of advanced automation techniques, a
joint project with Lewis Research Center (LeRC) has
been initiated. An interactive link will be forged
between the LeRC power system automation test bed
and the SSM/PMAD system. A simple scenario to
demonstrate basic functionality between the two is
scheduled for the end of July 1990, with a
demonstration due by the end of November. A more
robust demonstration will be planned using the
knowledge gained from these initial tests for the July
1991 time frame.

As currently envisioned, this project will consist of a
link, via Ethernet, between the two breadboards. The

link will operated at two levels: the power system level
and the control level. At the power system level, the
SSM/PMAD system will appear as a load to the LeRC
test bed, and the LeRC system as a source to
SSM/PMAD. This will be accomplished by letting the
LeRC control one (and, ultimately, both) of the power
supplies of the SSM/PMAD system, while the
SSM/PMAD system will control the characteristics of

a programmable load attached to the LeRC system. At
the control level, information will go back and forth
between the two systems negotiating power
requirements versus available resources for the

scheduling systems, and notification of any faults or
contingencies for the FDIR functionality.

The initial demonstration will show only the control
link, using simple negotiation algorithms.

Functionality will be added as the interconnection
becomes more robust.

LASEPS

The AMPS high power DC breadboard was mentioned
in the introduction as a precursor to SSM/PMAD.
AMPS still exists, and shares the lab with SSM/PMAD.

The Large Autonomous Spacecraft Electrical Power
System (LASEPS) is an in-house effort to combine the
strengths of both systems, resulting in a single source
to load power breadboard. AMPS' contribution will
be to replace the existing 120 Vdc power supplies with
its two power channels, thus giving the system a solar
array/battery network power source more
representative of an actual flight power system. Each
power channel will have its own Solar Array
Simulator and 108 cell, 189 Ampere hour Ni-Cd
battery supplying a 145 +\- 15 Vdc bus.

A Programmable Power Processor (p3) will be used
on each bus as an interface between AMPS and

SSM/PMAD. These P3's, developed in the late 1970's
for a 25 kW power module, are microprocessor
controlled voltage regulators with an input voltage
range up to 400 Vdc, and an output range from 24 to
180 Vdc at a maximum of 100 A. These specifications
qualify the P3's as a convenient and efficient interface
between the two breadboards.
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This complete, complex, high-power breadboard will
enable the MSFC team to further investigate

techniques and criteria required for any large space
power system such as will be required for the
Lunar/Mars initiative, large platforms envisioned for
Mission to Planet Earth, or other new agency goals, all

without compromising the function of the SSM/PMAD

system which is a part of it.

FUTURE PLANS

As SSM/PMAD matures, more and more effort will

go into making sure the technology being developed is
used. This includes identifying the necessary impacts

to the design, development, and operation of Space
Station Freedom for implementation of the technology

at both Permanent Manned Compatible (PMC) and
Assembly Complete (AC) stages. Work continues

with Boeing to support WP01 SSF tasks, encouraging
use of the breadboard where possible. Demonstrations
of the breadboard's capabilities will be as broad-based

as possible, including personnel from the other NASA

centers, their prime contractors, and Headquarters.

Efforts will also continue to make the technology

more amenable to actual flight use. Code will be
converted to Ada, starting at the lowest levels and

moving up. Functionality will continue to be moved to
as low a level as possible to take advantage of the

power of distributed computing. A study into the
possibility of using microcontrollers to perform some
or all of the LLP and lower functionality is now

underway. The demonstrations with LeRC will help

to point out weaknesses of both systems as part of a

larger system. LASEPS will be of similar value.
Development of the user interface will help in showing
the true power of the system, and will actually increase

that power by making it more accessible.

The system is already capable of autonomous
operation. An important basic addition to the

breadboard will be intermediate modes of autonomy,
enabling a user to take "semi-manual" control -- that

is, being able to modify the system without having to
take full manual control. This will result in a much

safer, more robust system than is possible with only
fully autonomous or fully manual operation.
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Abstract

It is not yet clear of what type, and how
much, "intelligence" is needed for a planetary rover
to function semi-autonomously on a planetary
surface. Current designs assume an advanced AI

system that maintains a detailed map of its
journeys and the surroundings, and that carefully
calculates and tests every move in advance. To
achieve these abilities, and because of the

limitations of space-qualified electronics, the
supporting rover is quite sizable, massing a large
fraction of a ton, and requiring technology advances
in everything from power to ground operations.

An alternative approach is to use a behavior
driven control scheme. Recent research has shown

that many complex tasks may be achieved by
programming a robot with a set of behaviors and
activating or deactivating a subset of those
behaviors as required by the specific situation in
which the robot finds itself. Behavior control

requires much less computation than is required by
traditional AI planning techniques. The reduced
computation requirements allows the entire rover to
be scaled down as appropriate (only down-link
communications and payload do not scale under
these circumstances). This paper discusses the
missions that can be handled by the real-time

control and operation of a set of small, semi-
autonomous, interacting, behavior-controlled
planetary rovers.

1. Introduction:

There are many possible uses for unmanned
planetary rovers. Rovers with a high degree of
autonomy can carry out missions that serve

science, operations, and space exploitation goals.
For example, rovers can be used on the Moon to

perform site certification for possible manned
outposts and science instrument sites. On Mars,
science instruments need to be placed and soil and
rock samples need to be gathered from a wide
variety of terrains. To reduce light-time delays and

the need for communications (and its inherent
infrastructure of relay satellites etc), rovers with at
least semi-autonomous capabilities, are highly
desired.

1.1 Plan Control for Rovers

The autonomous system control that has

been proposed for a rover, to accomplish the tasks
mentioned above, is shown in Figure 1. The rover
senses its environment, combines that with

previous knowledge (from earlier and orbital views)
and then builds a map of its surroundings. A path
planner finds a trajectory through the map. The
trajectory is simulated, producing run-time
expectations, and these expectations are monitored
during the actual rover traverse. If an expectation is
violated, the rover performs a reflex stop, and starts
the cycle over again. Under normal circumstances
the cycle is repeated every five to fifteen meters.
Such a system has been successfully implemented,
and tested under realistic conditions [Miller89,

Gat90].
The implemented system required just under

one billion machine instructions per meter of
travel. While the code used in this experimental

system was by no means optimal, by the time all
the functionality and reliability improvements are
made, it is believed that the real number will be
within a factor of three. This means that a rover

that needed to travel at a speed of one kilometer per
hour would need a (space qualified) computational
capability of between 80 and 250 MIPS. Some of
this could be offloaded onto special purpose

computation systems, but none the less,
computation becomes a major driver for a planetary
rover, both in power and mass.

The system studies that have been undertaken
[Pivirotto90] have confirmed this, indicating that a
rover with some onboard autonomy would need to
mass between 600 and 842kg (the test vehicle we
used massed over 1100kg). In large part, this mass

is due to the system control algorithms.
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1.2 Low.Mass Rovers are Needed
For almost all imagined uses of rovers, the

job is best done ff it can be done several times, in

many places, under differing conditions. Traditional
rovers weigh several hundred kilograms, and under
the best circumstances will probably be able to
move a few kilometers a day. It will not be

economically feasible to place more than a few
such rovers on a planetary surface. Nor will it be

logistically possible to have those few rovers visit
all the desired sites. Additionally, the risk of losing

one of these scarce and expensive resources will
make it difficult to put a rover in the places where
it could do the most good: in the previously

unmapped or geologically unknown areas of a
planetary_.

S_mf_ _ skp_

W_ta Su_ Aa

Figure 1. Planning Cycle
All of the problems mentioned above go

away ff a low-computation method for
autonomously controlling rovers could be
developed. Low computation greatly lowers the
power needs of the rover, which can pearly reduce

its mass. Once the power mass cycle is broken, it
is possible to scale the entire rover. The strength to
weight ratio of mechanical systems improves as a
system is scaled smaller. This in turn makes the
system stronger and stiffer, which will reduce the

accuracy of the control needs, further reducing the
power and payload needs of the rover, allowing it to
be scaled even smaller. The rover cannot be made

arbitrarily small, because it is necessary for it to

carry some sort of payload, but improvements in
instrument miniaturization [Waltman89] indicate

that that may not be much of a limitation. A rover
must also travel through its environment, but
remember that an ant can travel anywhere a person

can, and many more places in addition.
To keep this all within todays technology, if

one could build mini-rovers that massed a few

kilograms, and could operate autonomously, then

many useful things could be done with them. Mini-
rovers could be sent in far greater numbers, and to

potentially far riskier sites. It now appears feasible
to design a small rover that can accomplish most of
the science and operations objectives that
previously would have been handled by a large
rover. Key in building a mini-rover is behavior
programming.

2. Behavior Control for Rovers
Behaviorprogramming isa methodology

thatallowsa setofinteractingreactionstobe

programmed into a robot so that they work

together. For example, if a robot has a behavior
that causes the robot to turn so as to maximize the

value being returned by its fight side range finder,
and has a behavior to cause the robot to turn away
when its left side proximity sensor is activated,
then that robot will exhibit the behavior of

waveling around the perimeter of a room in a
clockwise direction.

Some behavior languages have been created
[Brooks86, Gatg0], and several robots have been

programmed with these languages to perform some
interesting tasks [Brooks89, Gatg0]. Central to
having a robot perform something of interest is the
ability to have the robot's behavior modified by
cues in the environment, or by the robot's own
actions.

Figure2 shows thesensorsand actuatorsofa
small robot named "Tooth". Tooth is a robot

massing just under two kilograms, and containing
two eight-bit micro-processors and four kilobytes
of memory. Its memory is filled with the behavior
program shown in Figure 3. Tooth's mission is to

go around a room, picking up "toys" that have been
left near the walls of the room, and to bring the
toystoabeaconlocatedsomewhere nearthecenter

of the room. The robot carries out this task using
nine interacting behaviors. The look for toy
behavior just has the vehicle move along in a
straight line. The follow light behavior uses the

photocells to decide on the direction of the beacon.
If the beacon can be seen, this behavior sends a

steering command away from the beacon. This
forces the robot towards the wails. The dead-end,
obstacle avoidance, unthrash, and stall behaviors all

keep the robot from crashing into anything, or
getting stuck. When the object beam sensor detects

something, then the robot uses the pickup toy
behavior to grasp the object. If it is successful,
then that behavior causes the steering signal from

the follow-light behavior to be inverted. This
causes the robot to head towards the beacon. When
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the photocells report a light above a certain
threshold brightness, then the drop toy behavior
turns on. This overrides the look for toys behavior,

causes the robot to stop, drop the toy and back

away a few centimeters. Since the robot is no
longer holding the toy, the follow-light signal is
no longer inverted, and the robot turns away from

the light and goes in search of more toys. [Gat90]
gives more details on these exveriments.

m

Figure 2: The Tooth Robot
The experiment outlined above shows that

simple behaviors can be linked together to exhibit
complicated actions. The experiment above had the

robot perform all the major parts of a sample return
mission. The robot moved following certain

parameters. When it came across something that
matched its sample criteria, it acquired it. It then
brought the sample back to a marked beacon

(simulating a return vehicle dock). All the while,
the robot avoided obstacles in its path. This
technology is sufficient for a variety of missions.

3. Target missions:
There are many missions that can be

performed by behavior-controlled robots. The
advantages of these small, autonomous rovers are

many. Because of their small size, low mass, and
high strength, these rovers could be placed on a
planetary surface without the expense and mass of a
traditional soft lander. [Miller90] outlines how

many mini-rovers could be landed on Mars using

parachutes and areoshells, and how communications
can be maintained through ground relays. On the
Moon, mini-rovers could be landed using an

updated version of the Ranger seismometer capsule
[Ranger63]. Navigation can be handled by
referencing the robot to a coded radio signal, such
as that used in VOR aviation radios.

Figure 3: The Behavior Program for
Tooth

3.1 A Lunar Mission
On the Moon, one of the major activities of

rovers would be deploying science instruments

(e.g., VLFA). The VLFA is large antenna
consisting of several hundred elements laid out over
a sixty kilometer long spiral arc. The exact
placement is not crucial, but the elements should
be distributed evenly along the arc. The elements
themselves are self contained and mass

approximately one kilogram. A previous study
undertaken by the Battelle Corporation [Easter88]
chose to use 1060kg rover that could carry the

approximately 300kg of antenna elements. The
rover contained large robotic arms for implanting
the antenna elements. Since the VLFA is to be

placed on the Lunar Farside, a series of relay
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satellites would be placed in lunar orbit to allow
near continuous communications with the rover.

There are several ways the VLFA could be
set up using behavior controlled mini-rovers. The
simplest method would be to build one antenna
element into each mini-rover, and land

approximately 300 on the lunar farside. It would be
easy to have the rovers distribute themselves
relative to one another, in the desired pattern. This,
most inefficient use of mini-rovers, would still

result in a considerable mass savings over the
Battelle proposal.

One could also send up, say fifty mini-
rovers, that could each retrieve antenna elements
from a central cache. It would then be trivial to

have the rovers place the antenna elements in the
proper arrangement about a VOR transmitter
located at the cache. Each rover would have

prestored the coordinates (radial and range) of the
six antenna elements it was to place. Simple
behaviors would cause the rovers to home in on the

transmitter 611 they could spot an antenna element.
Once they picked that up, they would circle the
transmitter 611 they located the proper radial. They
would then hem outward along the radial the proper
distance and deposit the antenna element. No longer
holding anything, they would head back towards the
cacheand repeat the process with the next set of
position coordinates. This scheme would require
only about 500kg landed on the Moon, much lower
lander masses, and onlythe relaysatellites required
by the VLFA.

Any activity that needs to take place in a
pattern can easily be done with behavior-controlled
mini-rovers. A simple non-directional radio-beacon
along with a range encoder can be used to have a
rover go in circles, spiral in or out, or rendezvous

at the beacon. By adding the radial information that
comes from a VOR, a mini-rover could have its

behaviors direct it to a specific point relative to the
beacon. All the while, other behaviors can be used
to keep the rover from hanging up on obstacles, or
gettingstuckindead-ends.

3.2 A Mars Mission
On Mars, there are several unanswew.d

questionswhich require roverstowork atmany

diverselocations.Inparticular,the searchfor
carbonates, and the emplacement of science stations
(seismic and meteorological) are very suitable for
behavior-controlled mini-rovers. These tasks require

rovers in many different terrains in areas that are

many thousands of kilometers apart, and are most
useful in areas where the rover may never be able to

get out (eg., inside extinct volcano craters). Here,
the basic philosophy should be put down a lot of
rovers, all over the place, and have them report
back when they find something interesting.

More narrow scope missions on Mars are

also applicable. A question, which could be key
for the design of a sample return mission, is the
thickness of the weathering rind on Mars rocks.
Scientific opinion ranges from a millimeter to
several centimetea_. The extent of the rind will

determine the type of coring that will be necessary

for a sample return mission. A small rover, armed
with a small circular saw, would be able to answer

this question (or at least determine if the rind is
more than a centimeter). Such a rover would have
behaviors to get it close up to rocks of various
sizes. It would have a list of criteria, as soon as it

found a rock matching some of those, it would
come up to the rock, and using the control
behaviors, cut off a slice. It would then take
several images and relay them to Earth, then go off
to find its next sample. With the proper cameras,
such a rover could gather information about the

weathering rind, and about the makeup of many
Mars' rocks.

The weathering rind mission should be done

very soon. Such a mission could be done very
economically. Two or three mini-rovers would be

dropped to the planet's surface viaparachutes. A

small relay orbiter would be left in orbit. Each
rover would find an appropriate sample, take the
images, and send a signal to the orbiter. When the
orbiter was in range, it would broadcast a ready to
receive signal, and the rover could dump the images
directly from the camera CCDs to the orbiter. This

way, the rovers need no mass storage, and can get
by with very simple electronics.

The information from these images is crucial

in designing a proper rover for a detailed science
sample return mission. If the weathering rind is
several centimeters then a rover large enough to do

rock coring is necessary for many experiments. If
the rind is on the order of a millimeter, then a

sample retarn mission using behavior-controlled
mini-rovers (see [Miller90]) would be more than
adequate, and much more cost-effective.

4. Conclusions
Controlling a rover through behavior-control

can allow such a rover to be greatly reduced in size
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and complexity with little or no loss in capability.
Planetary rover missions, in most cases, are rover
missions because the mission objectives require the
sensors to be in many different locations. All

planetary missions are mass constrained. Behavior
controlled mini-rovers are a way of getting beyond
the mass constraints and increasing the effective
mobility of the system. Mobility is increased by
making the myers more autonomous (detailed
direction from Earth does not fit well with the

behavior-control paradigm) and by being able to
provide more rovers, dropped at more locations, for
a given mass allolment, then is possible using
traditional control or planning techniques.
Behavior-control, when combined with nano-
technolgy, also holds the promise of being able to
undertake wholly new types of missions
[Brooks89].
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Abstract

Models of real-time systems using a single para-

digm often turn out to be inadequate, whether the

paradigm is based on states, rules, event sequences

or logic. In this paper, a model-based approach to

reasoning about real-time systems is presented in

which a temporal interval logic called TIL is

employed to define constraints on a new type of

high-level automata. The combination, called "Hi-

erarchical Multi-State (HMS) machines," can be

used to model formally a real-time system, a dy-

namic set of requirements, the environment, heuris-

tic knowledge about planning-related problem solv-

ing, and the computational states of the reasoning

mechanisms. In this framework, mathematical

techniques have been developed for (1) proving the

correctness of a representation, (2)planning of con-

current tasks to achieve goals, and (3) scheduling of

plans to satisfy complex temporal constraints.

HMS machines allow reasoning about a real-time

system from a model of how truth arises instead of

merely depending on what is true in a system.

1. Introduction

Real-time systems are characterized by unpredict-

ability of inputs and "hard deadline" requirements.

In addition, since many real-time systems are uti-

lized in life-critical situations, strict "safety proper-

ties" are usually defined for them. A safety property

is a state of affairs that must always remain true in a

system. Instead of the usual discussion of"liveness

properties," it is useful to define other requirements

of a real-time system in terms of a set of"condition-

al goals" defined in terms of(condition, goal) pairs.
A condition defines the state of affairs under which

the associated goal must be pursued. We assume

that deadlines may be associated with goals and that

requirements are dynamic so that the pursuit of an

active goal may have to be abandoned if certain oth-

er conditions become true. Thus, at the specifica-

tion stage, the main forms of reasoning about a real-

time system consists of the verification that (1) safety

properties are not violated and (2) conditional goals

are achievable. For traditional systems which oper-

ate deterministically or stochastically, this is essen-

tially sufficient even though it can be a very compli-

cated process. At the operational stage, two other

forms of reasoning arise for "intelligent systems"

which are not defined deterministically and require

a search or other forms of analysis to instantiate a

specific set of responses in a particular situation.

First, off-line reasoning can be performed to deter-

mine in advance a set of allowable actions to achieve

goals. Secondly, on-line reasoning can be

employed, where deadlines on the reasoning pro-

tess itself may have been defined. A key problem in

the specification and operation of complex real-

time systems is the choice of a representational

framework that can provide manageable ap-

proaches to specification, verification, and instanti-

ation of behavior.

While numerous formal representational schemes

have been proposed for systems in general and real-

time systems in particular, most of these are based

on one of the following paradigms: state-based

* The work reported in this paper was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under Contract N00014-89-C-0022.
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models, rules, event sequences or logic. Two major

examples of state-based models are automata and

Petri nets. For real-time systems, traditional

automata are inadequate for at least two important

reasons: (1) explosion of the state space for non-tri-

vial systems, and (2) absence of a natural mecha-

nism for representing temporal constraints. Petri

nets reduce the state space and can represent con-

current activities adequately. However, in Petri nets

numerous dummy states are usually necessary to

maintain logical consistency and no clear separa-

tion is made between precedence and causality [7].

In addition, even timed Petri nets have a limited lan-

guage for representing temporal relationships

among states and events [6]. Specification and veri-

fication of complex real-time requirements are also

difficult for rule-based systems and event se-

quences. In particular, it is generally accepted that

while rules are appropriate for defining prototypical

behavior, they are inadequate for reasoning about

novel situations. As far as pure logical formalisms

are concerned, temporal logic provides a promising

approach, except for two shortcomings. First, cer-

tain simple regular properties cannot be expressed

in temporal logic [10]. Secondly, in a pure logic-

based language a system is represented merely in

terms of what is true. This gives a limited under-

standing of system behavior, since knowledge of

how truth arises which is common to state models is

not readily available.

The purpose of this paper is to present a brief over-

view of a comprehensive framework for specifying

real-time systems and reasoning about them, called

"Hierarchical Multi-State (HMS) machines," that

integrates high-level "multi-state" automata and

fragments of a temporal interval logic called TIL

([7], [4], [3], [5], [6]). As noted in Figure 1, an HMS

machine can be used to define formally the dynamic

behavior of a system, its requirements, a model of

the environment, heuristic knowledge about plan-

ning-related problem solving, and the state of the

computational resources used in reasoning. Given

such a specification, the system can be simulated, its

correctness can be verified formally, and it can be

used for both off-line and on-line reasoning to de-

rive operational plans and schedules to respond to

the dynamics of a real-time situation.

Section 2 presents an outline of a simple form of

HMS machines, with a brief discussion of the meth-

od for representing requirements in terms of "policy

HMS machines." Section 3 presents an overview of

the planning process, plan representation languages

and a scheduling algorithm for plans. Section 4

presents a brief set of conclusions and directions for

future work.

Environment Planning

Requirements ] Heuristics .....
x I t tomputanonat

System Dyn Resources

Mu!ti- ral Interval Logic (TIL)

Automata

Simulation JJ' _q Schedules

Verification of Plans

Safety Properties

Figure 1. Specification, Verification and Reasoning Framework for Real-Time Systems
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2. Automata, Temporal Logic, Machines and

Real-Time Systems

An automaton consists of a set of "states" and a set

of "transitions" that cause changes in states due to

the occurrence of certain events such as arrival of

inputs. This provides a very general architecture for

defining the dynamics of a system, except that, as in-

dicated in the Introduction, it is inadequate for
specifying complex real-time systems. Hierarchical

Multi-State (HMS) machines [4] are high-level

"multi-state automata," in which (1) multiple (hier-

archical) states can be true at one moment, (2) mul-

tiple transitions can fire simultaneously, and (3) a

temporal interval logic, called TIL, is used to define
constraints on transitions. This architecture allows

the compact definition of the dynamics of complex

real-time systems, in which interactions among

states and hard deadlines can be defined formally.
In addition, a "multi-level" combination of HMS

machines [5] provides the capability for formally

defining dynamic requirements, giving rise to a mo-

del-based reasoning framework for real-time sys-

tems. Because of limitations of space, only the non-

hierarchical version of HMS machines will be con-

sidered here. A formalization of hierarchies can be

found in [6].

An HMS machine is a triple H = (S, FD, rN), where

S is a set of "states," rv is a set of "deterministic"

H2:

(policy Machine)

HI:

transitions, and I'N is a set of "nondeterministic"

transitions. Boolean states represent properties

that may be true or false about a system. Non-bool-

ean states can represent both properties of multiple

entities in a system and properties of data objects.

Deterministic transitions denote fixed causal inter-

actions among states, while nondeterministic tran-

sitions represent possible or permissible interactions.

Nondeterminism, in fact, is the key to the specifica-

tion of choice in model-based reasoning in the HMS
framework.

The constraints or "controls" on transitions in an

I-IMS machine are defined in terms of the temporal

interval logic TIL which is obtained by adding the

following three operators to propositional logic:

O(t): At relative time t

It1, t2]: Always between times tl and t2

< tl, t2 >: Sometime between times tl and t2

The operators [tl, t2] and <tl, t2>, which allow

hard real-time constraints to be defined for HMS

machines, are generalizations of the standard tem-

poral logic operators [] and _, respectively. All

times are relative, with the current moment denoted

by 0. Figure 2 depicts a simple 2-level example of an

HMS machine specification that defines both a

nondeterministic "basic machine" HI and a specifi-

cation of requirements in terms of the "policy I-IMS

T_t Go_.igl>on j

Get in C,r * V-_ *
[-4S, 0] mins.

InCar _ Driving to Airport [_A ";_.taitnCar

O_ [ __VorkFinished ] to Airport i_p_ At

Climb into Helicopter _ _ v-.
Start Flying
to Airport _ [-10, 0] rains.

Figure 2. A 7,-Level HMS Machine Specification of System and Requirements
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machine" H2. In this figure, rectangular boxes rep-

resent states, dark arrows are transitions, thin ar-

rows denote TIL controls on transitions with the

symbol 0) next to each temporal operator, and the

partially double-dashed arrow in H2 is a "policy

transition" that defines intentionality. Asterisks de-

note nondeterministic transitions so that in H1 the

choice of all actions is not completely determined.

We say that a transition is "enabled" if (1) its "pri-

mary" states from which the transition emerges are

true, and (2) its controls are true. Thus, starting at

the left side in the machine H1, from the state 'At

Office" one can go into state "In Car" or into state

"In Helicopter" as long as the control state "Work

Finished" is true. If the state "In Car" ("In Helicop-

ter") is true, then nondeterministically the transi-

tion "Start Driving to Airport" ("Start Flying to Air-

port") is fired. Nondeterminism is useful since this

machine may be part of the specification of a much

larger set of behaviors that could include going to

many other destinations. The horizontal bar from

which the transition "Start Driving to Airport"

arises is an infinite resource which is always true.

Thus, if this transition fires, both the states "In Car"

and "Driving to Airport" would be true simulta-

neously. We note that at the end of this path, if the

state "Driving to Airport" has been true continu-

ously from 45 minutes earlier to the current mo-

ment, then a deterministic transition will take one to

the state 'At Airport."

The policy transition of machine H2 in Figure 2 de-

fines the goal of reaching the state 'At Airport"

when executing H1, with the requirement that the

state "Going on Trip" must be true in the beginning

and the trip should not take more than t minutes.

Thus, depending on the value of t, different "plans"

for H I can be derived to reach the goal state. If the

execution of the plan takes more than t minutes,

then the plan can essentially be abandoned. Addi-

tional types of controls on policy transitions that are

not shown in the figure can be used to define com-

plex interactions of states and goals, including the

capability of making a goal dependent on the plan-

ning process itself. Thus, for example, an alternate

goal can be specified if the plan generation process

takes longer than a specified length of time. Heuris-

tic knowledge about plans can be captured by inter-

mediate policy machines that define midpoint

states that must be achieved during the execution of

a plan. More details about policy machines can be

found in [5].

An important benefit of the formal specification of

a real-time system is that it provides a framework

for verification of correctness and consistency be-

fore implementation. Following the procedure in 3,

given an HMS machine and any safety property de-

fined on its states, one can create a new "extended"

state that will be true if and only if the safety proper-

ty is violated. By a result of [8], such a state need

only depend on the past history of the states of the

machine, even though safety properties are usually

defined in terms of future events. Two specific veri-

fication methods can then be used to verify that the

extended state corresponding to the safety property

is not reachable. In the first method, correctness-

preserving transformations [3] are applied to

modify an HMS machine incrementally, without af-

fecting its behavior, until the safety state is isolated.

In the second method, a "model--checking" ap-

proach [6] is used to demonstrate in finite time the

correctness of infinite behavior. As in [2], this in-

volves a branching simulation process that termi-

nates paths when cycles are detected. A major ad-

vantage of using HMS machines is that orders of

magnitude reduction in the number of states can be

obtained in many applications compared to tradi-

tional automata models.

3. Planning, Plan Formalisms and Schedul-

ing of Plans for HMS Machines

A "plan" in the HMS framework consists of a se-

quence of sets of transitions to be executed in a non-

deterministic machine [5]. Conditional goals are

specified for an HMS machine in terms of policy

transitions of a policy HMS machine such as H2 in

Figure 2. The "planning" process then consists of

searching the space of eligible nondeterministic

transitions in a basic machine such as H1 to derive a

plan that causes the goal states of a policy transition
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to be reached. The important points to note in this

framework are that (1) goals can be defined formally

in terms of histories of states that are being modi-

fied dynamically, (2) circumstances such as inability

to meet a deadline may cause a goal to be dropped

from consideration, (3) the states of the computa-

tional resources in which planning is being per-

formed may be used as controls on the policy transi-

tions that define goals, and (4) heuristic guidelines

for deriving plans can be specified in terms of inter-

mediate policy machines.

Compilation of plans in advance to meet goals with

hard deadlines has been proposed by number of au-

thors (see, e.g., [9]). Various representation

schemes for plans have also been proposed. For ex-

ample, in [1] a Petri net model is used to define con-

ditional actions that depend on facts that are true

about the environment. The HMS machine frame-

work offers a powerful capability to define complex

concurrent plans that depend not only on the cur-

rent states of the world but also on temporal histo-

ries of states. For this purpose, we say that a ma-

chine P is a "plan HMS machine" for a nondeter-

ministic machine H, if some of the states of P corre-

spond to the nondeterministic transitions of H and

some other states are "dependent" states of the

states of H. A dependent state is defined as a state

for which (1) truth only depends on a logical combi-

nation of the truth or falsehood of other states, and

(2) there are certain restrictions on transitions

emerging from it and entering it. At each moment of

time, the "execution" of P on H then is obtained by

(1) firing the transitions of P as in a standard HMS

machine, (2) firing the deterministic transitions of

H, and (3) firing those nondeterministic transitions

of H that are enabled in H and for which a corre-

sponding state in P is true. Thus, for example, the

plan machine in Figure 3 describes how the non-

deterministic transitions in the machine H1 should

be executed. The states containing asterisks are de-

pendent states which, in this case, are simply dupli-

cates of corresponding states in H1, assuming that

the state "In a Hurry" is added to HI. The states

denoted by dashed rectangles represent transitions

in H1. Thus, this machine indicates that in case the

state "In a Hurry" is true, one should execute the

transition "Climb into Helicopter" from the state

'At Office" in H 1. On the other hand, if the state "In

a Hurry" is false, the transition "Get in Car" should

be executed. Also, when the state "In Car" becomes

true in Hb the transition "Start Driving to Airport"

will be fired if its corresponding state in Figure 3 is

true. The latter situation will be true if the state

"Going on Trip" has been true sometime earlier.

Two simpler formalisms for defining HMS machine

plans can be defined in terms of the plan languages

PL0 and PL1, which can also be considered as lan-

guages for describing concurrent event sequences.

Words in the language PL0 simply consist of se-

quences of (1) symbols from the set of transitions of

the HMS machine, (2) lists of symbols, (3) words

with integer exponents. An individual symbol c_ de-

notes the firing of the corresponding transition in

the machine. A list of the form (a, 13..... 8) denotes

the simultaneous firings of the transitions cK, 13.....

8. A word of the form w n represents the n-fold rep-

etition of firing of the transitions in w. Thus, the

plan a (13, V) (8_) n denotes the execution of the fol-

rmmmmm'_''m_ Get in Car i _C_)_ Start Driving to Airport ]

r-- L ...... ...........

_ .Cl2m2 int.°2e2ic,°p2eL J _l_P_rt £yin2 t2 Air_p°_ ]
......... 1 r" ........ 1

Figure 3. A Plan Machine for the HMS Machine HI in Figure 2.
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lowing transitions in a machine: first fire _, then

fire 13and ,/simultaneously, then fire 8 followed by'q

n times. The language PL1 extends PLo by the intro-

duction of conditional operators and the means for

defining alternative choices of actions. Plans in

such languages, combined with an underlying HMS

machine, provide the capability for both model-

based reasoning from basic principles and the abil-

ity to respond rapidly to dynamic requirements

without the need for searching.

Plan languages also offer the possibility of studying

the scheduling of plans as distinct from the planning

or plan generation process itself. For example, con-

sider the plan

"Get in Car .... Start Driving to Airport"

'_,rrive at Airport in Car"

in the plan language PLo for the machine H1 of Fig-

ure 2. This plan simply lists the sequences of actions

that must be performed, in which there is a key

missing element: when should the actions be per-

formed. Here, the only missing part is a delay of 45

minutes that must occur between the transitions

"Start Driving to Airport" and 'Arrive at Airport in

Car." If such required delays are incorporated into

a plan and it is verified for correctness, then the un-

derlying machine can essentially be ignored during

the execution. The important correctness criteria

for plans are: (1) no transition is attempted that is

not enabled, and (2) the plan will transform the ma-

chine from a given initial set of states to the desired

final set of goal states.

In [5] a general approach for deriving schedules for

plans was introduced that also provides a limited

method of verifying the correctness of plans. In this

scheme, given a potential plan p', a '_,ariable delay

plan" p is generated in which between each pair of

terms in p' a parametric delay 4'i is introduced,

where 4, denotes a wait or "no action." Using sym-

bolic execution techniques, then a solution for the

exponents of the 4,'s can often be found that guaran-

tees the correctness of the plan. In addition, in

many cases, misordered plans can be corrected in

the process of finding the delays.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Hierarchical Multi-State (HMS) machines provide

a framework for specification, verification and con-

trol of complex real-time systems by integrating

multi-state automata and temporal interval logic.

The major benefits are: (1) significant reduction in

state space, (2) convenient mechanisms for specify-

ing both safety properties and conditional goals, in-

cluding hard deadlines, (3) methods of verifying cor-

rectness of specifications, and (4) model-based rea-

soning approaches for planning and scheduling in

dynamic environments.

Three directions for future work have been defined:

theory, applications and tools. Theoretical research

goals include (1) the extension and formalization of

the specification language, (2) investigation of more

powerful methods for capturing requirements, (3)

verification methods, (4) representation of uncer-

tainty relating to both incomplete knowledge about

the world and probabilistic outcome of events, (5)

introduction of learning, and (6) efficient planning

and scheduling algorithms. Various potential appli-
cation areas for HMS machine have also been iden-

tified. Currently, HMS machines are being applied

to the specification of a fragment of a future Euro-

pean command and control system. As far as tool

development plans are concerned, work is continu-

ing on the development of a prototype environment

for specification of HMS machines, along with the

capabilities for interactive simulation, limited

forms of animation, and verification.
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Abstract

NASA's Space Station Freedom is an example of complex
systems that require both traditional and AI real-time
methodologies. It has been mandated that Ada should be

used for all new software development projects. The Sta-

tion also requires distributed processing. Catastrophic
failures on the Station can cause the transmission system
to malfunction for a long period of time, during which

ground-based expert systems cannot provide any assis-
tance to the crisis situation on the Station. This is even

more critical for other NASA projects that would have
longer transmission delays (e.g. the Lunar base, Mars

missions, etc.) To address these issues, we propose a dis-

tributed agent architecture (DAA) that can support a
variety of paradigms based on both traditional real-time

computing and artificial intelligence. The proposed

testbed for DAA is APEX (Autonomous Power EXpert),
which is a real-time monitoring and diagnosis expert sys-
tem for the electrical power distribution system of
NASA's Space Station Freedom.

1. Introduction

The current, ongoing work of Inference, the "Real-Time
Expert Systems" project for NASA Johnson Space Cen-

ter, under a subcontract to the University of Houston -
Clear Lake, has provided valuable insights into require-
ments for real-time knowledge-based systems being

developed for NASA's Space Station Freedom. NASA's
Space Station Freedom is an example of complex systems
that require both traditional and AI real-time

methodologies. The standard on-board processor on the
Station is an 80836-based workstation with limited

memory. In the ground-based control center, on the

other hand, conventional engineering workstations can be
used for AI applications. It has also been mandated that
Ada should be used for all new software development
projects.

The Station also requires distributed processing. For
example, if expert systems for fault detection isolation

and recovery (FDIR) for the Station were fielded only in
the ground-based control center, communication delays

could cause serious problems. Catastrophic failures on
the Station can cause the transmission system to mal-

function for a long period of time, during which ground-
based expert systems cannot provide any assistance to the
crisis situation on the Station. This is even more critical

for other NASA projects that would have longer trans-
mission delays (e.g. the Lunar base, Mars missions, etc.)

However, current real-time knowledge-based system ar-
chitectures suffer from a variety of shortcomings:

A heavy dependence on inefficient implemen-
tation platforms, usually Common Lisp, which
makes it difficult if not impossible to be

deployed in real-time embedded systems.

• A weak integration with traditional real-time

computing methodologies.

An inability for the architectures to be dis-

tributed among multiple heterogeneous plat-
forms that communicate asynchronously.

We have, previously, implemented an Ada-based expert
system tool, ART-Ada, to facilitate the deployment of ex-

pert systems in Ada, which addresses the first point

above [131, [14], [11], [15].

We propose a distributed agent architecture (DAA) that
can support a variety of paradigms based on both tradi-

tional real-time computing and artificial intelligence.
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2. Distributed Agent Architecture

Reactive 1_Agent

I Reactive [Cognitive ]Agent I [Agent j .

",
=Meta-leve{ _ _Cogn'tivel

I Agent _ _ [Agent J

/',,
t r_ Cognltlve

Sensor Effector r--I Reactive

Figure 2-1: Distributed Agent Architecture

The distributed agent architecture (DAA) for real-time

knowledge-based systems is depicted in figure 2-1. DAA

has the following technical objectives:

• The overall system performance should satisfy

real-time requirements. Onboard systems

should prevent catastrophic failures during

the absence of assistance from ground-based

systems due to the malfunction of com-

munication systems.

Onboard systems should adapt gracefully to

dynamic environments by trading quality for

speed of response.

Tile architecture should be based on dis-

tributed and cooperative processing, which

will enable migration of knowledge-based sys-

tem modules from ground-based systems to

onboard systems.

Its baseline implementation language should

be Ada. Ada will make it possible to employ

traditional real-time computing methodologies

and to deploy knowledge-based systems in

embedded systems. If both ground systems

and onboard systems are implemented in Ada,

it would be easier to migrate modules from

ground to the Station.

DAA consists of distributed agents that are classified

into two categories: reactive and cognitive. Reactive

agents can be implemented directly in Ada to meet hard

real-time requirements and to be deployed on on-board

embedded processors. A traditional real-time computing

methodology under consideration is the rate monotonic

theory that can guarantee schedulability based on

analytical methods [20], I21]. AI techniques under con-

sideration for reactive agents are approximate or
376

"anytime" reasoning that can be implemented using

Bayesian belief networks as in Guardian [8], [7]. Fuzzy

logic [16], [26], [22] and reactive

planning [1], [5], [10], [17], [18] are also being considered

for reactive agents.

Cognitive agents are traditional expert systems that can

be implemented in ART-Ada to meet soft real-time re-

quirements. During the initial design of cognitive agents,

it is critical to consider the migration path that would al-

low initial deployment on ground-based workstations

with eventual deployment on on-board processors. ART-

Ada technology enables this migration while Lisp-based

technologies make it difficult if not impossible.

In addition to reactive and cognitive agents, a recta-

level agent would be needed to coordinate multiple agents

and to provide meta-level control. An important area of

coordination is timeline management. Following [2], we

intend to implement three timelines --- occurred, ex-

pected, and intended --- where each timeline records one

type of information. Any agents can process or post

events in any timelines through the meta-level agent.

3. Reactive Agents

Reactive agents are designed to meet hard real-time re-

quirements. Hard real-time requirements are different

from soft ,'eal-time in that if hard deadlines are not met,

catastrophic failures are likely to occur. Catastrophic

failures include the loss of human lives, the loss of major

hardware components, etc. On the other hand, even if

soft deadlines are violated, no major catastrophic failures

are likely to occur.

It is also critical that reactive agents fit into embedded

processors of the Space Station Freedom. Some AI tasks

can be directly implemented in a procedural language

such as Ada. The use of Ada will enable us to take ad-

vantage of recent progress that has been made in the

area of real-time computing in Ada. A noteworthy ex-

ample is the rate monotonic theory that can guarantee

schedulability based on analytical methods [20], [21].

The rate monotonic theory guarantees schedulability of

multiple tasks if certain conditions are satisfied. There

are some restrictions, however:

• The execution time of a task must be known

because it is a parameter in conditions that

must be satisfied.

• It assigns the highest priority to a periodic

task with the shortest period. Therefore, it

prevents tasks from having priorities based on

other criteria.



• Thetheoryappliesonlyto multipletasks---
periodicandaperiodic--- that resideon a
singleprocessor.

It is not clearwhetherthe theorycanbe usedfor
dynamicscheduling.It is usuallyusedbeforethe
programexecutionto determinewhetherdeadlinescould
bemet. If deadiinesarenot met,periodsof periodic
tasksmustbeadjustedproperly.Webelievethat the
theorycanbeusedto adjustperiodsdynamicallyif they
areallowedto changedynamically.Thetheorydoesnot
prescribehowto findperiodsthatwouldmeetthedead-
lines,however.

With the rightAdd runtimeexecutivethat supports
rate monotonicscheduling,the schedulabilitycanbe
guaranteedin advanceby applyingthetheoryanalyti-
cally. It isexpectedthattheAdd9XProjectwill incor-
poratetheratemonotonicalgorithmin thenextrevision
oftheAddlanguage,whichisdueforreleasein1993.

AnAI techniquethatisusefulforreactiveagentsisap-
proximateor "anytime"reasoning.Forexample,Guar-
dianusesa Bayesianbeliefnetworkto providereactive
diagnosis.Eachnodeof aBayesianbeliefnetworkisas-
soeiatedwith anaction.Whena deadlineis reached,
Guardiansimplyrecommendstheactionassociatedwith
thecurrentnode.If moretimeisgiven,it willcontinue
to refineits beliefandmayrecommenda conflictingac-
tion lateron. We planto implementanapproximate
reasoningmodulebasedonBayesianbeliefnetworksin
Add.

Fuzzylogic-basedsystems[161,[26],[221canalsobe
usedasreactiveagents,usingeithermodelingsoftwareor
fuzzyhardware. In fact, fuzzylogicmaysubsume
probabilistiereasoningusingBayesianbeliefnetworks.
Fuzzysystemsare becomingpopularin Japan[19].
TogaiInfraLogic,Inein Irvine,Californiamanufactures
fuzzy-systemchipsand modelingsoftwarewritten in
C.Fuzzysystemsaresuitableforreactiveagentsbecause:

• Real-timeresponsecanbeachievedby im-
plementingthelogiconachip.

• Fuzzylogicallowsapproximatereasoning.

4. Cognitive Agents

Cognitiveagentsaretraditionalknowledge-basedsys-
temsthat aredesignedto meetsoftreal-timerequire-
ments.AI problemssuchasdiagnosisdemandaccuracy
ofsolutionwithinasoftdeadlineratherthansacrificeof
solutionqualityto meetaharddeadline.Whilereactive
agentsaddressthelatterthroughapproximatereasoning,
cognitiveagentsshouldbebasedonAI techniquesthat
facilitatedeeperreasoning.Forexample,in Guardian,
model-basedreasoningis usedfor cognitivediagnosis
whileaBayesianbeliefnetworkisusedforreactivediag-
nosis.

AlthoughAI systemsusuallyrunonaground-baseden-
gineeringworkstationtoday,it is becomingincreasingly
importantthatthesesystemsarereadilyavailablein real-
timeembeddedenvironments.

InferencehasalreadydevelopedART-Add,an Add-
basedexpertsystemtool,forthisspecificpurpose.ART-
Addsupportsrule-basedreasoningaswellasframe-based
reasoningthat canbeusedto implementmodel-based
reasoning.Whenthe currentversionof ART-Addis
used,thetotalmemoryrequirementforanART-Addap-
plicationwithhundredsofrulesis2-3megabyte.It may
be reasonablefor embeddedsystemsbasedon newer
processorssuchas the Intel 80386and 80960,the
Motorola68000and88000,andtheMIPSRISCchip. It
isimportant,however,tonotethatthecurrentversionof
ART-Addis notoptimized.Theprimaryfocusof the
currentreleasewasto providefunctionality.Inference
plansto releaseanoptimizedversionofART-Addin the
nearfuture.

Becauseof numerousbugsfoundin theAddcompilers
usedforthisproject,wecouldnotmakesomeof theob-
viousperformanceoptimizationsthat couldhavemade
ART-Addfasterandsmaller[11].In additionto compiler
problems,wealsodiscoveredsomefundamentalissues
withtheAddlanguageitselfthatalsoaffectedtheperfor-
manceofART-Add [11]. In particular, the problem with

dynamic memory management has the most significant

impact on the execution size and performance of ART-

Add.

Various reactive planning mett_ods have been

proposed [1], [5], [10], [17], [18]. These planning methods

(a.k.a. universal planning) have been sharply criticized

mainly for the exponential growth of their size with the

complexity of the domain [6]. We plan to study both

sides of arguments and investigate the possibilities of im-

plementing reactive planning agents using some of these

methods in DAA.

Our current research effort is focused on implementing

ART-Ada's own memory manager using an existing tech-

nology. If it is not possible to implement it in Add, we

will implement it in an assembly language. Another area

of research is to improve real-time support in ART-Add.

Several extensions to ART-Add are proposed to address

real-time issues and included in Appendix I.
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5. A Meta-Level Agent

In a distributed architecture like DAA, the problem is

how to provide recta-level control and coordination be-

tween distributed agents. A meta-level agent is a com-

mon blackboard for recta-level control and coordination.

Some examples of recta-level control are:

• to control the data input rate of the

preprocessor --- when a serious problem arises,

the input data rate can be reduced so that

agents spend more resources in dealing with

the current situation;

to assign tasks to agents --- crisis situations

may have to be handled by reactive agents to

provide quick fixes while cognitive agents may

follow up on it later;

to reconcile conflicting recommendations ---

when reactive agents and cognitive agents

make conflicting recommendations, it is neces-

sary to reconcile the differences; and

to schedule operations for effectors --- when

multiple agents try to control effectors, it is

necessary to schedule effector assignments.

Another important area of coordination is timeline

management. Following [2], we intend to implement

three timelines where each timeline records one type of

information. The occurred timeline is used for represent-

ing facts acquired from monitoring sensors. The expected

timeline represent what we expect in the future. The

intended timeline represents goals. The intended

timeline is different from the expected timeline in that

actions can be taken to ensure that goals are met,

whereas no actions need to be taken to produce expected

results. Any agents can process or post event8 in any

timelines through the recta-level agent. We intend to use

ART-Ada to implement the meta-level agent.

• protocol for distributed knowledge bases, and

• protocol for distributed autonomous agents.

Unix interprocess communication protocol (e.g. sockets

and TCP/IP)would be a reasonable low-level protocol

for prototypes. We intend to develop a protocol for dis-

tributed objects because we believe that it is an optimal

layer for interagent communication. Other higher-level

protocols are interesting research topics, but they may

not be as practical as the distributed object protocol.

Eventually, protocols used in prototypical systems should

be replaced with actual protocols supported by the Space

Station Freedom.

7. APEX Testbed

The proposed testbed for DAA is a real-time monitoring

and diagnosis expert system called APEX (Autonomous

Power EXpert) for the electrical power distribution sys-

tem of the Space Station Freedom [23], [24]. We will use

APEX to illustrate how DAA can be applied to real-time

knowledge-based systems for Space Station Freedom. It

was previously implemented in KEE and Common Lisp

and is being ported to ART-Ada and Ada at NASA Lewis
Research Center. The APEX testbed will be used to

demonstrate the advantages of this approach.

Load l
Scheduler] - ExpertSystem L

6. Interagent Communication

There are several possible layers in the interagent com-

munication protocol:

• protocol for interprocess communication,

• protocol for telcmctry,

• protocol for distributed objects,

Figure 7-1: Current APEX

Figure 7-1 is a simplified block diagram of the current

APEX implementation while Figure 7-2 is that of the

new implementation based on DAA. In the current im-

plementation of APEX, there are three modules:
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Figure 7-2: APEX based on DAA

an expert system module written in KEE and

Common Lisp that detects multiple faults,

predicts possible future faults, and recom-

mends fixes;

a scheduler module written in C based on

linear programming that schedules electrical

power distribution for maximum utilization of

generated electrical power; and

several software controller modules written in

Ada that detect single faults and fix them

immediately [25].

The software controller modules are written in Adu and

deployed on the hardware controllers of the electrical

power distribution system. These modules are designed

to meet timing requirements of less than a second. They

are examples of reactive agents.

The scheduler module is implemented separately from

the expert system module, and runs on a PC com-

municating through a network. It is expected to be

deployed on the Station as a reactive agent because its

absence is unacceptable when the transmission between

the Station and the control center is down. This module

seems to lack dynamic scheduling capability. We intend

to investigate the possibilities of applying AI techniques

for dynamic scheduling. NASA Lewis Research Center is

also considering COMPASS (COMPuter Aided Schedul-

ing System). COMPASS is an interactive planning and

scheduling system developed by McDonnell Douglas, and

is available through NASA Johnson Space Center [3]. It

is written in Ada and uses X windows interfaces.

The expert system module should be distributed; more

critical functionality that requires reactive responses

should be separated as a reactive diagnostician and

deployed on the Station while less critical functionalities

such as trend analysis and long-term prediction can

remain as a cognitive diagnostician in the ground-based

control center. Following [8], [7], the reactive diagnos-

tician based on associative reasoning methods will be im-

plemented as a Bayesian belief network while the cog-

nitive diagnostician based on rule- and model-based

reasoning methods will be implemented in ART-Ada. By

the same token, a recovery planner may have to be

separated into a reactive planner and a cognitive planner.

It is our intention to investigate the possibilities of adopt-

ing reactive planning methods found in various

literatures [1], [5], [10], [17], [18] to implement a reactive

planner.

8. Conclusion

DAA focuses on the cooperation between onboard sys-

tems and ground-based ones, which is not currently well

addressed by the Space Station Freedom Program. It is

not easy to achieve cooperative processing between on-

board systems and ground systems. We believe that it is

technically feasible, but it is difficult because it involves

multiple organizations. Currently, onboard systems and

ground-based systems are handled by different contrac-

tors. If an architecture like DAA is adopted as a general

framework for the Space Station, it could be used as a

"glue" between different contractors.

Many flight-related software components will reside in

the SSCC (Space Station Control Center) because on-

board computing resources are very limited. We believe

that ground-based flight-related software systems should

operate in the same environment as onboard flight

software for two reasons:

If ground-based software components are cru-

cial for flight, it should be considered as part

of the flight software. The same verification

and validation standard that is normally ap-

plied to onboard flight software should also be

applied to these software components.

If ground-based software components are des-

tined to migrate to the Station, it would be

essential for the SSCC to have the same

operating environment as the onboard en-

vironment.
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Because of these reasons, the Ada mandate should be im-

posed on the development of any new ground-based

flight-related software components as well as onboard

software.

Another important issue raised by DAA is the assess-

ment of risks caused by communication delays. Average

communication delay may be less than a minute in nor-

mal operating conditions, which is not significant. On

the other hand, there might be longer delays caused by

"blind spots" in the communication networks or by

hardware failures in the transmission systems. NASA

should assess any risks of having catastrophic failures on

the Station due to the absence of support from ground-

based systems during these communication delays.
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I. Proposed Real-Time Extensions to

ART-Ada

1.1. Performance Monitoring and Tuning

The performance of an expert system varies widely

depending on how it is implemented. It is often neces-

sary to monitor activities in the pattern matcher (e.g. the

number of pattern instantiations, partial matches, activa-

tions, etc.) or the execution time of a rule RHS (right-

hand side) action in order to determine areas for op-

timization. Performance analysis can be aided by a set of

tools that graphically display the information.

Unlike conventional software, rule-based systems are

sensitive to the ordering of patterns in rules. Currently,

the only way to optimize pattern ordering is to monitor

activities in the pattern and join networks and optimize

them manually. It may be possible, however, to

automate this manual optimization process. It has been

reported that an automated tool was successfully used to

optimize join ordering [9]. An optimization algorithm

can be automatically applied to a rule-based program to

find near-optimal pattern ordering for the entire

program.

1.2. Temporal Reasoning and Trend Analysis

In a real-time expert system, it is often necessary to

reason about and perform statistical analysis on temporal

data -- data that change over time. In order to avoid in-

formation overloading, several levels of abstraction

should be used. Raw data should be preprocessed to sup-

press noises and redundant data. Historical data should

not participate in the pattern-matching process directly.

Rather, high-level abstraction acquired by applying tem-

poral reasoning and trend analysis to the historical data,

should used in the knowledge base.

We propose to implement a set of functions that can be

layered on top of ART-Adu as a separate library for tem-

poral reasoning and trend analysis. This library is based

on the concepts, monitors, events and timers. A

monitor is used to store historical data in a ring buffer

outside of the knowledge base. A monitor is referred to

only by its name, which is stored in a hash table. Events

are used to extract temporal relations between

parameters. Events are a collection of time that satisfies

certain conditions. Rule-based systems are usually data-

driven. In a real-time system, however, processing must

be driven by time as well as data. A timer can be used

to implemented time-driven processing. For more details

on monitors, events and timers, see [12].
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1.3. Dynamic Rule Priority

In real-time AI architectures, the priority of a task

should be dynamically determined based on the timing

constraints and the resource requirements of the

task [8], [4]. In the current version of ART-Ada, the

priority of a rule cannot be changed dynamically. If the

priority of a rule is allowed to be changed at runtime,

rule scheduling strategy can also be modified dynami-

cally.

In the following example, the closer the distance is, the

higher priority will be assigned to the rule activation. In

fact, the same rule can be activated with different

priorities if its priority can be modified dynamically. In

order for the rule dynamic priority to function properly,

the priorities of all activated rules in the agenda must be

refreshed before a rule is selected for execution.

If the execution time of a rule is known, it can be used

to adjust its priority. It is often desirable to assign a

higher priority to a rule with a shorter execution time.

In fact, it is the strategy used by the rate monotonic

theory [20], [21]. In the following example, duration is

the execution time of a rule RHS action. The execution

time can be either measured or cstimated.

(defrule foo
(declare (salience ?s = 1/?d))
(declare (duration 1 sec))

(schema ?enemy-plane (distance ?d))
=>

(...))

1.4. Message Passing between Distributed Expert

Systems

Multiple cooperating ART-Ada applications can run on

loosely-coupled multiple processors. ART-Ada supports

object-oriented programming. A method is a function as-

sociated with an object or a class that can be inherited.

When a message is sent via an ART-Ada function send,

an appropriate method will be invoked. If objects are

distributed over multiple processors, and a data diction-

ary is used to define mapping between a processor and an

object, the message passing mechanism through send can

be used without modification to ixnplement distributed

message passing. When a message is sent, tile system can

simply check the data dictionary and send the message to

the appropriate processor. Fach AIIT-Ada application

can use an asynchronous function to check its message

queue between every rule firing.
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ABSTRACT

The Autonomous Power Expert

(APEX) system is being developed at NASA
Lewis Research Center to function as a fault

diagnosis advisor for a space power
distribution test bed. APEX is a rule-based

system capable of detecting faults and
isolating the probable causes. APEX also
has a justification facility to provide natural
language explanations about conclusions
reached during fault isolation. To help
maintain the health of the power distribution

system, additional capabilities have been
added to APEX. These capabilities will
allow detection and isolation of incipient

faults and enable the expert system to
recommend actions/procedures to correct the

suspected fault conditions. New capabilities
for incipient fault detection consist of storage
and analysis of historical data and new user
interface displays. After the cause of a fault
has been determined, appropriate
recommended actions are selected by rule-

based inferencing, which provides
corrective/extended test procedures. Color
graphics displays and improved mouse-
selectable menus have also been added to

provide a friendlier user interface.

This paper contains a discussion of
APEX in general and a more detailed
description of the incipient detection,
recommended actions, and user interface

developments during the last year.

INTRODUCTION

Our future presence in space will
require larger and more sophisticated
working and living environments. Such
environments will consist of numerous

integrated subsystems that will have to be
maintained with a high degree of reliability.
Primary among the various subsystems is the
power distribution system that supplies
electrical energy throughout the space-based
facility. The availability of space power will
be finite, and the sharing of limited power
resources will have to be optimally
scheduled. If a fault occurs within the power
distribution system, disruption of scheduled
power usage will result in a costly loss of
mission time and could threaten the operation
of other subsystems such as life support.

Figure 1 shows a typical power
distribution test bed designed for space-based
applications. Electrical energy is collected
by solar arrays, converted to 20 kHz power,
and transmitted through power lines to the
various loads. Power distribution paths are
opened/closed by using switching devices
known as Remote Bus Isolators (RBI's).
Each RBI contains a number of sensors to

measure the various operating parameters of
the power distribution system such as
current, voltage, power, and power factor.
Upper level controllers access the sensory
data and relay the information to a central
Power Management Controller (PMC).
When an RBI is tripped because of an
overcurrent condition attributed to a fault in

the system, the PMC will attempt to restore
the lost power by activating alternate RBI's
that will reconfigure the power distribution
system.
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Quick and automatic reconfiguration of
the power distribution system by the PMC
provides the necessary capability to maintain
power distribution when a fault occurs. To
preserve the health of the power distribution
system, however, the fault must be isolated
and appropriate recovery procedures must be
performed to repair the problem. Potential
power disruptions can also be avoided by
detecting incipient fault conditions that are,
at present, nonthreatening to the power
distribution system but that over a period of
time will become a fault. Isolation of and

recovery from a fault condition depend on
the technical knowledge and experience of
power systems personnel. Incipient faults
are detected by continuously monitoring
sensory data for indications of persistent
upward or downward trends in any of the
power distribution system measurements.

In a real space environment, with a
limited crew size, space power expertise may
be unavailable, and with a large number of
switching devices, routine maintenance
checks and power system data analyses for
incipient fault conditions would require a
significant amount of crew time. Therefore
autonomous control of space power

distribution by expert systems with fault
isolation, fault recovery and incipient
detection will greatly enhance the reliability
of the power distribution system and reduce
the human workload.

The Autonomous Power Expert
(APEX) is a software system designed to
emulate a human expert's reasoning
processes in order to solve problems in space
power distribution. The APEX system
automatically monitors the operating status of

the power distribution system and reports any
anomaly as a fault condition. APEX then

functions as a diagnostic advisor, aiding the
user in isolating the cause of the detected

fault condition and in repairing the power
distribution system.

Development work for the current
design of APEX was based on the Power
Distribution Unit A (PDUA) subsystem
shown in figure 1 [Troung 1989]. APEX is
currently interfaced to the PMC controller,
which communicates with the Power

Distribution Controller (PDC). APEX sends
a request for data to the PMC. The PMC
acquu'es the requested data from sensors on
the power distribution switching devices via

the PDC and passes the data to APEX.
When APEX has collected the power
distribution parameter data, a fault detection
phase is initiated.

APEX detects faults by comparing
expected values to the measured operating
values (parametric values) obtained from the
controller. The expected values are
calculated by APEX from the scheduled
profile data of the loads connected to the

PDUA. If no deviations from the expected
operating state of the PDUA are found,
APEX will again request data from the PMC
and re-initiate the fault detection activity
with the new data. If an anomaly is found

within the data acquired from the PMC,
APEX will inform the user that a fault has
been detected.

The user can direct APEX to isolate

the probable cause of the fault. APEX
accesses information and rules contained in

its knowledge base, reaches a conclusion,
and displays to the user the probable cause
for the detected fault. The user can then ask

APEX to justify its conclusion and to
recommend actions to correct the fault.

IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW

APEX is currently implemented on a
Texas Instruments Explorer II workstation in
LISP and employs the Knowledge
Engineering Environment (KEE) expert
system shell. APEX consists of an

integrated set of software, including a
knowledge base, a database, an inference
engine, and various support and interface
software. The knowledge base comprises
facts and rules that correspond to knowledge
acquired from the human expert during
problem solving. The database is the basic
working area where storage and calculations
of sensory data for incipient fault detection
occurs. The inference engine is the
reasoning mechanism that, during fault
isolation, draws conclusions from

information stored within the knowledge
base. In choosing the appropriate recovery
procedures for the isolated fault, APEX also
relies on the reasoning capabilities of the
inference engine. Conventional software
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provides the user with an interactive interface
to communicate with APEX and to obtain
data from various sources such as power
distribution hardware and planner/scheduler
software.

Knowledge is represented within the
APEX knowledge base mainly by frames,
semantic triples, and production rules.
Frames are structures that describe objects or

classes of objects and their relationships.
Objects are composed of slots that specify
the various attributes belonging to each

object. Individual slots of an object can
contain declarative information or attached

procedural functions. Declarative
information expresses facts about the object,
whereas procedural functions are programs or
a set of procedural steps attached to the slot
producing a particular behavior for the
object. Within APEX, declarative
information is represented by semantic triples
that state information in the form of

object/attribute/value (ie. attribute of object =
value). Production rules are "If-Then"
statements that imply either declarative facts
or procedural behaviors when the conditional
statements contained in the premises of the
rule are found to be true. [Sell 1985]

The database contains a historical

record of data acquired from the switching
devices in the power distribution system.
Storage and manipulation of these data are
accomplished with conventional techniques
and do not require the use of the inference
engine. A detailed description of the
structure and use of the database is given in
the section on incipient fault detection.

APEX employs an inference engine
contained in the Knowledge Engineering
Environment (KEE) expert system shell
[KEE 1989]. The inference engine is the

heart of the expert system; it determines how
knowledge is represented and processed. By
operating on the rules within the knowledge
base, the inference engine can reason and
draw inferences about the state of the power

distribution system. The inference engine
rule processing strategies are commonly
referred to as forward and backward

chaining. Forward chaining works from the
given data to a conclusion by examining the
premises of the rules to determine if the
conclusion of a rule can be inferred. If a

conclusion is inferred, the new facts asserted

by the conclusion could then cause other

premises in other rules to imply even more
conclusions. Backward chaining works from
a particular goal and tries to either confirm
or refute its truth. In the case of backward

chaining, rules are selected by first matching
the conclusion of the rules with the stated

goal. If the true/false values of the premises
of the matched rule are unknown, the

premises become subgoals, which then can
cause other rules to be selected. The goal is
asserted only when all of the premises and
subgoals of the goal-matched rule are known
to be true. In the APEX system, fault
detection is driven by sensory data and is
implemented with forward chaining. Fault
isolation is accomplished with backward
chaining by giving APEX the goal of finding
the probable cause of the fault.

APEX also consists of various support
software that allows communication with the
outside world. The user interface enables

APEX to communicate with the operator
through color graphics display screens and
menu selections. Using the menu options,
the user can select the detail level of

information to be displayed, ask for
justification of a particular conclusion, and
request recommended action to correct an
isolated fault. Other communication links

provide data acquisition from the power
distribution system via the lower level
controllers, and load profile data acquisition
from a remote scheduling system [Ringer

1990].

Incipient Fault Detection

Faults are detected by comparing the

parametric values (measured operating
values) of the power distribution system to
the expected values and identifying any
abnormal operating parameters. When the
detection rules have been exhausted, APEX

reports to the user whether or not any faults
were detected. If a fault was detected, the
user can then ask the expert system to isolate

the probable cause of the fault. If no
abnormal conditions were detected, the

historical data is analyzed for incipient fault
conditions.

Incipient detection is based on
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statistical linear regression and correlation
analysis of the historical data. As new data
are received, the parametric values of the

power distribution system are stored as
historical data under the appropriate

attributes for each switching device. Along
with each measured value, the expected
value that is calculated by the expert system
is also saved. The expert system analyzes
the historical data looking for any indication
of a parametric attribute that has maintained
either an upward or downward trend in the
data values over a period of time. The
following parametric attributes are stored for
each device: switch A current, switch B

current, line voltage, load voltage, and
power.

Since the power system is dynamic
and the measured value fluctuates over a

period of time during normal operation, a
parametric ratio of the measured-to-expected
value is used to identify any increasing or a
decreasing trends in the parametric data.

Thus, if the measured and the expected
values are equal, the ratio will be one. If the

measured value is higher than the expected
value, the ratio will be greater than one; if
the measured value is less than the expected
value the ratio will be less than one.

Once the data have been stored in the
database, correlation coefficients are

calculated for each parametric attribute of
each switching device. The correlation

coefficients are calculated in the following
manner [Trivedi 1982]:

The mean value of a variable is found
from

1 N

1

the time variance from

the parametric variance from

and the covariance of X and Y from

XY - XY

The correlation coefficient r, then, is

XY - XY
r

O-x%

where the standard error is

Sy = O"y_ 1 - r 2

the slope is

m = XY - XY

and the Y-intercept is

b = Y - mX

A high correlation coefficient, caused
by a parametric ratio trend, indicates that a
temporal relationship exists. The value of
the correlation coefficient lies between zero
and one. A zero indicates that there is no

correlation between the time and historical

parametric data; however the closer
correlation coefficient is to one, the stronger
the time and parametric value correlation.
APEX currently will consider an incipient
fault condition to exist if the correlation

coefficient of a parametric attribute is higher
than .75.

Once an incipient fault condition has
been detected, the user can view the results
of the statistical analysis and also have
APEX isolate the probable cause of the
incipient condition. Figure 2 shows a typical
display indicating a definite increasing trend
in the ratio between measured values and

expected values. The trend was detected
within the switch A current parameter of
switching device RBI.3/3. Along with the
plot of the linear regression results, the
correlation coefficient, slope, standard error,
and y-intercept are displayed for the user. A
set of isolation rules for detected incipient
fault conditions can access the database and
examine correlation coefficients of the

various parametric attributes of each
switching device.

where X is the time values and Y is
the parametric values.
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USER INTERFACE

The goal of the user interface is to
provide access to APEX which is intuitive,
and requires only a small amount of training.
Communication between APEX and the user

is accomplished with easy to use mouse-
selectable menus, and color graphics and text
displays. The user interface screen presents
a color display that is divided into three
areas as shown in figure 3. The top portion
of the screen is the control menu that allows
the user to select the desired APEX function.
When a function is selected, mouse-

selectable options for that function appear in
the options menu located in the lower
portion of the screen. As APEX performs
the selected function, the control menu is

replaced by a status display window
indicating the operational steps being
executed. Fault detection and fault isolation
results are shown within the main display

area by means of color diagrams and text
explanations.

The control menu contains the

following six mouse-selectable functions:
MONITOR, DETECTION, ISOLATE
CAUSE, RESET SYSTEM, LOG FILE, and
EXIT. The MONITOR selection causes

APEX to continuously acquire and check
parametric values from the power distribution
system. When either an active or incipient
fault is detected, APEX stops monitoring and

displays a "fault detected" message in the
upper left comer of the user interface screen.
Once alerted, the user can display the fault

detection analysis performed by the
MONITOR function by selecting
DETECTION in the control menu. When
ISOLATE CAUSE is selected from the

menu, APEX will access the fault isolation
rules to determine the probable cause of the
detected fault. The RESET SYSTEM

function clears the working space of the
APEX system to prepare APEX for
monitoring the power distribution system. If
the user wants to record the session with

APEX, a file can be opened/closed and
printed with the LOG FILE function. The
EXIT function allows the user to either

terminate APEX, switch over to the power
system data simulator, or to communicate
with a remote planner/scheduler.

Recall that when a function is selected,

the options menu provides the user with

available options for that function. For
example, when the user selects the ISOLATE
CAUSE function, APEX will display the
probable cause of a detected fault and the
options menu will contain CONTINUE,
WHY?, RECOMMEND. The CONTINUE
option will allow the user to exit from the
ISOLATE CAUSE function and continue

APEX operations with the control menu. If
the user selects WHY?, APEX will display
the reasoning process leading to the probable
cause conclusion. The RECOMMEND

option allows the user to request
recommended action procedures for
correcting the fault; this option also has a
user confirmation/rejection sub-option during
any procedural step requiring autonomous
action of the APEX system, such as
reconfiguring the power distribution system.

The graphical displays in the main

display area consist of a set of hierarchical
diagrams that represent three different levels
of information. The diagram in the main
display area shown in figure 3 represents the
overall power distribution system. When an
active fault is detected, in the diagram the
area of detection is outlined in red and a red

flashing cursor appears next to the area. For
an incipient fault condition, the area is
outlined in yellow and has a yellow flashing
cursor. The yellow indicates that a

parametric value is probably going to go out
of tolerance if preventive action is not taken.
The user can get a more detailed diagram of
an area by choosing the particular area of
interest and clicking the mouse. Figure 4
shows the user interface screen after the user

selects on PDUA of the top level diagram.
In this PDUA subsystem diagram, the user
can easily see the location of the detected
parametric abnormality at the switching
device level. Figure 5 shows the switch
level diagram after the user clicks the mouse
on one of the switching devices, such as RBI
3/3. Each switch level diagram displays the
actual measured data values enabling the user
to see which parametric attribute is out of
tolerance.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

After APEX has isolated the probable
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cause of a detected fault or an incipient fault
condition, the user can to ask for fault
recovery recommendations. APEX will
analyze available information about the
current operating conditions with respect to
the fault and display appropriate actions to

be taken. Recommended actions pertain to
both short- and long-term recovery. Short-
term recovery determines if the fault can be
tolerated for a period of time, if the power
distribution can be reconfigured, or if load

shedding is necessary. For long term
recovery, the repair procedures needed to
correct the fault are determined after short

term actions have been implemented.
Short-term recovery analysis is based

on a set of "recommended action" rules for

the particular fault condition. Information
about available power sources, current
configuration of the power distribution
system, the scheduled run times of the loads,
and the effects of the fault on the system are
all considered during the analysis. If enough
power is available and the effects of the fault
are minimal with respect to remaining
scheduled run time of the affected loads,
then the fault can be tolerated and the loads

are allowed to run to completion. If the fault
is seriously affecting the amount of power
reaching a particular load and an alternate
path for power distribution exists, then the
system can be reconfigured automatically, or
with user confirmation, to allow the load to
run to completion. When the fault cannot be
tolerated and aitemate power distribution
paths are unavailable, then the schedule for
the loads is replanned by a remote
scheduling agent; this results in load
shedding and a new schedule.

After short-term recovery, the fault in
the power distribution system needs to be
repaired. The appropriate procedures needed
to repair the power distribution system are
determined by long term recovery, which is
also based on a set of recommended action
rules. In some cases, the cause of the fault

is localized to a group of possibilities, and
additional troubleshooting procedures are
displayed to intelligently guide the user to
further isolate the exact location and to make
repairs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The APEX system consists of an
integrated set of software agents, including a
knowledge base, database, inference engine,
data acquisition interface to the power
distribution hardware, and a communication

interface to a remote planner/scheduler.
During the past year, advanced development
of the APEX system has included addition of

incipient fault analysis, an improved
multilevel color user interface and a new

recommended action facility.
Incipient fault analysis adds a unique

health monitoring capability to prevent faults
by continuously monitoring all parametric
values in the power distribution system.
APEX can warn the user of potentially
threatening fault conditions before power
distribution interruptions are experienced.
This continuous health monitoring will of
relieve human operators of labor-intensive
mission control operations. Moreover, the
type of continuous monitoring that APEX
provides eliminates problems that can occur
with human monitoring such as errors caused

by fatigue.
The color capability of the new user

interface enhances the information display
and provides a friendlier man machine
interface. Location and type of detected
faults are immediately recognized when

flashing combined with color coding appears
on multilevel displays. In addition, the user
interface contains mouse-selectable menus

that present appropriate options for accessing
information and obtaining fault
recovery/prevention assistance.

The new recommended actions feature

determines the most appropriate procedures
for recovering from and preventing power
distribution faults. The procedures are

determined by rules stored in the knowledge
base and the reasoning capability of APEX.
Recommended actions consist of both short-

and long-term recovery procedures necessary
for maintaining the health of the power
system. Execution of short-term recovery
procedures restores power to scheduled
loads, and execution of long-term actions
effectively repairs isolated areas of the power
distribution circuit.

In future space applications, APEX can
be applied to help maintain the operational
health of the power distribution systems.
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APEX will be able to diagnose fault
conditions and recommend appropriate
recovery procedures when experienced power
system personnel are unavailable. By
allowing APEX to autonomously monitor
and analyze power distribution system data,
faults can be detected before serious

problems develop and costly power
interruptions occur. Increased reliability of
space power distribution and a substantial
reduction in the human labor required for

routine monitoring of system operations is
the goal of the APEX project.
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Abstract

This paper describes the design, development, and

implementation of a prototype expert system which could

aid designers and system engineers in the placement of

racks aboard modules on Space Station Freedom. This type

of problem is relevant to any program with multiple

constraints and requirements demanding solutions which

minimize usage of limited resources. This process is

generally performed by a single, highly experienced

engineer who integrates all the diverse mission

requirements and limitations, and develops an overall

technical solution which meets program and system

requirements with minimal cost, weight, volume, power, etc.
This "systems architect" performs an intellectual

integration process in which the underlying design
rationale is often not fully documented. This is a situation

which lends itself to an expert system solution for enhanced

consistency, thoroughness, documentation, and change
assessment capabilities.

1.0 General Configuration Definition Issues

One of the major issues faced by any aerospace program is

the need to consistently apply requirements, constraints,

and resources to optimize the layout of equipment in an end

item deliverable piece of hardware in the midst of changing
environments. The change mandates can result from

changing customer requirements, newly derived

requirements, reduced program budgets, technological

influences or personnel changes. All these changes tend to

impact engineering processes, often rendering current

approaches inappropriate or current solutions inadequate.

In the remainder of this section we present a list (by no
means exhaustive) of general issues which must be faced

throughout a program's life cycle :

• Fleeting expertise : Turnover of domain experts

represents a serious drain on program continuity and

often causes work to be adversely impacted since

significant portions of domain knowledge and program
history often reside with individuals.

• Productive use of resources : Much layout work is both

repetitive and resource intensive in nature. Allowing for

automation of such repetitive tasks to be accomplished

early in the process results in more resources being
available for *real" engineering work to be performed

later. This is usually a direct result of complimenting

C. M. Case & J. R. Palmer
Boeing Aerospace & Electronics,

Huntsville Division

M/S JY-33

P.O. Box 240002

Huntsville, AL 35824-6402

all rights reserved

engineering expertise with tools which allow problems to
be solved at a more abstract level and to off-load the

repetitive portions of the task to the automated process.

For example, engineering resources may be diverted to

cost proposed changes, document accepted changes, and

implement new procedures. Because of this type of

required reaction, program continuity and productivity
can be affected.

• Documentation of engineering rationale : All major

programs have periodic requirements to review progress

and to answer not only the question of "What has been

done?", but also "Why was it done this way?", and "Why

can it not be done this way?". The last two questions

require the documentation, presentation and defense of

engineering rationale. The problem is to provide a sound

defense in areas where adequate documentation is

generally missing, the expertise may have been lost, or

rules may not have been codified, consistently applied,
or documented.

• Multi-discipline inputs : Decisions made during the

configuration process typically originate across several

disciplines and organizational boundaries. Disciplines

may or may not be aware of the impact of their decisions

on other disciplines. These multi-disciplinary inputs to

the engineering process highlight the need for a uniform

approach to acquiring and representing those inputs.

• Explicit decision parameters and criteria : For

engineering problems of any significant complexity,

there is a need for the consistent application of clearly

defined problem parameters and dynamic criteria to the

engineering process. This is particularly true when

these parameters and criteria come from various

disciplines.

• Limited alternatives : Often the iterative engineering

process is not fully utilized beyond a baseline

"satisficing" solution (where the result is not optimal

but merely satisfies most of the criteria). Little time is

left to consider alternative analyses, configurations, or

development paths. Better options may be overlooked

because no tool/capability exists for quickly modelling

and analyzing engineering alternatives.

• Problem of scale : Unfortunately, major program

setbacks often occur because engineering solutions which

worked well for small problems (or subsets of the larger

problem) do not scale up well. This is particularly true

when manual engineering approaches which were

controllable and acceptable for the smaller problem are

applied to large integrated programs.
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As mentioned, the above list is not intended to be

exhaustive, but is presented to serve as a reference for the
next section.

2.0 Rack Layout Problem Description

As an initial test problem we have selected the Space Station

Freedom module configuration task. This effort is similar

to that required in many aerospace configuration layout

applications in terms of complexity, constraints, and

resources. It is above average in the number of expected

major changes and long period of implementation. These

factors make the configuration problem an ideal candidate

for a knowledge based system.

The particular test domain area is that of rack placement

aboard station modules. The racks provide the physical

packaging for station services and functions. The objective

of the rack placement process is to position a group of racks

aboard modules in a configuration that minimizes

utilization of resources, optimizes operational efficiency,

and meets as many requirements and constraints as

pussib]e. The rack layout problem is representative of

various configuration layout problems faced within many

aerospace programs. Currently three other potential

applicatious for this type of system have been identified

within Work Package 1 of the SSFP, and it is expected that a

number of additional spinoff applications will surface.

Also, work performed on this project could be applied to

areas external to the SSFP (other suggested areas include

the outfitting of Commercial Aircraft and the Manned Mars

Mission).

We are currently researching knowledge-based systems

approaches to aid in this problem. The purpose of the

research is to attempt to overcome the following perceived

problems.

Fleetin2 Expertise : Currently, only one person in the

Space Station program is identified as an "expert" on

rack placement.

Claim : Development of an expert system to document the

analysis, criteria, and engineering processes used by

the expert will allow knowledge needed to solve the

problem to be preserved and to be available for review

by "non-experts'.

Productive use of resources : The current manual

approach to this process is quite time consuming and

labor intensive. Rack layout reconfiguration for the

station must be performed in step with other changes to

the program. Due to lack of time, changes to rack

configuration often represents an "acceptable" rather

than an "optimal" solution.

Claim : The expert system is expected to significantly

reduce the amount of time required to produce a new

configuration. Additionally, the rules and procedures

used by the system will be applied consistently through

the automated program. Also, the expert system doesn't

"forget" the rules or procedures during periods when

the expert is busy with other task. Indeed, such an

expert system could be used to train less skilled

personnel to perform the task and can be used by the

expert to explain the required analyses and procedures

for the rack placement process.

Defense of englneerinq rationale : SSFP has a

requirement for periodic reviews where design

decisions must be justified.

Claim: In a rule-based system, the engineering rationale

for a particular configuration is implicit in the set of

rules used to generate that configuration. This

engineering rationale provides placement justification

and explanation. One of the objectives of the current

work is to extract intelligible rationale from the set of

rules used to generate the configuration.

Multi-discipline inputs: A large number of constraints

exist between racks within and across modules. When

these constraints are imposed on a large number of

racks, a difficult constraint problem emerges. This

problem is compounded by the fact that these

constraints are imposed by different domain areas (such

as power, thermal, cost, safety, etc.) and may be

physical, functional, or operational in nature.

Claim : Experts from all applicable domain areas

provide input to the rules and procedures used for the

automated placement process. An additional advantage

is that a unified approach to the acquisition, analysis,

and representation of this domain knowledge can be

developed and more easily verified by the experts from

the various disciplines.

Explicit decision narameters & criteria :The lack of a

uniform approach to explicitly identify applicable

parameters and then consistently apply domain rules

for rack placement hinders both the ability to quickly

produce optimal rack layouts, and the ability to provide

justification for a particular configuration.

Claim : The objects, rules, and associated parameters

can be printed, queried interactively, and dynamically

changed. This makes explicit the answers to questions
such as:

What impact did the rule ....

"IF

the rack is rated as 'noisy' ,

THEN

don't place it near the crew

sleeping quarters."

... have on the decision to place the

rack?

Limited alternatives : Currently, analysis of rack

configurations takes anywhere from several hours for

the simplest changes to several weeks for more common

changes. As expected, this does not leave much time for

analyzing "What if...? situations."

Claim : Once the applicable parameters have been

identified, and domain expertise has been captured, this

expert system would support the ability to "tweak"

priorities and constraints allowing engineers to analyze

alternative configurations. The comparative "goodness"

of rack configurations could be determined, and the tool

could be used to suggest or support engineering change

requests. Obviously, this does not imply that human

expertise would no longer be needed. Rather it implies

that more engineering analysis could be performed and

human intuition could be used to fuller advantage by

allowing the engineer to work at a higher level of
abstraction.
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Problem of scale : Currently the Phase 1 SSFP calls for

only two modules and 4 nodes on the American portion
of the program. Even this first phase of the program

requires over 144 racks which must be assigned within
a full range of physical, functional, and operational

constraints. The multiplicity of constraints and the

number of racks makes a manual approach to solving the

problem nearly intractable.

Claim : While the number of racks and other "real

world" objects is expected to remain relatively constant,

it is anticipated that the number of constraint and

control rules in the knowledge base will expand. No

reliable data was available to estimate the bounds on the

number of these rules. The tool selected for

implementation set no upper bound on the size of the
knowledge base (other than memory limitations). Speed

was not a primary issue in this application, but

reasonable response time was expected. The expert

system incorporates domain expertise to control the
focussing of rules which helps to limit the solution

search (see the control layer in figure I). Additional

constraints can be easily added (or deleted) as

knowledge about the racks and their interactions

increases.

3.0 Implementation

The Nexpert expert system building tool from Neuron Data

was selected for this project because it offered a number of

desired features. Nexpert is a hybrid system supporting

the representation of knowledge in objects and rules. It

supports full inheritance and procedural attachment of
methods as well as forward and backward rule chaining

capabilities. It interfaces to user developed external

routines as well as PC databases and spreadsheets. In

addition, links to large databases such as Oracle and

Informix are supported. Within this project we are

currently a beta test site for a Hypercard/Nexport "bridge"
which allows communication between Nexpert and

Hypercard facilities on the Macintosh II platform. Much of

the explanation and training research is currently being

performed using Hypercard. Nexpert is C based, runs on a

wide range of hardware platforms, and offers a number of

relatively inexpensive delivery options.

The prototype system software was implemented using a

layered architecture to represent system knowledge (see

Figure i). This layered architecture separates different

types of knowledge and aids in development, debugging and

maintenance of the system. Chandrasekaran [Ref 3] proposes

a similar architecture in which tools might be developed for

"problem classes" such as diagnosis or design. He proposes

that particular problems within these "problem classes"

share similarities and that _generic" approaches to solving

them might be appropriate.

Data resides in the lowest layer. The data is currently

stored in a spreadsheet format, but facilities exist in the

Nexpert tool to retrieve data from a number of sources

including PC spreadsheets, PC databases, Oracle and

Informix. Data is used to support the next layer

representing objects and their associated attributes. These

two bottom layers together might be thought of as Object-

Attribute-Value (O-A-V) triplets. "Real world" entities
such as modules, racks, standoffs, utilities, etc., are

represented as objects in the system. Most of this type of

knowledge was obtained directly from SSFP documentation.

It should also be noted that this data might be obtained

during the inference process or from some external source.

This external source might well be an external routine

which calculates a value and returns it to the object. This is

analogous to attaching a "method" to as object.

The constraint layer contains all the constraint knowledge

about the particular domain under consideration. This

constraint knowledge is stored in rules and is a relatively

"flat" knowledge base since this type of knowledge is

concerned primarily with only a few _focal _ objects (see

Figure 2). This knowledge base consists of a collection of

User Interface

Figure 1 : The Expert

System Architecture
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"microscopic" rules to be used in solving the problem, and

do not embody higher level "control knowledge" which a

human expert would follow in applying the constraints.

The control knowledge (or meta knowledge) at the next level
controls the direction of focus for the constraint knowledge.

This level "prunes" the search space so that inappropriate

constraint knowledge is not considered. Control knowledge

is used to apply the constraint knowledge in much the same

way a human expert would. An interesting offshoot of this

project has been that the codification of this type of

knowledge often helps to better define the problem solving

process. This layer is also important in the

explanation/justification of design decisions since

explanations of design decisions made by the system need to

be conveyed in much the same manner as a human expert's

explanation.

The user interface represents the user's view of the system.

For this application we have designed a "point and click"
user interface in which the user manipulates racks within a

module configuration. This interface provides input to the

control layer about rack(s) to be moved. The control layer

applies appropriate constraint knowledge at the next level.

The constraint layer, in turn, obtains needed information

from the lower levels. The final result (no constraints

violated, "soft" constraints violated or "bard"

constraints violated) is passed to the user interface

where the user can query the system about the particular

decision and what support was used in making the decision.

The explanation/justification layer supports access to all

the lower levels of the architecture. Queries can be made of

objects, constraint knowledge or control knowledge.

Explanations differ in content for these different layers and

in level of detail based on the level of expertise of the user.

A more detailed discussion of this layer can be found in

[Ref l].

4.0 Issues

As with any expert system project, there were a number of

issues critical to success. Some of these issues are

described below:

Exnert availability: From the project's inception, a

"domain expert" was identified and has been available

at every step in the development process. This expert

understands the problem to be solved and is able to

articulate his method(s) for solving the problem.

Knowledge Acauisitio_l: The data required for this

project comes from both SSFP documents and domain

experts. Traditional interview techniques with the

primary rack placement expert as well as other experts
in related fields have been very successful. Domain

experts have recognized the potential utility of such an

expert system and have supported it fully. In addition

to interviews, the domain experts submitted "test cases"

for the system to solve along with their

conclusions/justifications as to why the move was good
or bad (or could/could not be made). These test cases

helped identify many weak areas in the system and

helped to build the explanation facilities [Ref 1]. Early

in the development process we began to use the system

itself to acquire domain knowledge by running test

cases against the system. This approach uncovered weak

areas in the captured domain knowledge or incorrect

assumptions. Thus, the tool itself has been used

extensively in the acquisition process.

Verification and Validation: Test cases supplied by the

domain experts as well as "working" interviews in which

the system is used to test particular rack configurations

have been used to test the system for correctness as well

as its ability to provide meaningful decision

justification. No work has been done to perform tests on

the knowledge base for rule subsumption, rule

contradiction, or cycles. Much of the system testing

will continue to be empirical in nature.
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S.O Future work

One result of both the data acquisition and validation

activities was that a larger number of people became aware

of the project and began to look for ways to apply the work

performed in the project to particular problems in their

domain. As a result we anticipate that a number of spinoff

projects will emanate from this IR&D work. Problems

similar to the rack placement problem include resource

allocation problems in which rack resource requirements

are matched with resources supplied in the module to

maximize the resource utilization. Another similar

problem deals with the placement of payload racks

(experiments. etc) within the lab module. This task must be

performed repeatedly since experiments will continually be

moved in and out. Another spinoff of this work may be in

the training area. Much of the work being done to provide

intelligent design justification and explanation could carry

over into training new engineers on the SSF program.

As a component of a training system as well as design

justification, we plan to interface this system with

simulation systems to provide "deeper" justification or

explanation by allowing the user to perform a simulation of

a particular configuration during the design process. Adeli

[Ref 2] reports on efforts to couple AI techniques with

traditional mathematical techniques to aid in the

engineering process.

6.0 Summary

Systems incorporating AI technologies to aid design will

enhance the engineering process and will ensure that the

decisions (and rationale behind them) are available in an

intelligible format for future applications. Research in this

area and prototype systems such as the one described here

will help to clarify and define the engineering design

knowledge capture requirements.
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ABSTRACT

Ascent initialization (I-load) values used by the Shuttle's onboard computers for nominal and abort
mission scenarios are verified by a six degree-of-freedom computer simulation. The procedure that
the Ascent Post Main Engine Cutoff (Post-MECO) group uses to perform quality assurance (QA) of
the simulation is time consuming. Also, the QA information, checklists and associated rationale,
though known by the group members, is not sufficiently documented, hindering transfer of
knowledge and problem resolution. A new QA procedure which retains the current high level of
integrity while reducing the time required to perform QA is needed to support the increasing Shuttle
flight rate. Documenting the knowledge is also needed to increase its availability for training and
problem resolution.

To meet these needs, a knowledge capture process, "embedded" into the group activities, has been
initiated to verify the existing QA checks, define new ones and document all rationale. The resulting
checks have been automated in a conventional software program to achieve the desired
standardization, integrity and time reduction. A prototype electronic knowledge base has been
developed with Macintosh's HyperCard TM to serve as a knowledge capture tool and a knowledge
repository. It has also been designed to support a future capability to automatically generate code.
The success of the effort has been demonstrated by the adaptation of the knowledge capture
process by two other Ascent groups.

INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on capturing quality assurance (QA) knowledge for the unique environment and
needs that exist in the Flight Design and Dynamics Department (FD&DD) of the Rockwell Space
Operations Company (RSOC). The quality assurance knowledge capture process began with a
group within FD&DD that designs the post-MECO (Main-Engine Cutoff) phase of the space shuttle
ascent trajectory. This post-MECO project is serving as the prototype and pathfinder for subsequent
QA knowledge capture projects.

Faced with an increasing flight rate, FD&DD is looking for ways to increase productivity while
containing the number of personnel. FD&DD consists of approximately 500 employees who design
the ascent, orbit, and entry trajectories for shuttle missions. It produces approximately 500 products
for each mission, performs related analysis and provides real-time support in the Mission Control
Center. The current flight rate of about nine missions per year is expected to increase to twelve in
1992. QA within FD&DD currently consists of highly manual, repetitive, and time consuming tasks.
Both the externally delivered products as well as tasks intermediate to generating products require
QA. The development and use of knowledge tools is recognized to be one source of productivity
improvements. Knowledge tools have potential not only to reduce task time, but also to reduce risk
and increase quality in QA.
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The following sections discuss in detail the significant aspects of the project to date as well as future
plans. First, several problems uncovered early in the knowledge capture effort are discussed.
Discussed second are the knowledge capture process that evolved and the results, the knowledge
tools. Presented next is the knowledge-based management system (KBMS) along with its utility for
on-going knowledge maintenance, and other applications of the KBMS knowledge. In conclusion,
the self-sustaining nature of the knowledge capture methodology, e.g., the knowledge capture
process and resulting knowledge-base tools, is presented along with plans to apply the
methodology in other areas.

THE KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE PROBLEM

The post-MECO QA task was selected as the initial QA task to be automated in FD&DD because of
the potential high manpower reduction, and the enthusiasm and support of key group members.
Post-MECO QA centers around the Space Vehicle Dynamics Simulator (SVDS), a six degree-of-
freedom simulation of shuttle flight dynamics. The Post-MECO group uses SVDS to perform
validation of initialization variables (I-loads) loaded in the onboard software for each mission. SVDS
executes nominal post-MECO and abort scenarios using the I-loads in the input runstream.
Significant flight-related parameters are output at specific events during the simulation. Group
members "QA" the simulation by first detecting errors revealed in the output, determining their
cause, and then determining the correction, analogous to fault detection, isolation, and resolution
(FDIR). Errors are detected by applying boundary-value constraints to the SVDS output. Knowledge
of the problem and simulation software are then used to determine the cause and to provide a fix.

Initially, capture of the QA knowledge involved some significant concerns, the environment and
condition of the knowledge. The QA information passed on to FD&DD at the beginning of the Space
Transportation Systems Operations Contract (STSOC) consisted only of a skeleton checklist of
boundary-valued constraints for error detection. Rationales for the checks and problem resolutions
were not documented. Although some of the experienced personnel relocated at STSOC, most of
the post-MECO domain specialists were in the process of acquiring expertise.

To train the domain specialists the skeleton checklist was used with a large verbal transfer of
knowledge. When an inexperienced engineer needed to resolve a violation of the checklist,
assistance was often necessary. This assistance was provided by an experienced group member,
the expert, who had knowledge in that specific problem area. The engineer did not always learn the
rationale behind a constraint until he/she had to resolve a violation. As the engineers obtained
experience, they improved their checklists, and the individual checklists diverged. However, there
could be checks on a list which the engineer did not fully understand. The engineer performed
these checks by rote, and for these checks worked with a "black box".

Due to heavy workloads of the experts, they were not always available. If the experts were
unavailable, another method of resolving a violation was to determine the rationale of the
constraints from formal documents. The formal documents are texts on flight design, flight rules,
vehicle constraints, groundrules and constraints, and flight software requirements. There is then the
problem of determining which document to search, locating it, and finding the specific information
within it. Therefore, capture of the rationales would require much research and time. The heavy
workload of the engineers limited the time any one of them could spend on research.

THE KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE APPROACH

After identifying the condition and environment of the knowledge, the knowledge capture approach
required would

• Capture the dispersed rationales and problems resolutions.

• Support the in-progress training of the domain specialist engineers.

• Fit within the discipline specialists time constraints.

• Support long-term, continuous capture.

• Easily incorporate changes in the QA knowledge as the group's novices become
experts (Reference 1).
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Preventany resultingautomationaidsfrombecominga blackbox,i.e., support
knowledgeretention.

Supportandspeed-uptrainingof futurenew-hires,expectedbecauseof routine
turnoverandadditionalworkloadcausedbytheincreasingflightrate.

Reducetheworkloadoftheavailableknowledgeengineersto freethemforpending
projects.

It wasdecidedthattheseobjectivescouldbestbemetbymakingknowledgecapturean integral
partofthegroup'sworkprocessand,if possible,bymakingit self-sustaining.

Becauseof the experiencelevel of the engineers and the uncertainty about the return on
automating problem resolution, it was also decided to divide the knowledge capture into two
phases. Phase I would capture the error detection criteria used in the QA of the simulation runs and
the rationales behind them. Phase II would focus on the problem resolution knowledge, i.e.,
determining the cause of an error and deciding on a fix. The first part of the effort in Phase I would
focus on obtaining a consolidated list of boundary-value constraints. Immediate benefit could be
realized by the group by automating these checks. A straight-forward FORTRAN program would be
written, and used during Phase I. The second part of Phase I would concentrate on capturing
constraint rationale and refinement of error-detection constraints; the refined checks would be used
to update the FORTRAN program.

One person would not be able to gather all the lost knowledge due to the dispersed nature of the
knowledge and personal time constraints. To overcome this problem, a divide-and-conquer
approach was taken. This approach required involvement of all members of the Post-MECO group.
Existing group meetings were used to consolidate the error checks and then to recover the
rationales. Once the errors checks were consolidated, members began to systematically discuss
rationales in the same order the checks are made during the run. If a rationale was not obtainable
from some member of the group, a specific member was assigned the task of researching the
rationale and recording his/her results on a form created for this purpose. On the form, the discipline
specialist filled in the criteria information, what the check did and under what circumstances it was
valid, and detailed the rationale of the criteria. A reference was also cited, those of the formal texts
when possible and historical data if formal reference documents did not define the constraint or
rationale. The historical data referred to previous 6-DOF SVDS output that was available from
recent missions. This provided referential validation of the knowledge, both the constraints and their
rationale (Reference 2). At a subsequent meeting the rationale was scrutinized by the group, aiding
the group learning process and refining the information. The completed form was kept in a notebook
for further reference and use.

To support the group process and off-load time consuming acquisition of group expertise by the
knowledge engineer, a project lead was recruited. The project lead's functions were to

• Evaluate the captured knowledge and determine deficiencies.

• Ensure the clarity of the recorded knowledge.

• Set the agenda for meetings.

• Hand out research assignments and follow-up to see that they are accomplished.

• Maintain a notebook that consolidates the captured knowledge.

Some initial training in group dynamics and knowledge capture was needed to prepare the project
lead for these responsibilities. This training was provided by the knowledge engineer. After the
process was underway, the knowledge engineer needed only to advise the project lead in these
areas.

The approach used for the knowledge capture results in a self-perpetuating refinement process,
Figure 1. As QUACKR (Quality Assurance Checker), the FORTRAN program is used, the error
criteria and their rationale are placed under further scrutiny. In the course of their examinations, the
discipline specialist gather more knowledge. Additions and improvements to the knowledge are
brought into the group meetings by group members. The knowledge is refined during group
discussions. When a consensus is reached and the information is comprehensible to the
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knowledgeengineerthesubjectivevalidationOTtneKnowleage nas also occurred (Reference 2).
This improved knowledge is added to the knowledge-base, QUACKR-base, and used to upgrade
QUACKR.
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A Self-Sustaining Knowledge Capture Process

Figure 1

Interest in the knowledge capture process has been sparked by the potential of QUACKR. The
member's of the Post-MECO group realize that the rationales are needed to validate QUACKR, and
they were eager to carry out their assignments. Capture was completed in December, 1989,
marking the end of Phase I. The rationales are accessible from the QUACKR-base to serve as off-
line explanations to QUACKR. The documentation and accessibility of the QUACKR-base is an
excellent improvement over the previous condition of the information. Through their experiences,
the group has discovered that the rationales also give a good head start toward finding a resolution.

Along with improving the knowledge in QUACKR, the individuals in the group have improved their
own knowledge at an accelerated pace. Discussing the knowledge at meetings not only refines the
knowledge, but also passes the knowledge on to other members of the group. The group also has
gained "meta-knowledge": they know more about what they know. Individuals had developed areas
of specialization and these specialists became identifiable during the group meetings.

McGraw and Harbison-Briggs (Reference 3) emphasize the importance of maintaining good,
workinq relationships between the knowledge engineer and the group and between members of

the group. The project lead has established working relationships with the group which are
extended to the knowledge capture context. The project lead is also familiar with the relationships
among the experts. This has lessened the knowledge engineer's concern over these relationships.
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KNOWLEDGE TOOL

As a post processor to the SVDS run, an expert system, QUACKR (Quality Assurance Checker),
which checks boundary constraints was built. It is a FORTRAN program that uses the defined and
verified list of boundary constraints to detect violations and print warning messages.

QUACKR is the most obvious physical results of the knowledge capture process. Most important
about this knowledge-based aid (KBA), even though it is conventionally implemented, is that it
provides consistent, rigorous performance of the fault detection task. QUACKR began with
approximately 300 checks accumulated from the group's checklists. The group knowledge capture
process has resulted in the addition of over 100 checks. The expert's schedules do not allow them
to perform the 400 time-consuming checks manually. QUACKR performs the evaluations in three
minutes of UNIVAC 1192 computer time. As the knowledge in QUACKR is upgraded, the time
savings will increase. As the flight rate increases, the use of QUACKR will increase, thereby
increasing the cost savings QUACKR provides.

THE KNOWLEDGE-BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The electronic KBMS, written in HyperCard, will eventually replace the project leader's notebook as
the place to maintain and access the knowledge. The knowledge-base is referred to as the
QUACKR-base. Eventually the QUACKR-base will include all error detection constraints and their
rationale (Phase I), causes of constraint violations and resolutions (Phase II). The QUACKR-base
provides a user-friendly means for the group to access the knowledge. This allows the group to

• Simultaneously maintain Quackr and Quackr-base

• Capture knowledge with currently undetermined structure

• Support changes to knowledge easily

Remain cognizant of the knowledge utilized by QUACKR, preventing it from becoming
a "black box".

• Support new hire training.

• Reference information pertinent to problem resolution.

The knowledge is stored in the knowledge-base in a format which is much more readable than
FORTRAN code. Keeping the QUACKR-base separate from QUACKR would introduce a point in the
process where the knowledge in QUACKR and that in the QUACKR-base can become mismatched.
The code generation capability prevents this from occurring. This utility allows the user to generate
new QUACKR code whenever refinements are made to the knowledge in the QUACKR-base,
keeping the knowledge in QUACKR and the QUACKR-base consistent. The validity of the
knowledge in the knowledge-base, therefore, reflects the validity of the knowledge in the KBA.
Verification of the knowledge in the KBMS, both QUACKR and QUACKR-base, is made simpler
through the use of consistency and completeness routines written in HyperCard°s scripting
language.

Another reason for choosing the HyperCard platform is that it allows a developer to create different
structures for the various types of knowledge. This flexibility allows additional knowledge types to be
included in the knowledge-base and allows changes in the current structure of knowledge. For
example, parameter knowledge is stored as objects and checks are stored as if-then statements.
Since the capture of problem resolution knowledge has not begun yet, the appropriate structure for
storing that knowledge is unknown. However, as mentioned previously, the rationale behind a
check often points to resolutions should that check fail. Consequently, some problem resolutions
have been captured. Currently, these are stored in variable length text fields. After more are
captured, an appropriate structure will be decided upon, and the problem resolutions will be stored
in the QUACKR-base along with the problem detection knowledge. To exemplify how the
knowledge may change, as the novices in the group become experts, their method of problem
resolution may become more schema-driven than data-driven (Reference 1). The flexibility of the
KBMS will also allow extensions to restructure the knowledge.
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Asshown,theKBMSiseasilyextendedtocontainadditionstoandchangesintheknowledge.The
newandrefinedknowledgecaninturnbeusedtodevelopotherautomatedaids,i.e.,arule-based
problemresolutionexpertsystem,whichwillbemanagedusingtheKBMS.Thehyperlinkcapability
of HyperCardallowslinksto bebuiltbetweenthetypesof knowledgesothatlogicalconnections
betweenthetypesaremaintained.Inthiswaythehyperlinksalsodefinetherelationshipsbetween
theknowledgetools.

SincetheQUACKR-basecontainstherelevantknowledgeit standsaloneasanexcellentreference
source.TheQUACKR-baseisnotreadilyavailabletotheuserscurrently,so,it ismoreconvenient to
parse the knowledge-base and create a reference document. The KBMS has report utilities which
will do this. The knowledge in the QUACKR-base will also benefit training. Presently, trainees learn
experientially. Various scenarios are being considered which utilize the knowledge in the QUACKR-
base for training, such as the one in Figure 2.

SVDS ArchiyQ I

SVDS Output __ninn
QUACKR

ou,0u, °'

Ration_ Performance
Pass-Fail _/..._

Criteria and

Rationale __s ...........................................................................

Problem 1Resolutions

Problem Detection

Training Aide

Performs QA iiiii!i_i_:!

"Trainee Checks QA _:_:

A Scenario For Training Using The QUACKR-Base

Figure 2

This training scenario involves compiling a set of SVDS runs with a diverse set of problems and
having the trainee detect faults manually. The trainee could check his/her own performance against
the QUACKR output. The trainee could also resolve any problems manually and match his/her
performance against resolutions in the QUACKR-base. This scenario would provide more in depth
training, with less demand on experienced personnel, in a shorter amount of time than the present
method of training. By training with the knowledge in the
knowledge-base, the group remains aware of what knowledge is in QUACKR and the rationale
behind the QA process, which keeps QUACKR from becoming a "black box."

The KBMS satisfies many objectives of the project with its capabilities which manage the acquired
QA knowledge and the knowledge tools. Figure 3 depicts the functions and capabilities of the
KBMS.
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Figure 3

CONCLUSIONS

It is possible for the Post-MECO group to sustain their own knowledge capture process and
maintain the knowledge-based management system themselves. Two things lead us to believe this
is possible. One is the project lead. Once the knowledge capture process is started, the knowledge
engineer becomes a consultant to the project lead. The Post-MECO group is already capturing their
knowledge self-sufficiently. Maintaining the QUACKR-base should be easy enough that anyone can
do the maintenance. However, only one person from the group will be trained as a QUACKR-base
manager and allowed to update the QUACKR-base knowledge for configuration control reasons.
The knowledge engineer will remain in charge of upgrading the QUACKR-base software when
needed. With the consistent effort of the QUACKR-base manager to update the QUACKR-base with
current knowledge, the automatic effortless export of knowledge from the QUACKR-base into
QUACKR will satisfy the maintenance requirement of the knowledge-based system.

This self-sustaining knowledge capture process and resulting KBMS fulfills the objectives of this
task. Through the approach chosen the dispersed rationales were captured while supporting the in-
progress training of the engineers. The rationale refinement meetings were within the discipline
specialists time constraints and were able to increase the level of knowledge within the group. With
the help of the project lead the knowledge engineers were given some relief from the project.

The reasons for doing this task were accomplished with the knowledge tools. The knowledge tools
reduced the QA task time sufficiently and also documented the available and acquired QA
knowledge. The availability of this knowledge to an engineer should prevent QUACKR from
becoming a black box.
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The management of this knowledge is provided by the capabilities of the KBMS, QUACKR and
QUACKR-base. Long-term continuous capture can be maintained from the continuous generation of
QUACKR output and the flexibility of the knowledge structure within QUACKR-base. Changes to the
knowledge are easily accommodated because an easy to use system was chosen, Hypercard.
Knowledge retention and training are supported with report generation and the accessibility to a
user friendly reference source, the QUACKR-base.

Because the prototype project has been successful in attaining the time reduction of the QA task
and has also been able to meet many other objectives this process has begun in two other areas
within FD&DD. These new groups have begun with the compiling of a master checklist and
capturing rationale. This second effort will be based on what was learned during the Post-MECO
QUACKR project and the unique needs of this group. There are at least ten areas within FD&DD
that can benefit from the type of knowledge capture process and resulting knowledge-based
systems that have evolved from the Post-MECO experience. Knowledge-based systems are
planned to be in place by 1992 to support the increasing flight rate.
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ABSTRACT

A common problem in the design of expert systems is the
definition of rules from data obtained in system operation or

simulation. While it is relatively easy to collect data and to log
the comments of human operators engaged in experiments,

generalizing such information to a set of rules has not previously
been a straightforward task. This paper presents a statistical
method for generating rule bases from numerical data, motivated
by an example based on aircraft navigation with multiple

sensors. The specific objective is to design an expert system
that selects a satisfactory suite of measurements from a
dissimilar, redundant set, given an arbitrary navigation geometry

and possible sensor failures. This paper describes the
systematic development of a Navigation Sensor Management
(NSM) Expert System from Kalman Filter covariance data. The
development method invokes two statistical techniques: Analysis

of Variance (ANOVA) and the ID3 algorithm. The ANOVA
technique indicates whether variations of problem parameters
give statistically different covariance results, and the ID3

algorithm identifies the relationships between the problem
parameters using probabilistic knowledge extracted from a
simulation example set. ANOVA results show that statistically
different position accuracies are obtained when different

navigation aids are used, the number of navigation aids is
changed, the trajectory is varied, or the performance history is
altered. By indicating that these four factors significantly affect

the decision metric, an appropriate parameter framework was
designed, and a simulation example base was created. The
example base contained over 900 training examples from nearly
300 simulations. The ID3 algorithm then was applied to the

example base, yielding classification "rules" in the form of
decision trees. The NSM expert system consists of seventeen
decision trees that predict the performance of a specified

integrated navigation sensor configuration. The performance of

these decision trees was assessed on two arbitrary trajectories,
and the performance results are presented using a predictive

metric. The test trajectories used to evaluate the system's
performance show that the NSM Expert adapts to new situations
and provides reasonable estimates of sensor configuration
performance.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge acquisition is a major problem in the
development of rule-based systems. The tools developed to date
are not designed to extract information from data for which no

generalizations are known a priori. Instead, these tools either

rely on the expert to provide examples from which rules are

* Formerly, Graduate Student, Princeton University, Currently,
Member of Technical Staff, AT&T Bell Laboratories, 480 Red Hill
Road, Middletown, NJ, 07748

** Professor of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering

generated or try to capture the expert's problem-solving
methodology with interviewing techniques [1]. Unfortunately,
it often is difficult for experts to describe their problem-solving
methods or to detail the factors that come into play during the

resolution of a problem. It is exactly this type of knowledge that
is needed to design rule-based systems.

Since the early 1970's adaptive navigation has been viewed

as a highly desirable candidate for development in next-
generation aircraft [2]. It is envisioned that future aircraft will
have multi-sensor capability for navigation tasks requiring high

reliability, optimal performance, and increased automation.
With multi-sensor capability, the task of sensor configuration
selection and management will become an additional pilot
burden.

The performance of multi-sensor navigation systems (more

commonly known as "integrated" or "hybrid" systems) has been
explored since the late 1960's when results from modern control
theory provided techniques for sensor mixing and optimal state
estimation [3]. Hybrid systems refer to externally referenced

navigation systems that "aid" an on-board inertial navigation
system (INS) using an optimal state estimation mechanization.
Hybrid navigation systems combine the high- and low-
frequency accuracy properties of INSs and external navigation
aids (navaids) respectively. Many radio navigation and on-

board systems aiding INS have been modelled and their
performance covariance results obtained [4-8]. When radio

navigation systems are only partially operational, results show
that improved navigation performance is obtained over that of

the pure INS [4]. Therefore it becomes advantageous to keep
partially operational systems as candidates for integrated sensor
mixing purposes.

With a large number of available navaids, choosing an

optimal or near-optimal sensor set becomes a large combinatorial
problem. Convergence towards an optimal sensor configuration

requires an exhaustive computer search utilizing simulation
results as the basis for selection. In contrast, a small number of

available navaids reduces the decision space considerably.
Hence, a dilemma occurs; increasing sensor capability (and thus

reliability and performance) increases decision-making

complexity.

The selection of an optimal configuration requires the

application of some decision criteria. Most often, designers
choose between navaids based on the relative accuracies of each

system using a hierarchical approach [9]. This approach is
"knowledge-based" in the sense that the nominal performance of
the systems is well-known and that this knowledge is built into
the sensor hierarchy. The current hierarchical designs are not as
"robust" with respect to sensor availability and performance

changes as is necessary for future sensor management systems
[10]. Instead, these hierarchies represent "rules-of-thumb" that
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are useful in only the simplest cases. They do not resolve
sensor configuration problems when more detailed information
must be considered - for example when the number of each

available navaid is specified, when partially operational systems

remain viable candidates, and when trajectory effects degrade
system performance. It becomes necessary to explore factors
other than the performance of nominally operating navaids to
determine how these factors affect the decision-making process,
and to exploit the potential of hybrid systems.

The statistical technique Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
[11] was used to identify the factors that cause variation in

navigation performance. Once the important factors were
identified, the relationships between them were determined. The

ID3 algorithm [12,13], an inductive inference technque based on
the probabilistic occurrence of events, was used to find these
attribute relationships.

The development of a navigation sensor management expert
system using the ANOVA/ID3 technique [14] is described in
this paper. The NSM system controls the selection of multi-
sensor configurations. The methodology is applicable to any
problem where the development of knowledge bases from multi-
factor data studies is desired.

INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Optimal estimation techniques are used to combine inertial

and radio navigational systems in order to provide stable
continuous inertial navigation information [15]. The errors

exhibited by these "hybrid" systems depend on the accuracy of
the aiding system, and navaid accuracies are functions of many
factors such as navaid type, number of similar navaids, and
trajectory parameters such as distance from the navaid and

whether the aircraft is approaching or receding from the station.
The sensor selection criteria depend on the relative importance of
these factors. Five external radio navigation and two on-board

navaids were used to update a medium-accuracy (10 N. Mi/hr)
INS. Hybrid system performance was simulated using the
linearized inertial navigation error model and navaid
measurement models as inputs into the optimal estimation filter.
The hybrid errors were updated at a specified navaid fix rate.

The systems simulated were (1) Global Positioning System
(GPS), (2) Long-Range Navigation System (LORAN), (3)

Tactical Navigation System (TACAN), (4) Distance Measuring
Equipment (DME), (5) VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR), (6)
Doppler radar, and (7) air data sensor. The operational theory
and the mathematical models used to simulate the navaids and

the inertial navigation error model are discussed in detail in [14].

The numerically-stable discrete-time U-D implementation of
the Kalman Filter equations was used to mix the inertial system
and navaid information optimally, providing covariance

estimates of the navigation errors (e.g., north/east position)
[14,17]. Each nonlinear measurement equation was linearized
with respect to the inertial navigation states to obtain the

observation matrix used in the U-D measurement update
equations. Since sensor errors were taken into consideration in
the measurement models, the inertial error state vector was

augmented with the sensor shaping filter dynamics (e.g.,
random bias, first-order Markov model) to formulate the hybrid
navigation model. Additionally, the measurement noise time

history was simulated. As the aircraft moves along its trajectory
relative to ground-based navaid stations, the _neasurement noise.
characteristics change. Therefore an equation for a distance- or
time-varying measurement covariance matrix was found in order

to realistically model ground-based radio navigation systems.
According to Ref. 17, GPS measurement noise increases in a

similar way; as the satellite descends near the aircraft's horizon,

the noise increases. To simulate time-varying measurement

noise for the ground- and satellite-based navigation systems,
each noise variance was modelled as the sum of initial and

range-dependent variances. The latter component increases
linearly with the square of the distance from the station or
satellite.

Position accuracy was selected for the rule-based system

decision metric. Here, position accuracy is defined as the root
sum of squares (RSS) of the north and east component errors.
The RSS decision metric provides sufficiently consistent
quantities to compare hybrid performances. For a detailed
discussion of the RSS decision metric, the reader is directed to
Ref. 14.

HYBRID NAVIGATION SIMULATION RESULTS

Using the RSS position error metric to measure hybrid
system performance, the following U-D filter sinmlations were

performed:

1. Single-type hybrids: GPS, LORAN, TACAN, DME,

VOR, Doppler Radar, or Air Data Sensor aiding an INS
2. Number of stations used in a single-type hybrid

3. Multi-type hybrids: Combinations of different navaid types
aiding an INS

4. Aircraft trajectories simulated: High-performance,
commercial, general aviation

Comparisons of Single-Type Hybrid Performance

Consider the four ground stations A, B, C, and D spatially
oriented with respect to the high-performance, commercial, and

general aviation trajectories in Fig. 1. The four ground stations
are simulated as LORAN slaves, TACAN, DME, or VOR

stations. Figure 2 shows the performance differences of
ground-based, GPS, and on-board type hybrid systems. When
the results from all ground station A types (LORAN, TACAN,

DME, VOR) are compared on the high-performance trajectory,
the relative performance from best to worst may be listed as
follows: (1) LORAN, (2) TACAN, (3) DME, and (4) VOR.

For example, a hybrid system utilizing LORAN slave station A
provides better performance than a hybrid system utilizing
TACAN A; a TACAN A hybrid in turn outperforms a DME A

hybrid which in turn outperforms a VOR A hybrid. This pattern
is repeated for stations B, C, and D [14]. The best hybrid
performance was obtained from three GPS satellites aiding the
INS. Figure 2 also shows how the performances of the

Doppler radar hybrid and the air data sensor hybrid compare
with the GPS and ground-based navaid hybrids.

Referring to the LORAN results in Fig. 3, there is a
striking variation in the performance of the individual Stations

A-D; this figure reveals that single stations of the same type
aiding an INS give highly variable performance results. The
same variability in performance of the remaining ground-based
single-station navaids was found [14]. From Fig. 3, the
variation in Station A-D's performances is attributed to the

position of each ground station relative to the aircraft's

trajectory. For example, LORAN Slave A gives the smallest
position error of the four stations; referring to Fig. 1, the
aircraft makes a close approach to Slave A on the trajectory's
second leg. Hence the RSS error becomes very small. These

errors begin to increase towards the end of the trajectory leg,
due to the increasingly uncertain north component. In contrast,
LORAN Slaves B, C, and D are farther from the aircraft's

trajectory. The first trajectory leg results in good relative north
information to B, C, and D, whereas the east component
uncertainty grows due to the lack of relative east information.

The variations in performance observed from Stations A-D are

due to trajectory effects; using Station B instead of A to update
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to

the INS is equivalent to using A and changing the aircraft's
trajectory.

Effect of Increasing the Number of Navaids in a
Hybrid System

Next, the effect of the number of ground stations was

studied by simulating all possible combinations of single,
double, and triple stations formed from stations A-D. There are
six possible combinations of two stations and four combinations

of three stations that may be integrated to aid the INS. These
simulations were carried out for LORAN, TACAN, DME and
VOR.

Referring to the LORAN results in Fig. 4, the performance

variation among the double station combinations and triple
station combinations is less pronounced than the single station
variations. The magnitude of the RSS errors decreases
dramatically when two stations are used instead of one station.
The RSS errors decrease further when three stations are used,

although the magnitude differences are not as great. The reason
why the RSS magnitudes of the double- and triple-station
combinations are much lower is that the aircraft receives the best

navigation information available. This also explains why there
is much more variation in the results for the double station

combinations than for the triple stations. Similar performance

trends were observed for GPS, TACAN, DME, and VOR [14].

Effect of Trajectory on Hybrid Performance

It already has been shown that an aircraft's trajectory
relative to a single ground station hybrid plays an important role
in the estimator's performance. The RSS results in Fig. 5
illustrate the performance differences of the LORAN Slave A

hybrid on the high-performance, commercial transport, and
general aviation trajectories. Two parameters that contribute to
these performance differences are distance to a station and

heading with respect to a station. A third trajectory parameter
that contributes to a hybrid system's performance is the number
of heading changes along the trajectory. The effect of heading

changes is discussed in more detail in [14]. Trajectory factors
affect the INS dynamics, which in turn affects the error

estimation performance. The trajectory factors also change the
measurement dynamics since the measurements are dependent
on the trajectory's geometric properties and aircraft states (such

as velocity). The results in Fig. 5 clearly show that when the
trajectory changes, the navaid selection decision most likely
changes as well since the relative accuracies of the navaids

change.
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Figure 2. Performance of Satellite, Ground
Station-Based and On-Board Hybrid
Navigation Systems

Hybrid Performance of Mixed Navaids

Figure 6 shows various combinations of integrated navaids.

The individual performances of LORAN Slave B, Doppler
radar, and Air Data hybrids are shown in Fig. 6 along the high-
performance trajectory. The LORAN/Doppler and LORAN/Air

data hybrids also are plotted in this figure for comparison. Both
combinations gave better results than their individual

components operating alone. For example, the
LORAN/Doppler combination outperformed the LORAN hybrid
and the Doppler hybrid; similarly, the LORAN/Air Data
combination gave better results than did the LORAN alone or the

Air Data sensors alone. The latter combination did slightly
better than Doppler hybrid on this trajectory after the initial

transient period. These results show that good navigation
performance is still obtainable when a "failed" LORAN system
(only one slave station operational) is integrated with an on-

board navaid such as Doppler radar or a standard equipment air
data sensor.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NAVIGATION SENSOR
MANAGEMENT EXPERT SYSTEM

This section describes a novel methodology that uses

established statistical techniques to develop the NSM expert
from the simulation data. The primary function of this expert
system is to select the external navaid sensors that provide the

smallest possible RSS position error from a large set of available
sensors. The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique [11] is
used to identify the factors that make statistically significant
contributions to the decision metric. Then, the ID3 algorithm

determines the relationships between these factors [ 11,13].

Identifying Important Factors Using ANOVA

The ANOVA technique was applied as follows: first, the
mean value of the RSS position error and the variance for all the
simulations were computed. The ANOVA model decomposes
the variance into a sum of variances, each associated with a

potentially contributing factor. Over two hundred simulations

were performed, and the data were used in a four-factor navaid
experiment. The goal of the experiment was to identify which
of the factors (navaid type, number of ground stations,
trajectory effects, performance history) and their interactions had
statistically significant impacts on the RSS position error. The

factor states used in the ANOVA experiment were:
Navaids={VOR, DME, LORAN, TACAN, GPS}; Number of

Ground Stations={One, Two, Three}; Trajectory Type={High-
Performance, Commercial Transport, General Aviation, from
Fig. 1 }; Time Interval = {I, II, III, IV}. Since each trajectory
consists of four, fifteen-minute legs, the "Time Interval" factor
refers to the RSS performance obtained within each fifteen

minute time frame. Four single-station, six double-station, and
four triple-station hybrids were simulated using combinations of
Stations A-D in Fig. 1.

The ANOVA results [ i_1] show that three of the four factors

are strongly significant with 99% confidence; the fourth factor,
trajectory, was shown to be weakly significant (90%

confidence). The latter result suggested that additional
investigation into the effect of trajectory on RSS position error is

necessary for more specific trends to be observed. Indeed the

term "trajectory" is extremely vague; the results from Scheffe

comparison tests suggest that "trajectory" should be
decomposed into attributes that describe, in better detail, what
these effects really are. For example, some trajectory attributes
include distance from a station, airspeed, and whether the

aircraft is approaching or receding from the station. Scheffe

multiple comparison tests were applied to the navaid and
number of ground station factors to identify the specific
differences within each groups; for example, the RSS

performance difference between GPS and TACAN, all other
factors being equal, was statistically significant. On the other
hand, the RSS performance difference between LORAN and
TACAN with all other factors being equal, was not statistically

significant. This means that a LORAN hybrid could perform
better or worse than a TACAN hybrid, depending on the values
of the other factors (e.g., number of ground stations). The

multiple comparison test results yielded the same performance
ranking depicted in the graphical results (e.g., Fig. 2), while

utilizing the information content of a large number of
independent simulations. Further investigation into the ANOVA
interaction effects revealed that the ranking should be cautiously

applied to single-station hybrids, since these are highly-sensitive
to trajectory effects. The complete factor analysis results are

given in Ref. 14. In summary, the ANOVA and Scheffe

methods systematically identified trends in the simulation data
without recourse to tedious graphical analysis.

Extracting Rules Using Induction: The ID3 Algorithm

The ID3 Algorithm uses inductive inference to extract rules

[13] from a training set of examples. The problem space is
described in terms of attributes, where each attribute is

characterized by a set of values that define the possible "states."

For example, in the previous section, the navaid type and
number of ground stations were shown to be attributes affecting

RSS position error. The attribute values for the factor "navaid
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type" were {GPS, LORAN, TACAN, DME, VOR}, and the

attribute values for the factor "number of stations" were {One,
Two, Three}. Hence there is a clear connection between

ANOVA and ID3 problem structures. ANOVA factors are ID3
attributes, and ANOVA factor levels are ID3 attribute values.

An important problem in designing an inductive inference
algorithm is identifying the attributes that span the problem
space most efficiently, so that the resulting decision tree is as

compact as possible. The ID3 algorithm selects the most
important attributes using an information-theoretic measure
(ITM) that minimizes the number of tests (attribute nodes)

necessary to classify a problem. The ID3 algorithm utilizes a
splitting strategy [12] to decide which attribute provides the

most information from the example set. A detailed example
illustrating how the splitting strategy is used to construct

classification rules is given in [14].

Developing the ID3 Attribute Framework Using
ANOVA Results

Up to three ground stations (four GPS satellites) were

included as possible configurations. Time-weighted
measurement effects are included in the attribute framework

using RSS position error classification codes representing the

hybrid's performance on a preceding trajectory leg. The
trajectory effects were separated into the following attributes:
geodetic distance from a ground station, line-of-sight angle from

the station, and the direction of flight (approaching or receding)
relative to a ground station. The distance from a ground station
is an important attribute since the signal-to-noise ratio decreases
as the distance to the station increases. The direction of flight

with respect to the station influences position accuracy through
its effect on the line-of-sight angle. The trajectory parameters

were computed for each of the high-performance, jet transport,

and .general aviation trajectories on each trajectory leg. The
maxm_um and minimum distances to the aiding station were also

determined on each trajectory leg, in addition to the difference
between the maximum and minimum distances.

When more than one station was used, the attributes were

redefined slightly. The maximum and minimum distances then

referred to the closest and farthest distances computed to the

stations. The distance difference is the algebraic difference
between the farthest and closest distances determined on the

trajectory leg. A similar definition was applied to the line-of-
sight angle; from the angles computed to each station, the

largest and smallest were selected. The ID3 algorithm's task
was then to determine how these attributes were related to each

other and to the RSS performance.

The classification scheme chosen to represent the RSS
position error endnode in the decision trees is depicted in Table
I. Since an approximate prediction of the RSS position error

was of interest, it was appropriate to represent the RSS
performance in terms of an error range.

Table I RSS Position Error Classification
Scheme

Accuracy
[High] [Medium] [Low]

Error Code Error Code Error Code
(N. Mi.) (N. Mi.) (N. Mi.)

0.00-0.02 c-1

0.02-0.04 c-2
0.04-0.06 c-3
0.06-0.08 c-4

0.08-0.10 c-5

0.10-0.20 c-6 1.0-1.5 c-15
0.20-0.30 c-7 1.5-2.0 c-16

0.30-0.40 c-8 2.0-2.5 c-17
0.40-0.50 c-9 2.5-3.0 c-18
0.50-0.60 c-10 3.0-3.5 c-19

0.60-0.70 c-ll 3.5-4.0 c-20
0.70-0.80 c-12 4.0-4.5 c-21
0.80-0.90 c-13 4.5-5.0 c-22
0.90-1.00 c-14 > 5.00 c-23

The velocity, distance, and line-of-sight angles were
expressed in terms of ranges instead of individual values, so that

the expert system weights trends more heavily than specific

examples. This renders the expert system more adaptable to
new conditions, because matches between the actual and

knowledge-base cases could be obtained more frequently.
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The example set was developed using the attribute
framework described above. The RSS position errors for each

simulation were classified on each trajectory leg using the
scheme in Table I. The ID3 example base was then created
from each single-, double-, and triple-station simulation.

NSM Decision Trees

The NSM example set was divided into seventeen smaller
example sets. The GPS and on-board navaid examples were

grouped into one expert, whereas the ground-based navaid
examples were divided according to navaid type and time (15-
minute intervals). The ID3 algorithm constructed decision trees
for each of the seventeen small expert systems that comprise the

larger NSM Expert. The breakdown of the NSM Expert into

smaller systems provides greater manageability of the training
example base. The total number of examples used to develop
the NSM Expert System was nine hundred and thirty-two. In
total, two hundred and sixty Kalman Filter covariance
simulations were performed to formulate the complete NSM

example set. An additional thirty-seven simulations were
performed to obtain a decision tree to estimate RSS performance
when different navaid types are combined. The NSM expert
system prompts the user for a set of flight conditions
commensurate with the attribute/value lists used in the example

set, and the resulting RSS classification code is returned to the
user from the decision tree.

A typical decision tree obtained for the ground-based

navaids is exemplified by the TACAN results. Figure 7
presents the decision trees for single-, double-, and triple-station
combinations on the first fifteen-minute trajectory leg. Here, the

majority of the testing nodes are trajectory parameters (distance,
LOS angle, direction of flight with respect to the station(s)).
The top or root node in Fig. 7 is the aircraft's direction of flight.
This is expected because the distance and LOS angle attributes
are dependent on directional motion. Distance, LOS angle, and

groundspeed are results of the aircraft's motion, and hence,
represent more specific problem parameters; therefore it is
expected that these parameters appear at a lower depth in the

decision tree. Figure 7 also shows that distance, ground

velocity, LOS angle, and hybrid performance history are
significant factors that enable a prediction of the RSS error to be
made. The RSS classification results verify that the closer the
aircraft is to a station(s), the smaller is the RSS error; other

results show that the larger is the LOS angle, the smaller is the
RSS error [14].

The expected performance of the GPS system on each

trajectory leg is shown in Fig. 8. Note that the aircraft's
groundspeed plays an important role in the GPS hybrid's
performance. Velocity affects the measurement dynamics
(history) and is therefore classified as a trajectory effect. From

Fig. 8, the two-satellite hybrids are more sensitive to these
velocity effects than are the three- and four-satellite hybrids.

Finally, the decision tree showing what position error range
is expected when different navaid types are integrated in a

hybrid system is presented in Fig. 9. Note that the decision tree
is not specified for a given trajectory leg. The RSS position
errors for these simulations were averaged over the entire flight
time for the high-performance trajectory. "Ihe free is crganimd

_mmofthenavilNtimn-ett_ttsed: (1) Dis_,:e-Velooty (p-V), (2) Bea-hg-

Ve_'_y (0-V), (3) Distax.e-Be, ring (9-0), (4) Distance-Distax:e (p-p), (5)

Be,_g-Bea'_g (0-0), "and(6) Vck_v-Vel_i b, (V-V). _ resul_ show
_t _ is a better distance-measuring navaid than DME and

that Doppler Radar is a better velocity-measuring system than

the Air Data Sensor when p-V navigation is used. The p-0

results show that it is possible to obtain performance when
LORAN and VOR are used. The LORAN/DME hybrid gives
better results than two DME stations but worse performance

than two LORAN stations. By far the worst results are

obtained using two VOR stations. As discussed before, the
VOR system is the least accvrate measurement device of the
seven systems studied, which greatly affects INS-VOR hybrid
results.
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF NSM EXPERT
SYSTEM

It is important to quantify the NSM Expert's performance
for several test scenarios, in terms of how well it predicts a

given hybrid's RSS position error. It is also important to gain
insight into the factors that affect the system's performance, so

that these factors can be exploited in future system development.

Two high-performance trajectories were used in the
performance evaluation of the NSM Expert. The two
trajectories each consist of four fifteen-minute legs. Trajectory

#2's flight pattern was in a counter-clockwise direction, whereas
clockwise flight patterns were used to develop the NSM Expert

(Fig. 1). Additionally, the takeoff point on Trajectory #2 was
five degrees farther north than the training trajectories' takeoff

points. These trajectory differences change the measurement
and INS dynamics, and hence the hybrid performance.

Trajectory #2 was designed this way intentionally, so that the
NSM Expert System's adaptability could be determined.

Single-, double-, and triple-station combination hybrids
were simulated on each test trajectory for each of the DME,

VOR, TACAN, and LORAN systems. The combinations were
formed using four ground stations located as in Fig. 1 with

respect to each other. Additionally, two-, three-, and four-
satellite hybrids were simulated on the test trajectories, as were

Doppler Radar and Air Data sensor hybrids. In total, sixty
covariance simulations were performed for the two test

trajectories.

Test Trajectory Data Preparation, Performance
Metrics, and Results

The performance results for each of the sixty simulations
were classified on each trajectory leg according to the scheme in

Table I. The total number of matches was counted on each leg
of each test trajectory for the seven navaid types studied. A
match was declared between the actual and predicted RSS

classification if and only if the RSS classification codes differed
by one or less. For example, if the NSM Expert predicted an
RSS classification code of 6 whereas the covariance results

determined a performance of Class 7, a match was declared. A
match would also have been declared if the actual performance
was Class 5. Since the NSM Expert is only expected to estimate

a hybrid's performance, it is allowed some room for error.

In total, the NSM Expert System was run four hundred and
eighty-eight times in order to determine the number of matches
for each system on the test trajectories. Figure 10 shows the
NSM Expert's performance in predicting the RSS position error

for each hybrid configuration. The predictive performance
metric for each navaid is defined as the percentage of number of
matches obtained from the total number of combinations tested
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for that navaid. The matches on all four trajectory legs are
reflected in this figure.

The NSM Expert performed very well on the two test

trajectories. Figure 10 shows that the NSM Expert correctly
predicts the RSS position error better than 70% of the time on

test Trajectory #1. The system required only the trajectory
information and its knowledge of hybrid system performance to

make these predictions. However, its predictive capability on
test Trajectory #2 is slightly worse for the LORAN hybrids,
considerably worse for the VOR and Air Data sensor hybrids,
and identical for the remaining configurations. Hence, the

results from Trajectory #2 suggest that additional investigation
into trajectory effects on VOR's and Air Data Sensor's
performance may be necessary.

100
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_. Test Trajectory #2
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The results in Fig. 10 are truly encouraging for designers of
expert systems. We have shown that an expert system can be
designed from data, and that good results are obtainable even
from relatively small training sets. Recall that the total number

of examples used to obtain the NSM decision trees was slightly
less than one thousand.

CONCLUSIONS

The performances of seven navigation systems aiding a
medium-accuracy INS were investigated using Kalman Filter
covariance analyses. Hybrid performance decisions were based

on the RSS position error history metric. A NSM Expert was
designed from covariance simulation data using a systematic

method comprised of the two statistical techniques, the Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA) method and the ID3 algorithm.

ANOVA results show that statistically different position
accuracies are obtained when different navaids are used, the
number of radio navigation ground stations or GPS satellites

used to aid the INS is varied, the aircraft's trajectory is varied,

and the performance history is varied. By indicating that these
four factors significantly affect the decision metric, an
appropriate parameter framework was designed, and a
simulation example base was created.

The example base was composed of over nine hundred
training examples from nearly three hundred simulations. The

example base was divided into seventeen smaller groups to
enhance manageability. The ID3 algorithm then was used to
determine the NSM Expert's classification "rules" in the form of
decision trees. The performances of these decision trees were

assessed on two arbitrary trajectories, by counting the number
of times the rules correctly predicted the RSS position accuracy.

These performance results then were presented using a
predictive metric.

The ANOVA/ID3 method was very effective for the
systematic development of the NSM Expert using simulation

data. Results show that the NSM Expert can predict the RSS
position accuracy between 65 and 100% of the time for a
specified navaid configuration and aircraft trajectory. The test
trajectories used to evaluate the system's performance show that

the NSM Expert adapts to new situations and provides
reasonable estimates of the expected hybrid performance. The

system's good performance with relatively few examples clearly
shows how the ID3 algorithm maximizes the information
content contained in the example base. The performance results
strongly suggest that operational systems can be designed from
simulation or experimental data using the ANOVABD3 method

for knowledge acquisition. The systematic nature of the method
makes it a useful tool for expert system designers.

Other aerospace applications that are good candidates for
the ANOVA/ID3 method are air combat pilot strategies from

simulation or flight test data and air traffic control solutions to
multi-configuration problems. The expert system design

methodology also is pertinent to problems such as nuclear
reactor control strategies, chemical process control strategies,
automated highway driving, and robotics applications. In each
case simulation or operational experiments may be executed for

the systematic development of an expert system advisor.
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ABSTRACT

(The work presented here was completed for the
NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program
in 1989 [Technical Report #185601].) An initial
examination was conducted of an Intelligent Tutoring
System (ITS) developed for use in industry. The
ITS, developed by NASA/JSC, simulated a satellite
deployment task. More specifically, the PD (_ayload
Assist Module L)eployment)/ICAT (Intelligent
Computer Aided Training) System simulated a
nominal Payload Assist Module (PAM) deployment.
The development of expertise on this task was
examined using three Flight Dynamics Officer (FDO)
candidates who had no previous experience with this
task. The results indicated that performance
improved rapidly until Trial 5, followed by more
gradual improvements through Trial 12. The
performance dimensions measured included
performance speed, actions completed, errors help
required, and display fields checked. Suggestions for
further refining the software and for deciding when to
expose trainees to more difficult task scenarios are
discussed. Further, the results provide an initial
demonstration of the effectiveness of the PD/ICAT
system in training the nominal PAM deployment task
and indicate the potential benefits of using ITS's for
training other FDO tasks.

INTRODUCTION

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS's) have been
developed for a variety of tasks, ranging from
geometry to LISP programming (Wenger, 1987).
However, many of these systems have been used
primarily for research purposes and have not been
widely used in academic or industrial settings. An
examination is needed of an ITS developed for use in
an industrial setting. More specifically, an
examination is needed of the development of expertise
on an ITS in an industrial setting.

Background on PD/ICAT

Recently, an ITS was developed at NASA simulating
the deployment of a specific type of satellite.
Researchers at NASA/JSC developed the PD
(Payload Assist Module Deployment)/ICAT
(Intelligent Computer Aided Training) system (Loftin,
1987; Wang, Baffes, Loftin, & Hua, 1989). The
task selected for this ITS was unique in that it

required highly specialized skills and required
extensive training using traditional OJT (On the Job
Training) methods. The population (i.e., Flight
Dynamics Officers [FDO's]) performing this task
were also unique in that they tended to be well-
educated and highly motivated. The PAM
deployment task is one of many tasks (e.g., Ascent,
Entry, Perigee Adjust, Rendezvous, IUS
deployments) performed by FDO's working in the
Mission Control Room. The training period for
certifying a FDO ranges from two to four years. Due
to the high costs and time required for gaining,
researchers at NASA/JSC were charged with
investigating tools to more quickly and economically
train FDO's. The PAM deployment task was selected
for ITS development in part because it was of
moderate difficulty compared to other FDO tasks. In
addition, PAM deployments were very common at
that time, so training on this task was likely to be
immediately useful to a FDO (although the frequency
of PAM deployments has declined more recently).
Moreover, the PAM deployment task had components
common to several other FDO tasks, so training on
this task was expected to transfer in part to
performance on other FDO tasks.

The PD/ICAT system included a domain expert ( i.e.,
an expert model), a trainee model, a training session
manager, a scenario generator, and an user interface
(Loftin, 1987). The domain expert contained
information on how to perform the task. The task
was described by a sequence of required and optional
actions. However, it was necessary to build some
flexibility into the sequence because several
alternative sequences were equally acceptable for
subsets of the actions. The knowledge type could be
described as "flat procedural", that is, as requiring
procedural knowledge without requiring subgoaling
(VanLehn, 1988). Because the PAM deployment
task was a highly procedural task, the domain expert
was constructed as a set of procedures. To model the
trainee, the system used an overlay model and a bug
library (VanLehn, 1988). The system assumed the
trainee model was similar to the expert model, but
with some procedures missing. Further, the trainee
model enabled the identification of incorrect
procedures through the bug library. It is important to
note that although the expert and trainee models were
built as a set of procedures, extensive declarative
knowledge was required to understand and perform
those procedures. The training session manager
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interpreted the student's actions and reported the
results in system (statement of action taken) messages

or provided coaching in tutor (error, hint, or help)
messages. Moreover, as recommended by other
researchers (Burton & Brown, 1982; Reiser,
Anderson, & Farrell, 1985), the training session

manager provided feedback at each step in the action
sequence and provided different levels of help or
hints depending on the frequency of specific errors.
Information from the training session manager was

also incorporated into the student's performance
record. Thus, the trainee model and training session

manager together performed the major functions of
student modelling: updating the level of student
performance, providing information to the tutor, and

recording student performance (Biegel, et al., 1988).
The training scenario generator was used to expose
the student to scenarios of varying difficulty. Lastly,
the user interface enabled the student to interact with

the system to obtain, enter, and/or manipulate
information and complete actions.

Development of Expertise on the PD/ICAT
System

The experts identified a total of 57 actions (38

required; 19 optional) to perform the PAM
deployment task. These actions were performed in
sequence although some subsets of actions could be
performed in varying orders. In addition, the experts

identified 83 display fields to check on 8 different
displays. Some actions were performed more than
once (e.g., anchoring an ephemeris); similarly, some

of the displays were viewed more than once (e.g., the
Checkout Monitor display). Performance

improvement was defined in terms of increasing
performance speed, completing task actions in
sequence, requiring less help, and checking display
fields identified as important by the experts. These
performance dimensions provided a means for

examining the development of expertise on the task.
Other researchers (Anderson, 1985; Chi, Glaser, &
Rees; Stevens, Collins, & Goldin, 1982) have

similarly described the development of skill or

expertise in terms of increasing performance speed
and decreasing errors. More specifically, the

declarative phase of skill acquisition involves
acquiring knowledge about the task. Performance at
this phase tends to be slow and error-prone. The

knowledge compilation phase of skill acquisition
involves using declarative knowledge to build
procedures for performing the task. In this phase,
performance speed increases and errors are reduced

as productions are built and refined.

The purpose of the current project was to map the
development of expertise on the PD/ICAT task. The

data collected would provide an initial examination of
how efficiently novices learned from the PDflCAT
system and enable recommendations for further

refinements to the software. To accomplish this, the
novices' performance on various dimensions was

mapped across task trials and patterns of performance
examined.

METHOD

Subjects and Procedure

Three novices performed 12 task trials on the
PD/ICAT. The novices were FDO candidates. None

had previous experience with Payload Assist Module
(PAM) deployments. Experience with other

integrated simulation tasks ranged from a minimum of
12 hours of observing IUS (Inertial Upper Stage)

Deployments to a maximum of 48 hours of observing
IUS Deployments plus more than 60 hours observing
and participating in other integrated simulations (e.g.,

Deorbit Preparation, Entry, Ascent, Perigee Adjust,
Rendezvous).

Each novice agreed to work 15-20 hours on the task

in approximately 3-hour blocks spaced over a few
weeks. However, due to work and other constraints,
each novice had a different schedule of work

sessions. Also, novices performed multiple task
trials in a single work session after the initial task
trials (i.e., after 3 to 5 trials, depending on the

novice).

Novices were asked to read the section on PAM

deployments in the Spin-Stabilized Deployment
section of the Procedures Manual prior to coming to
their first session. At the first session novices were

shown an example of the screen display and told how

to use the keyboard and the mouse to enter and
manipulate task information. They were asked to
"think out loud" as they performed the first task trial,
that is, to describe what they were doing. In
addition, the novices were invited to give their
comments about the task interface and to ask

questions as they performed the task. Their

description of their actions, comments, and questions
were tape recorded. All comments on the interface
and questions about the task were noted by the
researcher. However, only questions about the
mechanics of the task were answered. No

information was provided about which actions to

perform at various points in the task. The novices
were also told that their comments about the interface

would be discussed with the task experts and the

PD/ICAT programmers. Following each session,
novices were shown a computer-generated feedback

report describing their performance, their comments
and questions were noted, and the next work session
was scheduled. They were asked to "think out loud"

again for Trials 3 and 9 (Trial 8 for one subject who
was available for only 11 trials). On all other trials,
the novices performed the task without having their
comments tape recorded. Their comments and

questions were noted by the researcher, usually at the
end of the task trial.

The 12 task trials were completed in 5-6 work

sessions. Following the last work session, the
novices were asked to complete two short, paper and

pencil tests. First, novices were asked to sort a list of
all task actions into the proper sequence as quickly
and accurately as possible. Second, novices were

asked to identify information fields on screen displays
as quickly and accurately as possible. Printed copies
of each screen display were provided on which
novices circled or checkmarked information fields

they thought they were supposed to check during the
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PAM deployment task. Two of the novices

completed these tests 7 days after and one novice 12
days after their last work session. Finally, novices
were debriefed and thanked for their participation.

Measures

Performance measures were collected by the

computer during task performance. The performance
measures collected for each trial were: trial time,

number of actions completed, number of errors,

number of help requests, and number of display
fields checked. Trial time referred to the time

required (in minutes) to complete a task trial.
Number of actions completed referred to the number
of actions (with or without errors) completed by the
novice rather than by the Training Session Manager.

(The PD/ICAT system was structured such that when
the novices made three consecutive errors while

attempting to complete an action, the Training Session
Manager used the domain expert to complete the
action.) Number of errors was the sum of three types

of errors: the number of actions performed in an
incorrect sequence, typographical errors (i.e., inputs
the computer was unable to interpre0, and optional
(but recommended) actions which were not

performed by the novice. Number of help requests
was the sum of two types of help requests: the
number of times novices requested more information
from a tutor message following an error and the

number of requests for explanations of the current or
last step of the task.

Finally, number of display fields checked was the

sum of the checks made on 8 unique screen displays,
some viewed multiple times (see Table I). The
maximum score was 83 display checks. Data were

not available for one other display (Detailed Maneuver
Table 1) because the computer did not correctly
record the number of display fields checked.
Viewing any display was an optional (but

recommended) action. (The PD/ICAT system was
structured such that configuring and viewing each
display constituted two separate actions. A display
could be configured without being viewed.) The
recommended sequence and frequency of viewing

different displays was determined by experts and
incorporated into the PD/ICAT software. The Vector

Comparison Display, however, was the only display
not viewed as often as recommended by the experts.
Rather than penalize the novices for failing to check
display fields on a display they failed to view, an

average score was calculated. The score for the
Vector Comparison Display was calculated as the
average number of display fields checked each time

the display was viewed (e.g., the score was 5 if the
novice viewed the display twice and checked 4 and 6

fields on the first and second viewings, respectively).

Additional performance measures were collected
using the paper and pencil tests administered after the

task trials. Three performance measures were
collected on the sorting task. Sorting time referred to

the time (in minutes) required to sort the sequence of
actions. Unacceptable reversals referred to the

number of actions sorted in incorrect sequences.
Acceptable reversals referred to the number of actions

sorted in a sequence regarded by the experts as an
acceptable alternate sequence of actions. Two

performance measures were collected from the
display checking task. Checking time referred to the
time (in minutes) required to check display fields on
the 8 displays listed in Table I. Number of display
checks recalled was the sum of the fields checked on

these 8 displays.

Table I. Description of screen displays and
display checks.

# of # of Display
Display Viewings Field Checks

Vector Comparison* 3 7, 6, 6
Trajectory Digitals 1 2
Checkout Monitor 4 9, 9, 9, 9

Trajectory Profile Status** 2 7, 7
Detailed Maneuver Table 2 1 7

Weight Gain/Loss Table 1 3
Supersighter 1 9

FDO Deploy Comp 1 12

*An average score was calculated from the 3 viewing
opportunities.
**Only the score for the 2nd viewing opportunity was used.
Data was not correctly recorded by the computer for the 1st
viewing opportunity.

RESULTS

To examine how efficiently the novices learned the
PD/ICAT task, their data was plotted for each

performance measure. As discussed below the data
indicated rapid performance improvements until Trial
5 and more gradual further improvements through
Trial 12. A logarithmic function was used to describe
the data in each measure.

As shown in Figure 1, the trial time required to

perform the task decreased rapidly until Trial 5.
Further performance speed improvements were more
gradual. In Trial 1 only one novice completed the
task and required 195 minutes. The mean trial time

was approximately 46 minutes by Trial 5 and
decreased to approximately 26 minutes by Trial 12.
The data was described by a logarithmic function

(Y -- 233.95 * X-.83), accounting for 87% of the
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Figure 1. Performance speed in

Trials 1 through 12.
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variance. Interestingly, the novices who were unable

to complete the task in the initial task trials
demonstrated a performance pattern similar to that
shown by Novice 1. Two novices failed to complete
the task during the first 3-hour session, and 1 novice
failed to complete the task until the third session.
However, these novices demonstrated trial times

similar to Novice 1 by Trial 5. Finally, the data
indicates that the instruction to "think out loud" while

performing the task slows performance speed. The

time required to perform the task increased in Trial 3
for Novice 1, in Trial 8 for Novice 2, and in Trial 9
for Novices 1 and 3.

Number of actions completed also demonstrated rapid

performance improvements until Trial 5 and then
gradual further improvements. A logarithmic

function (Y = 34.49 * X .22) accounted for 63% of the
variance (see Figure 2). In Trial 1, Novice 1

completed 43 actions out of the 57 possible actions.
The remaining 14 actions were completed by the

Training Session Manager, using the domain expert.
Novices 2 and 3 completed only 28 and 26 actions,
respectively. An additional 5 actions were completed
by the Training Session Manager. Thus, Novice 1

completed 75% of the actions he attempted and
Novices 2 and 3 completed 85% and 84% of the
actions they attempted. However, one should note
that Novices 2 and 3 completed or attempted to
complete only 60% of the possible actions during

Trial 1 while Novice 1 completed or attempted to
complete all possible actions. The novices completed
a mean of 52.33 actions in Trial 5 and a mean of
53.67 actions in Trial 12. Further, the novices

completed at least 96% of the actions they attempted
in Trial 5 and at least 98% in Trial 12. None of the

novices attempted to complete more than 55 actions.
Thus, novices chose not to perform at least 2 of the

optional actions in every trial.
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Figure 2. Number of actions completed in

Trials 1 through 12.

Number of errors demonstrated a similar pattern of

performance. A logarithmic function

(Y = 40.46 * X -1.00) accounted for 69% of the

variance (see Figure 3). In Trial 1, the novices made
a mean of 24 errors. Novice 1, however, made .54

errors/action attempted while Novices 2 and 3 made

.58 and .87 errors/action attempted, respectively. By
Trial 5, the novices made a mean of 4.33 errors and
further reduced their errors to a mean of 3.5 by Trial

12. Thus, by Trial 5 the novices made a mean of
only .08 errors/action attempted. By Trial 12, further
performance improvements resulted in a mean of only
.06 errors/action attempted.
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30 ----.-- Nov!ce2

25
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Figure 3. Number of errors made in
Trials 1 through 12.

Similar to other performance measures, number of
help requests demonstrated rapid reductions from
Trial 1 to Trial 5, but there were few help requests

following Trial 5. A logarithmic function
(Y = 46.44 * X -1-58) accounted for 91% of the

variance (see Figure 4). (Note: The data in Figure 4
reflect a transformation of [X + 1] to enable a
logarithmic function to be fit. Data reported in the
text are in their original, untransformed units.)
However, the novices showed much greater
variability in their help requests than in other
performance measures, especially in Trials 1 and 2.
In Trial 1, the number of help requests ranged from 7
to 32 requests. The number of help requests varied
even more in Trial 2, ranging from I to 49 requests.
By Trial 3, however, the novices made similar
numbers of requests with a mean of 7.33 requests.
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Trials 1 through 12.
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In Trial 5, the novices made a mean of .67 help

requests and only one help request was made from
Trial 8 through 12.

Finally, number of display fields checked
demonstrated rapid performance improvements from

Trial 1 to Trial 5 and more gradual improvements
through Trial 12. A logarithmic function

(Y = 25.94 * X .50) accounted for 70% of the variance
(see Figure 5). In Trial 1, the novices checked a

mean of 10.33 display fields. However, only Novice
1 had the opportunity to check all 83 display fields
because the other two novices did not complete the
task in Trial 1. Thus, Novice 1 checked 13% of the
appropriate display fields. Novice 2 checked 12% of

the 34 display fields he viewed, and Novice 3

checked 59% of the 27 display fields he viewed.
Although Novice 3 checked a higher percentage of
display fields than the other novices, it is not clear
that he understood which fields should be checked.

He may have checked numerous fields because he

was unsure which were important. The task software
did not record checks of any display fields other than
those identified as important by the experts. Thus,
following Trial 1, the novices were instructed to

check only those fields they considered important in
each display. In Trial 5, the novices checked a mean
of 69.22 fields which was 80% of the identified

display fields. By Trial 12, the novices checked a

mean of 79.89 fields, checking 96% of the identified
fields.
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Figure 5. Number of display fields checked in
Trials 1 through 12.

The results from the two paper and pencil tests were
examined to determine whether the novices knew the

correct sequence of actions in the task and whether

they knew which display fields were important to
check, as identified by the experts. The results of the

sorting test indicated that Novices 2 and 3 required
17.08 and 17.92 minutes, respectively, to sort the
task actions into the correct sequence. These two
novices made 5 and 2 reversals, respectively, in how
they sequenced the actions, but both reversals reflect

alternate sequences regarded as acceptable by the
experts. Novice 1 required 29.25 minutes to sort the
task actions and made 4 acceptable and 3 unacceptable

reversals. Of the 3 unacceptable reversals, one action

was placed to soon, a second action too late, and the
third action omitted from the task sequence. Thus,

Novices 2 and 3 were able to correctly sort the task
actions even after a 7-day delay. However, Novice 1

made 3 errors in sorting the task actions after a 12-
day delay.

The results of the display checking task indicated that
the novices required between 3.18 and 6.58 minutes
to complete the task. They checked between 62 and

68 display fields, with a mean of 64.33. Of the total
fields checked, between 40 and 51 (with a mean of
44.67) of the display fields were those identified as

important by the experts. Thus, the novices checked
77% of the 58 identified display fields. However, the
novices also checked between 17 and 22 (with a mean

of 19.67) display fields not identified as important.
This indicated that 31% of the fields the novices

checked were not identified as important by the
experts.

DISCUSSION

The results indicated that performance improved most
rapidly from Trial 1 to Trial 5 on the PD/ICAT task.

Additional task trials showed smaller, more gradual
improvements. This suggests that the novices had
developed effective procedures for performing the
task by Trial 5. Additional task trials enabled the

novices to refine these procedures, increasing
performance speed and decreasing errors. If the goal

is to train the novices to perform this specific task
version as efficiently as possible, additional practice
in Trials 6 through 12 may be warranted. However,

the novices performed only the nominal PAM
deployment task on the PD/ICAT. They also need to
learn how to deal with problems that can occur during
a PAM deployment, e.g., an OMS (Orbital
Maneuvering Subsystem) propellant leak. So, given

the smaller improvements following Trial 5, it may be
reasonable after Trial 5 to expose the novices to more

problematic PAM deployment scenarios.

Prior to making this decision, though, criteria should
be identified for each performance dimension. That
is, one needs to identify acceptable levels of

performance in terms of time (in minutes) required to
complete a task trial, number of completed actions
(both required and optional), number of errors made,

number of help requests, and number of display
fields checked. These criteria, rather than a trial
number, could then be used to determine when to

expose a novice to a more difficult task scenario.

The results of the two tests administered after task

performance indicated that the novices were able to

recall the appropriate sequence of task actions a week
after performing the last task trial, although there may
be some decrements in recall for delays of more than
a week. Similarly, the novices recalled 77% of the

display fields to check after a week delay. However,
decisions also need to be made here regarding 1) how
many display fields should be recalled and 2) the

potential benefits or costs of checking display fields
not identified as important by the experts. In the
nominal PAM deployment task the novices
performed, no costs were associated with checking
fields other than those identified. One needs to

determine under what conditions it is acceptable and
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perhaps even desirable to check additional display

fields. Experts may need to rank order the
importance of checking different displays.

Finally, a few comments on the task interface are
needed. These comments are based on comments and

problems reported to the researcher by the novices.
First, the novices experienced difficulty in beginning
the task during Trial 1. All three novices were unsure
what the first step should be. Consequently, they

received multiple error messages and may have
become frustrated. To alleviate this problem it may
be appropriate to provide novices with additional

information prior to performing Trial 1. This
information could be in the form of task instructions,

an example of the task sequence performed by the

computer as the novice observes, or perhaps step by
step help in completing the task sequence in the first
task trial.

Second, the novices reported that some displays
should be accessible at any point in the task. The

PD/ICAT task as currently designed allows the novice
to request displays only at specific points in the task.
The novices' reports should be clarified with experts
and modifications made to the software to either

provide novices with greater access to displays or

more explanation about why they should or should
not need to view a display at a specific point in time.

Third, all three novices had difficulty interpreting the

error messages provided. Further refinements of the
PD/ICAT task should include improvements in the
tutoring (i.e., error messages) provided.

Finally, more consideration needs to be given to the
data collected from novices' task performance.
Observing the novices performing the task indicated

that they often attempted to perform actions out of
sequence, primarily in the initial task trials.
However, while the PD/ICAT software currently
records whether an action has been completed and the
number of errors associated with that action, no

record is made of the specific sequence in which the
actions were attempted. Further refinements to the

software should enable the recording of sequencing
information. Similarly, the current PD/ICAT
software records only checks of identified display

fields. Thus, a possible task strategy for a novice
would be to check every field in a display to ensure
that the machine recorded s/he had checked the

important fields. A future enhancement of the

software should include recording all display fields
checked and perhaps providing information to the
novice on why the identified fields are important to
check.

CONCLUSIONS

Novices can efficiently learn to perform the PD/ICAT
task which simulates a nominal PAM deployment.

Additional work is needed to more clearly identify
performance criteria and expand the PD/ICAT

software to include more problematic PAM
deployment scenarios. Finally, refinements are
needed to improve the tutoring (error messages)
provided and to assist the novice in performing the

first task trial. The generally positive results of this
project provide an initial demonstration of the

effectiveness of the PD/ICAT software in teaching
novices a nominal PAM deployment task and

indicates the potential benefits of future refinements
and expansions of the PD/ICAT software.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes procedural

modeling systems, rule-based modeling

systems and a method for converting a

procedural model to a rule-based

model.

Simulation models are used to

represent real-time engineering

systems. A real-time system can be

represented by a set of equations or

functions connected so that they

perform in the same manner as the

actual system. When the real-time

system is being modeled, the modeler

will have to code the system's

calculations and characteristics

using some computer language or

modeling tool.

Most modeling system languages are

based on FORTRAN or some other

procedural language. Therefore, they

must be enhanced with a "reaction"

capability. This reactive capability

allows the model to perform only

those calculations which are

dependent on information that has

changed. Even with this capability,

a procedural model must look at every

variable to determine if a

calculation which depends on that

variable should be performed.

Rule-based systems are reactive by

definition. Once the engineering

system has been decomposed into a set

of calculations using only basic

algebraic unary operations, a

knowledge network of calculations and

functions can be constructed. With

the network in place, the rule-based

system merely reacts to changes in

the data. When a variable is

changed, those calculations which

depend on it become active. The

rule-based system will continually

execute, performing all dependent

calculations appearing on the agenda.

The knowledge network required by a

rule-based system can be generated by

a knowledge acquisition tool or a

source level compiler. The source

level compiler would take an existing

model source file, a syntax template,

and a symbol table and generate the

knowledge network. Thus, existing

procedural models can be translated

and executed by a rule-based system.

Simulation

Simulation is used in the real

world to represent real systems, so

that users can perform operations on

a system that reacts the same as the

real system without the cost or

danger involved with the real system.

Simulation systems allow an engineer

to perform 'what-if' scenarios

against their designs of real

systems. Dangerous situations,

expensive failures, and real life

incidents can be recreated without

risk using simulation. The newest

use of simulation systems is in the

training community. The training

world has been incorporating

simulation models into their training

systems. The difference between a

simulation system and a training

system is an intelligent tutor in the

training system, which interacts

with the student and the simulation

models to provide a high fidelity

training session.

Simulation Models resemble

mathematical models in that both have

the same purpose and both utilize

mathematical relationships to
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represent real systems. However,

closed-form, analytic equations do

not represent complex real systems

without some enhancements.

Simulation models use the black box

approach. Each component of the real

system is represented by a 'black

box' with inputs and outputs.

Further, each box is a complex

combination of continuous and

discrete functionality, which must be

represented by some mathematical

relationship while preserving the

continuous nature of some of the

calculations. This is accomplished

by maintaining the current state of

each variable used within the model,

while performing the numerical

analysis dictated by the

functionality of the 'black box'. A

great deal of temporal reasoning is

required of the modeler during this

decomposition process.

Real-time execution of

simulation models is an important

concept/issue. In order for a

simulation model to be considered

real-time, it must be at the exact

same state as the real system at any

given point in time. This means that

both the computer hardware and the

mod_l executive must be capable of

performing a tremendous number of

calculations per second. Further,

the model executive must minimize the

number of calculations required, so

that real-time performance becomes a

direct factor of the computer

hardware. This means the model

executive must be reactive and only

schedule those calculations which

have been stimulated. A calculation

is stimulated when a variable which

provides input to that calculation is

changed. Not every application

requires a real-time model, some can

function with a near-real-time model.

This is a model which is in sync with

the real system some acceptable

percent of the time, or hasno more

than a certain delay when providing

output.

Procedural Simulation Methods

Simulation models have been

developed using a variety of generic

languages such as FORTRAN, COBOL,

PL/I, C, and Pascal. There are even

models which have been developed

using tools which are based on one of

these languages. Those model based

on the newer tools have the ability

to represent continuous and discrete

systems, and can schedule

calculations to some degree.

However, in general, artificial

intelligence features in the standard

commercial simulation languages is

not yet available, mostly they still

rely on a procedural approach to

performing simulation operations.

A procedural model will execute

in a linear manner with well defined

entry and exit points. This means,

that the model must perform all

operations that are between the entry

and exit points of a particular

procedure. Normally, this would not

have an impact, however, the

simulation process may require other

areas of the model to perform

calculations based on the new

information generated by the

calculation that just finished. In

addition, that calculation itself may

actually have to be performed again.

Now, if the computer is busy

finishing one set of calculations, it

cannot (not yet anyway) also begin to

perform any other calculations in

tandem. Even if the computer could

perform these tasks, how is it going

to know that these tasks need to be

performed - unless they are

scheduled.

There are some systems today

which can schedule tasks or

calculations for execution. These

systems take a procedural model and

segment it into smaller pieces, which

can then each be executed from start

to finish without any need to

communicate with the other segments.

These segments can also be managed by

an executive which schedules them for

execution based on some ranking

algorithm. This is a highly

efficient method for performing

complex simulations, however, this

modeling system still has performance

considerations. Even so, there are

times when the amount of data which

is changing overwhelms the model

executive and it falls behind, thus

making it less than real-time. This

is a common problem when the real

system is very complex and/or very

large.

While segmenting a procedural

model is very effective, the
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segmentation does not go down to the

lowest level of execution. By

segmenting a procedural model into

some number of calculations, the size

of the segment can be limited.

However, there are still some

calculations within that segment

which do not have to be performed.

The only way to absolutely perform

only those calculations which have

been stimulated is to segment down to

the lowest possible level. Once this

segmentation is accomplished the

final representation can be analyzed

and optimized. This level of

analysis and execution is going to be

very difficult using a procedural

methodology or tool.

Neural Simulation Methods

Neural Simulation Modeling

represents an expansion of Neural

Network and Rule-Based Programming

techniques. Neural Simulation Models

have two main components: A rule-

based model executive and a neural

network.

The model executive contains

explicit rules which define how to

interpret and perform operations on

the information contained within the

neural network. A basic knowledge of

unary mathematic operations, as well

as a working knowledge of the more

complex functions which are used to

represent physical systems

mathematically, are the heart of the

model executive. All function

operations and variable information

are imbedded within the neural

network. So, the executive must take

the function and variable information

stored in the associated nodes and

adjust the contents of the current

node depending on that information.

When a node is changed, the model

executive traverses the network,

performing any operations which are

dependent on the updated node. By

using a rule-based executive, this

process can be totally reactive,

which implies a higher degree of

efficiency (in general) than

procedural execution of models, since

nodes will only be adjusted as they

are stimulated. Thus, a stimulus

driven environment is required for

execution of the model executive.

Even though a stimulus driven

environment is ideal for model

execution, some controls must be

added. Some calculations are self

stimulating; that is they update a

variable which also provides input

for the calculation. This can

trigger an infinite loop, since most

rule-based systems rely on recency to

schedule a rule for execution. This

problem can be controlled by forcing

those types of calculations to cycle

in a two stroke fashion, similar to a

two cycle lawn mower engine. In

other words, those calculations which

can trigger their own execution will

not be able to do so until the next

cycle.

The most difficult problem with

implementing a rule-based model

executive is timing and/or

calculations dealing with a change

over time. The impact of this

problem can be avoided if some simple

steps are taken. Those calculations

which require a 'Delta T' must be

time stamped. Whenever the

calculation is executed, the time

that the last execution occurred must

be available to calculate the time

elapsed. Since every system has some
kind of internal clock or time

elapsed register, this impact becomes

an issue of machine cycles required

to do the time calculations versus

performance. Another possible impact

occurs when a model tries to use a

time delay for calculations. This

impact appears to effect only those

operations which are binary in

nature. Therefore, this impact can

be minimized with better modeling

techniques.

The neural network uses nodes to

store data and function information

and uses connections to define input,

output and directional

characteristics. This type of

representation allows for the most

powerful use of the knowledge stored

in its nodes. The mathematical

equations which represent the modeled

physical system have a sophisticated

connection scheme, when they are all

combined for the purposes of

simulation activities. The most

efficient way to represent some

physical system would be to first

identify the independent variables

within the system. Then identify

each level of abstraction which
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relies on those independent

variables, and continue this process

until all levels of abstraction have

been identified. The final result

should be those variables which are

considered 'output only'

As a result of this process, all

nodes in the network will be unique.

This eliminates redundant

calculations and operations. Once a

network representation is in place,
the network can be 'scanned' for

closed operations. These are

operations which can be calculated in

a linear or procedural manner without

impacting the efficiency of the

network. In actuality, these

operations can be replaced by another

abstract function, which is in turn

added to the model executive. This

is not a trivial task, since the

system may try to over simplify the

network representation and

inadvertently change the functional

representation of the network.

Therefore, a degree of intelligence

is required when performing any

network operations/optimizations.

CLIPS was chosen to be the

platform for this development

effort. CLIPS is versatile and

portable; making the decision

relatively easy. It is also a NASA

product, so the product life was not

an issue. CLIPS is not the perfect

solution, at least not version 4.3.

The activation algorithm could be

optimized to improve real-time

performance and there are not any

intrinsic timing functions, which are

required to do some real-time

calculations against time. Even so,

CLIPS is the best software for the

job at hand.

CLIPS has a high potential in

the distributed processing arena.

Tasks which are queued on the agenda

could be executed on any available

processor, thus, increasing real-time

performance. This would enable

simulation performance and

capabilities to be directly related

to the hardware platform.

Neural Model's can be built

using a Knowledge Acquisition tool or

some other Graphical User Interface.

This is a major improvement in the

simulation arena. This also

represents the ultimate situation,

where older models can be converted

to a newer technology and then

maintained using a state of the art
GUI. Another scenario could be that

once the model is converted, you do

not have to use a GUI. Instead, you

could continue to build models with

the old system and use the new

compiler to debug or test the model

before it is put into production on

the simulation system. This alone

could have a major impact on

productivity.

Conversion Techniques for Simulation

Models

Why would anyone want to convert

simulation models? This is the one

of the most frequently asked

questions in the simulation

community. Simulation systems are

very complex by nature. They can

also be dependent on some specific

computer hardware for execution. As

a result, these simulation systems

are not portable to other computer

hardware platforms. The technology

base line has changed considerably in

the last five years making the

computer hardware developed during

that time 'obsolete'. Hardware

obsolescence is forcing the migration

of simulation systems to more modern

platforms. The user community has

identified the need to consider

portability when making decisions

concerning the future of their

simulation systems.

The decision one must make

during model conversion is whether to

convert the models themselves to a

new and improved modeling system or

to convert the compilers and

executives used to generate and/or

execute these models. Something to

consider when making this decision is

the composition of the job. The

actual 'coding' of the model accounts

for only 50% of the overall task.

The remaining 50% of the work is

spent doing the mathematical analysis

of the physical system. In other

words, at least 50% of the

development time is spent building

the knowledge about the physical

system being modeled, into a

mathematical system. The number of

man-hours invested in this component
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of development can represent a large

investment. Therefore, it makes

sense to convert these models at the

source code level in order to retain

the investment made in building the

mathematical representation of the

physical system.

Source level conversion can be

complex. However, the real trick to

being able to do a conversion of this

type is the method of building the

new mathematical representations from

the old formats. While developing a

new compiler is not a trivial task,

it is a lot cheaper than the other

options and certainly better than

rewriting several hundred thousand

lines of code.

The source level compiler takes

an existing model source file, a

syntax template, and a symbol table

and generates the neural network,

which is used by the model executive

to perform the simulation. The

compiler uses a mapping function to

transform the original syntax into a

modified neural network. The network

must then be optimized in order to be

used efficiently. It must have all

duplicate nodes or covers (groups of

nodes) combined and/or eliminated.

All nodes not explicitly listed as

either inputs or outputs must be
eliminated as well.

The model compiler has to have a

degree of intelligence, so that it

can identify when to stop performing

optimizations. It also should have

the capability to request

clarification on a node's status.

The compiler should also be able to

isolate work-around techniques used

by the programmer. Periodically,

programmers will develop a method for

accomplishing some high order

function, which was not available

through the standard functional

syntax of the original modeling

system. This 'work-around' should

appear in the network as a pattern

where it can be identified and dealt

with. A work-around can either be

transformed or deleted depending on

the mapping function.

Another method of conversion

would involve porting the development

tools to a new platform. This will

allow for the continuation of

existing model source. However,

translating the base language of the

development tools into a new language

will not necessarily improve any of

the internal algorithms nor will it

guarantee portability. Portability

will always be a major issue. In

order for any product to survive in

today's rapidly advancing technical

world, It must be portable.

Productivity is also an issue, since

the development tools may be outdated

to begin with. Converting outdated

tools would be equivalent to giving

an older car a paint job, but not a

new engine.

Conclusions

Neural (Rule-based) Simulation

techniques are extremely powerful and

even though there are some problems

with the implementation of this

technology, neural models can provide

the high capacity data manipulation

required by the most complex real-

time models. This technology is

worth further investigation.
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ABSTRACT

intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) have been in existence for over a decade

now. However, few controlled evaluation studies have been conducted

comparing the effectiveness of these systems to more traditional

instruction methods. This paper examines two main promises oflTSs: (1)

Engender more effective and efficient learning in relation to traditional

formats, and (2) Reduce the range of learning outcome measures where a

majority of individuals are elevated to high performance levels. Bloom

(1984) has referred to these as the "two sigma problem' -- to achieve two

standarddeviation improvements with tutoring over traditional instruction

methods. Four ITSs are discussed in relation to the two promises. These

tutors have undergone systematic, controlled evaluations: a) The LISP

tutor (AndersonFan'ell &Sauers, 1984); b)Smithtown (Shute & Gfaser, in

press); c) Sherlock (Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo & Eggan, 1990); and d) The

Pascal ITS (Bonar,Cunningham, Beatty& Well, 1988). Results show that

these four tutors do accelerate learning with no degradation in final

outcome. Suggestions for improvements to the design and evaluation of

[TSsare discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Advances and innovations in the history of education have

been scarce. Of the few instructional break_roughs (e.g.,

Head Start program, "mastery learning"), none have

conveyed more potential and excitement than the emergence

of intelligent tutoring systems over a decade ago. For a long

time, researchers have contended that individualized tutoring

engenders the most effective and efficient learning for most

people (e.g., Bloom, 1956, 1984; Burton & Brown, 1982;

Carroll, 1963; Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982; Lewis,

McArthur, Stasz & Zmuidzinas, 1990; Woolf, 1987).

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) epitomize this principle of

individualized instruction. Thus, by extension, the two main

promises of ITSs are they can: (1) Engender more effective

and efficient learning in relation to traditional formats, and

(2) Reduce the range of learning outcome measures where a

majority of individuals are elevated to high performance

levels. These promises have been called the "two sigma

problem" (Bloom, 1984). The goal is to achieve two standard

deviation improvements with tutoring over traditional

instruction methods.

For those of us concerned with teaching and learning, these

promises of ITSs are profound. Unfortunately, although such

systems have been in existence for over ten years now, their

efficacy has been equivocal for several reasons: ITSs are

often designed by seat-of-the-pants engineering, lacking

principled design standards, and abounding in "intuition"

underlying the implementation of system components (e.g.,

Koedinger & Anderson, 1990; Norman, 1989). Furthermore,

systematic, controlled evaluations of ITSs are rare (Baker,

1990; Littman & Soloway, 1988). The few ITSs that actually

have been evaluated in relation to other learning situations

have shown evidence supporting the first promise (facilitating

learning), but have shown little evidence supporting the

second promise (reducing individual differences in outcome

performance), l view this as encouraging, however, because
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new technologies usually do not fare well compared against

proven methods (Baker, 1990).

Bloom (1984) identified problems associated with "proven",

conventional teaching methods (e.g., a teacher presenting

material in front of 30 people). He asserted that this format

provides one of the least effective techniques for teaching and

learning. As teaching becomes more focused and

individualized, learning is enhanced. For example, when a

teacher supplements a lecture with diagnostic tests to

determine where students are having problems, then adjusts

the lecture accordingly, this is called "mastery teaching".

Students learning under this condition typically generate test

results around the 84th percentile. Bloom further reported

that students involved in "one-to-one tutoring", with human

tutors, performed around the 98th percentile (2 standard

deviation increase) as compared with traditionally-trained

students (see Figure 1). These results were replicated four

times with three different ages groups for two different

domains. Bloom thus provides evidence that tutoring is one

of the most effective educational delivery methods available.
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This paper evaluates the two promises of one-to-one tutoring

as embodied in four ITSs: a) The LISP tutor (Anderson,

Farrell, & Sauers, 1984); b) Smithtown, an intelligent

discovery world that teaches scientific inquiry skills in the

context of microeconomics (Shute & Glaser, in press); c)

Sherlock, a tutor for avionics troubleshooting (L_sgold,

Lajoie, Bunzo, and Eggan, 1990); and d) The Pascal ITS,

teaching Pascal programming skills (Bonar, Cunningham,

Beatty, & Weil, 1988; Shute, in press). Results from these

evaluations will be discussed in relation to the success criteria

("promises") as well as to ITS design issues.

FOUR EVALUATIONS

The LISP tutor. Anderson and his colleagues at Carnegie-

Mellon University (Anderson, FarreU, & Sauers, 1984)

developed a LISP tutor which provides students with a series

of LISP programming exercises and tutorial assistance as

needed during the solution process. In one evaluation study,

Anderson, Boyle, and Reiser (1985) reported data from three

groups of subjects: human-tutored, computer-tutored (LISP

tutor) and traditional instruction (subjects solving problems

on their own). The time to complete identical exercises were:

11.4, 15.0, and 26.5 hours, respectively. Furthermore, all

groups performed equally well on the outcome tests of LISP

knowledge. A second evaluation study (Anderson, Boyle &

Reiser, 1985) compared two groups of subjects: students

using the LISP tutor and students completing the exercises

on their own. Both received the same lectures and reading

materials. Findings showed that it took the group in the

traditional instruction condition 30% longer to finish the

exercises than the computer-tutored group. Furthermore,

the computer-tutored group scored 43% higher on the final

exam than the control group. So, in two different studies,

the LISP tutor was apparently successful in promoting faster

learning with no degradation in outcome performance

compared to traditional instruction.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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In a third study using the LISP tutor to investigate individual

differences in learning, Anderson (1990) found that when

prior, related experience was held constant, two "meta-

factors" emerged (i.e., factor analysis on factor scores). These

two meta-factors, or basic learning abilities, included an

acquisition factor and a retention factor. Not only did these

two factors explain variance underlying tutor performance,

they also significantly predicted performance on a paper-and-

pencil midterm and final examination.

Smithtown. Shute & Glaser (in press) developed an ITS

designed to improve an individual's scientific inquiry skills as

well as provide a microwodd environment for learning

principles of basic microeconomics. In one study (Shute,

Glaser & Raghavan, 1989), three groups of subjects were

compared: a group interacting with Smithtown, an

introductory economics classroom, and a control group. The

curriculum was identical in both treatment groups (i.e., laws

of supply and demand). Results showed that while all the

three groups performed equivalently on the pretest battery

(around 50% correct), the classroom and the Smithtown

groups showed the same gains from pretest to posttest

(26.4% and 25.2%, respectively), significantly outperforming

the control group. Although the classroom group received

more than twice as much exposure to the subject matter as

did the Smithtown group (11 vs. 5 hours, respectively), the

groups did not differ on their posttest scores. These findings

are particularly interesting because the instructional focus of

Smithtown was not on economic knowledge, per se, but

rather on general scientific inquiry skills, such as hypothesis

testing.

Another study conducted with Smithtown (Shute & Glaser,

1990) explored individual differences in learning and showed

that scientific inquiry behaviors relating to a hypothesis

generation and testing factor were significantly more

predictive of successful learning in Smithtown than a

standard measure of general intelligence. The five relevant

indicators comprising this factor accounted for 42% of the

criterion variance while a measure of general intelligence

(composite of four tests) accounted for only 1% of the

variance. These findings suggest that, in this tutor,

individual differences in learning outcome are no__[simply a

function of general intelligence. Rather, specific behaviors,

presumably trainable, are predictive of outcome performance.

Sherlock "Sherlock" is the name given to a tutor which

provides a coached practice environment for an electronics

troubleshooting task (Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo, and Eggan,

1990). The tutor teaches troubleshooting procedures for

dealing with problems associated with an F-15 manual

avionics test station. The curriculum consists of 34

troubleshooting scenarios with associated hints. A study was

conducted evaluating Sherlock's effectiveness using 32

trainees from two separate Air Force bases (Nichols, Pokorny,

Jones, Gott, & Alley, in press). Pre- and post-tutor

assessment was done using verbal troubleshooting

techniques as well as a paper-and-pencil test. Two groups of

subjects per Air Force base were tested: (1) subjects receiving

20 hours of instruction on Sherlock, and (2) a control group

receiving on-the-job training over the same period of time.

Statistical analyses indicated that there were no differences

between the treatment and the control groups on the pretest

(means = 56.9 and 53.4, respectively). However, on the

verbal posttest as well as the paper-and-pencil test, the

treatment group (mean = 79.0) performed significantly

better than the control group (mean = 58.9) and equivalent

to experienced technicians having several years of on-the-job
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experience (mean = 82.2). The average gain score for the

group using Sherlock was equivalent to almost four years of

experience.

Pascal ITS. An intelligent programming tutor was developed

to assist novice programmers in designing, testing, and

implementing Pascal code (Bonar, Cunningham, Beatty, &

Weil, 1988). The goal of this tutor is to promote

conceptualization of programming constructs or "plans"

using intermediate solutions. A study was conducted with

260 subjects who spent up to 30 hours learning from the

Pascal ITS (see Shute, in press). Learning efficiency rates

were estimated from the time it took subjects to complete

the curriculum. This measure involved both speed and

accuracy since subjects could not proceed to a subsequent

problem until they were completely successful in the current

one. To estimate learning outcome (i.e., the breadth and

depth of knowledge and skills acquired), three criterion

posttests were administered measuring retention, application

and generalization of programming skills.

The Pascal curriculum embodied by the tutor was equivalent

to about 1/2 semester of introductory Pascal (J. G. Bonar,

personal communication, March 1990). That is, the

curriculum equaled about 7 weeks or 21 hours of instruction

time. Adding two hours per week for computer laboratory

time (conservative estimate), the total time spent learning a

half-semester of Pascal the traditional way would be at least

35 hours. In the study discussed above, subjects completed

the tutor in considerably less time (i.e., mean = 12 hours,

SD = 5 hours, normal distribution). So, on average, it would

take about three times as long to learn the same Pascal

material in a traditional classroom and laboratory

environment as with this tutor (i.e., 35 vs. 12 hours).

While all subjects finished the ITS curriculum in less time

compared to traditional instructional methods, there were

large differences in learning rates found at the end of the

tutor. For these subjects (having no prior Pascal experience),

the maximum and minimum completion times were 29.2

and 2.8 hours, a range of more than 10:1. In addition, while

all 260 subjects successfully solved the various programming

problems in the tutor's curriculum, their learning outcome

scores reflected differing degrees of achievement. The mean

of the three criterion scores was 55.8% (SD = 19, normal

distribution). The range from highest to lowest score was

96.7% to 17.3%, representing large between-subject variation

at the conclusion of the tutor. In an attempt to account for

these individual differences in outcome performance, Shute

(in press) found that a measure of working memory capacity,

specific problem solving abilities (i.e., problem identification

and sequencing of elements) and some learning style

measures (i.e., asking for hints and running programs)

accounted for 68% of the outcome variance.

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

Intelligent tutoring systems have been around for over a

decade now, so it is not unfair to ask: What is the verdict?

Four ITSs have been discussed in this paper which have

undergone systematic evaluations. The results of the

evaluations, as a whole, were very encouraging. The

common finding is that learning efficiency with ITSs was

enhanced in relation to traditional instruction (e.g., LISP

tutor, Smithtown, Sherlock, Pascal tutor). That is, learning

rates were accelerated whereby students acquired the subject

matter faster from various ITSs than from more traditional

environments: (a) Subjects working with the LISP tutor

learned the knowledge and skills in 1/3 to 2/3 the time it took

a control group to learn the same material; (b) Subjects
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working with Smithtown learned the same material in 1/2

the time it took a classroom-instructed group; (c) Subjects

working with Sherlock learned in 20 hours skills which were

comparable to those possessed by technicians having almost

4 years experience; and (d) Subjects learning from the Pascal

ITS acquired, in 1/3 the time, equivalent knowledge and skills

as learned through traditional instruction.

For learning outcome measures, the LISP tutor yielded the

same (or in one study, 43% better) criterion scores than a

control group not using the tutor. Results from the

Smithtown analysis showed that subjects learned the same

material as a classroom group, despite the fact that the tutor

focused on the instruction of scientific inquiry skills, not the

subject matter. And the outcome data from subjects using

Sherlock showed increases in scores comparable to an

advanced group of subjects and significantly better than a

control group. In all cases, individuals learned faster, and

performed at least as well, with the ITSs as subjects learning

from traditional environments.

The second promise, concerning a reduction in the range of

outcome scores, was less straightforward to assess. While the

outcome variance of the Smithtown data was fairly restricted

(M=72.7; SD=10), posttest data from the Sherlock analysis

showed a less restricted range in outcome scores (M=79;

SD=17). And the results from the Pascal ITS study similarly

showed a relatively large variability on the final performance

measure (M=55.8; SD=19).

As stated earlier, Bloom (1984) reported that individualized

tutoring resulted in a two standard deviation increase in

outcome performance for the majority of learners (see Figure

1). He suggested that treatment-effect size be computed as

follows: (Mean exper. - Mean control)/SD control- To

illustrate, data from the Sherlock evaluation yields an effect

size = (79.0 - 58.9)/19.7 = 1.0__.22.This implies a 1 standard

unit increase in performance above the control group of

subjects (84th percentile). Although this represents a

significant improvement of ITS over traditional instruction, it

falls short of attaining "2 sigma" status.

The problem with finding evidence from the ITSs for a

"reduction in range" may be due, in part, to the

unreasonableness of the second promise. In a footnote to his

article, Bloom reported, "The control class distributions were

approximately normal, although the mastery learning and

tutoring groups were highly skewed" (1984, p. 16). Skewness

and kurtosis data were, unfortunately, not presented. It may

be more reasonable to evaluate ITS success in terms of

another criterion: the reduction in the correlation between

incoming knowledge and skills and learning outcome. That

is, for a tutor to be really effective, it should be able to

compensate for (or remediate) incoming cognitive

weaknesses, and reinforce strengths to maximize learning

outcome. In terms of this criterion, Anderson (1990)

reported two basic learning abilities (acquisition and retention

factors) that were highly predictive of LISP outcome

performance. A possible enhancement to the design of this

system would include adapting to differences in learning

abilities. For instance, on-line measures could be monitored

for rates of acquisition and retention of the subject matter.

Then subjects demonstrating deficits in either of these areas

could receive compensatory instruction, as needed. In

another study, Shute and Glaser (1990) identified certain

inquiry skills that significantly predicted outcome

performance for microeconomics. While this system did

monitor inquiry skills, not enough adaptability was built into

the design (i.e., it was created to be more exploratory so the

"coach" intervened infrequently). A suggested system
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modification would include increasing intervention as

needed, rather than only after a fixed number of "buggy"

behaviors. Finally, findings from the Pascal tutor (Shute, in

press) showed that learning outcome was strongly predicted

by a working memory factor, two problem solving abilities,

and some learning behaviors. Information about an

individual's working memory capacity could be used to vary

instruction, such as teaching smaller chunks of relevant

knowledge for those with less working memory capacity.

Moreover, this tutor could benefit from the inclusion of

supplemental instruction on relevant problem solving skills

(e.g., part-task training of sequencing skills). In summary, by

restructuring curricular materials (i.e., adapting to

individuals' needs in real-time), learning from tutors could

become less dependent on aptitudes, thereby providing

everyone with a "fair shake"at learning. Obviously this is an

hypothesis that can be empirically verified with more

research.

What else could bring ITSs closer to achieving these

promises? A principled approach to the design and

evaluation of ITSswould be very helpful. One such approach

is exemplified by a taxonomy of learning skills, developed and

currently in use forboth basic and applied research at the Air

Force Human Resources Laboratory (see Kyllonen & Shute,

1989). This taxonomy defines four interactive dimensions:

subject matter, learning environment, desired knowledge

outcome, and learner styles. It is believed that interactions

among these dimensions influence outcome performance.

For example, it is misleading to generalize that one type of

learning environment (e.g., exploratory) is best for all

persons. Rather, aptitude-treatment interactions (Cronbach

& Snow, 1977) are believed to occur where certain learner

characteristics (aptitudes and styles) are better suited to

certain learning environments for optimal outcome

performance. Controlled studies using the taxonomy are

needed in order to test various combinations of interactive

dimensions in ITS designs. Then controlled studies

comparing ITSs versus traditional instruction are needed to

calculate effect size measures and be related back to Bloom's

"2 sigma problem". The taxonomy provides a useful metric

for comparing and evaluating tutors.

In conclusion, the evaluation results are, overall,

encouraging. This is rather surprising given the enormous

differences among the four tutors in design structure as well

as evaluation methods. The findings indicate these four

tutors do accelerate learning with no degradation in final

outcome. In addition to measuring the reduction in range of

learning outcome (as indicated by the second promise), it

was suggested that a supplemental criterion would be the

attenuation of correlation between outcome score with

incoming aptitude measures.

Obviously, further basic research is needed to add more

"psychology" and control into ITS designs. Rather than

continuing to build tutors randomly, a more efficient route

to the goal of optimizing ITSs is to systematically alter the

design of existing ones and evaluate the results of those

changes in accordance with a principled approach (as is

possible with the learning skills taxonomy). Many

outstanding questions continue to beg for answers: What

types of learners do better in what types of environments?

Are certain domains better suited for specific instructional

methods? When should feedback be provided, what should it

say, and how is it best presented? How much learner control

should be allowed? In conclusion, a principled approach to

the design and evaluation of ITSs is badly needed before we

can begin to obtain answers to these questions. Only then
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can we reassess the "verdict" of ITS success. Right now, ITSs

are like rosebuds, as yet unopened, but foreshadowing

beautiful flowers.
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ABSTRACT

NASA has been interested in the development of methods for

evaluating the predictive accuracy of structural dynamic
models. This interest stems from the use of mathematical

models in evaluating the structural integrity of all spacecraft
prior to flight. Space structures are often too large and too

weak to be tested fully assembled in a ground test laboratory.
The predictive accuracy of a model depends on the nature and
extent of its experimental verification. The further the test
conditions depart from in-service conditions, the less accurate

the model will be. Structural damping is known to be one

source of uncertainty in models. This paper explores the
uncertainty in damping to evaluate the accuracy of dynamic
models. A simple mass-spring-dashpot system is used to

illustrate a comparison among three methods for propagating
uncertainty in structural dynamics models: the First Order

Method, the Numerical Simulation Method and the Fuzzy Set
Method. The fuzzy set method is shown to bound the range of

possible responses and thus to provide a valuable limiting
check on the First Order Method near resonant conditions.

Fuzzy methods are a relatively inexpensive alternative to

numerical simulation and they can be used to classify uncertain
parameters into useful groupings.

INTRODUCTION

With the availability of high-speed digital computers and finite
element modeling, it has become possible to model highly

complex structural systems, such as the Space Shuttle, in great
detail with tens of thousands of structural degrees of freedom

(DOF). Structural dynamic models are greatly reduced,

however, depending on their application. For example,
dynamic analysis models may be reduced to thousands of DOF,

test support models to hundreds of DOF, and control system
models to tens of DOF. One of the chief concerns in model

reduction is loss of accuracy, particularly in the very low-order
models which represent the structural "plant" in controls

applications. There are numerous other sources of inaccuracy
as well, which can only be evaluated by testing the structure.

Testing for purposes of dynamic model verification usually
involves a modal survey. While it used to take weeks or even

months to conduct a modal survey using tuned sine dwell and
analog data processing, the same number of modes can now be

obtained in a matter of days using random vibration and digital
data processing. Again, the digital computer has played a vital
role in the development of this technology. Unlike the large
mainframe computers used for analyzing finite element models,
it is the minicomputers and microprocessors which over the

past ten years have given impetus to the growth of experimental

modal analysis. Experimentally derived modes are routinely

compared with analytically predicted modes as a means of
verifying an analytical model.

For the most part, analytical model verification is still
performed intuitively, by trial and error. Experimental mode

shapes and frequencies are compared with analytical predictions
and the model is adjusted by hand in an effort to bring it into
agreement with experimental data. Very often, the experimental
modes are used directly in subsequent analysis rather than

attempting the time-consuming (and sometimes unsuccessful)
task of adjusting a model to match the data. There are many
cases where the experimental modes cannot be used directly,
however, as in the case of large space structures which are too

large and/or too weak to be ground tested in their entirety.
Models must then be relied upon to predict dynamic behavior,
and the accuracy of these predictions is of major concern.

One of the problems confronting engineers today is, that while
the tools for structural design, analysis and testing have
individually matured over the past two decades, it is still not

possible to predict with confidence how well a structure will
perform in a given environment without direct experimental
verification, i.e. without actually testing the operational

configuration of the structure in an adequate simulation of that
environment. In the case of large space structures, neither of
these conditions can be met. The thermal, atmospheric and

gravitational environment of space cannot as yet be adequately
simulated in a ground test laboratory. Secondly, the fully
assembled structures are too large to be tested in an earth-
gravity environment except by either substructure or subscale

testing. In many cases their configurations will change as
transport vehicles dock and separate, as appendages are
repositioned, as supplies are consumed, and as the structures

grow or are otherwise altered to accomplish various space
missions. Knowledge about the accuracy of a model is
important information for the design of a control system; some
inaccuracy can be tolerated by a robust controller, but there are

tradeoffs between robustness and performance. The greater the
uncertainty in the structural model, the poorer the control of the
structure.

Two needs are therefore recognized: (1) to develop a means of
_evaluating the predictive accuracy of structural dynamic models
when the structure cannot be tested under in-service conditions,

and (2) to develop methods for enhancing the predictive

accuracy of a model through a suitable program of ground
testing. On-orbit testing will ultimately be required to obtain an
accurate model of the "as-built" structure in space. However,
the task of on-orbit identification will be greatly facilitated

(perhaps only possible) by having first verified major portions
of the structural model through ground testing.
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This paper illustrates some of these ideas by focusing on the

uncertainty of damping in structural dynamics models. The
estimated modal damping matrix corresponds to the test modes.
In general, a different modal damping matrix is obtained when
the estimated damping matrix is transformed to the coordinate

space of the analytical modes. The difference between the two
provides one measure of damping uncertainty. The paper also

demonstrates by numerical example three methods for
propagating the uncertainties in modal mass, stiffness and
damping forward through the model to evaluate the accuracy of

response predictions, and backward to evaluate the
uncertainties of model parameters. These three alternative
methods for propagating uncertainty are the: First Order
Method, Numerical Simulation Method and Fuzzy Set Method.

UNCERTAINTY IN DAMPING

The normal mode method is widely used for dynamic analysis
of linear structures. By enabling the equations of motion to be
written in terms of modal coordinates, solutions are more

readily determined. Fortunately, structural damping tends to be
small so that the classical undamped modes have a useful

physical interpretation. It is common practice to introduce
damping only after the equations have been transformed to
modal coordinates. In this case, viscous damping is typically

assumed and the modal damping matrix is taken to be diagonal.
The elements along the diagonal are related to the percent of
critical damping for each mode, while the rest of the matrix is

neglected assuming that the modes are not coupled by damping
forces in the structure. This assumption is valid whenever the

modal frequencies are not closely spaced [1].

Although justification may be found for neglecting these terms
in some analyses, there are times when this assumption is

inappropriate. For example, when modal sy.nthesis is
employed to combine substructure characteristics m deriving
the equations of motion for a complete structure, and linear
viscous damping is taken to represent the dissipative
mechanism of the structure, the full modal damping matrices

are required for each substructure. Since the off-diagonal terms
are likely to be of the same order as the diagonal ones, they too
will influence the modal damping being computed for the

complete structure.

The full modal damping matrix will also be useful in adjusting
experimentally determined modal damping for structural models
which must be revised to account for differences between earth

and space environments. Such differences may include

• mass, stiffness and damping of suspension systems

• gravity loading

• thermal loading

• air damping

There are now several methods available for estimating the full

modal damping matrix and for extracting complex modes from

measured structural response [2-5].

METHODS FOR PROPAGATING UNCERTAINTY

There are a number of ways in which uncertainty can be
propagated through a model. Theoretically, if probability

distributions were known for the parameters of a model, and a
functional relationship existed between the parameters and

some desired response characteristic such as frequency
response, then it would be possible to determine the probability
distribution of that response characteristic. From a practical

standpoint, however, this approach is not feasible. Probability
distributions for the model parameters are rarely if ever
available, and even if they were, the task of combining them to

obtain the probability distributions of response would be
exceedingly difficult. Fortunately, more practical alternatives
do exist. Three are discussed in the following subsections, and

then compared for a simple numerical example.

F'wst Order Statistical Method

The First Order Statistical Method is perhaps the simplest, least

expensive and most familiar approach. First order methods are
based on linearization and are best suited to problems involving

either linear or weakly nonlinear relationships among the

parameters and input-output variables of the problem.

First order statistical methods are based on the principle of

linear covariance propagation, or the linear transformation of
covariance matrices from one set of variables to another. For

example, suppose that r denotes a vector of random variables.
These random variables might represent selected mass and

stiffness parameters of a structural model which are not
precisely known. The expected values of these random

variables may be designated by the vector I.tr. The covariance

matrix of the vector r is then

E[(r-Br)(r-l.tr) T] = Srr (1)

Suppose further that the vector u represents a second set of
random variables (e.g. eigenvalues and eigenvectors) related to

r by u = f(r). The random variables, u, can be expressed in
terms of the random variables, r, using a Taylor series

expansion about the mean of u, denoted Bu.

u = I.tu + _u/_r (r - Br) + ........ (2)

If the higher order terms are neglected, the covariance matrix of

u is given by

E[(u-l.tu)(U-l.tu) T] = E{_u]_r (r - I.tr) (r - I.tr)T _u/_r T } = Suu (3)

or

Suu = Tur E[(rd.tr)(r-l-tr) T] Tur T = Tur Srr Tur T (4)

where E denotes the expectation operator, and

Tur = _u/_r (5)

In particular, the jk th element of the rectangular partial
derivative matrix, Tur, is the scalar quantity

(Tur)jk = _uj/_rk (6)

It is desirable to make the inverse transformation from u to r as
well as the direct transformation from r to u. However,

whereas one can express u as an explicit function of r, the
converse is not true; one cannot write the functional relationship

r=f-t(u) in explicit form. Instead, r and Srr are obtained by
statistical estimation [6-8]. The inverse transformation of the
covariance matrix Sun to Srr is given by

Srr = [(Tur) T Suu -1 Tur] "1 (7)

In Equation (7) the dimension of u must be greater than or

equal to that of r.

Equation (7) is useful in the evaluation of predictive accuracy.
A method is available to derive Suu from sets of predicted and

measured modal data whenever u represents modal frequencies
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and displacements. From this information it is possible to
obtain by direct transformation (Equation 4) the covariance

matrices of frequency response, impulse response or other
measures of performance which are dependent on these. It is

also possible to obtain the corresponding covariance matrix of
parameter estimates by the inverse transformation (Equation 7).

Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulation is conceptually the simplest method for
propagating random uncertainty through a model. The model

may be linear or nonlinear, and the random parameters of the
model may be assigned any desired distribution. Unlike linear

covariance propagation where only the first two central

moments of the parameter distributions are propagated, the
entire distributions are propagated in numerical simulation. The

chief disadvantage is the computational effort required.

In numerical simulation (or Monte Carlo simulation), parameter
values are selected at random, and the model is exercised to

compute the response quantities of interest. The desired

parameter distributions are obtained by first using a random
number generator to generate a sequence of numbers uniformly
distributed between zero and one. The resulting sequence of

numbers is used in the simulation. Because of the usual large
number of calculations required for accuracy, this type of
numerical simulation is not practical for large structural
dynamics models. It is useful, however, for treating isolated

nonlinearities, and for applications involving simple models.

Fuzzy Set Method

Fuzzy sets offer an alternative to random variables for

representing uncertainty. Numerous works explaining fuzzy

sets are available in the literature 191. Whereas the uncertainty
of a random variable is measured in terms of probability, the
uncertainty of a fuzzy set can be measured in terms of

possibility. Probability implies random uncertainty; however,

possibility can be used to measure non-random uncertainty.
The degree of uncertainty in a fuzzy set is defined by its
membership value. The membership of a fuzzy set measures

the level of possibility and ranges from zero to one. The degree
of membership in a set can be thought of as a measure of the

"belongingness" of a particular variable to that set. Fuzzy sets
are used quite often to describe "linguistic" variables (such as
light, moderate, heavy, etc.) where the variable can have a

vague, or fuzzy meaning. Unlike probability density functions
which define the relative frequency of occurrence of a random
variable as a function of the values which the random variable

may assume, the membership function defines the range of
possibility of a fuzzy number as a function of membership. In
the case of a triangular membership function where the vertex
has a membership of unity, the value of the fuzzy number
corresponding to the vertex is interpreted as the deterministic
value.

It is important to keep in mind that the concepts of a density

function and a membership function are different. A density
function is based on probability theory which in turn is
postulated from "crisp set" mathematics. A crisp set merely
defines the sample space of a random variable; the variable is

either in the sample space (membership = 1) or it is not
(membership = 0). A fuzzy set differs from a crisp set (sample
space) by allowing for vagueness in the prescription of the

boundaries of the sample space. It is also noted that crisp sets
are special subsets of fuzzy sets, and that probability theory is a
special subset of possibility theory.

With this distinction in mind, one can attempt to relate the
membership function of a fuzzy set to the probability density

function of a random variable. This will be shown to be a

useful relationship in the sense that it provides a means of
bounding the uncertainty of response predictions, particularly

when structural response is a highly nonlinear function of the
uncertain model parameters. In this situation, first-order
methods tend to be unreliable, and simulation methods too

costly.

The propagation of uncertainties using fuzzy sets involves
computations with interval variables and functions [9]. For

example, a variable, x, could have as its value a or b or 3.5,
etc. which are real numbers. Similarly, an interval variable,
denoted by X, will have as its value [a,b]. All arithmetic

operations on interval numbers can be applied to interval
variables. A function of the interval variable X = [a,b] can be

defined by

Y=f(x)={f(x)lxe X}={f(x) lx_ [a,b]} (8)

whose value usually would be an interval number. When f(x)
is continuous and monotonic on X = [a,b], Y can simply be

obtained by

Y = {min If(a), fib)], max If(a), fib)]} (9)

The Vertex Method can be used to propagate uncertainties
whenever Y is a function of many interval variables [10].
When Y = f(Xl,X 2..... Xn) is continuous in the n-dimensional

convex region, and no extreme point exists in this region
(including the boundaries), then the value of the interval

function can be obtained by

Y=f(XI, X2 ..... Xn) = {min.[f(cj)], max [f(cj)l}; j=l, n (10)
J J

where cj = (Xlj, X2j ........ Xnj ) represents the coordinates of

the jth vertex in n-dimensional space.

Comparison of Methods by Numerical Example

The amplitude and phase of the complex frequency response
function (FRF) are important characteristics of actuator-to-
sensor transfer functions for purposes of control-structure

interaction. As a means of helping to evaluate the relative
merits of the three alternative methods for propagating

uncertainty presented in this section, numerical examples are
presented for the amplitude of a complex FRF [11].

The equation of motion for a single-degree-of-freedom system

subjected to a harmonic disturbing force f is given by,

m(d2x/dt 2) + c(dx/dt) + kx = f(t) (11)

where m is the mass, c the damping coefficient, k the stiffness,
x the displacement, and t is time. The amplitude of the complex

FRF is given by the familiar formula

A([2) = [(k - m_2) 2 + (c_"_)21"1/2 (12)

where f2 is the frequency content of the force f. If it is assumed
that m, c and k are all random variables with the probability

density functions shown in Figure 1, where mo, Co and ko

correspond, respectively, to the nominal or mean value of m, c
and k, one can write Equation (12) in the dimensionless form

A(m', c', k') = {k' - m' [2'2) 2 + 4 402 c '2 f_,2]}-1/2 (13)

where:

and where:

m' = m/mo, c' = C/Co, k' = k/ko, f_' = [2/(o0

COo= _/ko/mo ; _o = Co/(2qkomo)
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Despite the simplicity in appearance of Equation (13), an
analytic closed-form expression for the derived distribution of

A(12) given the distributions of m, c and k is extremely difficult
to obtain. Consequently, numerical methods are sought.

To apply the First Order Method, one must first differentiate

Equation (13) with respect to m', c' and k'. These derivatives,
0A/0m', 0A/0c', _A/_k are quite complicated and have been
documented elsewhere [12]. Then one must derive the mean
and standard derivation of each of the normalized density
functions in Figure I. The mean in each case is simply unity.
For the present example [I 1], the standard deviations for m', c'
and k' (see Figure I) are

(_m,2 = 0.0204, ¢_c,2 = 0.2458, ¢_k'2 = 0.0612

Finally, if loguormal distributions are assumed for the thre,e
uncertain parameters, the distribution functions for various

frequency ratios (fl') shown in Figure 2 are obtained.

These are approximate distributions, which should be good as
long as the excitation frequency is not near resonance. In

Figure 2, therefore, the plot for fF =I may not be a good
approximation. To verify this assumption, Monte Carlo
simulations were run for the same four cases. The results of
these simulations based on a sample size of I0,000, i.e.,
I0,000 evaluations of Equation (13), are superposed on the
previously derived loguormal density functions in Figure 2 for
comparison. As expected, the first-order approximations arc
valid for the three off-resonant cases.

If the structural parameters are estimated by triangular fuzzy
sets which are similar in shape to the density functions given m
Figure 1, the uncertainty in m, c and k (the base of the
triangles) are the same in magnitude, but the peak membership
at rno, Co and ko are normalized to unity to provide for normal
membership functions [9]. This can be done because in fuzzy
sets, the area under the membership function does not have to
be unity as is required for a probability density function. The
processing required by Equation (10) is carried out using the
Vertex method as previously described.

The derived fuzzy membership functions of FRF amplitude for
the four excitation frequencies are shown in Figure 3. The
curves in Figure 3 are similar to their counterparts in Figure 2,
both in the spread and the frequency at which maximum
amplification occurs. Comparison of the absolute density
values (ordinates) in Figure 2 with the membership values
(ordinates) in Figure 3 is not meaningful because of the
theoretical differences between membership functions and
density functions [9].

As a final example, all three uncertainty propagation methods

are applied to a case where c'= 0.025 and fl'= 0.975. This
frequency ratio corresponds to the lower half power point of
the frequency response function. The uncertainty in damping is
assumed to be negligible for purposes of demonstration. At
this frequency, the sensitivity of FRF amplitude to mass and
stiffness is greatest, so that the first-order approximation
should be at its worst. The results are plotted in Figure 4.
Figure 4a shows the comparison between the First Order
Method and Monte Carlo Simulation. Figure 4b shows the
corresponding membership function. The unusually shaped
distribution produced by the Monte Carlo Simulation is
evidently the result of the (sightly) rounded peak of the FRF at
an amplification of 20, which allows sampled amplitudes to
"collect" in this narrow frequency band.

The example in Figure 4 illustrates how the first order method

can yield unrealistically high response levels when A(_) is
evaluated near resonance. It represents a deliberate attempt to
force such a result, and is admittedly a pathological case. In
reality, there will be damping uncertainty which will tend to
extend the upper tail of the actual distribution, making the fwst
order method a better approximation. However, in general,
there is no guarantee that this will happen; the fuzzy set method
therefore serves as a limiting check on the first-order method.

When using the vertex method, the number of required FRF
calculations is given by:

n = 2Na Nf Nr (2Np) (14)

where Na = number of alpha cuts
Nf = number of frequencies
Nr = number of FRFs
Np = number of uncertain parameters

This number, n, can become very large as Np becomes large.
Since the basic uncertain parameters in the present analysis are
modal mass and stiffness parameters, Np depends on the
number of modes represented in the generic uncertainty model.
For for a system with only 10 modes, Np can be shown to be
equal to 110 and n from Equation (14) is on the order of 1033!
However, since the fuzzy set method proves most helpful near
resonance, only a few of the uncertain modal parameters should
be important in these cases. A method to identify which of the
modal parameters are important near resonance would be most
desirable.

FUZZY CLASSIFICATION MZFHOD

An approach involving fuzzy classification [13, 14] is being
explored to identify the most significant modal parameters that
affect the FRF near resonance in multi-degree-of-freedom
systems. In this approach a finite data set, X = {Xl, x2 .... Xn}
is defined where each data set corresponds to an uncertain
modal parameter. Each data set can be characterized by one or
more features. The present analysis is looking at two features
for each data set: (i) the coefficient of variation of the uncertain
parameter which is obtained from the corresponding diagonal
term of the covariance matrix (e.g. Srr) of modal mass and
stiffness parameters, and (ii) the sensitivity of the desired
response quantity to that parameter (e.g. Tur). The fuzzy
classification method partitions these n data sets into c classes
where c << n. In this case, the classes or groups might be a
group of "important" parameters, a group of "unimportant"
parameters, a group of "moderately important" parameters, and
so forth, where the fuzzy membership value in a class/group

• ii. II,could be a measure of its tmportance, i.e. a membership value
of 1 would be important and a value of 0 would be
unimportant.

As an example, suppose n = 6 and c = 2. The six data sets
might correspond to the six independent modal mass and
stiffness parameters of a 2-mode covariance matrix [15].
Define classl as the important parameters and class2 as the
unimportant parameters. The fuzzy classification algorithm
begins by making arbitrary "crisp" class assignments for each
of the data sets, as

Xl x2 x3 x4 x$ x6
clasSl: 1 0 0 1 0 0
class2: 0 I I 0 I I

If one were interested in the response at some point on a
structure near the first resonant frequency, and modes 1 and 2
were well separated, then one would expect only the diagonal
modal mass and stiffness terms associated with the fast mode
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(i.e., data sets Xl and x4) to be significant.

Details of the fuzzy algorithm have been described elsewhere
[13], but the resulting fuzzy partition might take the following
form:

Xl X2 X3 X4 x5 x6
class1: .91 .08 .13 .95 .11 .07
class2: .09 .92 .87 .05 .89 .93

Each column of the fuzzy partition matrix above (denoted as the
U matrix) defines the membership of a given data set (uncertain
parameter) in each of the two classes. The columns must sum
to unity regardless of whether U is a fuzzy or crisp partition
matrix. In situations where the membership values are not all
close to zero or one, additional classes (i.e., c > 2) might be
assumed and another classification analysis conducted on the
data sets.

The fuzzy classification method may be used directly to select a
reduced parameter set for subsequent use in the fuzzy vertex
method, or it may be used to construct a fuzzy relation which
establishes the degree of relationship to which data set xi and xj
are related. One such fuzzy relation, R, results from the
computation,

R = ( u*uT)/n (15)

where U is a fuzzy partition matrix segregating n data sets into
c classes, and the operation * is algebraic [16]. This relation,
R, gives a measure of the relative membership of the data
clusters to individual classes. This relation has some special
properties: it is always symmetric, the sum of its entries is
unity, and the measure of "misclassification" is computed by
subtracting the mace of the matrix R from unity. The diagonal
elements of R give a measure of the total allocation of
membership within a class and the off-diagonal elements yield a
measure of the membership allocation between pairs of classes.

CONCLUSIONS

Damping is understood to be a major source of uncertainty in
structural analysis. Of particular concern is the fact that
damping has heretofore been unpredictable in complex
structures; it must be determined experimentally for a prototype
structure in an environment similar to that in which response
must be predicted. In the case of large space structures, it will
be impossible to measure damping directly because of physical
limitations on ground testing, and because of the differences
(atmospheric, thermal and gravitational) between the earth and
space environments. Methods to accurately account for
damping uncertainty will significandy improve plant models
and afford opportunities for more accurate controllers of
motion.

A comparison was made of three alternative methods for
propagating uncertainty: the First Order Method, the Numerical
Simulation Method and the Fuzzy Set Method. A single-
degree-of-freedom mass-spring-dashpot system was selected
for this purpose. Triangular probability density functions were
defined for the mass, stiffness and damping parameters (m, k
and c). Frequency response function (FRF) amplitude for
displacement response to a force input was computed for the
nominal damping ratio of 2.5%.

It was found that the Fuzzy Set Method bounds the range of
possible responses and it provides a valuable limiting check on
the First Order Method. The Fuzzy Set Method is a relatively
inexpensive alternative to numerical simulation for propagating
parameter uncertainty in complex models, whereas numerical
simulation becomes prohibitively expensive.

The fuzzy classification method reveals clusters in the data in a
multi-dimensional feature space. This automated procedure
does not produce labels, vis a viz "important" or
"unimportant". These labels have been assigned in a very
arbitrary sense considering our limited understanding of
damping. The utility in these methods for this problem would
be in the area of experimental planning and in numerical code
predictive accuracy. The notions of clustering of data in some
feature space gives a clue of not only what kind of
measurements to take, but maybe where to take them and
whether redundant measurements are warranted. These
methods eventually can act as a confirmation of behavior once
specific sets of conditions are known to lead to some well
understood response pattern.
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Abstract

The AI Bus architecture is layered, distributed object-oriented framework developed to support the

requirements of advanced technology programs for an order of magnitude improvement in software costs.

The consequent need for highly autonomous computer systems, adaptable to new technology advances over

a long lifespan, led to the design of an open architecture and toolbox for building large-scale, robust,

production-quality systems. The AI Bus accommodates a mix of knowledge-based and conventional

components, running on heterogeneous, distributed real-world and testbed environments.

This paper describes the concepts and design of the AI Bus architecture and its current implementation

status as a Unix C++ library of reusable objects. Each high-level semi-autonomous agent process consists of

a number of knowledge sources together with inter-agent communication mechanisms based on shared

blackboards and message-passing acquaintances. Standard interfaces and protocols are followed for

combining and validating subsystems. Dynamic probes or demons provide an event-driven means for

providing active objects with shared access to resources, and each other, while not violating their security.

This work was carried out for the ALS STRESS (Space Transportation Systems Expert Systems Study) ADP

2301 & 2302, and resulted in a prototype implementation of many of the designed objects. It is now being

used as the fundamental framework of Abacus" cooperative systems research project, which is examining

various problem-solving mechanisms in distributed AI.

1. Introduction

The AI Bus was first developed as an approach to integrating the Space Station software, and more

recently has been applied to the Advanced Launch Systems project (ALS). Both applications share

requirements of a long life-time with several upgrades and high degrees of autonomy. Since the major cost

in large modern software systems is that of maintenance, a major goal of the AI Bus is to provide a toolbox

of reusable "plug-compatible" software objects.

In this paper we review the architecture's requirements, design and current implementation using Unix and

C++. Since a particular interest is in supporting high-level models of cooperation and problem-solving, we

also describe our current experimentation in these areas using the AI Bus facilities..

2. Requirenents

The AI Bus architecture was developed to meet the following requirements:

• Support cooperating, distributed systems

• Support embedded and real-time applications

• Facilitate technology upgrades during long lifetime

• Permit mixed procedural, knowledge-based and off-the-shelf components

• Support cooperation of autonomous components

• Suport control system and sensor-based applications

• Support fault-tolerant approaches

• Facilitate verification and validation
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These requirements drove the design, as summarized in the Figure 1.
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Figure l_rigin of the AI Bus

3. Design

The design of the AI Bus is specified as an object library. The objects provide both an implied

implementation architecture, and a standard interface specification. Unlike a jigsaw puzzle, where the

pieces dictate one particular assembly architecture, the building block ob_'cts of the AI Bus must support

multiple instances of architectures, being more like an erector set. A hardware analogy that comes close to

the software framework provided by the AI Bus is that of a kit composed of a computer backplane, some

standard function cards such as memory and processors, device interfaces, etc. and user customizable cards

which contain the logic necessary to interface to the bus, and accept standard daughter cards, wire wrap,

etc. to allow the application designer to construct an application specific function card. Application

systems are then built by selecting the proper combination of the highest level cards that meet the

application design requirements, and integrating them in a way to solve the application problem.

In addition to this obiect-oriented approach, a layered specification was developed: at the bottom are the
physical entities, then the operating system components, then conventional tools such as databases and

user interfaces, followed by knowledge-based tools such as inference engines, and at the top are generic

applications such as diagnosis shells which simply need to be customized for a specific application.

Services in one layer are insulated from changes in the implementation of services they use in lower layers,

because the (public) protocols remain the same despite changes in the (private) implementation. Thus,

alternative implementations can be selected and software upgrades can be installed without alteration of

higher-level modules. Along with the protocols, a set of static verification tools checks the application
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syntax for possible errors. The separation of the representation language from its implementation permits

modular V & V, as does the layered approach. Furthermore, dynamic validation is supported by the AI

Bus audit probes, which are intelligent demons attached to the service objects, to be used in building an

instrumented testbed. These audit probes act like stream transducers which monitor and query not only

physical transactions (over the network or a database, for example) but also software invocations.

The layers and representative object classes are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The layers of the AI Bus

4. Implementation

The design of the AI Bus was summarized in a set of abstract-data-type class specifications, intentionally

kept language-independent in order to avoid restricting the design. As well as defining the interfaces, the

design also specified inheritance between classes. For the implementation, we chose C++ and Unix because

of the performance benefits of a relatively low-level language (as opposed to Smalltalk, for example) and

its wide availability: a fundamental goal was to build a production quality system, not an experimental

testbed. For the common knowledge representation language (layer 4) we chose Clips because it is

distributed with source code and hence is amenable to customization. Message passing between distributed

Clips systems was easily accomplished by writing three user-defined C++ functions (aibus_ask,

aibus_tell, aibus answer) that are called from the right hand side of a Clips rule. The communication

services were built on top of the RPC protocol, and the user interface used X Windows.

We are currently working on decomposing the inference engine into object-oriented modules, so that rules

can inherit conditions and actions, and rule-bases can inherit rules from other rule bases, and also

incorporating non-linear fact and pattern representations (e.g. Prolog's recursive structures). At the lower

layers, we are interested in non-Unix platforms and using commercial distributed operating systems.
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5. Support for Cooperative Systems

Although developments in the last fifteen years have taken advantage of hardware advances by

distributing data and processing, the control has remained centralized in master-slave relationships.

Machines are now "talking" to one another, but the question for cooperative systems is deciding what to

say, when, and by whose authority. Just as humans form organizations in order to function more effectively

- the whole is greater than the sum of the parts - the promise of cooperative systems is that they can

tackle problems beyond the capabilities of current architectures.

The AI Bus follows the distributed object oriented model of interaction between loosely-coupled agents, the

fundamental active entities which communicate via messages (Ref. [1,2,3]). An agent is defined as a

collection of knowledge sources and an organization; these knowledge sources may be implemented as

expert systems (an inference engine and a knowledge base) or a conventional system - just so long as the

specified interface is followed. One organizational mechanism is the blackboard, based on the paradigm

of agents sharing their problem solving state (Ref. [4]). Each knowledge source has a list of capabilities

and interests - which match questions it can answer and information it would like to be told - the agent
advertises these attributes with the Finder (a lower layer communication object) and keeps a cache of

other agents' capabilities and interests for subsequent communication.

An agent's specification thus permits implementation along several sizes of granularity. Internally, it can

be a whole organization of problem solvers, or just a simple procedural program. For efficiency reasons in

Unix-like environments where context-switching is costly, a large grain may be preferred, and this can be

used at the next layer up as a generic task - an agent which is a specialist in one area of problem solving

(Ref. [5]). An example of the internal organization of a complex agent is illustrated in Figure 3.
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KNOWLEOQESOUR--'_ /

/

,b_litios I _ _ ProOe J ,

I
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Figure 3. An Example of an Agent Composed of Several Layer 4 Objects
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The AI Bus extends the paradigm of event-driven programming in its Probe object (Ref. [6,7]). A probe is

activated based on matching patterns of events and conditions and routes information about subsystem

activity to interested parties. A probe's history can be used to maintain partial matches for efficiency (e.g.

in the blackboard), and has a priority for use in scheduling. A standard event, condition and action

language allows the evaluation and interpretation of probes to be implemented by the probed object - a

class of probeable objects is specified, and includes databases, network communication, blackboards and

agents; there are corresponding subclasses of probes.

Probes can be used to support dynamic validation and to monitor resource usage. A subclass of probes called

abstract sensor/effectors can be used in hierarchical process control applications - they provide data,

retain state and do some filtering, but in addition they recognize alarm situations and provide direct

pathways between each other for fast response.

A blackboard is realized in the AI Bus as a restricted subclass of agent - it is a passive server which is

interested in everything (or at least whatever it is programmed for). Agents post information on the

blackboard by sending it messages, they install probes on it to gather information resulting from matching

events plus several current and historical conditions. A blackboard is thus a semi-permanent

communication space, but also acts as a mechanism for loosely-coupled organization whereby several

agents can combine partial results without repeated inter-agent communication. It is more than a global

database, in that the probes' histories provide a short-term memory and record of partial matches, so that

new additions and requests can be processed quickly (in the style of the Rete algorithm for rule-based

systems); in contrast, database queries are processed one at a time. This is an object-oriented version of the

blackboard concept, and it is important to contrast it with blackboard systems which contain a centralized
scheduler in control of the serial execution of agents: in the AI Bus the agents are autonomous. Although

logically centralized, a blackboard may be physically distributed for performance reasons: in this case,

consistency must be maintained using techniques (e.g. multiple copies, deadlock avoidance) borrowed from
distributed databases.

A layer of services exists between the operating system and the programming tools which allows the

developers to concentrate on problem-solving rather than worrying about actual physical locations. Each

agent has a Post Office object, which queues incoming messages and permits addressing by name, rather
than location. The Post Office uses a distributed Finder to map globally unique names to the addresses of

active objects. Control is passed via messages which represent remote procedure calls - they are

intercepted by an agent's Message Manager, which is responsible for converting messages to procedures, and

keeps a queue of questions received together with their askers (for subsequent direction of replies). Remote

procedure calls can be asynchronous or synchronous. The question of whether the receiving agent blocks

until it processes the request depends on the organization used: if the agent does, it is under the control of

the sender (a client-server relationship), if not it is autonomous.

6. Current Direction

Having implemented a subset of the AI Bus objects, we are currently experimenting with using these tools

in developing cooperative systems for applications such as air traffic control. In this domain, the
decentralized controllers are assumed to be non-hostile, but nevertheless overall coherence and efficiency

can deteriorate because of ill-informed local decisions. Facilities such as blackboards and negotiation

protocols enable the controllers to make decisions based on more global understanding of the situations, and

to cooperate on long-term solutions. Feedback on the usefulness of the tools developed so far has proved to

be an esssential driver in the further development of the AI Bus framework.
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Abstract

The Department of Defense mandate to standardize on

Ada as the language for software systems development

has resulted in increased interest in making expert sys-

tems technology readily available in Ada environments.

NASA's Space Station Freedom is an example of the

large Ada software development projects that will require

expert systems in the 1990's. Another large-scale applica-

tion that can benefit from Ada-based expert system tool

technology is the Pilot's Associate (PA) expert wstem

project for military combat aircraft. This paper

describes ART-Ada, an Aria-based expert system tool.

ART-Ada allows applications of a C-based expert system

tool called ART-IM to be deployed in various Ada en-

vironments. ART-Ada is being used to implement

several prototype expert systems for NASA's Space Sta-

tion Freedom Program and the U.S. Air Force.

1. Introduction

The Department of Defense mandate to standardize on

Ada as the language for software systems development

has resulted in increased interest from developers of

large-scale Ada systems in making expert systems tech-

nology readily available in Ada environments. Two ex-

amples of Ada applications that can benefit from the use

of expert systems are monitoring and control systems and

decision support systems. Monitoring and control systems

demand real-time performance, small execution images,

tight integration with other applications, and predictable

demands on processor resources; decision support systems

have somewhat less stringent requirements.

An example project that exhibits the need for both of

these types of systems is NASA's Space Station Freedom.

Monitoring and control systems that will perform fault

detection, isolation and reconfiguration for various on-

board systems are expected to be developed and deployed

on the station either in its initial operating configuration

or as the station evolves; decision support systems that

will provide assistance in activities such as crew-time

scheduling and failure mode analysis are also under con-

sideration. These Systems will be expected to run reliably

on a standard data processor, currently envisioned to be

an 80386-based workstation. The Station is typical of

the large Ada software development projects that will re-

quire expert systems in the 1990's.

Another large-scale application that can benefit from

Ada-based expert system tool technology is the Pilot's

Associate (PA) expert system project for military combat

aircraft [3]. Funded hy the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DAIlPA) as part of its Strategic Con>

puting Program, the PA project attempts to automate

the cockpit of military combat aircraft using Artificial In-

telligence (AI) techniques. A Lisp-based expert system

tool, ART (Automated Reasoning Tool), was used to im-

plement one of the two prototypes built during Phase

I. An Ada-based expert system tool can provide a migra-

tion path to deploy the prototype on an on-board com-

puter because Ada cross-compilers are readily available to

run Ada programs on most embedded processors used for

avionics.

Inference has been involved with Ada-based expert sys-

tems research since 1986. Initial work centered around a

specification for an Ada-based expert system tool [41. In

1988, the ART-Ada Design Project was initiated to

design and implement an Ada-based expert system

tool [6], [10], [11]. At the end of 1989, ART-Ada was

released to beta sites as ART-Ada 2.0 Beta on the

VAX/VMS and Sun/Unix platforms [7]. In 1990, eight

beta sites, four NASA sites and four Air Force sites, will

be evaluating ART-Ada 2.0 for eight months by develop-

ing expert systems and deploying them in Ada environ-

ments. The objectives of the ART-Ada Design Project

were two fold:
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1. to determine the feasibility of providing a

hybrid expert system tool such as ART in

Ada, and

2. to develop a strategy for Ada integration and

deployment of such a tool.

Both of these objectives were met successfully when

ART-Ada 2.0 beta was released to the beta sites.

Inference Corporation developed an expert system tool

called ART (Automated Reasoning Tool) that has been

commercially available for several years [5]. ART is writ-

ten in Common Lisp and it supports various reasoning

facilities such as rules, objects, truth maintenance,

hypothetical reasoning and object-oriented programming.

In 1988, Inference introduced another expert system tool

called ART-IM (Automated Reasoning Tool for Infor-

mation Management), which is also commercially

available [8]. ART-IM is written in C and it supports a

major subset of ART's reasoning facilities including rules,

objects, truth maintenance and object-oriented program-

ming. ART-IM supports deployment of applications in C

using a C deployment compiler that converts an applica-

tion into C data structure definitions in the form of ei-

ther C source code or object code. ART-IM's interactive

develo0ment environment includes a graphical user inter-

face that. allows browsing and debugging of the

knowledge base and an integrated editor that offers in-

cremental compilation. ART-IM is available for MVS,

VMS, Unix, MS-DOS, and OS/2 environments.

Our approach in designing an Ada-based expert system

tool was to use the architecture of proven expert system

tools: ART and ART-IM. Both ART and ART-IM have

been successfully used to develop many applications

which are in daily use today [1], [12], [13]. ART-IM was

selected as a baseline system because C is much closer to

Ada. While ART-IM's inference engine was

reimplemented in Ada, ART-IM's front-end (its

parser/analyzer and graphical user interface) was reused

as the ART-Ada development environment. The ART-

IM kernel was enhanced to generate Ada source code that

would be used to initialize Ada data structures equivalent

to ART-IM's internal C data structures, and also to in-

terface with user-written Ada code. This approach allows

the user to take full advantage of the interactive develop-

ment environment developed originally for ART-IM.

Once the development is complete, the application is

automatically converted to Ada source code. It is, then,

compiled and linked with the Ada runtime kernel, which

is an Ada-based inference engine.

2. Overall Architecture

ART-Ada is designed to be used by knowledge en-

gineers who may not be familiar with Ada. With min-

imum knowledge about Ada, they can still develop a

knowledge base in a high-level language whose syntax

most resembles that of Common Lisp. When the

knowledge base is completed, Ada source code can be

generated automatically by simply "pressing a button".

When this automatically generated Ada code is com-

piled and linked with the Ada library of the ART-Ada

runtime kernel, an Ada executable image is produced.

ART-Ada also provides extensive capabilities for Ada in-

tegration so that the knowledge base can be embedded in

an Ada environment. It would be best if the knowledge

engineer developing the knowledge base works with an

Ada programmer who serves as a system integrator.

ART-Ada would be most useful for those who must

deploy in Ada environments (because of the Ada man-

date) expert system applications already developed using

tools that do not support Ada deployment.

The overall architecture of ART-Ada is depicted in

figure 2-1. The knowledge base is developed and

debugged using an interactive user interface that sup-

ports three main features; a command loop similar to the

Lisp eval loop, a graphical user interface for knowledge

base browsing and debugging, and an integrated editor

for incremental compilation of the knowledge base. Any

user-written Ada code can be integrated into the

knowledge base by either calling it from a rule or invok-

ing it as a method for object-oriented programming.

Once the knowledge base is fully debugged, it can be

automatically converted into an Ada package for deploy-

ment. The ART-Ada runtime kernel is an Ada library,

which is in essence an Ada-based inference engine. An

Ada executable image is produced when the machine-

generated Ada code and any user-written Ada code, if

any, are compiled and linked with the Ada library.

3. Knowledge Representation

ART-Ada's key feature is the integration of rule-based

representation and object-based (frame-based) represen-

tation. It supports three different programming

methodologies:

• Rule-based Programming -- Rules opportunis-

tically react to changes in the surrounding

database. Rules can fire (execute) in an order

k
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Ada
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Runtime

Kernel

Figure 2-1: Overall Architecture of ART-Ada

based largely o]1 the dynamic ordering of

those changes. Rules cannot call other rules,

and hence must communicate indirectly by

making changes to the database which will, in

turn, stimulate other rules.

Object-Oriented Programming-- The fun-

damental unit of ART-Ada's object-oriented

programming is the object, represented by a

schema. Cont,-ol is managed by sending

messages to objects (schemas). The object

reacts to the message by searching within it-

self for a method appropriate to that message.

If an objeet does not have a method for tile

received message, it searches to see if it has

inherited any appropriate methods from its

parents. Once a method has been found, the

object carries out the actions associated with

the method.

Procedural Progralnming -- ART-Ada's

procedural language supports function calling,

iteration (for, while) and conditionals (if, and,

not). There are more than two hundred func-

tions available in the procedural language.

ART-Ada's rule system is based on ),he optimized Rete

pattern-matching algorithm [2]. Unlike OPS5, ART-Ada

rules can pattern-match on objects called schemas as well

as on lists called facts. Faat._ are similar to Lisp lists and

do not support any inheritance. Schemas are similar to

CLOS (Common Lisp Object System) objects; they are

organized as attribute-value pairs and support

inheritance through the is-a (subclass) and instance-of

(member) relations. In the following example, mammal

and dog are schemas while (animal-found dog) is a fact.

Mammal is a class and dog is a subclass of the class

mammal; they are linked with an is-a link. On the

other hand, fido is a member of classes dog and

mammal; it is linked to the class dog through an

instance-of link. The significance of the relations is-a

and instance-of is that the attribute-value pairs gets in-

herited either from a class to a subclass or from a class to

a member. In the following example, fido will inherit at-

tributes (eats meat), (socialization pack), (locomotion-

mechanism run), and (instance-of mammal) from dog; it

will also inherit (feeds-offspring milk) and (skin-covering

hair) from mammals. As shown in the rule

determine-if-dog that matches on both a schema pattern

(schema ?animal (...)) and a fact pattern (classify-animal

?animal), the ART-Ada rules can match with schemas as

well as facts. In order to optimize performance, ART-

Ada uses two separate pattern matehers: one for

schemas and one for facts.

(defschema mammal

(feeds-offsprlng milk)
(skin-covering hair))

(defschema dog
(ls-a mammal)
(e/ts meat)

(socialization pack)
(locomotion-mechanlsm run))

(defschema fldo

(instance-of dog)
(owned-by John))
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(defrule determlne-lf-dog

"Determine if subject is a dog."
(classify-anlmal ?animal)
(schema ?animal

(is-a mammal)

(socialization pack)
(eats meat))

=>

(assert (schema ?animal

(is-a dog)))
(assert (animal-found dog)))

When an expert system deduces a conclusion (e.g. to

diagnose faults in an electric circuit), it is often required

to answer a question like "why?". This capability is

called explanation. In ART-Ada, an explanation

capability can be implemented using the justification

system. When enabled, the justification system can

provide a listing of the rules and data objects which were

responsible for creating a particular fact or schema. By

embedding features of the justification system in an ap-

plication, the expert system can trace the steps leading to

a particular conclusion. The justification system is also a

powerful debugging tool when used during the develop-

men_ of an expert system. Should an application exhibit

unexpected behavior during development, the program-

met can exploit the features of the justification system to

discover the source of the problem.

In the following example, if (classify-animal my-

kangaroo) matches with a LHS pattern (classify-animal

?animal) where ?animal is a variable, and the rule fires to

assert (schema my-kangaroo (is-a marsupial)), then we

say that (classify-animal my-kangaroo) justifies (schema

my-kangaroo (is-a marsupial)). In ART-Ada, consistency

of the knowledge base is maintained by a justification-

based truth maintenance system (JTMS) called Logical

Dependencies. If logical is wrapped around (classify-

animal ?animal), (schema my-kangaroo (is-a marsupial))

is not only justified by but also logically dependent on

(classify-animal my-kangaroo); when (classify-animal my-

kangaroo) is retracted from the knowledge base, (schema

my-kangaroo (is-a marsupial)) is also retracted, and

therefore consistency of the knowledge base is maintained

automatically.

(defrule determlne-lf-marsuplal

"Determine if subject is marsupial."
(logical (classlfy-animal ?animal))
(schema ?animal

(is-a mammal)

(carries=offspring pouch))
=>

(assert (schema ?animal

(is-a marsupial))))

In ART-Ada, object-oriented programming can be used

with rule-based programming to take advantage of both

paradigms. In the following example, the rule

print-out-object is used to sent the print message to all

objects that are instances of object. When an object

my-triangle matches with the rule print-out-object, an in-

herited method print-triangle will be invoked. Methods

can be defined either in ART-Ada's procedural language

using de f-art-fun which is similar to the Lisp defun, or

directly in Ada using de f-user-fun which will be dis-

cussed later.

;;; define objects

(defschema object

(print print-unknown))

(defschema circle

(is-a object)
(print prlnt-clrcle))

(defschema triangle
(is-a object)
(print prlnt-triangle))

(defschema my-trlangle
(instance-of triangle)

(position (1 2)))

;;; define a rule that sends a print message.

(defrule prlnt-out-obJect
(schema ?object

(instance-of object)

(position (?x ?y)))
=>

(send print ?object ?x ?y))

4. Knowledge Base Debugging

ART-Ada offers three main features in the user inter-

face called the Studio:*

• a command loop,

• a graphical user interface, and

• an integrated editor.

ART-Ada's command loop is similar to the Lisp eval

loop, in which user input is interpreted. More than two

hundred functions are available in the command loop.

Even Ada functions can be added to the command loop

and called from the command loop.

*The Sun version supports only a command loop interface while

the VAX/VMS version supports all three.
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The Studio's interactive, menu-based graphical user in-

terface provides immediate access to the knowledge base,

and lets you monitor any aspect of program development

or execution via an integrated network of menus and

windows.

The Studio also provides a tightly integrated interface

to the GNU Emacs full-screen editor. This interface

facilitates the ART-Ada program devdopment process by

providing a number of powerful capabilities, such as in-

cremental compilation of ART-Ada code.

The ART-Ada Studio can be used to do the following:

• Develop and execute an ART-Ada application.

Browse the knowledge base -- to examine

declarative (facts/schema.s) knowledge,

procedural (rules) knowledge, and runtime

state, such as matches and activations.

Debug the knowledge base -- by setting break-

points in the programs and tracing their ex-

ecution.

Develop applications incrementally -- by edit-

ing the knowledge base to change facts or

rules, or to modify program interactively.

• Generate Ada source code.

The ART-Ada/VMS Studio is based on DECwindows.

The Studio is also implemented using other user interface

standards (e.g. PM, OSF/Motif, ISPF) on other plat-
forms.

5. Ada Integration

A major feature of ART-Ada is its ability to integrate

expert systems technology with Ada. ART-Ada supports

three types of Ada integration:

• Ada call-out refers to an ability to call Ada

subprograms (procedures and functions) from

the knowledge base (rules and methods).

• Ada call-in refers to an ability to call ART-

Ad t s public functions fl'om Ada.

Ada call-back is a special case of Ada call-in

and refers to an ability to call ART-Ada's

public functions f,'om an Ada subprogram

called fro,n the knowledge base using Ada
call-out.

Designers of expert systems will want to develop their

own Ada code to provide user and system interfaces for

their applications. There also may be a need to interface

expert systems with other Ada applications (e.g. a signal

processing application). A primary benefit of incorporat-

ing Ada code into the knowledge base is that Ada code

will execute faster than similar code written in the ART-

Ada procedural language. A consistent Ada call-in and

call-out interface is provided for both development and

deployment environments so that user-written Ada code

runs without modification when it is deployed in Ada. In

order to illustrate how an Ada subprogram is called from

the knowledge base, let's consider the following rule:

(defrule distance-calculatlon-rule

"calc distance between airfield and base"

(schem_ ?airfield

(instance-of airfield)

(lat ?latl)

(lon ?ionl))

(schema ?base

(instance-of base)

(lat ?lat2)

(lon ?lon2))

=>

(bind ?distance

;; call an Ada function to calc distance

(calculate-distance ?latl ?lonl

?lat2 ?lon2))

(assert

(distance ?base ?airfield ?distance)))

The function, calculate-distance, can be implemented

either in the ART-Ada procedural language or in Aria,

but the Ada version would run faster. The ART-Ada

construct clef-user-fun specifies the interface between
ART-Ada and Ada. It establishes an ART-Ada function

name which calls out to the corresponding Ada sub-

program, and it provides a description of data being

passed. For example, calculate-distance _.,m be specified
as an Ada function as follows:

(def-user-fun calculate-distance

:args ((latl :float)

(lonl :float)

(lat2 :float)

(lon2 :float))

:returns :float

:compiler :dec-ada)

This de f-user-fun statement specifies that the ART-

Ada function calculate-distance will call out to an Ada

function CALCULATE DISTANCE. There are four ar-

guments of a type floating-point number being passed to

Ada. The return value is also a floating-point number.

It also specifics the default Ada compiler for tim platform

(i.e. DEC Aria). The corresponding Ada code should be

declared in a package called USER aim would look like:
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-- ART is a public package of ART-Ada.
with ART;

-- USER is a package for user's Ada code.

package USER is

function CALCULATE DISTANCE

(LATI, LONI0 LAT2, LON2 : ART.FLOAT_TYPE)
return ART.FLOAT TYPE;

end USER;

ART-Ada

integer

float

boolean

string

Ada

INTEGER TYPE

FLOAT TYPE

BOOLEAN TYPE

STRING

symbol STRING

art-obj ect ART_ OBJECT

Size

32 Bits

64 Bits

Table 5-1: Data Types for Ada Call-in/Call-out

Ada data types supported for the call-in and call-out

interfaces are: 32 bit integer (INTEGER_TYPE), 64 bit

float (FLOAT_TYPE), boolean (BOOLEAN_TYPE),

string and symbol (STRING), and an abstract data type

for objects in ART-Ada (ART_OBJECT). Table 5-1

summarizes the mapping between ART-Ada and Ada

data types.

6. Ada Code Generation

ART-Ada takes one or more ART-Ada source files as

input and outputs Ada source files that represent a single

Ada package. At any point after ART-Ada source files

are loaded into ART-Ada and the knowledge base is in-

itialized for execution, the Ada code generator may be in-

voked to generate Ada source code. An Ada package

specification generated by ART-Ada for an example ap-

plication called MY EX_'ERT SYSTEM is shown

below:

-- generated automatically by ART-Ada
package MY EXPERT SYSTEM is

-- initialize the application.
procedure INIT;

end MY EXPERT SYSTEM;

A simple Ada main program that initializes and runs

the application MYEXPERTSYSTEM is shown

below. It is the simplest way to run an ART-Ada ap-

plication in an Ada environment. It is possible, however,

to embed it in a large Ada program. ART-Ada's public

Ada packages, ART and SCHEMA, include a full set of

Ada utilities to control and access procedurally the

knowledge base from Ada. In OPS5, for example, it is

hard to access working memory elements procedurally.

In ART-Ada, Ada utilities are provided to access the

knowledge base directly from Ada.

-- This is a maln program written by the user.
-- ART is a public package of ART-Ada.

with ART, MY_EXPERT_SYSTEM;
procedure MAIN is

TOTAL RULES : ART.INTEGER TYPE;

begin
MY EXPERT SYSTEM.INIT; -- initialize

TOTAL RULES := ART.A RUN(-1); -- run it.
end MAIN;

In addition to generating the Ada source code that in-

itializes the knowledge base, a call-out interface module is

generated as u separate procedure; it is a large case state-

ment that contains all Ada subprograms called out to

from ART-Ada. ART-Ada also generates a command file

used to compile all Ada files generated by ART-Ada.

7. Ada Runtime Deployment

The steps needed to deploy an ART-Ada application in

Ada are summarized below:

Develop and debug an application using ART-

Ada's interactive development environment.

If necessary, call out to Ada using the call-

in/call-out interface.

2. Generate Ada code from ART-Ada using the

Ada code generator. If the Ada compiler plat-

form is different from the ART-Ada develop-

ment platform, the generated Ada code can be

moved to the platform on which the Ada

compiler runs as long as the ART-Ada run-

time kernel is available for that platform.

3. Compile the generated Ada code and user-

written Ada code using either a self-targeted

compiler or a cross-compiler into an ap-

propriate Ada library of the ART-Ada run-

time kernel.

4. Create an Ada executable image by linking an

Ada main program.

k
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5. Deploy the Ada executable image on a host

computer or on a target system.

8. Future Work

According to a recent benchmark, ART-Ada does not

perform as well as ART-IM. While immature Ada com-

pilers also contribute to the poor performance, fundamen-

tal problems of the Ada language itself have been

uncovered [9]. Some examples are:

• dynamic memory management,

• function pointers, and

• bit operators.

Among these, the overhead of dynamic memory

management is the most serious problem. Due to the

dynamic nature of expert systems, it is necessary to al-

locate memory dynamically at runtime in ART-Ada and

ART-IM. The direct use of new and

unchecked dealloeation is the only dynamic memory

management method available in Ada. The problem

with this method is that new incurs a fixed overhead as-

sociated with each call and it is called very frequently to

allocate a relatively small block for an individual data

structure. It results in a performance penalty in size and

the slower execution speed. This is also aggravated by

the poor implementation of new in the Ada compiler.

The existing Ada features, new,

unchecked_deallocation, and unchecked_conversion, are

too restrictive and totally inadequate for a complex sys-

tem that requires efficient memory management. More

flexible features (perhaps in addition to the existing ones)

should be provided. This is particularly important in

embedded system environments that impose a severe

restriction on the memory size.

This issue and others were presented to several mem-

bers of the Ada 9X Project in a meeting held in

Washington, D.C. in March, 1990. We believe that they

should be addressed by the Ada 9X standard. Unfor-

tunately, the revised Ada language based on the Ada 9X

will not be available until 1993 or later, which would be

too late for the Space Station Freedom software develop-
ment schedule.

Our current research effort is focused on improving the

performance of ART-Ada by implementing ART-Ada's

own memory manager using current technology. If it is

not possible to implement it in Ada, we will implement it

in another language (e.g. an assembly language). ART-

Ada has an Ada code generator, which generates Aria

code that relies on new and unchecked deallocation.

The current code generator would have to be redesigned

to be compatible with the new memory manager.

Other Ada language issues such as function pointers, bit

operators and portability and compiler problems encoun-

tered during the development of ART-Ada are discussed

elsewhere [11], [9].
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ABSTRACT CLIPS OBJECT-ORIENTED LANGUAGE

The 'C' Language Integrated Production System
(CLIPS) is a forward chaining rule based language de-
veloped by NASA at the Johnson Space Center.
CLIPS was designed specifically to provide high
portability, low cost, and easy integration with exter-
nal systems. The current release of CLIPS, version 4.3,
is being used by over 2,500 users throughout the pub-
lic and private community. The primary addition to
the next release of CLIPS, version 5.0, will be the
CLIPS Object-Oriented Language (COOL). The major
capabilities of COOL are: class definitions with mul-
tiple inheritance and no restrictions on the number,
types, or cardinality of slots; message passing which
allows procedural code bundled with an object to be
executed; and query functions which allow groups of
instances to be examined and manipulated. In addi-
tion to COOL, numerous other enhancements have

been added to CLIPS including: generic functions
(which allow different pieces of procedural code to be
executed depending upon the types or classes of the
arguments), integer and double precision data type
support, multiple conflict resolution strategies, global
variables, logical dependencies, type checking on
facts, full ANSI compiler support, and incremental
reset for rules.

INTRODUCTION

The 'C' Language Integrated Production System
(CLIPS) is a forward chaining rule-based production
system developed by the Software Technology
Branch at NASA/Johnson Space Center [1,2,3].

Version 4.3 of CLIPS has capabilities similar to those

of OPS5 (Official Production System) and is syntacti-
cally similar to ART (Automated Reasoning Tool)
[4,5,6]. Version 5.0 of CLIPS introduces several en-
hancements to version 4.3 which will be discussed in
this paper.

The primary addition to version 5.0 of CLIPS is the
CLIPS Object-Oriented Language (COOL). COOL is a
hybrid system incorporating various ideas from other
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) systems such as
Smalltalk and the Common Lisp Object System
(CLOS) [7,8,9,10]. Since other constructs within CLIPS

(defrule, deffacts, etc.) were not originally developed
in an object-oriented manner, no attempt was made
to rewrite CLIPS to develop a completely
object-oriented system. Thus, OOP features that have
been added to CLIPS are extensions rather than fun-

damental changes to the entirety of CLIPS. For ex-
ample, no attempt is made to let all CLIPS constructs
be treated as objects, such as rules being instances of
the rule class [10]. Instead, an imaginary dividing
line was drawn with the class construct; once in-

stances of a user-defined class are created, they may
only be handled in an object-oriented manner, i.e.
via messages. However, other elements of CLIPS,
such as rules and facts, are still manipulated in the

same (non-OOP) manner as they were in previous
versions.

The primary features of COOL are: classes with mul-
tiple inheritance, instances, message-passing con-
structs [10], and a query system for determining
and/or iterating an action over a set of instances
which satisfy user-defined criteria. The
message-passing constructs consist of around, before,
primary, and after message-handlers as well as
slot-accessor message-handlers and slot-daemons.

Objects

An object in CLIPS is defined to be one of the
following: an integer or floating-point number, a
symbol, a string, a multifield value, or an instance of
a user-defined class. Objects may be used anywhere
within CLIPS: expressions, facts, rule patterns, and so
on. Objects are manipulated by sending them mes-
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sages. Instances of a user-defined class can only be
manipulated with messages, but other objects can be
handled in a non-OOP manner as well. For example,
two integers can still be added by calling the '+' func-
tion directly; sending a message to one of the integers
with the other as an argument (as one would in
Smalltalk) is unnecessary [9].

Instances are created with a special function called
make-instance, which allocates the memory for an
instance and then sends it the init message. All op-

erations on objects which are instances of
user-defined classes are done with messages. The

message-passing concept used by COOL is similar to
that of Smalltalk [9].

Cl_

the course of executing a message. The declarative
flow of execution for COOL message-handlers is simi-
lar to the standard method combination type in CLOS
[7,8]. COOL also provides imperative control by al-
lowing handlers to explicitly call other handlers that
they are shadowing.

Slot-daemons

For every slot in an instance, two implicit primary
message-handlers are defined: one for reading the
slot and one for the writing the slot. Users must use
these messages to access explicitly the object's slots.
Slot-daemons may easily be defined by defining
around, before, or after message-handlers which
correspond to these messages.

A class is a special construct in CLIPS, similar to
rules. CLIPS does not support metaclasses (classes of
classes) [7,8,9,10], since classes are not objects. Classes
must be manipulated with special functions like
other CLIPS constructs. For example, to print a rule,
the function pprule is used, and, similarly, ppclass is
used to print a class.

Classes in COOL are defined much in the same way

as they are in CLOS. Full multiple inheritance is
supported using the rules found in CLOS [7,8].
Classes can have any number of slots, and slots can
have a list of facets selected from a predefined set.
Some of the slot facets available are: single and

multi-valued cardinality, static and dynamic default
values, shared and local storage (similar to class and

instance variables respectively in Smalltalk), and
access restrictions.

Messages

Messages are implemented by pieces of procedural
code written in CLIPS called message-handlers.
These handlers are bundled with the class defini-

tions, and thus inheritance relationships may be used
to determine to which messages an instance can re-
spond. The implementation of a message can be fur-
ther subdivided into handler types: around, before,
primary, and after. This notion is borrowed from
generic function methods in CLOS [7,8]. Around

handlers are meant to set up an environment within
which the other handlers may execute. Before and
after handlers perform auxiliary work outside the
scope of the primary handler. The primary handler
is intended to do the core of the work of the message.
Within the body of a message-handler is the only
place where the slots of an object can be directly ac-
cessed without using messages. However, an object
may send other messages (including ones to itself) in

Instance-Set Queries and Distributed Actions

At present, only facts can be pattern-matched on the
left-hand side of rules; pattern-matching against the
state of an instance of a user-defined class is not pos-
sible. However, COOL does provide a useful
query-system for determining and performing ac-
tions on sets of instances that meet certain
user-defined criteria. This query-system can be used
with control facts to accomplish a brute-force instance

pattern-match. (Control facts and slot-daemons may
also be used to this end.)

An instance-set is an ordered collection of instances.
Each member of this set is an instance of a set of

classes defined by the user. The set of classes can be
different for each instance in the instance-set. For ex-

ample, one instance-set definition might be the
ordered pairs of men or boys and women or girls. If
there is one instance of each of these four classes,

then there would be four instance-sets which satisfy
the definition: (Man-l,Woman-1), (Man-l,girl-1),

(boy-l,Woman-1), and (boy-l,girl-1).

A query is a user-defined boolean expression applied
to an instance-set to determine if the instance-set

meets further user-defined restrictions. Continuing
the example above, one query might be that the two
instances in an ordered pair have the same age.

A distributed action is a user-defined expression
evaluated for each instance-set which satisfies a

query. Continuing the example above, one dis-
tributed action might be to simply print out the

ordered pair to the screen.

Several different functions are provided in this

system: determine if there are any instance-sets
which satisfy the query, group and return all
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instance-sets which satisfy the query, perform an ac-
tion for all instance-sets which satisfy the query, and
others.

GENERIC FUNCTIONS

In addition to the object system itself, CLIPS 5.0 also
supports generic functions [7,8,10]. Generic functions
are groups of procedural code written in CLIPS that
can later be called like any other CLIPS function.

Different methods can be defined for generic func-
tions that do different things depending on what the
classes of the generic function arguments are. This
allows new generic functions as well as standard

CLIPS system functions to be overloaded. Although
generic functions are not part of COOL (and can be
used independently of it), they will utilize the full
inheritance information of the classes of their

arguments.

Generic functions in COOL are quite similar to
generic functions in CLOS [7,8]. One difference is that
COOL supports only primary methods, whereas
CLOS has around, before, and after methods. This

notion of splitting tasks into around, before, primary,
and after parts was moved to messages and taken
away from generic functions in COOL because it was

felt intuitively that, for a particular set of arguments,
a generic function should only execute one piece of
code. However, it seemed reasonable that the im-

plementation of a message might in fact be
comprised of many different pieces of code.

CLIPS system functions which are not overloaded by
generic functions completely bypass the generic dis-
patch mechanism. Thus, previous CLIPS programs
will not pay any performance penalties simply as a
result of the generic dispatch being available.

The argument restrictions which are used to deter-
mine the applicability of a method to a particular

generic function call are somewhat more powerful
than what is found in CLOS [7,8]. The user can spec-
ify that a restriction be any one of a list of classes,
whereas CLOS only lets the user specify one class.
Also, in COOL, the user may also specify an arbitrary
boolean expression that the argument must satisfy
for the method to be applicable. This is more power-
ful than CLOS individual methods, for they only al-
low the user to restrict the specific object rather than
allowing any boolean expression. As a result of these
enhancements, the precedence determination be-

tween methods in COOL is slightly more complicated
than it is in CLOS.

To define new non-overloaded functions in CLIPS,

the deffunction construct can be used in place of
generic functions. Deffunctions allow a piece of pro-
cedural code to be written and used in the CLIPS lan-

guage without any coding in an external language
such as C. In previous versions of CLI_, to add a
new function, the user had to write it in C (or an-

other language such as FORTRAN or Ada) and
compile it, then relink CLIPS with the new function.

GLOBAL VARIABLES

The defglobal construct allows global variables to be
defined which may then be accessed or set by rules,
generic functions, and other constructs. Global vari-
ables allow information to be stored outside of facts

(thus avoiding potentially unwanted pattern match-
ing). For example, a global variable could be used to
count the number of facts of a particular type.
Incrementing the global variable from a counting
rule would not reactivate the counting rule, whereas
incrementing a value from a fact storing the count
would retrigger the rule since the count fact would
have to be matched against in the antecedent of the
rule.

INTEGER DATA TYPE SUPPORT

CLIPS now supports an integer data type (represented
internally as a C long integer). Floating-point num-
bers are now represented internally as C double preci-
sion numbers for greater accuracy. Previously, CLIPS
stored all numbers as single precision floating-point
numbers. Arithmetic functions such as addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division support
mixed mode operations on integers and floats.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION STRATEGIES

Past versions of CLIPS supported a single conflict res-
olution strategy [4,11]. The order of rules to be exe-
cuted on the agenda (the list of rules that have their
conditions satisfied) was determined by the salience
of the rule (a numerical value between -10,000 and
10,000) and the order of activation of the rule. Rules

with higher salience are executed before rules with
lower salience. Among rules of equal salience, the
rule last activated is executed first (a "depth-first" or
"stack" strategy).

CLIPS 5.0 now supports seven different conflict reso-

lution strategies: depth, breadth, LEX, MEA, simplic-
ity, complexity, and random. These resolution
strategies are used to determine placement of an acti-
vation of a rule on the agenda between rules of equal
salience. The depth strategy implements the "stack"
placement (last-activated, first-executed) of activa-
tions found in previous versions of CLIPS. The

breadth strategy implements a "queue" placement
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(first-activated, first-executed) of activations. The
LEX and MEA strategies are similar to the OPS5
strategies of the same name [4,5]. The simplicity
strategy executes activations of rules with simple an-
tecedents before rules with complex antecedents. The
complexity strategy works in a directly opposite
manner to simplicity strategy. The complexity of the
antecedent of a rule is determined by manner factors

including the number of patterns, the number of
constant comparisons, and the number of variable
comparisons. The random strategy randomly deter-
mines the order of activations of equal salience. The
conflict resolution strategy can be dynamically
changed and the agenda will be updated to reflect the

new strategy.

SALIENCE EXTENSIONS

The salience declaration within a rule is no longer
limited to strictly integer constants. The declared
salience for a rule can be an expression which refer-
ences global variables as well as calling system and/or
user defined functions. In addition, evaluation of
salience values can now occur at several different
times: when a rule is defined, when an activation is

placed on the agenda, and every cycle of execution.
The user also has the ability to refresh the salience
values of activations on the agenda at any time.

DEFTEMPLATE FIELD CHECKING

The deftemplate construct introduce in version 4.3 of
CLIPS provided a method for structuring facts by tag-
ging each field of the fact with a name. This pro-
vided CLIPS with a record structure similar to proce-
dural programming languages. Optional fields in the
deftemplate construct allowed type, value, and range
restrictions to be specified. However, only the CLIPS
Cross Reference, Style and Verification (CRSV) util-
ity tool was able to make use of this information.
CLIPS 5.0 now supports type, range, and value check-
ing for deftemplates both statically (when patterns or
actions using deftemplates are loaded) and
dynamically (when deftemplate facts are asserted).

LOGICAL DEPENDENCIES

Truth maintenance [4,12] is now supported in CLIPS
through the use of logical dependencies. The
"logical" pattern operator can be placed around the
first N patterns of a rule to indicate that facts asserted
by this rule are dependent upon the existence of the
facts matching the logical patterns (or non-existence
of facts matching negated logical patterns). A fact
asserted from a rule with logical patterns is logically
supported by that rule. A fact may have multiple log-

ical support from the same or different rules. A fact
asserted from a source other than a rule with logical
patterns is unconditionally supported (and cannot be
retracted as a result of truth maintenance).

Whenever a fact is retracted that matched a logical
pattern of a rule (or a fact is asserted that matched a
negated logical pattern), the logical support from that
rule for any fact asserted by that rule is removed.

Any fact that loses all of its logical support is
automatically retracted.

INCREMENTAL RESET

In previous versions of CLIPS, newly defined rules
were not activated on currently existing facts. That is,
rules were only activated based on facts that were
added after the rule was defined. Thus it was not

possible to load new rules into the system and have
these rules activated on previously asserted facts
without somehow reasserting those facts. Newly de-
fined rules in CLIPS 5.0, however, are fully activated

by currently existing facts. This makes it possible to
dynamically load new rules and have them automat-
ically updated based on the current set of facts.

The build function allows construct to be dynami-

cally created during execution. This makes it possible
for a rule to create new rules (which would be incre-

mentally reset based on the currently existing facts).
It is also possible to safely delete rules as one of the
actions of the consequent of a rule. It is even allowed
to delete the currently executing rule and have the
actions of its consequent execute to completion.

ANSI COMPILER SUPPORT

In addition to the numerous features added to CLIPS

5.0, the source code has been modified to be ANSI C

conformant wherever discrepancies occurred be-
tween "K&R C standards" and ANSI C standards.

Function prototypes have also been used for all func-
tions to increase the maintainability of the code.
ANSI C features not compatible with K&R C compil-
ers can be removed through the use of compiler

directive flags.

CONCLUSION

Version 5.0 of CLIPS provides several new capabili-
ties which significantly increase the usefulness of the

tool. Among these capabilities are: object-oriented
programming, generic functions, global variables, in-
teger data type support, additional conflict resolution
strategies, salience extensions, type, range and value
checking for deftemplates, incremental reset, and
logical dependencies.
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AI)stract

Whether it be monitoring the thermal sub-system of Space

Station Freedom, or controlling thc navigation of the

autonomous rover on Mars, NASA missions in the 90's cannot

enjoy an increased level of autonomy without the efficient

implementation of expert systems. Merely increasing the

computational speed of uniprocessors may not be able to

guarantee that real-time demands are met for large expert

systems. Speed-up via parallel processing must be pursued

alongside the optimization of sequential implementations.

Prototypes of parallel expert systems have been built at

universities and industrial laboratories in the US and Japan.

This paper surveys the state-of-the-art research in progress

related to parallel execution of expert systems. The survey is

divided into three major sections: (i.) multiprocessors for

parallel expert systems, (ii.) parallel languages for symbolic

computations and (iii.) measurements of parallelism of expert

systems. Results to date indicate that the parallelism achieved

for these systems is small. The main reasons are: (i.) the body

of knowledge applicable in any given situation and amount of

computation executed by each role firing are small; (ii.) dividing

the problem solving process into relatively independent

partitions is difficult; and (iii.) implementation decisions that

enable expert systems to be incrementally refined hamper

compile-time optimization. In order to obtain greater speed-

ups, data parallelism and application parallelism must be

exploited.

1. Introduction

The science and engineering objectives of NASA missions in

the 90's cannot be met without an increased level of autonomy

for both onboard and ground-based systems. For example, with

Mars Rover Sample Return, the long delays associated with

signal transmission between Mars and Earth require the Rover

to make intelligent decisions and operate autonomously in real-

time. The day-to-day operation of Space Station Freedom also

depends critically on real-time expert systems -- whether it be

operating the thermal control sub-system, or flight tele-robotic

servicers. Current implementations of expert systems run too

slow. Merely increasing the computational speed of uniproces-

sors may not be able to guarantee that real-time demands be met

for large systems. Speed-up via parallel processing must be

pursued alongside the optimization of sequential implementa-

tions.

Parallel expert systems has been investigated at universities

and industrial laboratories in the US and Japan. Prototypes of

multiprocessors specifically designed for expert systems have

been built. Results to date indicate that only certain applications

are amenable to parallelization. In most cases, the degree of

parallelism achieved is less than 10. In order to obtain higher

speed-up values, we must understand why expert systems are

difficult to parallelize, how they should be written and parti-

tioned to obtain maximum parallelism, and how they can be ef-

fectively mapped onto parallel architectures.

In order to address these issues adequately, a survey of current

state-of-the-art in parallel processing for expert systems has

been carded out. Section 2 begins with a description of well

known symbolic computation paradigms and state-of-the-art se-

quential implementation for them. Section 3 surveys four paral-

lel hardware architectures specifically proposed for symbolic

computation: DADO, NETL, the connection machine, and PIM.

Section 4 surveys various parallel extensions to existing sym-

bolic programming languages -- parallel LISPs, CParaOPS5,

concurrent PROLOG, and object-oriented languages. Section 5

reports the inherent parallelism observed in expert systems to-

day and suggests why parallelizing expert systems is difficult.

Finally, section 6 discusses how expert systems might be paral-

lelized and what reasonable research directions might be.

k
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2. Sequential Expert System Imnlementation

2.1 Software and Hardware Requirements

Unlike conventional software, expert systems operate on sym-

bols, as well as numbers. Problem state information and prob-

lem solving knowledge are represented by data structures (or

shapes) as well as values. As the problem solving process pro-

ceeds, arithmetic operations as well as pointer manipulation are

performed by the hardware -- creating new data structures, dis-

carding old ones and changing the values, sizes and shapes of

existent structures. Many paradigms have been proposed to rep-

resent problem solving knowledge and state information for this

kind of computation. For example, knowledge may be repre-

sented declaratively (e.g. using predicate calculus) and pro-

cessed based on resolution, simple rules of inference, backward

and forward chaining. Knowledge may also be encoded proce-

durally (as programs) or structurally (as semantic nets).

Frames and objects combine both representation techniques by

attaching procedures to structured data.

Languages proposed for symbolic computations include list

processing languages (e.g. Common Lisp), object-oriented lan-

guages (such as SMALL-TALK), and logic programming lan-

guages (e.g. Prolog). In order to implement these languages

efficiently, new requirements are placed on compilers, operating

systems and hardware architectures originally optimized to sup-

port arithmetic operations on data cells. Perhaps the most de-

manding language feature is the ability to construct, modify and

access complex data structures dynamically during run-time. In

order to support dynamic data structures, storage must also be

allocated/reclaimed efficiently and transparently at run-time.

The Von-Neumann computer does not support this kind of

(symbolic) computation directly. Hardware features supporting

run-time type checking, garbage collection and pointer manipu-

lation/arithmetic have been incorporated into Lisp and Prolog

machines to facilitate the efficient implementation of expert sys-

tems.

Lisp and object-oriented languages have been efficiently im-

plemented on Lisp machines (such as Symbolics 3600 TM,

XEROX 1100 TM and TI Explorer_). Hardware features de-

signed specifically to enhance the performance of symbolic

computations include: tagged memory architecture and process-

ing hardware and hardware stacks. Lists are efficiently repre-

sented using cdr-coding schemes. Object-oriented programs

also execute efficiently because slot value access, message pro-

cessing, and class inheritance and mixing are implemented with

very low overhead.

2.3 Prolog Maehin_

Sequential execution of logic programs such as Prolog have

been greatly improved by the concept of the Warren Abstract

Machine (WAM) [I]. Many of these ideas were studied and in-

corporated by the Japanese Fifth Generation Computer System

(FGCS) project -- the initial stage of which resulted in the de-

velopment of the Personal Sequential Inference (PSI) machine

rated at 30K LIPS (logical inferences per second). It incorpo-

rated UNIRED [2], a hardware accelerator, to increase the speed

of unification and reduction.

3. Multiorocessors for Exnert Systems

Given all these "state-of-the-art" enhancements mentioned in

section 2, execution of large expert systems is still unable to

meet the requirements of many applications such as air-traffic

control, pilot's associate and real-time speech understanding.

Multiprocessing must be pursued, together with innovations in

software implementation, sequential hardware architecture and

device technology, in order to speed-up expert systems. The

next two sections summarizes the major developments in hard-

ware and programming languages for parallel symbolic comput-

ing. Four machines are described in this section: DADO,

NETL, the connection machine, and PIM.

3.1 DADO

The processing elements (PEs) of DADO [3] are connected as

a binary tree. Matches and updates are processed in parallel

based on simple broadcasts up and down the tree. Each PE has

a special I/O device that performs three global operations

(BROADCAST, REPORT, and MAX-RESOLVE) efficiently. A PE

may execute instructions in its local memory and enlists its de-

scendents by BROADCASTing to them. Each descendent exe-

cutes instructions received and REPORTs back. The final solu-

tion may have to be determined by performing the MAX-

RESOLVE function on the parent node's result and the two re-

turned from its descendents.

Production systems were mapped onto DADO by dividing

the binary tree into three logical layers. The top layer serves as a

"decision maker"; it performs synchronization, conflict-resolu-

tion and the act phases. Productions are distributed across the

next layer where the match phase and instantiations take place.

The bottom layer holds the working memory elements. In order

to reduce the communication bottleneck between peer nodcs on

different halves of the tree, data was duplicated wherever

needed; this introduced consistency problems. Two prototypes
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were proposed [4] -- the first of which, DADO1, consists of 15

PEs rated at 4 MIPS each. The speed up obtained on DADO1

was limited mainly because different tasks on different nodes

require different processing times.

3.2 NETL

NETL [5] is a fine-grain SIMD machine. Its PEs can be logi-

cally interconnected as nodes in a semantic net. Parallel reason-

ing on NETL was performed via marker passing [6]. Tokens

are sent through nodes (i.e. PEs) that lead to the solution. When

a token goes through a node, a bit at the node is set. When the

goal is reached, the node with the bit set constitutes the search

space. For example, a node satisfying all the preconditions of a

production could be located by propagating the preconditions

concurrently through the network. The node with a bit set for

each precondition would be the one that satisfies the rule.

3.3 Connection Maehin_

The PEs of the Connection Machine [7] are connected as a

hypercube. All PEs execute in a lock-step manner based on an

external clock and instructions from a front-end host computer.

A set of flags on each PE can be selectively set -- thereby giving

more flexibility and expressiveness in the host computer's con-

trol. The performance of CM depends on the size and interde-

pendencies of the data. Because the PES have small local mem-

ories, data can be spread out over several PEs; thereby, requiring

several communication steps to process a single piece of data.

3.4 Parallel Inference Machine

As specified by Japan's FGCS project overview [8], the

overall target performance of the Parallel Inference Machine

(PIM) is 10 to 20 million reductions per second (RPS). The

pilot machine PIM/P, with 128 PEs connected as a hypercube,

executes 50ns cycles in a four stage pipeline. Multiple PSIs

have been networked together forming multiprocessors to test

parallel system software eventually to be executed on PIM [9].

These include (i.) Kernel Language Version 1 (KL1) -- a paral-

lel Prolog-like language based onflat guarded horn clauses, (ii.)

a multiple reference bit scheme for local garbage collection, (iii.)

a weighted export count to support inter-PE garbage collection.,

and (iv.) a weighted throw count scheme for terminating remote

processes. Dynamic load balancing strategies on PIM are cur-

rently being researched.

4, Parallel Lan_uaees for Experl_ Systems

The parallel symbolic languages surveyed in this section

(parallel LISPs, PROLOG, and object-oriented languages) aug-

ment existent languages with parallel constructs.

4.12atalle.tl,IS_

QLISP [10] (queue-based multiprocessing Lisp) was de-

signed to execute on shared-memory architectures. A scheduler

assigns new processes on a global queue to the least busy pro-

cessor in a round-robin fashion. The degree of muhiprocessing

can be controlled explicitly at run-time. Very few extensions are

made to Lisp although some existent constructs take on new

meanings in a multiprocessing setting. Processes are created

using two constructs: QLET and QLAMBDA. QLET ex-

presses parallelism that has regularity, for example, over an un-

derlying data structure. QLAMBDA creates closures dynami-

cally for expressing less regular parallel computations. QLISP

runs currently on Encore multiprocessors.

MULTILISP [11] is an extension to Scheme with constructs

supporting parallel execution. It provides lexical scoping as well

as "first-class citizenship" for Lisp functions -- which enables

functions to be passed and returned as values (to other functions

which may reside on other processors), or stored as part of a

data-structure. The construct "(future body)", creates a process

to evaluate body and returns a future which acts as a place

holder for (or a promise to deliver) the result of the evaluation.

While the evaluation proceeds, the future can be used for con-

structing data structures or passed around as arguments. Any

process which actually requires the value of the future will be

suspended unless the evaluation process has completed. A

"delay" construct is also provided to support lazy-evaluation --

allowing a future to be evaluated only on demand. MultiLisp is

implemented on the Butterfly and Concert [12].

A fine-gain version of parallel LISP called *LISP (previously

known as CmLisp) is implemented on the Connection Machine.

Operations can be performed simultaneously over each element

of a large data structure. Some of the concurrent operations

available are: combine, create, modify, and reduce. New SIMD-

parallel operations can also be defined based on these concepts.

4.2 Parallel PROLOGs

Four sources of parallelism (and combinations of these) can

be exploited in Prolog:

• Or-parallelism: Each rule, whose head unifies with a

fact, can be solved in parallel.

• And-parallelism: Processes execute in parallel to solve

each clause of the body.

• Stream-parallelism is a pipelined form of AND-paral-

lelism. Unifications for the first sub-goal are forwarded

to the process working on the next one as soon as it be-

comes available and so forth.
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• Search-parallelism: Assertions are grouped so that

search may proceed in parallel without contention to a

single resource.

Two models which exploit some of these sources of parallelism

have been proposed.

The AND/OR parallel execution model [13] provides a

method for partitioning a logic program into small asyn-

chronous and logically independent processes. A tree of pro-

cesses is built as computation proceeds. Start, redo, and cancel

messages are sent from parents to children who reply either with

success or fail messages. In this model, an OR-process replaces

the backtracking in sequential computation by acting as a mes-

sage center 1. It also filters out duplicate solutions by maintain-

ing a list of successful messages from its children and messages

sent to its parent. A parallel AND-process is more complicated

because distributing literals across PEs has its problems 2 -- the

solutions to some of which were presented elsewhere [14].

The second model, RAP-WAM [15], was based on

DeGroors Restricted-And-Parallelism (RAP) work [161 and

parallel extensions to WAM. RAP reduces the overhead asso-

ciated with managing variable binding conflicts between goals.

Previous approaches were unsatisfactory -- compile-time ap-

proaches required user input on the variables while run-time ap-

proaches, such as the AND/OR model, were complex and expen-

sive. RAP analyzed the clauses at compile-time and performed

simple checks on the variables at run-time [171. RAP-WAM

also performed search with minimal backtracking by represent-

ing the problem as a condition graph to evaluate/analyze possible

paths to select the best solution. This analysis also provided de-

pendency information among goals.

4.3 Parallel Object-Oriented Languages

The performance of two object-oriented languages for dis-

tributed-memory architectures were studied by simulation by re-

searchers at Stanford University. CAOS [18] computations

consists of large grained asynchronous multiprocessing objects.

Various message-sending primitives were defined, including

1 it distributes work among its own children and sends the first

successful tuple received back to its parent. Meanwhile, its other

children continue working and success messages collected are only sent

up to the parent if a redo message is received. Eager evaluation is

implemented by sending redo messages to successful children so that

more solutions are computed if the parent should require it. If no child

succeeds, a fail message is returned to the parent.

2 e.g. resolving binding conflicts among the literals, idle time waiting

for literals to be bound; and some literals fail if attempts are made to

solve them before certain variables are instaotiated

synchronous and asynchronous SENDs, and SENDs which re-

turned futures. LAMINA [19] provided extensions to LISP to

support functional, object oriented, and shared variable styles of

programming. Its implementation was based stream -- a data

type used to express pipelined operations by representing the

promise of a (potentially infinite) sequence of values. These

languages supported two concurrent problem solving frame-

works developed based on the blackboard problem solving

model. Cage and Poligon, were proposed for shared- and dis-

tributed-memory architectures respectively [20, 21].

5. Measuring, Parallelism in Exoert Systems

Parallel implementation of production systems (based on

OPS5) have been extensively studied at Carnegie-Mellon

University. Besides obtaining speed-up via parallel implemen-

tations of each phase, further speed-up may be obtained by al-

lowing execution between phases to overlap (i.e. occur simulta-

neously). Nevertheless, because of the observation that 90% of

processing time is spent in the match phase, their efforts focused

on parallel implementations of the RETE-match algorithms [22].

Three parallel implementations were proposed [231:

• production parallelism -- rules fired concurrently;

• node parallelism -- each node of the RETE-network fired

concurrently;

• intra-node parallelism -- the processing of each token to

a two-input node of the RETE-network occurred concur-

rently;

These implementations, of decreasing granularities, subsumed

one another and produced increasing levels of speed-up. Further

speed-ups were obtained when changes to working memory are

allowed to occur concurrently. Speed-up values of 6.3 to 12.4

were observed depending on the application.

5.1 Parallelism in Production Systems and Flat

Concurrent Prolog Systems

Based on detailed measurements on six expert systems con-

taining up to 1100 rules (written in OPS5) [231, three important

observations were made:

A. Very few changes were made to working memory per

recognize-act cycle. The number of RETE network nodes

affected by changes to the working memory was small.

B. The total number of node activations per change was

quite independent of the number of productions in the

production-system program.

C. Variation in processing requirements for the (few) af-

fected productions was large.
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These observations were explained as follows:

A. Firstly, an expert system contains a large body of

knowledge about many different types of objects and di-

verse situations. The amount of knowledge (therefore,

number of rules) associated with any specific situation is

expected to be small. Secondly, most working-memory

elements only describe a few aspects of a single object or

situation; therefore, they could only be of interest to a

few rules.

B. Programmers recursively divide problems into sub-

problems when writing large programs. The size of

these subproblems are independent of the size of the

original problem; it depends only on the complexity that

the programmer can deal with at one time.

C. Rules accounting for different situations, formulated

based on different heuristics, obviously exhibit different

complexity and require different amount of processing.

These observations (and explanations) are not only specific to

systems written in OPS5; they transcend all expert systems.

For example, measurements on flat concurrent prolog systems

also revealed that although the number of goals which exist at

some point during execution may exceed 1000s, the average

number of goals available for concurrent processing for most of

the time is much smaller (< 12) [24]. These observations sug-

gest major obstacles as far as obtaining speed-up for expert

systems from parallel processing.

5.2 Obtaining Speed-up via Parallel Processing is

Observation A (presented in section 5.1) suggests that the in-

herent parallelism available in expert systems is small.

Observation B further suggests that:

i.) smaller production systems do not necessarily run

faster than larger ones;

ii.) allocating one processing element to each RETE node

(or production) is not a good idea because most of them

will be idle most of the time; furthermore,

iii.) there is no reason to expect that larger production sys-

tems will exhibit more speed-up from parallelism.

Observation C suggests that scheduling is critical towards ob-

taining whatever (small) speed-up is available in the system.

Unfortunately, dividing production systems into partitions

which require similar amount of processing is difficult because

good models are not available for estimating the processing re-

quired by productions and it varies over time.

Compile-time analysis/optimization on expert systems cannot

be performed effectively because their run-time behavior is

highly data dependent. An expert system contains a large body

of knowledge capable of dealing with different situations. The

actual situation to be tackled is not known until program execu-

tion time. Therefore, program behavior (such as frequency of

procedure calls, amount of storage/communication require-

ments) is highly data dependent. Compile-time optimization

techniques cannot be applied directly to such computations.

Synchronizations take place frequently in search problems. At

the heart of many expert systems is a heuristic search problem:

given an initial state, apply knowledge to prune the search tree

to arrive at the goal state. This 2-phase cycle of knowledge

application and problem state modification can be parallelized in

many ways -- each of which requires frequent synchronization.

Consider the following examples:

• The RETE algorithm (OPS5): the conflict-resolution

phase must complete before the act phase can begin.

Even though the conflict-resolution phase could begin as

soon as each rule successfully enters the conflict set, the

best rule to be applied next cannot be determined until all

candidates (including the slowest ones) have arrived.

• The Soar algorithm [25]: Computation is divided into an

elaboration phase and a decision phase. Within each

phase all productions satisfied may be fired concurrently.

However, the elaboration phase must finish completely

before the decision phase may proceed and vice versa.

• And-parallelism in Prolog: Common terms which occur

in two clauses being worked on simultaneously must be

share identical bindings. This requires tasks working

concurrently on two sub-goals to communicate when-

ever such bindings are changed.

6. Conclusions

Many "building blocks" developed to enable parallel execution

of expert systems have been surveyed in sections 3 and 4.

Measurement results presented in section 5, however, seem to

indicate that the inherent parallelism available in expert systems

is small. Can expert system be formulation as highly parallel

computations? Can these "building blocks" be put together ef-

fectively to support parallel computations? We do not have an-

swers to these important questions. However, we would like to

draw on some fundamental results concerning speed-up and

parallel processing in section 6.1 and put forth some "fruit for

thought" regarding future directions for research in section 6.2.

6.1 Soeed-uv and Parallel Proeessin_

A small section of sequential code in an application can signif-

icantly limit its speed-up. Recall Amdahl's Law which states
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that the maximum speed-up S for a computation obtainable on a

multiprocessor with p processors is governed by:

1
S-<--

f+ (1-f)/p

where f is the fraction of the computation that has to be executed

sequentially. A simple application of this result suggests that

parallel RETE-match algorithms can give at most a 10-fold im-

provement because only speeds-up the match phase which takes

90% of the execution time is affected.

When partitioning a single application into tasks, the grain-

size of the tasks should be chosen such that: (i.) there is enough

parallelism to exercise the PES of the parallel processor and (ii.)

communication and process management overhead must not

outweigh the speed-up obtained from parallel processing. With

production systems, it seems that extremely fine-grained tasks

(of the order of 100 machine instructions) are needed for effec-

tive parallel execution [23]. Minimizing the scheduling over-

head for such fine grain tasks is a major obstacle for achieving

higher degree of speed-up.

A number of effective software organization structures have

been proposed for multiprocessors. These include software

pipelines, systolic algorithms, divide-and-conquer (tree-of-pro-

cesses), and relaxed or asynchronott_ processes [261. Speed-up

could only be obtained, however, if certain criteria are met for

each proposed organization. For example, temporally decom-

posable computations can also be arranged as software pipelines

(which process data items incrementally from one stage to an-

other). Processing at each stage may be carried out concurrently

if data items can be spatially decomposed into (relatively inde-

pendent) subsets. With divide-and-conquer, maximum speed-

up is obtained when:

(i.) the set-up (task creation) and trail-off (recombination

of results) times are small compared to the computation

performed by each task;

(ii.) the number of tasks created is appropriate for the mul-

tiprocessor (given its task creation and management

overhead); and

(iii.) tasks are effectively scheduled (mapped) onto the

multiprocessor.

Whether an expert system can be spatially or temporally de-

composed is application dependent. Decomposition boundaries

can be identified based on a careful analysis of the nature of the

input data-set and the reasoning process. Sometimes, these

boundaries may not be obvious from first inspection. For ex-

ample, KATE is an expert system for controlling the flow of

conditioned air to maintain required temperatures, pressure and

humidity levels within four compartments of the Space Shuttle

while it resides in the Orbiter Modification and Refurbishment

Facility at Kennedy Space Center. Parallelism can only be ex-

tracted by rethinking the problems KATE is trying to solve:

• monitoring sensors -- data from different sensors can be

processed in parallel;

• problem diagnosis -- multiple fault theories and consis-

tency checks can be pursued in parallel;

• control -- alternative methods (i.e. set of commands re-

quired) for attaining a desired goal can be pursued in

parallel; and

• multiple faults and complex control operations are spa-

tially decomposable.

Researchers at the Intelligent Systems Technology Branch,

Information Sciences Division of NASA's Ames Research

Center are working towards a parallel version of KATE based

on these dimensions of parallelism. Results should be available

for publication next year.

6.2 Conclusions

WHAT IS THE BEST STRATEGY FOR BUILDING PARALLEL

EXPERT SYSTEMS? Should we:

i.) define a specific class of hardware architecture, then

study the mapping of programs to these architectures

(e.g. *LISP for the connection machine, marker passing

on NETL, and MultiLisp for the BBN Butterfly)? or

ii.) focus on a specific class of software architecture, con-

struct a multiprocessor that best matches the program

(e.g. DADO for RETE, PIM for concurrent Prolog)? or

iii.) establish a unified model to construct hardware and

software architectures such that subsequent mapping

between them can be easy and effective (e.g.

CParaOPS5 for the Encore Multimax)?

We do not have an answer to this question yet. Nevertheless,

we would like to suggest some research directions which seem

most promising to us.

Requirements for parallel implementation should begin at the

top of the software hierarchy and driven top-down -- from

problem solving paradigm design, to programming language

implementation, to operating system, to machine architecture.

We should decide the (macro) software organization most likely

to extract parallelism from the knowledge-based application, be-

fore choosing concurrent objects vs. parallel Lisp, or shared-

memory vs. distributed-memory architectures. In many cases,

speeding up the "knowledge-based" portion itself may not pro-

duce the overall speed-up value we require. Bottom-up ap-

proaches produce machines that could exhibit orders of magni-

tude speed-up if suitable applications can be found.
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The most efficient parallel execution model for expert systems

may not look and work anything like the way they are specified.

AI programming paradigms (whether it be knowledge sources

with blackboards or productions on working memory) are de-

signed to enable knowledge to be encoded and processed in a

way similar to that carded out by human beings. They are not

necessarily efficient for execution on a computer. However,

when we stop asking "how computers can be modified to exe-

cute these paradigms directly", efficient execution models may

follow. The RETE algorithm for sequential execution is a very

good example.

In conclusion, we suggests that speed-up cannot come from

parallelizing one particular existent paradigm or language or op-

erating system. We must:

(i.) understand how to break up the problem with

minimal contention for accessing shared resources

and reduced dependencies; this could probably come

about by considering (macro and micro) data dependen-

cies in the system when designing its parallel implemen-

tation;

(ii.) re-examine problem solving and representation

schemes (such as rules, blackboards, procedures, or

logic programming) and be open-minded about effi-

cient parallel execution models that may not resem-

ble the human problem solving process; and

(ii.) explore parallelism at the application level; the na-

ture of the application may suggest temporal or spacial

decompositions; do not the portion of the application that

is not knowledge-based (e.g. re-organizing the I/O pro-

cedures may save more time than merely replacing the

sequential inference engine with a parallel one).
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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Software Development Workstation (ASDW) task is researching and developing the technologies required to

support Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) with the emphasis on those advanced methods, tools, and processes

that will be of benefit to support all of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Immediate goals are to

provide research and prototype tools that will increase productivity, in the near term, in projects such as the Software
Support Environment (SSE), the Space Station Control Center (SSCC), and the Flight Analysis and Design System (FADS)

which will be used to support the Space Shuttle and the Space Station Freedom. Goals also include providing technology for

future SSE and operational systems by adding knowledge based system support to all phases of information systems
development, evolution, maintenance, and operation. The technologies under research and development in the ASDW

project are targeted to provide productivity enhancements during the software life cycle phases of enterprise and

information system modeling, requirements generation and analysis, system design and coding, and system use and

maintenance. A programmable, Zachman-style framework is planned that will guide the information system modeling

process and will be supported by system modeling tools integrated by a common knowledge base. An engineering graphical
language will permit engineers to design applications and application templates. A software parts composition system will

provide the environment for accessing parts, for "filling in the blanks" in generic parts, and for assembling parts based on
the application templates. On-line user's guides will assist users in operating the developed information system with

knowledge base expert assistance.

INTRODUCTION

Software development is a serious bottleneck in

the construction of complex information systems,
during both the development and evolution of

such systems (Figure 1). Both development costs
and maintenance costs can be high. The heaviest

development costs tend to occur in the early part

of the total life cycle during requirements
generation, requirements analysis, design, and

application development. Maintenance costs for

sustaining the developed information system are
even higher. An increase of the reuse of any of

the software "parts" used in these activities has

been viewed as a way to relieve this bottleneck.

One approach to achieving software reusability is

through the development and use of software

parts composition systems [1,2].

A software parts composition system is a

software development environment comprised of a

parts description language for modeling parts

and their interfaces, a catalog of existing parts, a

composition editor that aids a user in the

specification of a new application from existing

parts, and a code generator that takes a

specification and generates an implementation of

a new application in a target language.

The Advanced Software Development Workstation

(ASDW) is currently an expert system shell that

provides the capabilities required to develop and

manipulate these software parts composition
systems. The ASDW is now in Beta testing at the

Johnson Space Center. Future work centers on

responding to user feedback for capability and

usability enhancement, expanding the scope of
the support for collecting, representing, and

manipulating knowledge during the early phases

of the information system life cycle (Figure 1),

and in providing solutions for handling very

large libraries of reusable components.

APPROACH

The ASDW is now moving into phase IV which

will significantly broaden its scope of influence.

Phase I (October, 1985 to April, 1987)
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demonstrated the feasibility of a knowledge

based approach to application generation in a

limited domain. Phase II (April, 1987 to
February, 1989) investigated ways to exploit the

use of knowledge representation, retrieval, and

acquisition techniques. A prototype demonstra-

ted a knowledge based system for the

development of software parts composition
systems (i.e., a software parts composition shell).

Phase III (March, 1989 to December, 1989)

prototyped ways to handle the scale-up problem

(1000-100000 objects), prototyped ways to

automatically generate the taxonomy, and

initiated two Beta test projects at JSC. One test
project is to generate trajectory mission planning

simulations from software parts and the other is

to provide expert assistance to operational users

in setting up input data for simulations. The
projects will support the SSCC and FADS,

respectively.

During Phases II and III, the project also began

joint activity with the United States Air Force

(USAF), studying the information requirements

of information systems, their integration and

development processes, the methodologies

required, and the integrated tools and integrated

knowledge base that supports this development.

The USAF is providing funding annually to study
the modeling, methodologies, and information

requirements of manufacturing information

systems [3]. Modeling is based on the USAF's

IDEF methodologies; IDEF is an acronym for

ICAM (Integrated Computer Aided Manufactur-

ing) Definition. JSC added funds to expedite the
development of two methodology tools and a

computer-assisted tutor to educate developers in

the proper use of the methodologies.

Today, ASDW is the basic shell for supporting
the reuse of stored information whether it be

about software artifacts or any other design
artifact. It contains object management and rule

based constraint handling as well as a

sophisticated "point and click" textual user

interface (called "Specification-by-Reformula-

tion") that models the way that people
communicate among themselves. A neural net

approach has been implemented to handle the

large number of information objects that can be

stored and a capability to automatically generate

the taxonomy of objects has been incorporated.

The "Help" system uses hypermedia technology.

Field testing by users in JSC's mission planning

community was initiated in fiscal year 1989

(FY89) and has been a major thrust in FY90.

Also, the user interface windowing system was

made more portable with the migration to X-
windows and TAE Plus [4]. In FY91, the total

number of objects will be increased to handle a
volume in the neighborhood of 100,000, and the

user interface will be made more graphical with

the capability to directly define application

templates from a block diagram point of view.

The modeling, generation, and reuse of early life
cycle artifacts will be added along with the

capability to use integrated methodologies and a

common representation of their information

content such that they can share common
information.

In FY91, a programmable, Zachman-style

framework [5] that will guide the knowledge
acquisition and modeling process, the proper use

of information system modeling tools, and the

selection of the proper methodologies to be used,
as a function of the characteristics of the

information system, will be developed. This

framework will be supported with an "Integrated

Platform" of integrated services and a knowledge

representation language that will integrate

modeling tools used to define the information

systems. These modeling tools will enforce the

correct use of the methodologies.

Also during FY91, field testing will define

techniques to support users in acquiring the

knowledge required to operate the developed
information system and will provide capability

to assist users in the set up of operational data

input with knowledge base expert assistance.

During Phase IV (which began January, 1990),

CASE research and development will continue

with the support of four organizations: Inference

Corporation, SofTech, the Knowledge Based
Systems Laboratory (KBSL) at Texas A&M

University, and the National Research Council

(NRC).

Inference will provide the reusable software

library management system, and the user
interface for accessing parts, for specifying new

parts, and for assembling them to create

applications. These capabilities will be

incorporated into the component called Bauhaus
[1,2].
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SofTech will define an engineering graphical

language called Engineering Script Language

(ESL) which should significantly increase

productivity in application generation. The ESL
is a high level graphical language that permits

engineers with a minimum of programming

training to design applications that are

populated with parts from the Bauhaus library.

Constraint checking of the graph and the parts

selection will be provided. The ESL is based upon

proven concepts which have been put into

operation at the Naval Research Laboratory in a

restricted domain [6]. The ASDW effort will

demonstrate its utility in the mission planning

and analysis domain. The ESL will be integrated

with the knowledge based library of reusable
parts.

The KBSL will develop a programmable, Zachman-

style framework [5] of information systems
requirements that will aid in the use of

methodologies (based on extended IDEF

methodologies), integrated methodology tools,
and the theory of information modeling (what

models are required, when and how to produce

them, how to use them, how to integrate their

knowledge, etc). It will also aid in determining

the activities for the various developer and user
roles across the life cycle. All of the activities in

the framework may be configured to match the

characteristics of the information system being

supported (e.g., business vs engineering). This

on-line framework will be supported by and will

help manage a prototype "Integrated Platform"

which provides a uniform knowledge representa-
tion that will integrate methodologies and the

models produced by them. This uniform

representation of knowledge is the basis for

integration and reuse of information among

activities and information products throughout

the life cycle of the information system.

Finally, the NRC will provide research into the

use of expert systems to support the operational

environment of the information system [7]. This

study will develop a method to create a

knowledge base, while an application is being

developed, which can then help users easily set
up complex input data in the completed

application.

Advanced Software Development Workstation

Figure 1 ASDW Project
The ASDW project consists of six research and development
efforts aimed at supporting Computer Aided Software

Engineering (CASE) throughout all phases of the software life

cycle.

CONCLUSION

The CASE research and development being
performed by the ASDW task is general in its

scope and should benefit many NASA programs.

The following sample benefits are anticipated for
system developers, operators, and maintainers.

For information system developers, there should

be an increase in productivity by providing

application generation, parts composition, and an

engineering graphical language. Reuse of all
types of system development artifacts will be

enhanced, and the knowledge existing in the

various models of a system's phases will be

integrated and translated through the life cycle.

A goal is to provide integration of system

modeling tools and advice on when and how to use

the tools as a function of the type of information

system to be developed; in particular, a goal is to
provide an integrated knowledge base of the

system's development which assists and guides

the entire system development process.

For information system operators, the

development of a prototype tool to create and

maintain intelligent interfaces should increase

productivity by providing on-line user's guides

that include a hypertext help facility and a
knowledge base to support data selection, to test

for constraint violations, to generate input data

streams and command streams from templates,
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and ultimately to supply expert advice on system

operation, as a function of the operator's level of

expertise.

For information system maintainers, all of the
benefits to system developers will be available.

Additionally, the integrated knowledge base

built up automatically during an information

system's development will capture the appropri-

ate knowledge of the system's original developers

and make this available to the System
maintainers.

The ASDW project is currently field testing and

refining the parts composition system and the

on-line user's guide builder. Work is continuing
on the engineering graphical language, the

application template generation, the program-
mable framework, the integrated system modeling

tools, and the integrated system knowledge base.

.
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